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University opens new rec center
The opening of the University Recreation Center
meets student needs with a rock wall, elevated track
and three-court gymansium among other features.

Whitworth community
reacts to the sudden loss of
Isamu Jordan
Football defeats Whittier
at the Pine Bowl
n

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 1
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely by students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitw.orthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509:777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

07 TED TALKS
Local bakery hosts community
viewings of TLD talks videos.

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhan@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 REMEMBERING ISAMU
Friends and colleagues of Isamu Jordan
reflect on his impact on the Whitworth
community.

05 NEW DINING OPTIONS
New things are happening at Sodexo,
including upgraded meal service and
restaurant style dining

06 DIVERSITY MAPPING
Whitworth University takes an inventory of
how diversity is addressed on campus.

09 LEGACY STUDENTS
Legacy students with family ties to the
Whitworth community share their stories of
choosing to become a Pirate.

10 STUDENT DISCOUNTS
Local coffee shops and restaurants ranging
from pizza parlors to frozen yogurt joints
offer special discounts for students.

13 FOOTBALL DOMINATES
Team defense shuts down Whittier's
offensive attack in second-half.

14 DISC GOLF FOR BUCS
New Disc golf course in the Back 40 is
suitable to players of all experience levels.

15 CROW'S NEST
Student-athlete Balin Larson came from a
diverse soccer background to make his way
into a leadership role on the Whitworth
men's soccer team.

NEWS

Whitworth unveils University Rec Center
New campus space includes indoor track, rock wall, environment-friendly design
dent Olivia Newman, sophomore, said.
A large amount of space was required
Staff Writer
due to demands from students, such as
the climbing wall, Sandberg said. The
Whitworth's new University Recre URC ha s about three times more square
ation Center opened to students and feet than the Scotford Fitness Center.
"We have seen about a month's worth
staff o n Aug. 12, nearly a year after the
of traffic from Scotford in about eight
groundbreaking on Sept. 21,2012.
A primary focus for the conshuction days at the new recreation center," Sand
of the new recreation center was ensur berg said. "Expectations and opportu
ing that the new building was everything nities beyond what's obvious are to be
that students have been asking about for discovered over time since the offerings
many years and providing the space that extend beyond the confines of a tradi
the previous center, the Scotford Fitness tional fitness center."
The building earned
Center, did not, said
Silver C ertification from
Todd Sandberg, director
"I think it is a great U.S. Green Building
oftheURC.
Council's
Leadership
A climbing wall was
place to go and
in Energy and Environ
asked for, and a climbing
wall was delivered.
workout and have mental Design for be
ing an environmental
"Students have main
a wide open space
ly-friendly building.
ly been campaigning for
The URC provides
a climbing wall at Whitbig enough for
recycling facilities, and
worth since the late 90s,"
promotes the use of re 
Sandberg said. "The
everybody."
usable water bottles.
climbing wall sets us
"The University Rec
—OLIVIA NEWMAN
apart from most schools
reation. Center is a tre
in our conference."
sophomore
mendous facility that
There are classes
will benefit students and
available to teach stu
staff by providing both
dents how to climb and
belay, as well as refresher courses for ex space and programs for health and well
ness," Interim Athletic Director Melinda
perienced climbers.
The URC includes an elevated track, Larson said.
The new recreation center also pro
a three-court gymnasium equipped for
several different sports and games and vides 25 jobs for students on campus.
Tanner Scholten | Pho
tographer
"We are blessed to have the opportu
a slew of wo rkout equipment and ma
In
response
to
student
requests,
the
University
Recreation
Center
has
three
nity
to
work
at
such
a
nice
facility
and
chines including treadmills, stationary
see all the smiling faces walking through times more space than the Scotford Fitness Center.
bikes, ellipticals and weight machines.
Classes such as boot camp, dance the door," URC employee and sopho
classes and aerobics classes are also more Devyn Huylar said.
The center also provides about
available.
"It gives people a lot more options for 30-50 referee jobs for intramural sports.
"The physical health of students can
exercise," senior Katie Rodewald said.
improve their learning and make an
"It's wide open and quiet."
Ihe URC also offers rental equip overall positive contribution to their col
ment. Everything from a volleyball for a lege experience," Larson said.
casual match in the gym between class
es to a sleeping bag or mo
untain bike are
available to rent from the center. A full
list of av ailable equipment is available
on the Whitwqrth website.
"I t hink it is a great place to go and
Tanner Scholten | Pho
tographer
workout and have fun in a wide open Contact Shelby Harding at
A
climbing
wall
was
a
popular
req
u
est
from
students
that
was
granted.
space big enough for everybody," stu- shardingl 5@my. whitworth.edu

Shelby Harding
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Isamu Jordan: friends, colleagues remember
Lucas Ihayer

News Editor
Isamu Lee "Som" Jordan, instruc
tor and former program coordinator at
Whitworth University, died unexpected
ly on Thursday, Sept. 5. He was 37. He is
survived by his wife of 12 years, Rachel,
and their two sons, Caleb and Osiah.
Jordan served as adjunct instructor
of Whitw orth.fm radio for the past two
years, and formerly served as program
coordinator for the Intercultural Student
Center at Whitworth.
"What I appreciated about him was
his quiet approach; if he was in a group
of students and they were all talking, he
wouldn't be saying a lot, or in the front
leading discussions," Esther Louie, as
sistant dean of intercultural affairs, said.
"He listened carefully. I can see him in
some of those meetings, quiet, and you
could see he was engaged."
If there was a student new to leader
ship or a student who wanted to start a
new project, Jordan was always there for
guidance, Louie said.
"He would just always bring a smile to
your face, and I think that's what he real
ly enjoyed. Bringing happiness to other

Photo courtesy The Spokesman-Review

Isamu Lee "Som"Jordan, Whitworth instructor and former events
coordinator, died on Sept. 5,2013.
people," said former Whitworth.fm Aar
on Kilfoyle.
Kilfoyle said he and Jordan got to
know each other during Jordan's time
as adviser for the radio station. Jordan

often provided guidance when Kilfoyle
struggled with balancing his personal
life and leadership.
"If I was struggling, which I often was
struggling through stuff, he would often

give me life examples from his own life
to kind of help me reflect on what I was
going through," Kilfoyle said. "He would
always be the first to point out, 'Well,
what about this way?' He would often
open up those other doors to me that I
wasn't paying attention to. He was very
personal in that aspect."
Jordan invested himself in helping the
underrepresented ethnic population of
students at Whitworth, attending Black
Male Empowerment Network. (BMEN)
meetings during his time on campus.
"In the BMEN circle, he connected,"
Larry Burnley, assistant vice president
for diversity and intercultural relations.
"He was like a bridge between, I think,
the older adult world and younger
adults. He got them. He understood; he
felt them, and they connected with him
because of that."
A public service was held Sept. 15,
at The Bing Crosby Theater. An educa
tion fund for Jordan's sons has been
established at Washington Trust Bank,
accessed by searching Isamu Jordan at
www.fundrazr.com.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayerl2@my.whitworth.edu

Student Success program looks out for students in need
Katie Shaw

Staff Writer
Whitworth launched a program called the Student
Success Team last year, which aims to keep students
supported and on the road to success. Anyone at Whit
worth can now, through the student concern form, par
ticipate in this program.
"Many universities bring students in and then we
don't give them the tools to actually survive or thrive,"
Student Success Advocate Landon Crecelius said.
"When Virginia Tech shootings took place research
was later done showing there were a lot of w arning
signs that led up to that tragic event and that with ear
ly intervention, a lot of p etty tragedy could have been
prevented."
He said the purpose of the SST is to make sure stu
dents don't slip through the cracks. The student con
cern form is a new avenue for support among students.
The student concern form is available on the Whit
worth website for anyone to submit concerns such as
anxieties about classmates.
Whether the issue is a change in mood, a family
problem, or a more serious matter such as potential de
pression, that submitting a student concern form can
alert someone on the SST who can help about troubled
people on and off campus, Crecelius said.
The level of con cern can be indicated on the form,
ranging from moderate to high to urgent, and the sub
mitter simply explains what he or she has seen. It is a
way to let the SST know about an observation of a fel
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The new student success program encourages
students to look out for their fellow pirates.
low Pirate in need, 'Crecelius said.
"I'm hoping that people that need help will get help
sooner, that we'll be able to intervene," said Nicole Boy
mook, assistant dean of off-campus students and stu
dent success.
Sometimes the SSTwill refer students to counselors.
Assistance can also come in the form of student suc
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Number of new programs offered by
Sodexo in the upcoming year. p. 5

cess coaches, who are Whitworth students themselves.
"Sometimes students just need someone to check in
with them, help them be accountable," Crecelius said.
He said that one of the best sources of help for peo
ple comes from their peers, who have experienced the
same struggles.
"We are psychological, social, biological beings," se
nior and coach Alanna Feltner said. "And that means
that how you treat yourself physically, and how you are
emotionally, and how you interact with people is all re
lated to your health and your success and those are all
interrelated. My job is just to kind of walk with people
and unwind that overall success."
When problems aren't as serious, the SST often con
tacts the resident director or resident assistant of th e
student. Members of t he SST can talk to the student
themselves, look further into the issue, or simply send
an email to check in.
Each week, the team meets to discuss the various
students they are concerned with, and what would be
the best way to help each individual.
The SST wants to provides the support and resources
necessary for a strong Whitworth community, Crece
lius said.
"We're all Pirates, and how do we keep an eye out
for one another?" Boymook said. "How do we maintain
that close-knit family feel?"

Contact Katie Shaw at'
kshawl 7@my. whitworth.edu

432

Number of courses related to
diversity offered at Whitworth. p. 6

25

Number of on-campus jobs for
students created by the University
Recreation Center, p. 3
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Simple Servings is a new m
eal option and offers food free of the six most common food allergens — milk, eggs, fish, crustaceans, tree nuts, peanuts, wheat and soy.

Sodexo begins semester with new dining options
Hayley O'Brien
Staff Writer
Steak, lobster, cheesecake and allergen-free dining
are what students can look forward to this year in So
dexo because of th ree new programs: Swipe+, Crave
and Simple Servings.
Swipe+, a resident dining program, allows students
to spend a few extra flex dollars to get a higher-end,
premium meal in the cafeteria.
These restaurant-quality meals will be available
about once a month, and will have a wide variety ofop
tions for students to chose from.
For example, the Swipe+ s eafood house night will
include dinner options such as crab, shrimp or lobster.
Operations Manager Dan King said.
Upcoming theme nights for Swipe+ include a steakhouse for students who enjoy prime rib, gourmet burg
ers using local grain fed beef and gourmet desserts,
including a possible cheesecake bar, District Executive
Chef Timothy Grayson said.
However, the administration understands not all
students may be able to afford the extra charge. For

6

Turnovers that the Pirates created
in their win against Whittier College
last Saturday, p. 13

those who may not be able to afford to spend a few
extra flex dollars, there will be opportunities to win
Swipe+ coupons throughout the year, General Manag
er Jim O'Brien said.
The Crave program will be for students who are
looking for more than just premium meals, and want a
higher-end overall dining experience.
Crave is a restaurant dining experience complete
with a full waiting service and three course meals for a
yet to be determined amount of extra flex dollars.
The Crave program will consist of a range of events,
from Thanksgiving dinner, to a Valentine's Day meal
O'Brien said. Each event night this year will feature ei
ther a Thai, Italian, American, Brazilian or tapas menu
theme.
The Crave program will also be available for reser
vations to students who want to create their own event
nights, such as a dorm night out or aclub event, O'Brien
said. Students using Crave will be able to create events
for up to 100 people and have a choice of which one of
the five menus they would like to be served that night.
Both the Swipe+ and Crave programs should be
available by the end of October, and Simple Servings is
already offered every day for lunch and dinner.

9MILLI0N

Estimated number of Americans who
follow a vegetarian diet. p. 11

1

The Simple Servings program is food specially pre
pared without milk, eggs, fish, crustaceans, tree nuts,
peanuts, wheat or soybeans.
"The goal of Sim ple Servings is for the students of
Whitworth to be amazed with the delicious and healthy
meals offered to them every day," King said. "Although
the food is specifically prepared for students with ma
jor food allergies, the station is forall students to enjoy."
The food is handled only by student workers specif
ically trained to work with Simple Servings food. The
program has it's own prep area, with purple cutting
boards, serving utensils and cooking equipment in or
der to maintain absolute separation from foods with
the major food allergens, Grayson said.
In addition to the new programs, a Jamba Juice has
been installed in the cafe, replacing Ultimate Baja. Be
cause Sodexo is an individual food catering service,, it
has contracts with outside businesses. Through this
contract, Sodexo was able to establish a small Jamba
Juice in the cafe, a station that has been in the works
since last spring.
Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 6@my. whitworth.edu

The place Whitworth women's cross
country finished at the
Sundodger Invite, p. 14

9

Number of holes on the Whitworth
disc golf course, p. 14
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Diversity measured at If hitw©rtfrD
The results help the university un
and her team looked at the institu
tion's diversity efforts and diversity derstand where they are at in terms
Staff Writer
courses in order to compile diversity of following through with their ideas
maps that allow Whitworth to iden of having an inclusive and diverse
As a p art of Whitworth's 2021 vi tify the quality of their efforts.
community, Burnley said.
sion, the Whitworth administration
"One of the things I've wanted to
Halualani & Associates Inc. found
conducted a study to determine the that Whitworth has 238 total diversi do is cultivate a culture of conversa
community's capacity to work effec ty efforts (attempts by the university tion about, when we say 'diversity,'
tively across a multitude of h uman to address diversity) and 432 diver what are we talking about?" Burn
diversity.
ley said. "Is this something the uni
sity-related courses offered.
In assessing the university, Whit
They also concluded that 73 per versity is doing for 'them,' whoever
worth partnered with ah outside cent of the diversity efforts were tar 'they' are, or does the university see
consultant, Halualani & Associ ates geted at the general Whitworth pop a commitment to diversity, equi
Inc., to analyze the university's ef ulation, and 27 percent was focused ty and inclusion as being essential
fectiveness to reach such out
to the gospel of Jesus
comes. The firm began col
Christ and central to its
lecting a variety of d ata from
mission?"
DIVERSITY
EFFORTS
faculty, staff and students at
Burnley said stu
Whitworth in January of 2 013 TARGETED ATTHE GENERAL
dents need to develop
to start a diversity mapping
certain cultural compe
WHITWORTH COMMUNITY
program.
tencies that will enable
A campus climate survey,
them to effectively en
DIVERSITY
EFFORTS
TARGETED
part of th e diversity mapping
gage the world across
AT UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS
program, will take place in the
multiple dimensions of
third week of October.
WITHIN THE WHITWORTH COMMUNITY human difference.
Professor Larry Burnley, as
Burnley said that in
Bre Taylor|Graphic artist the past six to seven
sistant vice president of diver
sity and intercultural relations
years the university has
and member of the intercultural on addressing diversity within spe conducted surveys focused primari
diversity committee, spoke about cific underrepresented populations ly towards students of ethnically un
the progress he's already seen the at Whitworth.
derrepresented backgrounds.
university make towards their out
In contrast, this campus climate
The IDC will use the results given
comes.
to help them achieve the goals that survey was now open to the entire
"I've seen a change in the way the they have stated in their strategic community. The purpose of this sur
institution understands how these plan.
vey was to assess if there are existing
issues pervade the entire life of
"I think of differences," freshman disparities in the ways the commu
Whitworth," he said. "It's not just a Lauren Drury said. "I don't see di nity experiences Whitworth.
student lifething, it's not just an ac
a versity as being specific to one thing
demic thing, it's a Whitworth thing." but as someone's background in
The final results of the prelimi general. You might think you're
nary report were presented on Sept. similar to someone because you live
12, 2013 in the Robinson Teaching in relatively close places but everyTheatre. Rona Halualani, the found . body has a different background. It's Contact Krystiana Morales at
er of Halualani & As sociates Inc. not just about race,"
kmoralesl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Krystiana Morales
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What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

BRIEF
US-Russian plan for Syria unveiled
After several weeks of negotiations
between the two countries, a U.S.-Russian
plan to secure and destroy Syria's arsenal
of chemical weapons has solidified. Within
the next week, U.S.-backed U.N. weapons
inspectors will take stock of chemical
weapons arsenals before implementing
ways to dispose of the caches,
U.S. destroyers are still positioned in the
eastern Mediterranean Sea in the event
that Syria refuses to cooperate, reserving
the possibility of a military strike. Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad became the
subject of fierce criticism in the past few
weeks, following his alleged use of chemical
weapons on civilians, weapons banned by
U.N. policy.

Colorado hit with flash floods
Flash floods, caused by record-breaking
rainfall swept through Colorado this past
week, killing at least three people, and
leaving dozens of small towns throughout
the state stranded. Rainfall began on
Monday, but picked up significantly on
Wednesday.
The rainfall, usually brokered by foliage,
swept away roads, trees, and even buildings.
As the result of an especially active forest
fire season, rainfall coursed through the
state with enough force to cut off highways.
According to the National Weather Service,
over six inches of rain fell in a 12-h
our period
on Wednesday, rainfall that would continue
through Friday.
Sources | CNN an
d The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE

• President Beck Taylor s poke to ASWU last
week, summarizing the recent State ofthe University address. Taylor reported the student to
professor ratio had decreased from 19.38 to
18.35 over the past year. Spring term tuition
can now, effective immediately, be applied to
Jan Term trips abroad. Due to low attendance,
the Costa Rica Center is being evaluated for
cost effectiveness.
• Bob Castle was announced as the new advis
er for Whitworth.fm.
• Four new clubs were voted on at last week's
ASWU meeting, including: Restoring Hope,
a club dedicated to assisting and providing
a forum for those suffering from depression;
League of P irates, a gaming club for players
of th e online game League of Legends; a for
mal application for the Gospel Choir Club;
and SHAPE, a club dedicated to spiritual and
physical wellness.

ARTS & CULTURE

Karl Johnson | hPotographer

The back area of Boots Bakery &Lounge, a local cafe featuring vegan and gluten-free foods, becomes a space for discussion during Wednesday night TEDtalks.

Loca! bate™ bests TIB discussion group

"I love books and I lov e TED Talks; w hat's not to
love?" participant Lori Decicio said.
Staff Writer
The size of the group varies from week to week, reg
ular attendee Cynde Chatham said.
During the meeting last week, the group was small
Walking into Boots Bakery & Lou nge, one notic
es soft lighting, a rustic bar counter and the aroma of er than usual, Cynde Chatham said. Five women sat
freshly ground coffee. On Wednesday evenings, there around one end of a dining table, some of them sipping
is also the soft murmur of distant computer speakers on lattes and others munching on salads from the deli
and people discussing can be heard from the back of case. A laptop hooked up to speakers sat on other end
playing Julie Burstein's TED Talk ti
the small downtown cafe, as peo
tled, "Four Lessons in Creativity."
ple deliberate the implications of
"Discussions are always
Several artists in the group said
such subjects as sleep cycles, b ody
language, the power of t he phrase on topic and interesting. they connected with the underlying
subject of Raku pottery. Others said
"thank you," and the eco-friendly
We host a mixed age
they drew inspiration from the con
way to use a paper towel.
nection Burstein made between art
Technology, Entertainment, De
group
from
lots
of
and the joys and tragedies of every
sign (TED), a nonprofit organiza
day life.
tion that shares ideas by providing
backgrounds."
Though organizers said they had
a forum for innovative speakers, be
not planned on addressing 9/11,
— CYNDE CHA THAM
gan posting short, thought-provok
the Burstein lecture touched on the
ing seminars commonly known as
regular group attendee
photography of Joel Meyerowitz,
"TED Talks" online for free. The TED
who was allowed unrestricted ac
archives now consists of thousands'
cess to the wreckage of the 9/11 attacks.
of videos, and many have received critical acclaim.
In the video, Meyerowitz discussed the sorrow ex
Local designer Alan Chatham has begun present
ing these videos in a new light by showing them on pressed through his art. That segment of the video led
members of t he group to reflect on their own memo
Wednesday nights at Boots.
At these events, members of the community are in ries of the national tragedy.
The Burstein lecture was followed by Gavin Previted to watch two segments of TED Talks in a group
setting while enjoying the vegan and gluten-free menu tor-Pinney's light-hearted seminar on the Cloud Ap
at Boots. After watching the videos, the group partakes preciation Society called "Cloudy With a Chance of
Joy." That video brought forth discussion of the unique
in a lively discussion.
As with a book club, participants are able to discuss beauty of clouds, which is a commonly overlooked
the themes of the videos shown, as well as share their phenomenon, Pretor-Pinney said.
The two videos shown together inspired discussion
reflections.

YVilla Schober

SEE IT. CLICK IT.KNOW IT.

Contact Willa Schober at wschober-hockmanl4@
my.whitworth.edu

FAST FACTS
Place: Boots Bakery & Lounge at 24 West
Main Avenue
Time: Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m.
Cost: Free and open to the public. Attend
ees can purchase coffee, deli items, bakery
items, and cocktails from Boots Bakery.

NEWS
l
ARTS & CULTURE
~
OPINIONS i
• SPORTS M|

Whitworthian
WWW.THEWHITWORTHIAN.COM

from all participants, particularly given their varying
themes.
"Discussions are always on topic and interesting,"
Cynde Chatham said. "We host a mixed age group
from lots of backgrounds."
The size of th e group depends on the subjects ad
dressed and the schedule of individuals; attending ev
ery meeting is not er quired.
"We have between 6 to 10 people come a week,"
Chatham said. "We are happy to expand and excited
about kids getting back to school and reading about it."
Boots Bakery and Lounge is located at 24 WestMain
Avejiue. Meetings take place every Wednesday at 5:30
p.m.
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Gallery celebrates artist's
90th birthday through art
The minute details she caught in na
ture also appear to be caught in her art
work. A simple, singular color of gr een
in her paintings may actually be a col
A 90-year-old former professor was lection of dissimilar colors, including
welcomed back to Whitworth to share different magentas, reds, oranges and
her passion for art with the school once yellows, art lecturer Robert Fifield said.
again.
Haas' skill with colors is simila
r to that of
Pauline Anderson Haas was invited Impressionist artists, Fifield said.
to display her work in the Bryan Oliver
However, just as noteworthy as her
Gallery, with a opening lecture Sept. 10. skill, Haas appears to have a strong sens
e
Haas spoke about her inspiration and of dedication that gives her drive in life,
her craft to a diverse audience.
Fifield said.
Haas' use of line and color adds a
"This exhibition was also in honor of
unique element of depth and beauty that [Haas] turning 90, which is incredible
sets her work apart,
to see someone con
student attendee and
"This exhibition was
tinuing to work and
freshman Elise Stoncontinuing to work at
also in honor of [Haas]
er said.
the scale and the drive
Much of Haas' art
that she continues to
turning 90, which is
work depicts scenes
have," Fifield said.
of nature from dif incredible to see someone
As a new faculty
ferent parts of the
member, Fifield said
Northwest. Haas be continuing to work at the he was inspired by
gan drawing pictures
Haas to live with the
when she was a child, scale and the drive that
same kind of passion
she said. The hobby
she exhibits.
she continues to have."
evolved throughout
All th e artwork be
her life, eventually
— ROBERT FIFIELD
ing displayed at Whit
becoming an expres
worth are pieces Haas
art professor
sion of her appreci
completed within the
ation for the world
last three years, said
around her.
Lance Sinnema, art professor and gal
"I am overwhelmed by the beauty of lery director.
the Northwest," Haas said.
"It's not a retrospective," Sinnema
From a young age, Haas and her fam said. "It's not a group of work that comes
ily h ad traveled throughout the region from a larger span of time. She's contin
to destinations including lakes, forests, ually making. She's continually active."
mountains and open fields. She asked
Nearly 250 alumni, community mem
her brother what he saw on each trip, bers and students came to Haas' lecture,
and said shealways felt she saw just a lit and many expressed appreciation for
he more than her brother had seen.
what she gave to the local community

Daniel Lee

Staff Writer

EVENTS

Rachel Anderson | hotographer
P

Students observe Northwest-inspired landscape artwork by Pauline Anderson
Haas, a former Whitworth professor, in the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
through her art and her life. Haas taught
at Whitworth for more than 20 years,
from 1962 to 1986.
After her retirement from the uni
versity, she maintained close ties to the
school and students, Sinnema said. It
was for this reason and many others that
Haas was invited to return and display
her work.
Haas had previously done a show at
Whitworth on the year of her 80th birth
day, Sinnema said. She has continued
her work since then, leading up to the
current exhibition. As a result, many are
hopeful to see what the future may bring
in the next decade.

FAST FACTS
Place: Bryan Oliver Gallery, Lied
Center for the Arts
Time: Monday - Friday 10 a.m. 6 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
• The exhibit will be open
through Nov. 1.
• Haas' art exhibits landscapes
of the Northwest

Contact Daniel Lee at
danielleel 7@my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20
CONCERT: WILD BELLE

HATE STUDIES LECTURE

8:30 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

A lec ture from Seattle University School of Law professor Steven W. Bender
on societal regret. The event is free and open to the public.

Indie rock band Wild Belle, whose debut album "Isles"
released in November, will perform exclusively for
Whitworth students, Also featured will be Saint Rich
and Mama Doll.

Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. in the Barbieri Courtroom, Gonzaga School of Law

STATE OF FLORIDA V. ZIMMERMAN: A DISCUSSION
Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. in HUB Mult ipurpose Room
The political science department will host an event to discuss the long-stand
ing implications of the George Zimmerman trial, as well as the impact it
could have moving forward.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 24
FILM: GASLAND PART II

CHARLESTON & SHIM SHAM WORKSHOP

7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901.W. Sprague Ave.

A Workshop covering solo and partner Charleston, as well as the classic
Jazz/swing routine The Shim Sham. Cost is $15.

Too Far N orth Productions and The Lands Council will
host a free screening of Gasland Part II, a documentary
exploring the dangers of fracking. A panel discussion
will follow the screening.

RAFIA ZAKARIA LECTURE

Sept. 21 from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in Cornerstone Dance Studio

Sept. 23 at 7 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre
Rafia Zakaria, former director of Amnesty International, USA, will give a lec
ture on drones and terrorism.
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Students follow parents' college choice
Stephanie Partida

"My mom had so much fun here," Balthazorsaid. "She
gave me the inside scoo
p about what Whitworth was like
when she attended, and I got excited to come here, too."
When it came to making the decision about which
Legacy is a word often associated with images of pow university to attend, junior computer science major
erful kings, shining crowns and anxious kinfolk waiting Brennan Metzelaar said he also gives credit to his moth
in line toinherit all kinds ofcool things. AtWhitworth we er for encouraging him to attend Whitworth.
have our very own legacies; legacy stude
nts.
"Computer science is n ot a well-knoWn program at
Legacy students are students whose parents or other Whitworth," Metzelaar said. "Whitworth is also in Wash
family members attended the same university. Students ington, so if it weren't for m y mom having attended I
may choose to attend the same college as their fami probably would have stayed in California."
ly mem bers for a variety of reasons;
Freshman Hirut Senter, also a leg
including financial benefits, strong "My mom said they never acy student, said she hopes to main
academic programs and an eager
tain an equal balance between hav
had a Big Three policy
ness to share in similar experiences
ing fun and having passion for her
to their family members.
when [my mom] was here. major.
Sophomore Moregan Balthazor
"My parents went here and got
said the fact that her mother attend
married," Senter said. "They had a
Things were a lot more
ed Whitworth played an important
wonderful time. My cousin also went
relaxed."
role in her college decision.
here, and she was a biology major. I
"My decision to come here to
think it was hard for her because she
—
BRENNAN
METZELAAR
Whitworth didn't completely depend
always had so much homework. I've
on the fact that my mom attended,
only been here two weeks, but I think
junior
but it definitely did some," Balthazor
my experiences here are going to be a
said. "Since I am a legacy student, my tuition is a little lot different than my cousin's were because I'm not tak
lower."
ing such a busy route."
Whitworth legacy students are awarded a Whitworth
Senter said she is interes
ted in psychology or nursing.
University A lumni Scholarship of $1000 upon admis
"I love the campus, and I just joined.a Frisbee team,"
sion. This scholarship is renewed each year the legacy Senter said. "The people on the team are all so encour
student attends Whitworth.
aging."
Frisbee, as well as many other extracurricular activ
Although the financial benefits of being a legacy stu
dent did influence Balthazor's decision to attend Whit ities are enjoyed by students at Whitworth. However,
worth, it wasthe desire to be apart of exciting experienc rules must be enforced to ensure students can enjoy
themselves in a safe environment.
es that led her here, she said.

Staff Writer

Contact Stephanie Partida at
spartidal6@my.whitworth.edu

Explore a Place
Where You Can...

Earn your MBA on campus
or online from Azusa Pacific.

MBA

Current students know the rules under the Big Three,
but this policy hasn't always been around.
"My m om said they never had a Big Three policy
when she was here," Metzelaar said. "Things were a lot
more relaxed."
Balthazor's mom appreciates the Big Three Policy,
she said.
"My m om thinks the Big Three policy is a positive
thing," Balthazor said. "She wasan RA,and the Big Three
were enforced back then, but she said conflicts with stu
dents not abiding by the policy could always be sought
out."
Rule enforcement is not the only difference her mom
has noticed about Whitworth today in comparison to
the past. Balthazor mom also notices the growth in en
rollment.
Numbers aside, Balthazor said Whitworth's legacy
students are an imperative part Of keeping Whitworth's
tradition and core values alive.
"It's not extremely important to me that my future
children attend Whitworth. I want them to choose a col
lege because they want to go,not because I went," Balth
azor said.
Senter said she wants her future children to be happy
regardless of where they choose to attend college.
"I would definitely encourage my future children to
look at Whitworth," Senter said. "As a n option when
choosing a university. It's important to me that they
are aware of the many opportunities here, and all of the
wonderful experiences they could have."
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Maximize your career potential and leadership ability with a
traditional business degree that focuses on strategy and finance,
as well as analytical and relational skills. Professors are industry
experts who emphasize ethical conduct and experience-based
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Discern a call to ministry at Princeton Theological Seminary.
OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS
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October 27-30, 2013

November 10-13, 2013

November 20-22, 2013

March 5-7, 2014

February 5-7, 2014
February 26-28, 2014

Office of Admissions and Financial Aid
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Prospective Students link.
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Local eateries offer discounts
Alanna Carlson
Staff Writer
We've all been there: You wa nt to eat somewhere
other than Sodexo for a change, but you do not want
to spend the little money you have left after paying
for books, supplies and tuition. Luckily, Spokane has
many venues that offer special discounts for students.
These eateries provide yummy treats without taking
too much money out of your wallet (provided that said
wallet has a student identification in it).

Bruchi's Cheesesteaks & Subs

10 percent off every day
10406 N. Division
Monday - Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Located at the corner of Ha wthorne and Division,
a convenient two-minute drive from campus, Bru
chi's offers a 10 percent, Whitworth-exclusive student
discount. From subs to salads to burgers, this casual
restaurant has a little bit of everything. Bruchi's offers
a fun atmosphere and cheap food. Avoid large groups
here, though; there's not much space.

Froyo Earth

5 percent off every day, 10 percent off Tuesdays
12519 N. Division #5
Monday - Thursday ll'a.m. -10 p.m.
Friday - Saturday 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sunday 11 am -10 p.m.

The Perfect Start

$1 off Wednesdays
10505 N. Division
Monday - Friday 5 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sunday 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Another short commute from campus along Divi
sion, The Perfect Start hosts "Whitworth Wednesdays,"
when all Whitworth students and faculty receive $1 off
their orders.
"[Discounts] bring in more people," owner Krista
Spanos said. "I k now that students are usually on a
budget, so it helps them out and it helps me out at the
same time."

Revel 77

10 percent off on weekdays, 2 p.m. to closing
3223 E. 57th Ave.
Monday - Friday 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Lastly, for those students who may
live in South Spokane, farther from
campus, Revel 77 Coffee is a hip new
coffee shop located on the South Hill.
This cafe offers a 10 percent student dis
count weekdays from 2 p.m. until clos
ing. This locally-owned coffee shop has a
unique atmosphere and free Wi-Fi.

{! SAW!}
Content in the "I,Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Newt Time Leave Your Number
I saw you... too late unfortunately, as you
were discretely placing an adorable note at
my computer station. Obviously I was too
absorbed in my Excel spreadsheet to notice
until you were walking away. Your note made
my day until I realized I wouldn't be able to
find you again. Ifyou see me again please do
say hello.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw
You" (limited to 50 words) online at
thewhitworthian.com.

Contact Alanna Carlson
at acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Located a five-minute drive north on Division,
Froyo Earth offers a 10 percent student discount on
Tuesdays, and 5 percent every other day of the week.
Froyo Earth's frozen yogurt is a healthy alternative to
a giant bowl of ice cream after a long day of clas ses.
Of cou rse, if you are craving a not-so-healthy snack,
Froyo Earth has lots of delicious toppings. This eatery
has a fun, modern atmosphere and inexpensive treats.

Pizza Hut

10 percent off every day
12501 N. Division & 9998 N. Newport Highway
Hours vary based on location and dining option

CONTRIBUTE TO
"I SAW YOU"

Both the Wandermere and North Point Pizza Hut
locations are offering 10 percent discounts on all pur
chases by students and faculty. Pizza Hut also offers
take-out and delivery.

Pleasant Blends Coffee and
Tea House

IT'S JUST LIKE
WHITWORTH CONFESSIONS...

10 percent off every day
9417 N. Newport Highway
Monday - Saturday 7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

ONLY IN PRINT

Ifyou are lookingfor a off-campus place tostudy
or get some delicious coffee, Pleasant Blends Cof
fee and Tea House, an easy five-minute drive from
campus, offers a 10 percent student discount. With
a cozy atmosphere and tasty food to go with coffee,
Pleasant Blends may be the perfect place to get away
from the craziness of campus life. The calming atmo
sphere invites us to take a seat, and catch up on last
week's homework. The cafe also has free Wi-Fi a nd
outdoor seating.
"I-think [students] deserve it. They've worked hard
for it," owner Louise Ramos said.

I SAW YOU
Hayley Niehaus | Gra
phic Artist
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Vegetarian
diet offers
healthier
lifestyle

Communication skills
impaired by technology
MIRANDA
CLOYD

MOLLY
DANIELS
Bre TayIor| Graphic Artist

Six years ago, I became a vegetarian
for purely ethical reasons. I had never
heard of any other reason for becoming
a vegetarian. Over the years, however, I
have discovered the many health bene
fits that come with vegetarianism, and I
have met people who gave up meat and
other animal products solely to improve
their health. While I maintain the same
morals that pushed me to stop consum
ing meat in the first place, I also believe
the health benefits are a strong enough
reason for anyone to become a vegetar
ian.
According to a survey conducted in
2012 by the Vegetarian Resource Group,
a nonprofit organization dedicated to
educating the public about vegetarian
ism, health and ecology, an estimated
nine million Americans follow a vege
tarian diet. Half those vegetarians cited
health outcomes as one of the primary
reasons for changing their diet.
In 2011, the New York Times stated
that saturated fats should never make
lip more than 10 percent of daily calo
ries, and foods containing saturated fats
should be avoided. Abnormal levels of
fats in the bloodstream may lead to a
number of potentially fatal heart and
blood diseases.
Cardiovascular disease is the lead
ing cause of death in the United States.
However, vegetarians with cardiovascu
lar disease have a lower mortality rate
than non-vegetarians with the same
disease, stated The Vegetarian Times,
a magazine which promotes health,
well-being, an eco-friendly lifestyle and
a vegetarian diet, stated that. Animal
fats, which are saturated fats, are found
in all animal products, including dairy,
eggs and meat. A vegetarian diet also

longer interested in the person stand
ing in front of us?
Now, we may not intend to disrupt
a conversation when checking our
phones; it may be a habit that leads us
to check so often.
Sometimes we do it out of discom
If someone asked us to get rid of our fort. Comfortable silence is no longer
cell phones or deactivate our Face- present in conversation. Because we
book accounts, the immediate defense live in a society of instant gratification,
would likely be that those things make the moment there is a lull in conversa
our lives and communication more tion, it is a reflex for many of us to pull
convenient. We would argue that it out our phones.
The problem with all of these ad
makes staying in touch with those we
do not see on a regular basis more feasi vances in technology is evidenced in
ble. While these arguments are certain face-to-face communication. In gaining
technological pro
ly true, they are hardly
ficiency, we have
the main uses of com
"Technological
lost, many conver
municative technolo
sational skills.
communication and
gy in our society today.
How many times
Because of mass
social media should
have you been in
technological advanc
a group of people
es, our society has a
not replace real
in which many, if
wide variety of ave
not all, have their
nues through which
relationships. There is
phones out? What
we communicate. We
so much depth that is
is the point of keep
use Facebook, Twitter,
ing up with people
Instagram and other
lost between two people through technology
social media outlets
e avoid keeping
to update our friends
when they are separated ifupwwith
the friends
and family about our
by a cell phone screen." right in front of us?
lives without having a
Technological
conversation in per
communication
son. Likewise, we can
keep up with the goings-on of others and social media should not replace
without getting together to catch up real relationships. There is so much
over dinner or a cup of coffee. The abil depth that is lost between two peo
ity to connect to these sites on our cell ple when they are separated by a cell
phones has brought updates literally to phone screen. We miss out on facial
expressions, body language and tone of
our fingertips.
While these inventions are certainly voice, in addition to often interrupting
useful and convenient, they come with the quality time with people physically
the side effect of interrupting or even surrounding us.
While it might be easier to shoot
replacing face-to-face interactions. One
in five people check their phone at least someone a text, I would challenge you
once every 10 minutes, according to to take the time to have more real con
versations, the original "hands-free"
Time magazine.
In addition, The Huffington Post way: face-to-face.
states that 80 percent of adults ages 1824 sleep with their phones right next to
them. Phones have become an integral
part of us. If we check our phones that
often, how many times do we break eye
CLOYD is a senior majoring in English.
Comments can be sent to mcloydl6@
contact during an interaction? How of
my.whitworth.edu.
ten do we nonverbally show we are no

contains less cholesterol. Because of
this, vegetarians are less likely to con
tract coronary diseases. People who in
gest a lot of animal fats are more prone
to obesity and high blood pressure as a
result of the high caloric content of the
fats they consume. In contrast, a plantbased diet contains fewer calories and
saturated fats.
Vegetarians also consume more fiber,
produce and vitamins than non-vege
tarians. The Vegetarian Times said that
due to this diet, vegetarians generally
have stronger bones than non-vegetar
ians. When one doesn't have sufficient
levels of calcium in their bloodstream,
the body will absorb calcium from
bones, causing bones to become weak
er over time. Dairy products and fish
are some of the largest and healthiest
sources of calcium, but they still contain
a high concentration of saturated fats.
Vegetarian sources of calcium without
a high fat content include kale, tofu and
soymilk.
The desire to be healthy is an excel
lent reason to make changes in your
eating habits, even if it is not possible
to completely give up meat and animal
products.
Since I gave up meat, I have felt'
healthier and more energetic. I am more
aware of what foods I should be eating
and the right amount of nutrients I need
to stay healthy.
While becoming a vegetarian does
not guarantee perfect health, it can re
duce the risk of certain diseases and im
prove one's overall health.
DANIELS is asophomore majoring in
journalism. Comments can be sent to
mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu.
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Students of Millennial generation EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Internship opportunities
face difficulties after graduation give students real-world

3. Typically value and accept diversity among
peers. This should include diversity across gener
ations, a needed advantage when trying to create
jm
CLAIREHUNTER
relationships.
COLUMNIST
4. Want to save the world, but do not know how
to follow through on their big ideas. This desire to
save humanity is what draws so many young pro
fessionals
to nonprofit organizations. Experienced
Millennial: the dreaded buzzword of ou r gener
ation. Usually when an article uses the "m" word, business people admire this passion, but under
what follows is a rant about the stereotypical stand that Millennials have less years of experience
20-something that belongs in the "Generation Me" than other employees. Cooperation with previous
box. Well, we should get used to it because the stig generations will allow for actions, rather than mere
concepts, to take place.
ma will only increase after college.
5. Expect heaps of praise for do
However, there is an advantage
ing their basic job requirements.
that we Millennials have: the pre
Another nickname for Millennials
vious generations (Generation X,
is "Trophy Kids." You know, be
Baby Boomers, the Silent Gener
cause in pee-wee soccer we all got
ation) are obsessed with trying
trophies for "being the best you."
to define and analyze us, so they
This means in the workplace Mil
may present us to the rest of th e
lennials usually expect constant
world as either a scapegoat or a
feedback—something that employ
savior. How is this an advantage?
ers will not constantly give, because
Because these older generations
they are not your life coach.
are aiding in the refining pro
6. Expect to advance in their ca
cess each individual needs to go
reer almost instantaneously. While
through in order to reach his or
Millennials may be overqualified
her full potential.
on paper for certain entry-level
Below, readers will find a list
jobs, this does not mean that they
of c ommon opinions about Mil
are actually better than their job.
lennials that the past generations
Each job has wisdom to offer but
have formed. Some will b e posi
it takes time to become apparent.
tive, but most will be critical, and
Patience will n ot only allow us to
that can be beneficial. Learn from
learn "real-world smarts," but will
them, because when graduation
also help us stand out to employers
comes and it is time to step into a
from
the rest of the newbies.
world full of diverse ages and ide
Bre Taylorj Graphic Artist
7. Do not know how to properly
ologies, it will b e helpful to know
balance humility and the willing
what box you have already been placed in. Millen
ness to learn with confidence and enterprise. This
nials ...
1. Value equal success in their personal and pro is a lot to expect from any person, but Millennials
fessional lives. Some employers will admire this, are under the critical eye of both the previous and
but others will resent Millennials and feel they are younger generations.
If thi s article felt like a generation roast, please
not totally devoted to the company's mission.
2. Are too dependent on social media, which is do not shoot the messenger. The stereotypes of our
good for mass communication but inhibits inter generation should be considered a challenge, not a
personal interactions. "It should be your first in discouragement. Millennials have a lot to offer, and
stinct, not last, to talk to a real person," said Jason our desire for self-actualization rather than social
Nazar of Forbes magazine. Millennials need to compliance is admirable.
work extra hard to prove they are capable of com HUNTER is a junior majoring in psychology. Com
petent face-to-face communication.
ments can be sent tochunterl5@my.whitworth.edu.
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"I think technology has made it faster and
that people are able to share information with
each other all the time. In some ways it is
good."
— Dillon Dander, freshman

"It has allowed communication to be a lot more
thorough...In the past decade,.we have evolved
from hand-written letters and phone calls. It
has improved day-to-day communication and
matters of safety.".
- Aly Quartier, graduate student

+

We are blessed to receive a top-notch education as Whitworth students. Classes teach us many invaluable skills
that will put us on the path toward success after gradua
tion. However, classwork alone is not sufficient. To this end,
gaining real world experience in a field of student interest is
an invaluable asset.
Unfortunately, if recent rulings from the federal court
system are extended to other parts of the country, chanc
es of finding an internship could diminish. A federal judge
from Manhattan found that Fox Searchlight Studios violat
ed the state's minimum wage laws by not paying the int
erns.
Ideally, all companies would pay their interns. After all,
students are doing actual work in the field, work that they
would be compensated for as a regular employee. A stu
dent cannot pay rent with "real-world experience." That of
ten means astudent has to take a job on the side or live off
of
savings. The harsh reality is many companies simply cannot
afford to pay interns.
As medical technology improves, the rate of reti rement
continues to drop. People are healthier and able to work
later and later in life. Simply put, there are more people en
tering the workforce than leaving it, making it mor
e difficult
for recent grads to get jobs. This makes internships more
important.
The unpaid internship is mutually beneficial. Thestudent
benefits from the internship by gaining valuable work expe
rience, developing marketable skills, discerning a future ca
reer path and networking with professionals. The company
benefits from the work and skills the student brings to the
workplace, and they do not have to spend money to create
jobs where there is no need.
Students need as many opportunities as possible for in
ternships, opportunities that may not be around if employ
ers have to pay for them. If the courts impose wage require
ments, a student's chances of finding a job after graduation
could drastically decrease. In turn, this will perpetuate the
"boomerang culture" of our generation, in which students
live with their parents after graduation.
This editorial board encourages students to value intern
ship opportunities and pursue the opportunity to intern.
Internships supplement learning in the classroom and pro
vide venues to develop skills that the classroom cannot of
fer a student.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

In what ways do you think technology has
impacted communication? Do you think
the effects are positive or negative?
"I think it has helped reach out to and connect us
to people who aren't around us, but I think it has
taken away a lot of face-to-face communication
and speaking skills"

mF»1

— Shannon Wessel, freshman
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experience despite pay
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"I believe technology has increased the spead
and volume of communication but has probably
generated an atmosphere liable for facade or
thinness of communication, or just liability for
miscommunication."
— Chris Volk, freshman

SPORTS

Michelle Molina | Photo
grapher

Junior center Dylan Jackson prepares to snap the ball as the Pirates' offensive line readies for a play against the P
oets Saturday, Sept. 14., at the Pi
ne Bowl.

Whitworth takes down Whittier at the Pine Bowl
man kicker Kyler Gracey to put Whit
worth up 23-17.
Staff Writer
Tyus then increased the gap after
intercepting a pass and returning it for
Defense proved to be the story of the a touchdown, bringing the score to 29day for the Pirates against the Whittier 17. Tyus ended the game with a sack, a
Poets at the Pine Bowl Saturday, Sept. forced fumble and an interception.
"It was live. Probably one of the best
14. Following the win against St. Scho
lastics, the • Pirates returned to their feelings I've felt in a long time," Tyus
home field and kept their undefeated said. "Our team was fighting all day to
get separation in this game, and I felt
record alive, defeating the Poets, 38-17.
Whittier got off to a quick start, jump like that touchdown was a big blow to
ing to a 7-0 lead after the first posses their offense and an even bigger boost
sion, but it was Whittier's last offensive for our team's confidence."
Senior wide receiver Kekoa Turbevtouchdown.
The Pirates struck back when junior ille succeeded the touchdown return
defensive back De' Hall intercepted the with a pass to senior tight end Wade
ball, putting Whitworth on the eight- Meyer for the two-point conversion,
yard line. Freshman running back Grif maldng the score 31-17.
As the fourth quarter ran down, se
fin Hare ran down the middle two plays
later for Whitworth's first touchdown nior running back DJ Tri poli had an
with 3:10left in the first quarter, tying the explosive run down the sideline for a
54-yard touchdown, increasing the Pi
score at 7-7.
A touchdown pass from junior quar rates' lead to 38-17.
Along with Tyus, senior defensive
terback Bryan Peterson to senior wide
receiver Devon Lind early in the second end Aaron Cochran had a big game,
quarter gave the Pirates their first lead at finishing the game with two sacks and
nine tackles.
14-7.
"It's cool to make those plays, but
Hie Poets shortened the lead going
we had an all around good defensive
into halftime with a 43-yard field.
. Whittier continued its scoring run, performance, and that's what allowed
coming out of halftime with a pick-six [them] to happen, everyone was flying
off a pas s from Peterson to take a 17-14 around." Cochran said. "It was a fun
game."
lead.
The Pirates were fundamentally bal
Whitworth retaliated with a 53-yard
pass from Peterson to sophomore tight anced with a good passing and run
.end Lucas McGill. Peterson then ran ning game, Tripoli said.
"Team cohesion—trusting every
right down the middle to put the Bucs
one to do their job and never giving
ahead, 20-17.
Hie Pirates' defense continued to up when we had our backs against the
leave their mark on the game as Hall and wall," Tripoli said.
The six forced turnovers enabled
senior defensive back Tevin Tyus both
recovered fumbles to stop the Whittier Whitworth to take control of the game,
defensive coordinator Kirk Westre
offensive attack.
Sophomore defensive back Jerrell said.
"Tevin's interception return and his
Norman recovered another fumble, re
sulting in a 29-yard field goal by fresh sack were big. Aaron Cochran with the

Tyler Jezierski

big s ack and timely turnovers," Westre
said. "We did a good job at hawking the
ball. It was a good team win, offensively
and defensively, [as we] responded well
to the adversity."

Hie Pirates compete at home against
La Verne next Saturday, Sept. 21at 1 p.m.
Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil 4@my.whitworth.edu
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Back 40 welcomes new disc golf course
Disc golf course provides opportunities for disc and Frisbee enthusiasts
on campus made the course a perfect.fit.
"It seemed like a natural addition to
campus to have something like [the disc
golf course] put in," Libolt said.
Junior Brandon Emerson, a frequent
Frisbee golf playe r, advised those who
have yet totry disc golf to give it achance.
"It's a little more challenging than
Frisbee golf, but it can be really fun once
you get good at it," Emerson said.
As well as being a fun, relaxing activi
ty, Emerson also said that he enjoyed the
social aspect of disc golf too.
"It's a really good way to get to know
people around you," Emerson said. "It's
a way to enjoy the outdoors with some
thing simple."
Senior Oliver Durand also played the
course, he said.
"It is definitely one of the better ninehole courses I've played," Durand said.
"I think that everyone should get out
there and give it a try because it's a lot
of fun."
Coopman said that it is a great expe
rience.
"A lot of pe ople are curious about it,
but if they get out there and try it, they'll
really enjoy it,"Coopman said.

James Silberman
Staff Writer
Frisbee golf is one of the most popu
lar activities on campus at Whitworth.
So when Intramurals Coordinator Tyler
Coopman was brainstorming ideas for
improving the area known as the Back
40 and a disc golf course was the perfect
fit.
Coopman put a presentation togeth
er, requisitioned the funds and a few
months later, the course was available to
Whitworth students, he said.
Part of the attraction of disc golf is the
easy access and low commitment re
quired, Coopman said.
"Anyone can go in the 30 minutes
between classes and play nine holes,"
Coopman said. "You can just go out and
throw a Frisbee with someone and talk."
During the planning process, Coop
man became aware of a few students
who had reservations about whether or
not they wanted funding to go into a new
disc golf course rather than other ideas.
However, Coopman said he wants peo
ple to know that it is not a one-or-theother situation.
The money for the course came from
a budget designed for student activities,
and the money was used for exacdy that,
he said.
Using the course takes no signing up
and is open to everyone at all times. Ad
ditionally, discs can be borrowed for free
from the University Recreation Center.
From the custom-weighted discs to

Amanda Turner | raphic
G
Artist

the trails connecting the holes, Coop
man designed it with all the necessary
parts of an official disc golf course. It is
challenging for experienced players and
fun for beginners.
"Everyone that has played it has had
nothing but good things to say," Coo p-

man said.
Senior Aaron Libolt, who has played
the course, enjoyed it because of the
course as well as the surrounding area.
"The pine tree setting is ideal for disc
golf," Libolt said.
Libolt added that the Frisbee culture

Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Cross Country competes at Sundodlger Invite
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
This weekend the men's and women's cross coun
try teams took home a pair of sixth-place finishes af
ter competing in the Sundodger Invitational in Seattle
at Lincoln Park.
The Pirate women opened the invitational with a
6k race and finished sixth out of 17 teams with a to
tal team time of 1: 54.48.07 and 168 points. Confer
ence rivals Pacific Lutheran University, Lewis & Clark
College and University of Puget Sound also compet
ed against the Whitworth women but were not fast
enough to beat the Pirates. Most notable was Whitworth's defeat of Lewis & Clark, the defending NWC
champions.
"We came into the race with the mindset that we
would win even if itwasn't true," junior captain Chris
tina Williams said. Williams finished in 45th place
with a time of 22:49.74. "This past week we looked at
the rosters to pick out our competition and see what
their uniforms looked like so we could stick with them
and try to pass them."
Sophomore Amanda Blankenship crossed the fin
ish line first for the Pirates and landed in 40th place
with a time of 22:45.33. Williams followed shortly be
hind, with sophomore Kellyn Roiko finishing in 50th
place with a time of 22:52.85.
"We have a big group of really fast girls we've nev
er had before so it went really well overall," Williams

guys who are injured and/or sick but our top three ran
said."
The men's team also finished in sixth place out of 18 really well," senior captain Matt Edwards said.
The roster size on this year's men's team is smaller
teams with a team time of 2:11:54.81 and 188 points
in the 8k race. The Whitworth men came up short than it has been in the past with only eight runners
instead of fourteen or fifteen as their
against the Pioneers and
the Loggers, but defeat
was last year. However, the team has
the Lutes.
grown very close as a result, Edwards
"We faced some good
said.
competition today but
"We need to use that to our ad
our athletes respond
vantage. We run as a team together
ed very well," assistant
everyday and if we can get in a pack
Amanda Blankenship,'15
coach Jordan Jennings
and use our close knit group as a
•
said. "Facing tough com
force we'd be even better," Edwards
Blankenship
petition like this will help
said.
finished first for
us down the road when
The invitational was a success for
the Pirate women
we compete at champi
both the men and women, Jennings
onship races beginning
and took 40th
said.
-f
in November. We will
"Overall I was very happy with the
place overall in
continue to train hard,
meet today," Jennings said. "Howev
her first season of
keep everyone healthy
er, we have to continue to improve to
j rifci
cross-country at
and continuing to im
ultimately achieve our goals, which
Whitworth.
t :
prove."
is to win conference, place well at
The first Pirate to cross
the regional meet and represent
the finish line was soph
Whitworth at the national meet."
omore Christopher MacMurray, who placed 39th in
The Pirates will be competing in the Runner's Soul/
the race with a time of 25:50.05. Junior Taylor Steele Erik Anderson Invite at Plantes Ferry Park in Spokane,
finished second for the Pirates and 45th overall with a next Saturday, Sept. 21, at 10:45 a.m.
time of 25:57.95. Junior Trent Dudley followed closely
behind to finish in 51st place with a time of 26:06.15.
"I think this meet was decent for the guys. We Contact Jordanne Perry at
didn't perform as well as we wanted to since we have jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

SPOTLIGHT

WHITPICS

TOP LEFT: Baldwin-Jenkins
leadership welcomes freshmen
with a poster.
TOP RIGHT: Freshmen fill the
diniiig hall and the HUB Multi
purpose Room for Fancy Feast.

TRADITIATION
BEGINNING

RIGHT: Sophomore transfer
student Trevor York dishes up at
Fancy Feast.
BOTTOM RIGHT: The BaldwinJenkins women practice their
songs before Hallin' on Tuesday,
Sept. 3.
BOTTOM LEFT: Freshmen walk
to Fancy Feast on Sunday, Sept. 1.
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Costa Rica Center seeks students
Whitworth administrators encourage students to visit
the Costa Rica Center, which has been averaging an
attendance of roughly 100 students per year.

p. 5

Event to consider the
effect of stereotypes about
masculinity
PVolleyball splits matches
against NWC teams
p.
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VOLUME 104. ISSUE 2
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
Ihe Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

13 VOLLEYBALL

QUESTIONS?
aforhan14@my. whitworth. edu

Pirates open conference schedule at
home with split in the Fieldhouse.

CORRECTIONS
In Issue 1 onp. 5, The Whitworthian incorrectly reported that the Whitworth
women's cross country finished first at the Sundodger Invite when they finished
sixth. On. p. 6, The Whitworthian incorrectly reported that spring term tuition can
be applied to Jan Term. The tuition can be applied to May Term. Also on p. 6, the
student to faculty ratio was incorrectly reported to decrease from 19.38 to 18.35. It
decreased from 19.28 to 18.35.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 FROZEN RATES

11 MISS AMERICA DEBATE

Congress has put a hold on any increases to
interest rates on federal student loans.

Miss America winner sparks controversy
over definition of a 'true American' and
challenges our tolerance of diversity.

05 COSTA RICA CENTER
While the administration wants students to
travel abroad, the Costa Rica Center finds
itself lacking student interest.

07 REVIEW: WILD BELLE
Indie rock band Wild Belle performed a
concert for roughly 80 people last Friday.
Local band Mama Doll opened.

09 MOBILE GALLERY
A gallery of profiles celebrates 50 Spokane
creatives who use their work to enrich the
arts and culture industries in the city.

12 NFL AD STEREOTYPES
Commercial portrays female football fans
in a controversial and unrealistic manner as
part of a marketing ploy.

13 VOLLEYBALL AT HOME
Women take match against Willamette, but
fall short in game against Lewis & Clark.

15 NEW WHITWORTH A.D.
Melinda Larson brings experience in
athletic training and administration to new
job as director of athletics after taking over
for former Athletic Director Aaron Leetch.
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Constitute Day fleet aire highlights controversy

Tyler Jezierski | hotographer
P

Attorney-at-law and Whitworth alumnus Breean Beggs speaks to an audience of faculty and students about Supreme Court decisions regarding guns,
marriage and corporate citizenship.
The inspiration for the Constitution mess with people's guns in their homes. are a way that we organize people and
Shelby Harding
Day lecture came from the great deal of Outside the home, they are free to regu bring a marketplace of ideas. They are a
great way to communicate and educate.
StaffWriter
publicity the media gives these issues, late, he said.
But
natural people are more important
Laws
and
regulations
not
only
inter
Beggs said.
"People in the audience would actual fere with gun rights, but with other per when compared to the rights of these
Constitution Day, Sept. 17, marked
the 226th anniversary of the Constitu ly be attracted to these really interesting sonal rights, such as same-sex marriage, groups."
It is important to try to keep the rights
tion signing. To celebrate, Whitworth examples on how the courts could apply Beggs said.
"I don't think that it's [same-sex mar of groups and corporations separate
hosted a lecture, "Guns, Marriage and the language of the Constitution to these
Corporation: How the Supreme Court is issues," Beggs s aid. "Whitworth, in par riage] much different from race issues," from rights of natural people, Beggssaid.
"1 love the idea of celebrating Consti
Approaching Today's Critical Constitu ticular, has struggled with how to come Beggs said.
Same-sex marriage is legal in Wash tution Day. I think it's a great opportu
tional Issues," led by Whitworth alum to grips with same gender marriage."
The lecture was about processes rath ington State, although it is illegal in 37 nity to take the time and educate people
nus and attorney-at-law Breean Beggs.
states. Beggs referenced the case United on a different subject each year," sopho
During the lecture, Beggs explained er than personal opinions, Beggs said.
States v Windsor, in which the U.S. Su more Aubrey Rogers said. "It isn't a situ
"It's
not
the
words
that
are
exception
the processes of legally creating change
preme Court found that ation where we can help by doing any
in the United States. Beggsspecializes in al; what is exceptional is
the Defense of Marriage thing I guess unless you have a strong
employment discrimination, wrongful the idea that people could
"Whitworth, in
Act (DOMA), a law that re opinion about the matter one way or
death and civil rights violations. He was come together and ratio
fused to recognize same- another."
previously the executive director of th e nally figure out how to five
particular, has
The Supreme Court makes these im
sex marriage, was uncon
together," Beggs said.
nonprofit Center for Justice in Spokane.
portant
decisions so it has very little to
stitutional.
struggled
with
Around
50
people,
a
mix
The recent Supreme Court cases on
The Supreme Court do with voters, Rogers said.
the topics of gun control, same-sex of students and faculty, at
how to come to
"Our law is no better than we the peo
found that DOMA was a
marriage and the influence of co rpora tended the seminar held
"deprivation of the equal ple and is just as inconsistent," Beggs
tions in politics, policy and law were ad in Weyerhaeuser Hall.
grips with same liberty of persons that said.
"I don't think it's nec
dressed in his lecture as well.
And for those interested in pursuing a
is protected by the Fifth
A law passed in 2004 requires schools essary, but I think it's gender marriage;
Amendment," according career in law?
that receive federal funding, such as important for citizens to
—BREEAN BEGGS
"Spend time with lawyers and get an
to the Supreme Court.
Whitworth, to recognize and discuss the learn about the Constitu
Even though the federal internship for a while because ideas
Constitution on Constitution Day. Beggs tion," freshman Amy F er
attorney-at-law and
government can now rec of what a lawyer is often is from TV
said he finds the requirement ironic con ris said.
ognize
same-sex marriage, or movies, which are very unrealistic,"
The Second Amend
sidering the spirit of the Constitution.
whitworth alumnus
many states do not have Beggs said. "Find a passion and match
"I think that there should be a focus ment, which protects the
laws permitting it, which law up to it. You tend to be happy when
on important legal documentation like right to bear arms, was
the Constitution, but it's ironic because one of the amendments on which Beggs is.something that Beggs finds troubling, you can connect law to life."
he said.
focused.
the Constitution is about freedoms,"
Marriage is a fundamental right, but
"You cannot tell people that they can
Beggs said.
It is still important to recognize days not keep a gun in their house to protect fundamental rights only extend so far
such as Constitution Day, Beggs s aid, themselves in a dangerous city," Beggs and to natural citizens, Beggs said.
"Corporations are clearly not free peo
because when American citizens want said.
Beggs said that regulations were ple, so they do not have the same con
change in this country, many of them do
not understand the rules or processes to fine — no g uns in schools, no criminals stitutional rights as free people," Beggs Contact Shelby Harding at
allowed to have arms — but you cannot said. "I think that special interest groups shardingl 5@my. whitworth.edu
make such changes.
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Campus bookstore adjusts to new management
Hayley O'Brien
Staff Writer
Beginning this year, the formerly
self-operating Whitworth University
Bookstore became a part of the Barnes &
Noble College franchise.
"For the past fewyears, the Whitworth
bookstore has been running at a loss,
spending more than it was making," said
Brian Benzel, vice president for finance
and administration. In response to the
revenue loss, the bookstore committee
reached out to other companies to oper
ate the store. In the end, Barnes & Noble
College was the company chosen.
Barnes & Noble College operates
nearly 700 campus stores worldwide,
according to its website. Now, including
Whitworth University, Barnes & Nob le
College operates 16 stores for higher ed
ucation in Washington alone.
Changing from a self-operating uni
versity bookstore to a for-profit corpo
ration has been a challenging transition,
Bookstore Manager Nancy Loomis said.

"We are working in a different cultur months.
These renovations will include new
al environment — a work environment,"
wall fixtures and carpeting, which will
Loomis said.
Despite challenges, Loomis said she give the bookstore a fresh, new look,
believes that the switch from a self-run Loomis said.
Carla Means, alumna of the Class
bookstore to a corporate operated book
of 201 3 and graduate student, said the
store was ultimately a good decision.
merchandise is mostly
"Trying to find the
the same as years be
best priced used books,
"It's weird not
fore, but the layout of
and shopping the Inter
the store is less cluttered
net marketplace while
having a barricade and easier to navigate.
every semester it was
"It is weird not having
different and changed
of backpacks to
a barricade of backpacks
was hugely time con
to climb over to get into
climb over to get
suming and overwhelm
the store," Means said.
ing," Loomis said. "Now
into the store."
Another
condition
the whole [Barnes & No
required that employ
ble] company is working
—CARLA MEANS
ees who worked for the
on these problems. It's
bookstore in previous
not just me sitting here
graduate student
years be able to continue
in my litde store."
to working there, Benzel
Whitworth set several
conditions that Barnes & Noble College said.
"It was really cool having our own epr
had to meet. One of these conditions
include plans for new renovations paid sonal bookstore, and keeping the same
and planned for by Barnes & Noble, workers helps it feel the same as before,"
which will be constructed in the coming Means said.

Student workers are now employees
of Barnes & Noble instead of the univer
sity.
"Whitworth is a nonprofit, mission
driven, faith-based community of ed u
cators, and Barnes & Noble is afor-profit
corporation that is looking for ways t o
make money for the company," Loomis
said. "That's what corporate America is.
That's what runs our economy."
Barnes & Noble is paying for the privi
lege to manage the store, and the univer
sity receives an undisclosed percentage
of the profit made.
The Barnes & Noble C ollege employ
ees have been supportive and helpful,
as well as highly sensitive to what works
specifically for Whitworth, Loomis said.
"The bookstore's success is Barnes &
Noble's success," she said.

Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Congress freezes interest rate on federal student loans
ways remain below the 8.5 percent cap.
"Your freshman loans will be at a 3.86
Staff Writer
fixed rate, but your sophomore loans
are going to be different, and your ju
Congress recently fixed the interest nior loans could be different," Traci
rate on federal student loans in response Stensland, associate director of financial
to a rise in interest rates. The new lawis a aid, said.
The new law, H.R. 1911, will save
response to interest rates rising from 3.4
money for the federal
percent to 6.8 percent,
government in the long
according to the Federal
"It's in our best
run, according to the
Student Aid Office.
Congressional Budget
interest to have
To remedy this prob
Office.
lem, all loans paid after
students leave their
"H.R. 1911 would re
July 1, 2013 are fixed.
duce direct spending by
The Congressional Bud
higher education
about $1.0 billion over
get Office reported that
the 2013-2018 period
loans will be based on
without being
and by $3.7 billion over
10-year treasury bonds
saddled with debt." the 2013-2023 period,"
notes, with an add-on,
according to the report.
and a cap of 8.5 percent.
—MICHAEL ARTIME
There is a clear link
Treasury bonds are U.S.
between government
debt security with a fixed
visiting assistant profes
debt and interest rates
interest rate. This means
on loans rising, Bem
sor of political science
when students pay loans,
pong said.
they calculate the loan
"If rates on federal
interest rate based on the
strength of the treasury bond, then add student loans are allowed to be deter
mined by market forces as some poli
on 2.5 percent.
However, this rate cannot exceed cy-makers suggest, then when treasury
8.5 percent because of the cap. Eugene bonds weaken, the cost of borrowing for
Bempong, professor of economics, ex both private and federal student loans
plained that treasury bonds strengthen, for college willlikely rise, making it more
the interest rate will rise, but cannot pass expensive for students to go to college,"
Bempong said.
the cap.
Private loans are another option when
These interest rates will fluctuate
from year to year as the treasury bonds interest rates are volatile, however, gov
strengthen or weaken, but they will al- ernment loans are more easy to manage,

Elizabeth Jacobs

6.8

cause I feel like they are strong programs
Stensland said.
"Students who borrow from the fed and there are good tools, and if students
eral student loan program have several understand those repayment tools they
flexible repayment options," Stensland can even manage a higher interest rate,"
said. "Repayment terms through private Stensland said. "It's always better to
lenders can vary and may not be as flex have lower interest rates though."
Students who are concerned about
ible."
Unlike private loans, the government interest rates can seek help in the finan
works with students to make payment cial aid office.
"You always want to meet with a fi
plans based on their income, she said.
nancial aid officer,
"It is always bet
and you always
ter to have low
want to make sure
er interest rates,"
that you have been
Stensland said.
considered for the
Still, Stensland
best programs first,
said keeping inter
before looking into
est rates low is of vi
the private arena"
tal importance.
Stensland said.
"It's in our best
Artime said he
interest to have stu
encourages
stu
dents leave their
dents to be com
higher
education
forted by the in
without being sad
vestment they are
dled with debt," said
Sasha Siclait ] Graphic artist making.
Michael
Artime,
visiting
assistant
"I think that go
professor of political science. "These ing to college is an excellent investment,
are people who are just starting their ca but it is an investment, and like any in
reers, who are going to be really import vestment you want to approach it in an
ant to the strength of the economy, and intelligent way," Artime said.
the further you tie them down with debt
the less of the benefit they can be to the
economy."
Stensland said she thinks that in
creasing interest rates, while harmful,
Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
can be managed.
"I still wasn't nervous for students be ejacobsl 7@my.whitworih.edu

The percent at which congress froze
interest rates on federal student
loans, p. 4

50

Number of profiles to be featured in
the Spokane Fifty mobile art gallery.
p. 9

2

Number of the amendment to the
U.S. Constitution concerning gun
ownership rights, p. 5
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Center in Costa Rica assessed, seeks student attendance
Administration takes close look at center, seeks to attract more students to program
Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
In the hills of Cost a Rica, just south of th e Braulio
Carrillo National Park, lies 27-acres of property owned
by Whitworth University. Students across all majors
can study in Costa Rica, and can get "six to nine credits
in their field of study, Lindy Scott, director of the Costa
Rica Center, said.
But President Beck Taylor said enrollments are not
ideal.
"To s ay we're satisfied, it would be an overstate
ment," Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and ad
ministration, said. "But it's a developmental process.
It takes some time. I think as we get more experience
with things on the program side, then students will see
valuable opportunities, and then that translates into a
Strong balance on the financial side."
One goal of the university is to get 70 percent of stu
dents to study abroad, which is 20 p ercent more than
what was reported this year, Taylor said.
"We're always evaluating our programs, and so Cos
ta Rica, which was a project we started three years ago
— we've always been paying close attention to student
enrollment, student outcomes, learning outcomes and
other things that would signal that we were doing the
kinds of things that we wanted to do down there," Tay
lor said. "It b eing a new program, it being the first of
Tanner Scholten |File Photo
its kind at Whitworth, we've been paying a lot of atten
Administrators for the Costa Rica Center would like more students to visit the campus. The
tion."
The second campus offers intensive oral and writ administration has been assessing the 27-acre facility and its development as a secondary campus.
ten Spanish courses at the 100, 200 and 300 levels, as
well as history, ecology and Core 350, according to the
Whitworth website. There is usually an emphasis each
gram here," Taylor said.
semester, such as history, political science or social sci
Students can study abroad in Costa Rica during fall
ence, Scott said.
and spring semesters, as well as taking part in Jan Term,
"They've run into challenges in particular semesters
May Term and summer trips. January
that they are addressing, but it seems
and summer terms are offered espe
as if th ey're gaining momentum in at
"Cross cultural
cially for athletes who may not other
tracting students," provost and execu
wise be able to go, Simon said.
experiences can
tive vice president Carol Simon said.
• Whitworth owns a campus in Costa Rica that
"There's lots of empirical evidence
Scott said he estimates 100 students
sits on 27-acres of land.
that shows that there's a huge intellec
be
intimidating,
travel to Costa Rica each year.
tual growth curve for people who spend
Scott has done a great job bringing
• Roughly 100 students attend the campus per.
Students may think significant time in significant inter
in additional revenue from partner
academic year.
face with a different culture than their
that they have to be own," Simon said. "And it's not just an
ships with outside users, which allows
students from other organizations and
• Intensive oral and written courses in Span
fluent in Spanish to intellectual growth, but it's a growth in
universities to study at Whitworth's
ish are offered, alongside history, ecology and
terms of who you are as a person. It's a
Costa Rica campus, Benzel said.
Core 350 courses.
take advantage."
great example of that 'mind and heart'
"Another kind of thing that we're
stretching that Whitworth cares so
trying to do is make sure that students
—BECK TAYLOR
• The campus is currently being evaluated for
much about."
who haven't been to Costa Rica yet
economic viability according to the 2013 State
Students
studying
in
Costa
Rica
also
president
hear the great stories that people come
of the University address.
have the opportunity to visit Cuba and
back with having studied in Costa Rica,
. Nicaragua.
and so that people can understand
• The campus was built three years ago, and
"I would just encourage students
what a valuable experience it is," Simon said. "But that to find more about it," Taylor said. "It seems a far way
since then, Whitworth has established partner
means getting student attention."
ships which allow students from other univer
away, and it is. A se mester seems like a long time to
The campus in Costa Rica has been running for three spend in another country, and it is. Cross-cultural ex
sities to study at the campus.
years, but Scott and five other professors first visited
periences can be intimidating. Students may think that
the premises six years ago.
• The administtation would like 70 percent of
they have to be fluent in Spanish to take advantage."
"The students that visited the center, whether in Jan
students at Whitworth to study abroad at some
Term or fall or spring, have had incredible experiences
point during their academic career.
there — have co me back indicating that those experi Contact Katie Shaw at
ences have been worthwhile in the educational pro- kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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100,000

Number of dollars budgeted for
renovations to Stewart and Hie
Village, p. 6

100

Number of students per year that visits the Costa Rica Center on average.
p. 3

56

Number of assists Maddye
Dinsmore carried out last Friday in
the volleyball game against Willamette. p. 13

354

Number of passing yards delivered
by Bryan Peterson last Saturday in
the Football game against La Verne.
p. 14
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Dorms undergo renovations NEWS<<<BRIEF

Krystiana Morales

friends and study. I look at the cos
metics as being necessary to making
Staff Writer
the residence halls feel more com
fortable."
Stewart Hall will undergo ren
To prioritize renovations, Resi
ovations during Christmas break dence Life officials look at the scale
and throughout Jan Term, similar to of renovations that need to be made
renovations made in the Village last to residence halls, as well as avail
summer. Stewart will get a new paint able funding.
job, new carpeting and upgraded
"We are working toward a rota
lighting. New decals, graphics and
tion, so one resi
water fountains will
dence hall or area
also be included in
"I look at the
gets some updating
updates to the resi
each year," Associ
cosmetics as being ate
dence hall.
Dean of Students
Residence
Life
Jolyn Dahlvig said.
necessary
to
making
began renovations
"We started with the
on residence halls,
the residence
Village and Stew
starting with the Vil
art. The Village w as
lage this summer, in
halls feel more
able to be complet
order to create more
ed over the summer,
comfortable."
comfortable envi
but we could not get
ronments for stu
Stewart completed."
—FRED JOHNSTON
dents living in the
The team as
dorms, as well as to project and resource con signed to adminis
modernize the aging
ter the renovations
servation manager
buildings.
is comprised of an
Many of t he resi
interior designer, a
dence hall lounges
resident director, a
are dated and upgrading lighting small group from Facilities Services,
and adding fresh paint can often Dahlvig and associate director of
make students feel more at home. student housing Alan Jacob.
The renovations made to Stewart
When considering which resi
and other residence halls are part of dence halls will be renovated, the
Residence Life officials' goal to cre team considers other projects go
ate a relaxing environment.
ing on around campus, how fast the
"The building is structurally fabrics and products in the hall are
sound, so the renovations are meant deteriorating and whether or not
to modernize the lounge," said Fred another residence hall needs updat
Johnston, project and resource con ing.
servation manager. "Updating the
"With Stewart being switched to
residence hall and sprucing it up an all freshman dorm, Residence
gives it an environment where stu Life wanted to make the space more
dents can relax, hang out with their enthusiastic for the students," Jacob

said. "Freshman tend to be harsh
er on buildings and we wanted to
see how these fabrics and product
would wear."
The budget for renovations of
both Stewart and the Village is
$100,000.

Facilities Services may bring in an
outside contractor to renovate a res
idence hall depending on the scale
ofupdates. Due to daily work orders,
Facilities Services members are not
always able to perform renovations.
"The team plans on upgrading the
lighting using LED lights that will be
more energy efficient. The surface
coverings for the lounge will be put
together using non-toxic adhesives,"
Johnston said. "However, carpeting
has a shelf life, a nd while recycled
carpet may replace the old it has to
be removed every 10 years or so."
A new lighting system was in
stalled in the Baldwin-Jenkins
lounge last month. A few years ago,
the lounge was retrofitted, but Facil
ities Services found problems with
the original lighting.
Residence Life will continue
administering renovations to res
idence halls, but has yet to decide
which residence halls are next in the
rotation to undergo updates.

Contact Krystiana Morales at
kmoralesl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Super Typhoon Usagi touches
down in southeast China
Typhoon Usagi touched down in southern
China this past Sunday, Sept. 22, canceling
flights, blowing cars off the road and leaving
at least 21 dead. Usagi veered away from
the metropolitan hub of Hong Kong at the
last minute, striking the nearby province of
Guangdong.
Usagi (Japanese for "rabbit") made its way
through the Luzon Strait between Taiwan
and the Philippines, sparing both countries
the brunt of the storm's damage. Two deaths
were reported as a result of the storm in the
Philippines. The storm, measuring 620 miles
across, traveled at a rate of 162 miles per
hour before touching down in the southern
Chinese province.
Usagi is the strongest storm on record this
year, generating waves as high as 50 feet,
and a power equivalent to a Category 5
hurricane.

Navy Yard shooting
An armed gunman opened Are at the
Washington, D.C. Navy Yard on the morning
of Monday, Sept. 16, leaving 12 dead and
eight injured.
The shooter was later identified as Aaron
Alexis, 34, an IT contractor at the Naval
Yard. He gained access to the Building 197
with a valid ID card, as he was working
for a subcontractor hired to update Naval
computer systems.
Alexis then moved to the fourth floor
bathroom, where he assembled a sawed-off
Remington 870 shotgun, and moved from
floor to,floor killing civilians. Nearly an hour
later, Alexis was killed by D.C. Police on the
third floor of the facility.

Homeless manhonored for honesty

@
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What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For m ore information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

@TheWhitworthian

Over $100,000 in online donations have
rolled in for Glen James, a homeless man
who turned in a backpack filled with money
to Boston Police on Saturday, Sept. 14. James
found the bag, filled with nearly $42,000
dollars in cash and traveler's cheques, in a
Boston mall.
The owner of the bag later called the
police to report the bag missing, and after
confirming his identity with a passport
found in the bag, the money was returned
to him.
The city of Boston has since honored
James with a plaque for his honesty. At a
press conference held to publicly honor
him, James was reported as saying, even if
desperate, he would not have kept "even a
single penny,"

ffJIALBERS
School of Business and Economics

Sources | CNN, The W
ashington Post and
The Weather Channel

ARTS&CULTURE

Michelle Molina | Photog
rapher

Elliot Bergman, of the indie rock band Wild Belle, performs for a small aud
ience last Friday. Performances by Saint Rich and Mam
a Doll preceded the band.

Concert Review: Wild Belle, Saint Rich, Mama Doll
Daniel Lee

ence] will be a litde open-minded with
their
taste of music, because while it may
Staff Writer
not be everyone's favorite genre, I think
that everyone would enjoy listening to
Well-known artists joined Whitworth them if they went in with n
a open mind,"
musicians Friday, Sept. 20, filling the Activities Coordinator Kevin Gleim said.
The audience members' reactions
Hixson Union Building with the sound
of their instruments and voices.
clearly fulfilled Gleim's hope. Although
Wild Belle, joined by groups Saint the audience was small, the majority of
Rich and Mama Doll,
the attendees were
came to Whitworth
dancing along to
"I
pretty
much
knew
and performed in the
songs some of them
Multipurpose room.
nothing about Wild Belle, had never heard be
The groups' indi
fore.
vidual styles of mu sic except for my friends who
Niko Aberle, a ju
nior studying peace
meshed to create a
did
know
them
just
told
relaxed, yet high-en
studies and Spanish,
ergy environment and me to go. So I went and it was among the many
the audience swayed
attendees that were
' along to the music.
was freaking awesome." new to Wild Belle's
music.
Although the audi
— NIKO ABERLE
"I pretty much
ence only numbered
about 80 overall,long
know nothing about
junior
time fans and strang
Wild Belle, exc ept for
ers to the groups
my friends who did
came together to let loose and dance to know it just told me to go," Aberle said.
the catchy tunes resounding through the "So I went andit was freaking awesome."
HUB.
In addition to the positive reception
Wild Belle is a n American indie rock of Wild Belle, ma ny audience members
band made up of siblings Natalie and El enjoyed the other two groups that per
liot Bergman, who began their group in formed at the beginning of the concert.
2012. They debuted in March 2012 and
Saint Rich, a talented group of musi
are steadily growing in popularity all cians from New Jersey, performed im
across the US.
mediately before Wild Belle.
Wild Belle's music has an uncommon
Preceding Saint Rich was opening
sound, primarily being indie rock with a band Mama Doll, a local band, which
mix of reggae and other styles. This dif includes current Whitworth student, ju
ference in style sets the group's perfor nior Austen Case.
mance apart from other concerts.
Case was excited to open the concert
"I kind of w ould hope that [the audi for Wild Belle, a band she said she per

sonally enjoys listening to, Gleim said.
The concert appeared to be an advan
tageous opportunity for lesser-known
artists to connect with the open-minded
audience members of Whitworth who
came to the HUB exp ecting non-tradi
tional music.
Seniors Heather Glady, Jessica Shep
herd and Brendan Nyhan said they had
never before experienced the artists who
performed.
Glady, a senior history major, said she
enjoys finding interesting bands about
which she has never heard and said she
felt she was able to discover a new music

group at this concert.
The show was soothing, energizing
and created a funenvironment for danc
ing.
Despite the small size of the audi
ence, the show was an enjoyable ex
perience that allowed students to hear
music from a genre not normally heard
at Whitworth.

Contact Daniel Lee at danielleel 7@
my.whitworth.edu

Michelle Molina | Photograph
er

Junior theatre major Auste
n Case sings with local band MamaDoll in the openin
g
performance during Friday's Wild Belle concert.

Seasonal Fashion Tip:
How to shop local thrift stores for fall
Alanna Carlson

just kind of sort through and find little
treasures and see what you can create."
Thrift stores are the perfect places
to shop for those who are crafty, Craw
With the beginning of fall, m any stu ford said. But shoppers should be fore
dents are getting ready to shop for new warned — do n't buy things to fix up if
fall clothes. Many people use thrift stores you're never going to get around to it,
as resources for saving money while still Crawford said. Unused items will clutter
finding great fashion.
one's closet.
Shoppers should also check potential
Spokane touts an abundance of thrift
stores, which offers a lot of opportunity buys for wear and tear, Crawford said.
for people to go thrift shopping. Mem No one wants to buy an item and after
bers of die Whitworth community are al ward find awkward stains or rips in in
convenient places.
ready utilizing these
"Also, don't be
resources.
"I
think
thrift
stores
are
afraid to try things
Whitworth
En
Crawford said.
glish professor Ni
always full of surprises, on,"
"It's okay to try things
cole Sheets identifies
on and not like them.
herself as a hardcore
and you never know
It's hard to tell wheth
thrift store shopper.
"I think thrift stores which treasures are going er you would like
something on the
are always full of sur
to find you."
racks in a thrift store
prises and you never
without trying it on."
know which treasures
— NICOLE S HEETS
Thrift stores are a
are going to find you,"
professor of English
great place to pur
Sheets said. "If you're
chase outerwear, but
prone to the occa
sional impulse-buy like I am, you can do shoppers should be careful of what else
less [financial] damage in a h
t rift store." they buy. Shoppers should be warned
Inexperienced thrift store shoppers against buying items such as socks and
intimates at a thrift store, Sheets said.
should be open to anything one finds
"I'm always amazed at what thrift
in a thrift store, she said. If one goes to a
thrift store with a specific item in mind, stores will try to resell,"Sheets said.
Both Sheets and Crawford suggest the
he or she is likelyto be disappointed, she
said. After all, thrift stores do not keep a shirts section and the dress section as
go-to parts of the store.
consistent inventory.
The benefits of shopping at thrift
Senior English major Hannah Craw
stores for fall fashion are not only finan
ford also frequents thrift stores.
"I practically live in them," Crawford cial.
"[Shopping at thrift stores is] a nice
said. "I prefer shopping at thrift stores
first of all because of the price, but also, way to get off campus and explore Spo
it's more of a fun experience to just dive kane," Sheets said.
Additionally, thrifitng usually sup
in and see what's out there ... It's fun to

Staff Writer

EVENTS

Rachel Anderson | Photograph
er

Senior English major Hannah Crawford said her thrift finds vary from quirky
items such as peasant dresses to traditional clothes such as sweaters and skirts.

ports a good cause, as most thrift stores
are owned by and directly benefit non
profit organizations.
Spokane thrift stores include Good
will, Value Village, Salvation Army and
Union Gospel Mission, as well as multi
ple smaller locally-owned shops. Stores
tend to have more of o ne kind of ite m

than another, so looking at different
stores to find a shop that carries more of
what one might be looking for can lead
to better results when shopping.
Contact Alanna Carlson at
acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25
FILM: PAN'S LABYRINTH
7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Gonzaga University philosophy professors David
Calhoun and Brian Clayton will present Academy
Award-winning film Pan's Labyrinth. Discussion will
follow. Cost is $2 with student ID.

N0W-0CT.27
FESTIVAL: GREEN BLUFF APPLE FEST

Days and times vary by venue
Green Bluff, Wash.

The annual Green Bluff App le Festival kicked off last
weekend and will continue through late October. The
festival features live music, vendors, apple cider and
farm-fresh apples.

UNPLUGGED
Sept. 26 at 7 p.m. in HUB Mult ipurpose Room
Students will show off their talents and compete to win a prize in this
campus-wide talent show sponsored by ASWU.

GREEK DINNER FESTIVAL
Sept. 26-28from 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., 4:30 - 8 p.m. at Holy Trinity Creek Orthodox
Church, 1703 N. Washington St.
This festival of Greek culture will feature traditional Greek food, tours of the
Greek Orthodox church, and dancing. Cost is $15 at the door.

HIT & RUN PLAYWRIGHT FESTIVAL
Sept. 27&28 at 7:30 p.m. at Stage Left Theater, 108 W. Third
Stage Left playwright-in-residence and Whitworth adjunct instructor Sandy
Hosking will host a staged reading of 10 short comedies. Cost is $5.

FREE STATE PARK ACCESS DAY
Sept. 28 at Washington State Parks
In celebration of the 100th year anniversary of Washington State Parks, Dis
cover Passes will not be needed when visiting parks such as Riverside State
Park and Mount Spokane State Park.
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Profiles to feature
fifty local creatives
Participants Ted S. McGregor, Jr. and
Verne Windham are active in Spokane
media. McGregor founded, publishes
and works as editor-in-chief of The In
Involving themselves in projects to lander, a weeklynewspaper, and Wind
make the city a more vibrant place, a ham serves as the voice of KPBX, Spo
group of influential Spokane residents kane public radio. Windham has also
have spawned growth in the city's arts served as the conductor of the Spokane
nnd culture scene over the last decade, Youth Orchestra for 15 years.
Spokane Fiftycreator Marshall E.Peter
Taylor W eech, another participant,
son, Jr. said. The Spokane Fifty, a series co-founded the Youth Sustainability
of 50 profiles highlighting Spokane res Council aswell asthe YoungSpokanites
idents, has begun with the first 10 pro Arts Extravaganza. After recognizing
the need for young artists to contrib
files: the S10.
Peterson created the Spokane Fifty ute to the shaping of Spokane, Weech
to thank many of the individuals who became a part of many youth-oriented
have enriched Spokane, he said, since projects, including an open art show
he has been out of town for close to 10 for artists under 25 years old, according
years. Gonzaga University hosted the to the Spokane Fifty website.
"Spokane's doing really well in the
exhibit of profiles last week, and Eastem Washington University will host it arts industry," Peterson's niece Jesica
Calkins said, Peterson consulted Calk
sometime in October.
The community nominates each ins upon his return to Spokane, telling
participant, and Peterson makes the fi her that it would be nice to get a young
er person's input, Calkins said.
nal decision on who to include.
"It's really cool
"If you talk to
to see the people
some people that
"If you talk to some
who started that
really know Spokane
people that really know drive," Calkins said.
— I me an these are
the movers and the Spokane — I mean these "It's really neat that
those people are fi
shakers," Peterson
said. "They're the
are the movers and the nally getting some
kind of exposure."
people that are get
Recognition for
shakers. They're the
ting things done."
artistic
achieve
. Peterson
post
people that are getting
ment does not al
ed each profile on
ways happen right
a
weatherproof
things done."
away. Because that
A-frame.
"I'm always work — MARSHALL E. PETERSON, JR. is something that
both Kiener and Pe
ing with cutting edge
Spokane Fifty creator
terson know well,
materials," Peterson
they both said they
said. "You can liter
ally print on plastic, and it's indestruc encourage young artists to be active,
tible, and that's really what changes the purpose-driven and self-confident.
"You really have to be strong and
game. When It's indestructible you can
take it anywhere, and you can show it prepare for the long haul," Peterson
said. "It takes awhile to develop things.
anywhere."
Each A-frame profile has a portrait, a It takes more than a year ortwo or three
quote and a description of the partici years. Keep w ishing and pushing and
pant's largest contributions to the city. pushing. Set your goals, define them,
Three or four small photos line the bot figure out how you're going to get
tom of th e board, capturing each par there."
Young artists should know that it
ticipant's personality and what matters
takes stamina in order to continue in
most to that person.
One of these profiles features Whit- the industry, Peterson said. In the end,
worth assistant professor of theatre, he said it pays to be business-minded
and goal-driven.
Brooke Kiener.
"Make stuff. Keep making stuff. Take
"A number of yea rs ago, I taught a
class here on campus called commu big risks. Learn from your failures, and
nity-Based Theater," Kiener s aid. "The keep making stuff," Kiener said. "Your
students and I undertook the test of dreams are important, and your vi
creating a community-based theater sions are valuable. The skills that you
piece about the topic of police brutality bring this community are priceless.
and injustice within the justice system." Don't hide them. Don't feel ashamed
During the investigation, Kiener of them. Don't feel like what you offer
was able to use her area of ex pertise the world isn't important. It is; it's vi
— thea tre — to learn more about an tal. This community needs you. It will
issue about which she was concerned sometimes feel like a lot of givingwith
about as a Spokane resident. Thegroup out compensation. Insist on your val
was then able to present what they had ue. Insist on what you think the work
found to the community through a dra is worth."
matic performance.
Kiener's story offers one example of
the kinds of projects in which Spokane Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Fifty participants are involved.

{I SAW!}

Alyssa Brooks

Staff Writer
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Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from student submissions
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of TheWhitworthian.

Ukulele Girl
I saw you practicing your ukulele out in the loop. Just wanted to tell
you that I think you're cute and talented!

Miniskirt
I saw you wearing a miniskirt while you were at work. I would strongly
recommend you ensure you're covering the necessary parts before
going to your job next time.

Truck
I saw you almost run me over on your way through the main entrance.
A turn signal next time would be great.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (limited to 50 words) online
at thewhitworthian.com.
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Verne Windham are active in Spokane
media. McGregor founded, publishes
and works as editor-in-chief of The In
Involving themselves in projects to lander, a weekly newspaper, and Wind
make the city a more vibrant place, a ham serves as the voice of KPBX, Spo
group of influential Spokane residents kane public radio. Windham has also
have spawned growth in the city's arts served as the conductor of the Spokane
and culture scene over the last decade, Youth Orchestra for 15 years.
Spokane Fiftycreator Marshall E.Peter
Taylor W eech, another participant,
son, Jr. said. The Spokane Fifty, a series co-founded the Youth Sustainability
of 50 profiles highlighting Spokane res Council aswell asthe YoungSpokanites
idents, has begun with the first 10 pro Arts Extravaganza. After recognizing
the need for young artists to contrib
files: the S10.
Peterson created the Spokane Fifty ute to the shaping of Spokane, Weech
to thank many of the individuals who became a part of many youth-oriented
have enriched Spokane, he said, since projects, including an open art show
he has been out of town for close to 10 for artists under 25 years old, according
years. Gonzaga University hosted the to the Spokane Fifty website.
"Spokane's doing really well in the
exhibit of profiles last week, and Eastem Washington University will host it arts industry," Peterson's niece Jesica
Calkins said, Peterson consulted Calk
sometime in October.
The community nominates each ins upon his return to Spokane, telling
participant, and Peterson makes the fi her that it would be nice to get a young
er person's input, Calkins said.
nal decision on who to include.
"It's really cool
"If you talk to
to see the people
some people that
"If you talk to some
who started that
really know Spokane
people that really know drive," Calkins said.
— I me an these are
the movers and the Spokane — I mean these "It's really neat that
those people are fi
shakers," Peterson
said. "They're the
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kind of exposure."
people that are get
Recognition for
shakers. They're the
ting things done."
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people that are getting
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weatherproof
things done."
away. Because that
A-frame.
"I'm always work — MARSHALL E. PETERSON, JR. is something that
both Kiener and Pe
ing with cutting edge
Spokane Fifty creator
terson know well,
materials," Peterson
they both said they
said. "You can liter
ally print on plastic, and it's indestruc encourage young artists to be active,
tible, and that's really what changes the purpose-driven and self-confident.
"You rea lly have to be strong and
game. When it's indestructible you can
take it anywhere, and you can show it prepare for the long haul," Peterson
said. "It takes awhile to develop things.
anywhere."
Each A-frame profile has a portrait, a It takes more than a year or two or three
quote and a description of the partici years. Keep w ishing and pushing and
pant's largest contributions to the city. pushing. Set your goals, d efine them,
Three or four small photos line the bot figure out how you're going to get
tom of th e board, capturing each par there."
Young artists should know that it
ticipant's personality and what matters
takes stamina in order to continue in
most to that person.
One of these profiles features Whit- the industry, Peterson said. In the end,
worth assistant professor of theatre, he said it pays to be business-minded
and goal-driven.
Brooke Kiener.
"Make stuff. Keep making stuff. Take
"A numbe r of yea rs ago, I t aught a
class here on campus called commu big risks. Learn from your failures, and
nity-Based Theater," Kiener s aid. "The keep making stuff," Kiener said. "Your
students and I undertook the test of dreams are important, and your vi
creating a community-based theater sions are valuable. The skills that you
piece about the topic of police brutality bring this community are priceless.
and injustice within the justice system." Don't hide them. Don't feel ashamed
During the investigation, Kiener of them. Don't feel like what you offer
was able to use her area of ex pertise the world isn't important. It is; it's vi
— thea tre — to learn more about an tal. This community needs you. It will
issue about which she was concerned sometimes feel like a lot of givingwith
about as a Spokane resident. Thegroup out compensation. Insist on your val
was then able to present what they had ue. Insist on what you think the work
found to the community through a dra is worth."
matic performance.
Kiener's story offers one example of
the kinds of projects in which Spokane Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Fifty participants are involved.
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Staff Writer

Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from student submissions
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Ukulele Girl
I saw you practicing your ukulele out in the loop. Just wanted to tell
you that I think you're cute and talented!

Miniskirt
I saw you wearing a miniskirt while you were at work. I would strongly
recommend you ensure you're covering the necessary parts before
going to your job next time.

Truck
I saw you almost run me over on your way through the main entrance.
A turn signal next time would be great.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (limited to 50 words) online
at thewhitworthian.com.
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Event to explore stereotypes of masculinity
Weston Whitener

ing that people display gender through various visible
statements, such as body language or clothing choice,
Parker said.
"A guy who wears a kilt on campus is making a state
Whitworth is no stranger to conversations about ment," she said. "A guy who wears his pants baggy and
gender stereotypes. Last week, the university hosted a low around his hips is making a kind of statement, he's
screening of "Miss Representation," a film that looks at performing a kind of urban male ethnic gender. A
how gender stereotypes in media affect women. Often hipster, with his skinny jeans, is performing a
missing from this conversation, though, is a discussion different kind of masculinity."
The source of th ose stereotypes, what it
of how stereotypes affect men, said Jeremiah Sataraka,
means to act as a man or a woman, is vital
Baldwin-Jenkins resident director.
In response, Sataraka will facilitate an event named, because they impact person-to-person inter
"This is a Man's World," Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in Weyer action, Sataraka said.
"Why can't masculine be associated with
haeuser 111. The event will feature a discussion about
stereotypes of masculinity that exist within our culture, gentility and kindness and compassion?" said
senior Abbey Cook, president of feminist club
he said.
lorouiig with
VVXUA
"We're lacking, across the board, an understanding "X Squared, which will be assisting
of the ways that stereotypes of all kinds impact us," said the event.
In the same way womenL can
Nichole Bogarosh, women's and gender studies and
ien
communication lecturer. "When we study stereotypes feel societal pressures, men
in terms of g ender, we often think about it as women are also pressured by social1
because they are the historically oppressed group. But norms to moderate their
emotion, Parker said.
stereotypes regarding men are just as detrimental."
"A lot of stereotypes are
Men also have unattainable media misrepresenta
tions weighing upon them in the form of superheroes, around men controlling
not
Bogarosh said. Mega-muscled and highly-masculine their emotions,
Captain America and Superman-type characters have showing fear, not show
become permanent installments on our movie screens, ing pain, or even being
saving the damsels in distress and planet earth alike too happy or too sad about
anything," Parker said. "And
from annihilation.
These issues can affect college-aged men because I think all of these things end
the socially-constructed idea of masculinity can make up dehumanizing anybody."
A direct correlation exists be
men feel like they need to protect women and society
at large in order to be "ultra-hyper masculine," Boga tween emotion and the respect re- quired for good manners, Cook said.
rosh said.
"In order to respect another human
"You can't be the superhero all the time," she said.
The pressure to be masculine has spawned what being, not only do you have to be able to
some researchers call "The Boy Crisis,"in which young show compassion to the emotion that
they feel, but you also
men are forced to either prove their
have to be able to
masculinity or revert to a state of
"We often think about
show emotion," Cook
"geek." So me Whitworth men said
said. "And I t hink for
they feel these pressures.
[stereotypes] as women lots
of guys that's a
"You defini tely have to be some
big problem because
thing," senior Eric Rice said. "Middle
because they are the
they've been taught
of the line isn't all that interesting."
historically oppressed
their whole lives that
Not all Whitworth men feel the
makes them weak or
same way.
group. But stereotypes
girly."
Senior Josh Loiseau said the pres
Cook said she
sure exists, but that he does not feel regarding men are .just as
does not think this
he needs to make a choice.
detrimental."
emotional
disen
"I do what I feel more com
fortable
gagement is a prob
doing," Loiseau said.
— NICHOLE BOGAROSH
lem at Whitworth.
Some students did not feel a pres
Cook said she thinks
sure to be either a hero or a geek at
women's and gender studies
most
Whitworth
all. Junior Josh Sharon said he does
men are comfortable
not feel the pressure.
lecturer
showing their emo
Though gender stereotypes can be
tions. With all of t hese issues weighing
detrimental, they also have their place in society.
"Gender roles can be really helpful in terms of help on Whitworth men, the event will of
ing people figure out how to function in a society," said fer students a space to consider why
Pam Parker, women's and gender studies and English they might feel pressured to act in a
professor. "But what I think is dangerous is when we certain way.
"College years are a time for people
have coercive practices that make people change their
to explore ideas, it's a time for people to learn a lot of
behaviors to fit it."
Gender is a "performative aspect of identity," mean- different things about life," Sataraka said. "We just want

Staff Writer

an opportunity for students at Whitworth to talk about
where they got their ideas of masculinity or feminini
ty, to talk about what disadvantages or what privileges
students have in their gender expression or presentaContact Weston Whitener at
wwhitenerl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Bre Taylor | G
raphic Artist

JHearn to Salsai

Snacks provided
Wed October 2, 3.30pm
HUB Multi-purpose Room
World Languages and Cultures Department
This event counts for students' Experiencia Cultural assignments!
*
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OPINIONS

Prime Time advocates
tolerance of all students
Justine Upton |Graphic Artist

Miss America Organization
promotes cultural diversity

action: racism is still present in the land
of the free, and anyone who says it is no
longer an issue is either lying or com
pletely oblivious.
In response to this relatively small
but vocal displeasure, the Miss Amer
ica Organization needs to go above
Nina Davuluri of New York was and beyond to support Davuluri in her
crowned the 87th Miss America on Sept. campaign. If the organization only sup15, becoming the first A merican of In- ports Davuluri through her campaign,
dian descent to hold the title. While her then returns to their regular agenda as
parents emigrated from India, Davuluri soon as her yearlong reign is over, they
was born in Fayetteville, N.Y., said CNN. will have missed a great opportunity to
corn's AnneClaire Stapleton.
elicit change. The organization has the
As the winner of Miss America, potential to greatly influence the pubDavuluri will receive a scholarship of lie perception of a "true American."
$50,000, which she plans to use for
America, as anyone who has cracked
medical school. She will spend the open a history book knows, is a strange
next year on a national speaking tour, stew consisting of the entire world's
presenting her platform of "Celebrating input. We have a paradoxical culture,
Diversity Through Cultural Competen- meaning that our identity is actually
cy," according to the
a mishmash of many
official Miss America
"[Miss America]
differing cultures. Our
website.
.
enigmatic culture is
At Whitworth, we
has the potential to what makes our country
truly wonderful, but this
often sprinkle the
. a
word "diversity" into greatly influence the confusion often leads
hot-topic
conversapublic's perception Americans to experience
tions (and for good
identity crises. In order
reason). Yes, there is
of what a 'true
for us to remember to
an ongoing need for
.
,. „
embrace the paradox
cultural diversity, but
American is.
that is "American' culwe also need influenture, we need to make
tial organizations, such
readjustments
every
as Miss America, to follow through on once in awhile.
their commitment to diversity. Too ofThe Miss America Organization,
ten organizations say, "We need diver- which was created to praise admirable
sity," only to forget or become stagnant qualities in our female citizens, acts as
down the road.
a representative within our own nation
Media feedback about the new Miss as well as to other nations. With our citAmerica selection ranges from displea- izens now a captive audience through
sure to elation to downright hostility, this unfortunate controversy, how will
Comments too hateful to print in this the organization use this prominence
article appeared across the Internet's to remind the American people what
social media websites.
the "true" face of America looks like?
I am not including examples because HUNTER is a junior majoring in psycholthese comments detract from the main 0gy. Comments can be sent to chuntlesson to be learned from the public re- erl5@my.whitworth.edu

CLAIRE
HUNTER

MIRANDA
CLOYD
Whitworth, in response to our ever-changing society, has evolved over
the years. A recent and continuing
change on pur campus is how Whitworth abides by its morals and responds to diversity. As an institution
that holds to Christian values, many
conversations on the table are controversial. An issue that I

While Felice and Jordan agre.e that
our campus is moving toward accep
tance and diversity, they have each
seen the flip side of that. They have both
witnessed or been victims of pe rsecu
tion and hate crimes. Events have tak
en place on our campus that are both
shocking and appalling. Jordan, who
was on the receiving end of a serious
bias incident last year at Whitworth, is
using his experience to teach others,
"[We are] in the process of diversifying," Jordan said. "Every day we're getting closer to that open-minded, friendly community. I know that I can use my
negative experience to

discussed in many "Love, belonging and campus.
It is hard to hear that
interactions around
acceptance are basic
someone has had a neg
campus is how we
ative experience on our
treat people who are
requirements for
campus based solely
openly gay.
This past year, the
each person...We are on his or her sexuality,
Someone's sexual oristudent handbook was
jn no place to deny
adapted in response
*
entation or other differto the progression of
anyone these rights." ence should not justify
gay rights and the lehateful acts. Love, begalization of gay marlonging and acceptance
riage. The cohabitation policy included are basic requirements of each person,
in the Big Three now encompasses all according to Maslow's Hierarchy of
kinds of relationships, not just those Needs. We are in no place to deny anythat are heterosexual. While the insti- one these rights. While we might like
tution has embraced this change, the to treat this issue as separate from ourpeople on our campus are not always selves, we need to take ownership for
so accepting or accommodating.
the community we create on our camI had the privilege of attending a pus, which is our current home.
Prime Time in Baldwin-Jenkins this
"Sometimes we forget that we need
week called "Q&A with the Gays." Two to build a community that is accepting
cultural diversity advocates, Julian of all sexualities," Felice said. "It c an't
Jordan and Maria Felice, hosted this be black or white. We c an't blame the
bold conversation. Jordan and Felice faculty or staff; it all starts with stushowed videos and answered questions dents. We need to stand up and go for
from the perspectives of two people equality."
who experience daily what it is like to
Felice worded it perfectly. We need
be openly gay on a Christian campus
to accept the challenge that Jordan and
This Prime Time intended to encour- Felice bring to our attention and own
age acceptance and promote "peo- up to the lack oflove and acceptance we
pie-first language," Felice said. The idea show on our campus. Each person can
behind this language is that the actual make a difference in this way. Whether
person comes first, not his or her sexual or not you have been part of t he proborientation being used as an identifier.
lem, you can be part of the solution.
"We're labeling people not as homosexual, heterosexual, bisexual or what- CLOYD is a senior majoring in English,
ever else," Fe lice said. "We're labeling Comments can be sent to mcloydl6@
people for who they were born to be."
my.whitworth.edu.
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NFL commercial portrays female
sports fans in stereotypical style
article, "Sexism and Sexuality in Advertising."
In regards to the aforementioned commercial,
I think the idea of a woman wearing NFL apparel
with a miniskirt while she dances in the club is just
plain silly. When I wear a team's apparel, it is usu
ally because I sunsitting on the couch watching the
game or at the sporting event. Otherwise, I wear ap
I am not a huge fan of commercials. While some parel casually with sweatpants or jeans. I definitely
can be entertaining, more often than not I find my would never wear my Russell Wilson jersey to the
self annoyed by the way companies advertise prod club.
I understand the reasoning behind using super
ucts. Such was the case when I viewed a commer
models for these products. I personally find myself
cial for NFL women's apparel.
I could feel my annoyance growing as the com more interested in a commercial if it has an attrac
mercial flashed between several tall, skinny wom tive male advertising the product. The commercials
en. One walks two Great Danes while a second spits catch our attention and therefore make us pay at
tention to the item being sold.
fire. Another woman drives
However, I do not appre
a sports car while yet an
ciate the sexist representa
other walks into a club full
tion of Women who are fans
of paparazzi. Everything
of football. I am not saying
happens in slow motion,
A
there cannot be female foot
of course, as the women
ball fans who are sexy, b ut it
flaunt their NFL apparel.
is not a requirement to be a
As the commercial con
supermodel as a football fan
cludes I look to my friend,
nor does wearing NFL appar
another female football
el make a woman sexier.
fan, and we both roll our
The advertisements for NFL
eyes.
men's apparel does not have
"Yeah, that's exactly how
them going to clubs, driving
women football fans look,"
motorcycles or juggling flam
she said sarcastically.
ing sticks. In fact, most ads
We happen to be watch
have men doing what football
ing the game wearing
fans do: watching the game,
T-shirts and jeans, sitting
Amanda Turner | rG
aphic Artist whether at home or at the
in our dorm and work
event, and supporting his
ing on homework. No hair
blowing in the wind, no three-inch heels and defi team. Their NFL apparel does not make them sexy;
it makes them fans of the game.
nitely no fire.
These opposing representations frustrate me.
It irritates me that the media feels the need to
represent female football fans as rebellious, sexy Women have to live up to this unrealistic portrayal
supermodels. Reality check: Most football-loving of an erotic, rebellious female who happens to wear
women do not look like that. And this commercial football jerseys while men who adorn NFL apparel
is definitely not the first or only advertising that are simply expected to be loyal fans.
Do I think my jersey is cute? Sure, but that is not
represents women this way. Beer commercials, car
advertisements and plenty of other products pri the reason I bought it. I do not wear it as a fashion
marily positioned toward men often portray wom statement, but as a message that I enjoy watching
football and as a loyaltysymbol to my favorite team.
en as sexy, edgy and adventurous.
Women's bodies are a "cheap trick" marketers
use to grab the attention of their viewers and "sim
ulate desire," which they hope will be "transferred BRESEE is a sophomore majoring in English. Com
to the product," stated Michael F. Jac obson in his ments can be sent to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.

REBEKAH
BRESEE
COLUMNIST
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"I don't think all students are tolerant, but
there are definitely some because we have the
Gay Straight Alliance and that type of thing."
— Lauren Curtis, sophomore

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
University goals require
acceptance of all faiths
As a Christian university, Whitworth strives to educate
the "mind and heart" while integrating Christian values
into the curriculum of every class. As a result, Whitworth
attracts students who are Christian or were raised with
Christian influences.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that 'most stu
dents' are not 'all students.' While all faculty are required
to have a Christian commitment, Whitworth welcomes
students from all faith backgrounds.
But a dissonance arises here. Whitworth is a Christian
institution, but the student body ismore diverse than one
might imagine. A number of students have expressed a
discomfort with some class structures failing to be sensi
tive to students with non-Christian worldviews.
We believe that Whitworth succeeds in familiarizing
students with viewpoints outside of Christianity. The
Core classes, for instance, provide students with diverse
worldview perspectives from thinkers such as Plato, Ar
istotle, Buddha and Nietzsche. Additionally, our course
catalog consists of 432 diversity-oriented courses.
While the university clearly has made strides toward
creating a more diversity-friendly atmosphere, there are
still many steps students and faculty alike can take to es
tablish a more welcoming academic environment.
Whitworth instructors and students commonly make
statements beginning with, "We believe." In using these
cdllective pronouns, professors and students subtly
suggest that all Whitworthians subscribe to a singular
belief system, which can make non-Christians feel left
out of the academic community. Careful consideration
of the wording in statements of belief may help to make
non-Christian students feel more welcomed.
In a similar trend, assignments often ask students to
consider how they approach a subject from a Christianperspective. Responding to these kinds of questions
can be difficult for students from non-Christian back
grounds. Instead, assignments such as these can ask stu
dents to consider how they approach the subject from
their individual worldviews.
Whitworth has an institudonal commitment to loving
across religious differences. With this in mind, we urge
students and faculty to carefully consider how they can
make the academic environment more open to perspec
tives other than Christianity.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Do you believe that Whitworth students are
tolerant of all types of people? If not, what
areas do you see as needing improvement?
"I think in general they try to be. I know that
obviously not everyone is tolerant and there
are intolerances that happen, but in general
Whitworth students try their hardest. Everyone
has their biases but Whitworth students try to
work against that."
— Melissa Root, senior

"Most people at Whitworth want to be tolerant
but I think we forget we have limits and it's
hard for us to think past those limits. Things
like religion and politics we try to be open
about, but I think the best thing we can do is
acknowledge each other's limits and try to get
over them together."
— Rebecca Seideman, sophomore

"We aren't tolerant of the artistic community.
We censor art if it's not explicitly Christian...We
censor the art community by lacking funding.
Art is not a capitalistic model, it's a passion.
Stop trying to please the masses and make big
decisions. Sometimes you need to be offended
to figure out what you really believe."
— Brendan Nyhan, senior

Whitworth's Jalana White, Briauna Stadeli, Maddye Dinsmore and Nicole Leonard celebrate a powerful spike from Stadeli.

Volleyball splits conference matches in Fieldhouse

more assists to put the Pirates up 10-9. the Pirates.
"We put some changes in [during the
Two points later, Kardell added kills to
Staff Writer
break] and we didn't respond as well.
end two of t he next three Whitworth
But we'll learn from those mistakes,"
points to put the Pirates on top 13-11.
Dinsmore said.
The Whitworth volleyball team re The next point ended with senior out
It started out
tained their .500 record after last week side hitter Jalana
close, but the
end with a five-set victory over Willa White's 20th kill of
Pioneers went
mette and a five-set defeat to Lewis & the night, bring
on a 8-1 run
Clark.
ing the Pirates to
to take a 19The Pirates got off to a fast start in the match point.
10 lead. Kills
conference opener, dominating Willa
Kardell fittingly
from
sopho
Kristine Kardell, '14
mette early with a 25-23 first-set win and ended the match,
more outside
a 27-25 second-set win, despite commit teaming up with
hitter
Nicole
ting 16 errors.
junior middle hit
Kardell came up
Leonard, Kar
The Pirates started the third set slow, ter Tori LaBrie for
with 17 kills and
dell and White
quickly falling behind 12-6 and were a block to give the
four blocks against
contributed to
never able to recover, losing the set 25- Pirates their first
Willamette last
keeping them
17.
conference win.
Friday. She also
in the game,
"In the first two sets, even though
"My
team
but they even
had a team high
we were making errors, we were mak mates' confidence
tually fell 25-15.
ing aggressive errors," Head Coach Kati in me inspired me
14 kills against
The Pirates
Bodecker said. "That's what provided to finish the game
Lewis & Clark.
trailed 22-17 to
us with those two wins. In sets three strongly," Kardell
ward the end of
and four we started getting careful and said. "I had been
the fourth set. However, the Bucs turned
trying to make plays the whole game
thinking too much."
it around coming out of a timeout, scor
The Pirates jumped out to an 11-7 lead and it finally fell into place."
ing three consecutive points with soph
Kardell finished the match with 14
in the fourth set following an ace from
omore defensive specialist Izze Ginley
sophomore setter Maddye Dinsmore, kills and three blocks. White added 20
serving. But it was not enough for the
but lost six of the next nine points, while kills, 15 digs and an ace, and Dinsmore
second night in a row as they again lost
committing four errors. The Pirates lost tied her season high with 56 assists.
the third and fourth sets.
Saturday night's match against Lew
the set 25-23.
The fifth set brought the crowd to its
In the fifth set, both conference rivals is & Clark began similarly, and the Pi
feet as the two teams went back and
rates once again cruised through the
had trouble gaining the upper hand.
forth with 14 ties, seven lead changes
With the Pirates trailing 9-8 following first two sets winning 25-23 and 25-14.
and many exciting plays.
Nevertheless, the third set proved
a Willamette error, senior middle hitter
"When you're in that fifth set, you
Kristine Kardell began the Whitworth again to be a negative turning point for
run with back-to-back kills off Dins-

James Silberman

SPOTLIGHT

put everything on the line, your adren
aline's going, and everything just seems
to take a step up," Dinsmore said. "This
is for my team, this is for my team. That's
what I think was going through all of our
minds."
With the Pirates trailing 14-13, an ace
from White pulled the Pirates even, but
they were not able to close out the Pi
oneers. Kills from senior middle hitter
Briauna Stadeli, Leonard and Kardell
also gave the Pirates chances to win, but
it wasn't enough as Lewis & Clark final
ly finished the match with back-to-back
blocks.
Kardell led the Pirates with 17 kills
and 4 blocks, White finished the match
with 15 kills, three aces and three blocks,
and senior defensive specialist Whitney
Santos had 22 digs.
Dinsmore said that it will be a priority
to maintain focus after the first two sets
for the Pirates.
"Everyone of us has to step up and
find something in us to realize the situ
ation and take advantage of th e oppor
tunity that we have," Dinsmore said.
"When you're up 2-0 it's easy to just lay
back and think it's all gonna roll, but ev
eryone has to mentally be there."
The Pirates continue league play next
week in Oregon against George Fox and
Pacific Sept. 27 and28.
Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl7@my.whitworth.edu

LIGHT OPENING NIGHT
Gjnwrjs

SATURDAY9/28 vs. TR/-C/TYAMERICANS
Come c heer on the Chiefs as they kick off the 2013-14 season.
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID
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La Verne holds off Whitworth comeback
Bucs fall behind early and lose first contest of the season at the Pine Bowl
Tyler Jezierski
StaffWriter
The Pirates approached the game
against visiting La Verne looking to im
prove upon their undefeated record, but
the Bucs fell to the Leopards 25-20.
The Leopards' offense was dominant
over the Pirates' defense in the first half.
La Verne's senior tight end Gustavo Viramontes took a 7-yard pass from se
nior quarterback Brian Duboski to put
the Leopards up 7-0. Soon after, senior
kicker Alex Millar m ade a 25-yard field
goal, making the score 10-0. In the sec
ond quarter, sophomore running back
Travis Sparks-Jackson took a 4-yard run
for a touchdown at 12:07 improving the
score to 17-0. At halftime, La Verne had
amassed 260 yards of total offense, While
Whitworth trailed, amassing only 66
yards.
Whitworth was able to bounce back
after a tough first half, when senior run
ning back DJ Tripoli scored on a 6-yard
run, to close the gap to 17-7.
La Verne struck first in the fourth
quarter after Duboski passed the ball
for a 56-yard score to junior wide receiv
er John Lilly giving the Leopards a 23-7
lead after a missed PAT.
The Pirates responded with a boom
ing fourth quarter. Junior quarterback
Bryan Peterson scored on a 20-yard run,
bringing the score to 23-13. The Bucs'
two-point conversion attempt failed as
junior safety Carvante Hill and took the
ball all the way back for two points.

Kan Johnson |Fhotograpner

Junior Nic Brockhoff snags a LaVerne player at the goal line and sophomore
Danny Welstad moves in for the tackle to prevent a touchdown.
Peterson was able run for 18 yards
to score another touchdown, shorten-

ing La Verne's lead to 25-20. The Pirates
were unable to score on the last drive

and the Leopards came away with a win.
Junior wide receiver Drew Clausen
said that the offense needs to establish
the run game more in the future.
"We need to get the [offensive line] on
the same page," Clausen said. "We start
ed running well in the second half but
we need the receivers to help Peterson
out since he was spending a lot of time
in the back,"
Whitworth's defense posted nota
ble performances, which helped keep
the game within reach. Senior defen
sive lineman Jacob Kriegbaum ended
the game with five t ackles, and senior
defensive end Aaron Cochran finished
with 10. In addition, senior defensive
back Casey Monahan pulled in an inter
ception.
The Pirate offense was led by P eter
son's 354 passing yards and two touch
down runs. Clausen and senior tight end
Wade Meyer combined for 272 receiving
yards. Tripoli led the rushing attack with
74 yards anda touchdown.
There are goals to improve on and film
that needs to be watched, Head Coach
John Tully said.
"This was a good team that was tal
ented and they worked hard for the win,"
Tully said. "We will be ready to get a win
for next week."
The Whitworth. Pirates will be facing
Chapman University in Orange, Calif, on
Saturday, Sept. 28.
Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil 4@my.whitworth.edu

Cross country competes locally at Plantes Ferry
Jordanne Perry
StaffWriter
The Whitworth men's and women's cross country
teams competed at the Runner's Soul/Erik Anderson
Invite at Plantes Ferry Park last Saturday. The Pirate
women took sixth place and the men took 15th place
in the overall team standings.
The Whitworth women's team finished as the top
team in the Northwest Conference for the second
straight meet.
"I think it was hard coming from one big meet to
another big meet with a short amount of time to re
cover but a lot of our girls still hadtrong
s
races," junior
women's captain Christina Williams said.
Williams was the first of the Pirate women to cross
the finish line and led all NCAA Division III women
runners with a time of 22:53.38, which put her in 26th
place overall.
"Christina Williams ran great and had an awesome
race," said Toby Schwarz, cross country head coach.
"By leading the pack, she set a great pace which
pulled the other girls along." •
Sophomore Kellyn Roiko took 39th place over
all with a time of 23:07.73, and sophomore Amanda
Blankenship followed close behind and finished in
41st place with a time of 23:09.75.
"The women were great. They've been running
lights out all year from training camp to the meet yes
terday," Schwarz said. "We h ave 23 women runners

Hope Barnes | Phot
ographer

The women's team takes off as a pack at the start of
the 6k race last Saturday at Plantes Ferry Park.
and all 23 ran yesterday which is unheard of. You
usually have people who are sick or injured but our
girls did great."
In the Northwest Conference team standings, the
Pirate men fell short of beating Whitman College but
beat Pacific Lutheran University.
Sophomore Chris MacMurray led the Pirates, and
crossed the finish line first with a time of 27:11.05,
putting him in 60th place in the overall men's stand

ings.
"The men had a difficult race," Schwarz said. "We
only ran six out of our eight guys and during the race
one of our guys, Taylor Steele, was stepped on and
had to be taken out of the race. The five who did run
did well."
With back-to-back big meets, injuries and sickness,
the men's team had a difficult race but are taking this
meet as a learning experience and hope to do well in
the meets ahead, senior captain Matt Edwards said.
"We didn't perform as well as we wanted to," Ed
wards said. "I don't like relying on excuses for poor
performances. We should be able to run well regard
less of t he outside situations but it was just a really
bad race. Yesterday was bad but today we are taking
it as a learning experience and moving forward. I'm
optimistic about our future races."
Junior Trent Dudley finished second for the Pirates
with a time of 27:24.74, which put him in 70th place
overall.
"Our biggest challenge will be bouncing back from
this weekend," Dudley said. "We just need to work on
running more as a team and stay focused on that."
The Whitworth men's and women's cross country
teams compete on Oct. 5 at the Charles Bowles Invi
tational, hosted by Willamette.

Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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SPORTS 1 5

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PUGET SOUND

2-0

7-4

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

6-4

WHITMAN

2-0

4-11

WHITWORTH

1-1

7-7

LEWIS & CLARK

1-1

2-6

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-1

2-7

GEORGE FOX

0-2

5-5

LINFIELD

0-2

4-5

WILLAMETTE

0-2

4-7

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0

7-0-1

PUGET SOUND

2-0

4-3

WILLAMETTE

1-0-1

5-1-1

WHITMAN

1-0-1

1-4-2

WHITWORTH

1-1

3-2-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-2

5-3

LINFIELD

0-2

3-3

0-2

1-7

NWC

ALL

Staff Writer
Melinda Larson, a former student athlete, instructor
and head athletic trainer for Whitworth, has become the
interim athletic director for the 2013-14 academic year.
Larson grew up in Northern Idaho, where she at
tended Moscow High School. After graduating, Larson
attended Eastern Washington University, where she
played basketball and aspired to be an athletic trainer.
"To b e an athletic trainer, you have to do a big in
ternship with a lot of hours and it was really tough to do
while playing basketball," Larson said.
A friend of Larson's, who played basketball for Whit
worth, invited her to come watch a game. At Whitworth,
she talked with the academic department about playing
MariellaMladiiieo|Photographer
a varsity sport while being an athletic training student.
.
The department told her she could pursue both her in Melinda Larson takes over as A.D. for the first time
terest in playing basketball, as well as athletic training
grate athletics with education, which gives her a huge
while attending Whitworth. As a result, Larson made
advantage being the new director," said Cheree Sauer,
the decision to become a Pirate and transferred to WhitT visiting instructor of he alth sciences and assistant ath
worth her junior year.
letics trainer. "She'll get more respect from the educa
During her time as a Whitwort
h athlete, Larson played tion department for athletics and vice versa."
basketball alongside Tara Flugel, who holds the record
Larson is excited to take on the role as the new athlet
as the all-time leading scorer at Whitworth for both men ic director and is especially looking forward to watching
and women.
all of the sporting events.
In 1994, Larson attended graduate school and earned
"The first Saturday we had a
her Master of Science in health educa
football game I was down standing
tion from Florida International Univer
"She loves the school,
on the track during warm-ups and
sity. She later worked as an assistant
I said to the guy standing next to
she loves the student
athletic trainer in Alabama but returned
me, 'you better watch out I cou ld
to Whitworth in 1995 to work as an assis
tackle you right now. I'm so excit
athletes
and
she
has
a
tant athletic trainer and instructor.
ed I think I could play football to
"I did a little bit of ac ademic admin
day," Larson said. "I love to see our
chance to develop her
istration for awhile," Larson said. "I
student athletes out there compet
thought to myself 'I could do this' but
leadership skills in her ing, having fun and enjoying each
it wasn't really lighting my fire so when
other. It's fun talking to student
new role. Mel is a great athletes
our previous athletic director came, I
on the sidelines and meet
mentioned to him that I was interested
ing with coaches. We have such a
fit."
and would love to help out whenever I
neat atmosphere."
could."
—STEVE FLEGEL
Larson is enthusiastic about
Former Athletic Director Aaron
Whitworth sports.
sports information director
Leetch established a leadership team,
"She loves the school, she loves
which included Larson, and she was
the student athletes and she has a
given the opportunity to experience the
chance to develop her leadership
role of an athletic director.
skills in her new role," said Steve Flegel, assistant ath
"That was my first step into athletic directing," Larson letic director and head of sports information. "Mel is a
said.
great fit."
This year, Larson was planning on being officially as
Larson has big plans for Whitworth Athletics and her
signed more athletic administration duties by the former passion and love for her alma mater will put the Bucs on
athletic director, but when Leetch decided to return to the road to success.
Illinois State University, Larson's plan was accelerated
"1 would say my vision for the department and the
when Whitworth President Beck Taylor announced that student athletes is to have a passionate pursuit of ex
Larson would be the new interim director of athletics.
cellence; academically, athletically, fully developed
"The athletic director needs to be somebody who is a in faith," Larson said. "It's a bit of a three-pronged ap
good administer; someone who watches out for the wel proach but really it's academics, athletics and the faith
fare of students and the coaches, has a calm demeanor, covers all of it.We want to be not only conference cham
can develop good relationships with alumni and donors pions but nationally ranked as well."
and have a vision for the department," said Jo Wagstaff,
assistant athletic director and women's tennis coach.
"Melinda fits that description. She is embracing the
tasks and is very eager to learn."
- Larson led the Pirates' award-winning sports medi
cine department and also brought her expertise to the
classroom as an associate professor of health science at
Contact Jordanne Perry at
Whitworth.
"She has taught hard courses here and is able to inte- jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

3-0

7-0

LEWIS 8r CLARK

2-0-1

5-1-1

WHITWORTH

2-1-1

5-2-1

LINFIELD

WHITMAN
PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-2

6-2

1-1-1

4-1-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0-2

2-2-2

PUGET SOUND

0-1-1

2-2-1

GEORGE FOX

0-2

2-4

WILLAMETTE

0-3

2-5

NWC

ALL

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

3-0

LINFIELD

0-0

2-0
2-0

FOOTBALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

2-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

2-1

PUGET SOUND

0-0

1-1

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-3

Note: Standings as of Sept. 22,2013
MEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth vs. George Foot Whitworth Soccer Field- 2:30 p.m., Sa turday,
Sept. 28

Whitworth at PLU Women's Invitational -11 a.m., Saturday, Sept. 28

WHITPICS
COMMUNITY BUILDING DAY

TOP: Freshman Lauren Trittin waters the flowers and vegetables at
Riverfront Farm.
Maria Morales | Photographer

MIDDLE LEFT: Freshmen Joy Weadick and Ryan Talaga clean one of the
yards at St. Anne's Children and Family Center.
Michelle Molina | Photographer

CENTER: Freshman Taylor VanDalen picks cherry tomatoes at Riverfront
Farm.
Maria Morales | Photographer

MIDDLE RIGHT: Professor Michael Artime helps his First-Year Seminar
class clean out a shed at Westminster House Tuesday, Sept. 17.
Andrew Rollins | Photographer

LEFT: A Riverfront Farm volunteer coordinator briefs students on the
work they will be doing.
Maria Morales | Photographer
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Men's soccer earns home sweep
Freshman midfielder Zach Waldher scores four goals
in two games to help Whitworth begin the home
conference schedule with a pair of victories.

New parking regulations
affect students and staff on
Whitworth campus
Whitworth student competes
in poetry competition p. 7

+
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104/ ISSUE 3
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does hot review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com .

14 WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth women drop two NWC

QUESTIONS?
aforhan14@my. whitworth. edu
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CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.

Editor-in-Chief
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8 DIY PROJECT

FEATURED
03 PARKING RULES

11 DANGEROUS VITAMINS

Over the summer, the Parking Task Force
drafted a plan for staff, faculty and student
parking locations around campus.

While often taken to promote health,
vitamins can be ineffective or even
dangerous to one's overall health.

05 10-DAY REPORT

12 IN-CLASS DISCUSSIONS

Whitworth just released its 2013 Fact Book,
which includes information on rates for
tuition, fees and the endowment.

Discussion-based classes help engage
students with the material and enhance
their overall understanding.

08 DIY: STRING WALL ART

14 VOLLEYBALL SWEEP

Using just string, nails, paint and a piece
of wood, follow this step-byTstep guide to
make a piece of art for your room.

10 TERRAIN ART SHOW
A nonprofit organization gears up for an
art show featuring young local artists with
various mediums, from poetry to paint.

Whitworth earns two road victories in
Northwest Conference play against George
Fox and Pacific in Oregon.

15 CROW'S NEST
Aaron Cochran takes a team-centered
approach to football and helps lead the
Pirate defensive front this season.

Justine Upton |Graphic Artist

Students: Internships matter, whether paid or unpaid
Elizabeth Jacobs
Staff Writer
While the Supreme Court decides on
the constitutionality of unpaid intern
ships, Whitworth students must com
pete for these valuable real-world ex
periences— even if the value cannot be
measured in dollars.
Chase Plischke, senior marketing ma
jor, currently interns for an online media
marketing business in Spokane. Due to
new laws, the work he can do for his un
paid internship is limited, and the work
he does for his internship is carefully
monitored and not used by the compa
ny, he said.
What he does is called "mock work,"
Plischke said.
"I can run an ad campaign, but it's not
a real one. It can't actually benefit them,"
Plischke said.
An internship program should be
structured like a classroom, not a job,
according to the Department of Labor.

The Department's guidelines regarding any student," she said.
Internships are for students who seek
internships note the experience should
be an extension of school for the student experiences in the real world, and there
are generally opportunities for most ma
if the student is not compensated.
jors, Loofbourrow said.
Sam Mean, senior ac
There are many internship
counting major, has nev
"I go to every
opportunities in the Spo
er had an internship he
wasn't paid to do.
internship fair I kane area for Whitworth
students, she said.
"There is zero difference
"The benefit of hi ring a
can, even if I'm
between paid and unpaid
Whitworth student is that
internships on your re
not interested. It's they are generally ethically
sume," Mean said.
Loofbourrow said.
Sixty-three percent of
just so that I can sound,"
"Local employers trust
paid internships received
Whitworth students."
at least one job offer, an d
network."
Mean said he has no
37 percent of unpaid in
—CHASE PLISCHKE
ticed that since Whitworth
ternships led to a job offer
last year, according to the
is smaller, students have
National Association of
to seek internships more
College Employers.
proactively, as other col
Kaily Loofbourrow, senior marketing leges in the area may have more intern
major and internship assistant for Whit ship opportunities. The internship mar
worth Career Services, has completed ket is extremely competitive, especially
five internships. She completed her first for compensated internships, he said.
internship during her sophomore year.
"Have your resume, know how to in
"I would recommend an internship to terview well, be prepared, put in the

Percent that tuition rate has risen
since the 1990-91 school year.
p. 5

Percent of paid internships
that lead to a job offer in the US.
p. 4

work, and you should be applying to as
many internships as you can because
you never know which one will open up
for you," Mean said.
Since internships can be hard to come
by, students should make contacts and
pursue all possible leads, he said.
"I go to every internship fair I can,
even if I'm not interested. It's just so that
I can.network," Plischke said.
„
Experiencing real world work in his
area of study was vital to enriching his
education at Whitworth, Mean said.
"You d on't know what your major is
until you experience it in real life," h e
said.
Even if federal regulations make it dif
ficult for the company to put the intern's
work to use, it is still beneficial for t he
intern, Plischke said.
"It would be awesome to get paid, and
get credit for it, but I don't mind not get
ting paid," Plischke said.
Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
ejacobsl 7@my. whitworth.edu

Number of dollars it costs to buy a
parking permit.
p. 3
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10-Day Report: Housing and tuition costs increase
Shelby Harding

"Whitworth has a competitive price
for the area, especially when you look
Staff Writer
schools in other states like California,"
Whisenand said.
Whitworth University recently pub
The amount of students enrolling
lished the Fall 2013 Fact Book, or "10- in Continuing Studies decreased by
Day Report," reporting a drop in post around 10 percent between the 2012-13
graduate students, increased room and and 2013-14 school year, according to
board costs and an increase in tuition.
the 10-Day Report.
The number of undergraduates en
Many factors contribute to the dra
matic rise in tuition over the years, Gary rolling at Whitworth has stabilized, with
Whisenand, director of institutional re 23 fewer students enrolled in compar
ison to 2012. Between 2008 and 2009,
search, said.
Increasing health care costs, contin there was an increase of en rollment by
uous training for faculty and increasing 200 students.
There are multiple entry points for
pay to retain and recruit the best staff
possible contributed to the rise in tui students in continuing studies, which
means that the numbers for Fall 2013
tion, Whisenand said.
Tuition has risen 242 percent since do not define the entire academic year,
said Terry Ratcliff, dean of continuing
the 1990-91 school year.
"The primary cost is people: faculty studies.
The continuing studies program is
and staff," Whisenand said.
Furthermore, student enrollment trying to increase their enrollment even
nearly doubled since the 1990-91 school with a slowed market for the programs
year. Whitworth expanded rapidly to ac offered, Ratcliff said.
"The school of continuing studies is
commodate the increase with the con
struction of the Boppell, Duvall and East working on new programs and new lo
cations over the next several years that
residence halls since 2001.
For calculating the cost of tuition, are targeted to offset the decline in the
Whitworth looks at similar private adult market and increase enrollment,"
schools to adjust pricing as well as mar Ratcliff said.
Whitworth's admin
ket activity, Whisenand
istration plans to make
said.
'I see all the stuff that a continuing effort to
"Whitworth is not in
increase gender equal
the top tier of pricing,"
Whitworth has at
ity among tenured
Whisenand said.
professors, Whisenand
Seattle Pacific Uni
cheaper schools and
said.
versity's tuinon stands
"Over the years,
at $33,444 for the 2013I wonder why we are
Whitworth has made
14 school year. Gonzapaying so much."
a concentrated effort
ga University, sets its
to make our faculty
tuition price at $34,570,
•—MARINA V ASILENKO
[gender ratio] 50/50,"
according to the GonWhisenand said.
zaga website. Whitjunior
For every three male
worth's tuition stands
tenure professors at
at $35,320, making it
more expensive than Seattle Pacific, Whitworth, there is one female profes
Gonzaga and the national average price, sor, according to the 10-Day Report. A
50/50 gender ratio for tenured profes
which is $29,056.
The tuition rate rose by 4.9 percent sors, plus or minus five percent, is the
from last year, while room and board goal for faculty by2021, said Whisenand.
increased by 4.8 percent. Seattle Pacif Faculty between the ages of 30 and 34
ic's room and board costs are similar to have 10 females and nine males. There
Whitworth's at $9,867, with Whitworth's is a disparity at the 65 and older catego
slightly cheaper at $9,814. The national ry, with two females and 11 males in the
average for room and board cost stands faculty in that age range, according to
the Fact Book.
at $10,462.
"I think it's unfair that the tuition is
"As mu ch as we want equality, at the
rising because I don't really see how all same time we want to hire the best fac
the money we are paying is paying off," ulty, because that's what the students
said junior Marina Vasilenko. "1 see all want," Whisenand said.
the stuff that Whitworth has at cheaper
schools and I wonder why we are paying
so much."
The increase in cost could possibly
be attributed to recent renovations,
such as the updating of Stewart Hall, Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5(a) my.whitworth.edu
Whisenand said.
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Number of goals total Zach Waldher
scored during the soccer matches
against George Fox and Pacific last
weekend.
p. 13

11 BILLION

Number of dollars Americans spent
on vitamin supplements in 2012.
p. 11

$3,850
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$5,100
$5,900
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$7,294

1 2007-2008

$9,364

• 2012-2013
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$10,425

1991-1992

$14,324
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$18,034

2001-2002

$25,692
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$34,346
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ENDOWMENT
$18,637,265 1991-1992
$33,412,267

1996-1997

$52,315,816
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$107,912,486

2001-2002
2007-2008
2012-2013
Bre Taylor | raphic
G
Artist

210

Number of local artists to be featured
at Terrain this year.
p. 10

74

Number of poets competing in the
Individual World Poetry Slam.
p. 7
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Classroom technology debate

nnlinp support
simnnrf did not
nnl receive
rprpivp the
thp
hoard
board with
with e-textbooks and online
online
Hayley O'Brien
assignments because they allow
same responses as MyMathLab.
Staff Writer
Online homework for one of students to have both listening and
Eichenberger's education courses speaking components at their fin
Students are required to use on impairs her learning ability, Eichen- gertips.
"It's almost like they can take me
line resources in most classes a berger said.
"The text is given in short chunks into their backpacks, only it's not
Whitworth. Some instructors, how
ever, question the limitations of and distracting from the concept as me," LaVoie said.
The online text can simulate an
a whole," she said.
technology in the classroom.
Laura Bloxham, professor of En  environment in which students are
"I think having a fully interactive
e-textbook is the way of the future," glish, said she does not assign online surrounded by the language, she
said Andrew Matteson, adjunct homework, preferring interaction in said.
Frederic "Dugenet, professor of
the classroom.
faculty of math and
"I don't deal with French, said there are limits to the
computer science.
Matteson uses My- "You cannot bypass very defined an online language programs.
"You cannot bypass the human
swers; I d eal mostly
MathLab, an online
the human factor.
with critical think factor. It's interactions in the class
homework tool, for
room that really matter," Dugenet
his calculus and Math
It's interactions in ing," Bloxham said. said.
Electronic devic
107 courses.
While grading, Dugenet found ex
the classroom that es being used are
"Hie best thing
very interesting, she ercises in which answers that were
about these online
really matter."
marked wrong by the computer
said.
tools is the instant
In classes such were actually right.
feedback for both the
—FREDERIC DUGENET
The computer can not assess cre
as physics, a stu
students and profes
dent can just click ative writing or pronunciation, he
sors," Matteson said.
professor of French
on the answer he said.
Kari Smith, junior,
"Technology is a support. It's not
or she thinks is cor
and Abby Eichenrect, and the devic you being a slave to a computer pro
berger, sophomore,
both said MyMathLab is a helpful es allow professors to check on the gram," Dugenet said.
progress of students very often and
tool.
"I really liked it," Smi th said. "It easily, Bloxham said.
Ingrid LaVoie, prof essor of m od
gave really good feedback and helps
ern global language, said she chose Contact Hayley O'Brien at
you work through problems."
Other Whitworth courses using to bring the German program on hobrienl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Hairl o\r O'Ttrion

Explore a Place
Where You Can...

follow us
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Trolley program planned for
downtown Spokane
The Spokane Transit Authority recently
proposed a new streetcar route that
could cut through downtown, connecting
Browne's Addition to the Gonzaga University
campus. The 60-foot, single-articulated
vehicles would run on electric lines that run
overhead, parallel to streetcar routes that
traversed downtown decades ago.
The proposal also includes a plan that
would extend the streetcar's route all the
way to Spokane Community College. STA
is currently seeking funding to begin the
construction of the "Central City Line."

GOP plan nearly forces
government shutdown
In response to pressure from GOP Tea
Party representatives, House Speaker John
Boehner amended a government funding
bill that would delay Obamacare's mandates
for one year.
The original bill, drafted in order to raise
the national debt ceiling, was opposed by a
constituency of Republican representatives.
The Tea Party group, led by Rep. Ted Cruz of
Texas, ensured that the bill would not pass
the House unless Democratic leadership
caved to demands.
Had the bill not passed, many government
agencies would not have been able to open
their doors this past Monday morning.

Sources | The In
lander and The Washington Post
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Discern a call lo ministry at Princeton Theological Seminary.
Visit PTS:

The Princeton Seminars

The L. I .V.E. Symposium

September 29-October 2, 2011

(Learning, Inclusion, Vitality, Exploration)

October 27-30, 2013

November "10-13, 2013

November 20-22, 2013

March 5-7, 2014

ASWU UPDATE
• Chris Eichorst, director of Facilities Services,
spoke at last week's ASWU meeting, outlining
the changes to the parking zone policies for
the upcoming year.
• Student Leadership spoke about incidents of
harassment and illicit behavior at the Stewart
Lawn Dance this year, soliciting suggestions
on how to handle such problems next year.
• Whitworth will now recognize credits earned
by transfer students while at community col
leges that offer four-year degrees.
• Booty Club shirts will be available at the
HUB Information Desk this week.

February 5-7, 2014
February 26-2H, 2014

O f f i c e o f Ad m i s s i o n s a nd Fi n a n c i a l A i d
Visit WWW.ptseni.edll and click on the Admissions lab lo find the
Prospective Students link.

P R I N C E T O N
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

• The Outdoor Rec Club requisitioned mon
ey for new climbing gear, including helmets,
ropes, shoes and other miscellaneous items.
The items were requisitioned shortly after The
Climbing Club's appeal to ASWU to be recog
nized as a club, which was approved.

ARTS&CULTURE

Hope Barnes | Photographer

Senior Curtis Gatley (left) and sophomore Becca Seideman (right), both slam poetry enthusiasts, each practice performing a selection of original poems.

Student aims to competein world poetry competition
student, God shows up in almost every one of my po though I didn't make it to the next round, I gotso much
ems, and not usually in a good role. I've got one poem affirmation from people I didn't even know," Seideman
Staff Writer
which is my answer to the problem of evil, I've got an said. "We're all close friends because it's like you're ex
other poem which is about original sin, one poem that posing your soul."
Seideman has only recently begun doing slam poet
One competition happening this weekend does not uses big theological concepts but is really about me
ry, introduced to the Spokane slam by Gatley, she said.
involve a ball, but rather a test of arti stic talent. Elite missing my best friend who passed."
"I've always been a writer of some sort, but I didn't
He also writes about his family and relationships.
performance poets will compete at the 2013 Individual
know
that slam poetry was even a thing," Seideman
Even
with
his
experience,
Gatley
said
he
will
have
to
World Poetry Slam (IWPS) in Spokane Oct. 2-5.
"People are coming from all around North Ameri bring his best to the "Last Chance Slam" if he wants to said.
With Galley's help, she entered her first competition,
ca," senior theology major Curtis Gatley said. "It's 72 of get a shot at IWPS.
drawing
inspiration for her poems from relationships,
"I
hilariously
almost
always
take
fourth,"
he
said.
North America's best poets, converging on Spokane for
"I've never placed, because placing is first through family and life experiences.
four days of competition to name a champion."
"You know that if i t's something you don't want to
Gatley, a seasoned competitive poet, has been ed third, which gives you points towards competing na
talk
about, you should probably write about it," sh e
tionally."
iting his poems for the last several months, as well
He will be looking to change that record Wednesday. said.
as perfecting his performance and memorization in
The poetry aspect of vulnerability, she said, that al
"There are two poems that I'm trying to work into
preparation for this event, he said.
He will b e one of t he few Whitworth students vy my memorized repertoire," Gatley said. "A big thing [in lows her to get to know other poets well.
This community extends beyond the boundaries of
ing for a place in the Individual World Poetry Slam slam poetry] is memorization, making sure that you
got a poem up down left and sideways. Can you do the Spokane, weaving through poetry venues throughout
Wednesday, Oct. 2.
Slam poetry marries free expression with compe poem happy, can you do the poem sad, can you do the the U.S.
"I can rattle off the se names, I could tell you poets
poem angry, can you do the poem
tition, creating a contest in which
slow, can you do the poem fast? If from Cincinnati, from Louisiana, from Boston, from
poets must prepare a three-minute
"A big thing [in slam
California," Gatley said.
you have that down, you've got it."
performance to be judged by five
Through the slam community, Gatley said he has de
Senior history major Sarah Beth
randomly selected audience mem poetry] is memorization,
Gumm, one of Galley's fans and veloped a national network of people who would gladly
bers on a scale of 0-10, Gatley said.
making sure that you
also his good friend, has been an provide him with a place to stay if he traveled to their
After two to three rounds of p o
audience
member at many Spokane cities.
etry, the poet with the highest total got a poem up, down, left
Though competitors maybe friendly, slams are often
poetry slams and has even read her
score wins the slam— or, in the case
poems non-competitively at "Bro heated.
of t he IWPS, moves on to the next
and sideways."
"There are people who are rivals, there are people
ken Mic" poetry readings at local
bout in the tournament bracket, ac
you want to take down, there are people you want to
restaurant Neato Burrito.
— CURTIS G ATLEY
cording to the IWPS website.
The poems that hit at the visceral beat. Especially at the national level, there are some
Gatley will perform in the "Last
senior
level, with which the audience really pretty heated bouts," Gatley said. "But at theend of the
Chance Slam" on Wednesday in
gets a peek into the poets' story and day, we're celebrating an art."
hopes of filling the last open spot
The IWPS Finals will be held at the Bing Crosby The
in the IWPS bracket. His bid for a place in IWPS Is the soul, are the ones that will get the best scores, she said.
ater, with tickets costing $25. Preliminary bouts are
culmination of a four-year career on the poetry slam Gumm has not yet tried competitive poetry.
"It's scary enough to go up when you're not being cheaper, with ticket prices ranging from free to $7.
scene, and a lifetime of writing poetry, he said.
Student passes, which cover admission to prelimi
"I've written poetry for about as long as I've written," judged," she said.
Both Gatley and Gumm described slams as an emo nary bouts, late-night events and finals are $50 and are
Gatley said.
available to students under 21 with valid student ID.
It was not until his freshman year in college that he tional workout.
For more information about the slam, including
"It's so beautiful and it hurts you so much and you're
was exposed to poetry's aggressive side via YouTube
dates for preliminary bouts and venues, visit iwps.poso thankful and so angry," Gatley said.
videos of "Def Poetry Jam" and "Brave New Voices."
The camaraderie that slams and readings usually etryslam.com.
"I kind of just fell in love," he said.
Gatley decided to compete in a college slam com bring has fostered a deeply-connected community of
petition at the "Get Lit" festival, a celebration of t he poets and poetry enthusiasts.
The slam poetry community in Spokane is one that
literary arts. He has been slamming poetry ever since,
drawing inspiration from past experiences as well a s has attracted up-an-coming slam poet sophomore Re
Contact Weston Whitener at wwhitenerl 7@
becca Seideman.
theology.
"Everyone's really encouraging to each Other. Even ,my.whitworth.edu
"My niche is 'God poems,"' he said. "Being a theology

Weston Whitener

DO IT YOURSELF
DIY STRING WALL ART
STORY BY ALANNA CARLSON
PHOTOS BY MICHELLE MOLINA

STEP TWO: SPRAY PAINT

This Do It Yourself (DIY) String Project — a 3-D wall art piece made
from string, nails and a piece of wood — is a great way to brighten up
and add dimension to any dorm room. The versatile format allows for
variety in colors, size and shape, permitting the adventurous person to
tweak his or her project until it is just right for him or her. The possibili
ties are practically endless.
Do not be scared away by the term "DIY." I am very much an amateur
DIYer, and this project was both easy and fun. The simple nature of the
project makes it perfect for anyone who is just starting out in the DIY
world. It is also cheap and a super quick project. In total, one should
spend a maximum of $35 and three hours on this project (depending on
the quality of your supplies and whether or not you are a perfectionist).

STEP THREE: DRAW

Contact Alanna Carlson atacarlsonl7@my.whitworth.edu

Once your paint has dried, secure the butcher paper
to the board (best done by simply folding the edges un
derneath the wood), and draw your shape.

STEP ONE: GATHER MATERIALS

For my project, I us ed a heart, but you can use just
about any simple shape, and probably some more com
plicated shapes as well, if you have the time and talent
to execute them.

This project has pretty minimal supplies requirements.
You will need:
Apiece of wood
String of yo ur color choice - Use a ny type of s tring
from yarn to thin rope.
Nails - The bigger the head of the nail, the better. Small
nail heads will not hold the string underneath them
well enough. Roofing nails work well. For my project, I
used about 100 nails.

Make sure to do this in a well-ventilated area. Protect
your work surface with old newspapers or a tarp. Spray
paint someplace where it willnot matter if you get paint
on anything (not in your dorm room). Outside is the
best option.
Spray the front and sides of the board evenly. It works
best if you hold the spray can about 1-2 feet away from
the board and spray slowly in straight, parallel lines. It
is also a good idea to spray a second coat once the first
coat dries.

STEP FOUR: HAMMER AWAY

'TUUNl

Get out a hammer and start putting nails in the wood
along your outline; About 1 inch between each nail is
the optimal distance. That willgive you plenty of nails to
bounce between when you start winding.

Spray paint color of your choice
White butcher paper

V

"9t.

Make sure you do not hammer any nails too close to
the edge of the wood. This will cause the wood to split,
which is a very difficult fixfor a project like this.
Once you have all your nails in, rip the white paper
out from under them.
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{I SAW!}
STEP FIVE: WRAP STRING
Now for the most entertaining part: Grab
your string, tie one end to a nail head (For the
heart shape, it is best to tie it to the bot
tom), and
start winding.
There is no perfect way to do this; it is up to
you and what you think is cool. Make sure you
try to wrap the string around every nail at least
once, otherwise it will look like you have holes
in your shape.
Keep going until you like the outcome. I also
wound the string around the outside of the
shape a couple times, to give it more definition
and dimension.
When you are done, secure the string with
another knot and trim.

Content in the "ISaw You"
section comes from student
submissions and does not neces
sarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Dozing Off
I saw you doze off during our
AVID training. Way to make a
first impression.

Hawaiian Fan
I saw your message in the paper
about me. Just wanted to tell
you that I'm glad you enjoy my
ukulele playing and I'm highly
flattered!

Rocking Out
I sawyou rocking out to your
music in the Boppell staircase.
You tried to act naturally when
you saw me. Good try, though. It"
was awesome.

Vermin Supreme
I saw you in the HUB, cam
paigning for President. You
had a boot on your head. You
smelled awful, but you prom
ised me a pony, so that's cool.

Total Freshman
I saw you wearing your keys on
a cute Mltle lanyard around your
neck. Just stahp.

Urban Golf
I sawyou playing urban golf by
Arend in formal business attire.
Stay classy, Whitworth.

Sorry, Mr. President!
I sawyou run across the street
as I almost ran you over making
a left turn onto Hawthorne. I'm
so sorry, Beck! Stay safe!

Submissions published as received.

Voila! You have your finished product. Hang it on the
all in your dorm room or apartment to add a touch of
omemade decor.

Seen someone? Submit your "I
Saw You" (limited to 50 words)
online at thewhitworthian.com.

+
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work of young local artists
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for the most part, have never shown in
a gallery before. It has a broad base be
Staff Writer
cause the event does not discriminate
between high and low art, such.as clas
An empty building houses scattered sical paintings and graffiti, Co-founder
pieces of artwork waiting to be hung, Luke Baumgarten said. They accept a
as Whitworth alumna and Co-founder wide range of art, from performance
of Terra in Ginger Ewing gives a tour of pieces and short films to interactive art,
what will become an art show this week sculptures and live music.
Slam signatures — interactive art piec
end. Large spaces remain empty, await
ing installation pieces. Other spaces es that create visual vocal fingerprints —
have undergone the beginning phases are one of th e key features of the show
of p reparation for performance pieces, this year, Baumgarten said. They are the
subjects of much
such as poetry read
anticipation. Slam
ings and theatrical
"For two generations,
signatures visual
performances.
represent what
The sixth annu
there's been this idea that ly
happens
vocally,
al Terrain event, an
art show aimed at you had to leave Spokane to appearing like sheet
music,
wrapping
giving exposure to
emerging artists and find success [in art], and we around the room.
Mirrors that project
musicians, will t ake
wanted to change that."
spinning lasers onto
place Oct. 4. Ter
three of the four sur
rain will include 210
— GIN GER EWING
rounding walls cre
works, 103 artists, 10
ate each individual
co-founder of Terrain
films and 10 bands.
slam signature. Most
"For two genera
slam signatures will
tions, there's been
be created live, but
this idea that you
had to leave Spokane to find success, a few have been preserved on display
and we wanted to change that," Ewing boards, Baumgarten said.
An empty corner of the third floor will
said. "The easiest thing to do is to com
plain about the place you live in or leave be transformed into Literature Park. All
it, and we want to do something about of th e poetry readings and a few of the
it instead. We are not Seattle, and we ar theater pieces take place in Literature
en't Portland. We want to celebrate the Park, now in its third year as a part of
fact that we are Spokane, and there's Terrain. Real sod will cover the wood
something unique and wonderful in floor, and live trees will be brought in to
add to the park-like atmosphere. Two
that."
The one-night event showcases swings hang from the ceiling at what will
emerging artists and musicians who, be the edge of Lit erature Park and also

Alyssa Brooks

EVENTS

Graphic courtesy of Terrain

"We're starting a new event in the
spring of 2014," Baumgarten said.
The new project will focus on giving
the arts community at large more struc
ture and greater sustainability, Ewing
said.
If Terrain were in another city, it
would be a different story, but Spokane
has enough of an arts culture estab
lished that it supports the arts while still
being moldable, she said.
Contact Alyssa Brooks at abrooksl 7@
my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FRIDAY, OCT. 4
THEATRE: FROSH ON STAGE
7:30 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Stage II

ARE YOU AN INLANDER? TRIVIA NIGHT
-

An a ll-freshman cast will perform a collection of stage
poetry titled, "We Sing the Body Electric: Poetry in
Motion by Whitworth's Newest Students," directed by
senior Rhiannon Batson. Cost is $2.

OCT. 2-OCT. 5
FESTIVAL: HUMANITAS
Times vary by event
Washington State University, Pullman, Wash.
This world arts festival organized by WSU performing
arts will feature music, dance and food from various
regions of the world. For more information go to
performingarts.wsu.edu/humanitas.
jr

contribute to the outdoor park setting.
Jacquelyn Wheeler, a 2012 Whit
worth graduate, will be showing
some of her pieces at Terrain,
Having only shown previously at
The Roberts Mansion and Can
on Coffee and Cone, Wheeler
is exactly the type of artist
that Terrain promotes.
"I went to it a couple
years ago, and then kind
of forgot about it," Wheel
er said. "I was hanging
art at Cannon Coffee and
Cone and the guy work
ing said that I should
submit to Terrain."
She painted two of her
pieces in a Whitworth
art class. Terrain accepted
three of her paintings.
"They're called 'Break
through; 'Act Like You Love Mej
and 'The Next Chapter,"' Wheeler
said. "There are two portraits and one
of a hand that is a bit more impression
istic."
Last year, 5,000 people attended Ter
rain, leaving standing room only on
three levels. The co-founders each said
they hope for an equal or better turn out
this year. Terrain opens at the Music City
Building at 1011 First Ave. from 5 p.m.
until 1:30 a.m. A section of First Ave.will
be closed for mobile food and vintage
clothing vendors to set up shop.
More than just an event, Terrain also
functions as a nonprofit. Even as they
pull together the annual event, the
co-founders have plans for the future of
the nonprofit of Terrain.

Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. at The Viking Bar & Grill, 1221 N. Stevens St.
Local weekly newspaper The Inlander hosts a trivia night centered around
local topics, history, people and places. The event is free of charge.

"PIRATES IN THE CARIBBEAN"HOMECOMING PARTY
Oct. 4 from 7 p.m. -12 a.m. at The Service Station, 9315 N. Nevada St.
Students will dress for the occasion and dance the night aWay at this beachand pirate-themed party, celebrating Homecoming 2013.

LECTURE: HUMAN TRAFFICKING

Oct. 5 from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre
The political science department will host Sandie Morgan, director of Van
guard University's Global Center for Women and Justice. A w ell-respected
anti-trafficking expert, Morgan will speak on the realities of trafficking.

MOUNTAIN BIKING

Oct. 6 at 12:30 p.m. at Liberty Lake Regional Park (meet at U-Recfor carpool)
Outdoor Rec will lead a mountain biking day trip through Liberty Lake Re
gional Park. No experience is necessary. Rental bicycles are available.
Cost is $5 without bike rental, $15 with bike rental.

OPINIONS
Vitamins net
an adequate
substitute for
healthy diet

StewVille community
combats stereotypes
it's because of the freshmen class that
is here this year. They're a really swell
group."
Regarding the comparison to Bald
COLUMNIST
win-Jenkins, Washam thinks both com
munities have their own merits. Just
because both are all freshmen does
This year, the Stewart and Village res not mean they are the same. She men
idence halls became an all-freshman tions the differences in basic structure
community. The dorm community as the Village is mostly single rooms
has faced many judgments, which get and Stewart provides something more
similar to a traditional
passed on to un
dorm experience. They
derclassmen and
are two totally differ
pre-frosh long be
ent communities, each
fore they enter the
with their own aspects
housing lottery.
that appeal to different
For the record,
types of students.
the issue matters
"Together they make
to me because
a really inviting home,"
I traditiated in
Washam said, "Being
Stewart my fresh
that we are in four dif
man year and
ferent buildings, we're
currently serve as
already a little different
a resident assis
because we're spread
tant in the Village.
out more."
StewVille
plays
Amanda Turner | Graphic Artist
j j0ve the switch.
an important role
The freshmen that live
in the Whitworth
community. Both Stewart and the Vil in StewVille have embraced their col
lage have integral history on this cam lective community. They make it fun
pus. They also both take a lot of flack for to live in StewVille and to interact with
them.
student beliefs that do not hold water.
Klapp has changed her mind about
For example, freshman MacKenzie
Klapp remembers feeling bummed the StewVille community.
"We love our house, the Akili house.
when she found out she would be living
It's like a sorority house. We're like sis
in the Village, she said,
"[I was] not that excited" because. I ters in there," Klapp said.
Klapp cited the StewVille men's
thought that it would be another BJ,
and that we'd be up all night," Klapp Mock Rock win and their routines at
Yell-Off as evidence of the tight com
said, "Not that that's not a ton of fun."
On the other hand, freshman Eric munity. "Did you see us at Mock Rock
Zimmerman felt excited about an all or Yell-Off? Because that was awesome
and that just shows how united we are,"
freshmen community.
"I felt like it'd be easier to make Klapp said. "I just think 'come over
friends with a whole bunch of really to StewVille, and then try and say it's
awkward people than just a small group lame.'"
As with any community, it becomes
of awkward people," Zimmerman said.
StewVille Resident Director Sarah what you make it. This year, StewVille is
Washam described the change as com filled with a tight community and peo
plicated and cited the large incoming ple that enjoy being around each other.
To me, that is what living in a commuclass size as a factor in the switch.
Washam believes that the switch has nitv is all about.
been a success so far.
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
"It's new, it's fresh," Washam said. communication. Comments can be sent
"The energy is contagious and I think to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITNEY
CARTER

MOLLY
DANIELS
Larissa Huff | Graphic Artist

Many people add vitamins to their the interview article. Therefore, vitamin
diet as a step toward a healthier life labels can make unfounded claims. A
style. Americans spent $11 billion on nutrition advocacy group, called the
vitamin supplements in 2012, accord Center for Science in the Public Inter
ing to The Huffington Post. However, est, threatened to sue Bayer Healthcare
controversies have arisen over whether for claiming their vitamins could re
or not vitamin supplements are helpful. duce the risk of breast cancer, accord
In addition, misconceptions exist about ing to a recent article by Natural Prod
ucts Insider. They also claimed that the
the effects of vitamins on the body.
Many individuals believe that in product could lead to a healthier heart,
creasing their intake of a certain vita immunity to sickness and higher en
min cure them of illness, help them ergy. None of these claims had been
lose weight, prevent diseases or give proven by research.
If a healthy, well-balanced diet is
them more energy. The truth is that
they could more safely achieve these maintained, vitamin supplements are
same goals by including more foods not necessary. Even if o ne's diet is not
that naturally contain vitamins in their as healthy as it could be, people in the
US are among the most
diet. A vitamin supple
nourished in the world.
ment should only be
"If a healthy, well- Vitamin deficiencies
taken when a doctor
occur when people are
recommends it.
balanced diet is
not eating what they
Self-prescribing vita
mins can lead to nega maintained, vitamin should. Vitamins can
not replace food. If vita
tive consequences. For
supplements are not mins are not consumed
example, high levels of
in the form of food,
vitamin D can raise the
necessary."
they will have litde or
risk of cancer and heart
no effect, according to
disease, according to a
New York Times article in 2010. People an article published by Colorado State
are also more likely to die from these University in Sept. 2013. Nutrients are
diseases if they have high levels of vi more safely and easily accessed by
tamin D. A level of 20-30 nanograms an increased consumption of certain
is healthy, and most people naturally foods, more sunlight and removal of
have that level. Individuals become unhealthy foods and products such as
more susceptible to cancer and heart tobacco and alcohol. It's not quite as
disease when they take large doses of simple as taking a pill to fix a problqm,
because that pill does not exist.
vitamins A or E, said Dr. Paul Offit, a
researcher at The Children's Hospital
of Philadelphia, in a 2013 interview
with National Public Radio. The Food
and Drug Administration does not reg
DANIELS is a sophomore majoring in
journalism. Comments can be sent to
ulate vitamin supplements so many
mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu
. people are misinformed, according to
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Media literacy needed
to find dependable news
Annika Stough | Graphic Artist

Discussion-based classes engage
students and promote learnong

In a discussion-based class, you have to converse
with your professor as well as your classmates. I en
REBEKAH
joy this aspect of these classes. With a mixof people
BRESEE
comes a plethora of opinions. Though some of your
peers may agree with you, some likely do not.
These differences in opinion create interesting
and stimulating conversations and often lead to
While preparing to attend Whitworth last year, discussion topics the professor did not plan. Stu
my dad informed me that the first two years would dents are invited to voice differing opinions in a
feel like "high school on steroids." He meant that I discussion. Sometimes, a classmate will present a
would probably take more required general educa viewpoint that challenges my own position.
Discussion-based classes have greater benefits
tion classes than courses pertaining to my major.
Many of these classes cover subjects that I learned than lecture courses because they require the stu
dent to think critically. People do not feel the need
about in high school.
I agree that most of the general education classes to express themselves in lectures because they
I have taken felt like "high school on steroids." The know the professor will eventually provide them
with all the information they need.
lectures are straightforward and dry.
Class discussions, however, in
However, I have taken some
vite students to share their ideas.
courses that far exceed any high
"We do not need
It allows them to learn effective
school course I took. The pro
fessors presented these cours professors to tell simple ly a s students are challenged by
their professors and their peers.
es, some general education and
Since we make up the next
lecture information
some not, in a discussion-based
generation of businessmen and
form.
The difference with these Rather, we need them to businesswomen, artists, writers,
scientists, teachers, doctors, etc.-,
classes is that they engage stu
ask us 'why?'"
should we not start interacting
dents and ask them to consider
with one another and sharing our
the importance of information.
The professors typically ask the students why: "Why ideas? In the workforce and in the real world, we
do you think that way?" "Why is it like this?" "Why must communicate with one another. It is Valuable
is it important that we know this?," etc. The ques to get that experience now in the classroom on top
tion of "why" requires me to think about subjects ics that may or may not interest us.
Of course, we need lectures because we they
with more depth. We feel encouraged to truly un
derstand a concept rather than having someone provide us with knowledge and help guide our con
versations. However, we do not need professors to
provide us with facts.
Discussion-based classes distinguish college simply lecture information. Rather, we need them
courses from high school classes. Allowing a room to ask us "why?" and encourage us to turn those
of intelligent people to talk through a particular questions into engaging conversations with people.
topic and challenge one another's opinion drasti
cally differs from attentively listening to a long lec BRESEE is a sophomore majoring in English. Com
ments can be sent torbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
ture.
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"I normally use Fox News on television, or my
boyfriend tells me stuff, or The Huffington Post.
I think [citizen journalism] is important to get
ideas across, but is not reliable for information."
— Desiree Westphal, freshman

"I only read sports news from USA Today,
Seattle Times and The Spokesman. Sports are
the only tiring that matter in life. I love reading
Twitter updates from current and past players
because they tend to know more about the
game than ESPN analysts."
— Bronc Shuey, freshman

The Internet has allowed the media to become more
than the traditional television programs, radio shows
and print publications. Non-journalist citizens supple- me nt the traditional media powers with new perspec
tives and additional coverage of stories.
Over the past 20 years, as the tools for communication
have reached a critical level of refinement, those work
ing in traditional media have witnessed the emergence
of citizen journalism—for better and for worse.
Take for instance CNN's iReport. Recentiy, a citizen
journalist published a story falsely reporting Steve Jobs
had died of a heart attack. Although the story was found
to be false and taken down in less than half an hour, Ap
ple shares dropped nine percent. The old adage applies
here: "Alie can travel halfway across the world before the
truth can put its pants on."
If the emergence of citizen journalism teaches us any
thing, it is this:While breaking news can nowbe reported
by anyone, via Twitter, Facebook, etc., media consumers
do not always have the necessary skills to discern be
tween objective journalism and inaccurate journalism.
Too often, consumers take "breaking news" from citizen
journalists as truth without further research as they lack
the skills to think critically about the information.
There is no doubt that citizen journalism has value
in aiding media coverage. CNN, The Guardian and ProPublica are all major media organizations with websites
dedicated to citizen journalism. These sites allow large
media organizations to pinpoint breaking news as it
happens, and gain feedback from viewers in a timely
and relevant way.
But in far too many cases, citizen journalists lack the
professional training and experience of most profes
sional journalists, resulting in inaccurate and unreliable
information. Journalism exists to prevent the spread of
information that is baseless and cannot be trusted.
Citizen journalists can discover new stories and of
fer fresh perspectives. Yet the free availability for nearly
anyone to contribute and publish news content to con
sumers, with no filter and a startling lack of media lit
eracy presents a problem. A different standard between
professional and citizen journalism exists. It is import
ant to recognize the value of each, while at the same time
being able to recognize the difference between the two.

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

What sources do you use for reliable news?
Do you believe that citizen journalism plays
an important role in the delivery of news?
"The only thing I really use is New York Times
on my phone. I guess [citizen journalism] is
good because people can get their opinions out.
Sometimes it's easier to write things out."
— Shalleen Davis, freshman

"I have CNN as my home page and I read
The Wall Street Journal every other day. Not
Fox News, though. I think I find most of my
information from Facebook or Twitter for sports
because it's more accessible. The same headlines
on the news come out faster via Twitter."
— Josh Omdal, freshman

SPORTS

Kari Johnson|Photographer

Sophomore midfielder David Starkovich dribbles against the George Fox defense during last Saturday's game against the Bruins at the Whitworth Soccer Field.

Men's soccer we!c@m@$ heme schedule with NWC sweep
10 players for the rest of t he content
The referee later confirmed after the
StaffWriter
game that he had made a mistake and
pinned the second yellow card to Pi
Freshman midfielder Zach Waldher rate defender Andrew Flint instead.
"It was a frustrating game. We gave
score four goals in two games as the
Whitworth men's team won both of their them a few early goals, then I got a red
home games, beating George Fox 5-3 cardthatmadeusplaymandown, which is
always unfortunate," Englesaid. "Over
and Pacific 4-1.
In the first game, the Bucs' back line all, it wasgood aswe gotthrough and we
played well."
had a strong de
W h i t fensive presence,
worth's
of
cutting off lanes
fense
con
to inhibit George
tinued
its
Fox from getting
relentless
into any offensive
attack, and
rhythm early on.
Zach Waldher,'17
the loss of
The forward line
one
player
went on the attack
Waldher scored
did not stop
early, as senior
four times in t he
the Pirates
forward Andrew
games against
from scoring.
French beat his
As th e match
George Fox
defender downapproached
and Pacific last
field and passed
35 minutes,
the ball through to
weekend for his
Waldher slid
senior midfielder
first goals of his
past his de
Sam Selisch. Secollegiate career.
fender and
lisch finished off
kicked
the
the play with a
ball into the net for his second goal of
goal giving Whit
the season.
worth the first score of the game.
"This was a good victory. Scoring
In spite of th e early goal, the Bruins
responded with two goals from senior those two goals was pretty special for
forward Sawyer Meek which put George me," W aldher said. "I am just happy
that I got to go in andplay."
Fox in the lead 2-1.
• So phomore forward Karl MuelheWaldher scored to tie the game at
2-2 with 15 minutes left in the first half. ims scored early in the second half off
Whitworth continued their offensive of a n assist from Flint to give t he Pi
attack with a goal four minutes later off rates a 5-2 lead.
"It was an interesting game," Muelof an open shot by sophomore forward
heims said. "They gave us more of
SamEngle.
After celebrating his second goal of a fight than we expected because of
the game, Engle was given his second their three goals. We just created more
yellow card, resulting in a red card. The chances seeing as we scored on five of
Pirates were forced to proceed with only our opportunities."

Jessica Razanadrakoto

SPOTLIGHT

Four minutes after Muelheims goal, ed as they did not have the numbers to
George Fox scored for the third time, but be aggressive downfield.
"I was happy we got the result we
it would prove to be too little too late as
wanted," Berriman said. "We had a little
the Bucs held on to win.
The Pirates outshot the Bruins 18-9 luck on our side with the red card and
and 11-5 with shots on goal. Sophomore took advantage of it."
Senior defender Will Wren's first goal
goalkeeper Shane Nishioka-Healy came
of the season gave the
away with two saves
Bucs a 2-1 lead.
in the game.
"It was a frustrating
"I
was
pretty
"Since we only
pumped [from scor
had 10 men playing
game. We gave them a
ing the goal]. It was
for most of the game,
a good service by
I think we deserved
few early goals, then I
Frenchy," Wren said.
the win because of
With less than 20
got a red card that made
how hard we had to
minutes left in the
work. It showed how
Waldher's
bad we wanted to us play man down, which game,
fourth goal in two
win," Selisch said.
is always unfortunate.
days gave the Pirates
The Pirates contin
a 3-1 lead. The as
ued their offensive
Overall, it was good as
sist was credited to
production into the
we got through and we French as he broke
game against Pacific,
through
defenders
running away with a
played well."
and passed the ball
4-1 victory.
through an open lane
Despite the even
—SAM ENGLE
to Waldher.
tual rout of t he Box
"I thought we
sophomore forward
ers, Pacific capital
played pretty well. It
ized on their early
definitely helped that
scoring
opportu
they were down a
nities.
Early on,
man," sophomore de
the Boxers took the
first g oal with a shot right past Nishio fender David Starkovich said. "We were
ka-Healy to give them a 1-0 lead only able to work the ball around a lot better
than the way we hoped to do."
seven minutes into the contest.
Whitworth's final goal was an ownWith less than 27 minutes left in the
match, Waldher tied the game up with goal when a pass between two Boxers
his third goal of t he season on a chain was diverted into the net.
The Pirates will continue conference
assist from French and freshman de
play this weekend on the road against
fender Rylan Berriman.
A turning point, however, came at 23 Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound.
minutes left when Pacific defender Scott
Manago received a red card because of a
foul on French, leaving the Boxers with
ten players on the field. Pacific's offen Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
sive production from then on was limit jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
+
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Volleyball sweeps NWC series in Oregon
Bucs mount comeback in first match and roll through in second match
James Silberman
Staff Writer
The Whitworth volleyball team re
turns home this week after sweeping a
two-game conference trip with a thrill
ing comeback against George Fox and
a three-set win over Pacific on the road.
The Pirates are now 8-7 on the season
and 3-1 in conference play.
Whitworth continued its trend of
nail-biting matches with a five-set vic
tory (20-25, 21-25, 25-17, 26-24, 22-20)
over George Fox last Friday night. How
ever, instead of holding Off an opposing
comeback similar to last week's home
matches, the Pirates fell behind 0-2 to
the Bruins and had to make a comeback
of their own.
"We were kind of in shock after the
first two sets," sophomore outside hit
ter Nicole Leonard said. "But we came
together and played with more enthusi
asm to come back."
After a close third set win, aided by a
6-0 run, a Maddye Dinsmore ace began
a neck-and-neck fourth set that would
include 10 ties and four lead changes.
The two teams stayed even until at 2424 a kill from senior middle hitter Kristine Kardell and a Bruin error pulled the
Pirates even at two sets apiece, setting

up what would be the Pirates' third con defensive specialist Whitney Santos fin
ished with a team-high 21 digs.
secutive five-set match.
After three consecutive five-set
Following a 15-15 tie at the end of reg
ulation, kills from senior outside hitter matches to begin conference play, a
Jalana White and Dinsmore saved two quick 3-0 victory over Pacific (25-15, 2517, 25-16) was
match points for
a welcome win
the Pirates to tie
for the Pirates.
the game at 19 in
"It was good
extended
time.
to
leave
a
Then,
following
match feeling
an error from
like we played
each team to tie
Maddye Dinsmore, '16
consistent and
the game at 20, a
efficient with
pair of kills from
Dinsmore recordQur offense and
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White finished with a game-high 19 set following three consecutive aces
kills and 12 digs. Kardell added 18 kills from senior setter Anna Buck. The Pi
and six blocks. Dinsmore recorded a rates then cruised easily to a 25-17 win.
The second set opened with a service
season-high in assists for the second
consecutive match with 59, and senior error from Pacific, giving Whitworth a
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Women's soccer drops pair @ff
conference games at home
Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer

c

Last weekend, the Whitworth women's soccer team
dropped a pair of conference matches with a 2-0 loss
to Linfield and their 2-1 loss to Pacific.
The rain was a factor last Saturday, creating a slip
pery field, which caused players from both teams to
occasionally lose footing and have trouble making
passes.
The Wildcats employed an aggressive strategy early
in the game, building defensive pressure against the
Pirates that prevented them from scoring. On the oth
er hand, Linfield took two shots on goal in the first ten
minutes of the game.
"I don't think we came out as strong as we could
have," sophomore forward Tiara Pajimola said. "We
knew that Linfield was going to be a tough opponent
and I think we were mentally but not physically pre
pared."
Wildcat forward Emily Fellows, who is the reigning
NWC Offensive Player of the Year, brought a 1-0 lead
to Linfield in the 16th minute with a goal. The Pirates
continued to have trouble finding space on the field to
generate offensive production.
"Linfield is a very good team, very talented and at
the same time, we made things easy for them," Head
Coach lael Hagerott said.
Later on, Fellows scored another goal at the 21 min
ute mark for her 10th goal through seven games. Lin
field ended up outshooting Whitworth 13-0 in the first
half.
"I was not pleased with our performance in the first

half at all," Hagerott said. "We were afraid, we dropped
off, we didn't get in their face, we gave them space to
work, and we were punished for it."
As the second half got under way, the Pirates buck
led down on their defensive game. While Whitworth
prevented any further Wildcat scoring, the Pirates had
trouble keeping the ball in Wildcat territory on offense.
"I think we fixed something in the second half and
I'm happy with the way we ended," Pajimola said.
Linfield gathered position once again as Linfield
keeper Kallina Haase blocked senior defender Jami
Hegg's free kick with six minutes remaining. The Wild
cats finished the game with a 19-1 edge in shots and
10-1 in shots on goal.
While the Pirates improved their offensive perfor
mance in the game against Pacific on Sunday, it was
not enough to come away with a win.
The Pirates started strong and controlled most of the
first h alf of the game, outshooting Pacific 7-3. Pajimola
scored her seventh goal of the year in the 17th minute
of the game off a throw-in from sophomore midfielder
DeNae Vandam, to give the Pirates a 1-0 lead.
However, the Boxers scored in the 62nd minute off
of a long pass to Kara Lankey to tie the match at 1-1.
fust five minutes later, Lankey scored her seventh
goal of the season to give Pacific a 2-1 lead. The Pirates
were unable to retie the game and both teams finished
with an even 10 total shots.
The Pirates continue conference play on the road as
they take on Pacific Lutheran and Puget Sound.

Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu

r

1-0 lead. The Pirates did not give up that
lead once during the second set and
won 25-17.
After being up two sets to none in
both of last week's games only to give up
that lead in the third and fourth sets, the
Pirates were determined to finish this
one in three.
"We really wanted to make a state
ment," Leonard said. "We wanted to
identify ourselves as a team that can fin
ish."
The Boxers showed signs of life in the
third set getting out to a 5-2 lead, but
the Pirates went on a 16-4 senior middle
blocker Briauna Stadeli-led run giving
Whitworth an 18-9 lead. Whitworth held
that lead to finish the road trip undefeat
ed.
Leonard had game-highs with 11 kills
and 18 digs. Stadeli added 10 kills and
a game-high four blocks, while Kardell
finished with 10 kills and a .600 hitting
percentage. Whitworth more than dou
bled Pacific in kills with 47 to the Boxers
20.

The Pirates will attempt to continue
a two-game win streak Oct. 4-5 against
Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran in the
Fieldhouse.

Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For nori-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics
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I V OLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-0

8-4
8-5

PUGET SOUND

3-1

WHITWORTH

3-1

9-7

WHITMAN

3-1

5-12

LEWIS & CLARK

2-2

3-7

GEORGE FOX

1-3

6-6

Football:
Aaron Cochran

WILLAMETTE

1-3

S-8

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-3

2-9

LINFIELD

0-4

4-7

NWC

ALL

MEN'S SOCCER
4-0

6-3

Tyler Jezierski

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-0-1

8-0-2

Staff Writer

WHITMAN

As senior defensive end Aaron Cochran enters his fi
nal season, he figures to be a key piece of Whitworth's
formidable defense as the Pirates contend with other
NWC teams.
Cochran has had a valuable start to the season, accu
mulating 11 solo tackles and 16 assisted tackles, while
also finding the quarterback for three sacks on the year.
"Aaron is great because he is always there to trust on,
be reliable on, and has 100 percent work ethic," soph
Greg Moser|Photographer
omore linebacker Grant Livingston said. "He has a big
Cochran was named a team captain this year.
motor always running."
Staying healthy will be the most important factor in
allowing the Pirates to move forward with a successful years, playing at a high level," Pomante said. "I couldn't
ask for a better person. His actions speak volumes, and
season, Cochran said.
"We have a strong core of guys. We really need to re that's one of the things that defines him. He walks the
main healthy and wholesome," Cochran said. "When walk, because he speaks so little. I don't think I've had
you have that core, it is super important especially when someone work as hard as Aaron."
Cochran said that each of hi s teammates is equally
we could do really well with this group, that way we can
develop the younger guys instead of putting them in the important to him.
"All my guys, all my brothers. Especially God — I
fire."
thank him everyday to play this
Cochran said he always has a good at
sport. The people around me, the
titude before and during the game.
"I couldn't ask for a
three other defensive linemen and
"Before the game I feelready, you have
all
the others too — I care about
worked on it all week,"Cochran said. "I'll
better person. His
them more than anything," he said.
listen to my country music, and I'll feel
In addition to his teammates,
actions speak volumes
prepared. During the game, when laCochran
retains a deep respect for
cob Kriegbaum or De' Hall gets a pick,
Whitworth and what it stands for.
and that's one of the
or even when Grant Livingston makes a
"I love Whitworth University so
big hit; or even when the offense makes
things that defines
much. It's hard to put into words,"
a big play."
Cochran said "execution" is the most him. He walks the walk, Cochran said. "I love walking
around this campus and I know
important aspect of winning a game.
everyone worked hard to be here.
because
he
speaks
so
"You have to play so hard and so
This is the same size as my home
smart," Cochran said. "It comes down to
little. I don't think I've town and it's nice to see familiar
who can execute. If you have everyone at
faces, going to classes and meeting
the right spot, right speed, you'll be suc
had someone work as
people. It blows my mind to see all
cessful. If we are all up to speed, we are
the people who will go out to do
hard as Aaron."
able to make those crucial plays."
great things with their lives."
The next few games will mark the start
Cochran is a role model player
—DAVE POMANTE
of .his fav orite part of the season, Co
on and off th e field, Head Coach
chran said.
defensive line and strength
John Tully said.
"I'm excited to get to league play.
"He's a great young man, a lead
When we play, we play, and I think we
coach
er, and a captain with tremen
are contenders. We ha ve PLU an d Lindous work ethic who has had an
field at home, so I'm excited for that
outstanding senior season. He has been an incredible
since they are top teams in the league. If w e play with
worker since being at Whitworth. He is a perfect exam
our hair on fire, I think we can beat them," Cochran said.
ple of the team and has been inclusive of th e younger
Cochran said his relationships with the coaches en
players. It's been a pleasure to have him on the team,"
able him to stay confident on the playing field.
"[Defensive line and strength coach] Dave Pomante Tully said.
Cochran and the Whitworth Pirates will play against
really pushes us," Cochran said. "During the week, we
work so hard, and he is there cracking the whip on us. Pacific at the Pine Bowl this weekend in hopes of start
ing off conference play with an end to a two-game losing
Everyday he puts my nose to the grindstone to keep me
streak.
going. He's relentless. He's an excellent coach."
Pomante views Cochran as an all-around great player
to train, he said.
"I've been coaching a long time. As far as an individ
ual, he is one of t he top guys I h ave coached. His work
ethic, the way he treats others, coachability — he strives Contact Tyler Jezierski at
to do it right. He has had improvement over the last four tjezierskil 4@my. whitworth.edu

PUGET SOUND

3-0-1

3-4-2

WHITWORTH

3-1

5-2-1

WILLAMETTE

1-2-1

5-3-1

LINFIELD

0-3-1

3-4-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-4

5-5

GEORGE FOX

0-4

1-9

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

4-1

8-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-0-2

4-2-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-1-1

6-1-2

LEWIS & CLARK

2-1-1

5-2-1

LINFIELD

WHITMAN
PUGET SOUND

3-3

7-3

1-1-2

3-2-2

WHITWORTH

2-3-1

5-4-1

GEORGE FOX

0-3-1

2-5-1

WILLAMETTE

0-4

2-6

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

0-0

3-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

3-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

3-0

WILLAMETTE

0-0

3-0

M

PUGETSOUND

0-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

2-2

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

0-3

Note: Standings as of Sept. 29,2013

Whitworth at North Idaho College Fall Invitational -10 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 13

WHITPICS

UNPLUGGED
TOP LEFT: Freshman Forrest Lohman sings and plays guitar at Unplugged.
Andrew Rollins | Photographer

ABOVE: Sophomore lansen Leggett performs a love song dedicated to eastern
Washington called "Palouse in the Sun" during Unplugged on Thursday, Sept. 26.
Neele Amnion | Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT:Sophomore Bethany Dugan practices Lunastix, a form of juggling, ,
before Unplugged begins in the HUB Multipurpose Room.
Rachel Anderson | Photographer

BELOW: Senior Sarah Cameron, winner of the first monthly Unplugged, performs her
original song, "You'll Never Know", from her new EP of the same title.
Rachel Anderson | Photographer

Administration announces budget gap of $2.2 million,
impacted by low enrollment numbers and financial aid
committments to the incoming class, which puts the
school on a tight budget moving forward.

Theatre program set to
perform The Wakefie
Mysteries in October
Pirates battle Boxers in
Homecoming game
p

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 4
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing,, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations, The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
In Issue 3 on p. 6, The Whitworthian reported the GOP plan nearly forced a
government shutdown. Though the news was accurate at its time of entry Sunday,
Sept. 29, the goverment did shut down Tuesday, Oct. 1 before the paper was
released Wednesday, Oct. 2. Also on p. 6, The Whitworthian incorrectly
reported that lecturers Ingrid LaVoie and Frederic Dugenet were professors.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 WI-FI TROUBLES

To maintain a significant number of post
graduate students in Spokane, the city must
improve to become more appealing.

05 STUDENT SYMPOSIUM

12 SOCIAL MEDIA AS NEWS

New lecture series allows opportunity for
student speakers to present on topics of
personal interest on campus.

07 GROCERY BAGGING

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT AFORHAN 14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU
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11 IMPROVING SPOKANE

On-campus students experience Internet
connection troubles in residence halls as
Whitworth works to improve Wi:Fi signals.

Using social media outlets as a news source
poses potential problems for maintaining
the accuracy of rapidly-spreading news.

13 FOOTBALL UPENDED

Among the best Rosauers courtesy clerks,
sophomore Olivia Atkins vied for a spot at
the national Best Baggers Championship.

Whitworth comes up short against the
Pacific Boxers at the Pine Bowl in their first
NWC matchup of the season.

09 HOMECOMING REVIEW

15 VOLLEYBALL FALTERS

"Homecoming week had representatives
from the various dorm communities
competing to be named king and queen.

Bucs lose pah of close contests in upset bids
against nationally-ranked Pacific Lutheran
and Puget Sound at the Fieldhouse.
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Students.frustrated with Wi-Fi in residence halls
But even for those who can consistently find a signal,
there are no guarantees on the speed of th e connec
News Editor
tion. Often, speed depends on the time of day a student
accesses the network, Lott said.
"We're seeing, daily, anywhere from 1,500-1,800
Freshman Dalton Carter has a problem making con
unique devices on our wireless network," Lott said.
nections in the residence halls.
"In the HUB, it's great Wi-Fi. In theLibrary, it's great Peak hours in the dorms are around 2-3 p.m. on week
Wi-Fi. It's just around the dorms, it's tough to get a good days, Lott said. At night after 10 p.m. and on the week
ends, Whitworth's wireless network sees "a huge drop
connection," Carter said.
off" in usage, she said.
It's a common sentiment among stu
But why should the number
dents, the lack of a reliable wireless con
of devices being used dictate the
nection in the dormitories. Yet students "In the HUB, it's great
speed of the Internet?
like Carter, who lives in McMillan Hall,
Wi-Fi. In the Library,
When a student connects to the
are wondering if the Wi-Fi they have is
Wi-Fi
with a wireless device, such
the best connection possible.
it's great Wi-Fi. It's just as a laptop,
his or her device con
"I'm unsatisfied, but I know that in
around the dorms, it's nects to an access point, or AP.
the basement here in Mac, it's tough to
These are the devices that broad
get reception for anything," Carter said.
tough to get a good
cast the wireless signal. A dorm
"But, I feel that our university should be
might have several APs distributed
able to get a network system that works
connection."
throughout the building. These APs
in all areas, because as a student, I'm re
all connect to one "backbone" con
lying on Wi-Fi all the time for studies or
—DALTONCARTER
nection, an 8 Gigabyte per second
for homework or for anything like that."
freshman
(Gbps) connection, which provides
Dorms are not ideal structures for
the Internet for the entire campus.
wireless signals, Information Security
To put that number in perspec
Administrator Christina Lott said. Stone
walls, moving human bodies and even reflective glass tive, if on e computer had a dedicated 8 Gbps connec
windows can all disperse wireless radio waves, making tion, they could feasibly download 120 DVDs in one
it d ifficult to find and maintain a consistent connec minute.
To ensure that no one AP gets more than its fair share
tion, she said'.
Especially in the new residence halls such as East, of bandwidth (the size of a connection), APs have to go
the concrete construction can be a problem for wire through switches that are limited to 100 megabytes per
less reception, Lott said. In dorms that are constructed second (mbps). It's similar to a busy freeway. Even with
mosdy of wood, such as the Village, wireless signals are four lanes, the freeway can become congested during
rush-hour traffic.
easier to receive.

Lucas Ihayer

WHITWORTH NETWORK USAGE OVER 7 DAYS

And when many devices are connected through one
AP, the Internet, like the freeway, slows down.
"For most of the time, I've been fine. There have
been a few times where it was really slow or wouldn't
connect," said Christina Galvin, sophomore and Arend
resident. "Today, I've been fine with it, but two days
ago, it wouldn't load Google."
Galvin brought two wireless devices to campus this
year, a smartphone and a laptop. Galvin's roommates,
Maddie Tappa and Laura Bauthues, each brought
three, connecting to the wireless signal with their iPods, computers and smartphones.
"I've had a fairly good experience. What I did have
problems with is connecting my iPod. My iPod does, it
connects, but it'll take a long time to connect," Tappa
said.
Next year, Lott said, information services anticipates
an average of two devices per student.
Campus-wide wireless at Whitworth is still relatively
new, less than a decade old, Lott said, and updates and
improvements are made every year by adding new APs
and replacing old ones.
In 2012, a majority of the APs on campus were up
dated to a newer configuration, providing a connection
that is as much as six times faster than the old ones. In
formation Services uses Wi-Fi testers around the dorms
several times peryear in evaluating which dorms need
improvement, Lott said.
Carter might one day soon make the connection he
is hoping for. Until then, Lott and her colleagues are
hard at work reaching out to the dorms with a stronger
signal every year.
Contact Lucas Ihayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu
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Number of wireless devices on av
erage students will bring to campus
next year, according to Whitworth .
Information Services.
p. 4
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Number of dollars it costs for one
counseling session at the new Mar
riage and Family Wellness Center.
p. "6

2 MILLION
Number of Muslims living in the
United States.
p. 8
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Symposium gives students
chance to lecture and debate
Director's presentation was held in Robinson Teach
ing Theatre, which honored it as a legitimate lect
ure but
Staff Writer
allowed for easy group discussion as well, Sauter said.
"If p eople are really passionate about a topic and
they want to go deep into it, this is the best opportuni
Last April, a student's idea for a new program at
ty they're going to have in their undergraduate career,"
Whitworth became a reality in the form of th e Stu
Director said.
dent Symposium.
The next two presentations are set for Nov. 22 and
"Symposium was the brainchild of a student who
Jan. 15.
is now a junior, Sam Director," sa id
"Students are opinionated about
Casey Andrews, associate professor
"When we open for things
and they want to share that with
of English and coordinator for speak
their fellow students, and we want to ar
ers and artists.
applications, it's
gue, and we want to disagree well about
Student Symposium allows stu
these things," said Niko Aberle, speaker
going to be open
dents to give lectures in a profession
for Nov. 22.
al setting on topics that are important
for anyone to apply.
Aberle will be presenting on geneti
to them.
cally modified organisms and nitrogen
"The overarching mission is to en
Any Whitworth
fertilizers, and the advantages and dis
hance the quality of intellectual dis
course on campus," junior Sam Di
student can present advantages of each, he said.
"I'm going to be taking a critical view
rector said.
something."
of farm subsidies, agricultural subsi
The idea for Student Symposium
dies," he said.
came partly from the Great Decisions
—NIKO ABERLE
Andrews said he hopes that students
Lecture Series hosted in the spring,
beyond philosophy majors and debate
he said. Student Symposium is stu
junior, symposium board
teams would be able to participate.
dent-led, and is open to any topic.
"I know people get busy and all that,
member
Director began by speaking to
but I think there's something about rec
professors about the idea, and got a
ognizing that you're here to learn, and
particularly positive response from
that learning that's attached to grades is just one por
Andrews, Director said.
tion of that learning," Andrews said.
"He decided he wanted student lectures, a series
of them, that would allow students to present inter
Contact Katie Shaw at
esting, complex, relevant ideas, and then have stu
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu
dents debate those ideas as a way of saying 'this is
part of what we do in h
t e academy,'" Andrews said.
Andrews and Director are on the board made up
of four students and four professors, who are respon
sible for approving applications, junior Sarah Sauter
said. She said they hope to have applications avail
able by mid-October.
"When we open for applications, it's going to be
open for anyone to apply. Any Whitworth student
can present something," said Niko Aberle, junior and
Symposium board member.
Sauter gave several reasons for students to ap
ply. Speaking at a university-sanctioned event looks
great on a resume, she said.
Expand your career options
"I think it helps for someone to practice," Sauter
said. "You're going to have to do this in any other
with the Bridge MBA at
job, right? Whether it's business, giving a presenta
Seattle University.
tion, whether it's selling someone a product, wheth
er you're a politician, convincing this is a policy we
• For non-business majors
should do; or any other area, you're going to need to
• 12 month program to completion
have these speaking skills."
• No work experience required
The board will especially look for applications
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
from a professional, passionate speaker with rele
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
vant and well-researched topics, Sauter said.
The first Student Symposium lecture was Sept. 25,
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
in which Director himself presented on the George
Zimmerman trial; he shared his views, another stu
dent challenged them, and Director argued for his
side, he said. It finished with a question and answer
session open to the audience.
School of Business and Economics
"That's the general format: take a stance, hear the
Amanda Turner|Graphic Artist other side, and then interact all of us," Sauter said.

Katie Shaw

What are you
doing after
graduation?
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20

Number of total first downs Pacific
and Whitworth each obtained last
week at the Pine Bowl.
p. 13

45

Number of seconds baggers must
pack groceries for maximum points
in the Best Bagger Championship.
p. 7

5

Number of times in six conference
matches that the Whitworth Volley
ball team have found themselves in a
winner-take-all fifth set.
p. 15

4.9

Percent decrease in violent crimes in
Spokane compared with 2012.
p. 11
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Government shutdown leaves
Fairchild employees on furlough
The government shutdown put 548 non
essential personnel on furlough at the
Fairchild Air Force Base. Roughly 300
of those on furlough are Department of
Defense civilian employees, with non-active
Air National Guard members accounting for
the rest. Fairchild Air Force Base is the largest
employer in Spokane County, according to
The Inlander.
Tyler Jezierski | hotographer
P

The Whitworth Marriageand Family Wellness Center will serve the Whitworth and Spokane communities.

Wellness center opens to public
vice to the community that is low
Elizabeth Jacobs
cost, easily accessible."
Staff Writer
The center has been in the
works for five to six years, Wilburn
The Whitworth Marriage and said, and emphasizes the affordFamily Wellness Center opens ability of the services provided.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, offering af
Whitworth students pay a $25
fordable marital counseling ser fee, which will cover administra
vices to both Whitworth and the tive costs of the center. Other lo
Spokane community at large.
cal Spokane therapy centers can
Douglas Jones, director of the
charge $200-$300
per session, Jones
Whitworth
Mar
"Marriage is
said.
riage and Family
"I am continually
Therapy Wellness
obviously not
impressed by what
Center and visiting
Whitworth
offers
assistant professor
something you
of education, said
to the community,"
just want to jump Media Relations
he will help oversee
the work of gradu
Manager
Lucas
into, so figuring
ate students in serv
Beechinor
said.
ing at the center.
"There is such a
out what issues
"We're excited,"
strong focus on pre
there are and what paring our students
Jones said. "I love
doing the supervi
areas you need to for work outside the
sion work I do. It's
classroom, and en
probably my favor
gaging in the com
grow in is really
ite thing I do. Being
munity in really
important."
able to watch our
meaningful ways."
students grow as
The center opens
—DOUGLAS JONES
professionals, it just
in the midst of the
director of the whit
energizes me."
Spokane City gov
The center will
ernment's
strug
worth marriage and
serve
Whitworth
gle to fund coun
students who are
seling
programs,
family therapy wellness
not able to use the
Wilburn said.
center
counseling center,
Spokane has ex
especially graduate
perienced govern
students and con
ment funding cut
tinuing studies students, Jones backs for counseling in the past
said.
few years, according to the Wash
The center will be a place for ington Policy Center. One area of
graduate students in the Master cuts has included the layoffs of
of Arts in Marriage and Family school counselors and therapists.
Therapy degree to gain experience Fifty-five counselors, six psychol
in therapy and counseling, Jones ogists, seven occupational thera
said. The students will work as un pists and five specialty educators
paid interns as a part of their grad were terminated from Spokane
uate work, he said.
public schools in May 2011, ac
"The clinic is two-fold," said cording to the Washington Policy
Roberta Wilburn, associate dean Center,
of g raduate studies in education.
"Sometimes counseling is con
"Number one, we are providing sidered an extra service, whereas
essential training opportunities actually, it should be an essential
for our graduate students. Then, service," Wilburn said. "If you can
we are providing a valuable ser get people functioning effectively,

and dealing with their issues and
problems, then they are able to be
productive citizens, they are being
good employees, and those kinds
of things."
Whitworth students who are
thinking about getting married or
engaged can take advantage of the
center's premarital and pre-engagement counseling, Jones said.
"Premarital counseling is so im
portant," Jones said. "Couples that
go through premarital counseling
have a much lower rate of divorce
than couples who don't."
From 2000-2009, marriage for
couples ages 25-34 has dropped
by 10 percentage points in the
United States, according to the
Population Reference Bureau.
"Marriage is obviously not
something you just want to jump
into, so figuring out what issues
there are and what areas you need
to grow in is really important,"
Jones said.
Eighty-six percent of young
adults in the U.S. believe that their
marriage will last all of their lives,
according to a study conducted
by The Clark University Poll of
Emerging Adults.
It is part of Whitworth's mis
sion to make sure students are
prepared for this step, Jones said.
Sometimes, this means address
ing problems that aren't always
related to student life.
"Because we have a military
presence in this town, we have a
lot of family issues relating to de
ployments and redeployments
home, and issues with Post Trau
matic Stress," Jones said.
The operators of the center
hope to help families who are
struggling with economic stress
and anxiety, Wilburn said.
"We are trying to help couples
stay together," Wilburn said. "We
are trying to help dysfunctional
families become functional."
Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
ejacobsl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Spokane Valley City Council to
announce topless coffee ordinance
The Spokane Valley City Council
announced plans for an ordinance which
would regulate clothing requirements
for topless drive-thru coffee stands. The
Spokane City council heard arguments for
a similar ordinance recently, but the motion
failed to pass. XXXtreme Espresso, a topless
and lingerie coffee drive-thru, remains open
several hundred feet from the offices of the
Spokane Valley City Council.

Sources | The
nlander
I
and The Spokesman-Review

ASWU UPDATE
* Sports Events Coordinator Cody Dejardin
requisitioned ASWU for $9,837.24 from capital
funds to purchase new lighting equipment.
Dejardin, backed by several other ASWU
members, said the new lights would be a good
investment, since rental lighting costs be
tween $500 and $990 for every event.
Any requisition above $5,000 must be ap
proved by the student body in a vote, accord
ing to ASWU bylaws. Dejardin raised concerns
about the logistics of educating the entire stu
dent body about the issue. The requisition was
passed, sending the issue to the student body.
• Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and
administration, and Rhosetta Rhodes, chief of
staff, came to inform the ASWU on the budget
gap. They explained how the revenue shortfall
occurred, how the administration was dealing
with the issue in the short term, and how the
matter would affect students.
• ASWU reviewed the results of the Cam
pus Climate Survey. Sodexo food quality and
Wi-Fi connection problems as chief concerns
amongst the student body, according to the
survey results. Furthermore, the results indi
cated a substantial interest in concerts over
other types of events for the upcoming year.

+

ARTS & CULTURE

After two years as a courtesy clerk at the Rosauers Supermarkets North branch, sophomore Olivia Atkins competed Oct. 5 in the Best Bagger Championship.

Student competes in grocery bagging competition
"There's a lot of money riding on it," needs a chance to win.'"
With two previous top-three finish
Atkins said.
StaffWriter
The baggers are judged on a variety es at the state level, Barons has since
of criteria; the clerks must fill two bags bowed out of th e contest. This year, he
At the end of ev ery Rosauers Super in 45 seconds while practicing cor spent the season helping Atkins prepare
market checkstand, a courtesy clerk rect technique and customer service, for the competition.
"I've been showing her techniques
waits to put customers' groceries into according to the Best Bagger Contest
and little things that I've learned over
bags. But what customers do not usually Training Manual.
While rifling through the groceries the years that may help her do better, so
see is the fierce competition that stems
to get a competitive time, baggers must it does not have to be so stressful when
from this ordinary job.
"I started two years ago, just as a cour remember bag-building rules, including she gets there," Barons said.
At the company competition, Atkins'
tesy clerk at Rosauers," sophomore Oliv glass cannot touch glass, boxes cannot
be put on their sides and eggs must not home branch rallied around her, hoping
ia Atkins said.
From her experience at the North Ro go on the bottom. Many other rules ap to bring back another trophy. Both Bar
ons and the branch manager came with
sauers branch, Atkins launched herself ply to filling a bag with groceries.
On top of these requirements, both Atkins to cheer for her.
into the little-known sport of co mpeti
During the competition, two oppo
bags must be equal
tive grocery bagging.
in weight, despite the nents lined up at neighboring check-,
Fans swarmed the
"If I have [groceries] in wide variety of items stands. At the sound of a re feree's whis
aisles with pom-poms
tle, the pair of baggers hurriedly filled
and cheers at the Ro front of me I can analyze to be packed,
"If you were to look two paper bags, the crowd cheering and
sauers company com
petition on Oct. 5 at and automatically weight at a puzzle, you have the bags rustling.
Each contestant competed in two
to be able to analyze
the U-City Rosauers.
[them] in my head. "
it without doing any
Baggers traveled from
thing," Atkins said. "If
Rosauers
locations
— OLIVIA ATKIN S
I have stuff in front of
in Oregon, Montana,
me I can analyze and
Idaho and through
sophomore
automatically weigh
out Washington to see
it in my head."
which clerks would
Atkins' analysis ability, along with her
represent the company at the various
statewide competitions, leading up to speed and courtesy, earned her 29 out
the national Best BaggerChampionship. of 30 points in her first practice round,
Organized by the National Grocers and after more practice she scored 29.7
Association (NGA), the Best Bagger points. With this talent, she beat the oth
Championship has transformed from er clerks in her Rosauers branch, send
a local contest into a national tourna ing her to the company championship.
ment. The championship pits the best Atkins hoped that this talent would pro
courtesy clerks against one another in a pel her to the state contest so she could
test of speed, knowledge and customer earn enough money to spend a semester
abroad in London, she said.
service, according to the NGA website.
Competition with her fellow courtesy
The best baggers move up through a
bracket, beginning at their home grocery clerks has also motivated Atkins.
"My first motivation was another
stores, and continuing on to compete at
the National Championship in LasVegas courtesy clerk named Eric [Barons], who
Feb. 9-12. The national champion will won [the company competition] last
earn more than $15,000 in winnings over year," Atkins said. "My competition was
the various competitions, according to to beat him because he had won three
years in a row. I was like, 'Someone else
the NGA website.

Weston Whitener

rounds, one round included Ming paper
bags and the other filling reusable cloth
bags. Some Med their bags with frantic
haste, while others practiced methodi
cal precision. One competitor Med two
bags at once. At stake in this tier of the
competition: a prize of $1,000.
Atkins finished before her opponent
in both the paper and reusable bag
rounds. Atkins' branch manager timed
her bagging speed from the sidelines,
and said Atkins completed packing the
paper bags in approximately 45 seconds
and packed the more difficult reusable
bags in 44 seconds. Her score, however,
was not high enough to place her in the
top three.
"She's pretty much at what my score
was," Barons said. "She's definitely a
good worker."
Contact Weston Whitener at
wwhitenerl 7@my.whitworth.edu

EGGS & PRODUCE
NEAR TOP
GLASS CANNOT TOUCH
OTHER GLASS

HEAVY ITEMS ON BOTTOM
Larissa Huff | Photographer
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Lecture explores diversity
in Muslim perspectives
They belong to different races. They are spread all over
the world and they all call themselves Muslims, yet
they are so different."
Muslims range from having blue eyes and fair hah
The Muslim worldview is held by a diverse popula to having dark skin and black hah, and they hail horn
tion of more than one billion people worldwide, Mus all over the world, Jabbour said. Although they are
lim culture expert and nationally-known professor very diverse in appearance, they have common beliefs
Nabeel Jabbour said in his lecture Oct. 3.
within their religion.
,
Born in Syria, raised in Lebanon, and having taught
Jabbour also addressed similarities between Chris
tianity and Islam. He revealed par
in Egypt for 15 years, Jabbour said
They are spread all over allels in pairs such as Jesus Christ
he considers himself a true Middle
Easterner. These experiences gave
and the Quran, Mary and the
him a wide perspective of the Mus the world and they all call prophet Muhammad, and several
lim world.
themselves Muslims, yet other religious pairings.
He spoke as objectively as pos
"How can I stand in the shoes
sible to present the Muslim worldof a Muslim fundamentalist?" Jab
they are so different."
view in anunbiased manner, some
bour said. "And put on their lenses
— NABEEL JABBOUR
audience members said during
and try to see the world through
the question and answer segment.
their eyes?"
Muslim culture expert
More than 250 students, faculty
The scope of t he Muslim world
is extremely large, Jabbour said. There are approxi and locals gathered to hear Jabbour speak.
Lobna Abdelhameed, a visiting foreign language
mately two million Muslims living in the U.S., w ith
populations in the hundreds of millions in countries teaching assistant horn Egypt, said she thought the
like Pakistan, India and Indonesia.
lecture offered valuable insights. Even as a Muslim,
The Muslim world is much larger than the Arab she said she was able to learn things she had not
Middle East, contrary to what many people may think, known before.
"I had never known about the parallels between Is
he said.
"There's a great deal of diversity among these Mus lam and Christianity in the areas that he discussed at
lims," Jabbour said. "They speak different languages. the end of hislecture," Abdelhameed said.
Daniel Lee

Staff Writer

Earn your MBA on campus
or online from Azusa Pacific.

MBA
MASTER OF B USINESS
ADMINISTRATION

38 units

experts who emphasize ethical conduct and experience-based
learning. Six optional concentrations are also available In the
on-campus program.

MAM

MLOS

MASTER O F ARTS

MASTER OF ARTS I N L EADERSHIP
AND O RGANIZATIONAL ST UDIES

© 39 units

Now enrolling. Apply today at
apu.edu/go/btisincsslendcrsliip/

Contact Daniel Lee at
danielleel 7@my.whitworth.edu

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from student submissions
and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Backflip
I saw you do a backflip in front of BJ. Maybe next time you'll have a
bigger audience?

Street Interviews
I saw you and your partners interviewing people on the street. Your
camera looks mighty expensive. I hope it turned out OK.

Run, Forest!

OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS

© 12-30 months

Some students also commented on the information
aboutthe similarities between Islam and Christianity.
"What stuck out to me is that the Quran is an ex
tension of the New Testament and the Old Testament,"
junior audience member Cameron Gilbert said. "They
are all related as the same message from God is what
the Muslims believe."
Gilbert, an international studies major, said the lec
ture was a valuable addition to what he is learning in
his Sociology of Middle Eastern Society class.
Several students and staff stayed after the lecture
to engage Jabbour in long discussions about his per
spective on the Muslim world.

—JO mo nths
© 12-36

Maximize your career potential and leadership ability with a
traditional business degree that focuses on strategy and finance,
as well as analytical and relational skills. Professors are Industry

IN M ANAGEMENT

Neele Ammon | hPotographer

Nabeel Jabbour shares expertise on the Muslim faith.

33 units
SI 20 months

£
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I saw you run all the way to the HUB, like you were running for your
life. Your friend was running after you, but was nowhere near as excit
ed about the chase. Hope you were having fun.

Bushwhack
I saw you reading your textbook, and you didn't notice that tree. You
looked pretty surprised when those pine needles hit you in the face.
You didn't think anyone saw, but I did. I did see you.

Submissions published as received.

A

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

(soil First Since 1899

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (limited to 50 words) online
at thewhitworthian.com.
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Bucs on the Beach:

Dorms compete for homecoming titles
Alyssa Brooks

shop The Service Station, which boasts a
large meeting area with plenty of space
for dancing. Student security welcomed
attendees and checked Whitworth IDs at
Captain Jack Sp arrow, unfortunate the door. Students danced on stage and
ly, wa s unable to make a personal ap in large groups on the main floor while
pearance at the Pirates in the Carib- the DJ mixed the tunes.
bean-themed Homecoming this year.
"I really enjoy going on stage and
Homecoming royalty soldiered on, rep dancing," Goold said. "I dislike coffee,
resenting Pirate pride without the help but I like dancing."
of the notorious captain.
Two friends accompanied Goold, and
"We thought of a pirate beach theme," each dressed up to suit the theme.
said Raleigh Addington, ASWU sp ecial
"I love it here," junior Michael Dolezal
events coordinator. "It g oes with Whit- said.
worth perfectly, and even though it's
Dolezal's favorite part of the dance
cheesy, someone's still got to have some was watching other people, he said.
Pirate Buc spirit in them somewhere. It Blue, green and red lights pulsed around
actually has proven to be a really big hit. the room to the beat of th e music. The
A lot of people really like it."
otherwise dark dance floor was covered
Students gathered at The Service Sta by a mass of students.
tion for a dance on
Most students were
"[The homecoming
the eve of the football
dressed for the oc
game.
Throughout
casion. Some men
theme] goes with
Homecoming Week,
wore variations of a
students
watched Whitworth perfectly, and puffy white shirt tied
nominated
royalty
at the waist with- a
from each dorm and
even though it's cheesy, red striped tie, cut
off-campus compete
up black pants and
for the titles of king someone's still got to have boots, while many
and queen.
found dress
some Pirate Buc spirit in women
es or made matching
skirts from red-andThe Week:
them somewhere."
white striped fabric.
— RALEIGH ADD INGTON
Taking a break long
"I think it's [the
enough to catch their
goal of Homecoming]
ASWU special events
breath, many people
to create excitement
chatted with. each
for an event com
coordinator
other while relaxing
ing up, to have some
in the coffee shop
dorm
competition
that's in a healthy, fun way," Assis tant area outside the dance floor.
Dean of Students Dayna Coleman-Jones
The Halftime Show:
said.
The "Strike Yer Colors" event kicked
Homecoming activities culminated
off th e festivities Monday. Royalty c re
ated pirate ship flags representing their with Saturday's game against Pacific
dorms. Flags featured various sayings University. Three new inductees to The
and drawings. For example, the Bald- Whitworth Athletics Hall of Fa me were
win-Jenkins flag said "It treats me" and recognized.
The Homecoming king and queen
Stewvilles's flag featured a drawing of
were announced at the halftime show.
Davy Jones, the squid captain.
"The Beachin' Olympics" Tuesday, Students, dressed in their Whitworth
had royalty competing in a variety of pi- gear, cheered from the stands as the roy
rate-themed endeavors such as "Yo ho al couples from their respective dorm
communities were announced. The roy
ho and bottle of juice" chug.
Each dorm's royalty dressed in their alty dressed up in their costumes from
snazziest pirate garb and walked the Wednesday's fashion show and stood on
runway during lunch Wednesday. After the track, awaiting the judge's results.
Horizon Barnes, Arend's princess,
strutting their stuff, some royal couples
were asked questions by the judges such sported a red headband, white shirt
as, "What's the best wood for a peg leg?" and vest. Stewville's prince, Eric Zim
and "Who is Whitworth playing against merman, wore a black trench coat, and
the off-campus royalty, Jordan Pittin the Homecoming game?"
"I went to the fashion show, and it was mann and Quincy Cooper kept it casual
the only thing I went to," fr eshman Sa in matching gray Whitworth hoodies.
vannah Jones said. "It was pretty good. Stewville came in third place with prince
They just needed more enthusiasm. The Zimmerman and princess Mariella
Mladineo. East royalty, Bryan Xiong and
crowd needed more enthusiasm too."
Freshman Zach Goold reflected on Christine Drummond, received second
place in the competition. Coming in
the competitions earlier in the week.
"I went to the fashion show," Goold first, as the 2013 Homecoming king and
said. "I like the girl that did the hand queen, were Arend prince and princess,
stand. That was sick. The mermaid was Alvino Castro and Barnes.
pretty funny too."

Staff Writer

The Dance:
The dance was held at local coffee

Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl7@my.whitworth.edu

ABOVE: Freshman Abigail Nyberg and sophomore Patrick Bannworth pose on
the runway while competing at the fashion show Wednesday.
BELOW: Students dance at the Caribbean-themed party at The Service Station.
BOTTOM: Sophomore Alvino Castro and freshman Horizon Barnes walk down
the runway at thecostume-clad fashion show Wednesday.
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Fall play puts twist
on biblical stories
Alanna Carlson
Staff Writer

said. The stories are ones many Whit
worth students grew up hearing, from
the story the Flood to the story of the Ex
odus of the Israelites from Egypt.
Just because they are Bible stories
One would not expect to see the story
of Cain and Abel in the same production does not mean the play will be overly fa
as a John Deere tractor, but that is the miliar. Trotter and her team have taken a
type of jux taposition one will see at the lot of interpretive freedom by including
theatre department's upcoming produc contemporary elements such as modern
jokes mixed with biblical themes. The
tion of "The Wakefield Mysteries."
The scenes of the play feature various result is a funny, yet touching rendition
Bible stories. As one scene begins, Mo of classic Bible stories.
"In the same way that the medieval
ses stands in front of the burning bush,
dressed as a shepherd. God's booming people mixed biblical stuff with their
voice reveals His plan for Israel's deliver stuff, we've done the same thing," Trot
ance. In another scene, shepherds stand ter said.
That is not the only thing about Wake
speechless as angels sing to them of the
field that differs from the traditional ren
coming of Jesus.
"The Wakefield Mysteries" willfeature ditions of Bible stories, however.
"I think what's striking about the play
these moments (and many more, mostly
itself is sometimes you see how different
from the Old Testament).
Director Diana .Trotter and her cast Medieval theology is. It's surprising how
and crew have been working non-stop there is actually quite a lot of silliness,"
the past few weeks to bring this experi said Keith Wyma, a. philosophy profes
sor who plays Lucifer and King Herod in
ence to the Whitworth campus.
"The Wakefield Mysteries" will feature the production.
Indeed, the juxtaposition between
the first half of the Wakefield cycles, from
creation to nativity. Thecreative team for comedy and sobriety may come as
the show has been working since spring somewhat jarring to some audience
of last year to prepare, and the rest of the members, with some scenes eliciting
cast and crew have been working since tears and other evoking joy.
"The Wakefield Mysteries" features
the first day of classes, Trotter said.
The play, which originated in Me a strange balance of musical numbers
dieval England and is thought to have and regular acting. It c annot rightly be
been written by clergy, was originally a named a musical by today's standards,
production that would take several days. but there are numerous scenes in which
The play was put on in celebration of the the cast break into song, and God's an
gels are dancing almost the whole time
Feast of Corpus Christi.
This adaptation will cover stories from they are on stage. The balance between
Adam and Eve to the birth of Christ, musical elements and acting make for a
with stories in between that specifically rare experience.
"I think it's a good show. People will
allude to the coming of Christ, Trotter

EVENTS

Rachel Anderson | Photographer

Senior Andy Rowland rehearses for fall theatre show "The Wakefield Mysteries."
come away entertained," said senior
Andy Rowland, who plays Cain and
Abraham. "Be prepared to be surprised."
"The Wakefield Mysteries" will be
performed Oct. 11, 12, 18, and 19 at 7:20
p.m., and Oct. 13 at 2 p.m.
General admission is $8 and student/

senior admission is $6. Tickets can be
bought online on the Whitworth theatre
website or over the phone by calling the
theatre office.
Contact Alanna Carlson at acarlsonl 7@
my. whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

FRIDAY, OCT. 11
CONCERT: JOEL ANSETT
9 p.m.
Mind & Hearth Coffee Shop
Spokane native singer-songwriter Joel Ansett will
perform his folk-pop stylings for students in a coffee
shop show. The concert is free of charge.

SHERMAN ALEXIE READING
Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. at Auntie's Bookstore, 402 W. Main Ave.
Spokane-area native and award-winning author Sherman Alexie will read
from "Blasphemy," his latest collection of short stories.

SPOOKY SPOKANE
Thursdays and Fridays, Oct. 10-25 at 7 p.m.
Meets at the Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox, 1001 W. Sprague Ave.
The Fox Theater presents walking tours of downtown Spokane's spookiest
areas and buildings for this Halloween season.

SUNDAY, OCT. 13
MOVIE: MONSTERS UNIVERSITY
7 p.m.
Eric Johnston Science Center Room 233
ASWU will host a pre-DVD release showing of
Monsters University, the sequel to Monsters, Inc. by
Disney and Pixar. The showing will be free of charge.

"THE WAKEFIELD MYSTERIES": POST-PRODUCTION TALK
Oct. 12 at 9 p.m. in Cowles Auditorium

English professor Doug Sugano will offer the audience a b rief history and
context of the fall theatre production "The Wakefield Mysteries."

COFFEE POUR COMPETITION
Oct. 11 from 7:30 p.m. -10:30 p.m. at Indaba Coffee, 1425 W. Broadway Ave.
Local coffee connoisseurs will compete for prizes based on aroma, flavor
and other elements of their hand-brewed joe.

OPINIONS
Sarcasm acts as seurce of humor and coping mechanism
MIRANDA
CLOYD
COLUMNIST

-

Wr

Humor sets people apart in a way
that nothing else can. Each person has
certain triggers that strike him or her as
particularly comical. I find myself using
sarcasm more often than other types of
humor. While plenty of people use sar
casm to degrade someone else, I would
argue that there are plenty of instances
in which sarcasm serves other purposes.
The most common reasons for sarcasm
that I have witnessed are for defensive
purposes and for dry humor.
Sarcasm is "the use of words that
mean the opposite of what you really
want to say especially to insult someone,
to show irritation, or to be funny," ac
cording to the Merriam-Webster dictio
nary. The definition exhibits a paradox,
in that the same technique can elicit two
very different results. We can use the
same type of humor to both insult some

one, as well as to make someone laugh. awkward moments when someone does
An important aspect to consider when
From my experience, people generally not understand that I a m being sarcas using sarcasm is the setting in which it is
feel strongly in one direction or the oth tic. I tend to forget that not everyone on used, Certain contexts are not appropri
er.
the planet knows and understands my ate for this type of humor, including the
Many people use sarcasm as a way humor. Some may have experienced workplace and classroom. In profession
to hide pain or insecurity. When reality embarrassment when someone misun al settings, determining your audience is
difficult to face, it can make light of the derstands their humor: the blank stare difficult and someone could easily mis
situation. In a stressful situation, an in followed by the look of pure confusion construe your words as serious. Addi
dividual can easily
whereafter uncom tionally, sarcasm can sometimes come
use sarcasm to make
fortable
laughter across as arrogant and unprofessional.
"While there are plenty of ensues. Maybe I w ill
it sound like there
While there are plenty of struggles
is no problem and
learn to filter my hu and difficulties with sarcasm, I use it dai
struggles
and
difficulties
that one can handle
mor based on how ly and find it hilarious when others do
it with ease. For an
well I know a person, the same. I do my best to filter out offen
with sarcasm, I use it
insecure person, sar
but maybe not.
sive portions of sarcasm and use it only
daily and find it hilarious
casm can act as a dis
A d d i t i o n a l l y , in ways that do not put others down. Dry
guise used to feign
many people have humor can relieve tension from a situa
when others do the same." trouble
confidence.
portraying tion and bring a smile to someone's face.
Dry
humor is
sarcasm in conversa Everyone needs a healthy dose of sar
comical when used properly, but some tions that are not face-to-face. Over the casm to find the humor even in the most
may mistake it for seriousness. It uses phone, sarcasm loses its effect because frustrating situations.
irony to pull the humor from any situa of lack of facial expressions. Over text,
tion. When a statement is not seen as a it is nearly impossible to read sarcasm.
joke, an explanation takes the fun right I have always wished we had a sarcasm
out of it.
emoticon or another such symbol to ex CLOYD is a senior majoring in English.
As a very sarcastic person, I have ex press irony without overtly saying "this Comments can be sent to mcloydl6@
my.whitworth.edu.
perienced more than my fair share of isn't serious."

Spokane needs updates to maintain graduates
grams, contribute to the wave of fresh- that recruit college graduates.
Cities must also host the proper ame
off-the-campus citizens.
The majority of people graduating nities to make it worthwhile to live where
from college do not stick around the one wants to work. Easier transportation
k'f
COLUMNIST
area. Some of the reasons include, but for foot traffic or by motor (such as bus,
. are not limited to, a lack of job opportu train or metro), apartments and other
m v
nities, safety, recreation, transportation living accommodations located near
work, proper places to take clients while
I am making my way downtown, and living accommodations.
Some may counter by saying, "Spo they are in town and activities to do to
walking fast—but it is not because I am
during downtime are
homebound. It is getting dark and I feel kane is not Seatde. If
also staples of a suc
the need to get back to my car before I you want city living,
"The rewards of
cessful city.
go to the west side."
get mugged.
Within the last
It may be normal to fear crime while I would agree; Spo
Spokane's downtown do year, Spokane has
spending time in any city's downtown, kane should not try
taken
measures
but this is Spokane, "the city with the to be Seattle, which
not outweigh the risks.
to become a safer
small town feel." Certain changes need has enough of its own
The city needs to place an community, such as
to happen soon, lest it will be known as problems.
cracking down on vi
But consider this:
"the city with the ghost town feel."
emphasis on becoming
olent crimes.
graduates
Spokane's downtown needs a major college
"Violent
crimes,
jobs, which
overhaul if it wants to keep its college need
a friendly place for
such
as
murder
companies
graduates around for long after gradua means
developing companies." or robbery, have
tion. As of now, the city is not properly need to be available.
dropped by about 4.9
designed to receive the annual influx of Even more so, gradu
percent compared to
graduates from schools including Gon- ates need companies
2012," Jacob Jones of
zaga University, Whitworth University located near their
and Spokane Community College. Even college to help with a smooth transition. The Inlander said.
Police are now working on the rising
nearby Eastern Washington University, Cities often have the highest concentra
along with other smaller technical pro tion of businesses, especially companies property crime rates. Last year, the city

CLAIRE
HUNTER

"Study Break

hired a new police chief, who is mak
ing progress through interdepartmental
shake-ups, Jones said.
However, safety is just a basic neces
sity. The city needs to be worthwhile as
a whole for college graduates to stay.
The rewards of Spokane's downtown do
not outweigh the risks. The city needs to
emphasize becoming a friendly place for
developing companies.
Let the suburbs remain residential,
but there is no denying that downtown
needs to become a more welcoming
environment, one without block after
block of empty buildings.
Downtown will thrive if it makes ef
forts to offer city housing, proper down
town structuring and strong entertain
ment draws. It needs to develop into
a place that college graduates can feel
excited about landing after the flurry of
university is over.

HUNTER is a junior majoring in
psychology. Comments can be sent to
chimterl5@my.whitworth.edu.

beyond the pines | hannah charlton
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Social media poses a problem of
accuracy in future of journalism
WHITNEY
CARTER

world by typing 140 characters onto a laptop or a
smartphone can become problematic. The infor
mation can spread all around the world, regardless
of its accuracy.
Social media has merits as a news source,
however. Unless one lives in China, or any oth
er country that blocks Twitter and Facebook, one
can access the most up-to-date news through the
Internet. Asa result, even developing countries can
access breaking news, which is incredible.
Another role social media plays is keeping the
major news outlets in check. If the traditional me
dia makes a mistake in print or on air, it can take
hours or even days to correct a mistake. Even
when the correction
is made, readers or
viewers might not
pay attention to it.
Consequently, the
damage
becomes
permanent.
In contrast, social
media has the ability
to self-correct. The
newest information
is constantly being
sent out over the In
ternet and, in theory,
can overpower any
incorrect informa
tion that is posted.
While the ability to
Annika Stough | Graphic Artist spread information
quickly can create
problems, it allows for more timely updates when
inaccurate information spreads.
I love social media. I constantly update my news
feed, post information and use it as a means of in
teracting with others. I consider it research for my
major, especially considering the route I am taking
into journalism. However, it terrifies me how quick
ly a movement can start from any source with po
tentially incorrect or misinterpreted information.
Without a doubt, social media is here to stay. We
must respond by viewing the news we see through
social media with a more critical eye.

Twitter has become a new source of information
for the world. Social media makes the most accu
rate information more accessible, but it also means
that anyone can circulate material. As a communi
cation major and aspiring journalist, it scares me
that anyone with access to the Internet can con
tribute to the world of my future career. However,
the digital changes
currently under
taking journalism
have value.
The fact that
anyone can spread
information any
where poses a
problem for the ac
curacy of journal
ism. For example,
after committing
the mall hostage
attack in Kenya
on Sept. 23, the
terrorist group, AlShabaab, tried to
spread misinfor
mation about the
attack via Twitter.
Among other claims, the group tweeted that they
were doing more damage than the media reported.
Traditional media sources, including CNN, report
ed a death toll of 68, while Al-Shabaab tweeted the
number was closer to 130.
As a terrorist organization that does not want to
broadcast its location, Al-Shabaab clearly cannot
be contacted as a source to check for reliability.
As a result, no one can confirm the information
the group provides. Multiple stories from different
news outlets, such as the New York Times, cited the
tweets as factual information. As a result, a new
ethical issue is raised in the world of journalism,
one which I do not want to tackle.
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communica
Additionally, the ease with which anyone can tion. Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitspread whatever message they choose to the entire worth.edu.

WHIIWORTHiOUT
"No, I don't want to stay here. Honestly, I just
don't feel that God is calling me to stay here.
I think that plenty of Whitworthians graduate
and stay here, I just don't feel called."

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Government shutdown
presents opportunity for
constituent engagement
When the federal government shut down Tuesday due
to an intense disagreement over the budget, it was not
the first time. In fact, it was the 18th government shut
down in U.S. history.
The news of Congress' inability to compromise hit
headlines nationwide, and, perhaps for the first time
since election season, many people started to suddenly
pay attention to politics. Not only did the government's
inaction spur public interest, but it also spurred many
citizens to voice their opinions.
Herein lies the problem. While the nation's attention
has been at least partially arrested by the goings-on of
our lawmakers, discussion has proliferated, while actu
al research has declined. To put it in other words, more
people began talking about the problem, but few people
took the time to look at the cause of the shutdown.
We have seen the government shutdown used as an
excuse to continue the same polarized squabbling that
got us into this mess. As long as members of Congress
refuse to participate in discussions across party lines, we
will never adequately deal with the myriad of problems
in our country. It is time we, as a nation, focused less on
form and more on function.
This editorial board advises students to read news
from various sources in order to gain multiple perspec
tives on the issue. Democracy cannot survive without
educated and engaged citizens. We should all take this
shutdown as an opportunity to learn more about how
U.S. politics work.
After taking the time to formulate an informed opin
ion, this editorial board urges students to take the time to
write or call their legislators with input. We make up an
important part of the constituency that votes the mem
bers of Congress into office. As a result, communication
with our representatives has the potential to encourage
Congress to take appropriate action. .
If we want to see meaningful change in our coun
try, we cannot sit back and wait for Congress to come
together. Rather, we have to take responsibility to fully
educate ourselves on the pervasive issues and take nec
essary actions to implement lasting change.
Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Are you interested in remaining in Spokane
after graduation? How do you think the city
can improve to keep more graduates?
"I'm probably not going to stay. Maybe they could
build more community with students so students
know more people outside of Whitworth."
— Christopher Dewey, freshman

— Bethany Mack, sophomore

"I'm not sure if I'm going to stay. It depends
on if I get a job offer I like. Thecity could come
onto campus, or businesses could come onto
campus. Sort of like the internship fair."
- Alicen Freeman, sophomore

"I'm not interested in staying here, but I don't
think that means I won't. The job thing is a big
deal, in that there aren't [jobs]. Then there's the
superficial thing. Everything closes at 8 or 9 [p.m.].
There's not a lot of opportunity for entertainment
of jobs. There's not a lot of change or innovation."
— Kelsey Herman, junior

-+

SPORTS

Kari Johnson | hotographer
P

The Pirates make their way out onto the field to open up conference action against the Pacific Boxers in the Homecoming game at the Pine Bowl this past weekend.

Whitworth falls to Boxers
in Homecoming matchup
Minaya threw a 22-yard touchdown
pass, tying the score at 14-14. Junior
Staff Writer
running back Deven McKinney ran for
an 11-yard touchdown to cap off three
Whitworth played a back-and-forth unanswered scores and give t he Box
offensive game against Pacific at the ers a 21-14 lead.
Pine Bowl last Saturday, with the Boxers
A combination of shortcomings
coming out on top 31-21. The Boxersim proved to be the downfall of the Whit
proved their record to 5-0 overall, while worth offense when they went into a
the Pirates fell to 2-3 overall. The home slump after scoring two touchdowns
coming game had a total attendance of to start the game, senior running back
2,250 wh o came to see the royalties of DJ Tripoli said.
"I think we lost a little bit of the in
each dorm as well as the Pirates' first
tensity we had at the start of the game,
conference matchup.
The Pirates scored after a forced fum and Pacific just flat-out made some
ble, resulting in a short field with fresh plays," Tripoli said.
As the third quarter came to a close,
man running back Griffin Hare's 8-yard
a 27-yard field goal by Pacific, boosted
touchdown.
The Bucs continued their run with a the lead to 24-14.
"We knew it was going to be a chal
drive of 77 yards in 14 plays. A pass from
junior quarterback Bryan Peterson to lenge since they have had four years
senior wide receiver Devon Lind for a together in the program," Peterson
said. "They have
10-yard touchdown pass increased the
four-year starters
lead to 14-0.
who have the expe
"We gave up too many
The Boxers started
rience and are im
to' come back from
the 14-0 deficit at the big plays. We played hard proving every year.
What they brought
end of the second
all game but we didn't
to the table — th e
quarter, scoring from
offense was expect
a.55-yard drive in five
play smart at times."
ed. We knew we
plays. Senior quar
had to score to win
—GRANT LIVINGSTON
terback P.J. Minaya
the game."
passed the ball to
junior linebacker
The Pirates con
senior wide receiver
tinued their early
Jordan Fukumoto for
scoring routines in the fourth quarter
a 27-yard touchdown
on a seven play, 60-yard drive. Peter
pass with 1:14 left in the half.
The third quarter proved tough for the son's 9-yard pass to senior fullback Al
Pirates' defense, giving up 17 points to fonso Miranda for atouchdown closed
the gap to 24-21.
the Boxers.
However, Whitworth's comeback
"It was at a very high intensity, se
nior defensive back Tevin Tyus said. We attempt fell short after Pacific put the
knew our defense had to pick it up if we game away on a 1-yard touchdown
run in the fourth quarter, to go up by
were going to stay in the game."

Tyler Jezierski

Senior wide receiver Dustin Martin attempts to break a tackle against Pacific.
sive play against Willamette this week
two scores.
"We didn't come out as aggressive in end, Livingston said.
"Stopping the run first and commu
the second half, and that caused us to
lose the momentum, at which point it nicating more in the pass game," Living
became an uphill batde from there," se ston said. "Willamette is a good team so
nior defensive back Fernando Noriega we need to show up ready to play."
The Pirates also look to make drastic
said.
The Pirates and Boxers tied with 20 changes to the offensive play against
total first downs, but the five sacks by Willamette this weekend after their
the Boxer defense stagnated the Pirates' slump after scoring two touchdowns at
offense.
the beginning of the game, Tripoli said.
Tyus had seven solo tackles and one
"Everyone needs to do their job on a
assisted tackle. Senior defensive line consistent basis, myself included," Trip
man Kyle Davidson had the only sack for oli said. "We cannot take plays off. If we
Whitworth's defense, and had four solo focus on that and trust in each other,
tackles and two assisted tackles.
there is no doubt in my mind that we can
"We gave up too many big plays. We beat Willamette."
played hard ail game but we didn't play
Whitworth will face Willamette in Sa
smart at times," junior linebacker Grant lem, Ore., Saturday Oct. 12.
Livingston said.
The Pirates will be making some Contact Tyler Jezierski at
changes in communication with defen tjezierskil 4@my.whitworth.edu

14
Pirates host Whitworth golf invitational
Whitworth men's teams finish fourth and fifth after the event's first day
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
The Whitworth men's golf team host
ed 11 teams in the two-day Whitworth
Men's Invitational at Manito Country
Club.
The first day of the tournament was
difficult for some of the Whitworth men,
but for others, such as senior Stephen
Plopper, sophomore Tyler McQuilkin
and sophomore Lyle Rudnicki, the tour
nament went smoothly.
"It was a day that some would like to
forget and some would like to relish,"
senior Jesse Salzwedel said. "Being at a
home tournament, it would be nice to
know the course a little bit better but it
was still a beautiful day."
Although Whitworth hosted the invi
tational, they were not able to play on
their normal course, the Spokane Coun
try Club, due to scheduling issues, which
proved to be a challenge for the Pirates,
Plopper said.
"It was a completely different course
than we were used to," Plopper said.
"I think that caught a lot of people off
guard but it definitely showed who was
on their game."

Whitworth split into two teams for
the invitational, which allowed all the
members of the team to compete in the
match. The first Whitworth team took
fourth place out of with a 19 over par
score of 303. A score of 312 put the sec
ond Pirate team right behind them in
fifth place.
"We shot a score that I would almost
expect," Head Coach Warren Friedrichs
said. "We could've had some lower
scores but the scores that were turned in
by the other teams were surprising how
good and low they were."
At the end of the day, Plopper led the
Pirates in the player standings with a
two over par score of 7 3 and Rudnicki
followed in 12th place with a four over
par score of 75.
"I played pretty well," Plopper said. "I
had a bitter taste in my mouth at the end
of the round because I doubled the last
hole. I was one under going into the 18th
hole and I doubled it so that's one over,
but other than that I hit the shots where
I w as looking and made putts where I
needed to make them."
McQuilkin established himself as an
asset for Whitworth this week, coming in
second place for Whitworth's top team.
He shot four over par for a score of 75,

Jordan Beauchamp |File Photo

Senior Jesse Salzwedel tees off at the
NIC Invite on Oct. 9,2011.
putting him in a four-way-tie for 12th
place along with Rudnicki in the overall

player standings.
"It's satisfying when you show in prac
tice that you want and can play in the top
five then you back it up with the scores
so that was good for him," Friedrichs
said.
Sophomore Oliver Rudnicki took 16th
place for the day with a five over par
score of 76, while sophomore Austin Billeter followed shortly behind with a six
over par score of 77.
"The n ice thing for us is we can play
every guy on our roster," Friedrichs
said. "That's one of the things I'm happy
about, that everyone gets a chance. The
course was hard but at least we don't
have guys sitting on the sideline and
they all get a chance to go and compete."
The Whitworthian press time limited
availability for additional results. Check
the Whitworth Athletic website and
thewhitworthian.com for final results of
the Whitworth Men's Invitational.
The Pirate men compete in Hayden,
Idaho at the North Idaho College Fall In
vitational Oct. 13-14.

Contact Jordanne Perryat
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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6-0

10-4

PUGET SOUND

5-1

10-5
8-6

GEORGE FOX

3-3

WHITWORTH

3-3

9-9

LEWIS & CLARK

3-3

4-8

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-3

4-9

WHITMAN

3-3

5-14

WILLAMETTE

1-5

5-10

LINFIELD

0-6

4-9

NWC

ALL

MEN'S SOCCER

'A

Tanner Scholten | Pho
tographer

Senior middle hitter Kristine Kardell and junior middle hitter Tori LaBrieblock a shot to win the third set in
an eventual loss to the Puget Sound Loggers last Friday at the Fieldhouse.

Volleyball falls short in NWC matchups
The two teams would split the next eight points to tie
the game at 13, but a pair of errors by the Pir
ates gave the
Staff Writer
Loggers the win.
Leonard had a team-high 15 kills and 23 digs, White
The Whitworth volleyball team had its two-game win added 14 kills and 6 digs while Stadeli had five kills, four
ning streak snapped in a pair of heartbreakers last week blocks and an ace.
end against two nationally-ranked teams, No. 16 Puget
Coming off a tough loss, the Pirates played another
Sound and No. 15 Pacific Lutheran.
hotly-contested match, but were unable to hold off the
In the match against PLU, for the fifth time in six con Lutes (25-1.8, 15-25, 19-25, 25-20, 15-11), who entered
ference matches, the Pirates found themselves in a win the match on a seven-game win streak.
ner-take-all fifth set. The Pirates dropped to 9-9 on the
Whitworth started slowly and fell 25-18 in the first set
year and 3-3 in conference play.
while committing more errors than kills.
In the weekend opener, a furious Pirates' rally came
"We struggled to come out strong because were feel
up short against Puget Sound (25-16, 25-15, 20-25", 20- ing out the other team. We were feeling out the match,"
25, 15-13). After falling behind 2-0, the Pirates felt they Bodecker said. "We just wait a little too long to sta
rt playhad something to prove, Head Coach Kati Bodecker ing."
said, describing the vibe in the locker room during the
The Pirates, however, did not wait as long as the previ
break.
ous match to start their comeback.
"We were frustrated, and we voiced
Leading 11-7 in the second
our frustration," Bodecker said. "We have
set, Stadeli served up back-to"I told them in matches back aces to continue a 12-3
worked way too hard and the coaching staff
has worked way too hard for that to be our
Whitworth run that put the Pi
like this, we're going to
rates ahead 20-10. A few points
performance."
Senior middle hitter Briauna Stadeli said have to earn every single later, Whitworth tied the match
her mindset changed after the break. The
at one set apiece, winning the
point, and we're going
senior was not impressed with Whitworth's
second set 25-20.
The third set began with the
play, she said.
to have to make big time Lutes taking a 5-2 lead. But the
"I was pissed off," Stadeli said. "We need
ed to play as a team with energy, and we
plays. I always tell them Pirates had another run, scor
ing six of the next seven points,
weren't playing like that the first two sets.
The Pirates came out of th e break a dif
make a play that will in all coming from kills. Whit
worth continued to play well,
ferent team as they took set three 25-20.
spire your teammates."
winning the set to take a 2-1
Whitworth had 16 kills to only two errors;
lead in the match.
the best ratio for the Pirates on the season.
—KATI BODECKER
Despite the Pirates' run, the
Whitworth kept the momentum going
Lutes were not ready to lose
into the fourth set as they raced out to a 5-2
Head Volleyball Coach
their winning streak as they
lead following a Stadeli block.
bounced back to win the fourth
"I just tried my hardest to make the plays
that needed to happen," Stadeli said. I tried to give en set 25-20.
ergy to the team because I know that s what we needed.
Things began poorly for the Pirates to begin the fifth
The energy provided by Stadeli inspired the Pirates as set as they fell behind 12-6. However, the Pirates went
they went on to score the next five points taking a com on one last run, scoring the next four points on three er
manding 10-2 lead and held off the Loggers, again by a rors from the Lutes and a kill from Stadeli to pull within
two at 12-10. Nonetheless, as in the previous night, the
score of 25-20, to send the match to a fifth set.
Despite a blockfrom senior middle hitter Kristine Kar Pirates could not pull off the upset as the Lutes took the
dell to open the set, the Pirates found themselves down fifth and deciding set 15-12.
5-2, at which point Bodecker challenged her players.
"It makes us stronger as a team," White said. "It's hard
"I told them in matches like this, we're going to have to lose games in the fifth set but we've won games in the
to earn every single point and we re going to have to fifth set too."
make big-time plays," Bodecker said. "I always tell them
White led the Pirates with 23kills. Leonard had 15 kills
make a play that will inspire your teammates.
and 24 digs, while Stadeli added a season-high six aces.
The Pirates took this to heart as senior outside hitter
Whitworth will attempt to get back on track Oct. 9 in
Jalana White brought Whitworth within two with a kill the Fieldhouse against Whitman.
for the next point. Later, kills from sophomore outside
hitter Nicole Leonard, Kardell and sophomore setter Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Maddye Dinsmore tied the set at nine.
James Silberman
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LINFIELD

1-0

4-0

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-0

4-0

LEWIS & CLARK

1-0

1-3

0-0

3-0
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0-1

3-1

WHITWORTH

0-1

2-3

PUGET SOUND

0-1

1-2

WILLAMETTE
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Note: Standings as of Oct. 6,2013
MEN'S S OCCER
Whitworth at Whitman- 4 p.m., Saturday, Oct 12

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth vs. George Fox at the Whitworth Soccer Field- Noon, Saturday,
Oct. 12

VOLLEYBALL
Whitworth vs. Whitman at the Fieldhouse - 6 p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 9

FOOTBALL
Whitworth at Willamette - 7 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 7

CROSS COUNTRY
Whitworth at Lewis & Clark Invitational -11 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 19

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at North Idaho College Fall Invitational - 10a.m., Sunday, Oct. 13

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at North Idaho College Fall Invitational -10 a.m., Sunday; Oct. 13
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WHITPICS

NOAH GUNDERSEN
TOP LEFT: Noah Gundersen performs at this weekend's concert in
the dining hall Saturday, Oct. 5 at 8 .m.
p
Maria Morales | Photographer

ABOVE: Senior Seth Owens opens for Noah and Abby Gundersen.
Hope Barnes | Photographer

LEFT: Noah Gundersen and his sister Abby perform songs from his
new album, to be released in February.
Rachel Anderson | Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Noah Gundersen, a well-loved musician at
Whitworth, performs last Saturday night.
Hope Barnes | Photographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Whitworth students filled the dining hall last
Saturday to see Noah Gundersen perform.
Rachel Anderson | Photographer
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 5
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during lanuary
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

09 DONUTSHOP

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

Local zombie-themed eater >
treats with uncommon flavors.

CORRECTIONS
In Issue 4 on p. 6, The Whitworthian incorrectly reported Whitworth students will
be charged a $25 fee to use the Whitworth Marriage and Family Wellness Center.
Graduate students are not charged a fee other than instruments administered
to them while outside clients are charged a $25 fee. Undergraduate students are
not allowed to use the center without permission from the counseling or health
services on campus unless they are seeking premarital or relationship services.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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FEATURED
04 HIV/AIDS LECTURE
Former Playboy playmate and health
advocate Rebekka Armstrong will present
on the importance of HTV/AIDS awareness.

05 1 MILLION MEALS
Whitworth and advocacy organization
Generation Alive plan event in May with the
goal of feeding 1 million people.

07 CITY POET LAUREATE
Senior English lecturer and poet Thorn
Caraway recently began his two-year term
serving as poet laureate of Spokane.

09 DAWN OF THE DONUT
Local donut shop offers zombie-themed
confections that feature uncommon
toppings ranging from cereal to bacon.

11 MAKING MEMORIES
An effort to create memorable moments
enhances one's overall happiness and helps
others create memories as well.

12 UTILIZING COUNSELING
Students should embrace counseling as
a safe environment to treat mental health
problems and cope with everyday stresses.

13 SOCCER SHUTOUT
Whitworth defense holds George Fox to
a scoreless outing at home for its third
conference win of the season.

15 CROW'S NEST
Caitlin Taylor brings a supportive attitude
and a positive outlook into her role as one of
the team captains this year.

Former Playboy Playmate
to lecture on importance
of HIV/AIDS awareness
"Millions of k ids every year contract
an STD here in the U.S., it's insane,"
Staff Writer
Armstrong said. "Every hour of every
single day two young people ages 13-24
Rebekka Armstrong was Playboy's are infected with HIV"
Of t he 1.1 million people in the U.S.
Miss September in 1986, at the age of
18. She modeled all over the world, and living with HIV, 18 percent do not know
"lived the glamorous life of a Playboy they are infected, according to the Cen
ter for Disease Control and Prevention.
Playmate," according to her website.
In the U.S. more than 635,000 people
Armstrong tested positive for human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) four have died of AIDS, 15,500 of that number
in 2010 al one, according to the Center
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HIV
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day from this dis
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ease," Armstrong
eco-social back
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travels across the
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vention and treat
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also a strong ad
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living in gen
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eral. She is an
You're tired, and I
award-winning
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bodybuilder and
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late at night or the
she still competes
next day I'm com
around the coun Armstrong was an Playboy model
pletely wrecked."
try. She has re before announcing she had HIV.
Since anyone
leased several mo
tivational health and fitness videos to can be infected with HIV, A rmstrong's
accompany her message of being aware reality can happen to anyone, she said.
Students can get testing for HIV and
and healthy.
HIV, the virus that eventually leads to other diseases at the Whitworth Health
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome Center, said Kristiana Holmes, program
(AIDS), is a disease surrounded by stig administrator for the health center.
The staff can walk alongside students
ma, Armstrong said. Armstrong said she
has two friends that have not told their in any concerns or questions they may.
families they have HIV after years of liv have, free of judgment, Holmes said.
"There really is no place for [judging with the disease.

Elizabeth Jacobs
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Courtesy of Samara Lectures

Armstrong now tours the country advocating HIV/AIDS awareness and preven
tion on college campuses, as well as wholesome, healthy lifestyle.
ment] when you are trying to make a
healthy choice for yourself," Holmes
said.
Some students are discouraged from
talking about issues they believe would
be disliked by a Christian, such as STDs,
Counseling Director Janelle Thayer said.
Freshmen students often present an
adamant agenda that can make other
students feel like they cannot talk about
certain problems, she said.
"They don't know whether the coun
seling department is going to be only
Christian counselors, or how they are
going to handle it," Thayer s aid. "What
I would say to that is, we are Christians
but we counsel people and care about

Number of non-Whitworth commu
nity members in attendance at the
Stewart Lawn Dance.
p. 3

18

Percent of people in the U.S. who
have HIV, but do not know it.
p. 4

people, and we don't counsel out of our
Christian faith, we counsel to meet the
needs of the students in front of us."
It is important for all students to plan
ahead for possible sexual encounters by
having contraception available, even if
they are not planning on becoming sex
ually active, Thayer said.
Students who have had multiple part
ners should definitely get tested, Holmes
said.

Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
ejacobsl 7@my.whitworth.edu

250,000

Number of dollars Whitworth will
try to fundraise before May for the 1
million meal event.
p. 5
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ASWU commits to 1 million meal drive

Student government begins to determine logistics of $250,000 fundraising goal

said.
To pack one million meals, 800-1000 people need to
Staff Writer
be packing at all times for about ten hours.
Generation Alive coordinates several meal packing
The Associated Students of Whitworth University - events each year, although no single event has achieved
voted in approval of a 1 million meals event to take the 1 million meal mark.
"I went to serve with my youth group," freshman
place the first week of May. Volunteers in the Whit
worth community, in cooperation with the advocacy Ashley Ayala said. "And it was really cool that we got to
organization Generation Alive a nd volunteers in the actually hold the service materials. Simply giving mon
Spokane community, will hand-pack 1 million meals ey can be impersonal, but we gave up part of our time
to serve."
in one day for those in need.
Part of th e $250,000 will go toward
"It seems like Whitworth has a hu
the rental of four semitrucks to trans
manitarian mindset when it comes to
"Whitworth has
port the meals. Whitworth as a com
fighting injustice," said Jeremy Affeldt,
munity will ultimately determine the
founder of Generation Alive and pitch
the opportunity
recipients of the meals, but they will
er for the San Francisco Giants.
likely be distributed throughout east
A total of $250,000 is n eeded to pay
here to make a
ern Washington, Oregon, Montana
for the raw ingredients and transporta
and Idaho, Duty said.
mark. A million
tion of the meals. In May, students will
The meals will have a direct impact
gather to assemble the meals.
meals— that's not a on Spokane, Robins said. Ninety-thou
"Something that I think is pretty key
sand people in Spokane County are
is, yes, $250,000 is a lot of money, but
small feat."
food-insecure, not knowing where
we're not just asking students to pay
their next meal is coming from, Duty
the bill," ASWU Pre sident Ian Robins
—JEREMY AFFELDT
said.
said. "We want to branch out and make
"Whitworth has the opportunity
sure everyone across the Spokane area Generation Alive founder
here to make a mark," Affeldt sa id. "A
knows about this and see how they can
million meals— that's not a small feat."
get involved, how they can make dona
Affeldt founded Generation Alive in 2005, b ecause
tions if they want to."
.Meals, made of soy, rice, dried vegetables and vi he did not want to give off a s elfish impression, as he
tamins, will be put together in production lines, said feels many athletes do, he said.
"I wanted to come up with an organization that un
Darrin Duty, Generation Alive executive director. Each
derstood that outside the baseball field, outside the
meal serves six people, he said.
To m eet the 1 million meal goal, volunteers must stadium, outside the nice hotel, there's a world that I'm
staff 80-100 p roduction lines, each with 12 people. At living in that goes on," he said.
Affeldt said that by founding Generation Alive and
this capacity, each line could potentially produce 1,500
helping others, he is trying to live by the motto that he
meals in an hour.
"We're going to need a lot of manpower," Robins raises his sons under: "Don't live to live for yourself."

Katie Shaw
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Number of shots taken by Whitworth
women's soccer team compared to
just two by George Fox.
p. 13
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Percent of college students who suf
fer from depression that impairs their
ability to function, according to the
National Institute of Mental Health.
p. 12
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Generation Alive focuses on four major world issues,
and especially works to provide awareness and help for
victims of hunger and human-trafficking, Affeldt said.
"Hunger is literally the most curable problem that
we have," Duty said.
Sixteen-thousand children die every day due to hun
ger-related issues, 5,000 of which are under the age of
five.
"One goal of Generation Alive is providing students
tangible opportunities to engage in acts ofservice," said
Duty.
To r each the packing day, the Whitworth commu
nity first needs to raise the money. Approximately 93
percent of the $250,000 will be used to buy the food,
including locally-grown rice. The rest will pay for ship
ping supplies, boxes, and covering other handling
costs.
The goal of packing 1million meals is still in the early
planning stages, although a variety of po tential fund
raisers to raise the money are being investigated, in
cluding coin drives, dorm competitions and donation
jars, Robins said.
The Student Athletic Advisory Committee held a
coin drive last year for Generation Alive, ra ising $700
in donations, an amount that was matched by Gener
ation Alive. The SAAC pla ns to continue fundraising.
Student-athletes can help by taking on pledges from
donors, who will pledge a certain amount for every
sporting success, senior Jill Pecka said.
"Sports can be bigger than just your advancement or
your team's advancement," Duty said.
Robins said that ASWU is planning on reaching out
to nearby universities and other organizations to see if
others are interested in participating.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Number of dollars for a dozen deluxe
donuts at Dawn of the Donut.
p. 9
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Number of years senior English lec
turer Thorn Caraway will serve in his
term as poet laureate of Spokane.
p. 7
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New professorship hom@rs aiumna

NEWS in BRIEF

Shelby Harding
Colville fifth grader convicted of
conspiracy to commit murder

Staff Writer

President Beck Taylor introduced a new endowed
professorship in a surprise announcement in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre last Wednesday. The Sue
Chandler Professorship in Education will grant Whitworth $1.5 million to use toward salary, research and
sabbatical costs for professors awarded the profes
sorship.
The $1.5 million was donated by S cott and Sue
Chandler, both Whitworth alumni and co-chairs of
the fundraising board at Whitworth. Itwill be merged
with the current endowment and will b e used over
several years for selected professors, who will be
recognized with the honor of the professorship, said
Taylor.
"This is what can happen when we own a culture
of philanthropy," Taylor said.
The dean of education and provost decide the re
cipient of the professorship.
News of the professorship came at just the right
time, Taylor said. After the discovery of the budget
gap and possible difficulties filling vacant faculty po
sitions, it was welcome news.
"It really put some wind in our sails," Taylor said.
This professorship marks the halfway point to the
2012 goal of having 10 endowed professorships, Tay
lor said.
Scott Chandler collaborated with Taylor in creat
ing the professorship to celebrate and commemo
rate his wife Sue Chandler's accomplishments as an
educator, Scott Chandler said.
Taylor said he worked with Scott Chandler for
two years to create the professorship. Both Taylor
and Chandler wanted to surprise Sue Chandler. She
did not know about the professorship until the an
nouncement. Her excitement was apparent as she
accepted the honor in front of the audience of board
members, faculty and students.
The ideal recipient of the professorship would be
someone that would realize that students are more
than just numbers, test and exam scores, Sue Chan
dler said.
Receiving a professorship would be an incredible
honor, and it is important to take the time to choose
the best candidates to receive it, Taylor said.
Sue Chandler earned her degree in elementary ed
ucation and physical education in 1985. She discov-

After three days of hearing evidence, a
Stevens County Superior Court judge found
an 11 year old Colville boy guilty of a felony
charge of conspiracy to commit murder. The
boy, whose name has not been released to
the public, plotted with a friend to bring
a knife and a gun to school to kill a female
classmate "because she was annoying." The
co-defendant pled guilty to all charges in
March, and is currently serving a three-year
sentence in juvenile hall. The Colville boy's
sentencing is scheduled for next month.

Protesters topple barricade at
World War II memorial
A crowd stormed the WWII mem orial on
the National Mall Oct. 13 in protest of the
monument's closure. Sarah Palin joined
Republican Senators Mike Lee and Ted Cruz
in leading the group. The protesters sang
patriotic songs such as "God Bless America,"
as they cut the chains barricading the
memorial. The demonstration was among
the first shutdown protests to have a distinct
political message, with Cruz leveling verbal
attacks against President Obama.
Tanner Scholten | Photographer

Sue Chandler reacts to the surprise announcement
of a professorship given inher name last Wednesday.

ered her passion for education her sophomore year
at Whitworth, Sue Chandler said.
Sue Chandler started teaching at a preschool, then
her church, and then as a substitute teacher. She
joined the Littleton Colorado Public School Board in
2005.
A p laque honoring the Sue Chandler Professor
ship in Education will be in McEachran Hall.
Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Trustees convene in fall session
Shelby Harding

amount of st udents who cancel enrollment, Orwig
said.
Staff Writer
Brian Benzel, vice president of finance and admin
istration and Jason Thackston, board member, dis
The Board of Trustees came toWhitworth Oct. 9-11 cussed the budget shortfall and ways vice presidents
for the fallgathering which included tasks to approve and other faculty members are working to decrease
new board members, discuss ways to increase alum the deficit.
ni involvement and find solutions for the budget gap.
-The university anticipates a $1.6 million deficit
The trustees voted on potential nominees for new for 2015, although the budget should be balanced in
board members and nominees for the Doctorate of 2016, Thackston said.
Divinity award during the first meeting Thursday.
Whitworth vice presidents are looking for $270,000
Stu Stiles, a m ember of the institutional advance in budget cuts to assist in alleviating the budget gap
ment committee, presented information from sur for the upcoming year.
veys conducted over the summer as well as financial
It will be important for the university to bring a
information.
balanced budget in 2015, Taylor said. It will be a dif
Greg Orwig, vice president of admissions and ficult task but a task that needs to be done, and will
financial aid, briefed the trustees on recent admis also be.a great opportunity, he said.
sions shortfalls and presented new strategies to
avoid future shortfalls. The admissions office has be
gun the application campaign six weeks earlier than
last year, and will target more out-of-state students Contact Shelby Harding at
with increased communication efforts to reduce the shardingl5@my.whitworth.edu

Sources | The Spokesm
an-Review and USA Today

ASWU UPDATE
• Cody D ejardin, sports events coordinator,
put forth a requisition for money from unal
located funds to requisition lights for the up
coming year. Dep ending on whether or not
last week's initiative passed a student vote to
purchase event lighting instead of rent light
ing as they have done in previous years, the
full requisitioned total may not end up being
spent. The vote occurred after Whitworthian
press time but before the newspaper's release.
• ASWU approved a 1 million meals program,
entailing a $250,000 fundraising initiative. Lo
gistics for specific fundraising measures have
not been announced, although ASWU Presi
dent Ian Robins assured those at the meeting
that he would be reaching out to nearby uni
versities as well as local businesses.
• Sodexo will soon bring back Mexican food,
and will be serving grape juice. Sodexo also
plans on installing a new soft serve machine,
as soon as they can find one that will reliably
serve a student body at such high volume.
• A new radio will be installed in Mind &
Hearth to replace the CD player, which broke
last summer.

+

ARTS&CULTURE

In the words of a poet:
Lecturer named first Spokane poet laureate
Alyssa Brooks

Photo courtesy of University Communications

An active member of the Spokane community, Senior English lecturer Thorn
Caraway was recently selected to serve as the city's first poet laureate.

to Thom, and there's a genuine love of
community in him that I think really re
Staff Writer
flects the spirit of Spokane," English pro
fessor Laurie Lamon said.
Along with his current commitments
Caraway also works as the edi
such as teaching at Whitworth, serving tor-in-chief of Rock & Sling, a bi-yearly
as board president for a local organiza professional literary journal based at
tion, writing poetry and editing a pro Whitworth. The editors of Rock & Sling
fessional literary journal, senior English see reading and writing literature as a
lecturer Thorn Caraway can now add the way of u sing language to witness to the
title Poet Laureate of Spokane to his cur truth in life as a type of te stimony, ac
cording to Rock &Sling's website.
riculum vitae.
When Spokane started seeking its first
Caraway deeply cares about his craft,
poet laureate, Caraway ceded to many said Senior Karina Basso, a student of
urgings to apply and sent in his materi Caraway's who also works on Rock &
als, which included a resume, cover let Sling with him.
ter, and a selection of his work.
"He really pays attention to the craft
"Then there was a private panel of of poetry and the spirit of poetry," Basso
folks from the arts around Spokane, the said. "I think that those two things com
Arts Fund," Caraway said. "Kenn Nesbitt bined set him apart from other poets or
was on it, who is the Child
ren's Poet Lau amateur poets."
Caraway really cares about truth in
reate of the United States. It was quite an
poetry and truth in emotion without be
honor."
Caraway was announced as Spo ing overly sentimental, she said.
"His energy, his connections with the
kane's official poet Oct. 5 at the Individ
ual World Poetry Slam Championships, poetry community [in Spokane] and his
which was.the start of his two-year term. connection with West Central [reflectthe
spirit of Spokane],"
Caraway's
role
Lamon said. "He's
brings new respon
"One
of
the
lines
that
one of those people
sibilities that he will
balance with his cur I've been kicking around who make everything
look effortless."
rent commitments.
Caraway draws in
Caraway will take on
for a couple weeks ... is,
spiration from Spo
a set of pu blic duties
'Sometimes, Spokane, I kane, writing about
within Spokane poet
that define the
ry in his new role.
want to give you a hug.'" topics
city, he said.
"My
contractual
"I live in the West
duties include three
— THOM CA RAWAY
Central
neighbor
public readings a
hood," Caraway said.
senior English lecturer and
year and assisting the
"And there's a lot of
Spokane Public Li
poet laureate of Spokane
interesting stuff going
brary with a reading
on there, great oppor
list," Caraway said.
"There's a talented, active and vibrant tunities for growth and development.
community of poets in Spokane that There's also conflict there, so I end up
people probably don't know that much writing about the personalities I c ome
about, so I would like to find ways to across or the things I see."
Caraway's work has beenpublished in
bring that to public attention."
Caraway has more goals that for his several dozen literary journals.
"I usually start [poems] with an im
role as Spokane's Poet Laureate go be
yond contractual duties. He hopes to age or a line," Caraway said. "I ki nd of
create a centralized and comprehensive kick that around in my head for a while,
poetry events calendar to make events sometimes a couple of hours, some
times a couple of weeks , and see what
more accessible to the public.
"Kids love poetry," Caraway said. sticks to it."
"Something happens, and I don't know
The theme of place in Caraway's writ
when it happens, but by the time they're ing can also be seen in his book, "A Vis
high school graduates or college gradu itor's Guide to North Dakota," a collec
ates, they don't have that same sense of tion of poems about the state.
fun and play about it they had when they
Caraway's new position does not
were young."
mean he will stop writing. On the con
He said he encourages other writers trary, he has a few pieces in the works
to remember that language is fun and right now.
that it can accomplish goals that other
"One of th e lines that I've been kick
mediums cannot.
ing around for a couple weeks, and I
Caraway also serves as board presi haven't found a way to approach it is,
dent for Project HOPE Spokane, a local 'Sometimes, Spokane, I want to give you
organization focused on disadvantaged a hug," Caraway said.
youth in Spokane's West Central and
Emerson Garfield neighborhoods.
Contact Alyssa Brooks at
"I think there's an approachability abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Film and lecture series to present China's
history and rise to global economic power
Daniel Lee

The lecture consists of four parts, with the three
subsequent installments showing the films "Family,"
Staff Writer
"Devils on the Doorstep" and "Blind Mountain."
Each of th e films focuses on a particular reforma
Associate history professor Anthony Clark will host tive issue, such as China's oppressive patriarchal soci
a four-part film and lecture series, titled "China in ety, Japanese occupation of China and female abduc
Transition," offering an opportunity to learn about the tion and forced marriage.
The film and lecture series should be both enter
history of one of the world's superpowers. The series
taining and informative, Clark said.
will explore China's rise to power in modern society.
"I also expect that Whitworth students, faculty and
China was originally a much more underprivileged
society than it is today. The first film in the series looks staff will be astonished by China's remarkable cine
at the way Western values first began to clash with matography," Clark said. "Its rich cultural heritage as
expressed through the four direc
Chinese traditions, Clark said.
tors we have selected."
"The first film begins with 1930s
"We hope that the hard
A few of the selected film direc
Shanghai when issues of gender,
tors also have many awards and
hitting nature of these
class and national identity were
nominations in the past. Wen Ji
being challenged by Western val
movies will inspire a
ang, director of "Devils on the
ues," Clark said.
Doorstep," was nominated and
Women had litde to no rights
deeper engagement with won many awards outside of the
in earlier times until modern ref
ormation took place, Clark said.
China's present reality on realm of Asian film.
Any student or member of the
Women thus suffered much criti
the global landscape."
public can attend. Of those who
cism from others if they made any
are planning to come, students
kind of mishap.
— ANT HONY CLARK
have expressed positive feelings
"The Goddess" details the sto
about the coming series.
ry of a Chinese prostitute and her
associate history professor
"I'm pretty excited about it,"
struggle to raise a son in a judg
mental society. Released in 1934, it is a islent film and sophomore Zedekiah Fries said. "We're learning
one of t he most well-known from China's cinematic about these issues of China's past and current society
by watching movies about them."
golden age.
The lecture series marks the third time the Whit
China's current economic standing makes it im
portant for people to understand its culture, Clark worth history department has hosted a Chinese film
said in a press release. Each of the films shows a dif series. Viewers outside of Asia rarely have the chance
to see the selected films, Clark said. In fact, China
ferent perspective on Chinese culture.
With the film series, Clark aims to make students banned a particular film from theaters in the country.
better informed about China's roots and its present
The four installments of the series will take place
status as an economic power, Clark said.
Oct. 16,23, 30 and Nov. 3at 6:30 p.m. in Weyerhaeuser
"There is a certain amount of angst in these films," Hall Room 111.
Clark said. "But we hope that the hard-hitting nature
of these movies will inspire a deeper engagement with Contact Daniel Lee at
China's present reality on the global landscape."
danielleel 7@my.whitworth.edu

EVENTS

FILMS
OCT. 16
THE GODDESS
6:30 p.m.
This 1934 silent film looks at the life of a
Chinese prostitute struggling to raise her son
in a traditionally-minded society.

OCT. 23
FAMILY
6:30 p.m.
This 1957 film explores the oppression that
resulted from the Chinese patriarchal society.

OCT. 30
DEVILS AT THE DOORSTEP
6:30 p.m.
Highlighting at the issue of Japanese
occupation of China in the 1930s, this 2000
film is banned in China.

NOV. 6'
BLIND MOUNTAIN
6:30 p.m.
Also banned in China, this 2007 film
presents the contemporary issue with female
abduction and forced marriage in China.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 16
FILM: AMELIE

LINDAMAN CHAIR LECTURE
Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre
Political science professor and Lindaman Chair Julia Stronks will give a
lecture titled "Civil Rights for the Gay Community and Religious Freedom:
Avoiding a Constitutional Clash." The public event is free of charge.

7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901W. Sprague Ave.

H.O.L.A. CLUB FAIR TRADE FESTIVAL

Whitworth English professor Leonard Oakland
will host a showing of Amelie, a French film about
the discovery of love. The event is free of charge.

MONDAY, OCT. 21
READING: THE BOOK OF MATT
7 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.
Award-winning journalist Stephen Jimenez will
give a reading of his book, which is based on a
13-year investigation of Matt Shepard's death.

Oct. 18 at 10 a.m. outside the HUB
Heritage of Latino Americans club will host a festival celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month. The event will feature a taco truck as well as fair trade ven
dors from Central and South American countries.

Th BOOK
o/"MATT

VIOLIN RECITAL
Oct. 18 at 7 p.m. in Music Building Recital Hall
This violin recital will feature associate music professor Phillip Baldwin,
who also serves as assistant conductor of the Coeur d' Alene Symphony.

FREE YOGA
STEPHEN JIMENEZ

Oct. 19 and 26 from 8:30 a.m. to 9:30 a.m. atlululemon, 707 W. Main Ave.
lululemon, a national yoga apparel chain, will mark its move to a new Main
Street location with free yoga classes every Saturday in October.
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{I SAW!}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

#heftyrevolution
"Adorable" couple that was dancing by the
wall during the Seth Owens/Noah Gundersen concert: If you didn't notice, the rest of us
were satiating our romantic appetite by enjoy
ing the beautiful fusion of musical chords and
free c hicken nuggets. Snack, don't dance.
Hope Barnes | Ph
otographer

"The Governor" one of Dawn of the Donu
t's most popular items, features maple aglaze and bacon topping.

Food Review: Dawn of the Donut

Donut shop boasts zombie-themed atmosphere
Alanna Carlson
Staff Writer
Walking into Dawn of the Donut, one could almost
believe he or she has entered a horror movie — yel
low chalk outlines "bodies" on the ground outside,
dim light flickers as one walks in the door, worndown tombstones line the walls and of the room and
"bloody" handprints cover the ceiling. These elements
lend themselves well to the zombie theme of this little
donut shop.
Stepping into Dawn of th e Donut (DOTD) for the
first time, I was pretty dubious about the over-the-top
display of z ombie fandom. But that was not going to
stop me from buying a dozen delicious donuts. After a
few minutes of standing in the shop, the zombie theme
started to grow on me. Despite the off-the-wall atmo
sphere, the place had an intimate feel. I even started to
like the "zombie-donut" statue — a super-sized donut
with arms and legs and a bite out of it to reveal brains.
The entire shop smells of appetizing baking donuts
and its small size evokes feelings of cozi ness, despite
barely-padded, uncomfortable chairs. Soft music
plays in the main area of the shop, but for the most part
sounds of conversation and occasional clanking metal
from the kitchen overwhelm the low buzz of music.
The shop's friendly staff will patiently spend time
helping patrons. Having never visited the shop or eat
en any of the donuts, I spouted off a lot of questions,
and the staff were more than willing to answer all of
them. The workers recommended the "MOAD, a
glazed donut with vanilla drizzle.
I tried a few of the shop's donuts, including top sell
ers, s uch as the "Governor," a raised bar donut with
maple icing and bacon, and the "Bruce Campbell, a
raised ring donut with chocolate icing and Butterfinger crumbles, as well as a donut with Cap n Crunch
cereal on it, called "Rick."The experimentation with so
many different toppings sets DOTD apart, as it adds
an uncommon flavor to each of the donuts. The shop
also features vegan donuts, which would be perfect for
students with egg or dairy allergies.
They also use croissant dough — a new craze around
the world — for th e donuts, which I fou nd gives the
donuts a particular flavor. The use of croissant dough
surprised me, however, because it makes the donuts
a little heavier and drier than normal donuts. Tasty as
'the few that I tried were, I could only eat a few bites

NEED toKNOW
Contact: 3402 N.Division St.| 509)
( 328-1764
Hours: 6 a.m. -1 p.m. daily

Defining the Relationship
I saw you two upstairs in the HUB having a
DTR. Don't worry. You're only one couple in a
long tradition. My question: Why is it so many
couples seem to think upstairs in the HUB is
the place to hold such private conversations?

Granola
I saw you pickyour granola bar up from the
ground. "15 second rule!" you said. In reality,
though, you devoured germy granola.

All Tied Up
I saw you dressed up in a suit and tie, getting
ready for All Tied Up. I hope you enjoyed your
icecream!

Cost: $20 for a dozen deluxe donuts, $2 for one
Submissions published as received.

Features:
• Drive-thru
• Vegan (dairy and egg-free) donuts available
at a time. When biting down on my "Governor," I felt
like my mouth could barely fit around the donut. The
croissant dough has a thickening effect; the donuts
weren't light and fluffy like they should have been,
and almost had too much substance to them. They're
definitely the kind of donut one should not try to eat
without a tall glass of milk close by, in my opinion.
The prices are a bit steep for the what the shop of
fers. If one buys them by the dozen, each donut be
comes a litde cheaper. But ingeneral, DOTD has high
er prices than some other shops in Spokane and lacks
quality to back up the cost. For a single "deluxe" do
nut
(the zombie-themed specialties), they charge $2, and
a dozen costs $20.
Its close proximity to campus makes DOTD a re
freshing location to do homework when one becomes
bored of on-campus study spots.
Overall, notwithstanding the individual theme and
the friendly staff, the gimmick is not really worth the
price. If I'm going to spend $2 on a single donut, it had
better be a spectacular donut, and DOTD's products
fell short of that mark. Users on Urbanspoon.com
gave DOTD an overall three out of five star rating, and
I wo uld agree with that rating. While the donuts are
not bad, they are not heavenly either. I might recom
mend this little shop to a friend who really enjoys The
Walking Dead, but I will personally stick to my normal
donut shop next time.

Contact Alanna Carlson at
acarlsonl 7@my. whitworth.edu.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw .
You" (limited to 50 words) online at
thewhitworthian.com.
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Play highlights death penalty debate
Fellowship of Peace brought the topic
to Spokane students because of t he po
Staff Writer
tential legislative influence of S pokane
County as well as the ability young peo
The death penalty has to go, Sister ple have to embrace varying viewpoints.
"Youth have the vitality and the ener
Helen Prejean said to a packed house at
gy and the hope for the future to really
Gonzaga University Oct. 11.
A live ren dition of "D ead Man Walk change something," Thorpe said.
Thorpe has been seeking to end
ing," Prejean's nationally-acclaimed
book documenting her first experience Washington state's death penalty for the
with capital punishment, kicked off the past five years. Many Washington resi
night. The show follows Prejean, a nun dents, do not even know the state has a
from Louisiana, in her formation of a n death penalty, Thorpe said.
"These are mod
unlikely friendship
with a man convict "Youth have the vitality and ern times now,"
Thorpe said. "We
ed of the rape and
murder of two teen the energy and the hope for should think of some
other options be
agers.
the future to really change cause
we have other
At the time, the
options."
man was months
something."
The death penalty
away from his ex
— VICTOR IA THORPE
has long been a part
ecution .in Angora
of th e U.S. legal sys
Prison's death row.
Founder, Fellowship of Peace
tem. It has been held
Students
from
up as a deterrent to
Gonzaga,
Whit
worth, Washington State University and crime, but Whitworth political science
Rogers High School performed in a one- professor and lawyer Kathryn Lee said
act theatrical reading of Prejean's story she questions its effectiveness.
"Often times people are killed or mur
preceding her lecture.
Members of th e Fellowship of P eace dered in crimes of passion or an impul
foundation, a local advocacy group re sive act," Le e said. "Usually people are
cently founded by long-time anti-death not doing a cost-benefit analysis when
penalty activist Victoria Thorpe, coordi they're killing someone."
The lack of analysis by a person com
nated the event.

Weston Whitener

nfernationally acclaimed and
Gammy-winning jazz saxophonist

mitting murder prevents the threat of
capital punishment from being an effec
tive deterrent to crime, Lee said.
"If we wanted it to be a deterrent, then
why don't we put executions on televi
sion, rather than at midnight and only 20
people view it?" Lee said.
More than pragmatic reasoning, mor
al reasoning has dominated the death
penalty debate. One of th e main ques
tions Prejean, Thorpe and Lee all pre
sented was: Does the state have the right
to kill?
"Once you're out of imminent danger
you don't have the right to take some
one's life," Thorpe said. "We're telling
the government to do what we're not al
lowed to do."
The main moral argument for the
death penalty presents retribution as the
most basic form of justice, Lee said. In
her line of tho ught, the only way to es
tablish justice and society's value for a
taken innocent life comes through tak
ing the life of the murderer.
In the play, the moral tension between
the opposing viewpoints comes to the
forefront by direcdy contrasting crime
and punishment. Under a blue light and
surrounded by candles, the play's pen
itent murderer was put to death while
scenes of his crime were revealed be
neath a harsh red light, accented by the
cries of his victims.

MASTER OF 8USINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Whitworth University
Jazz Ensemble

Prejean did not shy away from dis
cussing the friction between sympathiz
ing with both a criminal and his or her
victims.
"It's ethical to be outraged at the
death of innocent people," Prejean said
, This outrage, however, does not justi
fy capital punishment, she said. For this
reason, Prejean has continued to build
friendships with people on death row.
Since her experience in Angora Pris
on, Prejean has accompanied six men
to their deaths. These men were by no
means heroes, she said, but they were
human beings and deserved dignity in
their deaths.
Contact Weston Whitener at
wwhitenerl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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Catherine Palmer | Photographer

Students from schools across Spokane
perform the play "Dead ManWalking."
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OPINIONS
Homemade meals help connect with heritage
MOLLY
DANIELS
A recipe for potato soup, passed
down to me by my grandfather, taught
me how to cook and sparked a love of
cooking and baking, which remains
strong. However, as cake mixes and
fast food become more prevalent in
American society, the tradition of
passing down recipes has declined.
Children grow up without knowledge
of their family's cooking traditions.
I consider myself lucky, as 28 per
cent of Americans never learned how
to cook. People who know how to
cook choose to eat out or buy premade
meals instead, according to a survey
conducted in April 2011 by Bosch Ap
pliances. Parents and relatives no lon
ger pass down family recipes in all or
most cases, and consequently, the his
tory tied torecipes is not passed down.

The loss of our heritage may have
Homemade meals also offer other
originated in the mass production benefits. People who cooked at home
of f ood, which began in the late 19th at least five times a week were 47 per
century. Americans adopted a culture cent more likely to live longer than
of going out to eat
people who did
and heating pack
not, according to a
aged meals. As a
study published in
result,
children
2012 by Cambridge
miss the chance to
University. Home
connect with their
cookers were also
families' history.
healthier than peo
In comparison,
ple who did not
people who buy
cook on a regular
premade
meals
basis.
are more closely
A common mis
tied to their cul
conception is that
tures, as well as to
healthy and fresh
their families, ac
food is more excording to a study
_ pensive than pre
conducted
by
made or fast food.
Amanda Turner | Graphic Artist Contrary to this
the Child Trends
Research Brief in
notion, fresh food
2009. These families are also more is actually cheaper than processed or
likely to eat meals together and de premade food, according to a study by
velop stronger relationships with one the United States Department of Agri
another.
culture Economic Research Service.

It is wonderful that discriminato
ry boundaries no longer stop us from
experiencing cultures other than
our own, but there may come a time
when we have nothing left to share
food-wise. Our individual cultures
surrounding recipes are disappearing.
Food used to serve as a defining fea
ture of cultural and religious identity.
Family meals represented one way
people could incorporate traditions
into modern life.
While I enjoy sampling foods from
other cultures, I wish for a greater con
nection with my family"s background.
Heritage must remain a part of per
sonal identity. Recreating the same
dishes created by our ancestors allows
us to physically take part in what was a
piece of th eir lives. We can then con
nect historical facts to our own senses
and experiences.
DANIELS is a sophomore majoring in

journalism. Comments can be sent to
mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu.

Making memorable moments boosts overall happiness
MIRANDA
CLOYD
What do you remember about the
past 10 years of your life? How about
five? What about the past year? Chanc
es are, you do not remember something
from every day or even every week of
your recent life. We often fail to make
memorable moments because we be
come caught up in the daily grind rather
than the experiences of life.
Last year, I read a book called "A Mil
lion Miles in a Thousand Years" by Don
ald Miller In his book, Miller tells stories
of memorable moments of his life. Mill
er created memories through a series
of m of risk, s pontaneity and great con
versation. He argues that if we simply
go through life in the rut of rou tine, we
will end up living essentially forgettable
lives.
Miller's stories are not only about his
own choices to make memories, but

"Free Lunch"

We waste much of our time on simple,
also how he was affected by the memo
ry-making decisions of others. He shares mindless entertainment. Movies have
a time that he met a family who invited their time and place, but how many
him and his friends to stay at their cab more exciting things could we do with
in. When they were leaving the next two hours? Facebook, Twitter and oth
day, the whole family ran outside and er social media may seem remarkably
jumped into the lake as an enthusiastic interesting at the time, but even one
week from now we
goodbye. The fam
will forget whatever
ily's spontaneous
held our attention
choice not only cre
so strongly.
ated a memory for
The
mundane
them, but ingrained
tasks of day-to
an image in Miller's
day life can seem
mind for the rest of
demanding
and
his life. Their seem
urgent, and some
ingly simple choice
are. I do not deny
became part of his
the importance of
life story.
being a dedicated
Living "forgettastudent or working
bly" is surprisingly
Abby Nyberg| Graphic Artist hard to pay the bills,
easy to do. In fact,
but rather argue
it comes naturally.
The motions we go through each day that those tasks should be balanced with
may seem important at the time, but in memory-making moments. If we get too
hindsight, they are not worth remem caught up in our to-do lists, we will miss
bering. Our time gets sucked up doing out on opportunities to create moments
homework, paying bills, watching mov worth remembering.
Creating lasting moments may sound
ies and checking social networking sites.

daunting, but we can all find practical
activities to take part in to make ex
traordinary memories. Do random acts
of kindness, go for a drive, create a new
recipe, make a music video or just try
something you have never done before.
The key to making these memories is to
share them with others. Invite someone
along on the next random adventure you
take and see what kind of sto ry comes
out of it.
Our memory-making moments not
only impact us, but also impact the peo
ple around us. Intentionally creating a
point in time worth remember can give
someone else a story, too. We co ntrib
ute to the creation of our own collage of
memories simultaneously to adding to
the collage of others.
I do not want to look back on my life
in 50 years and wonder how I spent my
time. I hope to look back and see a mo
saic of memories. What do you want
your life's rear-view mirror to reflect?
CLOYD is a senior majoring in English.
Comments can be sent to mcloydl6@
my.whitworth.edu.
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Counseling treats mental health
conditions in safe environment
not bound by law to keep our secrets the way
counselors
must.
REBEKAH
With the way society portrays therapeutic
BRESEE
'
M
practices, I understand why people do not want
COLUMNIST
to admit they attend counseling sessions. Mov
£lip
tk
ies, television shows and celebrity figures usually
present counseling patients as addicts, mental
When asking my friends how their weeks have ly unstable or suicidal. As a result, many people
been, most complain of busyness, tiredness, have a skewed view of the symptoms that may
stress and other conditions common to active qualify a counseling need. Some may believe
college students. Let's face it; college is no cake- they are not "crazy" or "desperate" enough to
walk. We have papers to write, exams to study see a counselor. This is false. Feeling lonely or
for, friends to hang out with, intramural games anxious or lacking motivation are all legitimate
to play, meetings to attend, laundry to do, eating reasons to speak to a counselor, according to the
and sleeping, too. With only
Mayo Clinic. Seeking counsel
so many hours in each day,
ing even when you feel "a bit
ICOuNseuwh lEHrad
students can easily feelover
blue" can ultimately prevent
whelmed and stressed.
you from ever reaching an se
College life presents stu
vere stage of depression.
dents with many challenges,
Impaired academic per
especially for freshmen who
formance, problems with
experience the change all at
relationships, loss or gain of
once. With many obligations
weight and substance abuse
and commitments press
can result from depression,
ing on them, students may
according to the Mayo Clinic.
experience some degree of
After the early signs of depres
depression. Thirty percent
sion, eating disorders, alco
of college students report
holism and severe forms of
being "so depressed that it
depression, such as suicidal
was difficult to function,"
Justine Upton|Graphic Artist tendencies, may develop.
according to the National
Students should not feel
Institute of Mental Health.
embarrassed about depression. Everyone ex
Contributing factors include academic stress, periences times of unhappiness and frustration
relationship problems, homesickness, finances throughout life. It is normal and healthy for peo
and loneliness.
ple to talk to someone about their problems, ex
Unfortunately, most of these students do not pose their feelings without fear of judgment and
address their mental health. Many "students cit admit they need help.
ed embarrassment as the number one reason
At Whitworth, the Health and Counseling
someone wouldn't seek help," according to Psy Center offers six free sessions to each student. I
chology Central.
encourage students to take advantage of this op
Counselors strive to make the student feel portunity. Whether you have exam anxiety, suf
comfortable by entering the situation with zero fer from seasonal depression, or just feel stuck
judgment. Furthermore, counseling sessions in a rut, the counseling center has amazing staff
remain confidential. In addition, one does not that want nothing more than to support you.
need to worry about the counselor sharing his or
her problems with anyone else. While we want
to trust our friends to not share what we disclose BRESEE is a sophomore majoring in English. Com
to them, people make mistakes. Our friends are ments can be sent to rbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.

WHITW0RTHI0UT
"Yes, they should because I think that relieving
students of the temptation is in linewith the
mission of the school."
— Aaron Vaccaro, senior

"It's a good idea to restrictsome things, based
on whether it'sinappropriate or Whitworth
doesn't associatewith it. I think restricting that
content shows howWhitworth markets itself
because-we're looking at things we need to
restrict and things that are okay."
— William Moyer, senior

EDITORIAL: IN THE LOOP
Content restrictions on
Internet prevent students
from facing moral issues
Every adult must face moral decisions, including the
decision of w hether to consume erotic material. More
than ten percent of Internet searches between July 2009
and July 2010 were related to erotic content, according to
a 2011 Forbes report. Because of the prevalence of por
nographic content in today's society, students should
consider how this material fits into their moral codes.
However, Whitworth originally established Internet
filters to help students avoid the temptation to view
erotic material, according to The Spokesman-Review.
Though a strong argument can be made that the content
restriction helps steer students toward making positive
decisions, this editorial board asserts that the filters can
do more harm than good.
This editorial board does not aim to argue for oragainst
consuming pornography. However, since students will
have access to inappropriate material after graduation,
they must learn to make personal judgment calls about
such material. Whitworth's current policy of blocking ac
cess to pornography inhibits this learning process.
Students, not die university, must be charged with the
responsibility of deeming what content is acceptable
for each individual. In making these personal judgment
calls while at Whitworth, students would practice skills
of personal inventory and critical thinking, skills neces
sary for successful adult life.
Additionally, giving students access to these materials
would allow them to experience personal struggle in an
environment in which support mechanisms are already
in place. In doing so, students experiencing specific diffi
culty would be able to seek services such as free counsel
ing through the health center. Facing difficult questions
of morality in a safe environment allows for personal
growth, which students will carry over into their lives
post-graduation.
An important part of developing a strong moral com
pass consists of making decisions for oneself regarding
controversial topics. If W hitworth were to amend the
filtration system to lift the restrictions, students could
be more equipped to deal with prurient subject matter
upon graduation than under the current policy.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Do you believe that Whitworth ought to
restrict certain content for students to access
on-campus Internet? Why or why not?
"I think some things should be restricted for
safety, because some websites have viruses,but
not everything."
— Tara Jones, sophomore

"Yeah, I do. I think it should stop at pornography
and other terrible things, but there can get to
be a lot of gray area in what's appropriate and
what's not. Idon't think it's anyone's jobto
regulate what welook at to an extent."
— Christie Kirkpatrick, sophomore

V,

SPORTS

Maria Morales | Ph
otographer

Sophomore midfielder DeNae Vandam battles for control of the ball with a George Fox player at hom
e in Whitworth's 1-0 win over the Bruins Saturday, Oct. 12.

Whitworth blanks George Fox in home NWC contest
Jessica Razanadrakoto
StaffWriter
Whitworth women's soccer team
came away with a 1-0 win against visiting George Fox last Saturday, with a goal
created by junior midfielder Jackie Day
and scored on a pass to senior midfield
er Kristin Wucherer.
Dissimilar to the Pirates' combined
four goals allowed to one scored two
weeks ago in their two home game loss
es, the women controlled most of the
game against the Bruins. Whitworth outshot George Fox 18-2 with two saves by
sophomore keeper Andrea Stump.
"I was very pleased with our backline
and our midfield group," head coach Jael
Hagerott said. "They didn't make mis
takes. They were calm and composed on
the ball and that's what helped the team
out."
A throw-in from senior defender Jami
Hegg to sophomore forward Tiara Pajimola almost gave the Bucs a lead in the
15th minute of the game, but a Bruin de
fender kicked the ball out of play.
"We had a very good possession of
the game," freshman midfielder Megan
McGart said, "We had the ball a lot and
we fought hard all game long and were
pressing them. We had a lot of good of
fensive movements."

After a scoreless first half, Wucherer
Scoring opportunities occurred
scored the game-deciding goal four
throughout the game, which gave the
minutes into the second half.
Pirates 10 corner kicks. Unfortunately,
The Pirates moved the ball and
none of the kicks led to scores.
worked together as a team to prove how
Pajimola broke through the Bruin
much they wanted the win and finally
defense after receiving a clear pass and
got a goal in, Wucherer said.
ended up one-on-one with George
"We w ere coming up with a couple
Fox's senior keeper Alyssa Montero,
of tough week
but her shot to the
ends. We didn't
top right corner
really get the re
landed in Montesults we wanted
ro's hands.
but today was
Though
Hag
really
good,"
erott thought the
Kristin Wucherer, '14
Wucherer said.
team could have
"I had a lot of
scored more goals,
Wucherer scored
shots in the first
she was pleased
half and I was
her second goal of
with the team's
happy I finally
the season in the
performances and
got one in the
game
against
NWC
the win, she said.
second half."
"It was one of
opponent George
McCart em
the best games
Fox last Saturday.
phasized that
we've played so
the goal wasn't
far this year. We
just a regular
were very good on
shot.
the offensive side
"Wucherer
of things in creat
flicked
it
with
t
h
e
outside
of
her foot and
ing attacking opportunities," Hagerott
it went in. It was a really good placement
said. "Unfortunately we did not fin
and a really good goal," McCart said.
ish all of th ose opportunities on goal,
Senior defender Amy Sterk pointed
but we haven't been generating those
out the changes the team made this time
[opportunities] this season so that was
to win the game.
good to see out of the team.
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"We controlled the ball a lot better
than we have in the past games," Sterk
said. "We're combining better with each
other, so that helped a lot."
The Pirates' lead was not secured to
ward the end of the game. The Bruins
ran multiple intense offensive move
ments, attempting to tie the match but
were ultimately unable to score.
"It definitely wasn't a blowout or any
thing, though it was scary in the end
when they had a couple of ru ns to our
goal," Sterk said.
Though it has been a rough season
for the Bucs, last Saturday's game was a
great accomplishment, Hagerott said.
"I was pleased with our performance.
We've been hit with a lot of injuries. We
only have 14 healthy players and that's
probably all I'll have for the rest of th e
season," Hagerott said. "And as a group,
to be able to perform the waythatwe did
is a good thing for us."
The Pirates now have a 6-5-2 overall
record and a 3-4-2 record in the North
west Conference. The Bruins fell to 3-7-1
overall and 1-5-1 in the NWC.
Whitworth will host Puget Sound Sat
urday Oct. 19 and Pacific Lutheran Sun
day Oct. 20.
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu
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Bucs earn road win with Linfield sweep
Whitworth wins three straight sets to beat Linfield for second-straight win
James Silberman

ed the fast start to good preparation.
"Slow starts have plagued us, so we
Staff Writer
set some goals for the girls to focus on,"
Pancho said. "Of the first seven points,
The Whitworth volleyball team won we wanted to win five."
its second-straight game of conference
Whitworth looked as ifthey would win
play with to improve to a 5-3 record (10- the second set like they did he
t first, after
9 overall) as they handed Linfield their a kill fro m LaBrie put the Pirates ahead
ninth consecutive loss (25-9, 25-20, 25- 17-7. But Linfield wouldn't go down eas
19).
ily as they scored 10 of the next 14 bring
"We had to focus on playing our ing them within four at 21-17. However,
game," senior middle hitter Kristine Kar that was as close as the Wildcats would
dell said. "We just had to make sure we get as the Pirates won the set 25-20.
After leading for the entire first two
didn't play down to their level."
A kill from Ka rdell followed by a pair sets, the Pirates fell b ehind for the first
of Linfield errors began the match, giv time, to begin the third 3-0. But a few
ing the Pirates an early 3-0 lead, and the points later, after a kill from senior out
rout began. Leading 8-4, Whitworth ex side hitter Jalana White tied the game at
ploded with an 11-1 run, aided by two five, an ace from senior setter Anna Buck
kills and two blocks from senior middle gave the Pirates the lead for good. Later
hitter Briauna Stadeli to take a 19-5 lead. in the set at 24-19, a kill from freshman
Hie Pirates closed out the first set with a middle hitter Haley Vick gave the Pirates
kill from junior outside hitter Tori LaBrie the victory.
Kardell had game-highs with 11 kills
to win 25-9, tying their largest margin of
and three blocks. White added 10 kills,
victory this season.
"We came out with a lot of fire and five digs and an ace, while LaBrie had
energy," head coach Kati Bodecker said. eight kills and two blocks.
"Even though they hadn't won a game
Moving forward, the Pirates find
yet, we knew they were capable of win themselves in third place in the North
west Conference behind national
ning one."
Assistant coach Jamie Pancho credit
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Rachel Anderson | File Photo

Senior Kristine Kardell and junior Tori LaBrie look to return a volley against
Whitman in an NWCmatchup last Wednesday in the Fieldhouse.
ly ranked Pacific Lutheran and Puget
Sound.
"We're in a good spot right now," Bo
decker said. "Webelieve we can compete
with anyone and we've proved that."
Kardell also wants to be in the top of
the standings.
' "All it takes is an upset of PLU or UPS
to take first place," Kardell said. "We just

have to keep getting better every match.
We have a really talented team, we just
need the consistency."
The Pirates will begin the second half
of conference play at Willamette and
Lewis & Clark on Oct. 18-19.
Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Women's XC:
Caitlin Taylor
Jordanne Perry

Staff Writer
From running on the playground at recess to racing
against the top collegiate runners, senior women's cross
country captain, Caitlin Taylor, lives life in the fast lane.
Taylor grew up in Mount Hermon, Calif., where she
spent most of her time around the summer camps her
father directed for 15 years. With active parents and ath
letic siblings, Taylor is no stranger to the world of at h
letics.
"I was, and probably still am, a crazy child that need
ed activity," Taylor said. "When I was little, I spent all of
recess running around the school."
Taylor began running competitively in seventh grade,
following the footsteps of one of her brothers.
"My brother, who is closest in age to me, started doing
this kids' track club in the sixth grade and he kept run
ning through junior high and high school," Taylor said.
"Through him, I got to know the high school team and
the coach so I just naturally fell into it."
Taylor attended San Lorenzo Valley High School,
Simon Puzankov | Photographer
where she competed in cross country and track. During Taylor provides team support and an enthusiastic
her junior and senior years of hi gh school, Taylor was personality as one of the team captains this year.
named a captain of the cross country team. On her high
school track team, Taylor achieved one of the top 20 "She's got this 'sunshiney" attitude and is always really
school record times in the 800,3000 and 3200 meter rac positive, probably the most positive person I know."
Taylor also enjoys being part of the Whitworth Pres
es, records which she still holds today.
byterian Church community,
After a successful high school running
career, Taylor looked for a college at which
"She's great as a captain spending quality time with
friends and having dance par
she could not only excel academically, but
ties.
because she can really
also continue her passion for running com
"Oh my goodness. I love
petitively. Whitworth became her primary
relate to the girls and
dance parties," said Taylor."I'm
choice after learning from cross country
not good at any dance moves I
head coach Toby Schwarz that the team
she's really good at be
just kind of go crazy and do my
was not only about striving to reach one's
ing there for all of them own thing which ends up being
potential as an athlete, but also as a person.
really fun. I just like pretending
"My first impression was that she'd be
a great fit for Whitworth and she has," when hard things are go I can dance."
As a sociology major intend
Schwarz said. "She's definitely an oth
ing on in their lives. She ing to attend to graduate school
ers-focused type of p erson and wants the
in the future, Taylor is serious
team to do well."
is someone all the girls
in her studies and hopes to
Taylor started her collegiate running
work with people to help them
look up to."
career with a bang as she competed in the
heal and overcome obstacles in
women's cross country nationals as a fresh
—CHRISTINA WILLIAMS
their lives.
man.
Taylor may be serious about
"As a f reshman competing in nationals,
junior
academics, but with friends she
that's a big thing and over the years she
is known to be quite different.
continues to improve," Schwarz said. "She
"She can be pretty silly," Roiko said. "We have a camp
PR'd just last week by a lot so I see some big races still
before the season starts and we do skits with the team.
ahead of her."
Being a captain this year as a senior, Taylor m akes She randomly said 'oh I c an be a dinosaur' which had
sure one of her main priorities is to check in on each of nothing to do with what we were doing but she does an
her teammates to ensure they are doing well holistically awesome dinosaur impression."
As for running in the future, Taylor confirms that
and not just athletically, Taylor said.
"She's great as a captain because she can really relate she has no intention of untying her Brooks Adrenaline
to the girls and she's really good at being there for all of running shoelaces anytime soon. With plans for com
them when hard things are going on in thei
r lives," fellow peting in triathlons and marathons in the future, Taylor
captain, junior Christina Williams said. "She is someone will continue to live her life in the fast lane after college.
"For me, running is an expression of the freedom that
all the girls look up to."
Taylor's strengths ofoptimism and positivity has made God gives us when we surrender things to Him," Taylor
a definite impact on the team and the women's perfor said. "Having surrendered all these other things in my
mances. By sending little emails of encouragement and life, I feel like running fast is an expression of that. I have
reaching out to her teammates, Taylor has adopted the this gift and I want to use it. I want to run free and fast."
role of a captain that not only leads in the races, but
cares for her teammates outside of the sport as well.
"Caitlin is likethe momma of the team she really cares Contact Jordanne Perry at
for everybody," sophomore teammate Kellyn Roiko said. jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

NWC

ALL

8-0

12-4

PUGET SOUND

7-1

12-5

WHITWORTH

5-3

11-9
5-10

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-4

GEORGE FOX

3-5

8-8

LEWIS & CLARK

3-5

4-10

WHITMAN

3-5

5-16

WILLAMETTE

2-6

6-11

LINFIELD

1-7

5-10

NWC

ALL

73)

9-3

1 MEN'S SOCCER
PUGETSOUND
PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-1-2

9-1-3

WHITWORTH

4-2-1

6-3-2

LINFIELD

3-3-1

6-4-1

WHITMAN

3-3-1

4-7-2

WILLAMETTE

2-3-2

6-4-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-5-1

6-6-1

0-7

1-12

GEORGE FOX
1

WOMEN'S SOCCER
LINFIELD

NWC

ALL

7-1

11-1

PUGET SOUND

5-1-2

7-2-2

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

3-1-4

5-3-4

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-3-1

7-3-2

LEWIS & CLARK

4-3-1

7-4-1

WHITMAN

4-5

8-5

WHITWORTH

3-4-2

6-5-2

GEORGE FOX

1-6-1 ! 3-8-1

WILLAMETTE

0-7-1

2-9-1

FOOTBALL
PACIFIC (ORE.)

NWC

ALL

2-0

5-0

LINFIELD

1-0

4-0

WILLAMETTE

1-0

4-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

1-1

4-.1

LEWIS & CLARK

1-1

1-4

WHITWORTH

0-2

2-4

PUGETSOUND

0-2

1-3

Note: Standings as of Oct. 13,2013
MEN'S SOC CER
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound at the Whitworth Soccer Field- 2:30 p.m.,
Saturday, Oct 19

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth vs. Puget Sound at the Whitworth Soccer Field- Noon, Saturday,
Oct. 19

VOLLEYBALI
Whitworth at Willamette -7 p.m., Friday, Oct. 18

FOOTBALL
Whitworth vs. Linfield at the Pine Bowl - 1p.m., Saturday, Oct. 19

CROSS COUNTRY
Whitworth at Lewis & Clark Invitational -11 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 19

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Fall Classic -TBA, Saturday, Oct. 26

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Fall Classic - TBA, Saturday, Oct 26

WHITPICS

Intramurals

TOP: Freshman Ashley Winslow catches
a frisbee during her intramural ultimate
frisbee game at Omache Field, Thursday,
Oct. 10.
Michelle Molina |Photographer

ABOVE LEFT: B Mac Resident Director
Matthew Baker leaps during competition
in his intramural volleyball game last
Sunday, Oct. 13.

<}

. Michelle Molina j Pho tographer

ABOVE RIGHT: Freshmen Chris Dewey
and Orion Keller race for the ball during
their intramural soccer game Thursday,
Oct. 10, at Omache Field.
Maria Morales J Pho tographer

LEFT: Freshman Christian Sicairos and
junior Kyle McEachran fight for the ball
in an intramural basketball game Sunday,
Oct. 13, in the U-Rec.
Michelle Molina |Photographer

RIGHT: Senior Will Pollock attempts to
block a pass by freshman Benjamin Olson
on Omache Field, Thursday, Oct. 10.
r>
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Growing service program of
college students tutor and
mentor at local schools
p. 10
Men's soccer sweeps NWC
competition at home
m,
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 6
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generatedentirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

- ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

13 SOCCER WINS

Men's soccer defeats NWC teams
UPS and PLU in home contests.

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
In Issue 5 on p. 4, The Whitworthian reported in the Crunching the Numbers
section that "18" was the "percent of people in the U.S. who have HIV, but do
not know it." Eighteen percent of the U.S. does not have HIV, but rather about 18
percent of the more than 1.1 million people living in the U.S. with HIV do not know
they are infected, according to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.

10 RISE PROGRAM
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07 LONGBOARDS

FEATURED
03 DORIS KEARNS GOODWIN 11 MYPLATE INADEQUACY

Pulitzer Prize winner and presidential
historian visits Whitworth to talk about her
work chronicling the lives of leaders.

06 NEW EVENT LIGHTING

Requisition from Capital Funds to purchase
event lighting passed a student vote, which
will erase need to rent lights in the future.

07 MAKING LONGBOARDS

Freshman brothers Rigel and Orion Keller
handcraft longboards, beginning the
process in their McMillan dorm room.

08 HALLOWEEN EVENTS

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT AF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

A haunted pool, spooky concerts and a
zombie-themed hike are just few of the
Halloween events in Spokane this year.

MyPlate, the USDA's replacement for the
Food Pyramid, does not successfully guide
people toward making healthy food choices.

12 TEACHER PAYMENT

America undervalues the critical work of
teachers by paying them a significantly
lower salary than those in other careers.

13 MEN'S SOCCER SWEEPS

Pirates hand UPS its first loss and handle
PLU, moving up to second in the NWC while
keeping their undefeated home record.

15 CROW'S NEST

Jami Hegg shows focus and determination
on the field, while maintaining a fun-loving
personality off the field with her teammates.

I
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Pulitzer Prize winner visits Whitworth for open Q&A
Doris Kearns Goodwin talks about current conflicts and past presidents
Lucas Thayer

"I will never speak to you again if he
doesn't tell a lot of stories in the mov
News Editor
ie, because that's the Lincoln I know"
Goodwin said she told Kushner.
Lincoln was of a melancholy tem
Doris Kearns Goodwin made her
living looking over the shoulders of perament, Goodwin said, due to the
tragedies he faced in his life f rom an
presidents.
Goodwin, a Pulitzer Prize-winning early age. Lincoln's mother died when
author, biographer and presidential he was just 9years old, instilling in him
historian, came to Spokane at the in a fascination with death's finality, and
vitation of President Beck Taylor for an ambition for immortality through
Whitworth's fall Presidential Leader greatness, she said. If he could accom
plish something great in life, Goodwin
ship Forum.
On Oct. 15, she addressed an au said, he believed he would live o n in
dience of nearly 900 people at a $40 memory. Lincoln was of a melancholic
a plate breakfast at the Spokane Con temperament throughout his life, and
he nearly took his own life at the age of
vention Center.
The day before, however, the Brook 30 in the midst of a bout of depression.
lyn-raised, Harvard-educated aca Lincoln's sadness came from his trag
demic came to the Robinson Teaching edy and from his ambition, from the
Theatre for question and answer ses disparity between where he wanted to
be in life and where
sion lasting just under
he often found him
50 minutes.
"He
[Lyndon
B.
self, Goodwin said.
Sitting in a cushy
And yet, it was
brown chair, which Johnson] was a brilliant
as a storyteller that
made her look much
smaller than she was, man, fantastic, colorful Lincoln often lift
ed the spirits of h is
Goodwin fluidly
an
stories... Of course,
companions during
swered each ques
the darkest times of
tion in her native New
later
I
learned
half
of
the Civil War, she
Yorker accent as a rapt
said.
crowd of nearly 100 lis
them weren't true."
Some
scholars
tened to her stories of
presidents she had the —DORIS KEARNS GOODWIN might look back and
try to diagnose Lin
privilege of getting to
presidential historian
coln with the med
know.
icine of today, but
She has written
books on the Kennedy family, Franklin Goodwin said she does not think it is
and Eleanor Roosevelt, and Lyndon B. that simple.
"The best thing to do is just tell a sto
Johnson.
But as Taylor said near the outset of ry," Goodwin said.
Lincoln came back from his depres
the Q&A, Goodwin's name is inexora
bly tied to President Lincoln, thanks to sion because he had not yet achieved
the 2012 Stephen Spielberg film, "Lin anytiting on earth that would make
coln," based on her book, "-Team of Ri any human being remember that he
vals: The Political Genius of A braham had lived, Goodwin said.
Goodwin's answers to audience
Lincoln."
But as much as she loves Lincoln, questions alternated between person
she gave credit to LBJ for starting al experience and historical anecdote.
her career, Goodwin said. Goodwin When she spoke of tire presidents she
worked with LBJ as a Wliite House Fel studied, it was in the informal nature
low, one of the few women selected for one might use when talking about old
the honor, in 1967.That was back when roommates. When Goodwin writes a
she was still conducting research for book about a president, it's usually a
her doctorate in government at Har six, seven or 10-year living arrange
ment, sharing a library with journal
vard University.
Goodwin recalled her time with LBJ entries, letters and other first-hand ac
with fond admiration, despite his at counts of the president.
Goodwin can only write a book
times crass nature, she said.
"He [LBJ] was a brilliant man. Fan about someone if she has a basic level
tastic, colorful stories," she said. "Of of respect for that person, she said.
"I could never write about Hitler or
course, later I learned half of them
Stalin," she said. "I could never wake
weren't true."
Goodwin worked with LBJ fo r two up with them in the morning."
Goodwin's next book, "The Bully
years on programs to help the poor.
After his presidency, and later visited Pulpit," focuses on the relationship be
him on his ranch in Stonewall, Texas tween Presidents Teddy Roosevelt and
William H. Taft, and what she calls the
while writing his biography.
Of course, LBJ was not the only pres "golden age of journalism." Goodwin
ident known for tall tales. Lincoln was said she finds an unhappy similarity
famous in his time for being an avid between media outlets today and the
storyteller, who "came alive" whenever state of the newspaper industry.in the
1850s, a time when newspapers put
the opportunity arose for a joke.
When Goodwin worked with screen partisan politics above accuracy.
"They [competing newspapers]
writer Tony Kushner on the script for
"Lincoln," s he was up front and ada couldn't even agree on the facts,"
mant about Lincoln being a storyteller. Goodwin said. "Now, we've got these

cable networks, all divided by partisan
politics, people only listening to the side
they want to listen to."
In decades past, congressmen would
form friendships over drinks, cigars and
card games, Goodwin said, making it
easier to pass legislation. In today's con
gress, senators and representatives fly
home on the weekends to raise money
from constituents just to stay in office,
she said.
"It's as bad as I've ever seen it in my
lifetime," Goodwin said. "The poison is
the money."
Goodwin said she worries that the
best and brightest of our generation are

being diverted from the public life, but
she holds out hope. "Things happen, and tilings get bet
ter, but I don't see an easy out to it right
now," she said, adding that with the pub
lic pressure on the House in light of the
recent government shutdown may force
things to change. Although, she said, if
LBJ were president, he would simply
lock the leadership of both parties in
the White House until the problem was
solved.
Contact Lucas Thayer at
Ithayerl 2@my.whitworth.edu

NEED T« KNOW
• Doris Kearns Goodwin, Pulitzer
Prize-winning historian, came to
Spokane for the Whitworth's fall
Presidential Leaderslup Forum.

• Goodwin's book "Team of Rivals:
The Political Genius of A braham
Lincoln," was the source material
for Steven Spielberg's "Lincoln."

• Goodwin has written books on
the Kennedy family, Franklin and
Eleanor Roosevelt and Abraham
Lincoln.

• Goodwin's next book, "The Bul
ly Pulpit," focuses on Presidents
Theodore Roosevelt and Howard
Taft.
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Gemmill named new VP for finance aid administration
Current VP Brian Benzel will advise Gemmill during transitional period

Hayley O'Brien

quality of character, professionalism
and commitment.
StaffWriter
"In order for the change to work, you
need to be extremely honest and trans
Gerry Gemmill, '85, willserve as Whit- parent as you go through the process,
worth's new vice president for finance and that is the culture here," Gemmill
said.
and administration beginning Nov. 1.
Benzel said he is excited to bring
Brian Benzel, current vice president
of finance a nd administration, will retire Gemmill up to speed, and advise him
in December. Benzel will a dvise Gem on the unique challenges Whitworth
mill on the state of Whitworth's financial currently faces. So far, the university has
situation during the two month transi been using what Benzel said he calls the
"rainy-day fund" to get through the year
tion period.
Benzel said he thinks it is a good time financially. But by April, Gemmill and
for President Beck Taylor to bring in a Taylor will need to have a recommended
new person to work with, considering balanced budget for the trustees, Benzel
the number of new projects the univer said.
"The first thing I'm going to do is do a
sity will soon begin.
"There is just a point where you need lot of listening," Gemmill said. "It's chal
to hand the baton to the next genera lenging to try tofigure out possible solu
tions to the challenges before you know
tion," Benzel said.
Gemmill, current director of local what the lay of the al nd is."
Gemmill said he is interested in prior
government and labor policy for the
city of Spokane, has a bachelor's degree itizing the issues first.
"In my past career, you set your pri
in public policy from Whitworth and a
orities because in
master's degree in
government there is
public administra
"In
order
for
the
ch
ange
a never-ending list
tion from Eastern
of services that peo
Washington Uni
to work, you need to be
ple desire but there
versity. He worked
is always a limited
for Spokane County
extremely honest and
amount of re sourc
for 33 years, fill
transparent as you go
es. So in my expe
ing roles in various
rience, you have to
leadership
posi
through
the
process,
and
prioritize," Gemmill
tions.
said. "What are the
Benzel will stay
that is the culture here."
core services you
on staff as special
—GERRY GEMMILL
need to provide?
assistant to the
And you allocate
president until his
based
retirement on Dec. new vice president for finance and resources
on your priorities.
31.
administration
And it is not neces
"It's like the con
sarily as easy as it
trail of an airplane,"
sounds. But I think
Benzel said. "When
you leave a leadership job, like I'm in, if you don't do that then you're really not
there are things that we've been doing addressing some of t he issues that you
and then there are trailing issues. And need to address."
In order for the 2021 plan to succeed,
because there's so much complexity
there's never a time it's all wrapped up Whitworth will need a different business
model for how the school allocates re
in a neat, tidy package."
In the last six and a half years of sources, Gemmill said.
"At one time I'mguessing that the uni
Benzel's career, he has been involved
in a number of projects, including the versity accommodated rapid growth,"
ilize
Hixson Union Building expansion, and Gemmill said. "Now we want to stab
the construction of both the Robinson the business model."
Gemmill is no stranger to Whitworth.
Science Hall and the University Recre
He attended Whitworth Elementary, be
ation Center.
Now, some of the projects Benzel was fore it became Hawthorne Hall, he said.
"Whitworth is where I grew up,"Gem
involved in are complete, and the ad
ministration is starting to gear up for a mill said. "This iswhere I played."
Whitworth was the only college he
new phase of school construction, Ben
zel said.
wanted to attend. So, after marrying his
Gemmill said he is grateful for the high school sweetheart, he made the
overlap, and that everyone he has met second-greatest decision of his life, and
thus far has impressed him with their enrolled in night classes, he said.

NUMBERS

43

Greg Moser|Photographer

Gemmill graduated from Whitworth College in 1985, then came back as adjunct
faculty. Now, he returns as vice president for finance and administration.
Gemmill went on to study at East
ern Washington University, where he
earned his master's degree. Later, Gem
mill came back to Whitworth to work as
an adjunct faculty member in continu
ing studies in Hawthorne Hall.

Number of awards the Whitworth
University Forensics team brought
home from the debate tournament
in Portland, Ore., Oct. 11.
p. 5

33

Number of years Gerry Gemmill,
new vice president for finance and
administration, has worked for the
government in the city of Spokane.
p. 4

"Ms. Seig's third-grade class was the
last time I'd been in that room',' Gemmill
said. "In a lot of ways it feels I'mcoming
home."
Contact Hayley O'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu

5

Number of books Doris Kearns
Goodwin has written about past
presidents, with her latest to be
released in November.
p. 3
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From left to right: Junior Stephanie Saracco, sophomore Brennan Neal and junior Sam Director display their awards at from the Steve Hunt Classic in Portland, Ore.

Forensics team crushes competition at Portland tournament
ond place. In the uj nior division, sophomore LillyDavis
went undefeated and took first place, and junior Sarah
Staff Writer
Sauter placed second. Whitworth swept the finals in
the senior division, with junior Sam Director taking
The Whitworth University Forensics team, also first place and junior Stephanie Saracco taking second.
Ingram said he was thrilled with
known as the Debate and Speech
the results.
team, finished first in every division
"We h ad never done that before,"
"Forensics does
at the Steve Hunt Classic, at Lewis &
Ingram said. "It was a significant
Clark College in Portland, Ore., Oct.
take a large time
milestone."
11-13.
There was a lot of intense competi
The forensics team took first place
commitment, but the tion, Director said.
in debate out of 46 schools from 13
"We had a lot of first-year compet
states, and took home 43 awards.
payoff of the skills I
itors that did really well and it was an
They ranked higher than Boise State
University and Oregon State Uni have been able to refine overall success," Director said.
This year's team has a lot of expe
versity, as well as the University of
is worth it."
rience from the previous year, and it's
Mississippi and University of Tex as
carrying on into this year, he said.
at Tyler. Whitworth placed second in
—LILLY DAVIS
The success of the first tournament
speech and second in the combined
came down to the team's combined
sophomore
overall sweepstakes.
successes, Lilly Davis said. "I am in
Mike Ingram, professor of com
munication studies and coach of t he forensics team, credibly blessed to be a part of thi s amazing group of
people and phenomenal coaching," Davis said.
said he was confident about the 2013 team.
Davis won her first elimination round of her univer
"Last year's team was amazing, but this year we are
a lot stronger," Ingram said. "We have a lot of returning sity debate career at the competition. Davis joined the
Whitworth team her freshman year, she said.
students and great new students as well."
"The upperclassmen on the team made the team feel
The forensics team has 20 students this year. Seven
like a family," Davis said. She competed in seven tour
teen of them competed in the last tournament.
The event was the first time Whitworth's forensics naments her freshman year.
Students compete in a one-on-one format with sev
team finished i n the top spot in all three divisions.
Whitworth's forensics team had two students close eral rounds to determine overall winners. There are six
out the novice level with sophomore Norann Beidas preliminary rounds, and competitors are randomly
taking first place and junior Rebecca Korf taking sec matched up in the first two rounds. The last four rounds

Shelby Harding

8

Number of longboards freshman
brothers Rigel and Orion Keller have
• crafted thus far.
p. 7

100

Number of members the tutoring
and mentorship program RISE has
this semester.
p. 10

are "power matches." Students compete with other
students who have the same win-loss record from the
first two rounds. From there, it follows a NCAA basket
ball style elimination — the top 16 students compete,
which leads to the final eight in the quarterfinals, four
students in the semifinals and then two students in the
overall final, Ingram said.
Each round has a different topic or theme, ranging
from political issues, such as the U.S. involvement in
Syria, to scientific topics, such as fossil fuels. Students
have 30 minutes to prepare for their debate and have
access to laptops and other devices for research, as well
as access to their coaches for help. Debate team mem
bers should have a good background knowledge on
these topics and an ability to find information quickly,
Ingram said.
"For debate, we are looking for curi
ous students who
want to learn new things and like to argue," Ingram
said. "A student that is interested in learning about sci
ence, philosophy and politics and learning quickly and
being comfortable with taking a stand is the kind of stu
dent we look for."
The forensics team takes a lot of de dication, Davis
said.
"Forensics does take a large time commitment, but
the payoff of the skills I have been able to refine is
worth it," Davis said.
The next tournament for the forensics team will take
place Nov. 1-2 at Lower Columbia College in Longview,
Wash.
Contact Shelby Harding at
sharding!5@my. whitworth.edu

68.8

Percent of people in the U.S. who are
overweight or obese, according to the
Food Research and Action Center,
p. 11

72

Number of kills the volleyball team
tallied against Willamette last Satur
day, breaking its previous record of
68 for this season.
p. 14
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Students approve
lighting purchase

NEWS»<BRIEF
Government reopens after 16 days

Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
The student body voted in favor of purchasing
new event lighting, using roughly $8,200 from Whitworth's Capital Fund. The proposal passed by a wide
margin Oct. 15.
Of the 515 students who voted, nearly 90 percent
voted in favor of buying the lights, Executive Vice
President Audrey Evans said.
The lighting equipment includes a switchboard,
fader, stands, cords and the lights themselves, Sports
Events Coordinator Cody Dejardin said. The lights
initially cost $9,837.24. However, the price was re
duced to $8,283.78, including tax, said Matthew Valdez, ASWU financial vice president. All the money
for the lights will be paid upfront.
In the past, event coordinators rented lights for
school functions, such as. Midnight Madness, con
certs and the Stewart Lawn Dance. The school spends
an average of $700 per event on lighting, but prices
can range from $500-$l,500 for each rental, Dejardin
said. This year, renting the lights for Midnight Mad
ness would have cost nearly $1,000, he said.
In addition to the cost, the process of renting the
is a hassle, requiring the event coordinator to requi
sition money each time the lights are needed, Dejar
din said.
"Midnight Madness is something that has become
kind of a staple," Valdez said. "The sports events co
ordinator would have to come in and requisition for
the money to rent the lights, it was very well received.
But now, since we've also been bringing some bigger
groups to campus, that being Mat Kearney and Jon
Foreman, that were part of a bigger stage, we've also
been using them for that."
The money for the rented lights came from an un
allocated account, which accumulates any surplus
from budgeting. The money to buy the lights, howev
er, will come from Whitworth's Capital Fund, Valdez

@
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Bre Taylor | Graphic artist

said. Any money not used in various ASWU accounts
goes into the Capital Fund, which carries over from
year to year. Equipment purchased using money
from the Capital Fund must feasibly last the student
body five years or more.
The lights are rented at least twice every year, and
rental fees add up quickly, Valdez said.
Even with only one event per year, the equipment
would pay for itself in five years with money saved
from rental fees, Valdez said. If Whitworth uses the
lights two or three times a year, will only take one and
a half to two years for the equipment to pay for itself,
he said.
The Capital Fund started at $36,000 this year,
Valdez said. The lights will use about one fourth of
this year's fund. Since there was a surplus from the
budget last year, there is enough money to spend on
lights and other purchases, Dejardin said.
Whitworth bylaws allow purchases of less than
$600 to be made by the Finance Committee without
the approval of ASWU. When the cost is between $600
and $5,000, ASWU assembles to vote on the proposi
tion. Any proposal greater than $5,000 requires the a
vote of the entire student body.
"I would just like students to know that this mon
ey is their money," Valdez said. "So we invite them to
take interest in how it's being spent."
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
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School of Business and Economics

Last Wednesday marked the end of the
16-day government shutdown. President
Obama signed a bill for a budget that
allowed for non-essential services to resume
on Thursday. The bill also allowed for the
debt ceiling to be raised, a contentious issue
during the negotiations between the White
House and congressional leadership.
The current budget agreement allows for
government funding until Jan. 15, 2014,
at which point a new budget must be
negotiated.

Spokane schools face shortage of
substitute teachers
Administrators for Spokane Public Schools
announced a shortage of substitute teachers
last Friday. The number of available
substitute teachers decreased, as
the
district hired more full-time teachers to
reduce class sizes. Spokane Public Schools
currently employs around 1,700 full-time
teachers and 400 substitute teachers.
Since the beginning of the current school
year, Spokane Public Schools has hired 42
additional substitutes to help fill the gaps,
allowing administrators and counselors,
who stepped in to substitute for teachers, to
resume their normal responsibilities.
Sources | KREM2 News and The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
• Representatives from the Center for Service
Learning & Community Engagement (CSLCE)
spoke to ASWU, thanking them for their sup
port in previous years, and informing meeting
attendees about their leadership programs,
such as RISE. They also requested that the
2014 senior class gift be used to start, fund
and support student-led service learning ini
tiatives. The representatives also announced
that on Community Building Day students
contributed service equivalent to $22,824.50.
• Student ASWU leaders announced that Stu
dent Services made adjustments to the admis
sions model concerning recruitment for the
upcoming years. In addition to a more target
ed approach and increased levels of follow-up
with students who have expressed interest in
coming to Whitworth, administrators within
Student Services hope to increase the ratio of
males to females for the class of 2018.
• Student ASWU leaders announce that the
administration is in tire process of planning
construction of a new music building that
would open in 2017. Leadership in ASWU on
the Financial Administration Committee an
nounced that next year, tuition would increase
by 4 percent, wfiile meal costs would increase
by 5 percent.

+
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Freshmen and twin brothers Rigel and Orion Keller show exa
mples of their hand-crafted iongboards. The two make longboards to customer specifications.

Freshman twins make longboards in dorm
Weston Whitener
Staff Writer
Freshman twins Rigel and Orion Keller stepped onto
their first longboards during their first year of high
school, when their brother-in-law made them each a
board for their birthday. Two years later, the duo had
ridden the gifts to the point of breaking them.
"We rode them pretty hard," Orion said. "I feel like
we were the extreme, the maximum they could with
stand."
That did not stop the Kellers from continuing to ride.
"We've been taught that if you break something, you
got to fix it," Orion said. "So, you have to learn how to
fix it."
Using the woodworking and mechanical skills they
learned from their father, their brother-in-law and on
line research, the brothers decided to not only build
new longboards for themselves, but also to start their
The Keller brothers work on a longboard using the wood press kept in their shared room in McMillan Hall.
own longboard business.
Rigel still uses the first longboard the two made
Both brothers are avid longboard riders, and can
during their senior year of high school. Their first at gamber, which is just the tails or the kick-flips on the
be seen around Whitworth's campus doing a variety
tempt produced a functional board, but its quality is sides," Orion said.
Then, after waiting 24 hours, they transport the of tricks. They can make their boards turn 180 degrees
well below their current products, Rigel said.
"It's basically a piece of wood that looks like a long- pressed board to their dad's machine shop in Moses while standing still, turn their bodies 360 degrees while
board, and we strapped some [wheel] trucks onto it," Lake. There, they use a CNC Milling Machine, a type of riding in a straight line, slide with their boards and
Rigel said. "It works, but it's not as good as the ones we automatic drill used to cut the longboard's shape based dance while riding, Orion said.
When they are not learning new stunts, the Kellers
on a design drawn in a computer program.
now make."
"If y ou wanted an octopus-shaped longboard, we enjoy simply cruising around campus.
Orion and Rigel do most of the work in their shared
"It's always fun to ride them," Rigel said. "You're kind
could do that," Rigel said.
McMillan Hall dorm room.
After the board has been pressed and cut, Rigel and of gliding over the asphalt and cement."
"Now we have all the measurements, and everything
For Orion, every opportunity to ride his longboard is
Orion sand it down, paint the customer's design of
is 100-percent symmetrical — pristine," Orion said.
one worth taking.
They have created eight longboards thus far, with an choice, and add six coats of finish.
"From Mac to Weyerhaeuser, I longboard," Orion
With a smooth and shining finish,
other two currendy in production.
"I haven't sustained any major injuries, I have no
At Whitwo rth, a market has begun
"It's always fun to ride the board looks like something that said.
just came out of the oven, Rigel said. reason to stop longboarding. I'll probably be doing this
to emerge for their completely-cus
Once the platform of the long- for a long time."
tomizable boards, turning their [longboards]. You're kind
As for their business, the duo has aspirations for im
board is finished, all that remains to
business into a reality.
"Your longboard is custom; what of gliding over the asphalt be added are wheel trucks and grip provement, Rather than paint the boards themselves,
tape, the material that covers the the Kellers m ay hire an artistic friend to paint board
ever the customer wants, we'll do,"
and cement.'"
wood for increased traction. Finally, designs for them.
Rigel said. "There are different vari
They also might pursue making more complex bam
the longboard is ready to be handed
ations of shape, of concave, and you
— RIGEL KELLER
boo boards, or may expand their longboard-making
over to the customer.
get your own cool design."
freshman
The longboard craftsmen com enterprise beyond their dorm room.
To build a board, Rigel and Orion
"That would be my dream life, to have that business,"
plete the process, from pieces of ply
use four sheets of baltic birch ply
wood, which they laminate with glue and put into a wood to painted and customer-ready boards, in 26-28 Orion said.
press. The press seals the wood together and bends the working hours.
longboard into the desired concave, which is the up
Twenty-four of th e hours are spent waiting for the
ward curve in the board. Theythen mold the board into glue to set in the press.
whatever shape the buyer desires.
Orion's favorite step of the process is testing the Contact Weston Whitener at
"We can do W-concave, or U-concave, or we can add product, he said.
wwhitenerl 7@my.whitworth.edu.
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SPOKANE FALLS BLVD

HALLOWEEN COVER SHOW
OCT. 25, 7 :30 - 1 1 P.M.
THE HOP!
70 6 N M ONROE ST
S7 OR S 5 WITH COSTUME

SPOKANE VALLEY MISSION HAUNTED POOL
OCT. 18, 19, 2 5 AND 26, 7:30 • iO P.M.
VALLEY MISSION PARK
11123 E MISSION AVE
S 3 OR S2 & CAN OF FOOD

CITY SCHOOL OPEN HOUSE
OCT. 25 & 26, 6:30 • 10 P.M.
WEST VALLEY CITY SCHOOL
8 92 0 E VALLEYWAY AVE, SPOKANE VALLEY
S7ADVANCE, S9 ATTHE DOOR

Sh. X%.

HALLOWEEN ORGAN CONCERT
OCT. 26, 7 :30 P.M.
ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH
3 30 E BOONE AVE
FREE ADMISSION

5

GARLAND

HAUNTED ZOMBIE HIKE
OCT. 1 8, 19 , 2 5 A ND 2 6. 66::33 0
RIVERSIDE STATE PARK
3 40 2 N AUBREY L W HITE PKWY
$5

Bre Taylor | G
raphic Artist

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
COSTCO SHOPPING NIGHT

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 30
MOVIE: HOCUS POCUS

Oct. 25 from 8 -10 p.m. at Costco, 7619 N. Division St.
Costco will open its doors to all Whitworth and Gonzaga students — mem
bers and non-members — for one night. Costco will also be on campus Oct.
23 and 24 from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. with exclusive membership deals.

8 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
ASWU w ill host a showing of Hocus Pocus, a film
about three witch sisters who fight a group of two
teenagers, a girl and a cat. The event has no cost.

pocus,

TUESDAY, NOV. 5
MOVIE: V FOR VENDETTA
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Based on a 1982 graphic novel, this film follows
the story of a revolutionary fighting against the
fascist regime in future dystopian London.

SOCIAL MEDIA LECTURE
Oct. 29 at 6:30 p.m. in Robinson Teaching Theatre
intelligence and security professional Cynthia Hetherington will speak on
the potential dangers of social media for future professionals. Hetherington
will offer tips on managing social media and avoiding negative reputations.

STAND-UP ECONOMIST COMEDY SHOW

T/

Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. in HUB M ultipurpose Room
Economist Yoram Bauman will perform a stand-up comedy act centering on
economics, focusing on a proposed carbon tax for Washington.

ROSE BOND ART EXHIBIT OPENING
Beginning Nov. 12 in the Bryan Oliver Gallery
A new exhibit in the Lied Center for the Visual Arts will open, featuring Ca
nadian-born media artist Rose Bond. Bond will also offer a lecture at 5 p.m.
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{I SAW1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from student
submissions and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Michelle Molina|Photographer

A taco truck offered authentic beef, chicken and pork tacos during the FairTrade Festival.

Club brings Latino culture to
forefront with fair trade fest
"These are people that we know are part of
the Fair Trade Federation in Spokane," Sub
Staff Writer
Cue said. "They work directly with very im
poverished communities in Latin America."
The festival also functioned as a statement
Founders of new club H.O.L.A., Heritage of
Latino Americans, kicked off their group with of values for the new club.
"We ta lk about wanting to be a humani
the Fair Trade Festival — otherwise known as
jCelebremos Latino America! —Oct. 18 at the tarian school and wanting to promote doing
things in a way that is not exploiting peo
Hixson Union Building.
The event featured a taco truck as well as ple," s aid Sarah Washam, resident director
of Stewart, The Village andBoppell. "This is a
various fair trade vendors.
The club's leadership team hoped to ex perfect way to support that."
Goods for sale were jewelry, scarves, cof
pose students to small businesses and artists,
fee, wooden figurines, purses, cards and pro
H.O.L.A. faculty adviser Vange Ocasio said.
"I think that student exposure is another duce. The produce table offered tomatoes,
way to educate the campus community," Oc pumpkins, squash, potatoes and carrots.
Sample cups of coffee sold at another table
asio said.
The club's leadership seeks to continue gave off a rich aroma.
"They were really good," junior Iris Chavez
pursuing their goals beyond the festival,
said. "I got the pork ta
President Ingrid Sub Cue
cos. What I tasted of the
said.
"I think at the heart of
coffee was good too."
"We [H.O.L.A. lea der
Faculty members as
ship] want to talk about
[our goals] is to create
well as students and
the political and social
parents stopped by the
an environment that will
sides of Latin America,
event. The festival was
about our parents, about
retain Latinos in higher
situated in a high-traffic
immigration, different
area, placed in the mid
topics that are hard," Sub
education."
dle of the HUB.
Que said.
"I just really want peo
— INGRID SUB Cue
The group's leaders
ple to have fun and enjoy
hope to accomplish a
our culture and embrace
president of H.O.L.A.
wide range of go als, Sub
it like we do," said senior
Cue said.
"I think at the heart of t hat is to create an Jennifer Rojas, a club leader who assists Sub
environment that will retain Latinos in high Cue in official responsibilities.
"We think that's crucial for us, to go back
er education," Sub Cue said. "It's one thing to
have a big number of La tinos enrolling. It's into those high schools and really help," Sub
completely another having them graduating. Cue said. "[We w ant members to] really try
Beginning its community ventures, to inform and be a role model and a mentor
H.O.L.A. exposed the Whitworth community at the same time, provide opportunities to
to Latin American cultures through fair trade make it easier for students to apply to college
and consider college."
goods at the Fair Trade Festival.
H.O.L.A. plans to start a high school menThe smell of taco seasoning hung in the
air outside the HUB as students and faculty torship program to provide resources and
stood in line for the taco truck from Tacos El support for Latino high school students. As
Sol. I nside, statues of different animals sat part of t heir educational goal and focus on
on the ground and brightly-colored, beaded the importance of higher education, a menjewelry wasdisplayed. Tables set up in an out torship program is the most practical way
ward facing semicircle held fair trade goods that H.O.L.A.'s leadership can give back to
for sale in Lied Square. Students walked by or the community.
stopped briefly to take a look.
Vendors at the event represented five
countries: Mexico, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu.
Chile and El Salvador, Sub Cue said.

Alyssa Brooks

Meet the Parents
I saw you introducing your parents to your new boyfriend. Was
that other lady his mom? Because that would be cute.

Conference
I saw no parking spaces available on the main part of campus
Wednesday. Parked by admissions, got to the HUB and saw the
campus had welcomed guests for a conference. Hope you had a
great day at your conference!

Hookah
I saw you burly men smoking hookah at the picnic tables in
front of the HUB. I mean, I get it. You were trying to look cool.
At the same time, you were all shivering from the cold. Maybe
wear gloves next time?

Night Owls
I saw you, Dr. Professor, working in your office late one night. I
would call you a workaholic and tell you to go home, but I only
saw you because I was in the building studying.

Conscience
I saw you talking to your friends about your conscience upstairs
in the HUB. I think you should know that your voice carries.
Like a lot. Like all the way into the coffee shop.

LoL
I saw you checking out League of Legends videos while in class
last week, but the professor was too nice to call you out on it.
Maybe he secretly loves LoL also . . — H.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (limited to 50 words)
online at thewhitworthian.com.

SEMINARY FAIR
Thursday, November 7, 2013
10:00 -2:00pm

HUB Cafe
Great opportunity to talk with representatives from over 20
seminaries and theological schools!
For more information contact Debbie Stierwalt at:
dstierwalt@whitworth.edu
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RISE hits 100-member goal
helping students achieve their highest potential in all
areas of life, Clark said.
Staff Writer
"Last year, we had 120 volunteers at our peak, some
where in February," said Andrew Pearce, recruitment
Seeking to assist struggling elementary, middle and and. community partner specialist. "We did that in
high school students in Spokane, Whitworth tutoring three weeks [this year]."
Reaching 100 members in a semester represents
and mentoring program Reinforcing the Importance
of Support in Education (RISE) kicked off the year with more than achievement of a goal for the RISE staff. A
a goal of attaining 100 tutors and mentors. Just a few pool of 10 0 members will provide the base for 20 tu
tors and mentors to visit both high
weeks into the semester, the pro
school sites and about 10 to vis
gram met that goal.
"I would describe RISE
it most middle and elementary
In its second year, RISE was
school sites, Pearce said.
founded just lastyear by former stu
as a tutoring [and]
"It's a good handful of people
dent Elise Van Dam. She launched
Catherine Palmer|Photographer
mentoring program that that are going into these schools,
the first site at Northwood Middle
like a small Whitworth class size," Whitworth graduate Jace Decker tutors at North
School with a small group of oth er
heavily focuses on just
Clark said. "It's almost like fresh Central High School through the RISEprogram.
college students.
men seminars — we have 10 dif
Since then, Van D am's idea has
service through positive
ferent freshmen seminars walking program is two months or two years.
evolved into a full-fledged pro
"I started the last week ofSeptember," freshman Bry
into these schools and making an
relationships"
gram, supported by WhitwOrth's
an Xiong said. "Honestly, if I put myself in the shoes
impact."
Center for Service Learning and
— ZANOVIA CLARK
Leaders of RISE have been push of the high schoolers, I actually feel really blessed, be
Community Engagement.
ing
for growth in response to two cause I wasn't offered blessings like that when I was in
Although the program has a
RISE program manager
.basic community issues. The first is high school — to have someone in college help you."
short history, the RISE staff set a
The RISE staff and leadership hope the program
high goals for number of members this year in compar the high dropout rate in Spokane schools, Pearce said.
The other issue lies in the complacency and comfort of continues on its path of growth to widen its area of in
ison with the total number of members last year.
fluence on local students in need, Clark said.
"Ihey raised the bar to a year-long goal of 200 mem many students at Whitworth, who do not always feel
"We're here to stay. We're run out of the service
the
need
to
reach
out
beyond
campus.
bers, aiming for 100 members each semester, Program
learning
department, and it's not a program that's go
"We have students who hide behind what some call
Manager Zanovia Clark said.
ing to go away," Pearce said. "This is a permanent, on
"I would describe RISE as a tutoring mentoring the pinecone curtain," Pearce said. "They never know
going thing — stude nt-led, but it's student-paid staff.
program that heavily focuses on just service through what Spokane is. They're scared of Spokane — they re
That
means it gets to keep going."
building positive relationships," Clark said. "That's our fer to it as Spo-Compton. That's also a serious need."
Some students involved in RISE have en joyed their
ultimate goal."
Members of RISE seek to build relationships while time serving in the schools, whether their time in the Contact Daniel Lee at danielleel 7@my.whitworth. edu. .

Daniel Lee

A DALLAS THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

ALL
66.

He works to
stop disease
at the source.
Dr. Guy Palmer relies on his
graduate student research
assistants to help him diagnose
emerging diseases in animals
and prevent them from being
passed to humans.
You can be involved in innovative
research at WSU, too. More than
70% of our graduate students
receive teaching, research, or staff
assistantships, which can include
a tuition waiver, health insurance,
and a monthly salary.
Washington State University
offers 67 master's and 46
doctoral degree programs.

EVERY BOOK OF THE BIBLE ... IN EVERY DEGREE
Learn about the free* Logos
Bible software you get when
you become a DTS student.

4DTS

www.dts.edu/logos

Come talk to us!
"Seminary Fair" 10AM-2PM •
Hixson Union Building (HUB)
Multipurpose Room/Cafe
Thursday, Nov. 7

GRADUATE SCHOOL

gradschool.wsu.ed

OPINIONS
Newspapers
help students
become more
well-rounded

MyPlate inadequately
guides dietary choices
but it fails to differentiate between spe
cific healthy and unhealthy choices.
MyPlate also discourages whole-fat
dairy by labeling it "empty calories,"
and
recommends low-fat dairy as a healthi
er choice. On the contrary, low-fat dairy
can be linked to weight gain, while
Remember the Food Pyramid? The whole-fat is not, according to a study by
base of g rains, the following four sec the Children's Hospital in Boston.
tions of vegetables, fruits, proteins and
Many Americans do not follow the
dairy, and the peak of oils, fats and des dietary guidelines set by the USDA.
serts. The pyramid, which once lined Furthermore, obesity rates have risen
cafeteria walls, went through years of since the introduction of MyPlate. In
alterations before the United States De 2009, 35.7 percent of A merican adults
partment of Agric ulture (USDA) aba n were overweight or obese, according
doned the familiar dietary triangle in to the Centers for Disease Control and
June 2011 because if
Prevention. In 2012,
was too complex. The
overweight and obesity
USDA repla ced it with "An ongoing dialogue rates rose to 68.8 per
MyPlate, an image of
cent, according to the
about nutrition
a plate of food with
Food Research and Ac
blocks of color indicat
tion Center.
would result in a
ing the different food
I do not believe that
more informed
groups. While it is an
the rise in obesity rates
step up from the Food
is directly connected
public, better
Pyramid, MyPlate fails
to the birth of MyPlate.
to incorporate enough
The situation illustrates
prepared to make
of the nutritional in
two actions that should
healthy choices."
formation the public
be taken. First, the
needs most.
USDA n eeds to revise
While it resembles
MyPlate to accurately
the Food Pyramid, MyPlate attempts to show Americans what they should and
incorporate up-to-date nutrition infor should not eat. The guidelines about
mational and illustrates portion sizes grains and dairy should align with cur
more accurately, according to Forbes rent scientific evidence. Moreover, food
options should be rated based on the
Magazine in June 2011.
The USDA w as confident that My level of healthiness. That way, people
Plate would simplify dietary guidelines will know that beans and nuts, for ex
and make Americans more aware of ample, offer more health benefits than
healthy choices. MyPlate recommends red meat.
a meal that is 30 percent vegetables,
Secondly, the government should do
30 percent grains, 20 percent fruit and more to promote these dietary guide
20 percent protein, along with a cup of lines. My high school made no mention
low-fat dairy. Visit MyPlate.gov to see of the Food Pyramid or its descendants.
the food options MyPlate offers.
I did not know that MyPlate existed be
Nevertheless, MyPlate does not accu fore I came to college last year. Even
rately represent what Americans ought current news stories about health and
to eat. For example, under the grains food say little or nothing about existing
category, MyPlate offers the choice be dietary guidelines. I believe an ongoing
tween whole grains and refined grains. dialogue about nutrition would result
However, it fails to inform people that in a more informed public, better pre
whole grains are considerably healthi pared to make healthy choices.
er than refined grains, according to the
Harvard School of Public Health. The DANIELS is a sophomore majoring in
other categories follow the same exam journalism. Comments can be sent to
ple; MyPlate offers many meal options, mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu.

MOLLY
DANIELS

CLAIRE
HUNTER
COLUMNIST

Amanda Turner | Graphic Artist

For the college students about to read become a more universal thinker.
this article, I salute you. Today, students
Another way newspapers challenge
rarely relax with a newspaper and a cup readers is through logic puzzles, such
of coffee. Only slightly more than 20 as crosswords and sudoku. Newspapers
percent of Americans ages 18-24 could have a variety of logic puzzles available
confirm that they had "read any dai within their pages. I challenge you to in
ly newspaper yesterday," according to clude at least one puzzle a week.
the Pew Research Center in 2012. After
I do not say this to imply that every
reading this article, I hope you, reader, one who does not read the newspaper
understand the benefits of re ading the is unaware of what is happening in the
newspaper at least once a week.
world. However, we can all get caught
As we live in the information age, we up in the daily grind and forget that oth
understand the need to be equipped er people are having experiences be
with facts. However, we often turn to yond the pinecone curtain.
Lastly, a weekly reading of a news
ward unreliable sources of information,
which do not have the same degree of paper can help one become more
accountability as mainline news sourc well-rounded in general. People be
come more versatile when
es. Reputable news com
panies have an easily
"Reading about they not only change their
routine, but change what
identifiable source of i n
information they consume.
other people's
formation, as well as their
Most college students can
professional reputation
experiences
be found with their noses
to protect. On top of that,
textbooks rather than a
government laws define
challenges one's in
newspaper or magazine.
what can be printed.
Sorry to break it to you,
People may choose
usual way of
but college students of
less prominent sources
thinking."
ten seem one-dimension
of ne ws due to their po
al in the minds of people
tential narrower focus.
outside academia. You
However, smart read
ers should not make one information can always remedy this by reading the
source their only source. Everyone has newspaper, which can make you a more
biases and contextual viewpoints, so interesting thinker and conversational
nothing is purely objective. Journalists ist. By picking up the newspaper at least
strive for the truth, but they are human. once a week, you will gain a fresh per
Secondly, reading the newspaper spective on the world.
benefits the way one thinks. Reading
other people's experiences challenges
one's usual way of th inking. It gets the
reader into the mind of another person,
maybe even someone halfway across HUNTER is a junior majoring in
the world. By reading other people's psychology. Comments can be sent to
ideas, you will refine your thoughts and chunter15@my.whitworth.edu
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Teachers do not receive
compensation for important job
tor, relative to their salary. In Washington state,
teachers need to be officially certified in order to
MIRANDA
be hired in a public school.
CLOYD
In order to be certified through Whitworth's
education department, an educator has a cou
ple of options. Students can major in elementary
education or in a specified content area, such as
America has an unbalanced and skewed pri math or English, for certification at the second
ority listwhen it comes to monetary value placed ary level. At Whitworth, it costs students a total
on occupations, especially with educational pro of at least $144,000 in tuition and fees alone to
fessionals. Teachers do not receive enough rec acquire a bachelor's degree in education.
ognition or pay for the amount of work they put
It makes no sense that teachers should receive
into their vocation.
so much less money than professional athletes.
Anesthesiologists are the highest-paid profes Perhaps my bias as an education major is show
sionals in America, averaging $232,830 per year, ing, but it seems to me that teachers are among
according to U.S. News & World Report. Medical the hardest working people in America.
professionals hold the top nine spots of the top
Teachers establish a foundation for success in
10 highest-paid careers.
future generations. They
Chief executives, who earn
are responsible for open
approximately $176,840
ing the minds of children
every year, hold the final
and adolescents, so they
spot on the list. Teachers
can discover how best to
in Washington state make
contribute to society in the
$36,474 on average, ac
future. Society would fail
cording to the National Ed
without the guidance of
ucation Association.
educators.
There's no doubt that
In order to continue
medical professionals con
providing
high-quality
tribute an astronomical
and consistent education,
amount to society, but no
teachers need to stay in the
one can justify the amount
field of education. Within
of m oney that profession
the first five years of t heir
al athletes earn. Athletes
careers, 46 percent of ne w
in the NBA each made an
AbbyNyberg | Graphic Artist teachers quit, according to
average of $5. 15 million in
the National Commission
2010-11, according to Yahoo Sports. Beyond en on Teaching and America's Future.
tertainment and physical accomplishment, what
The distribution of salaries in America is wild
do professional athletes contribute to society?
ly off-kilter. If salary patterns continue, teachers
Many other countries place a significandy will continue to leave the profession and find
higher value on the time of teachers. Luxem better ways to support themselves and their fam
bourg leads the world in salary for teachers, av ilies. Byincreasing the teacher retention rate, our
eraging nearly $70,000 per year, closely followed culture will develop more educated, responsible
by Korea, S witzerland and Germany, according adults to give back to society in the future.
to The New York Times. The U.S. places 11th on
the list, reporting a national average of clos e to
$44,000 per year.
Teachers pay an outrageous amount to get the CLOYD is a senior majoring in English. Comments
required degree to become a certified educa can be sent to mcloydl6@my.whitworth.edu.
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Finding time to exercise
as a student enhances
one's overall well-being
Many students find little time for recreation in the
midst of fall term. Students who have fallen behind with
schoolwork struggle with not only assignments, but a
long list of catch-up reading. Faced with such a burden,
students understandably sacrifice time set aside for lei
sure activities and devote it to academics. This editorial
board encourages students to consciously set aside time
for at least one hour of physical activity each week.
Numerous studies have shown that engaging in regu
lar exercise is critical formaintaining one's overall health.
Exercise plays a crucial role in preventing serious diseas
es such as heart disease, stroke, diabetes, certain types of
cancer and arthritis, according to the Mayo Clinic.
Many college students struggle with fatigue due to
hectic schedules and a lack of sleep. Rather than relying
on sources of caffeine to make it through the day, engag
ing in regular exercise can naturally increase one's ener
gy, according to the Mayo Clinic. People who engaged in
both moderate and rigorous exercise saw a 20 p ercent
increase in energy levels, according to a study from the
University of Georgia in 2008.
Exercise not only helps cultivate a healthier and stron
ger body, but it also shar
pens the mind and improves stu
dents' ability to learn. College students who were asked
to perform memory exercises after vigorous exercise
performed significantly better than the students who re
mained inactive, according to a study by the Dep
artment
of Physiology at the University of Dublin in 2011.
Carving out adequate time for physical activity and
sleep also helps improve one's mental health. Those who
exercise regularly experience fewer symptoms of anxiety
and depression, according to the American Psycholog
ical Association. Treating these mental conditions can
help students to better focus on their studies.
While it may be difficult to find the time to exercise in
the midst of our other obligations as students, establish
ing a sense of balance in life is critical. Finding an enjoy
able form of exercise can help make it easier to designate
enough time. Balancing a commitment to one's health
with other obligations is an important step toward main
taining and enhancing one's overall well-being.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

How do you balance academic obligations
|||y 2 jjJJ ^[JJ| with your personal interests? Which activities
do you enjoy to help find a healthy balance?
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"I put aside specific times that I think will be
most effective. I always put aside nights to
work. Once I get done with work, then I'll do
whatever I want, like I'll hang out with friends. I
always work out, I need that. Itry to make sure I
have downtime for my brain."
— Bethany McSpadden, junior

"I like to play basketball, work out, play piano
and sing. IfI start feelingoverwhelmed, I go
and do that stuff then come back and be more
productive."
— Elizabeth Fonken, senior

"Honestly, I can't balance myschool life and
social life. I just go like a week or two without
seeing anyone. Then, when my homework is
done, I hang out with people nonstop."
— Patrick Harbine, sophomore

"Academics should definitely come first, but you
still need time to participate in social things.You
can use study breaks to hang outwith friends."
• — Ashley Davenport, freshman

SPORTS

Simon Puzankov |
Photographer

Sophomore defender David Starkovich kicks the ball downfield to the offense in the Pirates' 1-0 win against UPS last Saturday at the Whitworth Soccer Field.

Men's soccer warns two to remain undefeated at home
said.
"The back and the midfield really controlled the
Staff Writer
game, got the balls out wide and we got so many cross
es in compared to earlier games this season," Ubben
The men's soccer team took home two conference said. "This was one of our best games this year."
Pirate defenders contained the Loggers' offense ef
wins against UPS and PLU last weekend, and take the
fectively for the shutout, as Whitworth outshot Puget
number two spot in the NWC standings.
With their 2-1 loss against Puget Sound on Oct. 6 Sound 12-3 in the win.
On Sunday afternoon, the Pirates took on PLU and
fresh on their minds, the Pirates approached the game
won 4-1.
last Saturday with something to prove.
Senior midfielder Sam Se"We ca me out like we wanted to. We w ere a little
lisch's sixth goal of t he sea
frustrated with how we lost last time to
"It was a very big week son gave the Pirates a lead in
pretty much identical goals against us, so
the third minute.
we needed to fix one or two things," sopho
end for us just to achieve
Selisch's offensive adjust
more forward Karl Muelheims said.
ments accounted for Whit
The Pirates practiced a couple of tech
what we want to achieve worth's first goal, Cathey
nical tactics to complete their plays, head
coach Morgan Cathey said.
in our goals and the vi said.
"In his first couple of min
"We w orked through different patterns
utes in, we talked to [Sam] a
sions for the year."
that we feltwere going tobe effective against
lot about when he has space
both of these teams: how we play, where we
—MORGAN CATHEY
to really drive into the space
want to dictate the play, where we want to
and see what the backline
look to keep position, and where we think
head men's soccer coach
does," Cathey said. "He made
holes in their defense are," Cathey said.
two brilliant driving touches
The team found success in the 13th min
ute of the game. Freshman midfielder Rylan Berriman that bit the midfield pressure and quickly found him
dribbled the ball up the left side of the field, broke self in the backline and the goalkeeper didn't see his
through the defenders, passed it to junior forward Rob- shot. He had a great finish with his left foot in the op
by Ubben, cutting from the right side of the field, who posite corner."
The Pirates created some good chances in the first
then kicked the ball into the net.
"There was a lot of cohesiveness on the field," senior 15 minutes of the game, but did not finish, Cathey said.
Sophomore defender David Starkovich found the
forward Samuel Mean said. "Our team performed very
strongly and controlled the ball well, we moved the ball ball inside the penalty box, where he was fouled by
well around the field, spotted open spaces, and took defenders, giving the Pirates a penalty kick. Senior de
advantage of when there was open opportunities, and fender Balin Larson took the penalty kick and put the
ball in the back of the right side of the net.
finished."
"Balin's penalty was brilliant. I haven't seen him
The Pirates' goal for Saturday was to play the ball to
the sides of the field to get behind the defense, Ubben taking a penalty yet and I thought it was very calm and

Jessica Razanadrakoto

composed," Cathey said: "He hit it at the right pace that
the goalkeeper guessed the right way. [But] yo u want
somebody who no matter where he hits the ball, even if
the goalkeeper guesses, you want it to still have enough
pace and direction that it's going to go in."
Thirty-four minutes into the game, sophomore mid
fielder Spencer Wolfe kicked the ball toward the net on
a free kick.The ball deflected off a defender's head, and
into the goal. Considered an own goal because it was
last touched by a PLU player,the Pirates extended their
lead to three goals.
"When you put in a goal very early on in the game,
it relaxes," Cathey said. "We were able to really dictate
the game. They are a very good team and I knew that
they wouldn't stop fighting, but we are a litde bit more
clinical in our finishing."
A few minutes into the second half, senior midfielder
Giancarlo Santoro dribbled around two Buc defenders
and put the ball in the back of the net for PLU's o nly
score of the contest.
Whitworth's last goal came off of a co rner kick. The
ball was kicked to the far post and sophomore forward
Sam Engle approached it, jumped, and headed it into
the net.
"It was a very big weeken
d for us just to achieve what
we want to achieve in our goals and the visions for the
year," Cathey said. "The end of the year's standings are
out of our control but what's in our control is just how
we play, what we bring to the game, what we bring to
training, and I thought this was a great week. We thor
oughly deserved the result we got because of how we
played."
The Pirates improve to 8-3-2 overall, and 6-2-1 in the
NWC after last weekend, and will play at Pacific Oct. 52.
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu
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Volleyball splits NWC matches on road
Pirates beat Willamette in five sets, but lose in five sets to Lewis & Clark
James Silberman

"Even though the momentum was
against us at the end of t hat game, we
Staff Writer
had confidence," Leonard said. "When
we [play together], we have confidence
The Whitworth volleyball team split a in each other to get the job done. That's
pair of m atches last weekend, winning what makes us play our heart out, when
against Willamette and falling to Lewis & it's for each other."
Clark to begin the second half of lea gue
Along with the victory, the Pirates
play. The weekend involved two thrilling broke multiple team and individual sea
five-setters, and two season records as a son records. Whitworth tallied 72 kills as
a team, breaking the
team.
Whitworth com
previous high of 68.
"When we [play togeth Seventy team assists
pleted the season
sweep of Willamette
broke their record of
er], we have confidence
61. Sophomore setter
(25-23, 25-19, 18-25,
in each other to get the
Maddye Dinsmore
23-25, 18-16), win
dished out a per
ning in the same fivejob
done.
That's
what
sonal best 68 assists,
set fashion as the first
matchup with Willa
make us play our hearts smashing her previ
ous high of 56, and
mette.
Leonard raised her
Whitworth got off
. out."
season-high for kills
to a 2-0 lead in the
—N ICOLE L EONARD
to 20, breaking her
match, winning the
previous best of 17.
first two sets thanks
sophomore
"I was only able
to 31 kills and only
to achieve my sea
eight errors. But like
the first matchup with Willamette, the son-high because of the team," Leonard
Pirates gave up that lead in the third and said. "They were playing almost flaw
lessly for me to be able to do my job. The
fourth sets, losing 18-25 and 23-25.
It looked as though Willamette had passes and sets were on point."
kept its momentum going from the third
"There were times when our offense
and fourth sets as the Bearcats took a 4-0 looked unstoppable," head coach Rati
lead to begin the fifth. However, a pair Bodecker said. "We did a good job of
of kills from sophomore outside hitter covering our hitters so they could swing
Nicole Leonard helped spark the Pirates hard and aggressive."
in staving off the Bearcats' comeback
Parallels from the first half of lea gue
by winning (he extended fifth set 18-16. play continued as Whitworth lost to
Leonard attributed the Pirates' compo Lewis & Clark in another five-set match
sure to their belief and confidence in (25-23, 22-25,17-25, 25-23, 15-13).
their abilities as a team.
Whitworth fell behind 8-1 to begin the

|The Whitworthianl
^Rn^acebook^B

first set until a timeout shifted momen forced Whitworth's seventh five-setter in
10 conference matches.
tum in the Pirates' favor.
"We are a very mental team. We have
A kill from senior outside hitter Jalana White out of the timeout began a 6-0 the skills to be a conference champi
Whitworth run to pull within one point onship team but we struggle to finish,"
at 8-7. The set would stay close after, but White said. "Many five-set matches
tied at 23-23, the Pioneers won consecu come down to luck. Against Willamette,
it was on our side. But Lewis& Clark had
tive points to win the set.
the luck last [on Sat
The
Pi
urday]."
rates took
An ace from se
the
sec
nior setter Anna Buck
ond set in a
gave Whitworth the
back-andlead, 8-4, to begin the
forth battle,
fifth set. But aPioneer
Nicole Leonard,'16
with neither
run put the Pirates in
team lead
a 13-11 hole. The Pi
ing by more
Leonard recorded
rates tied it back up
than
two
a season-high 20
at 13 after a kill from
until a pair
kills in the win
freshman outside hit
of kills from
against Willamette
ter Brenna Briiil, b ut
White and
a kill and an ace from
last Friday in
an ace from
the Pioneers finished
addition to 14 kills
Leonard
the match.
gave the Pi
in the loss against
White led the Pi
rates a 23-19
Lewis & Clark.
rates with a gameadvantage.
high 21 kills and
Later, two
more kills from White ended the set at Dinsmore added 52 assists and 24 digs.
Senior middle hitter Briauna Stadeli had
25-21, tying the match at 1-1.
The momentum continued for Whit a game-high seven blocks to go with her
worth into the third set as they took a 5-0 nine kills and two aces.
The Pirates will try to finish off t he
lead following another ace from Leon
ard. The Pirates would extend that lead season sweeps of George Foxand Pacific
to 10-1 and would cruise to a 25-18 third Oct. 25-26 this week in the Fieldhouse.
set win, taking a 2-1 lead.
The fourth set was the closest of th e
match with neither team able to lead by
more than two points until at 19-19, a5-1
run from the Pioneers gave t hem a 24- Contact James Silberman at
20 lead. A kill from Lewis & Clark then jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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Women's Soccer:
Jami Bi§§
Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer

Senior defender Jami Hegg has been a consistent
player for the past three years, and now leads by exam
ple with her composure, competitiveness and drive as
one of tw o captains of the women's soccer team this
year.
"When you're playing soccer on the field, you want to
have an older player to kind of set an example of what
we want to play like in terms of assertiveness, drive on
the field, willingness to play to ball, how to push forward
into attack," head coach Jael Hagerott said. "And Jami re
ally exemplifies that for us."
Hegg started playing multiple different sports when
she was 6 years old, but fell in love with soccer. She
played on various teams growing up, and ht en played for
the school team at Mead High School in Spokane.
Whitworth soccer was interested in Hegg, both as a
player and as a person, because she exemplifies qual
ities that Whitworth looks for in students and athletes.
"To play soccer in college was always aself goal, some
thing that I always wanted to do," Hegg said. "I would al
ways write in my journals growing up and I remember
looking back to those journals in elementary school, and
one of my goals in life [that] I wrote was to play soccer in
Maria Morales | Photographer
Hegg's senior leadership reveals itself through the
college."
When Hegg was a freshman at Whitworth, she was way she plays soccer and interacts with the team.
quite shy, but always ready to play, Hegg said.
"When she came in as a young player, she was already ter player. We are defenders together and she never let
a very good player, but...she didn't necessarily believe me slip in my part. She is always pushing me to be the
in it," Hagerott said. "There has been a big improvement best that I can to help me become a better player."
Last year, Hagerott told some of the players to rest and
in her confidence, her belief and her ability as a player,
watch one of the practices, rather than take part. Howev
which made a huge impact in our program."
Throughout her time playing for Whitworth, Hegg has er, Hegg did the opposite, said Pajimola.
"Jami would be juggling and
taken initiative to strengthen her knowl
sprinting across the field even
edge of the game.
"When you're playing
though coach told her that she
"I like to watch professional soccer a lot,
should
be resting. She said 'I
so I would watch what position I am play
soccer on the field, you
got to do something,"' Pajimola
ing at that time and I would watch that po
said.
want to have an older
sition, see what I n eed to do that they are
Hegg has no immediate
doing, what they should improve on and try
player to kind of set an
plans to play competitive soc
to apply that to what I need to improve on,"
cer after college; however, she
Hegg said.
example of what we want has severed other interests.
Hegg is known by her teammates to be a
When she went to Mexico to
to play like...and Jami
very creative person and fun to be around.
visit her sister before attending
"In the beginning of every year, we go
college, she wanted to commu
really
examplifies
that
bowling as a team [and] we split up into
nicate with the people there,
groups," sophomore forward Tiara Pajimofor us."
which inspired her to major in
la said. "These past two years, I have been
Spanish. She will be studying
—JAEL HAGEROTT
in Jami's group when our first year, we were
abroad in a Spanish-speaking
avatars and this year, we were Gatorade
country this spring, but has not
head women's soccer coach
bottles."
made her decision on a loca
On the field, she is known to be tough
tion.
and competitive, whereas off the field she is more shy
Hegg's passion for soccer has been a huge influence
and a little less outgoing, Hegg said.
on her teammates, and her own inspiration is derived
"Jami is always trying her best and she expects other
from self-motivation, Hegg said.
people to try their best too," Amy Sterk, senior defend
"What keeps me passionate when I playsoccer is that I
er and fellow captain, said. "If we w ere playing tennis,
forget about everything. I forget about my problems and
for example, just for fun—even though it's not her main my stresses. It's a big outlet for me," Hegg said. "In soc
sport—she will put all of her effort into it and try to win cer, I am literally thinking about what pass am I gonna
as much as she can."
make next, where is this ball going, so I am co
nsumed by
As captain, Hegg demonstrates her leadership skills it and not thinking about anything that is bothering me."
both on and off the field.
"She gives a 110 percent every time she steps up on
the field, whether it's in a game or at practice," freshman Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
defender Hannah Langbehn said. "She makes you a bet- jrazanadrakotol 7@my. whitworth.edu
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ALL

10-0

14-4

PUGET SOUND

9-1

14-5

WHITWORTH

6-4

12-10

GEORGE FOX

4-6

9-9

LEWIS & CLARK

4-6

5-11

PACIFIC(ORE.)

4-6

5-12

WHITMAN

4-6

6-17

WILLAMETTE

3-7

7-12

LINFIELD

1-9

5-12

1 MEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

8-1

10-4

WHITWORTH

6-2-1

8-3-2

LINFIELD

5-3-1

8-4-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-3-2

9-3-3

WILLAMETTE

4-3-2

8-4-2

WHITMAN

4-4-1

5-8-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

1-7-1

6-8-1

0-9

1-14

PUGET SOUND

GEORGE FOX
1

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

8-1-1

12-1-1

PUGETSOUND

7-1-2

9-2-2

LEWIS & CLARK

6-4-1

9-5-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

4-1-5

6-3-5

PACIFIC (ORE.)

4-5-1

7-5-2

WHITWORTH

3-5-3

6-6-3

WHITMAN

*•7

8-7

WILLAMETTE

2-7-2

4-9-2

GEORGE FOX

1-8-1 | 3-10-1

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

2-0

5-0

WILLAMETTE

2-0

5-0
5-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

2-1

5-1

LEWIS & CLARK

1-2

1-5

PUGET SOUND

0-2

1-4

WHITWORTH

0-3

2-5

Note: Standings as of Oct. 20,2013
MEN'S S OCCER
Whitworth at Pacific (Ore.)- 7:30 p.m., Fri day, Oct. 25

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Whitworth at Pacific (Ore.)- 5 p.m., Friday, Oct. 25

VOLLEYBALI
Whitworth vs. George Fox at the Fieldhouse - 7 p.m., Friday, Oct. 25

FOOTBALL
Whitworth at Puget Sound -1 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 26

CROSS COUNTRY
Whitworth at Northwest Conference Championships -11 a.m., Saturday, Nov. 2

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Fall Classic -TBA, Saturday, Oct. 26

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at NWC Fall Classic - TBA, Saturday, Oct. 26

WHITPICS

Whitworth: A Closer Look

PHOTOGRAPHERS I 1. M ichelle Molina; 2. Hope Barnes; 3. Maria Morales; 4. Rachel Anderson; 5. Catherine Palmer; 6. Andrew Rollins
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Students weigh upbringing,
values in church choice
Some students attend congregations vastly different
from those in which they were raised, while others
attend faith communities similar to past experiences.

Whitworth in planning
process for major expansion
to Music Building
p. 4
Men's soccer transitions
with new head coach

„.

+

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 7
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

Men's cross country batdes

CORRECTIONS
In Issue 5 on p. 9, The Whitworthian incorrectly reported that all Dawn of the
Donut pastries are made with croissant dough. Only the MOAD is made with
croissant dough. In Issue 5 on p. 10, The Whitworthian incorrectly stated professor
of political science Kathryn Lee believes the death penalty provides justice. The
comment was not her personal view, but instead her perspective on the view of
death penalty supporters.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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FEATURED
04 MUSIC BUILDING

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO VOICE YOUR
Hilil

An addition to the Whitworth Music
Building is in the works, including more
practice space and a performance area.

05 CLUB CONNECTION

+

Adding compost bins to dorms would
allow Whitworth to become a more
environmentally-friendly campus.

12 CONSCIOUS CONSUMER

Students for Life and X2 are working
together to donate diapers and funds to
two local charities during November.

Becoming a conscious consumer requires
one to determine his or her values and
support companies based on those values.

09 SAMOAN ROOTS

13 MEN'S SOCCER

Freshman Apolonia Fealofani grew up in a
small village in Western Samoa, where she
was known as the leader's granddaughter.

10 LEAGUE OF LEGENDS
SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT AF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

11 COMPOST BINS

A group of students band together to create
a club that aims to promote community
through an online game.

New men's soccer coach Morgan Cathey
makes smooth transition into an established
and storied Whitworth soccer program.

15 CROW'S NEST
falana White closes out Whitworth career
with conference-leading kill mark and a
memorable team presence.

NEWS

Scrutiny needed for online college rankings
Hayley O'Brien
Staff Writer
When students apply to college, many use online
school rankings to determine which colleges they
want to apply to. However, students must be wary of
always trusting these rankings to be completely accu
rate portrayals of schools.
College rankings vary in methodology and scope,
since the reason one student might choose a school
differs from what reasons that be important to anoth
er student.
Junior Hanna Abbott said she used a variety of col
lege ranking systems when looking at which colleges
to apply to, including an online list of top Christian
colleges and a book of the top universities in the na
tion.
Abbott said she came to Whitworth for a few rea
sons, including the excellent English program, the
memories tied to the school from her childhood and
the rankings the school had received from online
ranking lists.
"College rankings definitely mattered but in the
end it came down to a feeling of be ing called to be
here," Abbott said.
In a poll taken by the Huffington Post, "Which set
of college rankings do you prefer?" US News came out
on top out of th e seven college ranking sites listed,
with nearly 44 percent of the votes.
Forbes' list of A merica's top colleges, one of the
more prominent ranking lists, puts less emphasis on
US New ranks schools based on criteria such as
Abby Nyberg | raphic
G
Artist

continued on p. 6
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D i s c e r n a c a l l t o m i n i s t r y a t P r i n c e t o n T h e o l o g ic a l S e mi n a r y .
Vis it PTS:

The Princeton Seminars

The L . I .V.E. Symposium

November 20-22. 2013

(Learning, Inclusion, Vitality, Exploration)

February 5-7, 2014

November 10-13, 2013

February 26-28, 2014

March 5-7, 2014

O f f i c e of A dm i s s i o n s a nd Fi n a n c i a l Ai d
Visit

WWW.ptsem.edli

and click on the Admissions tab to find the

Prospective Students link.
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More space for Music
Building on the way

LEFT: Junior
Caleb Brown plays
saxophone at a
Jazz Ensemble
performance.
Brown is hoping
for practice rooms
that do not leak
sound.

Katie Shaw

Staff Writer
The Music Building at Whitworth is only half of what it could be.
A solid brick wall makes up the north side of the building, where designers
intended to build a second half during its initial construction in 1978. Because
of financial reasons and a greater need for student housing, thftMteridq^econd part was never built, Director of Capital Projects Steve Thompson said. As
Whitworth launches a new fundraising campaign, the addition to the building
is high on the list of priorities.
Designs for an addition will be finished next spring, said Tad Wisenor, cam
paign director in institutional advancement, and the construction \yill be fin
ished as early as 2017.
The project budget of $25 million will cover every aspect of the
building, including the contractor, architect, furniture and
permits, Thompson said.
Ml JH
The new building will consist of a 600-650 seat concert
hall, a new choral rehearsal room, additional office spaces

Greg Moser | Photographer

MKJ

"It's going to be a great asset to Whitworth to espe- . cially have this concert hall where we can invite au
diences to campus to hear us, and then they get to
see all the other great things about WhitwfflfjJjMf
while they're here," said Hen Rrody, associate
professor of music.
When construction was finished, the build
ing worked for around TO mus ic majors, one
jazz band, one concert band and two choirs.
Now, the same music building must accom
modate 90 music majors on average, TOO
non-major students participating in mu
sic, four choirs, an orchestra, two concert
bands and two jazz bands, Brody said.
"1 think it's probably the worst building
on campus," junior Caleb Brown said. "It
would be nicer to have practice rooms
:*
;
that don't leak sound, and to have a nice
place to perform."
A choral rehearsal space is greatly
needed, Brody said. Since there is no re
hearsal space in the Music Building, the
choir must rehearse in the Chapel or in
Stage 11 of Cowles Auditorium, neither of
which are always available. This is a hin
drance to the theatre department as well
as the choirs, Thompson said.
. , v
"We have a situation right now where
$;**'
one of our full-time faculty members, once
a week, gives up her office at the lunch hour
so that an adjunct faculty member can use
that space to teach a lesson, because there's
no other room in the building where that per
son can be teaching," Brody said.
Choirs and ensembles have to perform
off-campus. For Christmas concerts! the choir
performs at the Martin Woldson Theater at the Fox
in downtown Spokane, and in the spring they go to
local churches, Brody said.
"If you walk around at certain times of the day, you'll
litul people practicing in the hallways, you'll find faculty mem
bers who don't have an office to work in because we don't have
enough spares for them, who are sitting on couches working on
grades and things like that," Brody said.
Contact Katie Shaw at
ksliawl WSntiihiitworth.edu
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Percent of students who preferred
US News as their college ranking
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Number of music majors on average
the music building must accommo
date each year.
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Number of dollars in prizes for
tournaments given to the League
of Pirates Club by video game
publisher Riot Games.
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Feminism aid Pro-Life Clubs join forces for charity
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Students for Life and X2 unite for diaper drive to help out single moms
Elizabeth Jacobs
Staff Writer
Students for Life club is working together with X2,
the feminism club, to raise money for young families
in Spokane. Their goal is to collect diapers and funds
to donate to two local charities, Childbirth and Parent
ing Assistance and Inland Northwest Baby. The diaper
drive will t ake place Nov. 1-20. Students can donate
diapers or money that will go toward buying diapers,
Ethan Alano, senior and Students for Life cl ub secre
tary, said.
"Diapers are one of th ose fundamental things we
don't think about, and raising a child is incredibly ex
pensive," Alano said. "So we just want to do what we
can and try to get the community involved as much as
we can."
Donated diapers will be divided evenly between
There will be several events on campus for students to
drop off di apers and donations, as well as a competi
tion to see which dorm can raise the most money.
"Whether or not you are Pro-Life or Pro-Choice or
just don't want to approach the issue, you can agree
that we need some diapers," Trevor Volack, sophomore
and Students for Life club president, said.
Abbey Cook, X2 club president, said the two clubs
are currently working together on several campaigns,
including the diaper drive.
"We are unashamedly feminist, but at the same time
we have members who are completely pro-life, and
we have members who are completely
pro-choice and we try to be wel
coming to both those types of
ideologies," Cook said.
Adrian Teo, Students
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Percent of characters on prime time
television who are women, according to the Geena Davis Institute on
Gender in Media.
p. 11

mester. Any student that identified as a Republican to
for Life club adviser, said he is excited about the direc
the demonstrators was given pro-life literature.
don the club is taking. The club's message is welcom
Teo said he was immediately confronted about the
ing and conversational, not hostile, Teo said.
Students for Life club' s involvement in
"One of the reasons I am willing to
the demonstration. Teo said the people
support this is because they see it much
"Whether or not
making the accusations affiliated the
like sharing the gospel message," Teo
Students for Life Club with the demon
said. "They are not there to shove it
you are pro-life
strations.
down people's throats, but that we see
"It wasn't the Students for Life group,
something that is reallygood, something
or pro-choice or
and the group has no plans to do any
that is true, and we want to share it with
people."
just don't want to thing similar to this," Teo said.
Alano said he was concerned that stu
Volack said the club hopes to present
a welcoming atmosphere on campus. approach the issue, dents still associate this incident with
Volack said he hopes to create more con
you can agree that the"Iclub.
wasn't aware that that had hap
versation rather than controversy on the
pened," Alano said. "I cringed at first be
pro-life message.
we need some
cause we had been making some good
"What we want to do is be a resource
headway on getting people interested,"
diapers."
on campus for men and women to come
Alano said.
to when they have questions about the
—TREVOR VOLACK
Cook, said she took offense when she
pro-life movement, and/or if they are
first
saw the signs, but after X2 addressed
confused about where they stand with
students for life club
the problem with the Students for Life
it," Volack said.
club, the two clubs began working toIn the club's effort to promote the propresident
•gether.
life message, they have encountered a
"We're working with them because I
substantial amount of opposition.
For example, a group of pro-life demonstrators, un believe that they are progressive minded and that they
affiliated with the Whitworth Students for Life Club , are taking an approach to pregnancy care that is more
rallied in the Loop with signs that read "Down with Christ-Like," Cook said.
Cook said she thinks that the Whitworth community
Mainstream Feminism," soliciting numerous students'
political beliefs during the first week of school this se- needs to focus more on issues relating to pregnancy on
campus. She said that students at Whitworth tend to
shy away from the issue because it is so
"I think that in the
continued on p. 6
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Whitworth Community, the issue of ch oice and the
issue of abo rtion is skated over," Cook sa id. "Women's
issues in general are skated over. We don't want to talk
about it, and we don't want to admit that unplanned
pregnancy happens at Whitworth because it's a dirty
subject."
In the past, pro-life issues have caused a considerable
amount of controversy. Last spring, the Students for Life
club received a wave of angry comments via Facebook.
Alano said the comments were long and heated, and he
saw no point in engaging in the argument.
"This is one of those issues where it seems like people
talk past each other rather than with each other," Alano

Rankings
continued from p. 3

SAT scores and class rank and more emphasis on stu
dent debt, post-grad success, and graduation rate.
But, education professionals have criticized US News
for its methodology, particularly for the weight the rank
ing gives to undergraduate academic reputation (22.5
percent, according to US News).
Even if the methodology is sound, sometimes the
data reported for a university is inaccurate. A senior of
ficer at Claremont McKenna, one of the Claremont Col
leges, admitted last January to inflating the average SAT
scores given to US News since 2005.
Claremont McKenna is not the only college reporting
false statistics. Many schools in recent years have been
caught reporting inaccurate data in order to raise their
rankings.

said. "I guess that's one of our underlying purposes, to
get people to talk as people."
In the effort to promote open conversation, the club
members are excited about the diaper drive, and en
courage till students to play any role they can, Volack
said. Anything from asking businesses to support, to do
nating a few dollars would help, he said.
"This is totally non-political but still fully pro-life. It
will help the broader campus community to understand
that to be pro-life is not simp
ly about banning abortions.
That's not the pro-life message. It's about the dignity and
worth of every human life," Teo said.

Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
ejacobsl 7@my.whitworth.edu
University of Illinois College of Law also acknowl
edged that they had misrepresented statistics, but did
not comment on whether or not the error was inten
tional or not.
In response to these problems, President Obama
is pushing for the creation of a government operated
ranking system for universities and colleges. Using this
system, Obama will seek congressional approval to give
more student aid to colleges that score higher in these
new rankings, in hopes that colleges will shift their
priorities from SAT scores to amount of de bt student's
graduate with.
Until then, students will have to determine for them
selves which rankings are the best.

Contact Hay leyO'Brien at
hobrienl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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GU students face expulsion after
chasing away burglar
Students at Gonzaga University face
expulsion after they used a firearm to chase
a burglar away from their room in an offcampus residence owned by Gonzaga
University.
A homeless man came to the door of senior
students Erik Fagan and Daniel Mcintosh,
demanded cash and tried to force his way
into the room. Mcintosh then displayed his
pistol, which deterred the burglar.
Fagan and Mcintosh currently face
expulsion since the students violated
Gonzaga's zero-tolerance weapons policy.
Gonzaga is in the process of reviewing this
policy following the incident.

Obama apologizes for
'Obamacare' blunders
President Barack Obama apologized Nov. 7
to Americans who had their health insurance
plans canceled due to the Affordable Care
Act. Obama previously said that Americans
could keep their existing plans if they chose
to do so.
The
apology
followed
numerous
complaints made by those whose plans were
being canceled. Many families do not qualify
for subsidies, making premiums under
Obamacare more expensive than existing
health insurance plans. Around 12 million
Americans do not qualify for subsidies.
Sources|The Spokesman-Review
and The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
• Interim Director of Athletics Melinda Larson
visited ASWU to talk about how Whitworth's
athletics program compares to other Divi
sion III school's programs. She then solicited
all present for feedback about the Whitworth
athletics program, and for ways to encourage
students to attend games.
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• Kipos, Whitworth's gardening club, gave
some updates on upcoming programs, includ
ing the hydroponics initiative the club started
near the end of last year, which is set to return
Nov. 20. The club is also teaming up with Facil
ities Services for a campus-wide composting
initiative.
• Meredith Devey from Service Learning ap
proached ASWU, aski ng for $1,500 from cap
ital funds to build a new website using "Get
Connected" software, which would allow
more direct communication between student
volunteers and Whitworth's community part
ners. Student leadership approved the mo
tion. Devey explained that if Whitworth were
to become the first school in Washington state
to purchase the software, the school will get a
50 percent discount and will only need $750,
rather than $1,500, to purchase the software.

+

ARTS & CULTURE

Choosing

Justine Upton | raphic
G
Artist

College offers opportunity for students to seek spirituality
The worship has a more traditional feel, Schmidt
tract students with their thought-provoking and chal
said, worshiping to Presbyterian hymns. As the congre
lenging messages.
Staff Writer
"Ryan provokes you to really chew on th
e ideas in the gation enters the sanctuary, they are welcomed to the
service with pipe organ or bell music. When the pastor
gospel that seem contradictory," LaBenne said.
Miller often takes what the Bible says and p
oens it up calls for the congregation to turn to their neighbors and
Spirituality is one area in which students often get a
fresh start when they go to college. Many students use for members of the congregation's interpretation, rath greet one another, they welcome each other to worship
the opportunity to explore new churches that have dif er than presenting a concrete interpretation of how the in the traditional way, saying "Peace to you," and giving
the response "And also with you."
ferent styles from the students' home churches. Others Bible should be read.
"[During the greeting] People traverse the entire
These provocative messages provide a fresh alterna
seek to deepen their already-established spiritual roots
tive to LaBenne's childhood Baptist church, where the sanctuary to meet with people, it's great,"Schmidt said.
at churches similar to the ones they left behind.
congregation could simply hear the good news and go St. Thomas More I Stephanie Partida
Life Center North I Rebekah Miller
home happy, LaBenne said.
Sophomore journalism major Stephanie Partida
The focus at Branches fosters a much deeper under
Junior sociology and Spanish major Rebekah Mill
grew up attending a wide variety of easy-going Protes
er attends services at Life Ce nter North Church. Her standing of Christian teachings for LaBenne, he said.
tant churches, but was thrown off guard by the many
"It has definitely matured my faith," he said.
roommate introduced her to her church community,
rituals of Mass when she first attended St. Thomas
she said.
Manito Presbyterian | Kaitlin Schmidt
More Catholic Church last spring.
Miller found that Life C enter North was much like
"It was definitely a culture shock," Partida said. "I
Senior English major Kaitlin S chmidt has been at
the church she attended while growing up.
"I felt at home there," she said. "The worship is my tending Manito Presbyterian Church in Spokane since didn't know what to do, what to expect."
But in these rituals (such as crossing oneself and
style. It's good contemporary music, and the pastors the beginning of the semester.
kneeling) Partida found a sense of re petitive stability
Schmidt
met
Scott
Starbuck,
the
church's
current
are engaging."
The congregation enters the service singing "up pastor, when he was a professor at Whitworth last year. and comfort. Since her first visit, Partida has returned
"I didn't grow up in church; I be to St. Thomas More every Sunday. Although she has not
beat and fresh" music, according to
came
a Christian in high school," yet been confirmed in the Catholic church, Partida has
the Life Center North website. After
"The sermons hove just been
Schmidt said, "[Manito Presbyterian found a home there, she said.
announcements and worship, the
"It's very traditional, very organized. I walk in every
pastor delivers the sermon, which relevant to my life; how I can live is] not very similar to the church I
Sunday
and know exactly what to expect," Partida said.
started
going
to
at
first."
is followed by more worship and a
Entering the church, Partida is always greeted by a
better and make good choices.
Schmidt gave two reasons for lov
parting blessing.
deacon. Upon entering the sanctuary she kneels before
ing her new church.
Life Center North is an intergena crucifix and takes her seat in a pew. After everyone
REBEKAH
MILLER
"One
is
that
eve
ryone
there
is
real
erational church where people of
ly committed to an environment that greets one another, the congregation sings "Hosanna"
junior
any age can identify with the service,
isn't based on shame," Schmidt said. and takes communion.
Miller said.
"It's very peaceful; it's very calm in general," Partida
"The second is that the pastor is not
"Hie sermons have just been rele
vant to my life; how Ican live better and make good life at all uncomfortable with dealing with hard parts of the said.
Bible, including the Old Testament."
choices," Miller said.
New Community I Karina D autenhahn
Starbuck often speaks on the sinfulness of Bibli cal
Branches I Brock LaBenne
Freshman Karina Dautenhahn first
attended
heroes, the discipline of being honest with God during
Junior math and communications major Brock times of trial, and on the importance of n ot trying to non-denominational New Community Church when
her resident assistant invited her to
LaBenne attends Branches Church. The worship style simplify God's complexity.
join the many other Whitworth stu
Like
Branches,
Manito
Presbyteri
at the non-denominational church diverges from that
"The church I went to at home is dents
going downtown for the Sun
of t he conservative Baptist church LaBenne grew up an provides avenues for students to
day service.
gain a more extensive understand really conservative; you have to
attending, he said.
"It's different from most church
Branches values building a community over tradi ing of the Bible.
The teaching at Manito Presbyte dress nicely. It's not as inviting." es," Dautenhahn said.
tional practices, LaBenne said. This community-first
The pastor once asked the congre
mentality can be seen from the service's onset, in the rian often balances readings of t he
— KARINADAUTENHAHN
gation to share their needs, Dauten
Old and the New Testaments, mak
highly casual way the pastor welcomes LaBenne.
hahn said. Members came forward
freshman
"The pastor swats me on the butt when I walkin. He's ing connections between the two.
with needs ranging from monetary
"It's given me the freedom to ask
all about building relationships first," LaBenne said.
to dog walking. The congregation
Branches' service supposedly starts at 10 a.m. on hard questions about the Bible and
Sundays, but in actuality worship does not begin until God," S chmidt said. "I feel free to be honest about came together provide for every need brought forward.
This community is the best part of attending the
later, after everyone has had a chance to talk to one an things I used to be ashamed of."
The church has a wide range of a ges attending its church, Dautenhahn said.
other, LaBenne said.
"The church I went to at home is really conservative,
LaBenne has been attending Branches since his Sunday services.
"You walk i n, and wonderful old people say 'hi' to you have to dress nicely," she said. "It's not as inviting."
neighbor and the former pastor at New C ommunity
you," Schmidt said.
Church, Ryan Miller, started it.
The pastor welcomes the children to the front of the Contact Weston Whitener at
Many Whitworth students attend Branches. Along
wwhitenerl7@my.whitworth.edu.
with the strong community, the pastor's sermons at church to receive a special biblical lesson.

Weston Whitener
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Climbers take advantage of new rock wall
Weston Whitener

The climbers sway from their high
ropes, gently holding their safety har
ness' life-line with one hand. Then, they
swing back to the wall, ready to try their
Clinging to the wall of the Whitworth route again.
"I really like the exhilaration of climb
University Recreation Center climbing
area, a rock climber uses his hand to find ing higher and higher," sophomore
a grip that will let him continue mov Christian McKinney said. McKinney,
ing upward. He finds a handhold and like many other students who frequent
stretches for it, hanging by his fingertips the climbing wall, began climbing at the
30 fe et above the ground with one leg beginning of the school year.
With the new accessibility of the
dangling in the open air beneath him.
Senior Eric Rice is one student who U-Rec's recently-opened climbing wall,
a climbing community is quickly emerg
has been in that kind of position.
"It's a very technical sport," Rice said. ing on Whitworth's campus. Juniors
"You can muscle through it, but concen Kurtis McFadden and Michael Dolezal
decided to start the Climbing Club to
tration and skill will help loads."
support the growing
The bright colors
climbing community
of var ious shapes and
"I really like the
that has been utilizing
sizes of handholds
the new facility.
stand out against
McFadden
and
the climbing area's exhilaration of climbing
Dolezal took a Jantan walls; color-cod
higher and higher."
Term rock climbing
ed tape lays out the
course as sopho
routes that climbers
— CHRISTIAN MCKIN NEY
mores through Wild
can take, ranging from
sophomore
Walls climbing gym in
basic to difficult.
downtown Spokane,
Climbers stretch to
Catherine Palmer | hotographer
P
reach a handholds in their routes. If the and they continue to pursue climbing as Climbing Club officers Kurtis McFadden, Peter Duell, Katie Michelson and
they can hang on to the holds, they will a recreational sport.
Michael Dolezal promote use of the new indoor climbing wall in U-Rec.
For the these two, the U-Rec wall is a
move onto the next grips high above.
his or her rope into carabiners along the
"It's both a physical and mental puz stepping stone to future outdoor climbs. can't climb.'" Dolezal said.
The U-Rec offers three options for climbing route as he or she goes.
"The ultimate goal [of club members]
zle," junior Wes Walton said.
With no rope above the climber, a slip
climbing from which students and other
Climbers make their way up the walls is to get outside," Dolezal said.
will
send him or her hurtling down to
climbers
may
choose.
The
outdoor
recreation
department
foothold byfoothold, handhold by hand
Those new to the activity start with a the last carabiner into which the rope
hold, searching for a small rock that will was granted about $2,000 to purchase
support their ascent. High above the outdoor climbing gear, which the climb top rope climb. In this setup, a rope is has been clamped. This can mean a 10mat, they look for solutions to the hand ing club will be able to better utilize looped at the top of the wall, with a per foot free-fall.
Both experienced and novice climbers
son on the ground belaying, taking up
when spring comes, McFadden said.
grip puzzle.
Until warmer weather arrives, mem the slack that the climber leaves in the alike can boulder, climbing low-height
"It's methodical, you have to attack
routes without harnesses or ropes.
each climb one step at a time," sopho bers use the indoor rock wall to prepare rope as he or she ascends.
The second option, for the more ad
and improve their climbing skills for
more Dana Stull said.
vanced climbers, is lead climbing.
If they attempt to hang on to a hand outdoor climbing.
"It's more dangerous; it takes more
"No matter where you're at [in diffi
hold with too little grip, the slip sends
Contact Weston Whitener at
them into mid-air, suspended only by a culty of climb], that's the challenge for experience." Dolezal said.
In this set-up, the climber must clip wwhitenerl 7@my. whitworth.edu.
you. There's no judgment of, 'Oh, you
thin maroon rope.

Staff Writer

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THURSDAY, NOV. 14
READING: MELANIERAETHON
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose
The English department will host an endowed
reading with Melanie Rae Thon, a fiction author
whose stories have been featured in publications
such as "Best American Short Stories."

TUESDAY, NOV. 19
LECTURE: RESISTANCE REFLECTIONS
7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
Social justice advocate, filmmaker and writer Jen
Marlowe will share her experiences working with
marginalized populations around the world.

JAZZ COMBO CONCERT
Nov. 13 and 21 at 8 p.m. in Music Building Recital Hall
Each of these upcoming concerts will feature two student jazz combo
groups. The music will focus on improvisation at these free events.

EAST HALL BALL
Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. in East Hall
East Hall leadership will host its annual formal dance with the theme "A Red
Carpet Event." The event will feature mocktails, a photobooth and dancing.

BOPPELLCOFFEE HOUSE
Nov. 17from 7-10 p.m. in Boppell Lounge
Coffee, hot chocolate and tea will be served in Boppell at this annual event
featuring performances by musicians and poets. The event is free.

PADRAIGO.TAUMA READING
Nov. 18 at 7 p.m. in the HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
A re ading by Irish poet, speaker and conflict mediator Padraig O. Tauma
will be hosted by the English department. Tauma recently published a
poetry collection titled "Readings from the Book of Exile."
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{1 SAW!}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Friendly
Mariella Mladineo | Ph
otographer

Freshman Apolonia Fealofani dons a traditional outfit she would wear in her native country of Samoa.

From Samoa to Spofcame

Island 'princess' pursues education at Whitworth
and make it more available to people on our side of
the island."
Staff Writer
Growing up, however, Fealofani sometimes had
other responsibilities. When a tsunami killed threeIn Samoan culmre, freshman Apolonia Fealofani is fourths of Fea lofani's village population in 2009, she
the equivalent of a princess. At Whitworth, she goes rushed home, she said.
by Nia. Back ho me, though, the people of the village
"It happened on a Thursday, and Saturday was the
of Savai'i know her as the granddaughter of the High first day they were letting flights out, so I flew home no
Saturday," Fealofani said. "We were cleaning up and
Order Chief.
Her grandparents believe education is important, rebuilding, looking for people, clearing debris."
The next day after her arrival, their Sabbath, was a
and therefore sent Fealofani to a Christian boarding
lot like any other Sunday, Fealofani said.
school in Oahu, Hawaii.
"Sunday we all showed up to church. It was weird,
She attended the school until it closed her soph
omore year due to lack of funding. At that point, her because the only building that was intact, actually
parents bought an apartment in Oahu to allow Fealo still standing was our church," Fealofani said. "The
windows were gone, and everything had floated out
fani to attend public school in the U.S.
Fealofani's education has been geared toward a through the doors, but it was still a building. Everyone
specific goal throughout her whole life, as her family showed up there. We all sat crisscross applesauce on
the ground and we held service and prayed and our
has always wanted her to go into medicine, she said.
pastor was there."
"They put me into a mindset
The closest person she lost in the
where I loved science and wanted "I want people to know
tsunami was a childhood Mend of
to be a medical doctor," Fealofani
said. "After co ming to Whitworth, I the name of my village hers who was only 16 years old, Fe
alofani said.
realized that I'm not that great at sci
"She ran back to the village to
ence. I struggle in biology, and that's if they need something
get her grandmother, but she didn't
been hard."
[medically]."
know that her grandmother was
Even with all oftheir expectations,
gone for the week," Fealofani said.
Fealofani said that the pressure from
— APOLONIA FEALOFANI
"On the way back, she got caught
her family does not bother her.
on a big piece of d ebris and it tore
freshman
"I know other people think it's
through half of her thigh."
pressure, but to me, I think pres
Fealofani's Mend made it back to
sure is self-inflicted," Fealofani said.
"That's my motto. I kno w that they're pressuring me safety, but they had to amputate her leg. Because the
into medicine and all that, but it doesn't seem like it to Red Cross had not yet come, the leg became infected
me, because I learned to love science eventually after and her Mend died. Fealofani's personal experience
all those years of schooling. It's not so much pressure with the tsunami really impacted her, she said.
"In America they said that only 150 people were
anymore, because I have passion in the field."
Fealofani has already been re-evaluating some of killed," Fealofani said. "They were only counting the
the life decisions that come with college and choosing American citizens. Really, it was about 300-400 people
that died, so that really hit home for me. I realized that
a career path.
"Also, I've been challenged socially," Fealofani said. nobody really cares for you unless you're an Ameri
"People have been asking me, 'What do you want can. Unless you're actually educated, you're basically
to do? You know what your village wants, but what nothing, and I didn't want that for my people."
The tsunami has influenced Fealofani's hopes for
do you want to do?' Just having them ask me freaks
me out, because I don't know what I want. Now, I m the future of her village, she said.
"I just hope for my village to get on the map," Fe
thinking again about what I really want to do with my
alofani said. "I want people to know that we're there,
life."
One might expect life as the granddaughter of the because no one ever knows about us until something
High Order Chief to be weighted with numerous re significant happens. I want that something significant
sponsibilities. However, Fealofani has only one re to be because of the medicine there. I want people to
know the name of my village if they need something."
sponsibility right now, she said.
"The only responsibility I have now is going home
with a degree," Fealofani said. "Eventually, my re
sponsibility will be to start a clinic. We have a medical
clinic there, but it's not as advanced, so my grandpar Contact Alyssa Brooks at
ents want me to come back and improve medicine abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

Alyssa Brooks

I saw you wave at me from across the loop on
the way to your Monday/Wednesday/Friday
9:05 class. It makes my day every time. Your
friendliness is appreciated!

True Love
I saw you riding bikes with your fiance up
Waikiki on Sunday evening and my heart
melted a little.

Silence in the Library
I saw you snogging in the library. I hope that's
all you were doing.

Water Pong
I saw you at the Duvall 4th floor party, where
all the freshman come to practice for beer
pong by playing water pong.

Shirts Required
I saw you taking off your shirt at work. Keep it
on, please. Keep it on.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submityour "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's facebook page.

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For n on-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics
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Club uses video game to build community
Daniel Lee
Staff Writer
A g iant man clad in polished silver
armor trudges through the thick sur
rounding underbrush. He suddenly
stops, hefting an equally large sword,
as he notices movement nearby. He
abruptly turns and retreats as an enemy
emerges from the shadows, following
arrows that appear and disappear on the
ground before him.
The arrows on the ground are actually
due to a click of the right mouse button
— several, in fact, as a League of Pirates
member frantically hits his mouse but
ton in order to escape the assault of an
opposing player.
Such players filled a computer lab in
the Eric Johnston Science Center as the
League of Pirates club met for a monthly
tournament Nov. 3.
The League of Pi rates club launched
this year to cater specifically to gamers
playing League of Legends (LoL) — a
multiplayer, battle-themed, role-play
ing game played online — at Whitworth,
club officer Tyler Burke said.
"We just came and talked about start
ing a club that did more frequent events
for the League of Legend players across
the campus, because there wasn't a lot
of stuff being done," Burke said.
WhitCon, a gaming convention host

ed by the Gaming Club, has a League of League of Legends than any other game."
In fact, Riot Games, owner of LoL,
Legends aspect, however the conven
tion o nly occurs once a year, Burke said. recently hosted a world championship
The officers wanted an environment, tournament that saw teams from many
not just about gaming, but about com parts of the world, including North
munity, and thus launched the club with America, Europe and Asia.
Leading video game publisher and
that purpose.
"The premise of the League of Leg owner of LoL Riot G ames recently took
notice of the League
ends club is that it's
of Pir ates club after
more of a commu
"Our mission statement
the club officers ap
nity club, instead of
is to unite and strengthen plied for the group's
Gaming Club where
tournaments to re
they focus more on
the League of Legends
ceive prizes from
WhitCon,
which
the company.
is at the end of t he community at Whitworth.'
"Very recently,
year," Burke said.
we got Riot-sanc
— TYLER BU RKE
"We're more about
tioned,"
Kinney
meeting up week
League of Pirates club officer
said. "So, b eing Ri
ly a nd playing with
ot-sanctioned, that
kids in the comput
er lab and just having fun on a week- means that we can apply to get prizes for
to-week basis during monthly tourna our events — like if we hold a local tour
nament, we can get stuff from Riot that
ments."
Out of th e huge pool of vid eo games we can give out as prizes."
The club began the planning stages
the 21st century has to offer, the club is
for a school-wide tournament, which is
focused on just one game: LoL.
The club chose LoL not only because planned to take place toward the end of
it is fun, but also because the game is the semester.
"We're looking forward to a new tour
widely popular, Ranked Teams Coordi
nament that we're doing in the winter,"
nator Korey Kinney said.
"League is just a lot of fun ; it's really Burke said. "We're doing a Winter Split
popular," Kinney said. "But right now, it Championship for Whitworth and we
is the most widely played game world just got a huge amount money [worth in
wide. There are more people who play prizes] from [Riot] — they gave us about

$600 in prizes for us to give out for the
tournament."
With this opportunity comes a catch,
however. There must be a minimum of
eight teams registered in order for Riot
to give t he club prizes for distribution,
Burke said. The club officers said the
event will tentatively be held Dec. 7.
The League of Pirat es club is dedica
tion to building strong community, re
gardless of its membership numbers.
"We don't have any goals for growth.
We literally created the club and our mis
sion statement is to unite and strength
en the League of Legends community at
Whitworth," Burke said. "So no matter
how small or how big the community
gets, before, it's just there to support it
and make events for it."
This mission of community is evi
denced by reactions of students who
made new friends and connections with
people in the game via the League of Pi
rates club.
"It was great to be able to meet new
people through this game that I like
playing," freshman Bria n Schappals said.
"It's nice to know people you can spend
time with, as well as play games with."

Contact Daniel Lee at
danielleel 7@my.whitworth.edu.

Earn your MBA on campus
or online from Azusa Pacific.

MBA

© 38 units

MASTER OF B USINESS
ADMINISTRATION

© 12-36 months

Maximize your career potential and leadership ability with a
traditional business degree that focuses on strategy and finance,
as well as analytical and relational skills- Professors are industry

"Scholarships and grants have freed
me from financial burdens and
afforded me the opportunity to
pursue a variety of interests," says
WSU civil engineering doctoral
student Julian Reyes.

experts who emphasize ethical conduct and experience-based
learning. Six optional concentrations are also available in the
on-campus program.

OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS

MAM

MLOS

MASTER OF ARTS
IN MANAGEMENT

MASTER OF ARTS IN LEADERSHIP
AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES

© 39 unrts

© 33 units

© 12-30 months

20 months

The majority of full-time WSU
nrariiiate students receive
ships, grants, or
and many graduate
no erect. Find out more at
gradschool.wsu.edu.

UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL

Now enrolling. Apply today at
apu.edu/go/businessleadership/

Mm AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y
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OPINIONS
Compost bins to improve sustainability efforts
MOLLY
DANIELS
COLUMNIST

I lived across the hall from two wom
en who worked regularly at the Whitworth Community Garden last year. I
remember conversations about weed
ing, harvesting produce and get-to
gethers during which people could
sample the products of the gardeners'
labor. These women set an example of
sustainable living in a way that I think
the university can easily adopt.
They placed a small plastic bin
outside their room with a sign asking
people to donate apple cores, coffee
grounds and any extra produce waste.
Once the bin was full, the women
would add it to a compost pile near the
garden and use it as natural fertilizer.
Whitworth has a recycling program
designed to reduce the amount of
waste produced by the university. One

can find details regarding Whitworth's than paper or plastic waste. In other
sustainability practices on the col words, the items Whitworth current
lege's website.
ly recycles the most are no longer the
However, the plan does not men biggest concern.
tion compost. The policy states that
Many may not realize that food
the university prioritizes recycling and waste harms the environment. How
reducing
waste
ever, food waste ac
and claims that
tually emits high lev
the
university
els of methane and
is committed to
nitrous oxide. Land
promoting sus
fills account for the
tainable practices.
third-largest amount
Starting a com
of worldwide meth
posting program
ane emissions, ac
aligns with this
cording to a 2010
policy. Compost
study by the Global
ing is essentially
Methane Initiative.
recycling
food,
Composted food,
and
provides
Annika Strough | Graphic Artist on the other hand,
another way in
releases
relatively
which Whitworth can work toward re low levels of methane and nitrous ox
ducing its environmental impact.
ide because the organic materials are
Food waste occupies the greatest exposed to oxygen and decompose
amount of space in landfills, accord naturally. Microorganisms, worms
ing to Modern Farmer in its Sept. 2013 and bacteria also contribute in break
issue. Food waste takes up more room ing down material. The exposure to

oxygen is key—compost piles require
constant shifting to ensure that oxygen
becomes organic material. Landfill
waste does not receive this treatment,
which is why methane is produced,
according to a study done by Univer
sity of Idaho in 2011.
Composting can help keep food
waste out of landfills, and it also ben
efits the environment. Healthy nutri
ents can naturally return to the soil,
and the waste acts as a powerful nat
ural fertilizer. The university should
send the collected organic material
to the Community Garden or local
farms, increasing the use of natural
soil enrichment. Whitworth is com
mitted to recycling reusable materials,
according to its website. I think a new
bin labeled "Food" should be added to
the recycling areas in dormitories to
encourage students to compost.
DANIELS is a sophomore majoring in
journalism. Comments can be sent to
mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu.

Female te!iwosi©m characters serve as strong role models
WHITNEY
CARTER
COLUMNIST

Young women of today have grown up
with excellent examples of strong wom
en on television, who serve as incredi
ble role models. "You can't be what you
don't see," Surgeon General Joclyn Ed
wards said in the New York Times Mag
azine almost 10 years ago. She was the
first female surgeon general in the U.S.
Historically, television shows rare
ly p ortrayed strong, employed women.
Many did not consider these desirable
characteristics for women, preferring
to show women performing domestic
tasks. Most television shows only dis
played strong women as archetypal,
"butch" characters. Of course, there
is nothing wrong with embracing the
"butch" identity. However, little girls
need the opportunity to see that a wom
an can be strong and feminine.

Nowadays, women on television are reation, a woman in local government
playing doctors, lawyers and cops. Young who navigates a corporate culture with
women can now see other women who an established "boy's club," disproves
do not deny their femininity playing tra the belief that strong women need to
ditionally masculine roles. By e mbrac take on masculine characteristics. Addi
ing their femininity, they highlight their tionally, The Mindy Project's Mindy Kaling, a doctor who still
accomplishments
and strength. See
"As with many areas of embraces her feminin
ity, also helps disprove
ing women in these
roles on TV will society, gender equality that belief.
As with many areas of
make an impact on
in the media is far from society, the goal of gen
young girls.
der equality in the me
Today's girls will
complete. However,
dia is far from complete.
be able to see them
the television industry However, the television
selves in such po
aspect of media has
sitions of power. As
has made strong
made improvements—
a result, I predict
especially in relation to
society will see an
improvements."
the film industry.
increase in the num
In movies, women
ber of women in
more powerful positions. The media has only represent 28 percent of characters,
an incredible impact on culture and so while 39 percent of characters on prime
ciety, which we ought to use as leverage time are women, according to the Geena Davis Institute on Gender in Media.
for social change.
Characters that exemplify powerful Seeing women in that many roles allows
women have become central characters girls to find role models.
The film industry also lags in oth
in many popular television shows. For
example, Leslie Knope of Parks and Rec er ways in relation to gender equality.

Women only make up 20 percent of LL
jobs in movies, whereas women hold 34
percent of the jobs in evening television.
"In the 2010-11 prime-time television
season, women accounted for 25% of
all creators, executive producers, pro
ducers, directors, writers, editors, and
directors of photography working on
situation comedies, dramas, and reality
programs airing on the broadcast net
works," according to the research of Mar
tha Lauzen at the Center for the Study of
Women in Television and Film at San Di
ego State University. The fact that more
women have become involved behind
the scenes of the television industry has
likely improved the portrayal of women.
Clearly, 25 percent is not equal, but
we can see that more women are work
ing in television, so they are beginning
to be represented more fairly. Women
can work to improve this by m odeling
after these strong roles in everyday life
to young girls.
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent
to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu.
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nformed
Consumer mindfulness supports
companies with posatiwe vafa®s

Amanda Turner | Graphic Artist

you may be surprised by the results.
Second, it is important to actually support com
panies that uphold those values that you find im
B)
portant. Again, do a little digging and research
m
companies that outrightly support causes in which
COLUMNIST
you believe. Another example: If yo u believe that
v.
the conservation of the Asian elephant species is
Imagine this: you are standing in the middle of important, go out of your way to buy from compa
your home. You look around, and everything that nies whose products specifically support the cause.
Third, there are many wonderful resources that
you see, you can say where it came from. Not in the
historical sense, such as an antique passed down will help people become informed consumers.
by a relative. Rather, you can state the origins of Most of them are electronic, including many appli
cations (the majority of them free) o r websites ded
your furniture, your food or even your clothing.
I would hazard a guess that nearly all of the peo icated to identifying "good" and "bad" companies.
It should be noted that part of being an informed
ple reading this article cannot say this is true for
consumer is knowing that you are
them, simply because this is not
using reliable data. Verify thedata
the culture that we have been
"All it takes to become a you receive with other sources,
born into. Thankfully, our soci
take note of any discrepan
ety is shifting toward a culture of
mindful consumer is a and
cies. Talking with other people
consumer mindfulness.
little research. Because about which resources they use
As I am only in the beginning
will help gain a better under
stages of becoming an informed
we live in an age with standing of the information and
consumer, I can only offer you
allow it to spread to others.
three items to consider: 1) The
information at our
Resources include applica
importance of knowing what
tions such as Social Impact, Good
you support, 2) The importance
fingertips, we should
Guide, Instead, National Green
of supporting companies that
use these resources to
Pages and Co-op Food Mag. In
have the same values as you do
formational websites include Fair
and 3) A few helpful resources to
our advantage."
Trade USA and World Fair Trade
use when shopping.
Organization, two nonprofit com
First, it is important to know
what values you believe other companies should panies that act as third-party reviewers of products
support. For example, if you believe that child labor produced and exported worldwide. In Spokane,
is unethical, you should support companies that check out Main Market Co-op, a nonprofit organi
zation that supports local and organic producers
have the same belief.
All it takes to become a mindful consumer is a and sustainable business and agriculture.
little research. Because we live in an age with in
formation constantly at our fingertips, we should
use these resources to our advantage. Do a quick HUNTER is a junior majoring in psychology. Com
Google search about your favorite clothing brand; ments can be sent to chunterl5@my.whitworth.edu.

CLAIRE
HUNTER

JF

WHITWORTHIOUT
"Yes, it has, but what I feel a lot of people don't
know is that there is someone in facilities and
ASWU. Ashton Lupton is the sustainability
coordinator for ASWU, she has done a great job.
Fred Johnston is the Resource Conservation
Manager."
— Amava Rodriguez, junior

"I tliink they've done a good job, especially
with the trays and recycling. Maybe the plastic
cups in the coffeeshop could be replaced
by people using their own water bottles or
something more biodegradable."
— Carys Parker, freshman

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Miami Dolphins saga
presents important lesson
in handling misconduct
The typical NFL news of exciting games, charismatic
players and feel-good stories has been overtaken in re
cent weeks by the bullying and harassment allegations
in the Miami Dolphins organization. The issue serves as
a prime example of what can happen when wrongful be
havior becomes an acceptable norm within a culture.
News reports continue to expose information about
a messy situation in which Dolphins' lineman Jonathan
Martin left the team, citing mistreatment from team
mates—mainly bullying and harassment allegations
against suspended teammate Richie Incognito—as his
reason for leaving.
As the NFL launches an investigation into the matter,
the public needs to take the situation as an important
lesson in speaking out if o ne does not feel comfortable
with the words and actions of a situation. Responses to
this story indicate that the wrongdoings with vulgar lan
guage and treatment in the Dolphins' locker room are
not specific to one team, but rather a manifestation of the
culture that exists within many locker rooms in the NFL.
It evidently took a complicated breakup and decision
to leave by Martin to bring the issue to light. Additional
stories, interviews and investigation results are still forth
coming but the immediate takeaway from the Miami
locker room saga is to speak up immediately when an
individual or culture crosses the line into inappropriate
behavior.
In doing so, concerns are brought to the table and in
dividuals—and even cultures—are held accountable for
actions. Even if s peaking up is a tough task, it creates a
better environment in the long run. Otherwise, longterm experiences, such as Martin and the Dolphins, be
come a compounded issue and the individual is forced
to function in an uncomfortable environment.
The Incognito-Martin story goes to show that locker
room issues exist beneath the fame and glory of the NFL.
Bullying and harassment are major problems that need
to be dealt with in society. This editorial board encourag
es individuals to have the courage to speak up in uncom
fortable situations, to save the individual and associated
group or culture from long-term problems.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Has Whitworth done enough to promote
environmental sustainability? Do you see
any specific areas for improvement?
"I think the Kipos garden is pretty cool and there
are enough people in the community to care
about that. Sodexo throws away so much food
that could be given away. It's something that
people should be aware of."
— Max Carter, sophomore

"I know that their new buildings always consider
the environment. One thing I've wondered
about is our water consumption because we
have sprinklers running all the time. Other
than that, they do a good job with recycling and
composting."
— Charlie Cox, senior

+

SPORTS

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Men's soccer coach Morgan Cathey poses with assistant coaches and senior soccer players before the match against Whitman last Saturday, Nov.9 at home.

Whitworth men's§©cc®r transitions out© Cathey era
Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer
After 17 of some of the most successful seasons that
the men's soccer team has ever had, new head coach
Morgan Cathey and the players on the men's soccer
team set out to find a winning formula in order to con
tinue the success they had in previous years.
Though former head coach Sean Bushey's coaching
experience was key to the men's 13th place standing in
the NSCAA (Nat ional Soccer Coaches Association of
America) last season, Cathey also has a passion for his
job, assistant coach Bryan Olson said.
"I thought it was gonna be difficult at first, having
Sean [Bushey] as the original coach, and I was kind of
scared that bringing someone new was gonna change
everything," s enior midfielder Sam Selisch said. "But
after going along with it, it wasn't bad at all. He's been
a good listener and open to our ideas, about things that
aren't working so well andthings that are working well.
It's been easy to communicate with him and to share
ideas about soccer."
Cathey has carried on many of t he same philoso
phies as Bushey, which made practice similar to last
year, sophomore forward Samuel Jarrett said.
"Style of play, hard work, work ethic and the em
phasis on the entire team being part of the program is
still there, which is definitely very similar to how coach
Bushey did it last year," Jarrett said.
Though the coaching styles of both Cathey and
Bushey are quite similar, Cathey brought some new
ideas and new techniques with him, Olson said.
"Cathey's experience as a player and a coach over
seas also provide him with a great viewpoint on the
game," Olson said. "He also has one of the best half vol
ley techniques I have ever seen which is probably one
of his greatest strengths."
To ensure that the players would be comfortable be
ing coached by him, Cathey aimed to have a good rela
tionship with the team and got to know the players on
a personal level.
"At the very start of the season, he emphasized com
munication a lot, so he had a one-on-one interview
with every player and got to know each of us person

ally," Jarrett said. "He talked about how to motivate us
and how to get the most out of us during practice."
During practices, Cathey wants to motivate and get
the most out of the players, he also wants them to have
fun at the same time.
"One time when he played with us, he tried maybe
four or five volleys. You co uld tell that it brought him
energy," junior midfielder Matt Bray said. "It took him
back to his playing days when he was still a player, and
it was fun to see him playing out there and trying to mix
it up while playing with us."
Cathey has the soccer philosophy of keeping the ball
and scoring as early and often as possible, Bray said.
Cathey not only wants the men to have fun during
practice, but also during games. He emphasizes how
the men need to play good soccer, and play the Whit
worth way: a position-based style of play with more
of an attacking mindset, the way the Pirate players al
ready know how, Jarrett said.
"Coach Cathey always reminds the players that it is
not about results. Success is about giving everything of
yourself for a greater purpose than just the result of a
game," Olson said.
Though soccer is important, Cathey wants the play
ers to understand that it is not just about soccer but
also about being part of and serving the community,
Larson said. During training camp, before classes start,
the team divided up and volunteered at the Boys and
Girls club and at "Peak 7," a nonprofit organization
targeted at taking young people outdoors for activities
such as Whitewater rafting, kayaking, rock climbing,
and backpacking trips.
"One of the pillars of the program is being about oth
ers, being selfless. But we can't just say that, we have
to go out and actually do that," Cathey said. "The guys
can realize that soccer is a great game we are very priv
ileged to play, but in life, socceris not always gonna be
there, and we have a great opportunity right now and
throughout our whole fives to serve those who are in
need. It's also a great tool for getting our guys together.
It brings unity."
The passion that Cathey displays encourages players
to set goals and strive to achieve them through effort
and determination.
"Cathey brings a lot of e nergy to the program. He is

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Cathey presents a bouquet to senior Sam Selisch
before the game against Whitman Nov. 9.
very enthusiastic and is driven. He is motivated and
sets a really high goal for our team, such as going to the
national championship," senior defender Andrew Flint
said. "He says it and he believes it, and he coaches you
in a way to get you there."
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my. whitworth.edu
+
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Men's cross c©untry bonds through adversity
Pirate runners develop as a team despite season lacking in NWC success
As a result of a smaller team with no new recruits, the
men developed a close bond right away.
Staff Writer
"We felt like a band of br others in the beginning of
the season," senior captain Matt Edwards said. "The
The 2013 Whitworth men's cross country team is not women had a large team and we didn't, but I thought
the Northwest Conference champion, nor do they have we had everything we needed to do well and I think we
members part of the all-conference teams. They could became closer as a result of that."
The men's season looked promising from the outset
not manage to obtain higher than a sixth place finish
all season long, yet eight men rose to the challenge to when the men took a sixth place finish out of 18 teams
at the Sundodger Invitational in
fight to push their bodies and minds
Seattle, where they beat two other
to the absolute limit; to become not
"We didn't change our
conference rival teams.
only a team, but a family and that is
"Sundodger was a meet where we
why they succeed.
goals of trying to win
looked really strong," junior Trent
This year, the men's team had the
conference and go to
Dudley said. "A lot of guys ran to
smallest roster since the 1998 men's
their potential, we ran as a team and
team that only had six members. A
nationals just because
looked strong as a team."
smaller team left less room for error
As th e season continued, minor
and increased individual responsi
we were a team of only
health issues, a lack of confidence
bility.
and the smaller roster took a toll on
[eight] guys. We just
"I could have 30, 40 or 50 guys on
the men's performance to the point
the cross country team. We'd prob
ably have a lot of fun, but that's not understood that we need where the season became tougher,
said.
what we are interested in," head
to train and race better." Edwards
After taking 15th place at the
coach Toby Sc hwarz said. "We are
Runner's Soul/Erik Anderson Invite
interested in athletes who are trying
—MATT FERRIS
at Plantes Ferry Park for their low
to win nationals or conference titles
junior
est-ranking meet of the season, the
because we are trying to test and
men began to realize what this sea
push people to be their best."
son was really about, as well as what
A smaller roster did not stop the
men from setting high goals for the team at the begin was important to them not only as teammates, but as
friends.
ning of the season.
"Every guy on the team is completely different, but
"We didn't change our goals of trying to win confer
ence and go to nationals just because we were a team we all have running in common, and we have the de
of only [eight] guys," junior Matt Ferris said. "We just sire to do well, which is something that brought us
eight individuals together," Edwards said. "It's good
understood that we need to train and race better."

Jordanne Perry

when you can run with friends that you trust deeply
and know that they are working hard. Even ifthey don't
have a good race, you can trust that they are working as
hard as you."
After figuring out how to worktogether as a team, the
men started to accomplish their goals little by little.
"Obviously the score wasn't fantastic at conference,
but we were able to actually run as a team which was
something that we wanted to do all season," Ferris said.
"It wasn't all that fast, but it was step
a in the right direc
tion and showed us what we were capable of."
After embracing humility, the men can approach the
next race, knowing the best way for them to achieve
success is by working with each other.
"We understand why we are racing now," sopho
more Chris MacMurray said. "I mean we all can go out
to train hard and run hard to achieve a certain time but
ultimately we are part of a team and when you are a
team the race isn't just about you anymore, it's about
the teammate next to you. We learned that we need to
be one unit versus a bunch of individuals."
The men were able to grow together as a team in part
because they were challenged by the program, Schwarz
said.
"He [James] says in James, 'Consid
er itpure joy when
you face trials because trials produce all these things so
that you may be mature and complete, not lacking any
thing' (James 1:2-4)," Schwarz said, "and that's what we
are trying to do."
The men will have one last shot at redemption in the
NCAA Division III West Regionals on Nov. 16 in Claremont, Calif.
Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Football falls to PLU in final home contest
lead to 21-14. Junior running back Niko
"We kept playing hard and brought tying the score at 14-14.
Head coach John Tully said turnovers Madison took the ball for a 4-yard run at
energy for the whole game and didn't
Staff Writer
were the reason the 9:12 to extend the Lutes' lead to 28-14.
let the first two drives
With 1:26 left in the game, Whitworth
Pirates were able to
get our confidence
"Turnovers were
keep the game close. senior tight end Wade Meyer caught a
The Whitworth Pirates came up short down,"
Monahan
"Turnovers were pass from Peterson for a 20-yard touch
in a 28-21 loss to 15th-r
anked Pacific Lu said. "We also created
really good and
really good and im down for a final score of 28-21.
theran last Saturday in Whitworth's last turnovers which was
Peterson completed 25-of-31 passes
portant to keep us
something we knew
home game of the season.
important to keep us
close in the game. for 220 yards and three touchdowns to
The Lutes (8-1, 5-1 NWC) ended their we needed to do as a
close in the game. They They put us in a good highlight Whitworth's offensive perfor
regular season, while Whitworth (3-6, defense," Monahan
position to win and mance.
1-4 NWC) still has one game remaining said.
Monahan and senior linebacker Ja
Junior wide re put us in a good position to keep it at 14 all at
on the regular season schedule.
cob Kriegbaum each had eight tackles.
half," Tully said.
The Lutes were in control for the ceiver Drew Clausen
to win and to keepit 14
The third quar In addition, junior defensive end Aaron
first quarter. Junior quarterback Dal- caught a pass from
ter was all defense Powe recorded a sack.
ton Ritchey ran for 21 yards to score the junior quarterback
all at half."
Meyer said that if both the offense and
as both teams were
Lutes' first touchdown, making the score Bryan Peterson in the
—JOHN TULLY
scoreless, but the defense play well against Lewis & Clark
7-0. Later in the quarter, Ritchey took the second quarter for a
fourth
quarter it will be a fun game to watch.
ball for another 8-yard touchdown run, 10-yard touchdown
head coach
brought a resurgent
bringing the Lutes to a 14-0 lead.
reception, making the
PLU. Senio r running
Whitworth's senior defensive back score 14-7. Peterson
back Kelly Morgan
Casey Monahan said that keeping a high struck again with his
level of motivation was crucial for keep pass to senior wide receiver Dustin Mar caught a pass from Ritchey for an 11- Contact Tyler Jezierski at
ing the game close.
tin for a 5-yard touchdown reception, yard touchdown, increasing the Lutes' tjezierskil4@my.whitworth.edu

Tyler Jezierski

LOTTERY NIGHT
FRIDAY 11/15 VS. PRINCE GEORGE

SATURDAY 11/16 VS. REGINA

Four lucky finalists will co mpete for up to $400
in C enex Zip Trip Gift C ards.

The first 5,000 fans will re ceive a Team Poster
courtesy of Itron

Sponsored by:

wwwSPOXAUeCHI€rScem
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MEN'S SOCCER
Check Whitworth athletic website to hear about NCAA tournament bid results

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Season over

VOLLEYBALL
Season over

FOOTBALL
Whitworth at Lewis & Clark - Noon, Saturday, Nov. 16

CROSSCOUNTRY
Whitworth at NCAA Div. Ill West Regional meet - 9a.m., Saturday, Nov. 16

MEN'S GOLF
Season over

WOMEN'S GOLF
Season over

VOLLEYBALL
NWC

ALL
19-5

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

15-1

Senior team captain Jalana White finished the 2013 season with 428 kills to lead the Northwest Conference.

PUGET SOUND

12-4

17-8

SPOTTED FROM THE CROW'S NEST

WHITWORTH

9-7

15-13

Hope Barnes | P
hotographer

WILLAMETTE

8-8

12-13

GEORGE FOX

7-9

12-12

Volleyball: Jalana Wfiit®

PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-9

8-15

LEWIS & CLARK

5-11

6-16

WHITMAN

5-11

7-22

These qualities contributed to White being named a
team captain, along with Dinsmore, this season.
Staff Writer
"Before I met Jalana, [head coach] Kati would tell me
what a great leader she thought Jalana was going to be
Senior Jalana White became one of Whitworth's go-to because she is a hard worker and somewhat of a "moth
hitters over her four years as a Pirate, culminating with er hen" with the girls," Pancho said. "She leads by exam
her 22-kill performance last Friday on Senior Night. But ple and her teammates have a lot of trust when playing
White's legacy is also about the relationships she devel with her."
oped with her teammates during her time on the volley
White strives to be a positive role model for the rest
ball team.
of her team.
Growing up in Post Falls, Idaho, White experimented
"I w ant to be someone they can look up to," White
with basketball and soccer, but her real passion was vol said. " I want the team to remember me as a hard work
leyball, she said.
er. Someone that led the team. I want them to miss that.
That passion led her to Whitworth,
I want to be one of the players that
where she became one of the region's
girls miss and talk about and say,
"I want to be someone
premier players.
'Do you remember when Jalana
"Jalana's a stud," sophomore setter
was here?"'
they
can
look
up
to.
I
Maddye Dinsmore said. "She brings fire
Being the vocal leader that she
and leadership. I know 1can give her the
want the team to
is, White has to remind people that
ball in tough situations."
her passion should not be mistak
remember me as a hard en for her being upset.
Fellow senior Whitney Santos recalls
the time she first realized how good
"On the court I'm really com
worker. Someone that led petitive.
White was going to be for the team.
I warn girls of that before
"I remember playing in Texas for
the year, I 'm two different people
the team."
preseason and J getting subbed in as
on and off th e court. You have to
—JALANA WHITE
a freshman for a right side starter. She
know that I'm not angry at you.
came in off the bench and played unbe
It's just intense in the moment,"
senior
lievably well," Sa ntos said. "From then
White said. "But off the court I like
on, I knew she was going to be a stud."
to have a lot of fun with my team,
As a junior, White received recognition on a larger we laugh a lot and we just have really good chemistry."
scale as she was voted second team all-conference.
White has also made an impression on her teammates
"I was surprised and excited," White said. "I would in her time off the court.
rather have won conference than get an individual
"J is hilarious. Most of our time off the court is spent
award but it was exciting."
laughing or being sassy to the underclassmen," Santos
However, the award was not indicative of White's sea said. "In the nicest way possible of course."
son, assistant coach lamie Pancho said.
With a 3-1victory over Whitman to end her last season
"I was shocked," Pancho said. "I would have put her at Whitworth, White was happy to end on a high note.
on the first team. I think she would start at any school in
"Ending the season strongly and leaving a good foun
the conference."
dation for the younger girls isso important to me,"White
With her 22 killslast Friday, White finished the season said.
with a conference-leading 428.
White hopes her hard work, along with that of her
However, as good as White has been statistically for teammates and coaches will leave the program in a bet
the Pirates, her influence on the team goes beyond ter place after she graduates.
blocks and kills.
"She's a positive leader, and really outgoing and funny
and just a really nice person in general," Dinsmore said.
"She leads by example and also vocally and off the court Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
as well. She's someone you can talk to."

LINFIELD

4-12

8-15

James Silberman

MEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

PUGETSOUND

12-2

14-5

WHITWORTH

10-2-2

12-3-3
13-4-3

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

8-4-2

WHITMAN

8-5-1

9-9-2

WILLAMETTE

6-5-3

10-6-3

LINFIELD

5-8-1

8-9-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

2-11-1

7-12-1

0-14

1-19

GEORGE FOX

WOMEN'S SOCCER
NWC

ALL

PUGETSOUND

13-1-2

15-2-2
15-4-1

LINFIELD

11-4-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

9-2-5

11-4-5

LEWIS & CLARK

7-8-1

10-9-1

WHITMAN
PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-9

11-9

6-8-2

9-8-3

WHITWORTH

4-6-6

7-7-6

WILLAMETTE

3-10-3

5-12-3

GEORGE FOX

1-13-2

3-15-2

FOOTBALL
NWC

ALL

LINFIELD

5-0

8-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-1

8-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-2

7-2

WILLAMETTE

3-2

6-2

WHITWORTH

1-4

3-6

LEWIS & CLARK

1-4

1-7

PUGET SOUND

0-5

1-7

Note: Standings as of Nov. 10,2013
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WHITPICS
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SNOW
DAY:

A TASTE
OF

WHAT'S
TO
COME

*fe'

TOP LEFT: Sophomore Daniel
Prager packs a snowball while
enjoying the snow with his Arabic
class on Tuesday.
Catherine Palmer |Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Junior Zach Johnson
prepares to throw a snowball at a
classmate on Tuesday morning.
Catherine Palmer |Photographer

ABOVE: Johnson throws a
snowball at junior David Repsold
on the one day of snow last week.
Catherine Palmer |Photographer

LEFT: Junior Madison Greenhall
plays in the snow in front of the
Village on Tuesday, Nov. 5.
Joseph Parker |Photographer
r>.

RIGHT: Professor Lobna Saeed
enjoys the snow with her Arabic
class outside of Dixon Hall.
Catherine Palmer j Pho tographer
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Safe Connect
Important Message
We require you to authenticate before proceeding
Click Here To Read Our Full Policy

Network Username: "»•
Password:
: Submit

SafeConnect blocks viruses, and
keeps tabs on file-sharing
The program every computer needs to connect to
the on-campus network prevents unauthorized
access, protects from viruses and can make a report if
copyrighted content is downloaded illegally.
^

Faculty faith diversity
affects scholarship,
teaching at Whitworth

p. 7
Women's cross country caps
off season at regionals
p. 13

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 8
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.

FALL STAFF 2013
Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

Circulation Manager

Andrew Forhan

Connor Soudani

Austin May

News Editor •

Photo Editor

Graphics Editor

Lucas Thayer

Tanner Scholten

Bre Taylor

Arts & Culture Editor

Multimedia Specialist

Advertising Manager

Lindsie Trego

Rosie McFarland

Remi Omodara

Opinions Editor

Copy Chief

Adviser

Lindsey Hubbart

Annmarie Crandall

Gordon Jackson

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
Dear Editor,
I am an officer in the Whit
worth Gaining Club. I read the
article in Issue 7 about the League
of Pirates club and would like to
correct some statements in the
article about the Gaming Club.
The article implies that the Gaming
Club does not focus on community
because the only event we do is
WhitCon; this is an incorrect state
ment. The Gaming Club's mission
is to promote community through
gaming. Every Saturday evening
we hold Game Nights where 10-20
students come to play whatever
games interest the group for sever
al hours. Commonly played games
include board games, card games,
party games such as Celebrity, and
video games such as League of
Legends. Additionally, this

year the Gaming Club is hosting
occasional MTG tournaments, the
first of which was very successful.
Furthermore, WhitCon itself is
intended to promote communi
ty between Whitworth and the
general Spokane community; the
first year it was held, the mantra
was "tearing down the pinecone
curtain."
Thank you for correcting this
misinformation. If you have any
questions about the Gaming Club,
please contact the club email,
whitworthgamingclub@gmail.com
Sincerely,
Jacob Hunter
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08 ARMED FORCES

FEATURED
03 CHRISTMAS CHILD

Warren Hall's dorm service proj'ect gives to
those in need during the holiday season and
has expanded to a campus-wide project.

05 FOOD FOR THOUGHT

11

BENEFITS OF MUSIC

Music provides listeners with numerous
psychological benefits, including mood
alteration and increased happiness.

12 HOLIDAY SERVICE

Kipos, Whitworth's gardening club, is
starting a food forest, a hydroponics
initiative, and much more.

The holidays provide an excellent
opportunity for students to reach out to the
community and help those in need.

07 FAITH AMONG FACULTY

14 SWIMMING SWEEP

Whitworth faculty represent a wide variety
of orthodox Christian faith backgrounds,
ranging from Catholic to Anabaptist.

09 HEALTHY LIFESTYLES

Simple changes in diet and exercise can
assist students in benefitting their overall
health and energy levels.

Men's and women's swim teams win by
large margins at home against NWC foes
Pacific and Lewis & Clark.

15 CAMPUS CONNECTION

Student-athletes Katie and Drew Adams
follow after their grandfather, Sam Adams, a
track and football standout at Whitworth.

+

NEWS
Students pQan to pack shoe boxes for needy children
Operation Christmas Child spreads Christmas cheer, Christian message
gram to learn about Christianity, Free
man said.
Staff Writer
"Not only is this something like their
first gift they have ever received, but they
The holiday season is often coined as get to learn about the salvation of Jesus
the 'season for giving'— and Alicen Free Christ," Freeman said.
After th e children complete the pro
man, sophomore and Warren ASWU
representative, wanted to bring that spir gram, they receive a Bible in their native
it of giving and generosity to Whitworth. language, Freeman said.
"This p rogram is great because once
Every semester, the student residence
halls at Whitworth are required to coor the child learns about Jesus, they tell
their friends and their
dinate a service project,
parents and it just
and Freeman and other
"The children are
spreads," Freeman said.
student residence lead
Operation Christmas
ership picked Operation
not only getting
Child was started by
Christmas Child as the
project for the 2013 hol gifts, but they get an the evangelical Chris
tian charity Samaritan's
iday season.
explanation for the Purse, with a mission
Arend Hall did an Op
to help those in need in
eration Christmas Child
love behind the gifts war-torn, famine, dis
event as a dorm project
in November. Now, War and a lot of children ease and poverty strick
en areas with monetary
ren Hall is doing Opera
become Christians and other kinds of assis
tion Christmas Child as
tance, while spreading
its dorm project and has
because of the shoe the message of t he love
developed it into a cam
of God, a ccording to the
pus-wide project with
boxes."
Samaritan's Purse web
other dorms, students
site.
and faculty expressing
—REBECCA JEPSEN
Volunteers
collect
interest and participat
junior
donations and buy toys,
ing.
clothes and hygiene
"So far, staff have been
super excited about it, and clubs and products to fillshoe boxes to send to un
other dorms want to get involved," Free derprivileged children to over 130 differ
ent countries. Since the founding of the
man said.
Students who are interested in mak program in 1993,100 million shoe boxes
ing a shoe box for a child pick the gend
er have been sent.
Emily Witthuhn, junior and Ar
and age range of the receiving child in
order to pack the most age-appropriate end senator, brought Oper
gifts.
"You really wa nt to include stuff that
you might have wanted when you were a
kid," Freeman said.
The shoe boxes then go all around
the world to underprivileged children in
Africa, Asia, Central and South America
and the Pacific Islands.
Shoe box packers can then track their
shoe box if they donate on the Samari
tan's Purse website.
When making the shoe box, students
are encouraged to include seven dollars
to cover the cost of international ship
ping, Freeman said.
Upon receiving the shoe box, the
child is then enrolled in a 12-week pro-

Shelby Harding

ation Christmas Child to Arend for the
Arend service project. During a Prime
Time Nov. 10. Twenty-three Arend res
idents participated in making 19 shoe
boxes, Witthuhn said.
"Somp of the RAs and I were interest
ed in this project as well as many resi
dents and we thought it would be fun
for the whole dorm to participate in,"
Witthuhn said. "It was so encouraging to
see the Arend community come togeth
er to serve, especially dining the holiday
season."
The evangelical outreach with the
program is really what makes it special,
junior Rebecca Jepsen said.
"The children are not only getting
gifts, but they get an explanation for the
love behind the gifts and a lot of children
become Christians because of the shoe
boxes," Jepsen said.
More tangible toys are ideal, such as
teddy bears or dolls, "so the kids can feel
and hold God's love," Freeman said.
Recommended items include school
supplies, basic clothes like T-shirts and
socks, toothbrushes and soap bars.
War-related toys such as toy guns should
be avoided in order to be sensitive to the

recipient, Freeman said.
And the gifts in the shoe boxes don't
have to be expensive.
"We got most of our toys and supplies
from Target and the Dollar Tree this
year," Jepsen said. It's not about having
fancy gifts, bu t about helping the child
make the connection between the gifts
they receive in the shoe box and the gift
of salvation from Jesus Christ, Jepsen
said.
"But the best thing you can do is
pray— pr ay for the shoe box, and pray
for the child receiving it," Freeman said.
Operation Christmas Child functions
year-round, so students have the oppor
tunity to volunteer throughout the year
to promote and pray for the cause or
work in one of the processing centers in
larger cities around the country.
The Warren shoe box packing party
will be Nov. 23 from 8-10 p.m. Nov.18-25
is the national collection week for Oper
ation Christmas Child is. Drop-off loca
tions for shoe boxes will be in the HUB
during this time.
Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Bre Taylor |Graphic Artist
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SafeConnect: Protecting the network
Hayley O'Brien
Staff Writer
Contrary to popular belief, SafeConnect does not block websites
or monitor Internet browsing.
SafeConnect .serves three main
purposes; it protects the network
from viruses, prevents unautho
rized access, and keeps tabs on
peer-to-peer file-sharing on the
network.
SafeConnect discourages peerto-peer sharing by notifying a
file-sharer that Information Sys
tems is aware that the software is
on his or her computer and they
don't condone using it.
However, file-sharing isn't pro
hibited, said Walt Seidel, network
manager of information systems.
"There are many illegal uses for
that software and as an ISP pro
vider we have certain laws that we
must follow," Seidel said.
SafeConnect keeps a record of
people who commit Recording
Industry Association of America
(RIAA) violations by showing who
was logged into the computer that
committed the violation at the re
ported time, said Christina Lott,
network security administrator.
These records are only looked at
if there is an issue such as a RIAA
violation or anything classified as
a violation of Whitworth's com
puter use policy. In such cases,
Information Systems staff tracks
down the person responsible, Lott
said.
SafeConnect authenticates stu
dents and faculty. The program
ensures that users have a valid
Whitworth account and are using
"These are filtered just
the network until
the correct network.
by there being a lot of
the
copyrighted
"We record every
"There are many illegal
people in the rooms," Se
material is taken
body's access at Whit
idel said. "The likelihood
worth, whether it's the
uses for that software and off the computer,
of so mebody in there look
Seidel said.
president's or the jan
Students
and
itor's or the freshmen as an ISP provider we have
ing at pornography for pleasure
faculty are prohib
who just came in," Se
would be very small."
certain laws that we must ited from access
idel said.
SafeConnect also ensures that
Amanda Turner | Graphic Artist
The program records
ing pornographic,
PC users on the campus network
follow."
who accesses what
gambling or hate crime encouraging websites are up-to-date on all their anti-virus software and Win
computer and when,
while on the Whitworth network, but not be dows operating system updates before they are allowed
—WALT SEIDEL
although it doesn't
cause of the SafeConnect software.
to access websites other than a select few Whitworth
network manager, information
necessarily
record
The policy is a cabinet mandate that came related ones. Mac users, on the other hand, do not have
what the user does on
about in the late 2000s by the board of direc to keep their anti-virus definitions up-to-date, Lott
systems department
the network.
tors, and the Information Systems has been said.
If an individual is
abiding by it since h
t en, Seidel said.
"We recommend that everybody have an anti-virus.
using copyrighted material, then the ISP provider must
"We do our part to try and provide a secure environ We're just not enforcing it," Seidel said.
report to the copyright agency.
ment that is easily accessible but still secure," Lott said.
However, because Whitworth is a college, ifthe indi "The other part is making people aware there are things
vidual is a student, Information Systems does not have on the Internet with malicious intent."
to give the copyright agency his or her name. The stu
However, all of the blocked sites are available for ac Contact Hayley O'Brienat
dent is turned over to Student Life and is removed from cess in the library labs 235 and 232.
hobrienl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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CRUNCHING!

NUMBERS

130

Number of countries served
by Operation Christmas
Child
p. 3

232 & 235

Numbers of the rooms in the library
where content restrictions are not in
place.
p. 4

120

Number of estimated pounds of
produce Kipos donated to Second
Harvest Food Bank.
p. 5
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RIGHT: Aaron Sommerville of
General Trades Maintenance
& Repair at Whitworth points
put the unused plot where
- plum and cherry trees will
soon be planted.

'

Catherine Palmer|Photographer

General Maintenance and Kipos to turn unused plot into food forest
> '
The goal of the food forest is for it to Whitworth, Youngblom said. Students
be sustainable on its own. Sommerville can visit the forest and take food when
said that the plot is designed in a way itis ripe.
The remainder of the food may go to
that will collect and absorb rainwater. It
General Maintenance and Kipos, will not have any irrigation other than charities such as Second Harvest Food
Bank, Kipos President Christopher GroWhitworth's gardening club, are part seasonal rainwater
This will be accomplished by spread chowski said.
nering to further sustainability efforts
This will be a great place for students
and environmental awareness on cam ing logs, leaves, grass and other natural
pus. They have plans to create a food compost across layered terraces down to get involved with sustainability, Groforest, donate fresh produce to the the hill, Sommerville said. Logs will be chowski said.
"These are places where students can
community, continue gardening on dug into the terraces, which will act as
campus, and build an all-year hydro sponges for rainwater, and the terraces engage in their food," Grochowski said.
Kipos has already donated a sub
catch the water so it doesn't run off the
ponics garden.
stantial quantity of food through a
General Maintenance approached hill.
Second Harvest pro
"Nature takes care of
Kipos earlier this year, and proposed
a partnership in the creation of a food itself, it just needs a lit "Nature takes care of gram called, "Plant-aRow for the Hungry,"
forest, a plan to turn an unused plot of tle directing," Sommer
itself, it just needs a Grochowski said. The
land into a garden where any student ville said.
program donates nonThe compost and
can pick and use the food grown in it.
little directing."
GMO, org anic seeds to
resources
Aaron Sommerville, who works in natural
local gardeners, and
general trades, maintenance and repair, spread on the plot,
—AARON SOMMERVILLE
the gardeners can give
said that Kipos became involved with which Whitworth usu
back some of their pro
general trades, mainte
the food forest project so that the stu ally pays to have hauled
duce to Second Har
dents could make the food forest into away, would create new
nance and repair
vest.
something that they desired and could soil, Somerville said.
"I would say, we have
In
addition,
all
the
use. The goal is to have a student-based
donated at least 120
trees and plants will
initiative, he said.
"We don't have this huge agenda as be donated, Sommerville said. Gener pounds of produce," Grochowski said.
This produce came from Kipos' oth
to what goes there, we just want to mak
e al Maintenance already has cherry and
something of nothing," Sommerville plum trees that are ready to be planted. er two gardens on campus, Grochowski
Whatever else students want to see in said. Those two gardens are large, and
said.
The food forest will be located on a the food forest can be easily added, said have been prosperous in the past two
plot of land between the Fieldhouse Kipos Vice President Michelle Youngb- years, he said.
Grochowski said the goal of Kipos is
and Merkel Field. Sommerville said that lom.
"Students will b e able to help plant to help students to engage with their
the plot is essentially just a big hill right
now. It is not pretty, but it has the po trees in the spring, take care of t hem, food. He said he wants students to see
tential to be a beautiful place on cam and harvest the produce once the that they can sustain their own food,
trees are mature enough to produce which is a trend he said he believes
pus, he said.
"This is great for what we're doing fruit, which will be three or four years," America is missing.
"The culture in America has drifted
and horrible for anything else," Som  Youngblom said.
Food will go directly to students at so far from home gardening. There are
merville said.

Elizabeth Jacobs
StaffWriter

12

Number of protesters arrested out
side of Rep. Cathy McMorris Rodgers'
office last Wednesday, including
senior Angelis Solis.
p. 6

16

Number of pounds of milk that a
healthy cow's body is built to pro
duce per day, according to the U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture.
p. 11

1,500

Number of homeless people living
in Spokane, according to Bob Peeler
of Spokane Neighborhood Action
Programs.
p. 12

places in the U.S.that are total food des
erts, where no one has access to any
thing but corner stores for their food,"
Grochowski said.
Another area where Kipos focuses
on sustainability is in its hydroponics
initiative, a greenhouse enclosure for
growing produce year-round, which
was constructed late last year with help
from Sodexo and ASWU.
"I'm excited to have the produce
being grown during the winter, I think
that's really cool," Youngblom said.
The produce would be used by So
dexo, Youngblom said. The enclosure
will be located in the new HUB expan
sion.
"My main goal for the club, is for it to
continue to be sustained and really ac
tive in the community because I think
that's something that is lacking at Whit
worth," Youngblom said. "Other than
our club, there isn't really a push for environmentalism. So, I'd like to see stu
dents keep up with this even after the
leadership of Kipos now, is gone."
The workers in .General Trades,
Maintenance & Repair at Whitworth
want the food forest to be whatever the
students want it to be, but Sommerville
sees it as his job to maintain vision and
provide assistance in upkeep, he said.
"Our goal is to take an idea, an
d make
into something usable," Sommerville
said. "We want to take something ne
glected and turn it into something that
is totally usable, and that the students
and Whitworth benefit from."

Contact Elizabeth Jacobs at
ejacobsl 7@my.whitworth.edu

314

Number of yards passing by fresh
man quarterback Ian Kolste in the
Pirates' win over Lewis & Clark.
p. 14
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Students arrested at protest NEWS<<<BRIEF
Group protests outside U.S. Representative's office
Local nurses' union delays strike

"I've been formally trained in civil
pressure House Speaker John BoehHayley O'Brien
disobedience and contacted the po
ner.
Staff Writer
"ONEAmerica and Washington- lice before the event, so I was fully
CAN brought this event to Spokane," aware of the possibility of my arrest,"
Solis said.
Whitworth senior Angeles Solis Solis said.
There were numerous protests
This most recent protest was one
was one of a dozen people who were
arrested Nov. 13 th while protesting of a series of events and protests, with arrests across the nation, with
the slow movement of immigra such as a 10-hour fast that occurred over 100 protesters arrested in the
outside McMorris Washington, D.C., including 25 un
tion reform in the
Rodgers' office this documented immigrants, according
House of Repre
past year, Solissaid. to the D.C. Police.
sentatives.
Solis
"I've been formally
Following the arrests and the pro
Solis is part of
and others were ar
activist testers' release in Spokane, a peti
rested for interfer trained in civil disobe political
groups OneAmer- tion began circulating around the
ence of vehicular
dience and contacted ica
and Washing- House of Re presentatives to garner
traffic and for ig
noring requests by
the police before the tonCAN, both of support for immigration reform, So
which advocate for lis said.
police to disperse.
Two other Whitworth students
event."
immigration
re
The protest, which
were at the protest. Senior Jennifer
form.
took place outside
—ANGELES SOLIS
"The
demon Rojas and junior Alma Aguilar par
of U.S. Represen
stration was to ticipated in the event, but could not
tative Cathy Mcsenior
call on Cathy to be reached for comment.
Morris Rodgers'
"I chose to risk arrest because I
do her job and
office, located in
pressure Speaker believe in the futures of my friends,
the Peyton Build
ing in Downtown Spokane, called of the House John Boehner to put my family and aspiring citizens
on Republicans to pass immigration the Comprehensive Immigration across the country. I was honored
Reform Bill to a vote on the House to participate in this civil disobedi
reform.
The protest occurred on Nation floor," Solis said. The bill had already ence," Solis said.
al Call-in Day, a nationwide move passed in the Senate, but Boehner
ment to make calls to Congress to has been deleting the decision to Contact Shelby Harding at
push for immigration reform and present the bill for a vote, Solis said. shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Obama announces policy reversal
President Barack Obama announced a
policy reversal last Thursday, which would
allow insurance companies to keep citizens
on health plans that were to be or already
were canceled because they did not meet the
minimum standards set by the Affordable
Care Act.
The policy reversal came as thousands
who wanted to keep their current insurance
plans saw their plans being canceled.
The Republican-controlled house voted
the bill through last Friday, allowing
Americans to keep their existing coverage
without penalty through 2014.
Sources|The Spokesman-Review
and The New York Times
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Nearly 1,100 union nurses, medical
technicians and service staff-are delaying
their planned one-day strike until later
this month, although the strike may be
rescheduled if Deaconess and Valley
Hospital management do not compromise
on some of the union's demands.
The hospitals, owned by Rockwood Health
Systems, face pressure from the union to put
more staff on the clock for each shift to make
the job easier for the staff and Increase the
amount of individual attention each patient
receives.
The move could make Rockwood Health
Systems' efforts to remain competitive with
Providence Health Care, the region's leading
healthcare provider, more difficult.

Visit PTS:
The Princeton Seminars

The L.I.V.E. Symposium

February 5-7, 2014

(Learning, Inclusion, Vitality, Exploration)

February 26-28, 2014

March 5-7,2014

O f f i c e o f A d mi s s i o n s a n d F i n a n c i a l A i d
visit

www.plsem.edu an d

c lick on the Admission s tab to find the

Prospective-Students link.

P R I N C E T O N
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

ASWU UPDATE
• Todd Sandberg, University Recreation Cen
ter director, came to ASWU to talk about the
statistics of who is using the new center thus
far. About 23,000 unique swipes have been re
corded this semester, and about 1,700students
have used the center. On average, Monday is
the busiest day, and 3-5 pm is the busiest time
of day for student use of the center.
• It was announced at this week's ASWU meet
ing that Security Officer Joel Diaz was rec
ognized as the Local Hero of th e Year by the
American Red Cross.
• Leadership in ASWU approved a requisition
from Capital Funds of up to $1,500 for the pur
chase of two 40 inch TVs for The Village. The
TVs that the Village used to have were thrown
out during last summer's renovations to the
dormitories. The initial request for $1,141.32
was increased by ASWU leadership in order to
purchase wall mounts for the flat screen TVs.
• A r equisition for $2,260 was approved by
ASWU for the installation of a slackline mount
in the climbing wall the University Recreation
Center.

ARTS&CULTURE
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"As a Christian professor, i t's very important
to keep the podium and the pulpit
separate."
-JOHNYODER
professor of p olitical s cience

"I could not speak about God in an
intellectual way without scripture."
-KARIN HELLER
professor of t heology

Joseph Parker|Photographer

Professors' faith walues influence education
faculty faith essay. When applying for a position at be tempted to turn a blind eye to a highly qualified ac
Whitworth, possible hires must "describe their person ademic professional who didn't believe the points on
al Christian faith," rather than agree to predetermined the pre-written document.
"I'd much rather just have somebody write, "Ihis is
values aligning with the university's Presbyterian back
On physics professor Kamesh Sankaran's office door, ground. That allows for a wide range of Christian faith where I am,"' Yoder said. "You may not come with a lot
a small slip of pa per reads, "Do not be conformed to traditions to come in and share their diverse ideas, ac of theological sophistication, and that's OK."
Theology professor Karin Heller, a devout Catholic,
this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your cording to the Whitworth website.
Political science and peace studies professor John is one example of the religious diversity among faculty
mind."
Sankaran has first-hand experience with being Yoder represents Anabaptist tradition at Whitworth; at Whitworth.
"I've always been Catholic," Heller said. "My parents
transformed; raised a devout Hindu, he converted to Yoder was raised in a Mennonite Christian Community
were not very public Catholics. It w as more Catholi
Christianity while attending graduate school for aero in Iowa.
"It was a community in which church was very cen cism of culture. But still, through this very cultural Ca
space engineering and plasma physics at Princeton
tholicism something absolutely essential and import
tral,
very important," he said.
University.
The church continued to be central throughout Yod- ant was conveyed to me and it bore fruit in my life."
"I grew up with very little and distorted information
In her native Austria, Heller went to a kindergarten
of Christ and Christianity," Sankaran said. "Therefore, I er's life, as he went on to attend religious high school,
run
by Catholic sisters who taught her the sign of the
Christian
college,
and
seminary.
had no opportunity to have faith in Christ."
cross; that symbol was her first mem
At Whitworth, Yoder maintains
Since he was 9 years old, Sankaran wanted to work
ory of hearing about God, she said.
at NASA and design engines for spacecraft. He pursued professionalism while utilizing the
When the sisters taught Heller to
"All members of our
his dream all the way through graduate school at Princ freedom to share his view of Christi
pray
in the name of th e Father, Son,
anity.
eton, where a fellow Ph.D. student shared the gospel,
faculty fit broadly
and Holy Spirit, she was curious.
"As a Christian professor, it's very
the "good news," with him.
"I was always wondering, who are
"That is something I did not enjoy hearing," San important to keep the podium and
within the Christian
these
guys?" she said.
the
pulpit
separate,"
Yoder
said.
"But
karan said. "The gospel is good news only because it is
This curiosity persisted throughout
spectrum, within the
first bad news. The bad news is of course that God is also as a professor at Whitworth and
her life, leading her to become a stu
holy, and I am not. And because of my intrinsic rebel as a Christian, I feel very free to pres
umbrella
of
orthodox
dent of the scriptures.
ent
my
perspective."
lion against God, I'm in trouble."
"I think that I am a true scholar
When searching for new hires, Yo
Although he was at first skeptical of t hose claims,
Christianity."
that cannot teach theology without
der is equally open to different per
Sankaran came to accept faith in Christ.
diving deep into God's word and fig
— KAMESH SAN KARAN
"All these things lead me down a difficult period that spectives and Christian traditions.
uring out what is or what are the deep
"If
the
person
is
a
bit
different
than
lasted for about a year before I finally broke down and
professor of physics
meanings of God's word," Heller said.
God finally broke through, and I could see why the gos the rest of us, that's good," Yoder said.
"I could not speak about God in an in
pel, why the good news, why Christ had to die on the "We n eed to expose students to dif
tellectual way without scripture."
ferent perspectives in faith. I would
cross to bear sins I could not bear," Sankaran said.
Heller and other Catholic professors offer alternative
Although he first attended a Presbyterian Church, certainly never ever want to be on a search committee
Sankaran now considers himself a "Reformed Evangel where the people are saying, 'We need to find some viewpoints on many accepted traditions of the Protes
body who replicates us.' I thin k we all learn from each tant church, while still maintaining the universal doc
ical," he said.
trines of all Christianity.
Around Whitworth's campus, faculty members tell a other, with this kind of diversity."
"I can always tell them where I agree with them, and
An applicant's view of faith as a central aspect of his
wide array of stories of faith, with professors spread all
across what Sankaran called "the orthodox Christian or her life is the main factor in analyzing a faith state up to which point I agree with them, and then I can say
'Here, I see things in a different way,"' Heller said. "But
ment, Yoder said.
spectrum."
That can be more readily determined with the appli I always insist first of all on the things we agree on; for
"I d on't think there is a norm on this campus. All
n statement of faith, instead of me, these are the most important."
members of our faculty fit broadly within the Christian cant writing his or her ow
spectrum, within the umbrella of orthodox Christiani signing a university-sanctioned statement, Yoder said.
Applicants can sign a statement of faith without fully Contact Alyssa Brooks at
ty," Sankaran said.
The diversity is made possible by the university's believing in it, Yoder said. The university might further abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

Weston Whitener

Staff Writer

/
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Military connections affect
students' college experience
Alyssa Brooks
Staff Writer
Close connections to the military — such as serving
while attending college, having a military background,
or having relatives in the military — give some students
unusual perspectives on college life.
"You live in two separate worlds," said junior and
Army wife Mary Gonzales. "I live in a world where I go
and sit in Core lecture and write Core papers, and then
I live i n a world where my life r evolves around acro
nyms and field trainings and deployment scares."

Mattie Wilkinson | Army National Guard
Balancing life as both a student and a soldier re
quires organization, freshman Mattie Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson currently serves as a private in the Army Na
tional Guard.
One weekend per month Wilkinson goes to drill with
his unit. Wilkinson has some techniques that he uses to
help him balance being a student and a soldier as the
two separate parts of his life.
"When you put on the uniform and you go to drill,
you just kind of have to focus on that," Wilkinson said.
"You're no longer a civilian. You're no longer a student.
You really just have to live in the moment. You have to
divide it up in your mind."
The use of different alarm tones helps him differen
tiate between getting up to go to class versus getting up
and going to drill, Wilkinson said.
When military life and college life intersect it makes
Wilkinson uncomfortable, he said.
"I don't like being seen in my uniform," Wilkinson
said. "You stand out a lot. Youhave to act different. You
can't really be who you are. You have to be a soldier,
because you represent something, which is a difficult
thing to do."

Mary Gonzales I Military Spouse
Junior Mary Gonzales lives 1500miles away from her
husband, Spc. Ysidro Gonzales.

EVENTS

"Having been married a year and a half, I think I ve
maybe spent a total of six months with him," Gonzales
said.
After Gonzales spent some time living in El Pa so,
Texas, with her husband, the two decided together that
being separated was worth her finishing her degree, she
said. Not everyone approves of their decision, though.
"Everyone says that I should be with my husband,
Gonzales said. "What they don't understand is that this
was my husband's decision. I am here because this is
where he wants me to be."
Gonzales knows the separation is worth it, she said.
"No matter how long you're separated, no matter
how long a deployment or field training or overseas
tour, it d oesn't matter," Gonzales said. "That moment
where you're back together again is the most priceless
moment on the face of the earth."

Stuart Hopson I Air Force Veteran
Junior Stuart Hopson spent nearly 10 years as a staff
sergeant in the Air Force. Hopson began attending
Whitworth after a medical retirement.
The adjustment from life in the Air Force to life as a
full-time, traditional student has brought challenges
for Hopson, he said.
"I was an expert in my career field, and to come to
college and be a student again, and be a traditional stu
dent on top of that, being 30 years old, and going back
to basically square one is humbling," Hopson said.
Hopson's time in the Air Force provided him with a
variety of life experiences that many college students
have not encountered.
"Army airborne guys would have to jump out of the
plane, and I would be the guy who opened up the door
for them," Hopson said. "I would drop Humvees and
tanks and do resupply missions. When I was deployed,
I would do a lot of air to land infiltration of ma rines,
army and special forces."
Such a background can make it hard for him to relate
to other students, Hopson said.
"When people ask me about my life before college,
it's kind of hard to tell them what my lifewas like, trying

Tyler Jezierski | Ph
otographer

Freshman Mattie Wilkinson balances school withhis
service as a private with the Army National Guard.
to put myself in other people's shoes to be able to ex
plain," Hopson said.
Extensive training and a well-traveled history with
destinations give Hopson a depth and breadth of expe
rience beyond that of most college juniors.
"I got to be a very select, elite part of th e military,"
Hopson said. "I was enlisted, yet I could fly. I wasn' t
operating the airplanes, but my peers were officers and
pilots, navigators. They ended up being my friends. It
was a tight-knit group. It was such a small career field
that I ended up knowing all of them. It was kind of like
seeing your high school buddies all over the world."
Student military connections span many branches
of the military. Additionally, many Whitworth students
are involved in the ROTC, an Army leadership training
and qualification program. Whatever their connec
tions, these students often have different challenges
than other college students.
Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

THURSDAY, NOV. 21
FILM: FOOD, INC.
7 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall
Food, Inc. gives an inside look at the corporate
influence on contemporary farming. A discussion
will follow.

SATURDAY, NOV. 23
READING: GORDON JACKSON
2 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstore
402 W. Main Ave.
Communication professor Gordon Jackson will
hold a reading and discussion on his latest book.

POETRY AND PIE
Nov. 22 at 7 p.m. at Mind and Hearth
Westminster Round will host this event, which will feature students reading
their original poetry. Pie will also be served at the free event.

GAZA ON FIRE
Dec. A at A p.m. in HUB ABC Conference Rooms
Sociology professor Raja Tanas will give a presentation on the Gaza Strip,
offering an Arab perspective on historical and current issues.

WINTERFEST ARTS & CRAFTS SALE
Dec. 6 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in the HUB Mu ltipurpose Room
The art department will host its annual arts and crafts sale, featuring hand
made goods, such as art pieces, baked goods and pottery.

JOSH AND JONA COFFEE SHOP SHOW
Dec. 6 at 8 p.m. at Mind and Hearth
Senior Josh Loiseau and alumnus Jona Gallegos will perform their original
acoustic compositions in this coffee shop performance.
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LIFESTYLES
BY AL ANNA CARLSON I STAFF WRITER

Many students agree that maintaining
a healthy lifestyle in college is challeng
ing. In a survey conducted by California
State University, student participants
listed "lack of time" as the No. 1 barrier
to exercising and eating well.
Staying active doesn't have to take
a large chunk of ones day; 30 minutes
ot high-intensity exercise a day can
be enough to boost your metabolism,
which simultaneously boosts energy,
said Jon Bosh, Whitworth's head athlet
ic trainer.
"Doing interval stuff that gets your
heart rate up is just as beneficial as, say,
walking for an hour," Bosh said.
Simple measures like walking to class
faster, taking stairs and parking further
away from one's destination are easy
ways to fit small exercise intervals into
one's daily routine, Bosh said.
Healthy eating is another vital aspect
of healthy living.
"If you eat well, you'll feel well. If you
work on getting good food at meals and
snacks, your social skills will get better,
your memory will be better, you'll do
better it school," Spokane dietitian Craig
T. Hunt said. "It boosts your immune
system, so you're sick less."
Eating healthy is also not as difficult
as one might think. One does not have i
to spend hours counting calories or
cooking organic meals to eat a well-bal
anced diet. The important thing is being
aware of portion sizes and balancing !
food groups, Hunt said.

Shalleen Davis went gluten-free
when she was diagnosed with celiac
disease as a child.
Davis and her parents decided to
cut gluten from her diet because it was
causing her digestive problems.
Despite the fact that she was very
young, Davis said she still remembers
how much easier it was for her to be
a healthy, energetic child after she
switched to a gluten-free diet.

SHALLEEN
IAVIS

FRESHMAN

Astoria Anderson cut a variety of
foods from her diet when she was
diagnosed with an autoimmune dis
ease, in order to limit the stress the
illness put on her body.
"Once I got a good handle on [the
diet change], I felt more awake and
had more energy," Anderson said.
"I was able to control my symptoms
better."
Her biggest struggle when chang

AMANDA
SOTO
JUNIOR

YOGURT & FRUIT

BREAKFAST

LUNCH
LUNCH MEAT SANDWICH

"Greek yogurts are great because they
have a little extra protein in them,"
Hunt said.
If fresh fruit doesn't work, dried fruit
is a great option, Hunt said.

A sandwich of meat, cheese, vegeta
bles and whole-grain bread creates a
more balanced meal than most tradi
tional quick foods such as Ramen and
instant macaroni.

ing her diet was figuring out how to
eat healthy without things like raw
vegetables, Anderson said. Once
she learned what food she could eat
and began to stick to a regular diet,
things became much easier.
"If you really commit to chang
ing your diet, you'll see benefits and
you'll crave unhealthy things less,"
Anderson said. "But you have to
commit for more than just a week."

Amanda Soto is a 26-year-old
mother of two who recently started
working out to lose weight.
Tired of being overweight, Soto de
cided to changed her lifestyle for her
self, joining a competition through a
local gym, she said.
"I'm a very driven person," Soto
said. "I'm really competitive, so be
cause it was a competition I was a lot
more motivated. The hardest part was

EBB

Although Davis cut gluten from
her diet because of her celiac dis
ease, there are many benefits to a
gluten-free diet for those who do not
have celiac, as gluten is naturally hard
on one's stomach, Davis said.
"Read labels. Even if you're not go
ing completely gluten-free, it's always
really interesting to read labels and see
what you are putting into your body,"
Davis said.

ASTORIA
ANDERSON
JUNIOR

finding balance between being a fulltime student and a working mom of
two and being able to make it a prior
ity to take care of myself
Since last summer, Soto has lost 30
pounds, and she is on track to lose 50
more, she said.
The most important part of any
lifestyle change is to make sure you
enjoy what you are doing, Soto said.

TORTILLA & CHEESE

DNNER
LOADED SALAD

A corn tortilla, cheese and some guacamole can make a healthy and salty
snack, Hunt said. Not only does this
snack make portioning easier, it also
fits in a serving of dairy and fruit.

A plain salad can be made into a
balanced meal with some lean meat,
cherry tomatoes, cheese and hardboiled eggs. Top it off with a little
dressing and grab a whole-grain roll.
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{I SAW!}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Zombie Captain
To the Captain of the Zombie Task Force: I
salute your creativity.

Policy Papers
Rachel Anderson |Photographer

Freshmen members perform as part of the Wind Sym
phony atone of the group's first concerts of the year.

Freshmen adapt to time demands
of Whitworth music ensembles
school did not challenge her near as much as the mu
sic she plays in the Wind Symphony now. Although
Staff Writer
she enjoys her involvement in music as much as she
did in the past, Burris said she appreciates the chal
Many freshmen are attracted to Whitworth's well- lenge in the level of music played in the symphony.
"My band [in high school], as much as I love them,
known music program each year, as well as to the
many scholarships offered by the music department. was really easy," Burris said. "And, so I de finitely like
Once involved in Whitworth ensembles, these fresh that I'm actually having to put a little bit of time into
men must adapt to the demands of college-level mu this. It makes me feel more committed to it."
Ryan Talaga, freshman bass singer in Men's Choir,
sical groups.
Daniel Meredith, freshman in Whitworth Choir, also said he has had to commit more time and effort
said he did not know what to expect upon his first day into music than before, but feels the commitment is
worth the experience he has had.
arriving in class.
"There's very little, like I don't
"I definitely expected it to be a
"I definitely expected
even think of anything that's bad in
lot more serious than it was in high
school, which it is, because peo [choir] to be a lot more Men's Choir," Talaga said. "It's all re
ally fun — itjs reall y like a loose re
ple actually care about music here,"
serious than it was in hearsal most of the time. We're just
Meredith said. "It's not just people
joking around with Dr. [Scott] Miller
doing it because they need to."
high school."
and everyone there, but we all get
The Whitworth Choir is one of
work done and work together and
many successful ensembles. Known
— DANIEL MEREDIT H
we know how to be serious when we
as one of th e premier choirs in the
freshman
need to. And that's, I think, very im
Pacific Northwest, the ensemble has
portant in a choir."
traveled extensively and thus carries
Talaga said he spends about two to three hours
a rich history of great acclaim, according to the Whit
each week practicing his pieces for choir and enjoys
worth online catalog.
"My experience has been great," Meredith said. "I the challenge, as he has greatly improved in his mu
really loved every bit of being in choir — it's just been sical ability.
With the freshmen worries about the music, how
a fantastic experience."
Meredith said he sung in the bass and baritone ever, also came the worries about the other students
sections of his high school choir and continues in the in the class. Meredith said he felt concerned at the
Whitworth choir as a baritone — a se ction he is well beginning of the year, because he did not know many
people at Whitworth, let alone anyone in choir.
accustomed to.
"Everyone makes the transition to college, so I was
As th e music from the Whitworth Choir requires
more skill and devotion than it did in his high school also worried, since I was in that stage, too," Meredith
choir, Meredith said his habits have changed recently. said. "The people in the choir, though, are all friendly
He now practices one to two hours per week, whereas and helpftil so I didn't have much to worry about."
He said the transition to college has passed more
he did not have to practice much at all during his years
smoothly than he expected as he has friends with
in high school choir.
The same is true for Danielle Burris, freshman flut whom he can enjoy the experience. Burris and Talaga
also agreed that the communities in their ensembles
ist in the Wind Symphony.
As an English and history double major, she said made no exception in welcoming incoming freshmen.
"Number one, Whitworth is incredibly welcoming,
she is grateful she can participate in music at Whit
but especially Men's Choir — you get a sense of fam
worth as a non-music major.
"It's something I do for fun, so I feel like I have the ily," Talaga said. "Even I've only been in two months
opportunity — I have the opportunity to be in the top now and it seems like such a tight-knit group. It's
group," Burris said. "We've already had our first con great. I really enjoy myself there."
cert and that went really, really well. And we get to go
Contact Daniel Lee at
to California this Spring Break. I'm really excited."
Burris said the music in her band class in high danielleel 7@my. whitworth.edu.

Daniel Lee

I saw you running to your Core 350 D-group
leader's office, 5 minutes before due date on
Friday. Hope your paper got in on time!

Parking Shark
I saw you circling the Boppell parking lot like a
shark. You're just wasting gas. There are never
any open spots there.

Table Slider
I saw you slip off the table when you were
trying to slide across it smoothly. Better luck
next time.

Longboard Safety
You were longboarding toward me on the side
walk. I didn't know which side of the path to
walk on so you wouldn't run into me. Careful!

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian'sfacebook page.

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
•,12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

(flALBERS
School of Business and Economics

OPINIONS

Dairy industry harms human and cow health
the cows are slaughtered.
Our bodies are not designed to di
Unfortunately,
farmers
often gest milk from other animals, which is
slaughter cows due to sickness. The why milk is one of the most comunhealthy environment of the dairy mon allergies among hu
farms often causes illnesses, according mans. The dairy intake
to the Dairy Herd Management Mag recommended by the
azine in 2006. Factory owners rarely government
ben
clean stalls, trap the cows in their own efits the dairy in
waste for incredibly long periods of dustry more than
time and force them to consume meat people, accord
instead of their natural diet, which ing to Dr. Mark
consists of grass.
Hyman, a writer
The dairy industry harms other for the Huffingcreatures besides cows. Humans also ton Post, in a May
feel the effects of the antibiotics and 2010 article. The
hormones that force the cow to pro human body re
duce more milk. "The association be ceives calcium and
tween the intake of animal protein and other nutrients more
fracture rates appears to be as strong effectively from plants, not
as that between cigarette smoking and milk.
, ....
Haley Niehaus
lung cancer," according to a study by • If humans continue to
Cornell University in 2012. Osteoporo consume milk, they should purchase
sis and other diseases frequently man milk from organic dairy farms. Or
ifest themselves in those who con ganic dairies rely on healthy cows that
sume milk because cow milk is meant produce 16 pounds of milk per day,
according to Stonyfield, an organic
for calves, not humans.

MOLLY
DANIELS
Dairy plays a prominent role in our
diets. Unfortunately, most dairy cows
live under terrible conditions and re
ceive inhumane treatment that nega
tively impacts the milk we consume.
For the sake of both cows and humans,
Americans should only consume hu
manely farmed dairy products.
A normal cow's body is built to pro
duce 16 pounds of milk per day. But
dairy cows are injected with antibiotics
and hormones and fed high-protein
diets that force their bodies to gener
ate greater amounts of milk, according
to a study by the Department of Ani
mal Science at Michigan State Univer
sity. Factories repeat the process so
often that the number of milk-produc
ing years decreases by about five to six
years. After the producing years end.

dairy company. Organic standards re
quire that cows receive no hormone
treatments that increase their milk
production, which length
ens their lifespan, ac
cording to Stonyfield.
While I believe
that milk is an un
necessary
and
I unhealthy part of
i| the human diet, I
i realize that dairy
f pro ducts are so
entrenched in our
society that peo
ple will probably
not stop consuming
them. However, if milk
stays on the table, peoGraphic Artist

P1®

Sll0Uld be

?Ware °f

where ft comes from and
what the cows experienced.
DANIELS is a sophomore majoring in

journalism. Comments can be sent to
mdanielsl6@my.whitworth.edu.

Music offers beneficial psychological effects for listeners
MIRANDA
CLOYD
Music is everywhere we go: grocery
stores, the mall, gas stations, the doc
tor's office and many other locations
frequented throughout the day. While
we cannot control what music plays in
public, we can control what music we
choose to listen to on our own time.
Music and mood have direct correla
tions that psychologists have spent years
studying. We can alter our moods based
on what kind of music we listen to. Often,
it seems that we choose music based on
how we already feel. I would like to see a
shift into choosing music based on how
we would like to feel, rather than our
current state of mind.
The success of websites and software
such as Pandora, Spotify, iTunes and
others demonstrate the importance of
music in our society. Each day, nearly

'Stay Cool",

/

500,000 new accounts are created with the gray skies and cold weather, fall se
iTunes alone, according to Apple Insid mester can be a difficult time. It would
er. Love for music, in some form or an be a worthwhile experiment to try lis
tening to music
other, seems to be a
at the start of the
common trait among
day,
specifically
most people.
with the intention
Variations
. lie
of mood improve
within genre prefer
ment. Why not sing
ences. Country mu
along?
Creation
sic emerged as the
of music is shown
most popular genre
to have a positive
in 2012, closely fol
effect as well, ac
lowed by classic rock,
cording to Healthaccording to the NPD
line.com.
Group, Inc. Coun
We all have our
try music reflects a
favorite types of
variety of emotions
music, but if you
and experiences, but
decide to try this
generally gravitates
experiment
and
toward meaningful
your preferred mu
subjects, such as fam
sic does not help,
ily and relationships
Perhaps these sub*-—
try something new.
jects, combined with
Justine Upton |Graphic Artist Start off your day
the upbeat nature of
with something upmany country songs, motivate people to beat and positive. Use classical music
listen to the genre.
for studying or try some soft, slow music
School can be stressful and along with when getting ready for bed.

'^

Music choice can improve one's over
all mood and happiness, according to
research published in The Journal of
Positive Psychology. Participants in
the study who desired to improve their
moods experienced an increase in hap
piness "when they listened to the upbeat
music of Copland, as opposed to the
sadder tunes of Stravinsky," according to
the study's reports.
By choosing upbeat music, listeners
can alter their moods and give them
selves more energy. Research has shown
that music positively affects physical
well-being, happiness in relationships
and social behavior, according to The
Journal of Positive Psychology.
Sometimes we have to find the little
things that brighten our day. This mu
sical experiment is something we can
all try in order to find what gives us that
little boost we may need in order to get
through the day. You have nothing to
lose by giving it a shot.
CLOYD is a senior majoring in English.
Comments can be sent to mcloydl6@
my.whitworth.edu.

beyond the pines | hannah charlton
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Holidays present opportunity to EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Decision to open faculty
serve those in need of assistance meetings presents avenue
Of all emergency food clients, 37 percent are
children and 13 percent are seniors, according to
REBEKAH
Second Harvest's most recent Annual Client Sur
vey. They also found that 57 percent of parents with
BRESEE
COLUMNIST
children skip meals so their children can eat and
about a third of th ose surveyed reported that this
happens daily or weekly.
While I complain and wish that Thanksgiving
A feelin g of joy exis ts during this tune of y ear
that causes many people to feel generally happy Break would come sooner so I can free myself of
and good-spirited. Unfortunately, we often get too the "food deprivation" I feel from eating in Sodexo,
caught up in the excitement and forget that we live there are people who sacrifice their own health in
in a broken world. For many, this time of year is full order to feed the ones they love.
During the holiday season, we need to make sac
of struggles, stress and heartache. Rather than rep
resenting a time of peace and joy, the holidays can rifices to help the less fortunate. Most importantiy,
we must not get caught up in the commercialism
mean cold winters, petty meals and few presents.
While most Americans will enjoy a huge Thanks and materialism this season has become.
Although
many
giving feast, some
clubs on campus
will wonder where
serve the local com
their next meal will
munity, I encourage
come from. Parents
Whitworth students
suffer heartache as
to get off campus in
they watch their chil
order to experience
dren stare wide-eyed
the suffering people
at toys and games
face every day.
displayed on store
Participate in a
shelves they will
food drive, serve food
never receive. Some
at a homeless shelter
will feel thankful just
or make a donation to
to have a roof over
a "Toys for Tots" box.
their head during
Second Harvest, the
the harsh winter
Ronald
McDonald
months.
House, American Red
In Spokane, many
Cross, SNAP and local
struggle just to get
churches are some
by. Currently, "There
charity organizations
are as many as 1,500
AbbyNyberg | Graphic Artist that are always look
homeless in Spo
ing for help and dona
kane," said Bob Peel
er, a family development specialist with Spokane tions, e specially during the holiday season.
Throughout the season, be thankful for the sac
Neighborhood Action Programs (SNAP). Luckily,
Spokane has many organizations and churches rifices of our men and women overseas, give hope
who embrace the giving nature of this season, and to the hopeless, perform random acts of kindness
help those in need not only during the holidays, but and tell your loved ones you appreciate them. We
can all do a little more to truly make this season the
all year long.
Second Harvest, a hunger-relief organization, "most wonderful time of the year."
leads a network of 250 neighborhood food banks
and meal centers throughout eastern Washington
and northern Idaho. The organization provides
1.7 million pounds of donated food each month to BRESEE is a sophomore majoring in English.Com
ments can be sent torbreseel6@my.whitworth.edu.
help feed hungry people.
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for student involvement
The Whitworth faculty assembly recently announced
its decision to make faculty meetings open to all mem
bers of the Whitworth community, including students.
This editorial board would like to commend the facul
ty for opening up these meetings. This decision serves as
an important step toward increased transparency in the
administrative goings-on of the university.
Institutional transparency offers many benefits to stu
dents; as Whitworth has a tuition-based economic mod
el. It is important for students to fully understand the or
ganization which their tuition supports.
Allowing students to attend these meetings, as well
as to be privy to other administrative actions, means
the university does not miss out on one of the most im
portant voices—that of its largest financial contributors.
Giving students the chance to understand and comment
on administrative decisions means the university has the
ability to gather student perspectives on issues before
making final decisions.
While this editorial board commends the faculty's de
cision, this board also encourages students to take ad
vantage of the open opportunity to attend such meetings.
Students have an excellent opportunity to increase their
involvement in the university's decision-making process.
The ASWU meetings are also open to all students, and
take place each Wednesday evening. ASWU meetings of
fer students another chance to have their voices heard by
those who make important decisions impacting student
life. Unfortunately, student attendance at the meetings is
often scarce. We encourage student attendance at both
ASWU and faculty meetings.
By attending these meetings, students will have the
chance to voice their concerns about potential policies
and decisions before they are finalized. This decreases
the need for students to complain about policy decisions
after those decisions have been made. We ought to be
thankful that we attend a university that strives to make
its administration more transparent. We ought to act ac
cordingly and become engaged in the affairs affecting
the university.
- •

Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

What types of music do you enjoy listening
to? Does music have an impact on you
psychologically? If so, in what ways?

"I listen to lots of types of music. I like things
that are really chill. When things are chill, I
feel really chill. I listen to music a lot, though. 1
listen to music that contributes to the mood I'm
in at the moment."
— Isabella Santos, freshman

"Classical, indie and folk. I would say it definitely
does. It's soothing and a nice removal from daily
events. It provides insight into the course of daily
events."
— Dakota Bauman, freshman

"Most of the music I listen to is Christian
worship music. I also listen to pop, jazz
and classical. I think music impacts you
psychologically because it can relax you and
influences our culture and society. Music has
the power to create change."
— Kendra Apland, sophomore

"Regularly, I prefer more upbeat music. I prefer
a lot of variety. I have noticed certain music will
change my mood. Angry or depressing music
will change my demeanor."
— Josh Adrian, junior

SPORTS
Women's cross country concludes 2013 journey
Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer
ti •
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"i'11 c n8 slx } P at c 111 t"e Sundodgei lnvitationa to rst p a ce in the Lewis & Claik Invitational
l° se^n
-e NWC Championships and third at
A
the t CAA Division ill West Regionals, the Whitworth women scioss country team proved that they
were a iorce to be reckoned with this season.
Oui program is built on a foundation of Matthew
.>.48, be perfect as our heavenly Father is perfect
and what that verse refers to is not flawlessness,
but leaching your potential, so we are looking for
people who want to strive for their potential, head
coach loby Schwarz said.
The women s team differed from the men's team
in roster size by a 23-8 ratio. The coaching staff's
decision to have a larger roster for the women was
because women are more likely to get injured as the
season goes on, though that was not the case this
season, Schwarz said.
"All the negative things about the men's team
were the positive things for the women," Schwarz
said.
Schwarz said that the women's team had certain
key elements that allowed them to be successful.
"They were confident, they gelled together well
and the women really believed in each other."
Having 23 talented athletes was one of the team's
many strengths, freshman Kenna Valentich said.
"1 think the size of o ur team did help us just because there were more of us training together and
we were able to push each other," Valentich said. "At
my high school we didn't have that many girls and
were always far apart. Having someone always near

you to help you during your workouts or during the
races really helps to keep you motivated and strong
to finish."
With as many women and as much talent the
team had, the coaches had high expectations for the
women's season, assistant coach Jordan Jennings
d.
s
a
i
"yye (tjle coaching staff) definitely had high expectations for the women," Jennings said. "At the
beginning of the season it was hard to predict how
runners would respond coming in, like Amanda
Blankenship who put in a lot work in the summer
ancj did really well throughout the season, or the
new freshmen who came in and performed well."
Tire first four meets of the women's season were
consistent as they took sixtli place at three meets
during the first three weeks of the season. Junior
Christina Williams, sophomore Kellyn Roiko and
Blankenship became the top three runners for the
Pirates and were the first women to cross the finisli line for Whitworth in each race. But each week
different women were improving and showing that
they were competing in each race.
"We did a good job of balancing the competition
within our team and trying to make each other better," sophomore Katie McKay said. "In the back of
your mind there's that thought that only 14 people
get to travel and you want to be that person who gets
one 0f those spots but at the same time, in practice
you want everyone to do well."
By the fifth meet of the season, the women
jumped up in the rankings and showed their talent
as they took first place at the Lewis & Clark Invitational.
"There was at least one person who would PR in
each race. So the whole season I would say was full

of a lot of individual and team success," Roiko said.
"it did feel good to finally get first at Lewis & Cl ark
especially since almost every team from our confet
ence was there."
The women's team solidified its standing among
conference competition after taking second in the
Northwest Conference Championships,
"1 was confident that they could get in the top two
and of course we were all hoping that they'd take
that number one spot, but a second place finish isn't
a bad thing and something to be proud of," Jennings
said.
After the conference championships, the women traveled to Claremont, Calif, to compete in the
NCAA Division ill West Regionals. With 112 points
and a third place finish out of 20 teams, the women's
team just missed the mark to advance to the NCAA
Championships.
"1 think we did the best we could and we are
proud of that," junior captain Christina Williams
said. "If I co uld go back, I would change how we all
were feeling health wise. A c ouple of us were sick
which I th ink affected how we performed but overall we did the best that we could and that's really all
that we wanted to do."
Though the team will not advance to the NCAA
Championships, its 2013 cross country season was a
success in the minds of the coaches,
"The women ran lights out as they have been all
year," Jennings said. "The women were confident,
they were a team, they were unified and they ran
their hearts out. That's all we can askfor as coaches."

ContactJordanne Perry at
jperryl6@iny.whitworth.edu

"The women were confident,
they were a team, they were
unified and they ran their
hearts out. That's all we can
ask for as coaches."
—JORDAN [ENNINGS
assistant coach

Photographer | Hope Barnes

Football dominates L & C to end regular season
Tyler Jezierski
Staff Writer
The Whitworth Pirates visited Griswold Stadium on Saturday to battle
Lewis & Clark in the season finale for
both teams. Freshman quarterback Ian
Kolste, starting in place of junior quar
terback Bryan Peterson because of a
shoulder injury, threw for 314 yards,
as part of a 61 -28 win. The Pirates end
ed the season 4-6 overall and 2-4 in the
NWC. Lewis & Clark finished 1-8 overall
and 1-5 in conference play.
Whitworth scored first on a 29-yard
field goal from freshman kicker Kyler
Gracey. Lewis & Clark bounced back
less than three minutes later with a
touchdown pass from senior quarter
back Keith Welch to senior wide receiver
Andrew Frisina, making the score 7-3.
Then, with 1:47 left in the first quarter,
Kolste found junior wide receiver Drew
Clausen for a 35«yard touchdown recep
tion.
Lewis & Clar k started off th e second
quarter with another touchdown pass to
take back the lead, 14-10, but it was all
Whitworth after that. Freshman running
back Griffin Hare scored a touchdown
on a 3-yard run at 11:11 to regain the
lead for the Pirates at 17-14. Senior wide

receiver Devon Lind caught a 28-yard that point."
Whitworth continued its offensive
touchdown pass from Kolste, increasing
production in the third quarter, scor
the lead to 24-14.
The Pirates then controlled a three ing on Hare's 2-yard touchdown run, to
play, 87-yard drive that ended with Hare make the score 48-14. Senior running
running it in from 20 yards out, to give back DJ Tr ipoli said it was crucial for
Whitworth a 31-14 lead. Gracey made both offense and defense to work to
a 36-yard field goal with 29 seconds re gether to win the game against Lewis &
maining. After L & C fumbled the kickoff, Clark.
"It was a total team
Whitworth was able
effort," Tripoli said.
to score with 15 sec
"This was a good way to "The offense was able
onds left in the half
to move the ball, and
when Kolste found
end the season with a
the defense created
Clausen once again
for a 16-yard touch
win. It was exciting and turnovers that kept
momentum in our
down reception, fin
favor."
felt good to see the se
ishing the half with a
At the beginning
score of 4 1-14. Clau
niors play so well."
of the fourth quar
sen said the intensity
ter, senior fullback
level on the sidelines
—JOHN TULLY
Alfonso Miranda ran
had a huge impact
for a 3-yard touch
on the way the Bucs
head coach
down, increasing the
played.
lead to 55-14. Less
"It was definitely
intense. We wanted to send the seniors than a minute and a half later, senior
out on a high note with a win so we were quarterback Michael McCune ran the
all pretty jacked going into the game, ball for an 8-yard touchdown, for Whitand when the scoring lead was going worth's last score, 61-14.
Head coach John Tully was pleased
back and forth we just kept battling,"
Clausen said. "Our defense and special with his team's play and with how they
teams came with some huge turnovers kept the Pioneer's offense in check.
"This was a good way to end the sea
and our offense was abie to capitalize.
You could definitely feel the intensity at son with a win," Tully s aid. "It was ex

citing and felt great to see the seniors
play so well. We played great against the
quarterback who is one of the best in the
conference."
Welch found junior wide receiver
Curtis Shirey for a 22-yard pass, clos
ing the score gap to 61-21. Then at 5:11,
Welch threw the ball once again to Nel
son for a 1-yard touchdown pass, ending
the game at 61-28.
Kolste went 22 for 27, with 314 yards
passing and three touchdowns. Clausen
had nine receptions for 121 yards. Lew
is & Clark's Welch went 23 for 42 for 329
yards and four touchdown passes.
Whitworth's senior defensive back
Fernando Noriega had nine tackles in
the game. Sophomore defensive end
Michael Plueard recorded Whitworth's
only sack of the game, which resulted in
a loss of seven yards for the Pioneers.
"We have a large group of players re
turning who have the experience. The
players who had injuries will come back
and I think we will have a great chance
of b eing a really good team next year,"
Tully said.
The Pirates finished the season ranked
fifth in the NWC.
Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil 4@my.whitworth.edu

Swimming wins two
dual meets at home
Jessica Razanadrakoto
Staff Writer
Following two consecutive dual
meet Wins, the Whitworth men's and
women's swim teams came away with
team victories by more than 100 points
against Lewis & Clark after beating Pa
cific the day before.
"This is our hardest point of the year
because we train harder and longer,
we are in the water for about five hours
a day, and the fact that we were able
to come together as a team and tried
to pull up a couple of wins was good,"
Whitworth junior co-captain Callum
MacKintosh said.
The Pirate men capped off their
large margin of victory as they won the
400 medley relay in 3:35.84, as part of
their 163-41 win.
Pirate junior Alisa Stang edged out
Boxer junior Katie Porter by six tenths
of a second in the 50 and by 27 tenths
of a second in the 100-yard freestyle,
contributing to the Pirate women's
137-68 win over Pacific.
On Saturday afternoon, both teams
swept the meet against Lewis & Clark,
winning all 11 events.
Sophomore Trevor Case was the
only Pirate from tire men's team to
win two individual events against the
Pioneers, and also played a role in the
win of the 400-yard individual medley

in 1:00.13, a season-best time. Thiswin
aided a 170-32 victory for the Whit
worth men.
Though athletes compete individ
ually in swimming, senior Luke Welle
believes that the program's accom
plishment comes from the effort of the
entire team.
"We had a great time. I was mostly
proud of the team for coming out and
swimming the way they did, especial
ly tired and sore from a long week of
training," Welle said. "It's great to have
a couple more wins, and I think as a
whole, we really performed well."
Whitworth sophomore Bridget
Louis had three individual victories,
including the 500-yard freestyle in
5:27.40. Junior Samantha Smith won
both the 100 butterfly and the 100
breaststroke in 1:08.46. The Pirate
women won, finishing 159-49.
"Our next meet is going to be a little
bit different and a much harder com
petition," MacKintosh said. "It's gonna
be a little intimidating because we will
be competing against some Division I
schools. And we really need to go with
a mindset that we're gonna win."
The Pirates will be competing at
the Husky Invitational in Federal Way,
Wash., Dec. 6-8.
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu

grants have freed
me from financial burdens and
afforded me the opportunity to
pursue a variety of interests," says
WSU civil engin eering doctoral
student Julian Reyes.
J| The majority of full-time WSU
graduate students receive
assistantships, grants, or
scholarships, and many graduate
with no debt. Find out more at
gradschool.wsu.edu.
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SWIMMING
Whitworth at Husky Invitational, all day, Friday, Dec. 6

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Whitworth at UC Santa Cruz, 5:30p.m., Friday, Nov. 22

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Whitworth vs. Old Westbury at the Fieldhouse, 8p.m., Friday, Nov. 22

FOOTBALL
Season over

CROSSCOUNTRY
Season over

MEN'S GOLF
Season over

WOMEN'S GOLF
Season over

VOLLEYBALL
HHHHHHhHHHHRHH NWC

Joseph Parker |Photographer

Sophomore Drew Adams and junior Katie Adams pose with their grandfather, Sam Adams, in the Fieldhouse
before the last home volleyball game against NWC opponent Linfield on Nov. 8.

CAMPUS CONNECTION: SIM ADAMS

grandkids choose their own paths athletically, there was
one part of his life he was determined to pass down.
Staff Writer
"He taught me to have a really strong relationship
with God," Katie said. "And also in athlet
ics to remember
The legacy of Sam Adams is renewed annually in the God in my life."
spring with the occurrence of the Sam Adams Classic,
Drew agreed with Katie, saying that pursuing faith was
a track and field meet hosted at Whitworth's Boppell one of the main things he learned from his grandfather.
Track in recognition of his successes as a football play
"I learned what it's like to be a strong Christian man,"
er, track athlete and head football coach. Now, Sam Ad Drew said. "And I was given that example every time I
ams' grandchildren, cousins Katie and Drew Adams, was with him."
are following in the footsteps of their grandfather as stu
Sam Adams' accomplishments in the '50s and '60s
dent-athletes at Whitworth.
led to his induction into the inaugural Whitworth Her
As someone who was as successful on the field as Sam itage Gallery Hall of Fame class of 1990. In four seasons
Adams was, one might expect Katie and Drew to have at Whitworth, he caught 120 passes for 2,191 yards and
pressure on their shoulders to followin his footsteps, but 25 touchdowns—all NALA records at the time. His ca
Drew and Katie both said that they do
reer record as Whitworth's football
not feel pressured.
coach was 48-18-1. In track, he was
"He was always a hard
"Athletically, h e hasn't shown me
part of fo ur Evergreen Conference
a lot because he is very humble and
title teams, and his 1964 cross coun
worker and he didn't rely
try team finished second at NAIA
never tried to elevate himself," Drew
said. "He never talks a lot about play on other people. He relied nationals.
Even though his successes were
ing football or all the other sports
on his own work ethic."
before their time, Katie and Drew
he played at Whitworth. He always
had no problem explaining why
taught me to enjoy playing and enjoy
—KATIE ADAMS
their grandfather was so successful.
the experience."
junior volleyball player
"He was always a hard worker
Drew, a sophomore on the bas
and he didn't rely on other people,"
ketball and tennis teams, grew up
Katie said. "He relied on his own work ethic."
in Clarkston, Wash.*and attended
Clarkston High School where he was voted first team
Drew said that balance was the key to Sam Adams'
all-league in basketball and placed eighth in the 2A state success.
tennis tournament. The time Drew remembers spending
"He had his priorities right," Drew said. "He never
with his grandfather was not on the court but on family made sports too important."
This year will mark the ninth annual Sam Adams Clas
vacations in Sunriver, Ore. riding bikes.
"As I l ook back, he just enjoyed spending time with sic, which is the way Sam Adams is honored by Whit
me and my family," Drew said. "I am very blessed to hav
e worth University. But it is much more likely to find him
supporting Katie and Drew, as they carry on his name on
him for my grandpa."
.
Katie, a junior defensive specialist for the Whitworth a much more personal level.
volleyball team is from Bellingham, Wash., w here she
attended Sehome High School and was voted second
team all-league in volleyball and also finished seventh
Contact James Silberman at
in the 2A state tennis tournament.
While Sam Adams was perfectly happy letting his jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu

James Silberman

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

15-1

ALL
19-6

PUGET SOUND

12-4

17-8

WHITWORTH

9-7

15-13

WILLAMETTE

8-8

12-13

GEORGE FOX

7-9

12-12

PACIFIC (ORE.)

7-9

8-15

LEWIS & CLARK

5-11

6-16

WHITMAN

5-11

7-22

LINFIELD

4-12

8-15

MEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC

ALL

GEORGE FOX

0-0

2-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

2-0

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

1-0

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

2-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

1-2

WHITMAN

0-0

0-0

LINFIELD

0-0

0-1

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-2

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
NWC

ALL

GEORGE FOX

0-0

2-0

WHITMAN

0-0

2-0

PUGET SOUND

0-0

2-1

LEWIS & CLARK

0-0

1-1

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

0-0

1-1

WHITWORTH

0-0

1-1

PACIFIC (ORE.)

0-0

0-0

LINFIELD

0-0

0-2

WILLAMETTE

0-0

0-2

NWC

ALL

FOOTBALL
LINFIELD

6-0

9-0

PACIFIC LUTHERAN

5-1

8-1

WILLAMETTE

4-2

7-2

PACIFIC (ORE.)

3-3

7-3

WHITWORTH

2-4

4-6

LEWIS & CLARK

1-5

1-8

PUGET SOUND

0-6

1-8

Note: Standings as of Nov. 17,2013
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TOP LEFT: Sophomores John
Pawlowski and Nic Steitz pose
at the photo booth during
Friday night's dance.
Andrew Rollins | hotographer
P

ABOVE: Sophomore Zach
Scott works the DJ table on the
second floor of East Hall.
Kari Johnson [ P hotographer

LEFT: Students arrive at the
dance held in the East Hall
lounge Friday, Nov. 15 at 8 p.m
.
Simon Puzankov | hotographer
P

BELOW LEFT: Senior Sam
Abbott and sophomore Zach
Scott work the DJ table at the
fifth annual East Hall Ball.
Kaitlyn Duarte |Photographer

BELOW: Students fill the first
floor l ounge of East Hall for
Friday night's dance, which
featured food, drinks and a
photo booth.
Neele Ammon |Photographer

<>

EASTHALLBALL

A MIGHT OH THE RED CARPET

Six tips for driving during
winter weather in Spokane
It isn't unusual for Spokane roads to be coated in ice
and snow during the unpredictable weather of winter
months. A driving instructor and insurance agent
weigh in on how to safely drive during winter.
«

Pipe bursts in BJ, displacing
several residents for weeks
p. 4
Men's swimming wins NWC
title, women finish second

+

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 9
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
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Campus policy, federal law affect crime data available
Shelby Harding
Staff Writer
Crime is generally a rare occurrence
at Whitworth, a boon to students who
stay on the right side of the law. Butwhat
happens if a student has committed a
crime on campus? Is the matter turned
over to the police, or handled by the ad
ministration?
The student handbook is of some
help, but contains legal jargon and acro
nyms that may make it hard for a stud
ent
to understand what, if any, are his or her
rights. Those terms, such as the Family
Educational Rights & Privacy Act (FERPA) a nd Title IX, determine who has
access to information about discipline,
sanctions and other records.
FERPA is a federal law that protects
student academic records from dis
closure without the student's consent.
While criminal records are generally
public records, FERPA p rotects a stu
dent's disciplinary record from the pub
lic. Any discipline from Student Life at
Whitworth won't be public without that
student's consent, unless a crime was
committed that posed as an immediate
threat to other students.
Title IX-related crimes and violations,
such as sexually-related crimes or other
violent crime, are usually published for

Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

public safety, said Dolores Humiston,
associate vice president of human re
sources.
"The way that Whitworth interprets
FERPA is that it protects educational re
cords. We believe anything that is part
of behavior or conduct records is part
of the educational process," Associate
Dean of Students Jolyn Dahlvig said.
The Whitworth University Student
Handbook mentions FERPA only once,
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but does not include a definition of the
law.
"FERPA impacts a lot of areas of cam
pus and tends to live as an academic
policy in the catalog, but I like the idea of
adding more to the handbook," Dahlvig
said.
Other schools, such as Pacific Luther
an University, dedicate a full page to de
fining FERPA in t he student handbook.
PLU also mentions the term 26 other

times throughout its handbook.
Terms such as FERPA are not often
included in documents like the student
handbook because of the cost, said Dick
Mandeville, vice_ presid ent for student
life.
FERPA is not printed in the student
handbook to cut down on printing costs,
and to make the handbook more con
cise, Mandeville said.
While it may not be a high priority for
the school, there would be little objec
tion to definitions of FERPA and Title IX
added to the student handbook for ac
cessibility if the funding for software and
printing were available, Mandeville said;
Students may not know their rights
until after the crime or policy violation
was committed and the disciplinary
process begins.
In conduct meetings, Student Life
faculty tell students that their academ
ic, disciplinary and medical records
are protected by FERPA and cannot be
shared without students' permission,
Mandeville said.
A clear definition of FERP A and Title
IX sho uld be shared with students for
greater accessibility, Mandeville said.
But Whitworth has relatively fewer re
ports of crime compared to other univer
sities in the area. There have been a total
of 58 reported crimes between 2010 and
continued on p. 6

II took nearly
30 minutes for
the water to get
turned off. By
then, one dorm
on the upper
floor and four on
the lower floor
suffered serious
water damage,
meaning a lot
of drywall and
asbestos had to be
cleared out.
Emily Moli'ne | Photographer

Burst pipe in BJ causes flooding
Hendricks called campus security at around 5:30
a.m. and told them of th e situation. Once security
StaffWriter
realized that a pipe had broken, they notified facil
ities maintenance who in turn contacted Servpro
A frozen pipe burst in Baldwin-Jenkins Hall early Damage Restoration, a company for fire and water
in the morning on Thursday, Feb. 6, flooding sever cleanup and restoration, Dick Pettis, manager of fa
al rooms before triggering die fire alarm. Residents cilities maintenance, said.
The' water coming from the pipe
were quickly evacuated in the pre
hot, causing the room to fill
dawn hours and relocated to the
"If a pipe burst over was
with steam, posing a threat to the
Hixson Union Building while facil
Christmas break, for electronics in the room, Sand
ities services assessed the damage
mann said.
and tried to shut off the water.
Some of the residents in the
Six rooms in total were affected example, it may have
rooms, awoken by
by the incident, including room220
been hours or even neighboring
the commotion, offered to help
where the flooding originated. The
residents of those rooms have been
days before someone in removing Hendricks and Sand
mann's belongings from the room.
moved to other rooms on campus
About 20 m inutes after the water
noticed what was
— or for th ose who live in the Spo
began flooding, students from the
kane area — back home.
happening."
rooms below ran upstairs saying
The rooms should be ready for
that water was dripping on them
students to move back in by Feb.
—ALAN JACOB
from their ceilings and light fix
24, provided everything has been
tures, Hendricks said.
associate director of
repaired and dried out, Associate
Not only did the water drip into
Director of Student Housing Alan
student housing
the other rooms but it also dripped
Jacob said.
into the alarm system causing the
Freshman Kathryn Hendricks,
resident of 220, awoke to a loud boom that came electric current to short circuit, triggering the fire
from the wall underneath her window on the morn alarm, Pettis said.
Within 30 minutes, facilities management was
ing of the incident. She immediately woke her
roommate, freshman Taya Sandmann, alerting her able to cut the electricity off for the affected hallway
and turn off the water circulation for that area. Once
that a pipe had burst.
As dirty, black water began pouring into the Servpro arrived, they assisted in the removal of the
room, Hendricks and Sandmann quickly removed rest of the belongings.
The pipe that burst was part of the heating system
their belongings from the floor so they wou
ld notbe
ruined, Hendricks said.

Josh Lake

Emily Molliie |rnotograpner

Some students returned to find their possessions packed
up in boxes, ready to be moved to temporary housing.

Number of crimes reported
on campus between 2010 '
and 2012
p. 3

continued on p. 6

Number of rooms in Baldwin-Jen
kins that had to be evacuated due to
water damage.
p. 4

Number of bikes that have been
reported stolen since Dec. 27.
p. 5
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Security officer helps bag bike thief during break

Simon Puzankov|Photographer

Security Supervisor Jacquelyn McCord attributes the drop in on-campus theft over the past year to increased student diligence and highly visible security vehicles.

Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
Following a string of six bicycle thefts
on campus during November, security
officer Philip Hinckley apprehended a
culprit just after Christmas.
At ab out noon on Dec. 27, H inckley
was making his usual patrol when he
noticed something odd.
"I go over by BJ and I see a fella bend
ing over the bikes," Hinckley said. "I pull
up right next to him and said, 'What are
you doing?' I saw that he had a ratch
et, and I saw that the bike was being
taken apart. He said, 'Well is the cam
pus closed?' and I go, "Ihat's not what I
asked you. What are you doing, stealing
a bike?"'
The man, who was not a Whitworth
student, denied being a thief and took off
on his own bike, Hinckley said. Hinckley
followed him in his car and called 911.
When he saw that the man was getting
on a bus and carrying two tires, Hinckley
called the police again and told them the

4,200

Approximate number of likes the
"Boycott Spokane Downtown
Daiquiri Factory" Facebook page has
gained as of print deadline.
' P-7

Whitworth more than once," McCord
number and direction of the bus.
Fifteen minutes later, the man was said.
McCord recommends that students
back on campus, this time, with three
patrol cars and five deputies, Hinckley lock bikes, even if they won't be left
alone for long, as all but one of the bike
said.
"He's probably thinking we're con thefts in November were unlocked.
nected to NSA a nd if he tries to run Cheap chains and cable locks can be
there's gonna be a drone that smokes easily broken, but U-locks are much
more secure, she said.
him," Hinckley said, laughing.
"A lot of times when
The
officers
and
Hinckley examined the "A lot of times when bikes are stolen, they
were just thrown down
evidence by comparing
bikes are stolen,
because students are
the bike parts left on
a little too trusting,"
campus with the stolen
they were just
Hinckley said.
tires. The culprit con
The number of thefts
fessed, and within an
thrown down be
has been relatively low
hour, he was headed to
cause students are a so far this year, and
jail, Hinckley said.
showed a decline be
The man had several
little too trusting." tween 2012 and 2013,
outstanding warrants,
McCord said. She at
Security Supervisor Jac
—PHILIP HIN CKLEY
tributes the decreased
quelyn McCord said.
crime rate to students'
security officer
Since the arrest, there
diligence in locking
has been one reported
bikes and high-visibility officers.
bike theft.
"It seems like every year, students
"Because of t he parts he had on him
when he was caught, he had been to have gotten better about securing their

19

Number of seconds in length of
sophomore Anneka Baird's submis
sion for the Leonard Oakland Film
Festival.
p. 9 ,

39

Percent of female undergraduate
Whitworth students in the School of
Global Commerce & Management.
p. 11

bikes," McCord said.
Having two clearly marked security
vehicles, and being consistendy visible
to potential thieves helps reduce theft
attempts, Hinckley said.
Security officers are able to patrol the
Back 40 using the Honda Ridgeline that
was traded for a no longer functioning
Ford Escape, McCord said. There are
three patrol hikes as well, but during the
winter, the officers use vehicles.
Few students register their bikes on
campus, McCord said. If they did, reg
istration numbers would allow them to
be identified and retrieved from pawn
shops much more easily.
The form to register bikes online can
be found by going to Pirate Port, clicking
"Forms" and finding the bicycle regis
tration form under the facilities services
section. It allows students to enter their
contact and bike information, and even
a picture of the bike, McCord said.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

12

Number of consecutive NWC Cham
pionships won by the Whitworth
men's swimming team.
p. 14
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2012, according to the Whitworth
Clery Report. The Clery Report is a
part of a federal statute called the
Clery Act, w hich mandates all uni
versities to publish a log of on- and
off-campus crimes annually. On the
other hand, Gonzaga University has
had 210 reported crimes between
2010 and 2012, including violent
crime, motor vehicle theft and bur
glary.
Whitworth does not have any vi
olent crimes documented on the
Clery Reports dating back to 2010.
Nonviolent crimes such as car theft

Flood
continued from p. 4

and had frozen because of the cold
temperature, below 4 degrees that
Wednesday night. The pipe should
not have burst, Pettis said.
The pipe broke due to a combina
tion of co ld weather, an open win
dow, and the fact that the thermo
stat was set low and prohibited the
water from circulating through the
building.
When Sandmann got back to her
room, she found all of h er posses
sions in boxes in the hallway, she
said.
Servpro and the Whitworth facil
ities team made her feel informed
and comfortable the entire time,
Sandmann said.
"I was very impressed with re
gards to how quickly Servpro and
the Whitworth facilities team was
able to repair and clean up the dam
age," Jacob said.
The time frame of the incident
ensured that there were students

19,2014

and burglary are the most common
crimes on campus, but have been
declining in frequency since 2010.
"Anything that is reported goes on
the Clery Report. We aren't trying
to hide or cover up anything," Mandeville said.
Crimes reported by students,
staff, or faculty are automatically
added to the Clery Report, Mandevillesaid.
Naturally, if a crime is committed
and it is not reported to Student Life,
it will not go onthe Clery Report.
Students feel secure pn campus,
according to a recent survey con
ducted by Student Life. Around 800
students that live on campus re
sponded to the survey. Of those, 630
said they felt their dorm halls were

friendly, comfortable, respectful
and safe.
Whitworth's location, small size
and zero-tolerance policy for drugs
and alcohol have helped keep crime
in check, Mandeville said.
"We confront any amount of alco
hol and it has a considerable effect
on the number of incidents that take
place," Mandeville said. "If you look
at the number of alcohol-related in
cidents that are reported at Gonzaga
compared to here, you are natural
ly going to get a reduction in other
things as well."

around to notice the water flow and
to contact maintenance, so it could
not have happened at a better time,
Jacob said.
"If a pipe burst over Christmas
break, for example, it may have been
hours or even days before someone
noticed what was happening," Ja
cob said. "The fact that it was early
enough in the morning for students
to be in their rooms sleeping played
a major role in the speed of the
cleanup process."
Since the incident, the ceilings
and parts of the walls of th e rooms
below 220 have been torn out as
well.
Dehumidifying tubes have been
inserted into the walls to dry them
out; the rooms will be almost entire
ly new once the process is complete.
There will b e new ceilings, light
ing fixtures, walls and paint; the
only remnants of the old rooms will
be the floor tiles and the desks that
are built into the wall.
Pipes were frozen in other build
ings on campus that same morn
ing Pettis said, including a sink in
Westminster, Cowles Auditorium,

President Beck Taylor's house, and
another pipe downstairs in BJ.
Only one other pipe, located
in Arend Hall, actually burst that
morning, but was quickly dealt with,
as the entire crew required to deal
with broken of pipes was in the area
attending to the pipe in BJ.
The students living in the affected
rooms were sent an email from Ja
cob around 10 a.m. informing them
of temporary housing options.
The housing options included the
basement of Jenkins, Duvall, East,
or, for those originally from Spo
kane, home.
Those students were told that
they could move back in after spring
break, but Hendricks and Sand
mann have said now that they are
moved and settled they do_not want
to go through the moving process
again and go back to BJ.
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Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Proposed bill would defer upfront
costs for college students
A new bill proposed in the House in
Olympia would allow students to go to
college without paying tuition costs up
front. The bill would allow students to pay
after leaving or graduating school in fixed
payments for up to 25 years. The bill would
also create a Pay it Forward program in
which up to five high schools could have
students participate and receive money
toward tuition costs. Seventeen other states
have had similar bills proposed. It has been
passed on from the House Committee on
Higher Education to the Appropriations
Committee. .

Occupation ends in Ukraine
Sunday marked the end of an occupation of
City Hall in Kiev, Ukraine, by protesters who
occupied the building in December. The
protesters, who were calling on authorities
to close all criminal cases relating to the
protests, agreed to an amnesty deal with
government authorities.
Police in Kiev have pulled back barricades
and protesters have cleared some streets
to let vehicles through, signaling to some
that the protests and retaliation by the
government may be waning.
Tens of thousands of protesters are still
calling on President Viktor Yanukovych to
resign. Yanukovych spurned a trade deal
with the European Union in November,
inciting protest.
Sources | KHQ Lo
cal News and The New York Times

Contact Josh Lake at
jlakel 7@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
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ASWU UPDATE
• New head football coach Rodney Sandberg
visited ASWU to talk about his transition into
the program at Whitworth, and how the pro
cess was inspired by his faith in God. He went
on to outline the "Four F's" of his team philos
ophy, "Faith, Future, Family and Fun."
• The Basketball Club successfully requisi
tioned $405 from ASWU to go to a basketball
tournament at Eastern Washington Universi
ty. The funds will cover the tournament entry
fee, as well as a basketball for the team to use.
The Basketball Club initially requisitioned an
additional $300 to pay for athletic jerseys, but
were denied due to ASWU by-laws.
• TheCooking Club submitted a request to be
chartered by ASWU. T he matter was tabled
for further discussion at a later date. If ap
proved, the club would host events that pro
mote building friendships and developing re
al-world cooking skills.

ARTS & CULTURE
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Senior Gabrielle Perez (center) joins the community protest against the Spokane Downtown Daiquiri Factory's controversial "Date GrapeKoolaid" drink.

Students involved in protest of local bar
from the Daiquiri Factory drink names.
Others have put forth similar efforts to convince the
company to change the name of the drink.
More students and faculty at Whitworth are becom
A Google search for "Downtown Daiquiri" will pro ing involved in the protests because they are concerned
duce a plethora of res ults, with the first link being a about "combating rape culture in a tangible way," Wilt
Facebook page titled, "Boycott Spokane Downtown sey said.
"Rape culture is an environment in which rape is
Daiquiri Factory." The page is only a month old, but
as of Feb. 14 already had roughly 4,200 likes and 5,000 prevalent and in which sexual violence against women
people talking about it. The response from the Spokane is normalized and excused in the media and popular
community leads to one establishment, the Spokane culture," according to the Women's Center at Marshall
University.
Downtown Daiquiri Factory.
Definitions of " rape culture" tend to highlight not
The public outcry came from a rum and Kool-Aidbased drink called "Date Grape Koolaid." The name has only media, but also_misogynistic culture and objectistruck a nerve in the community and even has received fication of women's bodies as part of what creates the
culture.
national news coverage from media
Statistics show that 57 percent of
sources such as TIME magazine and
"[The Daiquiri Factory rapes happen on dates, and 75 per
Cosmopolitan.
cent of the men and 55 percent of
When senior Gabrielle Perez first
is] making light of a
the women involved in acquaintance
heard about the "Date Grape" drink,
rapes were drinking or taking drugs
she was disturbed by the news, she
very serious issue."
just before the attack, according to
said.
www.oneinfourusa.org.
— GABRIELLE PEREZ
"I was saddened," Perez said. "It
The Green Dot on Whitworth's
was really embarrassing for Spokane.
senior
campus was initiated to limit those
[The Daiquiri Factory is] making fight
occurrences. The Whitworth website
of a very serious issue."
states, "The Green Dot movement is
As a downtown establishment, the
Daiquiri Factory is representing Spokane in an unfor about gaining a critical mass of students, staff and fac
ulty who are willing and equipped to do their small part
tunate way, she said.
Since first learning about the drink name, Perez to reduce power-based personal violence and make
has become active in the community protests of t he our world a safer place for everyone."
"Date Rape is one of the primary concerns. It is the
Daiquiri Factory. She participated in the first protest,
where she wore a T-shirt she designed with a perma reason we have Green Dot," s aid Nichole Bogarosh,
nent marker that read, "There's nothing 'funny' about women and gender studies lecturer.
Jamie Pendleton, the owner of Spokane Down
rape."
Since wearing her handmade shirt to the protest, town Daiquiri Factory, changed the name to the "Date
Perez has begun selling similar screen-printed shirts. Grape" drink, placing a "banned" banner over the word
The profits from those shirts go to Fields of Diamonds "Date" and changing "Koolaid" to "#Q-laid" on the bar
House of Blessings, a local transitional home for wom menu. However, he refuses to fully change the name of
the drink because he finds it humorous.
en and children.
Pendleton also owns Pendleton Broadcasting and
Perez is not the only Whitworth student getting in
volved in the protest efforts. Senior Hannah Wiltsey operates 104.5 FMJamz radio station.
Pendleton posted on his Facebook page, "When you
was also angered by the "Date Grape" drink name.
"I w as incensed; it's perpetuating a rape culture," have a Grape amount of haters! Sometimes you have to
swim through a river of shit and come out looking like
Wiltsey said.
Like Perez, Wiltsey has attended protests. She has a rose. #Watchme"
Pendleton also posted, "We Getting Graped To
also spent time contacting copyright holders such as
Kraft — who owns Kool-Aid — a nd Victoria's Secret night!" Feb. 9.
Pendleton has repeatedly played on the word "grape"
about drinks names that violate their copyrights.
In contacting those companies, Wiltsey hoped to on his Facebook page in response to complaints and to
encourage them to support removing their trademarks advertise upcoming events. Many local businesses such

Stuart Hopson

Staff Writer

NEEDTOKNOW
• The Spokane Downtown Daiquiri Factory
opened Feb. 1 as Spok
ane's first daiquiri bar.
• Upon opening, the bar fisted 15 daiquiri
flavors and combinations on its menu. Drink
names included "Victoria's Secret," "Beast
Mode" and the controversial "Date Grape
Koolaid."
• As of time of newspaper production, a "Boy
cott Spokane Downtown Daiquiri Factory" Facebook page had gathered more than 4,000 likes.
• Community protests have been taking place in
front of the Daiquiri Factory.
• Due to improper and "offensive" use of the
Kool-Aid trademark, Kraft said it plans to take
action against the Daiquiri Factory.
• The Spokane Downtown Daiquiri Factory has
altered its menu, placing a "banned" graphic
over the word "Date" and changing "Koolaid" to
"#Q-Laid."

as Findlay Mazda, Buffalo Wild Wings and Smoov Cutz
have removed their support of The Spokane Daiquiri
Factory and 104.5 Jamz because of P endleton's overt
responses. His reactions to the public have caused up
roar amongst the Whitworth community.
"I'm more angered by how they [Spokane Down
town Daiquiri Factory] responded," Bogarosh said. "It's
the equivalent to shaming the victim."
Pendleton has made personal, verbal and written at
tacks toward many of the protesters, including person
al information about individual protesters.
"I fear I may become a target of h arassment due to
how visible I am with my support," Perez said.
Supporters of the Spokane Downtown Daiquiri Fac
tory have said that the drink name is provocative, not
offensive.
"When [language] focuses on violence, it crosses
over from free speech to hate speech," Bogarosh said.
Contact Stuart Hopson at
shopsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.
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TIPS FOR WINTER DRIVING
BY ALANNA CARLSON I STAFF WRITER

GRAPHICS BY CARLY COLBY ANB HAYLEY NIEHAOS
Spokane winter weather is often unpredictable.
There's a reason, after all, why so many Spokanites
quote the adage, "If you don't like the weather, just wait
a few minutes."
According to the City of Spokane Street Department,
the official snow season in the City of Spokane is from
Nov. 15 to March 15. A "snow event" can be declared
at any time during those four months. There are two
stages of snow events, during which the Spokane Street
Department enacts snow removal activities, parking
restrictions and their Communications Action Plan.
The City of Spokane will declare a Stage 1
snow event when there is at least two
inches of snow on h
t e ground and at
least four more inches expected
during the same snow event.
In Stage 1, snow removal
activities include plowing,
sanding and de-icing take
place on all arterials, STA
bus routes, hospital dis
tricts, outlying access
routes and residential
hill routes. The city will
declare a Stage 2 snow
event once six inches
of snow have fallen and
more is anticipated in the
same snow event. In Stage
2, snow removal activities
are expanded to all residential
streets. According to the Spokane
Street Department, full plowing of
the city takes approximately four days.
During conditions in which the Spokane
Sheet Department cannot effectively keep all roads
plowed, the City will resort to the Snow Corridor Plan.
Under this plan, the Sheet Department will plow only
specified main sheets, dubbed "snow corridors," which
residents can rely on to be clear routes through town. A
list of those snow corridors, as well as more inform
ation
on snow removal activities, parking restrictions during

declared snow activities, and the City of Spokane's
Communications Action Plan during those activities
and plowing routes can be found at spokanesheetdepartment.org/snowplow.htm.
The City of Spokane has a fully-constructed plan for
winter weather. Residents of Sp okane can be just as
prepared for the bad conditions.

your car," McCune said.

3

Use Caution & Be Aware

Paying attention to what is going on around
you is even more important in winter weather
than normal. This applies not only to what you
and your car are doing, but to what other cars or
pedestrians around you are doing as well.
"Predominantly the biggest factor [in accidents]
Prepare Your Vehicle
Making sure your car is equipped for the snow is that people aren't paying attention," Young said.
"They're not giving themselves enough time to get to
is important.
This means making sure you have the right their destination because of the inclimate weather.
tires on your car. It also means ensuring that People get on snowy or slick roads and they continue
the belts and inner workings of your vehi to drive like it's still dry pavement. It's not only look
ing out for yourself as the driver, it's also looking out for
cle are operating correctly.
"Tires are 90 percent of trac the other person who might not necessarily be looking.
tion on the road... Studless snow You've always got to be scanning."
tire technology is actually bet
ter now than studded ones,"
said Mark McCune, who has
worked as a driving instructor
at B&B Driving School. "Also,
make sure you get your car
inspected."
Keep a Safe Following Distance
"The biggest thing is, know
Keeping your distance from other cars is imyour car. If you're not famil
l portant, especially on city roads where it's easy
iar with driving it in the snow,
to follow too closely.
get out, go to a parking lot and
"When there's snow on the road, you've got
learn howyour car acts and re
act
to make that cushion at least double in length,"
in snowy or icy conditions," State
McCune said. On highways and interstates, itis advised
Farm agent Darren Young said.
Knowing how your car handles the to lengthen the distance even more.
"Bad things can happen really fast at higher speeds,"
snow will better prepare you for possible
McCune said.
accident situations.
KREM 2 News also warns explicitly against following
plows too closely. In an online article, KREM 2 warned,
Slow Down & Allow Extra Time
Generally, when driving in bad winter con "Keep at least two car lengths behind snowplows for
ditions drivers should drive five to 10 mph every 10 mph you drive. Never drive through the snow
below the speed limit, McCune said. Stopping being ejected from the plows -the force of the spraying
times are longer on snow and ice, and driving snow can throw your car out of control."
slowly allows better traction.
"The higher your speeds, the harder it is to control
continued on p. 10
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
an

co

SERVICE: SERVICE LEARNING FAIR
9:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Local service organizations will be
on campus to connect with students
interested in getting involved.

THEATER: SACAGAWEA'S STORY
6 p.m.
North Spokane Library
44 E. Hawthorne Rd.
Sara Edlin-Marlowe will perform a
one-woman show based on the life of
Sacagawea.

CM

CAMPUS: WHITWORTH'S BIRTHDAY

>-

12 p.m.
Lied Square
President Beck Taylor will join the
Whitworth community for free cake to
commemorate Whitworth's birthday.

CO

RELIGION: CATHOLICISM SERIES
7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
The Catholic Fellowship Club will host
a documentary series on Catholicism.
For more information, read the article
at thewhitworthian.com.

CM
CO

EE

CAMPUS: MR. GATSBY'S PARTY AT
CASINO ROYALE

CM
CM

OFF BEAT: LILACt

7 p.m. I $12 Stu
Spokane Convert
334 W. Spokane
Spokane's local
have its season (
"Baking Up a B

8 p.m. -12 a.m. I $5
HUB Multipurpose Room
This roaring "20s-meets-Bond, ASWUsponsored event will include dancing,
mocktails and casino games.
CO

FOOD: INLANDER RESTAURANT WEEK

$18-$28
A va riety of Spokane-area restaurants
will participate in a restaurant week
sponsored by The Inlander. The event
will feature pre fixe 3-course menus
priced at either $18 or $28.

FILM: LAO FILM
7 p.m.
Robinson Teac
The final nigl
Leonard A. Oa
feature Israeli
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Student filmmakers compete in
annual Leonard Oakland Film Fest
Mikayla Nicholson
people wouldn't get some of the jokes," Parker said.
"After you sit with a certain piece for a long enough
time, since you have almost no distance, it's hard to
"Little Three" — a film that draws upon Whitworth's gauge if it 's good or not because you become over
popular "little three" tradition — took first place overall ly critical. When I was watching all the other films I
in the recent student film competition at the Leonard thought we were done for."
A. Oakland Film Festival.
He was ultimately satisfied with how the film was
The film was one of four student films shown as part received at the festival, Parker said.
of the festival on Feb. 8.
"Once our film actually started, it didn't feel very
Danny Parker, junior and current president of the long, and people were laughing at the jokes," Parker
Whitworth Film Club, directed "Little Three." The said. "After the film having been only ours for so long,
members of film club collaborated
and then all of a sudden a crowd of
together to make the short film.
people
were laughing because of
"After you sit with
"I heard about the festival from
something I was personally respon
Fred Johnson, he's the guy behind
sible for — it was an amazing expe
a certain piece for a
the film minor here," Parker said.
rience."
long enough time,
"The s tudent competition has been
Sophomore art and English dou
going since before I came here, and
ble major Anneka Baird's animated
since you have almost film, tided "Cowlick," won first prize
Film Club has submitted films for two
in the "60 Seconds or Less" category
years now."
no distance, it's
and second place overall.
In "Little Three" junior Mitch Heid
"I had seen advertisements for
hard to gauge if it's
plays a Whitworth student named
the festival," Baird said. "I had made
Michael, who convinces his new
good or not because
this film last spring for a class at my
roommate Aaron, a transfer student
previous school."
played by senior Andy Rowland, that
you become overly
Baird's film was a traditional
he must complete the little-three or
hand-drawn animation, and she
he won't be allowed to graduate. Mi
critical."
drew every single frame of it herself.
chael also happens to carry a camera
— DANNY PARKER
"It's about 19seconds," Baird said.
with him at all times.
"I drew each frame individually and
"It w as a very Whitworth-specific
junior
then scanned them and edited them
film," Parker said. "It was fun to ex
together in iMovie."
periment with the kind of 'CloverThe hardest part of ma king her film was drawing
field' style, with the camera being almost like a charac
the frames in such a way that they all fit together in a
ter in the film."
Rowland and Heid were asked to improvise on the logical sequence, while also keeping the same figures
script. They improvised so much that the first cut of the in the same place and moving them ever so slightly
film ended up being almost 12 minutes instead of the each time, Baird said.
Baird's 'film took about four weeks to make from
intended four.
Cutting the film was the most difficult part, Parker start to finish and this was the first film or animation
that she had ever made.
said.
"I was so excited," Baird said. "I got the first award
"Andy and Mitch did a really good job," Parke r said.
"It wasn't us just moving from one thing to the next, the I've ever gotten for any art work I've ever done. It was
improvising allowed them to expand on their charac a really cool experience showing my film at the festi
val and it was neat to have people see my work in a
ters more than we had written down."
"Little Three" was shown to an audience of about 60 public setting like that."
people. It was a nerve-wracking experience for Parker,
Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
he said.
"I was worried that it wouldn't go over very well or mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.
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{I SAW!}

Staff Writer

Y ROLLER GIRLS

:nt Tickets
on Center
ills Blvd.
Her derby team will
ener with the theme
ing."

TIVAL

J Theatre
>f the sixth annual
id Film Festival will
i "T he Band's Visit."

CO
CM

MUSIC: BLACK COMPOSERS CONCERT

Si

DANCE: ARGENTINE TANGO LESSON

3 p.m.
Music Building Recital Hall

ad

LJU

6:30-9 p.m. I $10
Spokane Tango
2117 E. 37th Ave.

Student pianists will perform in this
concert featuring music from a variety
of black composers.
CO

MOVIE: THOR: THE DARK WORLD
8 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
ASWU will host an on-campus showing
of "Thor: The Dark World" before the
movie's DVD release.

^
z:
2

No experience or partner necessary
lesson in Argentine Tango, followed
by a practice session.

LIT: KATHRYNSCHULZ READING
7 p.m.
Beasley Coliseum
225 N. Grand Ave., Pullman, Wash.
Author Kathryn Schulz will present on
her book "Being Wrong: Adventures in
the Margin of Error."

Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
- reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Happy for You
I saw that all your dreams were coming true
without me around. And to be honest? I

couldn't be happier for you.

Ice Sliding
I saw you completely eat it on the Hello Walk

and then get up and keep walking as if nothing
had happened. There were roughly 20 people
around who saw it.

Cookie Monster
I saw you put 12 cookies in your pocket. Don't

pretend any of them were foryour friends.

Close the Blinds, Please
I saw you getting frisky in your room upstairs

in Stewart with the lights on and the blinds
open. I wonder if that's considered cohab?

He's Taken
I saw you walking into your dorm and heard

you talking about how you're crushing on a
guy who already has a girlfriend. Back off, girl!
He mine.

So Sorry?
I saw you run into the door. You then apol
ogized to me. No. Don't apologize to me. I

wasn't anywhere near you. What?

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

cm
gj

LIT: JULIA KASDORF READING
7P-m-

>»T
S

Poet lulia Kasdorf will read her works
from collections such as Sleeping
Preacher and Eve's Striptease.

u_

HUB Multipurpose Room

LIT: LINDA HOGAN PRESENTATION
7:30 p.m.
Cataldo Globe Room, Gonzaga U.
502 E. Boo ne Ave.
Chickasaw poet, storyteller and
playwright will present as part of
Gonzaga's Visiting Writers Series.

10 A&C
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WINTER DRIVING TIPS

Look

continued from p. 8
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Turn into the Spin

Even the safest of drivers are in danger of
their cars slipping on black ice. Driving courses
teach that when this happens, the driver needs
to turn the steering wheel in the direction they
are skidding.
"The tendency is to put your brakes on and that's ex
actly what you don't want to do. When you start to lose

control of your car, immediately take your feet off the
pedals and steer into the skid," McCune said.
For example, if one is turning left and the vehicle be
gins to skid to the right, one should turn the wheel to
the right, thereby turning into the skid.
McCune also emphasized the importance of not
over-correcting when spinning out.

^ Use Your Brakes Correctly

Coming to a stop in the snow or on ice is a
lot more difficult than stopping on dry pave\ O ) ment. Minimize braking when at all possible,
and let the car slow itself, McCune said.
"An analysis I've tried to use to explain is for
your brake pedal, you've got an egg between the brake
pedal and your foot. You're gingerly hitting that brake
pedal. If y ou've got a manual transmission, you can
shift down," Young said.
It's important know what kind of brakes you have. If
you own an older car, it is possible your car does not
have an anti-lock braking system (ABS). In situations
when you must uses your brakes to regain control,
knowing how to use your brakes could help you avoid
collision.
"More winter accidents happen when people sud
denly brake and then realize they have no traction,"
McCune said.

What's Back

CLICK IT
ABOUT
Catholicism
documentary series
hosted by Catholic Fellowship Club

A&C

whitworthian
•com

Contact Alanna Carlson at
acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

COMPETE

for the

Jobs YOU
WANT!

Make saving lives your part-time job.
Plasma donations are vital to
the treatment of rare, chronic
and genetic diseases. Which
means that plasma donors get
paid to save lives.
510 East Francis Avenue
Spokane, WA 99208
509-484-7001

www.octapharmaplasma.com

Donate plasma.
Save lives. Earn up
to $400 a month.
Earn $50 for your first
five donations.

octapharma
plasma

, Programs and fees vary by location. Contact your local center for details.

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Meyer Properties

MA i n M a n a g e me n t w i t h a n e m p ha s i s
in Social a n d S u s t a i n a b l e M a n a g em e n t

www.whitworthhousing.com
Now renting for 2013-2014 school year

Seattle Pacific University
offers an innovative,
11-month graduate business
degree for any major.

For admissions requirements, visit spu.edu/massm.
Apply by April 15, 2014.

Seattle
Pacific

Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking. Washer and dryer provided.

$300-$330/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

Engaging the culture,
changing the world*

CALL BILL for a showing a t (509) 991-1212

OPINIONS
Women can climb corporate ladder while parenting
REMI
OMODARA

M
ft

The pressures of motherhood, com
bined with the stress of a 40-plus-hour
work week, leave female professionals
questioning whether raising a family
while attempting to climb the corporate
ladder is worth it.
With gender-equal education and
increased empowerment, more wom
en realize their potential by investing in
their careers. According to The Huffington Post, 8.1 percent of Fortune 500 top
earners are women, an increase from 6.2
percent in 2008. The fact that 39 percent
of undergraduate Whitworth students
in the School of G lobal Commerce and
Management are female is further proof
of the growing trend. However, the fastpaced corporate environment oftenmakes it hard to balance raising chil
dren.
"Opting Out?" a book by Pamela
Stone, highlights stories of p rofessional
women who left the workplace to better
pursue motherhood. The book featured
one woman who thought that she would

have to sacrifice her career forfamily due
to her maternal role. Since she didn't
want her kids to essentially be raised by
their nanny, she decided to "opt out'!
Family dynamics vary and there is not
a one-size-fits-all way to make things
work. However, as a woman who wants
to enter the corporate arena and be a
mother one day, the stories of these
women were eye-opening. I learned that
it's important to begin weighing options
in order to be prepared to form a future
course of action. As organizations make
strides to allow for better work-life bal
ance, things may improve, although full
immersion in both motherhood and
corporate life is impossible. Two w om
en that have struck a balance are Sheila
Marcelo, CEO of Care.com and Wendy
Cebula, former COO of VistaPrint. Both
were able to pursue careers in business
and ultimately become company lead
ers. A viable solution for finding balance
calls for increased flexibility and sacri
fice from organizations and women.
"You can't do everything 100 percent,"
Cebula said in a Forbes article. "You
can't chaperone every field trip and at
tend every optional work event. Set the
bar at an achievable level."
Organizations can be more flexible

Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

by offering adequate maternity leave,
by hiring project-specific employees to
cover for new mothers, being more re
ceptive to part-time work from women
with strong potential and allowing work
from home more often.
Some may think that with the way cor
porations function, it's wishful thinking
to believe that women can successfully

climb the corporate ladder and be ade
quately present in their kids' lives. How
ever, at one point or another, the things
that we have achieved as a society were
just that: wishful thinking.
OMODARA is a

senior majoringin jour
nalism and marketing. Comments can be
sent to romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu.

Media comprehension key
to "Date Grape" backlash
CHRISSY
ROACH
Abigail Nyberg | Graphic Artist

Political climate ineffective
WHITNEY
CARTER
COLUMNIST

from the two competing powers and
tend to focus on specific issues. They
try to make headway on those specific
issues, but steal any headway that could
be made on a grander scale with one of
the larger parties. Third parties rarely
win elections and they shift the focus of
national elections to particular issues.
They also take votes from major polit
ical party candidates, to the point of
influencing elections. This is not to say
third parties should not exist, but our
current system does not allow for third
parties to be effective.
This leaves us with two options in our
current political state as a nation. Ei
ther we abandon third parties and opt
for them to join the two major parties
where they can work in tandem and
accomplish greater tasks, or we opt for
reform of our political system.

The United States maintains a polit
ical climate where third-party candi
dates and parties are ineffective in our
current political system. The parties de
tract from major issues and major par
ties, thus weakening our government.
Our political system is structured in
a way that third parties are not in a po
sition to thrive or make significant im
pact. Our government is set up so the
two major parties, Democratic and Re
publican, are constantly competing for
power and, in that way, keep each other
in check. Neither party gets a monop
oly on power. If they are able to gain a
stronghold of power, it is only for a time
and then the other party gains steam
Read the rest of Carter's column online at
and is able to elect more officials and
thewhitworthian.com
focus on their issues. The major parties
control all three branches of govern
ment, while the minor parties make CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent
waves every now and then.
Smaller parties mostly take away to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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The Spokane Downtown Daiquiri
Factory opened a few weeks ago, sport
ing a highly offensive drink name called
"Date Grape Koolaid," a wordplay on a
serious and sensitive issue, date rape.
Protesters have expressed their dis
like of the drink name by protesting out
side the bar, creating a Facebook page to
attract attention, and contacting SDDF's
advertisers to make them aware of what
they're endorsing — an establishment
that finds rape jokes funny. The owner
of SDDF h as responded through social
media in juvenile ways, lacking profes
sionalism in handling a severe issue. For
example, on the SDDF Facebook page, a
status was posted stating, "Come on in!
We are having a Grape Time!!"
Rather than focusing on just punish
ing the owner's insensitivity, we need
to focus on educating those in our com
munity. When people in Spokane can't
recognize that making fun of rape is tru
ly horrible, it means we are failing them.
Although I am appalled by the own
er's lack of tact, respect and dignity in
this situation, I a m also concerned for
the backlash that protesters have suf
fered from their own community.
Not everyone in the community is of
fended by the drink name. Several posts
on Facebook from Spokane residents
have bashed those who have taken ac

tion against such an insensitive drink
name. Comments such as "Why d on't
you people focus your energy on some
thing that actually matters in this town?"
and "People just need to toughen up"
have littered various Facebook pages
over the past week. One commenter on
a Facebook page protesting the Daiquiri
Factory posted, "I went there and had
the drink. I immediately wanted to date
rape somebody."
It shouldn't take an incident like this
to rally t he troops. We should be con
stantly advocating for the understand
ing of how media outlets have deeply
embedded a passive attitude toward
rape into our society. We should be
constantly educating people on media
literacy — to analyze the meaning be
hind advertisements which implant ex
pectations and falsehoods into people's
minds. We should be constantly learn
ing and thinking — how can we better
media representations of people?
This incident brought inconsistencies
to light. Although I immensely admire
the protesters' recent advocacy of this
issue, it shouldn't stop even though the
Daiquiri Factory has made a slight, still
offensive, alteration to the name. This
is an ongoing lesson that the Spokane
community needs to address, as made
clear by the uninformed remarks stated
by some Spokane residents.

ROACH is

a senior majoring in
journalism. Comments can be sent to
croachl4@my.whitworth.edu
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Facebook gender options
pave way for companies to
bring change, awareness
When Facebook added 56 new gender options for us
ers of the site last Thursday — br inging the grand total
to 58 — th e addition represented an inclusiveness and
awareness of Facebook users that should be applauded.
Though it may be what some consider a subtle change,
made with little in the way of fanfare, adding non-tradi
tional gender options gives users the ability to identify
and express themselves in the same way they might do
so in real life — that is to say, however they want.
The change made by Facebook will go unnoticed by
the majority of the network's users. But other large busi
nesses and organizations should take note of Facebook's
decision and consider making similar efforts.
It has not yet been a year since DOMA was overturned,
signifying "climate change" toward open-mindedness
about people who are attracted to people of the same
sex. Is this a step forward so bold, or is it merely a sign
of the times? In either case, Facebook, with 1.23 billion
monthly active users as of Dec. 31, has the power to aid
awareness of gender identification beyond male and fe
male.
Often, large businesses and organizations stay re
moved from taking stances on topics that are opposed by
some portion of society (gender identification, religion,
gay rights, etc.). However, a move like this might just be
good business. When DOMA was overturned, Marriott
Hotels, OREO cookies and a laundry list of other busi
nesses proclaimed their support of equal marriage rights.
Savvy businesses understand that hating on customers
for their orientation is bad business. Could this "techni
cal adjustment" by Facebook just be good business, or
are they truly advocating the next step forward — not just
equality based on orientation, but gender identification?
Other organizations should follow Facebook's lead as
a way to stay in tune with self-identification and social
acceptance. Many businesses will inevitably continue
to remain at distance from debated societal topics, but
moves such as Facebook's expansion of gender options
demonstrate the power of large companies to increase
awareness and bring light to situations that are unfair.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of five editors.

Media shine an
unnecessary
spotlight on
gay athlete
announcement
MAX
CARTER
When former Missouri Tiger defensive lineman
Michael Sam announced that he was gay, the world
of sports media jumped on it like a fumbled foot
ball.
Since his announcement, Sam has been sur
rounded by a frenzy of new s coverage, discussion
and support. And while I, too, support Sam for
being a proud, openly gay athlete, I can't help but
think that there are better ways for him toprove his
point.
Sam announced publicly on Feb. 9 that he was
gay, giving the game of football an unexpected shot
of a drenaline. For the NFL especially, the accep
tance of th e first openly gay football player in the
Carfy Colby| Graphic Artist
league's history is nothing but great press. And as
Sam, no longer restrained by the monetary restric
tions of the NCAA, reaps the benefits — both tangi only once or twice, in order to inform their audi
ble and social — the gay community stands witness ence of im portant events regarding social issues,
to a sadly predictable step in the slightly wrong di and leave it at that. There is no need for deep analy
sis and coverage of someone's per
rection.
sonal life, athlete or not.
While I am sure that the
"There is no need
The first NFL footb all player to
Ail-American defensive lineman
be openly gay is certainly an im
for deep analysis
has the right intentions, his ac
portant moment for gay rights and
tions seem counterproductive. For
and coverage of
equality, and I appreciate and en
many, the goal is for one day in the
courage the hope that it provides
near future to have equal rights for
someone's personal for millions of people in this world.
everyone regardless of sexuality.
If th at is the case, then it must be
life, athlete or not." However, if the goal is asociety that
truly gives no heed to sexual orien
achieved quietly, or society will be
tation, then it just can't be so wide
encouraged to put special focus on
ly covered in our media.
people with different sexual orientations.
ESPN, NFL.com and other news stations have re
leased nothing but positive pieces on the NFL pros
pect, but if they do in fact support Sam, they should CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
get the story off of their networks.
communication. Comments can be sent to mcarMajor news stations should present these stories terl6@my.whitworth.edu
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How do you think the Spokane Daiquiri
Factory should remedy the situation
regarding "Date Grape Koolaid"?

"I definitely think they should issue an apology
for specifically the way they responded to the
controversy. I think that response was almost
worse than the name of the drink itself. When
there was outrage, they just literally kind of spit
in its face."
— Eric Rice, senior

"First and foremost, the owner needs to stop
going on Facebook and responding, because
that's just bad business practice in general. I
think that they need to at least address it to the
public and address the protesters in a civil way
and not a mocking fashion, because they're
really being unkind about it. "
— Courtney Bagdon, senior

"I think it's pretty ridiculous and I think they
really need to do something about that. I
don't think that's OK at all, actually. And I
don't really know the situation behind it and
who came up with it, but I don't think that's
acceptable anywhere."
— Ruth Kamm, sophomore

"It's their business to name their drinks what
they want. But at the same time, if it's stirring
up such a big controversy then they should
probably bring it back to a normal level."
— Justin Maxwell, sophomore

+

SPORTS

Kari Johnson | le
Fiphoto

Whitworth and Lewis &Clark swimmers prepare for their heat on Nov. 16 at hom
e in the Whitworth Aquatic Center, n
e route to a 170-32 victory.

Swimming finds success at NWC Championships
prelims, but [Friday night], she went
from fifth to second and I went from
StaffWriter
fourth to third," senior captain Kate Duvall said.
After the Saturday events, the men
Whitworth men's swim team earned
its 12th consecutive NWC champion had pushed their lead to 125 points,
ship title, while the women were edged while the women clung to a narrow
out for first place by Pacific Lutheran 18.5-point lead over PLU.
Smith swam an NCAA provisional
University this past weekend in the
mark in the 100-yard butterfly in a time
NWC championships.
"It was a really fun and su
ccessful sea of 56.83, Stang came in first place in the
200 individual free
son for a lot of p eo
style, and Beal won
ple. Even though the
"The team morale is really the 100 individual
girls didn't win, they
with an
fought
extremely high and there was a lot o
f backstroke
NCAA provisional
hard and the whole
team, both guys and
support from the women mark and a school
record.
girls, really came to
for the men and men for
The women came
gether to support the
from behind in the
girls' team," soph
the women. It was great second 800 freestyle
omore Trevor Case
said.
to be a part of the longest relay, and sopho
mores Bridget Louis
The first day of
winning streak in North and Kori Carpenter,
competition
pro
Stang and Duvall
vided many notable
west Conference history." won it with a time of
performances. for
7:45.79.
both men and wom
—LUKE WELLE
"This was the funen.
senior
nest race to get in
Sophomore Wes
volved in as we came
Walton finished first
from behind but
in the 200-yard in
were still able to win. Everyone thought
dividual medley on
Friday and set a new NWC record of we were going to lose but it was a turn
1:51:30. Junior Wes Tatum and Case fin around event and we ended up win
ished second and third following Walton ning," Duvall said.
The third and final day of competition
en route to a Whitworth sweep of the
lent itself to a close finish on the wom
event.
Multiple women also achieved per en's side.
The women lost by two points to PLU.
sonal bests on the first d ay of t he meet.
"It came down to the very last relay, a
Junior Alisa Stang set a new Whitworth
record of 24.04 in the 50 freestyle, while 400 freestyle, to decide the winner," ju
junior Samantha Smith set the new Buc nior Kaurie Albert said. "Our girls won
record of 2:07.67 in the 200 individual and set a new meet record, but PLU took
second and got more points. It was a
medley on Friday evening.
Freshmen Jackie Beal and Jerusha very hard battle and the atmosphere and
Dressel, along with Stang and Smith excitement at the pool was huge."
Beal and Duvall got first and sec
won the 400 medley relay with a time of
ond place in the 200-yard backstroke,
3:52:05.
The men held first place by 40 points which became Beal's best time record of
and the women held the top spot by a 2:02.93.
Stang won first place and set an NWC
margin of 17 at the end of day one.
.. "People have been moving up. In the best time of 3:32.27 in the final relay.
Whitworth men were not to be over
500 individual-freestyle, Bridget [Louis]
and I were seeded fourth and fifth after shadowed. Walton, along with sopho-

Jessica Razanadrakoto

Hope Barnes|File Photo

Sophomore Kyle Wicks shakes hands with a Pacific swimmer on Nov. 15.
mores Case and Kyle Wicks an d junior
Wesley Tatum won the 200 medley relay
in an NCAA provisional time of 1:32.72.
Also, Tatum set a new school record in
the 100 butterfly with a time of 49.07.
"I'm really proud of my teams," head
swimming coach Steve Schadt said.
"They did an outstanding job, swam fast,
and I feel lucky to be the coach. If you
look at how many personal best times,
how many broken records there were,
people must say that they did a really
great job."
Swimming one event a day was key
to Whitworth's victory, Case said. The
swimmers had more energy, allowing
half of the Bucs to get into the top A final,
and still swim faster in the evening. That

was a big deal for the Pirates consider
ing only eight men and eight women can
make the top A final, Case said.
"The team morale was really highand
there was a lot ofsupport from the wom
en for the men and men for the women.
It w as great to be a part of t he longest
winning streak in Northwest Conference
history," senior captain Luke Welle said.
The Pirates will compete in the NWC
Spring Invite on Feb. 23 in Forest Grove,
Ore.

Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my. whitworth.edu

Men's basketball tops Bruins in overtime thriller
James Silberman
Staff Writer
Whitworth men's basketball team
closed the second half on a big run
and surged ahead in overtime to edge
George Fox 105-101 last Saturday night.
The Pirates were able to come up with
the win despite never having led the
game in regulation, with the only ties
coming at 0-0 and 95-95. The Pirates
played from behind for 39 of 40 re gula
tion minutes.
Whitworth trailed 95-87 with 1:11 to
play in the game.
In the second half, senior guard
Colton McCargar went on a shooting
streak to bring the Pirates within eight,
after only two points in the first half.
"We needed to put some points on the
board but we also needed to get stops,"
McCargar said. "Making those shots
helped though, and that's just having the
confidence."
Following a 3-pointer from McCargar
to make the score 95-90, junior forward
Adam Wilks and sophomore forward
George Valle trapped the GFU ball-han
dler on the inbounds play, forcing a trav
el.
On the ensuing inbounds play, Love
found freshman forward Christian Jurlina curling off a screen for an easy layup
to bring the Pirates within three.
However, the Pirates were not able to
force a turnover on the next inbounds
play, and a missed free throw by the Bru

Tyler Jeziersld | hotographer
P

Senior Colton McCargar, sophomore George Valle, junior Taylor Farosworth,
senior Robby Douglas, freshman Christian Jurlina and junior Adam Wilks look
on during the game against Linfield last Friday night in he
t Fieldhouse.
ins set up an opportunity for the Bucs to
tie the game.
McConnell brought the ball up the
floor, looking for that opportunity.
"When they missed the free throw, I
knew we needed a three," McConnell
said. "We ran a high-ball screen and I
saw their guy go under it which gave me
a good look."
Senior point guard Dustin McConnell
came off of t he screen set by junior for
ward Taylor Farnsworth at the top of the
key and got an open shot for a 3, tying
the score at 95.
Neither team was able to capitalize on
their last possession of regulation, send

opened with a 25-7 lead.
"They've got some good shooters,"
McConnell said. "And they move the ball
really well."
Freshman guard Kenny Love pro
vided a spark to the offense, scoring 12
points without missing a shot in the first
half. Despite Love's efforts, the Pirate's
.inability to slow down the Bruin's of
fense kept the Pirates at bay, still trailing
by double digits. A3-pointer from senior
guard Robby Douglas right before halftime brought the Pirates to within 11 go
ing into the break.
Seven players scored in double fig
ures for the Pirates, led by their seniors
McCargar with 22, McConnell with 15
and Douglas with 11.
Logie is not yet sure how to describe
his senior class, he said.
"They're still writing their story," Lo
gie said. "Theyidon't want this journey

ing the game into overtime.
A right baseline jump shot-from Jur
lina to open the overtime period gave
Whitworth the lead and a layup from
McConnell putting them up 104-99 with
18 seconds left to seal the win.
"They never quit. They hung in there
and took advantage of every opportunity
down the stretch," head coach Matt Logie said. "I couldn't be more proud."
The Pirates found themselves trailing
early to a hot-shooting Bruins team on
senior night. George Fox's offense came
out firing against the Whitworth manto-man and zone defenses. The Bruins

Women cap off conference games with win
Junior point guard Kendra Knutsen hit a jumper
from t he right baseline to take back the lead, this time
Staff Writer
for good.
Whitworth forced a turnover on the next George Fox
The Pirates powered to a 72-68 victory over George possession, and with time expiring, the Bruins were
Fox, the seventh-ranked team in the country, last Sat forced to foul.
Sophomore guard KC McConnell split a pair of free
urday on senior night in the Fieldhouse.
"It's always great to be playing well at the end of the throws to put the Pirates up 70-68. Lauren Codling of
season like that," senior forward Kayla Joh nson said. George Fox tried inbounding the ball, but Johnson
stole the pass, putting the game away.
"And senior night is always special."
"I knew she didn't think I would be up there pres
Senior forward Kendra Lahue hit back-to-back
3-pointers in the opening minutes as the Pirates took suring her so I just went for it," Jo hnson said. "It was
an early 14-4 lead. Whitworth remained in control until probably pretty stupid but it worked."
Johnson hit the free t hrows to complete the victory
a 17-6 run from the Bruins to end the first half made it a
over the Bruins.
one-point game, 35-34.
"We had to find ways to create opportunities," head
The Bruins took their first lead of the game on the
opening possession of the. second half, but Lahue re coach Helen Higgs said. "That was really fun having
sponded for Whitworth, as another 3-pointer gave the Kayla make that big play at the end and Kendra Lahue
hitting some big shots. It was really exciting to make
lead back to the Pirates 38-36.
Later in the half, a 3-pointer from the Bruins gave those plays down the stretch."
Johnson had team highs with 19 points and had
them their biggest lead of the game at 51-47. The mo
mentum was beginning to turn toward the Bruins until six rebounds. McConnell scored 13 points and five
rebounds, while Lahue added 11 points and five re
Johnson stepped up.
"I was just trying to be aggressive and take the op bounds.
Whitworth also defeated Linfield on Friday night,
portunities that were there," Johnson said.
Johnson scored seven of Whitworth's next nine 82-60. The Pirates won the game on the defensive end,
forcing 20 Wildcat turnovers due in part to Zappone's
points as the Pirates regained the lead, 58-53.
The Pirates stayed in control, and a layup from soph defense on the Linfield point guards.
McConnell scored a team-high 16 while Johnson
omore point guard Lexie Zappone with 5:52 remaining
gave the Pirates their largest lead of the second half at added 15 points and eight rebounds. Zappone also
scored 13 points and dished out three assists.
64-57.
The Pirates took on first-place Whitman last night.
However, the Bruins scored the next six points to pul
l
Check thewhitworthian.com for updates.
within one at 64-63.
A Johnson jumper gave Whitworth some breathing
room at 66-63. However, George Fox again had an an Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
swer, taking a 68-67 lead with 1:26 to play.

James Silberman

Andrew Rollins |Photographer

Senior Kayla Johnson drives inside during the game
against Linfield on Friday night in th
e Fieldhouse.
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SPOTTED FROM
THECROW'SNEST:

SWIMMING
Whitworth at NWC Spring Invite, All Day, Sunday, Feb. 23

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Whitworth at Lewis & Clark, 6 p.m., Friday, Feb. 21

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Peter Delap

Whitworth at Lewis & Clark, 8 p.m., Friday, Feb. 21

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Whitworth vs. Willamette at the Scotford Tennis Center, 3:30 p.m., Friday, Feb. 21

Tyler Jezierski

MEN'S TENNIS

StaffWriter

Whitworth at Willamette, 3 p.m„ Friday, Feb. 21

Senior decathlete Peter Delap, from Portland, Ore.,
continues to be a record-setting athlete who already
holds the seventh-best NCAA Dm decathlon point mark
this season, and Whitworth record, with 4757. Delap
continues to be a competitor, but he is not always con
cerned about individual goals..
"Team comes first. It's the reason why we compete
and that's what makes us different from any other team,"
Delap said.
Head coach Toby Schwarz continues to mentor and
push Delap to become the best he can be. Delap has
been committed to his team and naturally brings the
team together through his many talents, Schwarz said.
"He is well-rounded, not one-dimensional, and has
fun while working hard," Schwarz said.
When thinking back to one of his favorite memories
- with D elap, Schwarz said he lost in a wrestling match
against Delap on the bus back from ameet.
Coach Schwarz is an influence in his lifeand an amaz
ing guy to look up to, Delap said.
Delap strives for success, practicing and training four
hours a day.
Assistant track and field coach, Joey VanHoomissen,
said that Delap does not just work hard at practice, but
Joseph Parker |Photographer
does what is needed to eat right, sleep well and stay in Senior Peter Delap hopes to lead his team to afifth
shape to compete as a decathlete.
consecutive NWC conference title this season.
"Swim [in the morning], school, practice, and repeat,"
VanHoomissen said.
when the coaches suggest it, VanHoomissen said.
That is the routine VanHoomissen sees Delap work
"He is an encourager, leader and
with everyday. Delap pulled a ham
a true athlete, which extends to each
string at nationals last year during the
''He is a hardworking
part of h is life—not just as a track
first or second event, but toughed out
athlete but with the relationships
person who has helped
the rest of the race, VanHoomissen
[he forms], [the attention he pays to]
said.
school and as an athlete," senior de
me
learn
the
ways
of
these
Freshman decathlete Cheyne Shicathlete Stephen Cooper said.
roma is being mentored by Delap this
When Delap pulled his hamstring
events and you can tell
year in training and practice.
in the of be ginning of his competi
his leadership by how
"He is a hardworking person who
tion at nationals last year, he chose
has helped me learn the ways of these
to battle through the rest of his
he treats all of the other
events and you can tell his leadership
events and finished 17th out of 20.
by how he treats all ofthe other team
This year, Delap has set new
teammates on and off the
mates on and off the field," Shiroma
team goals for the track and field
said.
field."
season. Delap hopes that his team
Delap has not only set personal
wins conference, scores 300 points
—CHEYNE
SHIROMA
records throughout his time at Whit
in the NWC C hampionships meet
worth, but he has also inspired many
and climbs their way up into the top
freshman
of his teammates to do the same.
four in the nation by the end of the
"He is naturally talented and a
season. Delap emphasized the team
hard worker, which makes me want to be better and fol and how that has been the central focus throughout his
low that example," junior hurdler and heptathlete Emily years at Whitworth.
Moore said.
"I strive everyday to honor God in training, put my
Delap works hard and adds a lightness to the team, teammates first, and if I have achieved that, then that is
Junior jumper and hurdler Christina Dobbins said.
my greatest achievement," Delap said.
"[He] makes people feel included and helps unify the
Contact Tyler Jezierski at
team," Dobbins said.
Delap is always accountable and does the extra work tjezierskil4@my. whitworth.edu

MEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at UPS Invitational, T6A, Saturday, March 8

WOMEN'S GOLF
Whitworth at Whitman Dual, TBA, Saturday, March 1 ,

TRACK AND FIELD
Whitworth atWSU Open (Indoor), 9 a.m., Saturday, Feb. 22

SPORTS|N BRIEF
Track and field competes at UW
Husky Open (indoor)
The Pirates journeyed to Seattle this
past weekend in an effort to increase
their total number of athletes with indoor
national-qualifying marks. Sophomore
pole vaulter Kierstie Shellman jumped
11'6.25" to beat her own school record
and move up to the 19th spot on the
indoor nationals list. Sophomore Scott
Mayfield threw 54'4.5" in the weight
throw to join senior Keegan Shea in the
top 30 indoor nationals list.
Whitworth competes in the WSU Open
(Indoor) on Feb. 22 in Pullman.

New football coach Rod
Sandberg hires coaching staff
Head coach Rod Sandberg retained
former defensive backs coach Jay Tully
• to fill his final fullTtime position on staff.
Tully will take on an additional role as
director of strength and conditioning.
Sandberg also promoted receivers
coach and recruiting coordinator Jason
Tobeck to special teams coordinator.
The coaching staff will also retain
running backs coach Matt Johnson,
linebackers
coach
Adam
Lindly,
quarterbacks coach Joel Clark and
offensive line assistant Jim Puryear.
Source|whitworthpirates.com

THE WASH/NGTON
HEA L THRL A AIR/AIDER
GARAGE SALE NIGHT

SATURDAY VS. KOOTENAY

Come shop the biggest hockey
garage sale.

^

DISCOUNT AVAILABLE WITH STUDENT ID

Whitworth at Willamette, Noon, Saturday, Feb. 22

M/KE'S HARD R/A//C
L EMO/VA DE
BRGAST CAHCGR AWARGNGSS
N/GHT & HGLMGT GIVEAWAY

Sponsored by:

www.SROKAA/ECH/ESS. com

BASEBALL
Whitworth at College of Idaho, 1 p.m., Friday, Feb. 21

Gamo

W

SUNDAY2/23 VS. KAMLOOPS

Fmo:

Sponsored by:

#K38S£„

SPM
Ror Tickets Cat/ SOD.535. RUCK

WHITPICS

Whitworth Weather
Before and After

TOP LEFT: Snow is piled up on tables and benches outside
the Hixson Union Building.
Tyler Jezierski | hotographer
P

ABOVE: J unior off-campus student Marissa Stallings and
housemate Tess Bladies show off their snowman.
Kari Johnson |Photographer

BELOW: Fr eshman Michael Choma takes advantage of the
warmer weather and scoots around campus.
Emily Moline | hPotographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Sunlight shines on Whitworth's campus as
the temperature rises.
Emily. Moline |Photographer

LEFT: Ankle-deep puddles form in the Loop as warm
weather melts the snow.
Juliana Zajicek | h
Potographer
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$1.34 million in spending cuts
announced for 2014-15
Announcements on proposed budget cuts for next
year include Costa Rica Center closure, restructuring
the Health Center and reduced student printing.
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study applications open
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Willamette and Linfield
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 10
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization '
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
.OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views'of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed,in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248
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ONLINE AT
- www.thewhitworthian.com

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Bucs defeat Willamette and linfield
in the Scotford Tennis Center

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu .

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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FEATURED

04 COSTA RICA CLOSURE

11 COMCAST MONOPOLY

As part of the proposed cuts to the school's
budget, the Costa Rica Center will be closed
for both spring and fall term next year.

Comcast's purchase of Time Warner Cable
is monopolizing American business, leaving
small businesses with no fighting chance.

05 DIVERSITY NEEDED
Halualani & Associates reported the results
of the year-long diversity assessment, including last fall's campus climate survey.

07 ONLINE DATING
With technological advances, more people
— including students — are turning to the
Internet to find romance.

08 STUDY ABROAD GUIDE
SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT AF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

NEW MAJOR

With applications for 2014-2015 faculty-led
off-campus study trips opening, this guide
will take you through the decision process.

12 BARBIE OBJECTIFIED
Mattel's choice to feature Barbie in Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Edition sends the
wrong message to girls.

14 SOFTBALL SWEEP
Softball handles Willamette in two
doubleheaders over the weekend to start
conference play undefeated.

15 CROW'S NEST
Sophomore Chelsea Bayley found a place on
the Whitworth golf team after her father and
brother sparked her interest in the sport.

Cover artist: Carly Colby

Administration announces budget cuts for 2014-15
Shelby Harding
Staff Writer
President Beck Taylor announced
a string of proposed budget cuts for
the 2015 fiscal year last week. The an
nounced budget cuts determined by
the President's Advisory Task Force on
Financial Sustainability were finalized
Feb. 12, and includes the suspension
of the Costa Rica Center for the 201415 school year, with the exception of
Jan Term, a financial overhaul of health
services provided at the student Health
Center and reducing the student print
ing allocation by 50 percent, among oth
er cuts, reductions and financial restruc
turing.
The savings plan includes Whitworth
employees contributing $15 per month
to their health care premiums, elim
inating a custodial position after the
planned retirement of one of the custo
dial staff, reducing the number of publi
cations printed on campus and financial
restructuring of Academic Affairs and
Institutional Advancement.
It also includes reducing staff for capi
tal projects, the department responsible
for overseeing expansion and the con
struction of new buildings on campus.
The capital projects manager left
Whitworth in December for another job,

leaving the position vacant in the time
the President's Advisory Task Force was
determining savings, Taylor said. That
position will remain vacant.
The budget shortfall was announced
in October 2013. The current budget
shortfall stands at $1.34 million.
The President's Advisory
Task Force assigned to re
ducing the budget short
fall spent four months
discussing possible
cuts with the board
of trustees, university council mem- ; jk
bers and the pres
ident's
cabinet, }>;'
and approved a fi
nalized draft plan
in February.
"This
is
the
'shadow price' of
stabilizing
under
graduate enrollment,"
m
Taylor said.
The stabilization of the
amount of incoming undergrad
uate students has made an impact on
the budget as well. By not increasing the
number of incoming students, the bud
get had to be adjusted to anticipate the
stalling of growth, Taylor said.

Various Non-Personnel Expense Reductions
in Institutional Advancement

$50,000
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Simon Puzankov | Graphic Artist

continued on p. 4

" I can see myself ministering
to battered and abused women99

SEMfNARY
See yourself A in seminary.

Seminary isn't just for pastors—it prepares you for
more career choices than you might imagine.
Wherever you see yourself, a theological education
from Denver Seminary will uniquely prepare you to
live out that calling no matter where God leads you.
Learn, Explore, and Get Started at:

DenverSeminary.edu

Costa Rica Center to close
for fall and spring terms
at the governance meeting. "And the an
swer to that is unequivocally no."
Staff Writer
Roughly $400,000 will be recouped
by suspending operations in the fall and
President Beck Taylor announced last spring semesters of 2014-15.
"I hope to reopen it in 2015. But I
week that Whitworth's Costa Rica Cen
ter will be suspended for next year's fall don't know the answer," Taylorsaid.
Staff m embers, such as Program Di
and spring semesters to the Whitworth
community. Students planning to study rector Lindy Scott, will be returning to
at the center next year will now have to Whitworth to teach, Brown said.
"We will still have to maintain the
find alternative study abroad programs.
"We are terribly sorry that those property and have a security presence
students will need to find other study there," Brown said. "So it will not be
abroad options" Jennifer Brown, chair completely closed, of co urse. But there
of the world languages and cultures de will be no people there, no staff."
Taylor outlined options, such as find
partment, said. "We have lots of options.
But not the Costa Rica Center next year." ing a new business model, or collaborat
Program leaders are hoping to keep ing with other universities. This could
involve students from other universities
the center open for Jan Term 2015.
"What they are thinking will happen is attending the Costa Rica Center in addi
that there will be noclasses there for fall tion to Whitworth students, something
and spring, but that they'll still have the the administration has experimented
Jan Term honors students there," Brown with in the past.
"Right now I'm on plan B," Taylor
said.
Taylor presented the budget cuts last said. "Plan A was the original plan, plan
C was to sell the center and divest and
week to the Whitworth community.
"On a financial basis, is the program reinvest elsewhere, plan B is to find an
supporting itself?" Taylor said to faculty institutional partner or find a new way of

Taylor Oddino

Budget cuts:
continued from p. 3

The budget was further impacted by a shortage of
incoming students for the 2013-14 school year and an
increased amount of financial aid given to that fresh
man class.
The increase in financial aid for the freshman class
of 2013-14 is included in the budget for the next three
years, as well as for the incoming freshman class of
2014-15.
Whitworth's study abroad center in Costa Rica faces
the biggest budget cut.
Before the center is reopened, financial restructur
ing and ensuring that the Costa Rica Center provides
the best educational experience for the investment
must happen, Taylor said. Whitworth employees cur
rently in Costa Rica would be relo
cated to Spokane and
return to Whitworth, Taylor said.
The Health Center is also facing financial restructur
ing; administrators are considering instituting a one
time health care fee for students, discontinuing Whitworth-provided insurance, and outsourcing health
care services.
The adjustments would reduce spending by
$250,000. Currently, students can receive treatment
and consultation free of charge. Students had the op
tion of p urchasing health insurance directly through
Whitworth, but will not be able to do so starting next
year due to health care reform, Taylor said.
Students would have to pay a mandatory one-time

Tanner
iaimer Scholten
otuuncn||mc
Fileruui
Photo
Closing the Costa Rica Center for the spri
ng and fall terms will save Whitworth
roughly $400,000 in operating expenses for the 2014-15 school year.
running this center that makes it more plied for the program, Scott said.
The Costa Rica Center is in its fourth
financially sustainable."
The 2015 Jan Term will include an year of operations. An average of 100
Introduction to Environmental Science students attend the center each year.
course instructed by Grant Casady, as
sistant professor of biology. Interest in
the Jan Term 2015 program is high; 15
high school seniors who have been ad Contact Taylor Oddino at
mitted to Whitworth have already ap toddinol 7@my.whitworth.edu

fee of $120-240, Taylorsaid. Even a student with health third party, his position would no longer exist, and
health advocates would no longer be able to work at
insurance would still have to pay the fee.
Some students, such as freshman Alex Siefe, do not the Health Center.
A 4 percent increase in tuition covers inflation and
look favorably upon the idea of cha rging students for
various rising costs across campus, such as transpor
using the on-campus Health Center.
"I think it's a little wrong to charge so much to go to tation and other resources, as well as some money to
the Health Center, especially for those who don't have reinvest in quality initiatives across campus, Taylor
access to a car to see a doctor off campus if they have said. The 4 percent increase in tuition is the lowest tu
ition increase in 13 years and includes a 1.25 percent
the flu or another illness," Siefesaid.
increase in pay for faculty.
Other students believe that a one
"Our greatest resource on campus
time charge could be beneficial.
are people. We need to provide for
"If it is a one-time thing at the start "Our greatest resource
their families and help them meet to
of t he year, t hen I think it would be
on campus is our peo just meet the cost-of-living increase,"
highly beneficial because instead of
paying $2,000 for Whitworth health ple. We need to provide Taylor said.
A 5 0 percent cut in the printing
insurance, then it would decrease
the amount of required cost from stu
for their families and allocation for students is planned,
reducing the student printing allow
dents," freshman Hannes Krahn said.
help them to just meet ance from 500 pages a semester to
"It allows us to think what services
250 pages. It is not just about saving
we want to provide on campus and
the cost of living in
money, but environmental steward
decide what the most critical things
ship, Taylor said.
to access are," Taylor said.
crease."
The transition toward a paperless
An additional fee for the next
—BECK TAYLOR
campus will save about $25,000 in
school year will not come as a sur
2015.
prise to students.
president
"I, myself, need to print things all
"We have a larger budget, com
the time and find myself running out
pared to other support services that
students are offered," Director of Health Services Kris- of m oney to print things. If anything, they should in
tiana Holmes said! "Because of the budget, the univer crease the amount of mo ney that students get for the
sity is looking for some larger dollar items to make up printing budget," Krahn said.
for the deficit."
Dylan Olson, senior and lead health advocate, said Contact Shelby Harding at
that if th e Health Center were to be outsourced to a shardingl5@my.whitworth.edu

34MILLI0N

Number of dollars cut from
the budget to make up for
the gap.
p. 3

$400,000

Number of dollars saved by closing
the Costa Rica Center for fall and
spring term of the 2014-15 year.
P- 4

20

Number of high school students who
will be a part of "The Academy," and
receive summer leadership training.
p. 6
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B.A. in community health major approved
Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
Whitworth faculty voted in favor of
adding a new degree, Bachelor of Arts in
community health, on Feb. 17.
The decision to approve the major
came from an evaluation of how it lines
up with Whitworth's mission, said Lee
Anne Chaney, the chair of C urriculum
Oversight, Vision and Approval Com
mittee (COVAC).
The new major will require an in
ter-disciplinary course offering in health
psychology. The rest of the classes nec
essary to fulfill the community health
requirements are already offered as
electives, said Michael Ediger, associate
professor of health sciences.
With the addition of community
health, there are now five health science
majors, including nursing, athletic train
ing and either a Bachelor of Science or a
Bachelor of Arts in health science.
Between 12 and 15 current Whitworth
students have expressed interest in this
major, Ediger said.
"Its core content is classes concerned
with looking at communities and what
makes a community healthy or un
healthy," Ediger said. "Many of the lead
ing causes of d eath in our Country are
what I call diseases of adaptation."
This means that the human bodies
adapt poorly to unhealthful behaviors,
such as smoking, overeating and lack of
exercise, he said. The community health
major will s eek to teach students how
to evaluate a certain community for its
nourishing or harmful aspects.
"It's really well-suited for folks who
know they have a passion for health, but

sitions at regional health departments,
nonprofit organizations or community
health agencies are a few of these op
tions, he said.
"Traditionally there's been this think
ing that it's people's behaviors and atti
tudes only that impact their health out
comes," Pickering said. "We're learning
more now that it's not just your individ
ual factors but the way that you interact
with your family and your peers."
The way that a community is set up,
down to the safety of the sidewalks and
the lighting on the streets, can have an
impact on its health, Pickering said.
"Are there policies in place that say
you have to have a certain amount of
physical activity in your school?" Pick
ering said. "Are the re policies in place
that make it so your community has to
be zoned in a certain way so that you're
not surrounded by McDonald's and
Burger King? We're finding out more
Kelly Logie | Graphic Artist
that it's not just your own personal will
"Most of those conditions are caused power that influences your ability to be
don't necessarily want to be a practi
tioner out in the world or Work with sick by lifestyle and behaviors," Pickering healthy, but it's this combination of fac
said. "We're starting tors in our built environment and our
people," associate pro
to figure out that it's a social relationships."
fessor of health sci
"Its core content is class lot cheaper and more
The degree is also useful for those
ences Robin Pickering
said. "But they want to
es concerned with look cost-effective to pre planning to enter a master's program in
vent chronic condi public health, Ediger said.
spread the message of
After Ediger first proposed commu
ing at communities and tions than to treat
health and good nutri
nity health as a major, just as any other
them."
tion and good exercise
what makes a communi
A major in com major proposal, it had to be approved
behaviors."
The nation is de ty healthy or unhealthy" munity' health does by the dean, then approved by COVAC.
not prepare students Finally, the entire faculty voted on the
termined to make a
for one career path major at a general faculty assembly.
sustainable
health
—MICHAEL EDIGER
in particular, just as
care system, but costs
associate professor of
a major in English
are escalating, and
doesn't prepare stu
the system is primar
health sciences
dents for one specific
ily focused on caring
for people who have already developed job, Ediger said. A wide variety of occu Contact Katie Shaw at
pations can result from this major. Po kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
chronic conditions, Pickering said.

Diversity courses need 'major overhaul,' says campus survey
Taylor Oddino
StaffWriter
After analyzing the results from last
fall's Campus Experience Survey and
one year's worth of research, Halualani
& Associates presented its findings Feb.
20.

Rona Halualani, founder and princi
pal of Halualani & Ass ociates, recom
mended a "major rehaul" of th e Amer
ican Diversity and Global Perspectives
general education requirements.
The courses offered at Whitworth do
not "capture cultures in interaction with
one another, and more specifically, his
torical understandings and foundations
of cultures," Halualani said.
Diversity-related courses predomi

40.000,000
Number of Americans who have
tried online dating.
p. 7

nantly focus on one culture and are lan matters," Halualani said.
The Intercultural Affairsoffice will uti
guage-focused.
In the Campus Experience Survey, lize this information to initiate change
as soon as possible,
students, faculty and
"[Students] don't
Assistant Dean of Inter
staff expressed a greater
cultural Affairs Esther
desire for attention on
understand why it's
Louie said.
ethnic, sexual orienta
"What I am really
tion and gender differ
important, or why
afraid of is putting this
ences.
it's required — why it on a shelf. And with the
Students reported ac
economic budget con
cessibility issues; a very
matters."
siderations on campus,
low number of students
it will be easier to say
know who to contact for
—RONA HALUALANI
'We have bigger fish to
various issues.
fry.'" Louie said.
Students also ex
principal, Halualani &
The purpose of the
pressed a lack of under
Associates
research project is to
standing for diversity
review and improve di
studies.
"They don't understand why it's im versity efforts on campus.
The project is divided into three main
portant, or why it's required — why it

45.2

Percent of the graduating class of
2012 that participated in an off-cam
pus study program at Whitworth.
' P- 9

S45BILU0N
Price that Comcast paid to purchase
Time Warner Cable on Feb 13.
p. II

categories: campus diversity mapping,
general education diversity require
ments and campus climate.
Halualani & Associates viewed more
than 500 documents and artifacts: sylla
bi, assignments, student reflections and
lesson plans.
The research team then administered
the Whitworth University Campus Expe
rience Survey.
Response levels on the survey were
high, with 47 percent of faculty respond
ing, 67 percent of staff and 21 percent of
students responding.

Contact Taylor Oddino at
toddinol 7@my.whitworth.edu

3

Number of consecutive doubles
matches won by women's tennis
against Linfield last Saturday.
p. 13
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Act Six opens The Academy, high

N|WS<n BRIEF

school students get scholarships

Estimates for tax revenue on
recreational marijuana

r>Six
program,")> va;
Director of Admis
sions Marianne Hansen said.
Staff Writer
The training that scholars and
future Academy students receive
Starting next year, in addition to prepares them for college in terms
providing eight students with full-tu of organizing, financial needs and
ition scholarships and pre-college leadership skills, junior Act Six
training, the Act Six Leadership and scholar Thomas Glasser said.
Students with this opportunity
Scholarship Initiative will give 20
freshmen smaller financial aid and also build connections with their
fellow scholars.
a similar training experience.
"They go through
Act Six has been
everything a student
in place at Whit"I think the Acade might need to pre
worth since 2002,
pare themselves for
and is a full-tuition
my is a really great college, so writing
scholarship for ur
skills, communica
ban students in
opportunity for
tion skills," Hansen
the Northwest who
strive to be leaders those who didn't get said. "They do things
like time-manage
of change in their
the Act Six scholar ment skills, how do
community and on
you adjust to' being
campus, according
ship."
on your own, how do
to the Act Six web
you make wise deci
—CAMINA HIROTA
site. They begin the
sions, those kinds of
application process
early in their senior freshman, Act Six scholar things."
The hope of tire
year of high school.
Previously, 10 Act Six scholar Act Six program is that students
ships have been awarded per year. will become involved on campus,
Starting fall 2014, that number will encouraged by the training Act Six
be reduced to eight. Whitworth will provides prior to college life, and
provide pre-college training, similar hopefully bring back their leader
to the Act Six training, to 20 Acad ship skills into their own communi
emy attendees. The Academy pro ty, Hansen said.
Previous Act Six scholars includ
gram is condensed into one sum
mer, as opposed to the six months, ed cultural diversity advocates, resi
of t raining Act Six scholars receive, dent assistants and two ASWU pres
and the Academy scholarship is idents.
"I think the Academy is a real
up to $3,000, said Greg Orwig, vice
president of a dmissions and finan ly great opportunity for those who
didn't get the Act Six scholarship,"
cial aid.
"We didn't want to put an ex freshman and scholar Camina Hi
pense on the budget, but we wanted rota said. "It gives them an opportu
to help more students with the Act nity to learn from the same training

„

..

Katie Shaw

thrniicrh during
Hlirir
that i*ro
we uront
went through
the
summer, because it really prepared
us for college."
To apply for the Academy, poten
tial candidates must have already
been accepted to Whitworth, Orwig
said. Applicants fill out a form that
can be accessed at www.whitworth.
edu/academy.
"Granted, they're not getting
full-tuition scholarships, but it in
cludes some scholarship, and there
is some funding involved in just ad
ministering the Academy program,"
Orwig said.
Although the Academy students
do not start until next year, it af
fects the budget this year, because
Degrees of Change, the nonprofit
that works with Act Six, must hire
community-based mentors in Spo
kane and Seattle that will work with
Academy Students in the summer
of 2014. Those mentors will be in
volved in the training program, and
will then stay in touch with students
once a month throughout their
freshman year, as well as the follow
ing summer.
"The vision that Tim Herron, the
founder [of Act Six], h ad was [that]
we challenge them to be agents of
change and transformation on the
campus and in their home commu
nities," Orwig said. "With the edu
cation they're getting from the edu
cational partners, they can go back
and help transform their communi
ties for good."

Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

The Economic and Revenue Forecast
Council determined last week that the
recreational marijuana industry would
generate an estimated $190 million in tax
revenue over the next four years, with $51
million coiping in between 2015 and 2017.
The taxation of recreational marijuana
provides lawmakers in Washington with
access to an estimated $30 million in funds
through 2015, with estimates of $82 million
through 2017.
Recreational marijuana use was legalized
in Washington after Initiative 502 was
passed by voters in 2012.
Licensed marijuana retailers are expected
to open this summer.

Olympics close in Sochi, Russia
The 2014 Olympics in Sochi, Russia, came
to a close on Sunday with the U.S. finishing
second in the medal rankings.
Russia came away with 13 gold and 33
medals overall, while the U.S. won nine gold
and 28 overall medals.
Russia, Norway, Canada, the U.S. and
the Netherlands were the top five medal
winners.
This is the first time the host nation of the
Winter Olympics also came out on top in
medal counts, since the 1952 games in Oslo.

Sources|KHQ Local News and USA Today

ASWU UPDATE
• Beck Taylor talked about how the budget
concerns will affect the Costa Rica Center
(CRC), the Health Center and student print
ing paper allocations, among other things.
The President's Advisory Task Force on
Financial Sustainability decided that the
CRC will be closed for 2014-2015 fall and
semesters, which will save the university an
estimated $400,000. A decision has not been
made about how to restructure the Health
Center, but two money-saving options are
to require an additional fee from students or
to pay for services from a third-party — sim
ilar to the bookstore, now run by Barnes &
Noble. Restructuring the Health Center will
save about $250,000.
Taylor said they also plan to reduce stu
dents' printing paper allocation by 50 per
cent in order to save money (approximately
$25,000) and be more sustainable.
•
ASWU chartered a new cooking club,
headed by sophomore Lana Ferris. They
meet on-campus between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
on Sundays, and charge $1 for a meal.

ARTS & CULTURE

Students use
the web to find
potential matches
BY STUART HOPSONI STAFF WRITER
GRAPHICS BY
KIERSTEN SPRICK & KELLY LOGIE
"It's not better or worse," Mikkelson said. "It's
Even with many success stories, resistance to online
More than one-third of marriages stem from online
different. The upside is there are more options though
relationships, according to a study conducted in the dating is still prevalent.
the downside is people become pickier with these
"People are shocked that it worked," Houser said.
spring of 2013 by Proceedings of the National Academy
People feel a skepticism that oniine dating attracts choices."
of Sciences of America.
Roughly four out of five single people in the United
With the emergence of more dating sites, people only people who are desperate or shy, York said.
"Anything that comes along that is not traditional States have at least tried online dating, with Match.com
have been turning to the Internet to find their mate.
there is often a negative response," being the biggest provider of the service at just under
Reasons for the rising popularity
22,000 members.
Mikkelson said.
of online dating include busy work
Whether or not one chooses to find love online or
The access of i nformation on dat
schedules, social anxiety, mobile life "[Online dating is] not
ing sites is much like the information by more conventional means, the statistics show that
styles and living in remote locations.
better or worse; it's
on Facebook. Pictures, age] schooling online dating is rising due to advancements in technol
The most common reason for on
and occupation still headline a pro ogy, according to a January 2014 Forbes article.
line dating is convenience, said Alan
different. The upside
"[Online dating has] much less of a negative conno
file; t he intent is merely focused on
Mikkelson, associate professor of
tation than it used to [have]," Mikkelson said.
romantic relationships.
communication studies.
is there are more
It is a way for busy people to connect and make
Facebook has produced relation
"It's convenient for people who
options, though the
ships, but unlike dating sites, Face- themselves available, a nd it is a tool to conveniently
work a lot to make connections," Mik
survey a lot of people, York said.
book focuses on networking.
kelson said.
downside is people
Online dating provides another venue for people to
Many dating sites can be found
The advancement of technology
catering to a variety of demograph meet one another, network and enjoy human contact.
has caused people to be more con
become pickier with ics.
Whether it stays two-dimensional or pro
Some lean more to long-lasting
nected than ever by way of comput
gresses into a face-to-face relation
relationships, and some more to the
these choices."
ers, tablets and cell phones.
ship, 40 million Americans have
short-term.
The
dating
websites
are
"People are feeling more isolated
given it a shot, according
— ALAN MIKKELSON
so prevalent that almost everyone
than before; online dating creates a
to Match.com.
can find a site that caters to them.
more comfortable way to meet some
associate professor of
Some
sites
specialize
in
spe
one," Mikkelson said.
cifics such as a common faith.
Some have different reasons for
communication studies
Christian Mingle is one such
seeking out a mate online.
site, advertising with the slogan
"I got out ofa bad relationship, and
I wasn't ready to meet people face-to-face," sophomore "Find God's match for you."
Other sites, such as BlackPeopleMeet, accom
Meaghan Houser said.
Houser has been in a relationship since December modate a single race.
Online dating and conventional dating share
with someone she met online. Houser's choice of dat
the attribute of p eople coming together
ing website: OkCupid, a free dating website.
by common interests.
"I was able to be myself [online]," Houser said.
Even w ith all the success stories of online dating, However, there are
there are risks to be aware of, just as with any form of subtle different
dating. Deception is much easier online, as demon es between the
strated in the 2010 do cumentary and subsequent TV two.
"There are
show "Catfish."
Contact Stuart Hopson at
"People falsify their profiles; it's one of th e biggest different kinds
shopsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
problems," Mikkelson said. "[They use] dishonesty to of information
[online dating]
in these differ
make themselves more appealing."
The most common untruths deal with age, physical ent kinds of settings,"
worked."
York said . "You g et more infor
features and finances, according to Statistic Brain.
— MEAGHAN HOUSER
Even with the inherent risks of dishonesty, the social mation online, but offline you
get a shared experience. Online
taboo is lessening.
sophomore
"It's shifting," Lecturer of Communication Studies requires work to have a shared
Joy York said. "Relationships are coming from these experience."
Much like conventional dat
•venues."
Success stories are causing online dating to become ing, online dating has its pros
and cons.
more popular, Mikkelson said.
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JUSTIN BOTEJUE
SOPHOMORE
CORE 250 IN EUROPE

ALEX SIEFE
FRESHMAN
COSTA RICA CENTER

"[The Core 250 in Europe] trip has
the biggest bang for your buck.
It is one of the cheapest study
abroad programs, travels through
many countries and completes a
required course."

"I love to travel and had n ever
been to any Latin American coun
tries so I thought this would be a
I experience."

Photo courtesy Justin Botejue

Photo courtesy Alex Siefe

variety of environments available for study abroad, Jack
son said.
Different programs appeal to different types of people.
Year- or semester-long exchanges have more of a poten
tial for cultural immersion, while Whitworth faculty-led
programs offer the camaraderie of a shared experience,
said Charles Tappa, the associate director of off-campus
programs.
"I think you should ask questions," Tappa said. "Come
and see us. Sue [Jackson] and I talk to students regularly.
The other thing is talk to students who've been on a pro
gram. This is a great time to do it, because about 10 per
cent of Whitworth students just returned from a program."
Considering all of the factors to keep in mind, Jackson
boils it down to a few key ideas.
"Plan ahead," Jackson said. "Keep an open mind about
"You have to know yourself," Jackson said. "You have to where you think you want to go. Always have a plan B
know your program, your whole degree program. You in case plan A doesn't work out. Be adventurous in your
have to know what kind of flexibility you can build into thinking and then in your actual actions."
your schedule. Also, as suming you have flexibility, you
need to think what kind of en vironment you want to go
into."
>
Geography, level of urban development, public transit
"Be very sure why you want to go on the program and
accessibility and academic systems all contribute to the have very good personal and academic reasons," JackNumbers show that 45.2 percent of the graduating class
of 2012 p articipated in a study abroad program at some
point during their time at Whitworth, according to the
Whitworth website.
"We are No. 1 in the Pacific Northwest for sending stu
dents abroad," said Sue Jackson, director of the Interna
tional Education Center.
Applications for faculty-led study abroad options
opened Feb. 13 and will close March 2, with the first
round of acceptance decisions being made between
March 3 and 5. Faced with a multitude of opportunities,
students may begin sifting through all of the information
about study abroad programs and start making decisions.

1. CHOOSE THE RIGHT PROGRAM

2. GET ACCEPTED

EVENTS
CO
CM

CO

son said. "Also be able to convey clearly what you will be
able to contribute as a personality and as a student to the
group."
""p.
Tappa puts a common misconception to rest by dis
cussing what he believes some students think about the
faculty's expectation of travel experience.
"It's OK if y ou've never traveled," Tappa said. "There
could be a perception that if you've traveled alot, you have
a higher rate of being selected, but that's not necessarily
true. A lot of times professors would rather take a student
that's not traveled and give them that opportunity." J
Strategy plays a role when it comes to choosing a pro
gram and increasing the chances of acceptance. J
"If your first choice is a very popular program, what I
call wide appeal, then make your second choice a narrow
appeal program," Tappa said. "That [second] program has
a much narrower appeal, which means your rate of ac
ceptance is going tobe much higher."

3. FIND FINANCIAL AID

"Students do come in, and they're looking for financial
aid to help with their costs, and oftentimes there's not
many resources," said Nancy Morlock, assistant directo:

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

VISUAL ART: LONGCYCLES

CM

Artists will speak about this
collaborative installation of video and
sound, followed by a public reception.
The gallery will run through April 4.

FILM: THE LUNCH BREAK

FILM: H.O.L.A. CLUB DOCUMENTARY

7 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

12 p.m.
Gallery of Art, Eastern Washington U.
526 Fifth St., Cheney
ca

|

CO

H.O.L.A. club will screen a short
documentary on immigration reform,
followed by a testimony by an
undocumented Whitworth student
and a presentation.

THEATER: BARRYMORE

6 p.m.
The Book Parlor
1425 W. Broadway Ave.

7:30 p.m. / $1 2 Student Tickets
Interplayers Theatre
174 S. Howard St.

A short film about race and
perception will be followed by a
discussion.

This two-person Broadway show will
run through March 15.

oo
CM

MUSIC: BUCKY COVINGTON CONCERT

THEATER: FLUF

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

5:30 p.m. I $7 c
Blue Door Theat
815 W. Garland

Country music singer and former
American Idol competitor will
perform in this on-campus concert.

THEATER: THE MOUSETRAP
7:30 p.m. I $18 Student Tickets
Spokane Civic Theatre
1020 N. Howard St.
Local theater takes on murdermystery theater in this adaptation of
Agatha Christie's work. Show will run
through March 16.

NuroNekoCon
Improv will pr<
themed comedy
CO

FILM: KIRTAN FEU
7 - 9 p.m. I $10
Harmony Yoga
1717 W. Sixth
This event will f
response musi
Bhakti Yoga tr«
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ROWANNE FAIRCHILD
SENIOR
CHRISTIANITY IN
TURKEY

MADDIGREENHALL
JUNIOR
SOUTH AFRICA
"[South Africa] is one of t he few
places in the world where you can
see first-world and third-world
environments 10 feet from each
other."

"I got to see not only where these
events took place, but also learned
about their significance in the
context of scripture."
Photo courtesy Rowanne Fairchild

sm

Photo courtesy Maddi Greenhall '
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of financial aid and scholarship coordination.
"There's limited scholarships available through some of
the departments on campus that you have to be a certain
major or going on a certain trip. Those are pretty much
handled through the department, and they're limited."
For departmental scholarships students are encour
aged to communicate with their advisers and check with
their department for any available scholarships, Morlock
said.
"We do have an institutional loan program that could
be used to assist with some of those costs," Morlock said.
"The one difficulty with that is that those funds have to be
applied to the student's account during the academic year
that they're traveling." .
Students seeking institutional loans can come to the
financial aid office in McEachran Hall to find out if they
qualify, Morlock said.

4. RESEARCH TRAVEL TIPS

;\Vtv\

thewhitworthian.com

nication and teaching and learning styles ought to be tak
en into account.
"We talk about in orientation the kinds of learning
styles that go best with different kinds of academic sys
tems," Jackson said. "If you have a learning style that's in
compatible with the system you're going into, you might
want to try very hard to change your learning style just for
a semester."
There are certain travel habits much like the adaptabil
ity of learning styles that will make it easier for students
studying abroad.
"I'd say the most important thing for travel is maintain
situational awareness," Tappa said. "That is something
you should do at all times as far as safety is concerned.
Before you travel, do your research. Learn as much as you
can about the place you're going to."
The U.S. De partment of State travel page, the Centers
for Disease Control and the CIAfactbook all contain help
ful knowledge that can be extremely useful in another
country, Tappa said.

"I think for American students it's probably important
to observe and reflect," Tappa said. "This is a time for us
to try and understand the worldview of another culture." Contact Alyssa Brooks at
While studying abroad, cultural differences in commu- abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu

BUNNY IMPROV SHOW

CM

4 p.m. •»
HUB Multipurpose Room

$5 with can of food
e
\ve.

ASWU wi ll host a live, on-campus
showing of the Academy Awards.
Snacks will be provided.

id Fluffy Bunny
ant this anime-

CO

TURING SHAMBHAVA

uggested Donation .

e.
>ature yoga, call and
and meditation in the
ition.

CAMPUS: THE OSCARS SHOWING

MUSIC: FOURGIVEN G0SPE1 QUARTET
6 p.m.
First Church ofNazarene
9004 N. Country Homes Blvd.
Local gospel quartet FourGiven will
perform as part of the release of
their second album "Grace for the
Journey."

CO

The following faculty-led off-campus study trips
are currently accepting applications. Applications
will be open until March 2, and the first set of accep
tances will be made between March 3 and 5.
To apply, students should visit the Off-Campus
Studies page on the Whitworth website.
During the application process, students can
identify and rank up to three study programs in
which they are interested.
Once selected for a program, students have a lim
ited amount of time to pay their deposits. Students
are encouraged to keep track of those deadlines as
the application process continues.

Whitworth in China | Todd Friends & Anthony Clark

Read Bresee's article, featuring more stories of off-campus
study experiences, online at

QUOTES GATHERED BY BEKAH
GRAPHICS BY HANNAH WALKER

TAKING APPLICATIONS

FALL 2014

CLICK IT

B
I
E I VP
STORY BY ALYSSA BROOKS

A&C 09

MUSIC: PRESTON PUGMIRE CONCERT
6 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall
Hosted by ASWU, acoustic pop artist
Preston Pugmire will perform during
dinner time in the dining hall.

MUSIC:GUITARIST ADRIAN LEGG
7 p.m. I $15
Chateau Rive
621 W. Mallon Ave.
Finger-style guitarist Adrian Legg
will perform as part of the "Chateau
Guitar Masters" series.

JAN 2015
Anthropology in Hawaii | Raja Tanas
Christianity in Britain | Keith Beebe
Core 250 in Europe | Forrest Baird
Ecology and the Bible| Jonathan Moo
Marine Ecology | Craig Tsuchida
Math History | Donna Pierce
Media Impact In the U.S. | Jim McPherson
Oral Spanish in Spain | Angeles Aller
The Actor's Experience | Brooke Kiener
The Power and Politics of Art | Rich Strauch

SPRING 2015
Britain and Ireland | Katie Creyts, John Pell,
Eric Sartell & Corliss Slack

MAY 2015
Oral French Abroad in Quebec | Jenny Brown
Art and Architecture in Chicago | Meredith Shimizu

sc
u
ac

SERVICE: MISSIONS WEEK
PRESENTATION
7 p.m.
HUB ABC Conference Rooms

CO

Students who participated in a
service trip in India during Jan Term
will present about their experiences.

RELIGION: CATHOLICISM SERIES EP. 3

7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser 203

The third episode of the Catholicism
documentary series presented by the
Catholic Fellowship club will explore
the nature and existence of God.

10 A&C
Gallery welcomes artists
for Ceramics Invitational
the whitworthian
FEB. 26,2014
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Mikayla Nicholson

her style of work.
The work Freuen made in the past was more
Staff Writer
whimsical and marketable.
"I am blessed because I'm at the stage financial
Stoneware with colored inlay, wood porcelain and ly that I can create work that is meaningful to me. I
porcelain with colored inlay are some of the materi can make a piece that fulfills a personal story with
als that four artists have used in their work currently out worrying whether I need to sell it to buy my clay,"
Freuen said,
on display in the Bryan Oliver Gallery.
The work she currently does is more composition
The Ceramics Invitational opened Feb. 18, featur
ing original pieces by artists Lisa Na ppa, Terry Gie- al and narrative than her earlier work.
"My parents have needed care
ber, Chris Tyllia and Gina Freuen.
to reach the end of th eir journey,"
"Everything we do finds its way
Freuen said. "The narration has a
"We try to bring in
into the studio," Gonzaga art pro
lot to do with the floating form that
fessor Terry Gieber said at the art
artists that show a
appears to be reaching out for help
ists' panel.
or solace."
Nappa, department chair and art
full range of media
The work is personal to Freuen,
professor at Eastern Washington
University, said her pieces are influ
types so that different but the form sometimes represents
something different to other peo
enced by water and bringing tilings
classes can come in
ple, she said.
back to their simplest form.
"It isn't important if you read or
"Water is a fleeting moment,"
and
connect
with
what
interpret the same story as mine. I
Nappa said.
would hope you will find your own
Tyllia's c eramics are conceptual
they're seeing. We
meaning." Freuen said.
and "were made with mixed media.
Lance Sinnema, gallery director
His pieces play with color, reflec haven't had a ceramics
and art professor at Whitworth, cution, liquid and light.
show here in a long
rated and organized the event.
"Could I make them ever again?
The gallery supports the art de
Probably not," Tyllia said. "That's
time."
partment and its programs, Sinne
OK; they're precious that way."
ma said.
Freuen, an instructor of intro
— LANCE SINNEMA
"We try to bring in artists that
ductory design, drawing and ce
gallery director and
show a full range of media types
ramics at Gonzaga University, has
so that different classes can come
worked in ceramics for 40 years.
art professor
in and connect with what they're
"I tried a pottery class in college
seeing," Sinnema said. "We haven't
and I loved it,"Freuen said.
When Freuen makes a piece, she usually either be had a ceramics show here in a long time."
Sinnema was interested in bringing in artists who
gins by drawing on paper or by visualizing the form
show a broad range of practice. He wanted students
in her mind.
"I start off with a basic shape in mind, whether it to be able to see the variety of possibilities that ce
is a teapot or vase or cup," Freuen said. "I problem ramic art presents, he said.
solve, making it with wheel throwing or a combina
tion of wheel throwing and hand building."
If som eone is interested in learning how to think
critically about art, Freuen said they should take
classes or go to museums and galleries.
Read the rest of this article online at
"Start seeing things that you like and think about
thewhitworthian.com
why you like them," Freuen said. "Find out what
makes them valuable. Which usually means it's orig
inal and that it was created by someone's hands and
Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
not a machine, the artist is there."
Lately, Freuen has been going through changes in mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Driving on the Sidewalk *
I saw you driving on the sidewalk to drop your
friend off at the HUB. You dorealize that's a
walkway, not a roadway, right?

Slipping and Falling
I saw you slip on ice and fall on your booty. I
give you a 10.

Sad Lunch
I saw you at lunch walking back and forth be
tween the two rooms with two plates of food,
five or six times, obviously looking for some
one. Then you finally gave up and sat alone at
a date table looking thoroughly dejected.

Throwing Snowballs
I saw you trying to get the attention of
the people in the radio room by throwing
snowballs at the window. At least it wasn't
apples you were throwing.

Money Bags
I saw you with over 150 chips at the poker
table at the Gala. I think I found the next
Daniel Negreanu.

CLICK IT

Make saving lives your part-time job.
Plasma donations are vital to
the treatment of rare, chronic
and genetic diseases. Which
means that plasma donors get
paid to save lives.
510 East Francis Avenue
Spokane, WA 99208
509-484-7001
www.octapharmaplasma.com

Donate plasma.
Save lives. Earn up
to $400 a month.
Earn $50 for your first
five donations.

octapharma
plasma

Programs and fees vary by location . Contact your local center for details.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Meyer Properties

www.whitworthhousing.com
Now renting for 2014-2015 school year

Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking. Washer and dryer provided.

$300-$330/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL for a showing at (509) 991-1212

OPINIONS
Liberal arts education necessary in
developing well-rounded mindset

PONDER THIS
with Madison Garner

REMI
OMODARA
It's common to search for the cheapest way to
earn a four-year degree with the rising cost of
higher education. However, despite a plethora of
economical alternatives, a liberal arts education
provides an incomparable experience that fosters
growth in essential life skills.
Approximately 30.4 percent of adults 25 or older
hold bachelor's degrees, according to a 2012 Unit
ed States Census Bureau report. Only two percent confirmed that a wide
of that number studied at a liberal arts institution, range of abilities is more
according to Macomb Daily. The publication found attractive than expertise
that students see liberal arts-focused institutions as in a sole area, according
a waste of time due to the extra course load for all to The Huffington Post.
majors. What students fail to realize, though, is that The leaders argued that
a liberal arts education molds well-rounded indi "softer" skills, such as oral
communication and prob
viduals that are attractive to the job market.
A liberal arts education encourages critical think lem-solving skills, should be at
ing. Students are given an opportunity to grapple the top of the list of skills to acquire. An education
at a liberal arts institution natu
with tough issues, draw individ
rally provides these skills, which
ual conclusions and learn from
"While a liberal arts
is evidenced by courses required
one other through the process.
for all majors to gain a deeper
Professors emphasize facilitat
education is not the
understanding of the world.
ing, rather than simply lecturing,
only avenue to acquiring
While a liberal arts education
and give students a platform to
is not the only avenue to acquir
share ideas while defending their
necessary life skills, it
ing necessary life skills, it pro
beliefs. Students are not just told
vides a foundation for combining
what to think, but are encouraged
provides a foundation
these life skills with disciplines of
to decide how to think. The abil
for combining these life students' choice. It also prepares
ity to reason through complex
them for the job market. Without
issues is not only important for
skills with disciplines of the development of these skills,
students as future members of
up-and-coming global leaders
the workforce, but as members of
students' choice."
are limited in the ways they think
the world.
and respond to the environment
Through experiencing this type
of education, students are prepared to thrive in dis around them. Being able to analyze, evaluate and
parate environments by learning skills usable in conclude leads to mental strength and greater suc
life and work, making students versatile. Being in cess in personal and professional spheres. Fortu
sightful and intellectually curious enables students nately, we attend Whitworth.
to take learning beyond the classroom and absorb
different perspectives to gain a fuller understanding OMODARA is a senior majoring in journalism and
marketing. Comments can be sent to romodaral4@
of life.
my.whitworth.edu
Approximately 73 percent of business leaders

Step into the coffee shop and you will
see (in addition to the overly-enthusiastic
couple DTR-ing) students texting, emailing or
Skyping. Compared to the students around them
talking in person, it's easy to think they aren't communicat
ing as well. However, it's a misconception that technology
destroys quality communication. Like any communication
method, it can be misused and is not best for every situ
ation. But communication over electronic devices, called
computer-mediated communication or CMC, can be as
effective as face-to-face communication (FtF). To under
stand this, we must debunk three CMC misconceptions.
Claim one: CMC lacks nonverbals, decreasing commu
nication quality.
Nonverbals go beyond body language, such as the time
someone takes to send a message. When nonverbals from
FtF are gone, people place more value on the remaining
nonverbals, according to the Hyperpersonal Model Theory.
Those who communicate better interpersonally are those
who use CMC over FtF, according to a study published in
Communication Research.
Claim two: Individuals grow closer when they commu
nicate FtF.
People who use CMC share personal information more
than those who use FtF, according to a Human Communi
cation Research article. Sharing information about yourself
is one way to deepen a relationship.
Claim three: CMC today is only social media and texting.
CMC is broad. Technology gives a voice to those phys
ically unable to speak (like the ALS-afflicted Dr. Stephen
Hawking). People separated by distance can use webcams
to communicate more effectively than letter writing (such
as the 3.6 million Americans living apart for reasons other
than divorce, according to a Time magazine article).
Saying CMC is always the right method of communica
tion is inaccurate, but so is saying CMC is always ineffec
tive. Some conversations in the coffee shop should happen
FtF, like coffee shop dates. But curling up next to the fire
place and texting your friend can be a great method to con
nect, grow your relationship and communicate effectively.

GARNER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent to mcarterl6@
my.whitworth.edu

Monopolizing mayhem: Comcast's purchase of Time Warner
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

posed to happen in our country. Com so. If a $45 billion purchase of the sec
cast became the largest provider of ca ond-largest company in an industry
ble television in the U.S. in 2001, and doesn't spell "monopoly; then our na
tion has become
has not let go of
the title since. If
"The purchase still needs to illiterate. By ap
proving this pur
this acquisition of
chase, Congress
be approved by Congress,
Time Warner Ca
would essentially
ble — the second
and rightfully so. If a $45
be granting Com
largest cable pro
cast
complete
vider in the U.S.
billion purchase of the
control of the ca
— is approved,
ble television in
second-largest company in
then
Comcast
dustry.
better start build
an industry doesn't spell
Hopefully Con
ing some houses,
gress will tread
because they will
"monopoly," then our nation carefully as they
have a monopoly.
discuss this topic,
If there were
has become illiterate."
and I urge them
spaces
between
to remember the
Go and Board
walk, they would be red, and they would driving principles of our country. People
be called Comcast and Time Warner come to the U.S. from all over the world
Cable. The purchase still needs to be to have the freedom and liberty to pur
approved by Congress, and rightfully sue their dreams and create a success

A power surge is on the horizon for
the cable television grid, as the already
massive media conglomerate Comcast
has purchased Time Warner Cable.
Comcast purchased Time Warner
Cable for $45 billion on Feb. 13. The
company also owns Universal Studios,
Universal Parks and Resorts and a vast
majority of NBCUniversal's stock. If
approved by Congress, this new acqui
sition would only further solidify Com
cast's domination in the world of mass
media and communications, and many,
including myself, fear that it will lead to
monumentally-high cable prices.
These kind of purchases are not supii'l'UVli'4 til l i t'l i '
•W4
«'»'»

ful life. If there are massive companies
hoarding money and customers from
small businesses run by average Amer
icans, then something is wrong.
Although small businesses hardly
have a chance in an industry like cable
television, what would the approval of
this purchase say about our country? It
would say that we are no longer a nation
for the people, of the people, run by the
people. If we are no longer those things,
then we are no longer the United States
of America. Hopefully the Congress will
agree.

. LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD
Go online and take our survey on this topic

thewhitworthian.com

CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent
to mcarterf6@my.whitworth.edu
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Winter Olympic coverage
spotlight undermined by
imperfections of Sochi
When the Olympics come to the world stage every two
years, they provide a refreshing change from the tradition
al sporting events that consume a bulk of me dia attention
in the United States. The 2014 Sochi Olympics featured up
ward of 2,800 a thletes from 88 countries — bot h Olympic
records. For two weeks, NBC's Olympic coverage redirect
ed attention from the U.S. power sports leagues — the NFL,
NBA, MLB and NHL.
Unfortunately criticism of Sochi's performance as Olym
pic host undermined the true focus of the games — the ath
letes and athletic competition.
Sochi received criticism for subpar host execution after
spending a reported record $51 billion on Olympic prepa
ration. Points of criticism included a technical error during
the opening ceremony, stray dogs roaming the streets and
unfinished hotel rooms for Sochi guests. Social media
shared these stories with "SochiFails" and "SochiProblems"
hashtags.
It was discouraging to see Sochi imp
erfections take atten
tion away from Olympic competitions. The coverage of the
four U.S. power sports commonly feature millionaire male
athletes between the ages of 20 and 30. TheOlympics expose
the viewership to the world's best male and female athletes
of wide age ranges in a multitude of disciplines, often giving
viewers new appreciation for the sports and athletic talent.
Mikaela Shiffrin, an 18-year-old U.S. high school student,
won the women's slalom — defeating a field that included a
32-year-old slalom competitor highly regarded as the sport's
best-ever. LoLoJones and Lauryn Smith Williams, U.S. Sum
mer Olympics track stars, competed on the U.S. bo bsled
team at the Winter Olympics. The Philippines had its first
ever figure skating athlete, Michael Christian Martinez, in
the 2014 games. These storylines, among others, can give
viewers new appreciation for Olympic athletes — which are
often vastly different from the storylines of major-sport ath
letes that consume the bulk of U.S. sports media coverage.
There is legitimate reason to critique Sochi's performance
as host of the 2014 games — all Olympics host sites are un
der scrutiny. But this editorial board encourages Olympic
fans to recognize the refreshing athlete storylines and per
formances the Olympics provide, before turning to critique
and nitpick venue imperfections.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of four editors.

Mattel objectifies Barbie in swimsuit issue
ed toward its traditional market; how
ever I w onder what the point is of
WHITNEY
including a child's toy- in a maga
la
zine that is largely consumed by
CARTER
men. Both Sports Illustrated and
the special, swimsuit edition are
overwhelmingly purchased
Barbie is "#Unapologetic" for her unattainable by men. Echo Media reports
body figure and seeking to extend her repertoire that 77 percent of S ports Il
to sex-symbol status for men by posing in the latest lustrated purchasers and
readers are men, with the
Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition.
Mattel, the company that owns and creates the average age'around 37.
Mattel would like us to be
Barbie products, is not unused to controversy when
it comes to Barbie. While the company claims that lieve that the purpose of this
Barbie is a positive role model because she shows campaign is that its average
the variety of careers that a woman can choose, she 37-year-old male fan can
also promotes an unrealistic and impossible body be "empower[ed] to engage
image. Titling this new campaign "#Unapologetic" and celebrate all that makes
is a slap in the face to anyone who disagrees with them who they are." In real
Barbie's unrealistic measurements. It is saying that ity, they objectify the worn-'
en choosing
they realize her measurements
to pose and
are impossible, but they also do
"Posing Barbie in the
put them on
not care.
the same level
Posing Barbie in the Sports
Sports Illustrated
as a physically
Illustrated Swimsuit edition is
Swimsuit edition is
unrealistic doll. |
ridiculous because it equates an
This sends the
idealized woman's body with a
ridiculous because it
idea to girls that
child's toy and sends a horrible
the way they|
message to girls that play with
equates an idealized
look is what sexy
Barbies about what it takes to be
is. This lowers
woman's body with a
attractive. This gives the impres
the market for the
sion that these "real" women on
child's toy..."
special edition by
the pages of this magazine are on
opening the door ,
the same level as a toy and can
for a wave of yo ung girls to re
be treated as such.
Hannah Walker|
Barbie was originally modeled after a 1952 Ger ceive or want this doll.
This calls for action to be takGraphic Artist
man doll called Bild Lilli, who has close measure
ments to the original Barbie and was featured in a en against Mattel. Posing Barbie
cartoon, according to the Examiner. In the cartoon, in a magazine that glorifies the objectification of
she dated rich men and was unafraid to discuss scantily-clad women is unacceptable. By p utting
sexual topics. Bild Lilli was marketed to adults, but the doll that they play with on the same pages as
was commercially a failure in the children's mar the women in this magazine, it puts the doll on the
ket because mothers refused to buy them for their same level as these women, which is degrading to
daughters. What did not sell to children in Germa women.
Barbie might be "#Unapologetic" for her actions,
ny in the '50s became a commercial empire in the
United States a few years later wh
en Barbie was cre but she, and Mattel, should rectify them.
ated by Ruth Handler in 1959.
This new campaign involves a special edition
doll that can be -purchased at Target. The organi
zation maintains that the point of the campaign is
to "empower fans to engage and celebrate all that
makes them who they are," ac cording to a Mattel
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
spokesperson.
communication. Comments can be sent to wcarMattel purports that this campaign is not target terl6@my.whitworth.edu

WHITW©Rrai®OT
"I'm impressed by the only 4 percent increase
in tuition. That's the lowest increase it's been
in years is what I hear. Something I've seen
is all the money they spend on advertising. I
remember getting some pretty elaborate things
and they can save money there. I don't know
how the food in Saga is handled. I wonder if
we could get less food or have fewer options
available. Quality versus quantity."
— Clarisa Watkins, freshman

"I feel like they should have been more on top
of it and had things figured out way earlier in
the year."
— Jessica Arnzen, sophomore

What are your thoughts on the proposed
budget cuts for the 2014-2015 year?
"I went to the Costa Rica Center this past
January, which was fun. It was an ncredible
i
experience, but as I look at the list of other
proposed cuts, I trust that the management
will do what they do to keep things afloat.
Suspending the Costa Rica Center looks like it'd
save a large chunk of change."
— Josh Bronn, freshman

"It's a mixed bag. Having gone to the Costa Rica
Center, I think it's really sad that they're shutting
it down for a year, but it sounds like they intend
on reopening it. Ifthey can get it back on its feet
after that, I think it'd be really successful."
* — Veronica Fetzer, senior

+

SPORTS

Tyler Jezierski|Photographer

Sophomore Taylor Pena prepares to return a volley in a singles matchup against Linfield last Saturday afternoon in the Scotford Tennis Center.

Women's tennis wins
NWC home matches
"We just had to keep every point go
ing and hit one more ball than our oppo
StaffWriter
nents. We focused on having a high first
serve percentage of the balls over the
The Whitworth women's tennis team net," McDivitt said. "As [assistant coach
opened the 2014 season with an 8-1 Colin Storm] says: 'You have to be on
victory over Willamette last Friday and the gas pedal all the way until the very
a 7-2 victory over Linfield last Saturday end; you can't let up because they could
always go back and switch the momen
afternoon.
The Pirates No. 1 doubles pair, junior tum, so you have to stay focused.'"
Later, in Noi 3 doubles, freshmen
Saryn Mooney and sophomore Taylor
Pena, changed their play strategy in or Hannah Wallin and Anabelle Burns
der to throw the Bearcats off-guard.
won, 8-2.
"All three teams were down early and
"Saryn hit an awesome slice forehand,
which made them hit a weak shot," Pena we were able to fight back on two and
t o big at No.
said. "It is so fun being on a team with three, but we just got down o
Saryn and working together to put the 1, so we just need to get a better start to
morrow," Storm said.
ball away."
During the No. 2 singles, Pena domi
Though they had a successful team
work combination, Mooney and Pena nated the match by hitting the ball deep
and always directing
ended up losing
their doubles match, "We just had to keep every it to the opponent's
backhand. The strat8-4.
egy allowed her to
"We started a lit
point going and hit one
put away points with
tle bit slow and they
a backhand slice
more ball than our
were big power hit
while approaching
ters so' we were kind
opponents."
the net to score.
of taken back a litde,"
"We watch for
Mooney said.
—MORGAN MCDIVITT
weaknesses
and tell
That loss became
junior
our players where to
a turning point for
attack," head coach
the Pirates, as they
Jo Ann Wagstaff said.
won every remain
"For instance, we told Taylor to hit pri
ing matchup.
Freshman Bella Hoyos and junior marily to her opponent's backhand. I
Morgan McDivitt picked up the Bucs' encouraged Saryn to hit high and deep
first win, 8-3, against a pair of Bea rcats down the middle to take away the angles
from her opponent."
in No. 2 doubles.
Between points and during changeThe women knew they had to focus on
the intricacies of their play to stay ahead overs, Pena reminds herself of her game
plan—to settle the momentum and to
of the Bearcats.

*•

Jessica Razanadrakoto

Tyler Jezierski | hotographer
P

The women circle-up after winning all three doubles matches against Linfield.
win the first set, she said.
The competition continued Saturday
afternoon, in which the women swept
all three doubles matches against the
Linfield Wildcats.
"I can't remember a time since I have
been here that we have swept doubles
[against Linfield]," a ssistant coach Ra
chel Aldridge said. "I can't think of an
other time in the last eight years that
that's ever happened."
Adjusting to their opponents, being
confident, staying focused and having
a positive attitude on the court helped
the players to support each other, Hoyos
said.
Mooney and Pena were tied 5-5 with
the Wildcats No. 1 doubles, but kept on
drawing the match and did not let their
opponents change their game plan.
Both aimed their shots to their oppo
nent's baseline. Instead of fo cusing on
defense, they tried to hit at their oppo
nents' backhand volleys, eventually win

•

ning the match, 8-5.
Burns and Wallin broke away with an
8-3 win over a pair ofWildcats No. 3 dou
bles, along with a McDivitt and Hoyos'
8-4 victory over the Wildcats No. 2 dou
bles team.
The No. 2 singles had a mo
re challeng
ing match as it took them 20 sets to de
termine who was going to take it away.
Pena eventually earned the 11-9 victory.
"[The court where No. 2 doubles] was
played really traditional and classic in
doubles and it paid off," Aldridge said.
"[Bella and Morgan] played in th§ back
because their groundstrokes were more
of a n offensive weapon than their vol
leys, which is not typical. They set them
selves up and it was pretty to watch."
The women take on George Fox in
Newberg, Ore., on Friday after improv
ing to 2-1 overall and2-0 in the NWC.
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu
+
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Softball sweeps Willamette doubleheaders
Batastini reached on a fielder's choice with the bas
es loaded, bringing home McMahon. With the bases
loaded, freshman shortstop Tessa Matthews walked,
allowing Gilbert to score and give Whitworth the 4-3
Whitworth's Softball team started off the season un lead. Five more runs came in and Whitworth won the
defeated in conference play after beating Willamette in game 9-3.
"We had to use the whole team to fight back a couple
both doubleheaders on Saturday and Sunday.
Freshman pitcher Madi Perez did her part in the first times and not give up. We were the comeback kids and
believed in ourselves to win the
game on Saturday, giving up only
game," Hope said.
four hits, three walks and record "We h ad to use the whole
In the first game on Sunday,
ing two strikeouts. Senior shortstop
Caylan Haehl went 3-4 at the plate
team to fight back a cou three runs in the top of the third
inning put the Bucs in the lead.
and scored three runs for Whitple times and not give up. Freshman second baseman Shan
worth.
non Wessel put runners oh second
Throwing errors and wild pitches
We were the comeback
and third after a double down the
from the Bearcats played a role in
the Whitworth win, setting up Hae
kids and believed in our leftfield line. McMahon followed
the wild pitch that scored Haehl
hl and junior infielder Peyton Mcselves to win the game." with a double, scoring Wessel and
Mahon for two unanswered scores.
Matthews.
Whitworth won that game 5-2. •
—MAKENZIE HOPE
Willamette came back in the
Willamette led the second game
fourth inning, tying the game at
on Saturday going into the fifth
senior
three, but Whitworth scored in the
inning when senior rightfielder
sixth inning on a wild pitch. An
Makenzie Hope scored on an ille
gal pitch, making it 3-1. Whitworth caught a break at unearned run in the bottom of the seventh was not
the start of th e seventh inning as the Willamette de enough for the Bearcats, and Whitworth's freshman
fense committed back-to-back fielding errors. Junior pitcher Makayla Lefever earned her first win in the cir
pitcher/rightfielder Taylor Gilbert took advantage and cle. Lefever gave up only four hits, two earned runs and
singled to left field, bringing in sophomore pinch-run- struck out three in six innings. Perez struck out one in
ner Megan John for the score. Freshman catcher Kayla picking up the save, as Whitworth won the game 5-4.

Tyler Jezierski
Staff Writer

Whitworth's offense went right back to it in the sec
ond inning of game two. Freshman third baseman
Kelsey Stroshine hit a two-run single to put the Pirates
up 2-0. Willamette scored in the bottom of the third to
make it a 2-1 ball game. In the fifth inning, both teams
scored, making it 3-2 in the Pirates' favor. In the top of
the sixth, sophomore outfielder Alyssa Hall scored after
a hit by junior center fielder Sacha Clow putting Whit
worth up 4-2. Another Bearcat error allowed Hope to
score, letting Wliitworth pull away with the win, 5-2.
"It was extremely important getting those early runs
in the game. We wanted to be strong from the start set
ting the tone and keep that momentum throughout the
game," Johnson said. "This allowed us to continue add
ing runs throughout the game."
Perez earned her fifth win of t he season, allowing
six hits with one earned run and three strikeouts in the
game.
"Since we were the visitors and these were our first
conference games, we definitely made a statement and
good start to the season. Especially with four games in
a row, we can see what our team needs to work on and
I'm excited to see where we can go from here," Perez
said.
Whitworth will continue Northwest Conference play
against Pacific Lutheran on March 1-2.
Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil 4@my. whitworth.edu

Baseball loses in three of four games of Idaho trip
matter how many outs there are, it keeps
everybody rolling."
The Pirates, unable to pull out with a
win, bounced back to defeat the Coyotes
With three losses and one win against in the first game of their doubleheader
the College of Idaho, the Whitworth on the second day of the tournament.
baseball team finished out its second
Junior starting pitcher Cory Mack had
tournament of the season on the road in a first career win for the Pirates as he
Caldwell, Idaho.
struck out five batters over the course of
"As on e might assume, we are never six innings.
happy walking away
"In the first three
with only one win
innings I had bas
"It
felt
good
getting
a
on a weekend," head
es loaded with one
baseball coach Dan
swing on the ball and hit out," Mack said. "I
Ramsay said. "But
ended up getting out
the preseason is re
ting it hard. Our energy
of it with a strikeout
ally serving its pur
and a g roundout, so
was
high.
We
really
want
pose up to this point
I would say damage
as we're learning
control was my strat
ed to get a win to tie the
the things we need
egy"
to work on moving
series up but that didn't
With pitching and
forward to better
the defense going
happen; that's baseball." in the Pirate's favor,
prepare us for con
ference play."
pressure was taken
—JOSHUA DAVIS
Day one resulted
off of the hitters and
in a close game in
they were able to
junior
which the Pirates fell
control and win the
one run short to the
second game, 6-3,
Coyotes, 6-5.
Ramsay said.
Hitting his first home run of th e sea
"It was great to see our pitching staff
son, junior Joshua Davis put Whitworth make the adjustment of challenging hit
on the board in the sixth inning.
ters this weekend," Ramsay said. "Our
"It felt good getting a good swing on pitchers did a great job of making the
the ball and hitting it hard," Davis said. proper adjustments and competing in
"Our energy was high. We really wanted the strike zone."
to get a win to tie the series up but that
In an unfortunate turn of eve nts, the
didn't happen; that's baseball."
Pirates were unable to stop the Coyotes
With a successful play as a confidence from taking two more wins.
booster, the Pirates began to battle the
"We need to take advantage of
Coyotes by scoring four runs in the top run-scoring situations and do a better
of the eighth.
job of p utting the ball in play with two
"When someone gets a good hit, the strikes moving forward," Ramsay said.
momentum we have just sparks," Davis "We ar e a very talented group of p lay
said. "When somebody gets a hit, no

Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer

Simon Puzankov | File Pho
to

Junior catcher Joshua Davis rounds the bases against Central Washington
during a 10-8 loss last season at Merkei Field.
ers and I'm excited to see continual im
provement from week to week. It will be
great to get back on the field in southern
California this weekend against a couple
of Division III Regional opponents."
The Pirates will travel to Whittier, Ca

lif., where they will take on the Poets of
Whittier College, Feb. 28-March 1.
Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu
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THE CROW'S NEST:

SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
Wednesday, March 19
NCAA Div. II! Championships (Away).

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Thursday, Feb. 27,7 p.m.
NWCTournamentSemifinal (Home)

Jord'anne Perry

MEN'S TENNIS

Staff Writer
Whether it is shooting the lowest score, in a match or
racing her younger brother to put her seatbelt on first in
the car, sophomore golfer Chelsea Bayley is determined
to win.
Growing up in a sport-oriented family in the small
town of Rathdrum, Idaho, Bayley was no stranger to the
competitive world of athletics. Her father Mike Bayley, a
former Whitworth student-athlete who played golf and
football for the Pirates, instilled the love of competition
in both Chelsea and her brother Derek, a current senior
in high school.
"My brother and I grew up constantly competing,"
Bayley said. "We'd see who could run the fastest from
Andrew Rollins |
one fence to the other. We both always wanted to be the
. Sophomore Chelsea Bayley picked up golf as a result
best."
As the champion of the NWC Division IIISpring Clas of her father and brother's ties to the sport.
sic last year at Gold Mountain Golf Course, it would
and tries to ensure that each aspect is perfected.
seem that Bayley played the sport all her life.
"She is very analytical and breaks down each little as
"I k new all about golf sin ce my dad played and my pect of th e game," freshman Michal Schuster said. "Of
younger brother started to play at the age of four,as soon course there is the physical side, but golf is so much of a
as he could swing a golf club, but I didn't really like it at mental game and there is a lot ofstrategy involved. She's
first," Bayley said.
willing to give me and everyone else on the team point
In the eighth grade, after attending all of her broth ers on how to improve our games."
er's tournaments and being pushed to go to the driving
Coming from a tight-knit family of four, Bayley is the
range, Bayley became tired of wa tching and wanted to type of te ammate that provides support and treats her
have the iron in her hand.
teammates as family.
"I have to thank my brother for picking it up because I
"She does support everyone on the team and I think
ended up really falling in love with it," Bayley said. "The that does come from being so close to her family," soph
best moments are when you hit the ball-and you hear omore Yvonne LaCoursiere said. "Her family is very
that certain, crisp sound and you just
supportive of h er that they'll fly to
know you hit a perfect shot."
Seattle or Portland to come watch
"She does support
Her love for the game has grown
a tournament and she'll take the
into what her teammates and coach
everyone on the team and team home with her to Idaho where
said can only be described as an un
her mom will cook dinner for us.
matched dedication and passion for
I think that does eome
There is a lot offamily involvement."
winning.
Bayley's devotion to her team
from being so close to
"[Bayley] is one of the girls who is
only increases her competitive
always on time to practice and she
drive to be successful.
her family."
will stay longer than she needs to get
"Beyond a doubt I absolutely
in extra reps and work on her swing,"
—YVONNE LACOURSIERE
want to win and do well," Bayley
women's golf coach Emily Guthrie
said. "I just really want to play well
sophomore
said. "She's very focused and it's not
for my team, especially those days
only in golf, it's in everything she
where it gets really ugly and I think
does."
'Man, this round is shot,' but I think abo
ut my teammates
Although golf commentators on television tend to out there and depending on me. Myteam motivates me."
place a lot of importance on players' swings, Bayley rec
As a sophomore, Bayley has two-and-a-half years left
ognizes that golf is as much a mind game as it is one of as a collegiate golfer and has a clear goal set not only for
muscle memory.
herself but for the team.
"[Golf is] 90 percent mental and 10 percent physical
"I really want to go to the national championships as
because generally a round is five-and-a-half hours and a team," Bayley said. "I think we can do it with this team
you have to be mentally focused the whole time, which and the next recruiting class we have is shaping up to
is very hard to do," Bayley said. "The tournament where be a really good group, so I am very excited for the next
I won, I had no idea what I shot and I need to learn how couple of years."
to block the score out of my mind and shoot one shot at
Contact Jordanne Perry at
a time."
Bayley approaches the game from a logicalstandpoint jperryl6@my.whitworth.edu
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING

Chelsea Bayley
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Saturday, March 1,11a.m.
Lewis & Clark (Home)

SOFTBALL
Saturday, March 1, Noon
Pacific Lutheran (Away)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, Marchl.TBA
Whitman Dual (Away)

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Friday, Feb. 28,4 p.m.
George Fox (Away)

BASEBALL
Friday, Feb. 28,2:30 p.m.
Whittier (Away)

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday, March 8, TBA
UPS Invitational (Away)

TRACK AND FIELD
Friday, Feb. 28,2 p.m.
Crimson and Black Intrasquad (Home)

SPORTS1" BRIEF
Track and field competes at
WSU Open (indoor)
Whitworth track and field closed out
its last indoor nationals qualifying meet
at the WSU Open II, last Friday and
Saturday.
Highlighting all Pirate performances
was senior thrower Keegan Shea, who
bested his own school record in the
weight throw and moved into the 19th
spot in the nation with a toss of 57' 7".
Senior hurdler Casey Monahan finished
second in the 60-meter hurdles with a
time of 8.36 and eighth in the 60-meter
dash with a time of 7.19. His time in the
60-meter hurdles ties him for 10th on the
indoor nationals qualifying list.
Whitworth's next competition will be
the Crimson and Black intrasquad meet,
Feb. 28 in the Pine Bowl.
Tyler Jezierski|Staff Writer

Basketball prepares for NWC
tournament competition
After a 73-70 loss in overtime to Lewis &
Clark, the men's basketball team will face
the Pioneers again tomorrow night in the
Fieldhouse. The women's team will play
a second-ranked George Fox for their
semifinal game in Newberg, Ore.

RED L/a/V R/VER /A/A/
BUCK H/GHT & CHCCBST/X
G/VGAWAY
SATURDAY3/1 VS. TRI-CITIES
$1 hotdc is, C oca Coia, and popcorn plus
the first ,000 fans In a ttendance receive
a set of CheerStix.
Sponsored by:

Thursday, Feb. 27,7 p.m.
NWCTournament Semifinal (Away)

Source|whitworthpirates.com
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ABOVE: Students join in a night of casino games and mocktails at G. W.Whitworth's Party on Feb 21.
Kari Johnson | hotographer
P

TOP RIGHT: lunior Alma Aguilar takes part in the activities at the Gala Royale.
Tyler Jezierski |Photographer

RIGHT: The blackjack table holds stacks of chips and cards as students play at the Gala Royale.
Tyler Jezierski |Photographer

BOTTOM RIGHT: Students watch the cards carefully at the poker table during the Gala Royale Party.
Joseph Parker | hPotographer

BELOW: The games proceed at the roulette table at G. W. Wh
itworth's Party at the Gala Royale.
Tyler Jezierski |Photographer

Find out more about G.W. Whitworth's Party at the Gala Royale in the online article at www.thewhitworthian.com
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Men's and women's basketball
clinch NWC tournament titles
T h e m e n h o l d off P u g e t S o u n d w h i l et h e w o m en u p s e t
top-ranked Whitman as both teams defend their N
WC
t o u r n a m e n t t i t l e s a n d a d v an c e t o t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e
NCAA t o u r n a m e n t s .
10 1A

Capital projects continue
despite budget cuts
p
Behind the scenes look at
"Pride and Prejudice" p

ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104/ ISSUE 11
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

15 LUKE WELLE

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

Senior Luke Welle balances
academics and swimming.

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.vdiitworth.edu. Limit to 200

OA CAPITAL FUNDS j

words.
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03 FORENSICS VICTORY
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Student concern was not allowed adequate
time for input on the closure of the Costa
Rica Center before decision was finalized.

05 MILLION MEALS UPDATE 12 CRC CLOSURE LOGICAL

So far, $85,000 have been raised for the foodpacking program, with a $165,000 gap left to
close before the May 3 deadline.

08 DIY MILK CRATE STOOL
Learn to use a milk crate, fabric, plywood
and foam to create a fashionable and
versatile storage stool for your dorm room.

10 BEHIND THE SCENES

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AT AF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

11 GUEST COLUMN

The forensics team takes closes out the top
six places in the Impromptu event at their
final tournament of the year in Oregon.

Backstage at the theatre department's
production of "Pride and Prejudice," cast
and crew prepare for opening night.

The administration's decision to close the
Costa Rica Center does not limit a student's
ability to study abroad.

13 MEN RETAIN NWC TITLE
Men's basketball holds off UPS to win the
NWC tournament final as the No. 1 seed in
the conference after a 14-2 regular season.

14 DOWN GOES NO. 1
Women's basketball knocks-off top-ranked
Whitman College in NWC tournament final
to advance to the NCAA tournament.

Cover artists: Carly Colby & Hannah Charlton
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Whitworth forensics team cleans house in Oregon

Photo courtesy of Lilly Davis

Forensics took the top six spots in the impromptu event (from left to right): freshman Liz Jacobs, sophomore Norann Beidas, junior Alex Hoffmann, senior Sarah
Sauter, Senior Sam Director and sophomore Madison Garner.
between rounds of debate, Hoffmann said. There were
three debate rounds on Saturday and two on Sunday,
Staff Writer
and then elimination rounds on Sunday evening. In
the tournament, competitors had to win at least three
The Whitworth forensics team won the last tour debates to get to the finals, Hoffmann said.
Whitworth closed out the debate event as well as
nament of it s regular season out of 13 colleges and
universities at Oregon State University on Feb. 22 and the impromptu one; Hoffmann, junior Sam Director
23. They closed out both the impromptu event, mean and junior Sarah Sauter were the three finalists i n de
bate.
ing all six finalists were
Competitors in de
Whitworth students, and
bate are paired with
debate, meaning Whit
their opponents, the
worth students were the
pair draws a slip of p a
top three.
per with five possible
"All 19 students won at
speaking topics. They
least one award and that
each take turns elimi
shows the strength of the
nating topics from the
breadth and depth of our
list until they are left
team," Director of Foren-'
with one, which they
sics Mike Ingram said.
will debate, Hoffmann
The team won first place
said. They have 30 min
in nine events.
utes to prepare for the
The tournament begins
debate.
with individual events,
"As a coach, I really
such as impromptu, in
enjoy the style of debate
which competitors are
Photo courtesy of Lilly Davis that we do," Ingram said.
given their choice of two
"It is a one-on-one style
quotes to speak on for five Senior Sarah Sauter and junior Brennan Neal help
of d ebate and the topic
to seven minutes; and ex senior Rebecca Korf prepare for her debate.
changes every round.
temporaneous, in which
the prompts are usually political issues. Students have What I really love is watching the students help each
30 m inutes to prepare before giving a seven-minute other prepare for the debates. It's really powerful to
watch our team work."
speech.
Ingram meets with each of his students one-on-one
Other individual events include persuasion and
informative speeches. Both events last for 10 minutes once a week, as well as ina group setting once a week.
A liberal arts education is very useful in the debate
and are prepared ahead of time, sophomore AlexHoff
setting, Ingram said. Since students are educated
mann said.
"The top six impromptu speakers were all from so broadly, they can pull information from different
Whitworth, and that has never been done," Hoffmann classes out of a variety of subjects.
"What I love about [debate] is the topic changes ev
said. He'took second place in persuasion and fifth in
ery time," Hoffmann said. "A lot of people ask, when I
impromptu.
In events like d ramatic interpretation and poetry, say I went on a debate trip, 'What did you debate?' and
competitors select pieces of prose or poetry to recite I say, 'Well, I had seven rounds of d ebate, and each
in compelling or interesting ways. In another event, one is different.' So that's really land of fun, that way it
programmed oral interpretation (POI), speakers use never gets old."
On March 7, the team will travel to Riverside, Calif.,
multiple pieces of prose or poetry to make a persua
for Christian Nationals, and on April 2 at 7 p.m., three
sive statement, Hoffmann said.
"Its [POI's] point is to be dramatic, but have a com members of the forensics team will be debating with
three Irish national champions in Robinson Teaching
pelling argument within it," Hoffmann said.
Junior Stephanie Saracco, who won POI at the tour Theater.
nament, gave a speech about post traumatic stress dis
order in which she tied many different pieces of writ
Contact Katie Shaw at
ing about PTSD together, Hoffmann said.
Those individual events occurred Saturday morning kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Katie Shaw

FORENSICSTEAM

FINALRANKINGS

• Norann Beidas, sophomore: fourth place, im
promptu; fourth, after dinner speaking.
• Chris Burnett, junior: sixth place, persuasion.
• Sarah Dice, junior: fifth place, poetry.
• Sam Director, senior: first place, impromptu;
fourth place, persuasion; fifth place, informative.
• Krista Eades, junior: first place, novice dramatic in
terpretation; sixth place, novice impromptu.
• Madison Garner, sophomore: fifth place, after din
ner speaking; sixth, impromptu.
• Alex Hoffmann, junior: second place, persuasion;
fifth place, impromptu.
• Deanna Ingram, senior: first place, persuasion.
• Liz Jacobs, freshman: third place, impromptu.
• Jonathan Kim, senior: second place, informative
speaking; third place, communication analysis.
• Addy Koneval, junior: first place, dramatic inter
pretation; second place, programmed oral interpre
tation; second place, poetry.
• Rebecca Korf, senior: second place, after dinner
speaking.
• Brennan Neal, junior: first place, extemporaneous;
fourth place, informative.
» Ellie P robus, junior: first place, informative; first
place, novice prose; fifth place, persuasion.
• Stephanie Saracco, junior: first place, Prose; first
place, programmed oral interpretation; third place,
Poetry.
• Sarah Sauter, junior: first place, communication
analysis; second place, impromptu.
• Hannah Tweet, junior: fourth place, prose.
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Capital funds projects not affected by budget cuts
Shelby Harding
Staff Writer
Whitworth's capital projects division,
which oversees the construction of new
buildings, met a $75,000 cut in the form
of t he elimination of an open position
within the department. However, all a
planned construction is still on sched
ule. This follows the announcement of a
proposed draft of bud get cuts President
Beck Taylor made earlier this month.
The $75,000 cut did not result in any
one losing their job, Taylor said. The
budget cuts scheduled for the upcoming
fall semester will not affect the progress
of any capital projects on campus.
"It's just a removal of the staff, not
funding for capital projects," Campaign
Director in Institutional Advancement
Tad Wisenor said.
The position cut from faculty payroll

11
1
was the manager of capital projects. with after that process is a really good
Steve Thompson held that position be idea about what we want to build," Gem
mill said.
fore he accepted a job
Fundraising and do
in San Jose, Calif., in "It's our institutional
nations will pay for the
December. The position
commitment to have renovations and addi
was left unfilled follow
tions to the music building his departure, and
new buildings built ing.
subsequently cut from
"It's our institutional
the faculty payroll.
by fundraising."
commitment to have
"I was impressed with
new buildings built by
Steve while he was here,"
—TAD WISENOR
fundraising," Wisenor
said Gerry Gemmill,
campaign director for
said.
vice president of finance
The additions to the
and administration.
institutional advancement music building will
Thompson left in the
depend on how much
beginning stages of a
new project. The current music building money the school can raise within the
will be receiving renovations and addi next few years. Efforts to fundraise for
tions and is still in the planning process, the project have been aggressive, Gem
Gemmill said. Any expansion will be at mill said.
The project will begin once the fundtached to the current music building.
"They're just getting done with the raising goal has been met. A d eadline
schematic stage and what we'll end up has not been set for fundraising.

6&I

can see myself ministering
to battered and abused women99

i

l

NARY

See yourself MB in seminary.

ro 1learned
uorn oH since
ci'n^o T'ir,
"Something T'I
I've
I've
been here about fundraising is that you
can have money trickling in over a long
period of time, or if you have highly-mo
tivated donors, a lot of money can be
coming in and it just varies," Gemmill
said.
Other projects, such as building reno
vations, depend on donors as well.
"Our needs far exceed our resources.
That is why planning is so important,"
Gemmill said.
The replacement of s team and elec
trical lines on the west side of ca mpus
is the department's current project. The
project will begin after graduation on
May 21 and should be completed by the
end of July, Gemmill said.
The project is funded by a bond and
not fundraising or donations.
Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl5@my.whltworth.edu

Make saving lives your part-time job.
Plasma donations are vital to
the treatment of rare, chronic
and genetic diseases. Which
means that plasma donors get
paid to save lives.
510 East Francis Avenue
Spokane, WA 99208
509-484-7001

www.octapharmaplasma.com

Donate plasma.
Save lives. Earn up
to $400 a month.
Earn $50 for your first
five donations.

octapharma
plasma

Programs and fees vary by location. Contact your local center for details.

Seminary isn't just for pastors—it prepares you for
more career choices than you might imagine.
Wherever you see yourself, a theological education
from Denver Seminary will uniquely prepare you to
live out that calling no matter where God leads you.
Learn, Explore, and Get Started at:

DenverSeminary.edu
DENVER SEMINARY.
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Number of Whitworth
forensics competitors to
take top spots in the im
promptu competition.
p. 3

$75,000

Number of dollars saved in the bud
get by eliminating the manager of
capital projects position on campus.
p. 4

$163,000

Number of dollars still needed to
pull off the million meals campaign
by May 3.
p. 5
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Million meals makes progress through donations
by the large goal that has been set, Ev
ans said. Instead, students should go
Staff Writer
online and work in teams toward rais
ing the money and preparing the pack
Since ASWU's commitment to raise aging and shipment of the food on May
the $250,000 needed to finance the 3, she said.
»I would really just charge the stu
One Million Meals program, Whitworth has raised more than $85,000. dent body to do something that is not
An additional $165,000 is needed to easy, but the payoff and the reward —
to say we have made a million meals
meet the project's May 3 deadline.
"ASWU really wants to develop a for the community — is worth the hard
sense of ur gency and compassion for work," Evans said.
ASWU President Ian Robins said
this cause," ASWU Vice Presid ent Au
he urged students to work
drey Evans said. "This
"ASWU really
collectively to reach the
is something people
goal.
can look back on 10
wants to develop
"Since we have already
years from now and
think, 'I was a part of
a sense of urgency $85,000, that means we
need about $163,000,
the first ever Million
and compassion for and if you split that up
Meals campaign."'
between the undergradu
In an effort to raise
this cause."
ates and faculty and staff,
money
internally,
that's about $55 a person,"
ASWU hosted the
—AUDREY E VANS
Robins said.
Casino Royale Gala
Both Robins and Evans
event on Feb. 21 and
ASWU vice president
advised students to look
raised almost $2,000,
Evans said. Other outside donors have at this cause as a team event. Prizes will
also contributed. A p rivate donor has be offered to groups that bring in the
given $25,000 and President Beck most money. These prizes range from
Taylor has pledged $50,000. In total, TV's to an all-expenses paid trip to San
$85,000 has been raised or pledged, in Francisco to watch a San Francisco
cluding the donations from Taylor and Giants game and meet Jeremy Affeldt,
the private donor; $1,000 raised via the the founder of Generation Alive a nd
pitcher for the Giants.
fundraising website firstgiving.com;
However, for some students, the
$3,500 raised through ASWU and con
tributions from students; and $5,500 convenience of M illion Meals is per
donated by Generation Alive. This haps the greatest incentive to help.
"By making the activity on campus,
leaves about $165,000 for the student
body to raise, Financial Vice President Whitworth has made it easy for us to
Matt Valdez said. Whitworth sports participate versus going out and trying
team have donated money from fund- to look for charitable causes," fresh
raising events but this figure has not man Will McClennan said.
been added yet, Valdez said.
Contact Trevor York at
Students shouldn't be intimidated tyorkl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Trevor York

120

Approximate number of students
who attended the Bucky Covington
concert.
p. 7

9

Number of days between President
Beck Taylor's ASWU address about
the proposed CRC closure and the
day the final decision was made.
p. 11
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$405,000

Estimated number of dollars that will
be saved in the budget by closing the
Costa Rica Center during fall and
spring semesters next year.
p. 12

2

Number of consecutive years that
both the men's and women's bas
ketball teams have won the NWC
Tournament.
p. 13-14
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i> Clicker: Classroom integration

NEWS ik BRIEF
President Taylor confirms closure
of Costa Rica Center for 2014-15

Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer

Lucas Thayer
News Editor
Almost everyone who graduates
from Whitworth will at some point
need an i>Clicker, a wireless device
about the size of a candy bar, which
allows students to take quizzes and
surveys wirelessly and anonymous
ly. The i>Clicker, ($52 retail for the
newest "i>Clicker 2" model) is re
quired for the Core 350 class, which
means owning one is a de-facto re
quirement for nearly all students.
The price tag and the simple design
leave some students wondering if
their money could be better spent.
Sophomore Holli Steinmetz, an
English major, had to purchase an
i>Clicker device for a Jan Term sci
ence class, "Physics of Weapons."
She doesn't expect that she'll use
it again, but she's letting her room
mate borrow it in themeantime.
"I didn't use it very often," Stein
metz said. "I feel like it was kind of
expensive for such a measly little
device."
A student can buy or rent one
from the bookstore, which sells only
the latest i>Clicker 2 version, but
older models can be purchased on
line for nearly half the cost. And, un
less student is a psychology, physics
or biology major, the odds are good
that Steinmetz-will end up selling it
back to the bookstore, to an online
retailer or to another student.
Kamesh Sankaran, professor
of physics and Core 350 teaching
team leader, said that the devices
are required in Core 350 because
the team needed a way to conduct
quizzes quickly. Before the i>Clicker, Core 350 quizzes were conduct
ed using Blackboard software, with
disastrous results, Sankaran said.
Rampant cheating and unreliable
software led the team to consider
alternatives.
He and the other members of the
Core 350 teaching team worked with
Information Services in choosing
the i>Clicker system, favoring it for
its reliability, its quick response time
and its anonymity — something that
the team thought especially import
ant for Core 350.
The i>Clicker g ave a way for ev
eryone in the class to voice their
opinion, not just the most vocal stu
dents, Sankaran said.
"Because the whole class is on
ethics and policy, and how your
worldview influences that, these are
personal opinions on contentious

matters," Sankaran said.
In terms of cost , the resale value
of the device helps students to miti
gate the cost of the device, Sankaran
said. Besides, the reading material
for the Core 350 course is slightly
more than $5 to cover the cost of
printing, and the reading material
for the course is provided for free
online, he said.
A multitude of alternatives to the
i>Clicker system are available on
line, such as QOMO, Califone and
Meridian ARS to name a few. Infor
mation Services briefly considered
polleverywhere.com, an audience
response system in which any au
dience member can respond with a
cellphone.
However, due to i>Clicker's inte
gration into the Blackboard system,
it's unlikely that the i>Clicker will be
made redundant any time soon.
"As fo r phasing out the i>Clicker, I d on't see that happening right
now," said Jesse Heinecke, technical
support specialist for instructional
resources.
Professor of BiologyCraig Tsuchi-

da is able to see the device as both a
teaching tool and a school expense.
Tsuchida's son, a senior at the Uni
versity of W ashington, needs three
different devices for his coursework
as a civil engineering major. The cu
mulative cost for the devices is well
over $100, Tsuchida said.
"Compared to what we used to do
with quizzes, I think the i>Clicker is
a good system," Tsuchida said. "If it
allows me to do something different
in class, I'm usually for it."
Tsuchida said that as the father
of a college student, he is more sen
sitive to how the costs of textbooks
and school supplies affects stu
dents. That's part of the reason he
said he no longer requires the de
vice for freshman seminar.
"It's hard to ask students to pay
[money] when I'll ask them to use it
maybe five times," Tsuchida said.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayer!2@my. whitworth.edu

In a campus-wide release last Friday
morning, President Beck Taylor confirmed
that the Costa Rica Center would be closed
for the spring and fall terms in the 2014-15
school year, in order to recoup $405,000 for
closing the budget gap. Taylor acknowledged
the concerns sent to him by members of
the Whitworth community and cited a low,
unstable and unpredictable enrollment,
as well as an unpredictable curriculum
offering in the decision to close the CRC.
Taylor charged the creation of the Costa Rica
Center Task Force to Provost Carol Simon to
handle the challenges of staffing, curriculum
design, recruitment, partnership with other
organizations and the creation of more
sustainable business models for the center
before it reopens. The CRCTF will consist of
students, faculty and staff.

Nordstrom closes after fatal fall
The Nordstrom store located in River
Park Square in downtown Spokane was
temporarily closed for business on Friday,
following the death of one of its employees.
The employee, identified as Paul M. Inc,
died from his injuries caused by a fall from
a ladder, after suffering a contact electrical
burn on his arm. The death was listed as an
accident by the Spokane County Medical
Examiner. The death is currently being
investigated by Washington Labor and
Industries.
Sources | KHQ ocal
L News

ASWll UPDATE
• Todd Sandberg, director of t he university
recreation center, introduced Taizo Fujiki, a kinesiology professor from Japan, and
the group of Japanese exchange students
who are accompanying him to Whitworth
through an exchange program with a Jap
anese university. The students were all ele
mentary or childhood education majors.
• ASWU chartered a new club, Eagle Club, in
which Eagle Scouts can gather to visit and
encourage young Boy Scout troops and tell
them about being an Eagle Scout.
• Cultural Events Coordinator Andriana
Siefe discussed the results of the Halualani
Campus Experience Survey and the subse
quent diversity mapping that she received
from Rona Halualani of Halualani & Associ
ates research organization.
• Kasey Culmback, interim student leader
ship program assistant, demonstrated Whitworth's new service learning directory web
site, serve.whitworth.edu. Students can use
this site to track their volunteer hours and
find service sites by searching in different
categories.

.
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ARTS&CULTURE
Former American Idol
contestant performs
concert at Whitworth
ington said. "If I 'm writing about love,
it's a girl. If I'm writing about anger, it's
Staff Writer
my ex-girl. If I'm writing about aggrava
tion, it's my brother. Inspiration kind of
Dimmed lights suffused with blue moves around."
His biggest influences in the music
and red set the mood as approximate
ly 120 Whitworth students listened to industry include Keith Whitley, George
country music star, Bucky Covington Strait, Randy Travis, Toby Keith and
play in the Multipurpose Room in the Kenny Chesney, Covington said.
Covington loves live entertainment
Hixson Union Building last Friday night.
Students turned out to listen to the first and getting to interact with the crowd at
country music artist Whitworth has a concert, even if the only difficult part is
getting to the location.
hosted in the last few years.
"Gettin' there is the hardest part,"
Surveys were emailed and votes tal
lied, and the country genre came out on Covington said. "I got up at 3 this morn
top. Covington received twice as many ing to get here, on time. There's nothing
votes as the other country artists on the hard about the concert itself. I love play
survey, ASWU activities coordinator ing shows. The best part is the end of a
show when everything went great, the
Kevin Gleim said.
Covington suggested students bring feeling of a job well done."
Covington's music career took off
their dancing shoes in preparation for a
during his time on the fifth season of
high-energy show.
"If you get a few people vvho start American Idol.
"My first few years here, we never had
moving around and dancing then soon
more and more people are dancing," a country singer," Scott said. "It's excit
ing to have one come
Covington said. "I just
now. I think it's also
try to be that first per
cool to see someone
"Inspiration is all
son up on stage foolin'
from American Idol on
around and dancing."
around you. If I'm
campus.
Students began to
American Idol gave
dance after the first
writing about love, it's Covington
his start in
few songs loosened up
the industry.
a girl. If I'm writing
the audience. It start
After singing in bars
ed with a few couples
about anger, it's my
and nightclubs for
swing dancing, and
almost 10 years, he
then Covington pulled
ex-girl. If I'm writing caught his big break
out his "sexy song" for
the couples.
about aggravation, it's almost overnight, and
everything changed,
Covington
threw
Covington said.
my brother."
guitar picks into the
"While I was on
crowd and invited one
— BUCKY COVINGTON
American Idol, I was
of the women up to
crossing the street in
sing on stage, gave a
country music singer
L.A. one day, and I
faux proposal during
almost got run over,"
his well-known song
s
"I'll Walk" and danced around while Covington said. "The next day, I'm cros
posing for cellphone pictures on stage ing the street, and cars stop and honk
and start screaming my name. I think
during his performance.
Audience members especially en it really put a face with a name with a
joyed his ending song, "Keep Your sound. It gave me an image that people
Hands to Yourself." They thought that recognized."
Covington knew country music was
his music, which they already enjoyed,
was fantastic in-person, freshman Sam his passion for years.
"At first, I loved being on stage," Cov
Haney said:
Students had favorable opinions of ington said. "I was working, and I've
multiple aspects of th e show including done things like racing and water skiing,
but at some point, it wasn't an option
the size of the concert.
"I feel like smaller venues like this are anymore. The music trumped all those
usually much more intimate, and it's a other adventurous things I'd done."
Bringing a musician to campus like
better show," junior Emily Scott said.
Covington met some of his fans at a Covington requires work on the activi
meet-and-greet a half an hour before the ties coordinator's part.
"This has kind of been a year-long
show. Amiable and friendly with all the
fans, he offered to take pictures and sign thing that I've been working on," Gleim
said. "When I first started this job, I
autographs for everyone who attended.
Covington's music stems from his life wanted to bring the music that the stu
dents want."
experiences and relationships.
The process of bringing an artist to
"Inspiration is all around you," Cov-

Alyssa Brooks

Andrew Rollins | Photog
rapher

Bucky Covington performs a concert in the HUB Multipurpose room, being the
first country musician to perform at Whitworth in the last few years.

Andrew Rollins | Photographer

Whitworth students sing along with Bucky Covington at the concert last Friday.
campus can be a tricky one. Gleim be
gan coordinating the concert logistics
two to three months ago by following a
series of steps.
Scoping out the artists in a music
genre, contacting people for a price
range and deciding to devote a certain
percentage of his budget to an artist
are all parts of t he process Gleim goes
through to determine who will play,

Gleim said.
Ultimately, it comes down to who the
students want to see. ASWU pays atten
tion to the students' interest, and that's
how they make decisions, in order to feel
like they are spending students' money
how it should be spent, Gleim said.
Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my. whitworth.edu

STEP ONE: MEASURE FOAM

,

DO IT YOURSELF

Place the cut plywood on top of the mattress foam
and outline the edge with a permanent marker.
Remove the plywood and use the box knifeto cut the
foam along the line.
Place t he mattress foam on top of the plywood to
form the seat of the stool.

MILK CRATE STOOLS
STORY BY ALANNA CARLSON
PHOTOS BY ANDREW ROLLINS
No matter what your social circles, in the course of a typical campus day,
you'll probably hear someone comment on the lack of storage space in
dorm rooms and small apartments.
Because of the bare-bones furniture provided in the typical dorm room,
many students are hard pressed to find innovative ways to store items such
as off-season clothing, toiletries, books and other odds and ends without
being left with standing room only.
This do-it-yourself (DIY) project combines storage and seating in a
straightforward, budget-friendly way.
Whether you're new to the DIY community or a seasoned DIYer, these
easy-to-make stools will help consolidate the need for storage and seating
into one simple solution.

TOOLS:

SUPPLIES:
• 2 milk crates | $1
2
• Plywood cut to fit snugly inside
the hp of the milk crates [ $4
• Mattress foam | $10
• 1.5 yards fabric| $12
• Ribbon (optional) | 4$

•
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Box knife
Staple gun and staples
Soft measuring tape
Permanent marker

STEP TWO: CUT FABRIC
Measure the length, width and depth of the stacked
foam and plywood. Add width and twice the depth for
the proper fabric width measurements. Add length and
twice the depth for proper fabric height measurements.
Cut fabric to size.

ContactAlanna Carlson atacarlsonl7@my.whitworth.edu

EVENTS
ID

Q

ca

GO

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
CAMPUS: UNPLUGGED

RELIGION: ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE
7:50 a.m., noon
Seeley Mudd Chapel

7 - 8:30 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

The chapel will hold morning
and afternoon services for Ash
Wednesday, including an imposition
of ashes.

Students will perform a variety of
talents — musical and otherwise — in
this campus-wide talent competition
hosted by ASWU.

SERVICE: MISSIONS FAIR

10 a.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room

Students will have the chance to get
plugged in with various missions
organizations from around the
country. Fair also runs on March 6.

ea

CO

FOOD: TEA BLENDING CLASS

6 p.m. I $10/individual or $l5/couple
Spice Traders Mercantile
15614 E. Sprague Ave.
Participants will create custom tea
blends and sample various teas.
Reservations required.

READING: PETER J

THEATER: PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
7:30 p.m. / $6 student tickets
Cowles Auditorium

>-

EE

Whitworth theatre department
presents Pride and Prejudice.
Read about behind the scenes on
page 10 and a r eview online at
thewhitworthian.com.

Noon
Auntie's Booksto
402 W. Main Ave

OS

Author Peter Sta
new adventure t
John Jacob Astoi
Jefferson's Lost 1

CO

DANCE: VEN BAILALO LATIN DANCE FEST
8 p.m.
Craves Gym

Students have the opportunity to
learn Latin dance from 8-9, followed
by an open dance until 11:30 p.m.

LIT: THE WORDWF
4:30 p.m.

Auntie's Booksto
402 W. Main Ave

Spokane Poetry
workshop series

the whitworthian
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STEP THREE: STAPLE FABRIC
Place the fabric centered over the top of the mattress
foam. Flip the whole stackover, and neatly fold the edg
es of the fabric over the plywood.
Use the staple gun tosecure the fabric.This step com
pletes the seat portion of the stool.Place the seat on the
crate.

Helix Fossil

I saw you worshiping the Helix Fossil. I almost
cried. You poor, deluded soul... Democracy!

Make Me a Sammich

I saw you making my sammich at the grill, and
you be looking fine.

Dat Cottage Cheese Life

i step is optional. You can decorate your new
by basket weaving ribbon through the holes of
lk crate and tying a bow or by using your creativiscorate the finished piece in other ways.

IGHT'S WORKSHOP

>lam will host this
with a poetry focus.

{I SAW!}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

[P FOUR: DECORATE

k will read from his
ile titled, "Astoria:
and Thomas
acific Empire."

A&C 0 9

I saw you studying in the coffee shop and you
sat by me. And Isaw you pull out your large
tub of cottage cheese and just eat it right there
with a spoon from your pocket. Okay girl. Go
for it!

Snowpocalypse Driving
I saw you driving during the snowpocalypse.
You are a terrible driver, and you almost
caused several accidents. Please drive safer
next time.

Dance Party

I saw you decided to swing dance in the front
corner of the Bucky Covington concert and get
the whole crowd pumped. Way to go!

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

MUSIC: SYMPHONY CONCERTO
3 p.m.
St. George's School Auditorium
2929 W. Waikiki Rd.
The Whitworth Symphony Orchestra
will perform with the winners of the
Whitworth Concert Competition.

CAMPUS: MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS

SPEAKER: MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS

Noon
Lied Square

7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theater

Mental Health Awareness Week will
be kicked off with an informational
slideshow in the HUB.

A group of mental health experts,
including two psychology professors,
will speak in promotion of Mental
Health Awareness Week.

FILM: CHASING ICE
FOOD: ANNUAL KOSHER DINNER
11 a.m. - 6 p.m. / $1 6
Temple Beth Shalom
1322 E. 30th Ave.
This dinner and festival will celebrate
Jewish culture through food, music,
live entertainment and more.

7 p.m. I $5 student tickets

RELIGION: CATHOLICISM SERIES EP. 4

Robinson Teaching Theater

7 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser 203

This film tells the story of a man
gathering evidence of our changing
planet through creation of a multiyear time lapse record.

The fourth episode of the Catholicism
documentary series presented by the
Catholic Fellowship club will explore
the role of the Virgin Mary.

+
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BEHIND THE SCENES AT PRIDE & PREJUDICE
sheets of polycarbonate that are put over the lights to
create a variety of colors on stage, according to stagStaff Writer
espot.com.
The work done on lights, sound, props and set are
A the ater production is much more than what the some of th e procedures the audience does not get to
actors and actresses present on stage. It is a correlation see. Likewise, the performers have their own checklists
and daily routines behind the scenes.
of tal ent and hours of dedication not
Actors vary in their techniques
only from actors and actresses, but
"The hardest thing
for memorizing lines, getting into
also from crew members who work
character and preparing for a perfor
behind the scenes.
is really finding who
mance, Pauley said.
In Whitworth theatre's next pro
"I focus on assuming the physicalduction "Pride and Prejudice," the
that character is.
ity," said freshman Weston Whitener,
show behind the curtain is just as im
Sometimes you really who plays Mr. Darcy in "Pride and
portant as the show we seeon stage.
Prejudice." "I don't stand very tall nat
Stage crew members, such as junior
have to dig deep and
urally and that is something [Mr. Dar
Jessica Pauley, contribute in bringing
a play to life.
read between the lines cy] does."
"Pride and Prejudice" is Whitener's
As stage manager, Pauley's tasks
to understand how a first theater performance at Whit
range from setting up props and set
worth, although he did participate
pieces, to sweeping the stage, to mak
ing checklists for other members of character would feel or in theater productions during high
school. His roles in those plays were
the cast and crew.
act."
usually supporting characters, and
"I arrive half an hour earlier than
getting a large role like Mr. Darcy was
— MORIA STR ICKER
the cast and turn on all the lights
intimidating, Whitener said.
and the sound board," Pauley said. "I
Actress: Mary Bennet and
Actors have the difficult task of rep
check the 'magic sheet' to make sure
resenting their characters effectively
all the lights haven't burnt out or that
Charlotte Lucas
to audiences.
the gels aren't melted."
The challenge is doubled for senior
A magic sheet is a quick reference
showing where all the lights are located, their purpose Moria Stricker, as she is responsible for two character
and the switches that control them, according to stage- roles in her second main stage performance. Stricker is
playing both Mary Bennet and Charlotte Lucas.
lightingprimer.com.
"You h ave to keep them straight and differentiate
Gels, or color filters, are differently colored thin

Bekah Bresee

them," Stricker said. "You can't have them talk the
same or move the same. You don't want to confuse the
audience."
Lucas is more formal in stature and movement while
Bennet is more laid back, Strieker said.
The slow, archaic language found in "Pride and Prej
udice" causes line memorization to become a big task
for the leading actors of this production.
"My technique is to memorize little chunks," Whit
ener said. "Lots and lots of re petition. Lots of pacing
around an empty room repeating lines to myself."
Getting into character requires practice, focus and
concentration, Whitener said.
"The hardest thing is really finding who that charac
ter is," Stricker said. "Sometimes you really have to dig
deep and read between the lines to understand how a
character would feel or act."
Before taking the stage, cast members perform preshow rituals to help prepare themselves.
"Actors will plug in headphones and turn on classical
music and go over their lines so they don't have the lyr:
ics distracting them from their lines," Pauley said.

CLICK IT
Read the rest of this article online at

thewhitworthian.com

Contact Bekah Breseeat
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

M A i n M a n a g e me n t w i t h a n e m p h a si s
i n Social a n d S u s t a i n a b l e M a n a ge m e n t
Seattle Pacific University
offers an innovative,
11 -month graduate business

C

degree for any major.

^

For admissions requirements, visit spu.ed u/massm.
Apply b y April 15. 2014.

Engaging the culture,
chanqinq the world

OPINIONS
Transparent dialogue
exemplified in key
university decisions

PONDER THIS

BUDGET GUTS

with Madison Garner

REMI
OMODARA
Negative emotions surfaced around campus two
weeks ago as Whitworth's administration unveiled
proposed budget cuts for the 2014-2015 academic
year.
For some, the issue is timing. The concern is
that too much time elapsed before the adminis
tration decided to bring the news of the cuts to our
attention. For others, there is skepticism about the
choice in making certain cuts over others. Regard
less of the thought process, it's important to appre
ciate the transparency of Whitworth's administra
tion.
ASWU provides the perfect outlet for the uni
versity's leaders to present issues to students and
allow opportunity for feedback. At similar institu
tions, one may find out about an issue long after a
decision has been reached.
Student input allows for "untapped expertise
and knowledge that can bring renewed relevance
and authenticity to school reform efforts',' accord
ing to Edutopia, a guide that assists instructors on
achieving success. Theidea is that it isbeneficial for
students to be given an opportunity to partake in
decisions to learn what it means to take leadership
initiative and think critically. It also leads to more
cohesion throughout a community. Whitworth has
proven itself as a place that values those benefits.
Whitworth's commitment to integration can be
seen in a variety of ways. Over the o
curse of the last
few years, students have organized town hall meet
ings to provide a platform for President Beck Taylor
to answer questions students have regarding perti
nent issues. The administration also selects exem
plary students to sit on panels and committees for
choosing new faculty members. The recent imple
mentation of the honors program provides anoth
er prime example of student voice incorporation,
as forums were held to present ideas and answer

Chrissy Roach |Graphic Artist

questions. Whitworth may not be perfect; howev
er, all of these situations demonstrate the commit
ment to inclusivity.
Instead of employing a purely top-down meth
od of leadership, Whitworth's decision makers have
chosen to foster an atmosphere that combines stu
dent voices into the decision-making process. Do
ing so is a testament to the fact that Whitworth acts
based off its foundational belief concerning valu
ing input at all levels.
When evaluating this specific situation, it may
seem as though the administration made a deci
sion that was final before presenting it to the stu
dents. However, Whitworth's leaders have proven
time and time again that they value our input. At
the end of th e day, the decision will still be made
that is best for the school to efficiently move for
ward. The fact that it was presented and open for
discussion is enough to be praised.

CLICK IT

_

Read the rest of Omodara's column online at

Some believe media, such as The
Whitworthian, are telling you what to think.
That perspective may be inaccurate.
The media may not be successful in telling people what
to think, but are 'stunningly' successful in telling people
what to think about, according to Dr.Bernard Cohen's book
"The Press and Foreign Policy";
When the media emphasize topics (the media agenda),
readers view those topics as important and think about
them more, according to Agenda-Setting Theory. Whit
worth students spend more time talking about certain top
ics, such as the success of sports teams as opposed to the
success of the debate team or cultural diversity as opposed
to religious diversity. This is partially because those topics
are given prominence in campus media.
Readers don't have to passively consume the media
agenda. Instead, they can help shape it. When a large num
ber of people care about an issue, especially when they are
vocal about it, the media are more likely to make it part
of th eir agenda. Recently, the Winter Olympics became a
large part of the media agenda partially because there was
great public interest. If t here is an issue you feel is underrepresented in the media, make it known.
When reading the news, readers should also vary their
news sources. Cohen argues that the world looks different
to different people because of the influence of the media's
agenda. To avoid seeing the world through the lens of one
media outlet, read a variety of ne ws sources. The Econo
mist, A1 Jazeera and other foreign newspapers offer differ
ent stories, or at least different emphasis placed on the sto
ries, than found in American newspapers.
Whether you read domestic or international news sto
ries, you are likely being told what to think about over what
to think. I can't hope to, and wouldn't want to, tell you what
to think. You may disagree with what I write, but if Iget you
thinking about the topic, then I did my job.

thewhitworthlan.com

OMODARA is a senior majoring in journalism and
marketing. Comments can be sent to romodaral4@
my.whitworth.edu

GARNER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent to mgarnerl6@
my.whitworth.edu

Administration decision to close Costa Rica Center lacks student input
NIKO
ABERLE

GUEST COLUMNIST

The Costa Rica Center (CRC) semester program will
be suspended next year. Asa critic of the decision, I will
have to five with that. Like my own concerns, I imagine
many of t he issues CRC supporters raised received at
least a partial response in President Beck Taylor s Feb.
28 announcement regarding the CRC. In any case, the
manner in which the administration decided to sus
pend the CRC semester program represents a deficien
cy in sufficient process.
Let me qualify my perspective. I haven't been on
campus since the end of fall semester, I'm currently
studying abroad on the CRC-linked Central American
Service Program in Nicaragua. My desire to be honest
in this respect reflects my desire to acknowledge that I
have had somewhat of a limited perspective.
Nonetheless, I assert that there has been an incon
gruence between the administration's approach and
process and their rhetoric that this was an important,
difficult decision which involved much input. The de

cision was shrouded to everyone outside the University tics for the CRC was not clear until Feb. 28, t he same
Council until Feb. 13, at which point faculty and staff day the decision was finalized. Students were not aware
were notified. ASWU was notified Feb. 14.Few students of al ternatively-proposed savings until that time. Stu
dents were never given any "say-so"
knew about the proposed suspen
in keeping the CRC open on limited
sion until it was effectively promul
"The administration
capacities. The administration made
gated to students at the public ASWU
meeting Feb. 19.
made that decision for that decision for us. Apparently, they
knew our opinions better than we
The decision was finalized on Feb.
did.
us. Apparently they
28. T hat is a span of nine days. As
It should be clear to everyone by
busy students, it should be clear this
knew our opinions
now that the decision to suspend the
is not sufficient time to hear our voic
CRC was a largely internal affair. I'm
es in the process. As far as I know,
better than we did."
not sure why it had to be. This is my
there were no other formal gather
preeminent lament.
ings to allow students to make their
Generally, the administration is overwhelmingly
opinions heard, excluding the Feb. 19 ASWU meeting.
While for practical reasons this cannot always be the responsive to student concerns. I a m also grateful to
case, it should be the right of tuition-paying students the administration for the construction of a task force
to know where their money is going, and to be afford which will make a decision about the CRC's future. I
ed a space to contribute to financial decisions when it hope that going forward we see a more open, clear and
regards a much-loved student program. Whether you democratic discussion about the CRC.
think the decision for suspension is wise or not, you
may agree with me that this does not reflect a partic
ularly strong effort on the part of the administration to ABERLE is a junior majoring in peace studies and
convey the message widely nor hear student concerns. Spanish. Comments can be sent to naberlel5@my.whitThe way the administration used the financial statis- worth.edu
+
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Third party presence on
campus inconsistent with
Whitworth experience
In the proposed budget cuts announced by the Whitworth
administration several weeks ago, one of the announce
ment's central features was to restructure the Whitworth
health center services to save an estimated $250,000. One
restructuring possibility is to outsource student health care
to a third party, as Whitworth has done with the bookstore.
Although this board acknowledges the need for budget
cuts, we caution Whitworth to think about the consequenc
es of a third party taking over the Health Center.
Third-party presence isn't consistent with the Whitworth
experience or culture. For example, take the professor-stu
dent relationship.,Whitworth holds a high reputation for
having solid relationships between students and professors.
Whitworth is community-oriented, and the idea of third
parties strays from the culture of Whitworth. The connota
tion of a third party does not hold the weight of a good rela
tionship, nor does it offer a sense of community. It's simply
incongruent with Whitworth's philosophy. Whitworth cares
for the mind and heart, but leaves the body to someone
else?
Aside from cultural grievances, there also seems to be a
problem with the third-party system.
The bookstore has retained its employees, but there has
been a problem with receiving books in atimely manner —
for some classes, it has taken at least two weeks to receive
necessary text books. In some cases, it will ta ke months.
Jamba Juice isn't thriving, possibly because an on-campus
setting is not consistent with the type of smoothie you can
get off cam pus. As of yet, it's of yet unknown what sort of
oversight Whitworth has for either of these third-party insti
tutions other than that of a "landlord-tenant" relationship.
Will the potential third-party Health Center receive the
same level of laissez-faire oversight?
The board would not be so bold as to condemn the proj
ect out of ha nd. We do not know if th e Health Center will
be outsourced, let alone successful. However, we ask that in
the administration's decision making process, they give ju
dicious review to the current third-party efforts on campus,
as well as the long-term effects of third-party leasing on the
campus culture in the name of streamlined efficiency.

Editorials in the "In the Loop"section reflect the majority
opinion of the EditorialBoard, comprised of four editors.

__
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Abigail Nyberg | Graphic Artist

Costa Rica Center closure logical, productive
sense to cut the CRC because of its limited impact,
as opposed to cutting another part of th e budget,
such as faculty, which would impact a great portion
CHRISSY
of the student body.
ROACH
Students also fear that the closure of the CRC
OPINIONS EDITOR
would impact the 2021 strategic plan calling for
global citizens, which seeks to increase undergrad
President Beck Taylor announced the closure of uate study abroad participation from 43 percent to
the Costa Rica Center for the 2014-2015 academic 70 percent, according to the 2021 website.
While the closing of th e CRC may be a dent in
year last week, sparking negative reactions from
the strategic plan, there are other study abroad
students.
Although I acknowledge the unfortunate cir options. Students can choose from Jan Term trips,
cumstances regarding its closure, the cut needs to semester-long, faculty-led trips, and ISEP exchange
happen from somewhere and the Costa Rica Cen or direct (which also has the option of attending a
university in Costa Rica). Other options are com
ter is a large chunk of change.
Suspending the Costa Rica Center would save pletely viable, and obviously, Whitworth's Costa
Whitworth about $405,000 next year, according to Rica Center is not the only option.
I studied abroad last semester, and I found it
Taylor's email last Friday. The university needs to
close the gap on $1.34 million. The numbers speak liberating to stray away from Whitworth-minded
people, sheltered behind the infamous Pinecone
for themselves.
The university can't just cut pocket change — Curtain. The real world is different. I was exposed
small.amounts here and there — because that to drinking, crude humor, people who didn't neces
would be far too many programs and necessities to sarily believe in God. It made me a better person —
cut. What happened, happened. The university is in more of a global citizen because I was in a commu
a predicament, and cuts need to be made, as unfor nity different from my comfort zone. It's aliberating
experience to be totally independent, and go t o a
tunate as it may be.
Around 100 students attend the CRC each aca place you don't know with people you don't know.
Closing down the Costa Rica Center is logical.
demic year, which is less than 5 percent of the stu
dent body, around 2,200 students. Those numbers As much as I don't advocate for people to lose their
indicate to me that the interest in the Costa Rica jobs, students tolose opportunities tostudy abroad,
Center is small, which makes sense to cut it. Clear or the Costa Rican community to lose the impact of
ly, Whitworth isn't getting the participation it antic students, I do trust that the administration knows
what they are doing when proposing the cut.
ipated when the program originally started.
Despite the overwhelmingly positive impact
the Costa Rica Center has had on student attend ROACH is a senior majoring in
ees, the fact is that a small amount of the student journalism. Comments can be sent to croachl4@
body has attended to gain that experience. It makes my.whitworth.edu

WHITWOR" HIOU r
"I'm hesitant. I understand that it's a good way to
streamline the process and can somehow be more
efficient by delegating. For example, Beck Tayloris
trying to do that with the health center, right? Give it
to a third party. So, depending on the nature of it, I
mean given Beck Taylor, he said, right, we're not good
at retail that's why we delegated it. So on onehand,
I see that as being a positive. However, on the other
hand, I myself have a natural disinclination toward
brand names being so monopolistic. So, why can't
we support a different third party, maybe one that's
not a big brand name like Jamba or Barnes & Noble
or Starbucks? Why is it that we can't promote smaller
companies — Ma and Pa shops. Trying to discourage
that. So, perhaps it itself isn't an inherent wrong to
delegate to third parties but can procedurally be done
differently in a way that I would like it."
— Sarah Sauter, junior

. . . /+.

•

What are your feelings about third parties
on campus?

"I don't like it. Well, it's more complicated than
that. Doma is the supplier of the coffee for the
coffee shop in the HUB. And they're a third party,
but Doma is also local to Post Falls, which is 30
minutes away from Spokane, and so they have a
positive impact in this area, whereas Starbucks,
Barnes & Noble and Jamba Juice have no stake
in the community of Spokane, and so I'd be like,
'Well, why do we give themmoney? That money
goes out of Spokane, instead of into the Spokane
community.' If we cared about where we were,
we should put money into organizations and
businesses that support this area."
— Matt Comi, senior

Men's basketball holds
on to defeat UPS in NWC
tournament title game
James Silberman

SPORTS

said.
Then, UPS, opting to go for the longStaffWriter
range 3-pointer while only down one,
missed from the left corner, allowing
In a wild night of basketball, the sophomore forward George Valle to
Whitworth men brought home the NWC come down with the rebound. The Log
Tournament title, fighting off an upstart gers were then forced to foul McCargar,
Puget Sound team, 71-68.
the conference's best free throw shooter
Whitworth came in as the tournament at 85 percent, who knocked down both
favorite following a 14-2 regular-sea
foul shots.
son finish
and
UPS had one
fifth-consecutive
final chance, but
regular season
tight Whitworth
title. They took
defense forced
care of Lewis &
an off-balance
Clark 87-62, who
shot that bricked
Colton McCargar, "14
they had lost
off the back
to the previous
board,
sealing
McCargar
scored
week. Freshman
the eighth-con
22 points in the
guard Christian
secutive
NWC
Jurlina had 23
game against Lew
Tournament title
points, four re
for the Bucs.
is & Clark and had
bounds and four
McCargar had
a game-high 25
assists,
senior
a
game-high
points against UPS
guard
Colton
25 points and a
on Saturday.
McCargar scored
team-high sev
22, while se
en
rebounds,
nior point guard
Valle added 10
Dustin McConpoints and four
nell added 15 points and eight assists.
rebounds while McConnell scored 15,
"We were able to see some things on putting him over the 1,000 point mark
film and correct them and worked to for his career.
correct them," McConnell said. "I also
The Whitworth men punched their
thought we did a better job of t rusting ticket to the NCAA tournament. The se
each other and moving the ball on of niors have qualified for the NCAA tour
fense."
nament every year they've been at Whit
Despite their early success, the men's worth.
team did not have it as easy on champi
"The first thing you've got to do is en
joy this," Logie said. "This wasn't an easy
onship Saturday.
The m en were in control against the achievement and certainly our guys
third-seeded Loggers for much of the have earned the right to celebrate this
. game. However, a 14-5 UPS run tied the tonight and get some rest tomorrow."
game at 58 with 6 minutes to play. Later,
In looking ahead to the tournament,
Logie said that ex
the Loggers would
perience from years
score seven consec
"It's about taking the
past could be a factor.
utive points to take
other team's punches and
"We have veteran
a 68-65 lead.
players with experi
However,
the
responding. Our guys
ence traveling into
Pirates proved re
hostile environments
silient down the
have done a good job of
and playing good
stretch.
"It's about taking
taking the game one pos competition and I
think we're playing
the other team's
session at a time when we our best basketball
punches and re
sponding," McCon get down or the game gets of the year," Logie
said. "We've taken
nell said. "Our guys
our opponents best
have done a good
tight."
shots and we've been
job of taking the
able to survive and
—DUSTIN MCCONNELL
game one posses
advance. And that's
sion at a time when
senior
what this time of year
we get down or the
is all about."
game gets tight."
The Pirates found out on Monday who
McConnell scored a layup in traffic
to pull within one at 68-67. Then two they will p lay in the first round of the
possessions later, McCargar curled off NCAA to urnament. Check thewhitwora screen to hit a contested jumper from thian.com for updates.
the left wing off a McConnell assist to
take back the lead.
"We were able to get a couple stops at
Greg Moser|Photographer
Senior point guard Dustin McConnell shoots a free throw against Lewis &Clark
the end and make a few buckets and it Contact fames Silberman at
jsilbermanl
7@my
.whitworth.edu
in the NWCtournament semifinal game en route to a 87-62 victory for the Bucs.
ended up working out for us," McCargar
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Photo courtesy of Breanna Lyons

Senior forward Kendra Lahue, junior guard Kendra Knutsen, senior guard Kayla Johnson and senior forward Jamie Lyons hoist their second-consecutive NWC
tournament title trophy after defeating the nation's top-ranked team, Whitman, 68-65, in the tournament final game at the Sh
erwood Center.

Bucs earn NWC title, best nation's top-ranked team
61-54. However, Whitman showed why they were the
top-ranked team in the country, scoring 11 points on
Staff Writer
their next five possessions, including seven from NWC
Player of the Year, senior guard Heather Johns.
The Whitworth women's basketball team topped the
But the Pirates were able to hold off the furious rally
nation's No. 1 team, Whitman, on Saturday night and by hitting 5 of6 free throws in the final minute.
handed the Missionaries their first loss of the season,
"That was one of my greatest basketball game mem
68-65.
ories because I was so proud of everyone for stepping
The women's team played its
up and playing to their fullest
tournament semi-final game on
potential," Johnson said. "Be
the road as the No. 3 seed g
a ainst
ing the first team to beat them
George Fox, where they lost a
this season feels pretty great."
close matchup earlier in the year.
McConnell scored a teamThe game was close for the first
high 18 points, Johnson re
Kayla
Johnson,'14
half, until a 13-0 Pirate run aid
corded a double-double with
ed by 3-pointers from senior for
16 points and 11 boards and
ward Kendra Lahue and junior
Johnson recorded
Katara Belton-Sharp added 10
guard Kendra Knutsen early in
points.
a double-double in
the second half gave Whitworth
The win was the second
the game against
a 52-38 lead. They wouldhold on
consecutive NWC tourna
Whitman with
for the 74-55 victory.
ment victory for women's
16 points and 11
The championship game, how
head coach Helen Higgs, and
rebounds.
ever, would prove a greater chal
guaranteed Whitworth a spot
lenge for the Pirates to overcome.
in next week's NCAA to urna
The women's team spent
ment.
three-fourths of the game playing
"I t hink the biggest reward
catch-up against the Missionar
is making the NCAA tourna
ies. It was not until a Knutsen 3-pointer with 12 min ment," Higgs said. "It was a bonus to do it against the
utes to go in the game that Whitworth took its first lead No. 1 team in the country."
at 42-40. Her shot was part of a 9-0 run that gave the
Higgs also said that she thinks that her team is play
Pirates a 46-40 lead. Whitman would respond with five ing at its best right now.
consecutive points to pull within one, with 8 minutes
"I think we are playing outstanding, we just need to
to play. However, eight consecutive points from soph stay focused," Higgs said.
omore guard KC McConnell kept the Missionaries at
Johnson echoed Higgs' opinions.
bay.
"We are sparking at the right time and will be ready
Later in the game, a 3-pointer from senior guard for any team," Johnson said. "If we can go out and play
Kayla Johnson gave t he Pirates a seven-point lead at like we have these past couple games, we believe we

James Silberman
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can go a long way."
The women found out their tournament matchup on
Monday. Check out thewhitworthian.com for updates.
Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For n on-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

ALBERS
School of Business and Economics
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THE CROW'S NEST:
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING
Wednesday, March 19
NCAA Div. Ill Championships (Away)

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Luke Wale

Check thewhitworthian.com for
updates on tournament matchups

Connor Soudani

MEN'S TENNIS

Sports Editor

Senior swim co-captain Luke Welle culminated his
14-year swim career with a 12th consecutive NWC team
championship. However, his journey over the past four
years in preparing for the medical school application
process has not made his swimming career easy.
Welle said that his experiences with the demanding
schedule of the swim et am have helped him to prioritize
his life and manage his time.
"You're in the water five hours a day and getting up
every morning at 4:45. You've got a set number of hours
to spend with friends and your girlfriend and do your
Andrew Rollins | Ph
otographer
homework and get some time to yourself," Welle said.
Senior
Luke
Welle
conc
luded
his
Pir
ate
swimming
"[Swimming] was a priority for me and it was definite
ly something that I wanted to make sure I got into my career with his fourth NWCteam championship.
schedule and somehow, miraculously I don't know how
'timbered' me and I fell over," Welle said. "The girls put
I did it, but I was ab
le to."
together a pretty impressive line-dance and they all did
Welle's teammate and roommate, senior Andrew
that and I was a tree."
Sumnicht, said Welle has made an impression on the
Despite his devotion to swimming and preparation
team from the start and that his maturity level has grown for his future career goals, Welle's life has not been en-,
as he has gotten older.
tirely two-dimensional.
"Luke h as done pretty well at all aspects of his life.
Welle met senior biology major Kelsey McQuilkin in
He's got a really goodbalance," Sumnicht said.
his Core 150 discussion group as a freshman and they
After sp ending many of his medical job-shadowing are now engaged to be married this summer.
hours in the emergency room, Welle is considering pur
Spending time with Welle is not always done in the
suing a career as an emergency room physician after at
most conventional ways.
tending Oregon Health and Science
"We'll spend a lot of ti me study
University next fall.
ing together, but I think we're both
"Luke
has
done
pretty
"It's really kind of a cool patient
good about setting aside time to
demographic," Welle said. "You s ee
well at all aspects of his
get away from school or swimming
all socioeconomic backgrounds and
to hang out with each other," Mc
people that are really hurt and people
life. He's got a really good Quilkin said.
that are drug-seeking or people that
McQuilkin also said that she did
balance."
aren't really hurt and want worker's
not feel out of pla ce with the swim
[compensation]. It keeps you on your
team and has been able to spend
—ANDREW S UMNICHT
toes."
time with Welle in the context of his
With all of t he stressful moments
senior
teammates.
he endured in the classroom and
With Sumnicht and Welle de
staying on top of his studies, Welle
voting so much time to their studies in pursuit of thensaid that swimming served as a release.
career goals to be medical professionals, Sumnicht said
"It was just two horns of me and the pool and the guy that swimming still comes in at a close second on their
next to me and the pace clock and the coach, and I could priority list.
just clear my mind of academics and med school and all
"We p ut our heart and soul into the sport and into
my little problems and worries and stuff and just focus the Whitworth athletic program for all four years and
on the here and now," Welle said. "It took a lot of time by then it's very costly: emotionally and energetically,"
and it took away from hours I could have spent studying Sumnicht said. "We're kind of co ntent to be done and
or sleeping or doing other things, but at the same time it there's definitely goals that we wish we had fulfilled that
kept me sane."
we might not have,...but I think his goal all along was to
Welle has also been able to utilize his role as a team go to medical school and I think that he's happy because
captain to infuse more stress relief into his life.
he's gotten into his top choice, in OHSU."
One of th e notable team activities is the annual lipNext year Welle heads off to medical school at OHSU.
sync competition, in which swimmers gather for a McQuilkin will join him as they both pursue medical ca
Mock-Rock style event over Jan Term break, to perform reers.
in groups or individually. Welle was part of a group that
Contact Connor Soudani at
performed the song "Timber" by Ke$ha.
"I was a tree. I can't dance so I was a tree and they csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

Check thewhitworthian.com for
updates on tournament matchups

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Saturday, March 8,5 p.m.
CC of Spokane (Home)

BASEBALL
Saturday, March 8,11a.m.
UPS (Away)

Saturday, March 8, Noon
Pacific (Ore.) (Home)

MEN'S GOLF

SOFTBALL
Saturday, March 8, Noon
Pacific (Ore.) (Away)

Saturday, March 8,TBA
UPS Invitational (Away)

TRACK AND FIELD

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, March 8, TBA
UPS Invitational (Away)

Saturday, March 8,10 a.m.
Lewis & Clark Dual (Away)

SPORTS in BRIEF
Track and field competes at
Crimson and Black Intrasquad
The Whitworth track and field
team competed in their first outdoor
competition of the 2014 season last
Friday. Due to NCAA qualifying
regulations, none of the marks at this
meet could be considered for NWC
qualifying marks or national qualifying
marks. The Pirates will continue their
outdoor season with a Lewis & Clark
Dual meet, Saturday, March 8 at 10 a.m.
Connor Soudani|Sports Editor

Women's tennis completes
weekend sweep of NWC teams
The women's tennis team continued
its five-game
winning streak and
undefeated record against NWC teams
with wins against Lewis & Clark and
Pacific last weekend. The women edged
Lewis & Clark, 6-3, while shutting out
Pacific, 9-0. The Pirates will take a break
' from conference competition to play CC
of Spokane, Saturday, March 8 at 5 p.m.
in the Scotford Tennis Center.
Jessica Razaiiadrakoto | Staf
f Writer

COCA-COLA
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REGULAR SEASON
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CHAMBER NIGHT

FRIDAY 3/14 VS. TRI-CITIES

WEDNESDAY3/12 VS. EVERETT

The first 1 .OOO fans will receive a Chiefs Player Magnet.
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WHITPICS

THE SOUNDS OF WHITWORTH
n

Voice Recitals

TOP LEFT: Senior Jessica Jensen sings to piano accompaniment in the recital
hall of the music building.
Hillary Millard |Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Senior Andrew Bortz performs his vocal recital in the recital hall.
Hillary Millard |Photographer

BELOW: Andrew Bortz sang works by Schubert, Finzi and Mozart during his
vocal recital in the music buidling.
Hillary Millard |Photographer

LEFT: Jessica Jensen stands by the grand piano before her voice recital on
Sunday, March 2.
Joseph Parker |Photographer
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Softball trounces UPS to sweep
two weekend doubleheaders
T h e w om e n d e f e at v i s i t i n g U P S i n c o m m a n d i n g
f a s h i o n , g i v i n g u p o n l yt h r e e c o m b i n e d r u ns o v e r t h e
f o u r - g a m e s e r i e s a n d s c o r i n g 1 9 r u n s i nt h e f i n a l g a m e .

p. 13

$ _

Alumnus flees Ukraine as
protests escalate
p. 3
Your guide to hiking trails in
the Spokane area
p. 8
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 12
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly/except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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05 PC(USA) UNITY

FEATURED

The Presbyterian Church of the United
States of America hosted a talk about
themes of race and class in the Bible.

06 SAT REVISED
The College Board has done an overhaul
of the SAT, in an effort to make it more
applicable to practical knowledge.

07 COOL WHIP BACKSTAGE

Behind the scenes at a Cool Whip rehearsal,
student members find community and a
creative outlet through improvisation.

10 JUNIOR ART EXHIBITS

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
ATAF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

As part of the annual Junior Art Shows,
junior art majors have begun exhibiting
their works in the Lied Art Building.

11 ENTERTAINMENT RELIEF
Though not of utmost importance, news
about entertainment provides needed relief
from constant stream of hard news.

12 NO NEUTRAL SITES
The home-court advantages present in the
Division III NCAA tournaments are less
than ideal, but a financial necessity.

14 BASEBALL HEARTBREAK
The baseball team completes a weekend of
tough competition with PLU, taking only
one win from the three-game series.

14 CROW'S NEST
Sophomore Taylor Pena played on her high
school boys' tennis team and her experience
has given her an advantage in college.
Cover photographer: Greg Moser
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Alumnus in Peace Corps evacuates Ukraine
Shelby Harding
Staff Writer
A Whitworth alumnus was evacuated from Ukraine
Feb. 24 due to safety and security concerns amid rising
conflict and protests in the eastern European country.
Ryan Knight, '13, a United States Peace Corps volun
teer, was teaching English in Ukraine when he was
evacuated late last month.
Knight, who received his bachelor's in peace and in
ternational studies, was sent to Ukraine in September
2013.
"About halfway t hrough my last semester [at Whit
worth], I got an email saying that you're going to
Ukraine," Knight said. "It seemed like a modern coun
try and not a lot in terms of politics, but th
at's obviously
changed."
While Knight was in Ukraine, he received three
months of training in Kiev, now a c enter of p rotests in
Ukraine, and was then relocated to a small village.
Knight was located about 700 miles north of Crimea
on the western side of the Carpathian Mountains with
nearly 200 other Peace Corps volunteers.
Some of the volunteers in Ukraine, such as Knight,
worked as English teachers for the Roma, or gypsies,
living in the area.
"We were just getting a lot of projects up and running
when we had to leave," Knight said. "We were trying to
build connections between the Roma and Ukrainians
and teach about the Holocaust, but then we had to
leave."
Ukrainian English teachers and students have kept
in contact with Knight, keeping him up to date with
current events in Ukraine.
"It's just a really interesting time," Knight said.
Knight has been back in the U.S.since February. He
currently resides in California, where he is anticipating
returning to service for the Peace Corps.
"I'd love to return [to Ukraine]," Knight said.
It depends on the Peace Corps and when they deter
mine it would be safe enough for Knight and the other
volunteers to return.
The Ukrainian protests that began in late November,
forcing the evacuation of Peac e Corps Volunteers and
other American citizens, is the result of a con flict that
dates back to the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991,
said Patrick Van Inwegen, associate professor of p olit
ical science.

The collapse of the Soviet Union led to the creation
of several new republics, including Ukraine. Following
a violent protest in 2004, the Ukrainian supreme court
then stepped in and ordered a new election, and a
pro-Russian president, Viktor Yanukovych, was elect
ed. The East-West split led to a divide of interests, Van
Inwegen said.
"Basically, it's the same kind of divide between East
and West, and there was a protest, and an election that
was said to have a lot of fraud," Van Inwegen said.
Ukrainians pushed for European Union member
ship, while others, including Yanukovych, wanted
closer ties with Russia. When he announced that it was
abandoning a plan to strengthen the relationship with
the EU and possible EU membership early last month,
the country went into an uproar.
"It doesn't sound like there was a significant threat,"

Van Inwegen said. "The possibility for increased ten
sions if Am ericans were there is much higher; taking
that away is something of a bargaining chip and we'd
be less likely to get pulled into a conflict."
Knight joined the Peace Corps because he wanted to
travel abroad, he said.
"I studied abroad a lot when I attended Whitworth
and I studied in China and Tanzania, and I wanted to
figure o ut what the world was about, so I thought that
it was a good opportunity," Knight said. "If I ca n't get
back to Ukraine, I'd transfer to a different country, but
I loved it there."

Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu

Evangelistic tradition topic of President's Colloquy
Pyle said he believes there are
three descriptions for living out the
Staff Writer
evangelical tradition: graciously,
holistically and relationally.
The respondents were Chemis
The second in a series of three
events that comprised the Presi try Department Chair Kerry Breno;
Patti Green, execu
dent's Colloquy on
Theological
Iden
"I firmly believe tive assistant to the
president; and board
tities took place on
that institutions secretary and senior
March 12 in the SeeMichael Bouterse.
ley G. M udd Chapel.
like Whitworth
The speakers come
The panelists spoke,
from a variety of d e
then participated in a are committed to
nominations: Pyle is
Q-and-A session.
being intentional Presbyterian, Breno
Each event's pan
is Catholic and Green
elists included the
keynote speaker and in proclaiming its was raised in the
Nazarene church.
three respondents,
beliefs."
Bouterse
used
representing faculty,
his experience as a
staff and students,
—BECK TAYLOR
student to examine
respectively. The key
president
whether Whitworth
note speaker for the
is living out an evan
evangelical discus
sion was Professor of Communica gelical calling.
"Our campus has allowed rhet
tion Ron Pyle.

Katie Shaw

oric to replace reality in the claim
of being an evangelical institution,"
Bouterse said.
Finally, Green concluded the
speaker portion of the event with
a brief history of Whitworth's theo
logical identity.
Each colloquy event focuses on
one of Whitworth's long-lasting
primary theological identities. The
March 12 panel discussed Whit
worth's evangelical identity. The
Nov. 21 event focused on Whit
worth as a Reformed Presbyterian
university, and the April 23 event
will center around Whitworth's ec
umenical identity.
"I firmly believe that institutions
like Whitworth are committed to
being intentional in proclaiming its
beliefs," President Beck Taylor, who
moderated the panel, said.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Professor of Communication Ron Pyle was the key
note speaker at the President's Colloquy.
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Forensics repeats as nat'l champs
Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
For the second year in a row, the Whitworth foren
sics team brought home a national championship. The
team took first place at the National Christian College
Forensics Association National Tournament, which
took place in Riverside, Calif. They competed against
28 schools that are members of the Council for Chris
tian Colleges and Universities (CCCU).
That makes the forensics team Whitworth's only
back-to-back national champion winners, team coach
Mike Ingram said.
"It's more competitive, and you compete against
schools from different areas, which means many differ
ent ways of interpreting topics," junior Stephanie Saracco said.
The team won the "sweepstakes" award, although
this does not necessarily mean they won first in every,
or even any, event; the sweepstakes take into account
the cumulative total of p oints in all events. Although
the team did not win first place in the individual and

debate sections, due to its well-roundedness, the total
score was enough to win overall, junior Sarah Sauter
said.
In a related extracurricular activity, the Ethics Bowl
team tied for fifth in the nation on Feb 27. They went
undefeated in the preliminaries, which is common,
Sauter said.
Ethics Bowl differs from forensics, in that it is a
five-person team event that is prepared ahead of time,
while argumentation for forensics is usually written
during the event. In addition, the teams are separate.
Sauter is on the team for both the Ethics Bowl and
forensics.
"In a team setting like Ethics Bowl, there are two
team members to each case who do the extensive re
search and practice answering questions, and the oth
ers listen for things that don't make sense," Sauter said.
The teams are judged based on clarity, relevant eth
ical issues and consideration of opposing viewpoints.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

Photo Courtesy of LillyDavis

The forensics team gathers for a picture at the
National Christian College Forensics Association
National Tournament after claiming the title for the
second year in a row.
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Number of Peace Corps
volunteers evacuated from
the Ukraine in response to
the riots in Kiev.
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Number of consecutive years the
forensics team has won the National
Christian College Forensics Associa
tion National Tournament.
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Psych professionals host Q-and-A during
Mental Health Awareness week at Whitworth
Amanda Larkins
Staff Writer
During last week's Mental Health
Awareness Week, several mental health
professionals gave an informal Q-and-A
session, March 11 in the Robinson Teach
ing Theatre. Around 60 students were in
attendance at the event, as the speakers
answered questions related to the treat
ment of people with mental illness and
the challenges of w orking in the mental
health field.
Restoring Hope, the club that put on
the event, aims to break down stigmas
and stereotypes that are often associated
with mental illness.
Ursula Heflick spoke first
at the

Q-and-A. She holds a chemical depen
dency certificate and works as a social
worker for the Carlyle Care Center, an
assisted living facility that serves individ
uals with chronic mental illness, develop
mental disabilities and substance abuse
issues.
"I chose to go into the field of m ental
health care because I wanted to have di
rect contact in as many people's lives as
possible," Heflick said.
Culture and large groups have a bigger
impact on the individual than many peo
ple are led to believe, Heflick said.
"You can only help a person so much; at
some point they have to help themselves,"
Heflick said. "If you are doing more work
than your client, you are doing too much."
Dr. Mark Baird, clinical psychologist

"lean see myself ministering
to battered and abused women"

SEIVH
NARY
See yourself mm in seminary.
Seminary isn't just for pastors—it prepares you for
more career choices than you might imagine.
Wherever you see yourself a theological education
from Denver Seminary will uniquely prepare you to
live out that calling no matter where God leads you.
Learn, Explore, and Get Started at

DenverSeminary.edu
DENVER SEMINARY.

1600

Maximum score one can achieve on
the SAT exam after the revisions have
been made.
p. 6

19

Number of runs scored by the
Whitworth Softball team in the last
game of the series against UPS last
weekend.
p. 13

and visiting professor of psychology stigma surrounding mental illness.
spoke about his work. Baird's work ex He advised students to spend time
with individuals with
perience in the psy
chiatric field ranges
"I chose to go into the mental illness in or
der to grow together
from high school,
field of mental health as a campus commu
college,
hospital,
nity, he said.
outpatient
clinics,
care because I wanted
Following Baird,
American
soldiers
in Iraq and geriat
to have direct contact pediatric psycholo
gist Dr. Kevin Heid
ric services. He now
took the podium. He
runs a private prac
in as many people's
covered "mental hy
tice. Baird said he
lives as possible."
giene" for" in dividu
works mainly with
als, which included
individuals who have
—URSULA HEFLICK
maintaining
spiri
trauma issues origi
tual needs, physical
nating from depres
social worker at the Carlyle
needs, community,
sion and anxiety.
Care Center
intellectual environ
Individuals seek
ment and good eco
out his services
"when the pain of staying the same is nomics, were essential for students
greater than the pain of change," Baird who wanted to go into any psychiat
ric-based career.
said.
Baird said that using "radical com Contact Amanda Larkins at
passion" was needed to break the alarkins!5@my. whitworth.edu

Whitworth hosts annual
PC(USA) Unity conversation
"Every culture has some ways of de 
fining who's in who's out; who's the oth
Staff Writer
er and who's not; who's acceptable and
who's the enemy," McGonigal said.
"We d o the same thing between the
Whitworth hosted the Presbyte
rian Church's Unity conversation, genders. It becomes a point of real ten
moderated by the Rev. Neal Presa, sion when we discover how inclusive the
moderator of th e 220th General As Gospel of Jesus is."
Featured speakers included Lawrence
sembly of the Presbyterian Church,
Burnley, assistant vice president of interor PC(USA).
The conversation incorporated a cultural relations, Jose Irizarry, director
number of speakers to discuss the of C ambridge College Raymond Reyes,
various themes of diversity, race and associate academic vice president and
class in the Bible held in the Seeley G. chief diversity officer at Gonzaga Uni
versity, Matilde Moros, and assistant
Mudd Chapel on March 12-14.
Seven plenary speakers each dean of special programs and initiatives
spoke for about an hour, followed by at New Brunswick Theological Seminary
open discussion among the audience the Rev. Laura Cheifetz, executive direc
members and the panel members for tor of church and public relations at the
Presbyterian Publishing Corporation
each speaker.
"I think having community con and Bridgett Green, acquisitions editor
versation is key, where we see eye at the Presbyterian Publishing Corpora
to eye and face to face; we see body tion.
"All these speakers are speaking about
language," the Rev. Pre sa said. "For
a focused period of tim e, whether it some aspect of t hese issues from their
be three minutes or two hours or two own area of expertise and their own ex
perience," McGonigal said.
and a half days, we hear each other."
Dean of Spiritual Life Terry McGonigal, specifically focused on the as Contact Katie Shaw at
pects of race, gender and class in the kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu
book of Acts.

Katie Shaw

9

Number of combined runs scored by
both baseball teams in the threegame series between Whitworth and
PLU last weekend.
p. 14

8.125

Time in seconds run by senior Casey
Monahan in the 60-meter hurdles
last Saturday to secure a sixth-place
finish in track indoor nationals.
p. 15
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College Board revises SIT woth mw
emphasis m 'meaningful'skills
"We're going to have to recalibrate what the scoring
criteria are for scholarships," said Greg Orwig, vice presi
Staff Writer
dent of admissions and financial aid at Whitworth.
Currently, Whitworth admissions takes the top scores
In an attempt to make standardized testing more of each SAT section and combines them into an overall
meaningful, the SAT is being redesigned to focus on score. This is the number used for admissions and finan
the knowledge and skills that current research shows cial aid awards.
Scholarship awards are based off a combination of
are most essential for college and career readiness and
GPA and SAT or ACT scores. The optional essay makes
success, according to College Board.
The newly redesigned SAT affects high school stu awarding scholarships more complex since its inclusion
dents as they prepare for the exam and begin looking at or disclusion from a test changes a student's score.
To meet the criteria set for
colleges. Additionally, col
Whitworth admissions, the
leges may need to revise
essay will either have to be
their admissions criteria
•© • ® ® a.
disregarded or required, Or
/ ® © ®• ©)
as they view the academic
wig said.
performance of prospec
J © ® ©•
Applicants to Whitworth
tive students.
/ © © • ©©©
have the option of submit
"[College board] want
/a © © ® © © • i
ting SAT or ACT sc ores for
ed students spending time
•••) ® # ® © ® ® /
consideration in the admis
reading great books and
M e• ©©©©•»
sions
process or requesting
doing their high school
/©•>©• © © © • tL
an interview in place of their
studies," said Jeannie Hus© ©© ©•
test scores, as long as they
kisson, Whitworth's asso
©© ®
attend an accredited high
0
•
©
©
0
ciate director of admis
school and their GPA is at.
© © © ©• a # ©® ©
sions and the admission
least 3.0.
tech.
©©a •® © ®• © ®
"One reason we adopted
The new SAT will
i
1® © © © ©
that was because there were
have three sections: evi
\
/
\© • ® •/
good students who didn't
dence-based reading and
/ . As®
test well but did well in high
writing, math and the es
»&©
school that would be good
say. However, the essay
v ®•
students at Whitworth, and
will be optional, according
\l»©
we didn't want test scores to
to College Board.
be an obstacle to them being
The content of the exam
admitted," Orwig said.
Kierstin Sprick | Gr
aphic Artist
is going to be centered
Whitworth admissions of
around the content being
taught in high schools and that which will be applica ficers will meet over the summer and make a decision on
ble in college. For example, they are omitting obscure how to view the new SAT scores. However, this decision
words that are not used in daily vocabulary from the will not take effect for a few more years, Orwig said.
exam, Huskisson said.
"They are transforming the vocabulary section into
words you will use in college courses," she said. "Words
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
like analysis and synthesis."
A goal of the redesigned test is to make it less stress rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
ful for students, said David Coleman, College Board
President and CEO. Cu rrently, the SAT is filled with
mystery and "tricks" to raise scores and aren't neces
sarily creating more college-ready students, he said.
Helping high school students achieve higher educa
tion is the mission of RISE, a tutoring and mentoring
program that takes college volunteers and puts them in
school programs in the Spokane area.
"We encourage and equip students so that they can
do more than nothing after high school," said senior
Zanovia Clark, the program manager of RISE.
Though the SAT changes will not affect the RISE pro
gram as a whole, informing schools, students and vol
Expand your career options
unteers of these changes will be a step RISE will take,
Clark said.
with the Bridge MBA at
RISE mentors offer their assistance in whatever areas
Seattle University.
the school staff asks them to work on. If teachers want
mentors to encourage students to take the SAT exam,
• For n on-business majors
they will work with students on their testing strengths
• 12 month program to completion
and weaknesses, Clark said.
• No work experience required
Another big change for College Board is a free SAT
test preparation provided online.
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
"The thing that is going to affect highschool students
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
is the free test prep," Huskisson said. "It's nice to see
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.
there will be great change early on."
In addition, the exam will revert to the old scoring
system which ranges on a 400- to 1600-point scale. The
evidence-based reading and writing section and the
math section will each be scored on a 200- to 800-point
School of Business and Economics
scale. Scores for the essay will be reported separately if
a student decides to take that part of the exam.

Rebekah Bresee

What are you
doing after
graduation?

ALBERS
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More credits needed for high
school seniors to graduate in 2019
The high school class of2019 in Washington
state will have higher credit requirements in
order to graduate. The House in Olympia
passed a bill last Wednesday that would
require high school students to have 24
credits in order to graduate. The current
minimum in Washington is 20. The State
Board of Education created the bill with
the belief that a more rigorous high school
diploma program in Washington would
better prepare students for college, career
and technical classes.

Gas explosion in New York
A gas explosion last Wednesday in the
New York neighborhood of Harlem left
eight people dead and dozens injured. The
gas main that exploded was 127 years old.
Experts say that this is just the start of similar
explosions all around the country as the U.S.
is allowing infrastructure to age without
repair or replacement. There has not been
an exact cause determined, but federal
investigators found levels of natural gas in
the area to be 20 percent when the levels
should have been at zero. Investigators
believe the cause of the explosion was a gas
leak.

Sources | KHQ Lo
cal News and The New York Times

ASWU UPDATE
• Dick Mandeville, vice president for stu
dent life, and Health Center Director Kristiana Holmes updated ASWU on the progress
of the Health Center decision. There will be
a mandatory annual fee of $120 to $240 for
(he Health Center that will pay for either
third-party services or the continued oper
ation of the current configuration. A final
decision on the Health Center has not been
made.
• Outdoor Recreation Coordinator Bergen
Smith requisitioned for new snowshoes,
snowboard helmets, new water filter and
Steripen devices, sleeping pads and snowboarding helmets. The requisition was
passed with the amendment of six snow
board helmets instead of the requested nine
helmets originally requested, as there are
only six snowboards owned by die UREC.
• Sodexo is considering opening die cafe
either partially or completely on the week
ends, which would require closing the cof
fee shop during those times. Compromising
ideas brought up included only opening the
cafe for certain hours and offering a greater
variety of food items in the coffee shop.

+
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Jo Buxton|Photographer

Senior Cool Whipmember Ramsey Troxel performs during a recent show on Stage II in Cowles Auditorium. Cool Whip is an audition-only campus improv group.

BEHIND THE SCENES AT COOL WHIP PRACTICE
Usually one thought leads to another until she can
create her character, King said. "The first thought that
Staff Writer
pops into your mind — you just roll with it."
The best part of Cool Whip is bringing joy to the au
The scene: A man on a desperate search for dignity dience, King said.
"Everyone encourages the other person to be funny,
and sandwiches.
and builds them up," King said.
The players: CoolWhip cast members.
King plans to continue performing in Cool Whip in
The places: A b asement, an ex-girlfriend's house,
a nationally-televised Ping-Pong tournament and a next three years at Whitworth.
"It's definitely something that I can look forward to
Chuck E. Cheese.
on a weekly basis," King said. "I come back here and I
The tagline: Adventure, dignity, sandwiches.
feel like I'm home. It's great."
The actual place: Stage II.
After the longform exercise, the performers prac
The actual time: noon, on Saturday, March 8.
ticed another form of improvisation: the shortform.
Cool Whip practice begins with a warm-up.
This one in particular was a game called "Zip Zap Shortform improvisation is similar to the improvisa
Zop." M embers were required to say "zip," "zap" or tion seen commonly in the actual Cool Whip shows or
"zop" in as many different forms as quickly as they in similar shows, such as "Who's Line Is It Anyway?"'
The team played games such as "Party Quirks": a
could, while also taking something away from the pre
game in which one player must guess the attributes or
vious player's pronunciation of the word.
The team then moved on to longform improvisation, the identities of the other players in the exercise.
Junior Caleb Drechsel, for example, was assigned the
which means the group creates a long story made up
of several short scenes that members make up on the role of Marie Antoinette.
"Man, I'd really love some cake," Drechse
l said, in the
spot.
Most people do not know how structured improvi midst of the exercise.
The most challenging part of Co ol
sation can be, it can even be serious,
Whip for Drechsel is coming into a
"[Cool Whip] forces
senior Cool Whip director, Ramsey
space where he cannot be analytical
Troxel said.
me to get out of my
and think things through, at least not
"The most challenging thing about
very far, he said.
Cool Whip has been directing it,"
comfort zone and
"[It's] beyond just stepping on a
Troxel said. "I'm very disorganized,
which does not help when you are explore spaces that I'm stage and going, 'Oh, I have a pick
axe in my hand; and moving on from
leading a group of people."
there," Drechsel said.
not used to."
However, getting to know the peo
It has also been a relief from the
ple is also the best part of Cool Whip,
— CALEB D RECHSEL
stress of academics,-Drechsel said.
Troxel said.
"[Cool Whip] forces me to get u
ot of
"That's why we do Cool Whip as a
junior
my comfort zone and explore spaces
casted thing instead of a club," Troxel
that I'm not used to," Drechsel said.
.Cool Whip member
said. "Because that's something I've
Directing the team this year has
noticed; I've seen other improv clubs
made Cool Whip a different experi
from o ther states and they're usually
ence, Troxel said.
not that good at performing if it's not
"I have to make sure everything gets done so it's a
a set group of people who are there every single week at
little bit more stressful in that regard," Troxel said.
the same time doing the same thing."
After about a half-hour or so of practicing longform, "Whereas before, Cool Whip was more of a relaxing
the group has created a narrative that spans several lo thing for me. But that's not bad I knew that would be
cations, had multiple characters, common themes and the case going in. It's more rewarding in different ways."
The majority of people in this group are new to Cool
a clear linear progression.
Freshman Alyson King played a reigning Ping-Pong Whip, which was positive for the team, Troxel said.
"We intentionally try to get more than just theatre
tournament champion in this particular narrative.

t

Mikayla Nicholson
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\

Jo Buxton | Ph
otographer

Cool Whip member Rebecca Seideman performs.
people," Troxel said. "Theatre people — we're around
each other a lot so that can come into the practices
sometimes, but it hasn'treally at all this year which has
been very nice. It makes things a lot easier."
The Cool Whip practice contained much of what
takes place in an actual show, including some of th e
same games.
During a show, members are constantly reacting
to what is happening on stage and exploring different
possibilities, Drechsel said.
"It's the sort of th oughts you don't always remem
ber after the show," Drechsel said. "But somehow you
stepped on stage and you stepped off stage and some
thing funny happened."

Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
+
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HIKING IN SPOKANE: YOUR GUIDE
BOWL & PITCHER

STORY BY STUART HOPSONI MAP BY ABBY NYBERG

WH*TWOI^fH

Mount Kit Carson is th
of Mount Spokane that ci
campus. The altitude, we
make this a more difficu
tains snow late into the ES
ing until June or July. Hik
shoes from U-Rec and hit

Riverside State Park is located on a stretch of the Spo
kane River th at features a suspension bridge crossing
Whitewater rapids.

UMiyfCSIT*

Once hikers cross the bridge, trails splinter off in
many directions, some heading toward the water, and
others leading farther into the park.
Some trails are narrow, difficult routes heading up
the rocky crags. The Bowl and Pitcher is the hiker's ver
sion of " choose your own adventure," because of the
immense variety; it accommodates running, mountain
biking, fishing, dog walking and even picnicking.

Much like the Bowl ai
has several paths that will
in difficulty and scenery
event of local hikers. Son
the city.

|Mve*St»t STfcTf

The Rocks of Sharon is a loop through Dishman Hills
that features plenty of rock c limbing opportunity. This
hike features creeks, steep ascents, rock outcroppings
and views of the Spokane Valley and the Palouse.
The top tends to be windy, so come prepared for
colder temperatures as the hills are the natural dividing
line between the rolling plains of the Palouse and the
forests of the Valley. Recreationalists use this trail yearround for snowshoeing, trail running, mountain biking
and bird watching. Dogs are welcome if leashed.

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

CAMPUS: A WORLD WITHOUT WAR
u
cc

CO

A p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Nonviolent Defense and Conflict
Resolution class will display
information about peaceful dispute
resolution. The display will close after
a closing reception April 3 at 5 p.m.

LECTURE: STUDENT SYMPOSIUM
7 p.m.
Robinson Teaching Theatre
A student Will give a 20-30 minute
lecture on a in-depth research topic
of his/her choice.

CM

FILM: LOS GRADUADOS PART II

CM

FASHION: CANINES ON THE CATWALK

CJ

6 p.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
Students for Education Reform will
present the second part of this
documentary about Latino high
school students.

CO

6 p.m. I $ 30 advanced tickets

CO

=3
3=

OUTDOOR: OUTDOOR ADVENTURE SHOW
1 2 - 8 p. m . I $ 8 S t u d e n t A d m i s s i o n
Spokane County Fair & Expo Center
404 N. Havana St.
The Inland Northwest Wildlife Council
will host this 4-day expo featuring
vendors, demos and trophy displays

as

CM
CM

Service Station
9315 N. Nevada St.
Dogs will walk the runway in couture
l<9 fashion at this show benefiting
SpokAnimal C.A.R.E.

FOOD: CHOCOLATE TASTING CLASS
7 p.m. I $ 15
Chocolate Apothecary
621 W. Mallon Ave.
Students will learn about the process
of creating chocolate, as well as the
social aspect of the industry.

READING: ROBIK

2 p.m.
Auntie's Bookstc
402 W. Main Av
New York Times
Robin Oliveria v
novel "I Always

CO

OFF-BEAT: ROLLI

7 p.m.
Roller Valley Ski
9415 E. 4th Ave.
Spokannibals ro
will have theirf
against Helena'
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Contact Stuart blopson at shopsonl7@my.whitworth.edu
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{I SAW!}

NT 5fl0KAME STATC
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

ISON
Jambox Mishap

smaller mountain to the left
i be seen on clear days from
ther, wildlife and conditions
hike. Mount Kit Carson reison, so it is not ideal for hikrs can also opt to rent snowi in the snow.

1 Pitcher, Mount Kit Car son
ake you to the top all varying
taking this a favorite repeat
trails lead to a clear view of

LIBERTY LAKE LOOP

Bike Bump

The Liberty Lake Loop features prevalent wildlife,
with common moose and deer sightings. The first few
miles of this hike are casual, taking hikers through lake
wetlands where beavers inhabit much of the area, creat
ing numerous dams. An area called "The Cedars" can be
reached by following the trail over several bridges that
cross the creek's meandering path.
Crossing the bridge at "The Cedars" increases the dif
ficulty of the hike — the path winds back and forth to
gain elevation quickly. Near the top of the switchbacks
hikers can get a view ofthe entire lake and Spokane Val
ley. Continue on to discover the source of the creek and
a roaring waterfall.

Llft€*TY

I saw you ride your bike into the bike rack in
front of Mac thinking you were pretty cool, to
then get off your bike and knock all the other
bikes over. Smooth, man.

Booty Booty

I

1.4*6

I sawyou wearing booty shorts and a tank top
on Wednesday... Even though it's sunny it's
still cold outside honey. Put clothes on; you
look stupid.

Frat Boy Fail
I saw you trying to look like a frat boy today,
with your boat shoes and your pastel yellow
shorts, but you forgot that your shorts are seethrough and wore black undies. Nice try.

Submissions published as received.

CLICK IT

Find driving directions to and
more info on each location online at

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

thewhltworthian.com

MUSIC; BROWN PLAYS BRAHMS

LIVERIA

jestselling author
ill read from her
oved You."

tDERBY

I see you connected your phone to the
jambox in the bathroom. Unfortunately, you
made a call in your room when you were still
connected. While I was taking a shower, you
guys had a nice conversation on the phone
that was broadcasted in the bathroom.

CO

COMMUNITY:APPLYING FOR JOBS ONLINE

3 p.m. I $12 Student tickets
Martin Woldson Theater at The Fox
1001 W. Sprague

e

6 p.m.
North Spokane Library
44 E. Hawthorne Rd.

Pianist Lydia Brown will join with
the Spokane String Quartet to play
selections from Mozart and Brahms.

^
°

Attendees will be given advice on
making good impressions through
online job applications.

DANCE; SUNDAY TEA DANCE

:e Center

5:30-8:30 p.m. I $9-10
Southside Senior & Community Center
3151 E. 27th Ave.

ler derby team
st bout of the year
Hel'z Belles team.

This Celtic-themed dance will feature
musicbylocalband Variety Pakandwill
include hors d'oeuvreV

§5
oc

S

LO

CM

VISUAL ART; HAND PAINTED SKATES
10 a.m.
Pacific Flyway Gallery
409 S. Dishman Mica Rd.
Spokane Valley

CO

Paula Richard's hand-painted ice
skates and other pieces will be on
display. Runs through March 29.

MUSIC: BATTLE OF THE BANDS
6 p.m.
WSU Compton Union Building
1500 N.E. Terrell Mall, Pu llman
Bands from Washington, Idaho and
Oregon will compete for a paid
performance at WSU.

MUSIC: SPIRIT OF SPOKANE CHORUS
6:45 p.m.
Opportunity Presbyterian Church
202 N. Pines Rd., Spokane Valley
A four-part a capella and barbershop
chorus will perform.

10 A&C
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Junior art majors exhibit work to Lied Art Itolding
side of those specified by the department.
"For now, I just want people to see my work and
start getting my name recognized a little more," junior
art major Jessica Banzet said. "I don't think that this
Artwork hangs against white walls with spotlights is going to do much for people starting to recognize
shining in the basement gallery of Lied Center for the my name, but it can go on art resumes, and that looks
Visual Arts. Not ju st any artwork, but student artwork good."
Banzet and fellow student, Jasmine Pallwitz, host the
done by Whitworth art majors.
Junior art exhibits began March 10 with the open second exhibition from March 17 to 21 titled "The In
ing of junior art major Ashton Skinner's exhibit "Pa- finitesimal and The Enchanting," featuring a collection
perspectives," featuring eight pieces of a rt created by of eight pieces highlighting macro photography, focus
ing on small subjects zoomed in for a
employing the medium of cut paper.
closer focus. Some of th e pieces will
Four more exhibits will be happening
"For now, I just want specifically
feature beauty in nature,
throughout the semester.
people to see my work Banzet said.
"It's sort of a sense of accomplish
Exhibits highlight the artist's forte
ment to take the work that you're
and start getting my
and feature work completed in Whit
proud of and put it on a wall," said
worth classes as well as work done
Lance Sinnema, gallery director and
name recognized a
outside of class, Skinner said.
art lecturer. "It's where you show off
"My theme is kind of tied to the
what you know and what you do."
little more."
medium which is cut paper," Skinner
Sinnema teaches the one credit
said. "It's something I didn't have time
— JESS ICA BANZET
junior art exhibition class that all art
for in my drawing and painting class
majors are required to take in the
junior art major
es, but I really wanted to do more of,
spring of their junior year.
because I think it's really fun."
On a practical level, the junior art
An artist's medium is the object
exhibitions are meant to help stu
dents gain experience in putting on an exhibition and they use to create art such as paint, pencil, photogra
displaying their work in preparation for the senior ex phy or paper, and the medium of an artwork can deter
mine much about the piece.
hibition, Sinnema said.
"I think there's something about it that's more tac
"They have a faculty member come in and critique
the work, and they have a write up of that," S innema tile to me than drawing or painting, because you really
said. "It's a very helpful stepping stone to what hap do have to engage with the material in a different way,"
Skinner said. "You're changing the material. You're
pens in senior exhibition."
Student artists have goals for their exhibitions out not just adding to it. It is subtractive in nature where

Alyssa Brooks
Assistant A&C Editor
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HOLE IN THE ILL

HiCIME
SEAFOOD
Made From Scratch Daily

OUTRAGEOUS
GRILL CHEESE

GOURMET MAC & CHEESE

Pulled Pork G rilled Onion 4.95
Bacon Mac & Cheese 5,95
Green Chili Pe pper Jack 4.95
Bacon Ava cado 5.95
Dbl Grill 3.95
Grill Cheese 2.75

Mama's Traditional 4.95
Mac Daddy Bacon Crusted 5.95
Blue Cheese Steak 6.95
Chili Verde 5.95
Jalapeno Pep per Jack 5.95

Inc. Parmesan Crostini

LOCO BURRITO'S

WOW BURGERS

Reg Burger 1.95
Cheese Burger 2.50
Bacon Cheese Burger 3.95
Double Cheese Burger 3.95
Triple Cheese Burger 5.95
French Fries Stuffed
Cheeseburger 3.95

Fish & Chips
KILLER B URGERS
includes fries and slaw
Green Chili P epper Jack 3.95
1 piece 4.95
Buffalo Blue Cheese 4.95
2 piece 6.95
Mushroom G rilled Onion/Swiss 4.25
3 piece 8.95
Turkey/ Avocado Ba con Ranch 4.95
Ceviche Tostada
Spicy Chorizo Jal apeno Gu acamole 4.50
Crab 4.95
Pastrami Cheeseburger 4.50
Shrimp 4.95
Chili C heese Burger 3.95
Shrimp & Chips
Bacon Mac & Cheese 4.50
includes fries
_ MACHO NACHO'S
and slaw
Chili Verde 6.50
PANTHER
6 piece 6.50
PA
Steak 6.50
10 piece 9.50
0U
BUFFALO
WINGS
NGS
Chicken 5.50
Shrimp Cr ab
Mj|(
•icy
Ground B eef 5.50
Mild Med ium/ Spicy
Cocktail
,.
Pulled P ork G uacamole 6.50
4.25
6 wings
w
12oz.5.95
"
10 wings 7.25
16 oz. 7.95
'
15 wings 11.25

ALL

as drawing and painting are additive, so that s another
thing that's really different. You have to plan a lot fur
ther ahead, because you can't fix your mistakes."
Students find inspiration for their artwork in a vari
ety of ways.
"I think my sociology classes really help me to find
more content, because they help me to know a little bit
more of what's going on outside of our campus and to
think more about voices that aren't always heard, and
that's really important to me," Skinner said.
Skinner's medium of cu t paper conveys stark con
trasts through positive and negative spaces. Positive
and negative spaces have to do with the space that the
object of an artwork fills and the space around it. She
hopes to satisfy viewers' culturally-embedded need for
binaries whether that is categories such as man and
woman or black and white, and then challenge that
stigma through her concept, Skinner said.
Exhibitions facilitate time for student thought re
garding their medium. They also allow students an op
portunity to learn about the easy tasks as well asthe dif
ficulties of putting on a display. They have also brought
up students' observations about the art department's
presence on campus as a whole.

CLICK IT
Read the rest of this article online at

thewhitworthian.com

Contact Alyssa Brooks at
abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

FREAKY FRIES Tasty Toppings I

BREAKFAST BURRIT0S

Steak Ga rlic Mayo 5.95
Chili C heese Fries 4.95
y
Bacon M ac & Cheese 5.95
Chili Verde Ch eese 5.95
Pastrami Chili C heese 5.95
Pulled P ork Gu acamole 5.95
Cheese Fries 2.95
French Fries 1.95

(Includes eggs, hash browns,
cheese)
Gravy Smothered on Top of Any
Breakfast Burrito 1.50 Extra
Steak 4.50
Bacon 3.75
Sausage 3.75
Ham 3.75
Country Gravy 4.50
Chili Verde 4.50
The Macho
(Three Meats,'
r~
The Works) 5.75
Chorizo 3.75

PACOTACO'S

(All M eats Marinated)
Guacamole Recommended
Guacamole Recommended
Fish (Deep Fried) 2.75
Came Asada (Steak) 4.95
Carne Asada (Steak) 2.95
Chicken 4.95
Chicken 2.75
Carnitas (Shredded Pork) 4.95
Carnitas 2.75
Shrimp Fajitas 4.95
Chili Verde (Not Spicy) 2.95
Chili V erde (Not Spicy) 4.95
Shrimp Fajitas 3.50
Chili V erde Wet B urrito
House Special 2.75
(Verde Sauce Smothered
Taquito's (2)
on top) 6.50
Inc. Guacamole 5.50
Make Any Burrito a Grande
w. G uacamole So ur Cream 2.00 Extra

BIG CITY DOGS
BBQ Cole Slaw 3.95
Bacon Ch illi Cheese 3.95
Bacon/Grilled Onion 3.95
Bacon M ac & Cheese 4.50
Jalapeno/Guacamole,
Salsa 4.95

FOOD

Classic Chicago Style 3.95
Pastrami Chili Cheese 4.50
Nacho 3.95
Chimichanga
(Deep
IDeep Friedl 3.95
Hot Dog 2.95

FRESH
COOKED

BISCUITS & GRAVY

Biscuits & Gravy 3.95
Add 2 fried eggs on top 1.00

SCREAMIN SANDWICHES
BLT4.95
Chicken Bacon
Avocado Ran ch 5.95
BBQ Pulled P ork Slaw 5.95
Fish Sandwich 4.95
Shrimp BLT 5.95
Philly Cheese Steak 6.95
Chicken Cheese Steak 5.95
Reuben 5.95

SLAMMIN SUBS
Turkey/Bacon 4.95
Honey Ham B acon 4.95

BREAKFAST
SANDWICHES
(Includes eggs,
hash browns, cheese)
Country Fried
Steak & Gravy 4.95
Bacon 3.75
Ham 4.25
Steak 4.95
Burger Ha m 4.95
Polish Sausage 4.25

SIDES
Sour Cream .75
Guacamole 1.25
Avocado 1.00
Salsa .50
Chips .75
Cheese.75

DRINKS
Soda .75
Water .75
Orange Juice 1.75
Milk 1.75

DESSERT
(Inc. Strawberry
& Whip Cream
Topping)
Funnel Cake
5.00

TAKE OUT (5091768-1349

OPINIONS
PONDER THIS
with Madison Garner

Remember the old saying, "Don't dis
cuss religion or politics"? There's some
wisdom in that. These topics can be great be
tween close friends or people who are both inter
ested. Many students on campus, however, bring these
serious topics up with people they barely know, both
in sharing their own perspective (without being asked)
and in asking others to share theirs.
I've been asked to share among a group of people I
barely know what my biggest sin is, what I am naming
my future kids, my position on gay marriage and oth
er personal topics. As a debater, I am more likely than
most to engage in discussions on controversial issues.
But even I can get uncomfortable in these discussions.
The issue is the depth of the topic does not match
the depth of the relationship. Social Penetration The
ory states that in relationships individuals start out
on a shallow layer and discuss shallow topics such as
hometown or favorite movie (think discussions during
Traditiation). As people grow closer, they slowly go
deeper in the topics.
When identifying a level of personal disclosure, one
should consider whether the information is appropri
ate for that stage in the relationship and the context.
Individuals can unintentionally hurt communication
or the relationship by sharing, or asking the person to
share information that is too personal. Instead of div
ing into these topics regardless of whom the conver
sation is with, competent communicators engage in
discussion aware of how their communication affects
others and creates unique messages for the specific
individual. They also communicate in a way that pro
motes relational development, which may mean sav
ing some topics for later.
In your discussions with those around you, religion
and politics may be an appropriate topic. But if you are
talking with an acquaintance, consider whether the re
lationship is right for the topic.

GARNER is a sophomore majoring in communication.
Comments can be sent to mgarnerl6@my.whitworth.edu

Entertainment stories provide a needed relief
from constant stream of negative news topics
REMI
OMODARA
Miley Cyrus and Kim Kardashian are hardly news
worthy when we prioritize information. However,
their stories are more important than we often admit.
While it's important for the public to be informed
about relevant issues that have great impact on our
lives, it's also important .to see that life isn't all bad,
which is what entertairunent stories remind us.
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
Reading articles about Miley Cyrus' Grammy perfor
mance or being privy to potential names for Kim Kardashian's baby evokes a sense of ease, even if it comes exposure of endless cycles of negativity in the news,
such as increased crime and scandal.
through ridiculing celebrities.
Perhaps the reason for our general disaffiliation
We are bombarded daily with information about
death, wars and economic downturns. Many news stems from the fact that reality is simply hard to face
viewers have a warped view of reality due to the con at times. Not only do we face negativity in news con
sistent negativity that is presented. While the nega sumption, we face it in our daily lives from multiple
tivity is newsworthy because of its effects, there is a angles. Entertainment news allows us to temporarily
escape day-to-day struggles and
brighter, often more humorous,
the gloomy cloud that hov
side to life that is often forgotten.
"Entertainment news fills forget
ers over reality. It hits home on the
Entertainment news fills the void
in our lives that is often caused by the void in our lives that is novelty aspect of news.
Celebrity gossip and other en
all of the stress. Indulging in it is
often caused by all of the tertainment pieces may not be
not only therapeutic, but provides
the most newsworthy items or
a more holistic view of the world.
stress. Indulging in it is
be particularly relevant for many
There is a common complaint
that trustworthy media outlets de
not only therapeutic, but of us, but they remind us not to
take life too seriously. Otherwise,
vote time to entertainment news
it provides a more holistic we will lose sight of the enjoyable
when bigger issues are taking
moments of life. They provide
place around the world. More im
view of the world."
much-needed relaxation from
portant issues should take prece
critical thinking and allow for a
dence as far as time and schedul
break from the consistent adverse
ing go, but it's important to devote
time to entertainment to curb thinking that the world situations we face.
It's important to be educated about pertinent af
is perpetually bad. Bad exists in the world, but it coex
fairs, but a little entertainment news indulgence never
ists with good.
Wise media consumption is important for being hurt anyone. Be educated on the issues we are facing
a well-rounded decision maker in society. Howev globally, but also take the time to obtain various type
er, some argue that our generation is-the most mis of news to form a well-rounded view of the world.
informed in history. Millennials are detached from
the world around them due to perpetual distrust of OMODARA is a senior majoring in journalism and
institutions and people, according to CNS News. The marketing. Comments can be sent to romodaral4@
publication also emphasized that this could be due to my.whitworth.edu

'Selfies' promote healthy self-image despite pointless stereotype
WHITNEY
. CARTER
Regardless of popular opinion, 'selfies' are not bad.
The rise of the so-called 'selfie' generation has led to
an age group of innovative, independent free thinkers,
and those much-scorned 'selfies' are helping to im
prove body image.
Let's be honest, we've all taken the occasional self
ie.' The incredible feature about 'selfies' is that they al
low people to share what they think is beautiful. Often
times, thanks to some creative posing or the invention
of the forward-facing camera, this beauty is found in
themselves.
The members of our generation are called millenni
als — A mericans ages 18-33, according to a research
survey done by Pew Research Study. Members of the
millennial generation are typified by their digital nativeness, and they are the only generation that has not
had to adapt to the Internet, mobile technology and
social media.

This is the generation that pioneered the 'selfie.' A chology mentions that 'selfies' are a positive thing.
"The cult of the 'selfie' celebrates regular people,"
'selfie' is "a photograph that one has taken of oneself,
typically one taken with a smartphone or webcam and Rutledge said.
I admit that I post the occasional 'selfie'. I am not
uploaded to a.social media website," according to the
ashamed to admit that, but before
Oxford dictionary. We have all seen
looking into this, it is not some
examples, or posted them ourselves
..'Selfies' are a great way thing that I would broadcast. How
on the Internet from
Facebook,
ever, at this point, 'selfies' are a
Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat.
to celebrate what I find
great way to celebrate what I find
Many people believe that 'selfies'
beautiful, and it is healthy to find
are negative because they suppos
beautiful and it is healthy yourself
beautiful.
edly promote vanity and narcissism;
'Selfies' can be positive. Like
this is evidenced by a study that
to find yourself beautiful."
most actions, an overuse can be
supposedly supports this, according
unhealthy, or more likely, annoy
to an article by the Daily Lounge.
ing to all of your friends.
However, a recent campaign by
While it might be hard to believe that a simple 'selfie'
feminist video blogger Laci Green has started to show
how 'selfies' can be used to promote healthy body im can be such a powerful tool, these self-portraits illus
trate what our generation believes is relevant, what we
age for adolescents.
Rather than us seeing one image or idea of what is find beautiful in the world and how powerful our desire
beautiful, for the first time, people have the ability to is to share that.
post what they believe to be beautiful, and are showing
to the world.
In an interview with Teen Vogue, Dr. Pamela Rutledge, faculty director of the media psychology pro CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communication.
gram at the Massachusetts School of Professional Psy Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP
Dill neutral sites for tournaments proven
unrealistic option for home-court dilemma Standardized tests lack
MAX
CARTER

adequate capabilities to
evaluate diverse applicants

a

Screaming college students, high hopes and
buzzer beaters all contribute to exciting March
basketball, as the college basketball season cul
minates with the craziness that is March Madness.
On March 8, both Whitworth basketball teams
had their seasons end, with losses in the second
Kelly Logie | Graphic Artist
round of their respective tournaments. There
was one distinct similarity between both games
— Whitw orth had a disadvantage when playing cause of that, in order to ensure plenty of venues
at the other team's home court. The Whitworth for the tournament, the NCAA has no choice but
women lost to host Whitman, while the Whit for teams in the tournament to be hosts.
On top of that, due to the small market for Divi
worth men lost to host University of Texas-Dallas
as fans rushed the court on a last-second buzzer sion III sports, attendance at a neutral site would
be an issue. For example,
beater.
the attendance for the men's
You do n't need to know a
"You don't need to
game in Texas between Whit
lot about sports to surmise the
worth and Trinity (Texas) was
know a lot about sports
distinct advantage that a home
167 people, according to the
game provides, especially in
to surmise the distinct
official box score. The match
a high-pressure situation like
up between the hosting
the NCAA tournament. Unfor
advantage that a home
UT-Dallas and Chapman that
tunately, there is no way that
the NCAA could have neutral
game provides, especially followed had an attendance
of more than 1,300 people,
sites for Division III tourna
in a high-pressure
according to the UT-Dallas
ment games, chiefly due to a
website.
lack of large-scale media ex
situation like the NCAA
Though it is difficult to
posure — and in turn, a lack of
admit on the heels of two
funds — for Division IIIsports.
tournament."
tough road losses for the Pi
With 126 teams and around
rates, it is simply unrealistic
20 people in each team's trav
eling party, it would be extremely expensive for for NCAA Division III basketball to have neutral
nearly every men's and women's team to travel to host sites. Despite drawing the short end of th e
a neutral site. It c ost approximately $1,000 each stick this year, Whitworth hosted games just last
just for Spokane sports broadcaster Bob Castle season, and certainly felt the support from the
and Steve Flegel, Whitworth's sports information home crowd. In all reality, unless something dras
director and assistant athletic director, to trav tic changes for Division III NCAA sports , homeel and stay in Texas for the men's tournament field advantage in the basketball tournaments will
continue to be an inevitable part of the game for
games, Flegel said in an email.
From a purely athletic standpoint, neutral sites years to come.
would be ideal and much more fair. However,
regardless of the financial burden that it would
include, most Division III schools would not be
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
willing to host games if they knew that their team communication.
Comments can be sent to mcarwouldn't be included, Flegel said in the email. Be- terl6@my.whitworth.edu
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"'Selfies' shouldn't be on Facebook or
Instagram. We already know what you
look like."
— Matthew Spencer, freshman

"I think it's really funny when I see
people doing it. I do it a lot thoug
h,
especially on Snapchat. I think it's also
dangerous when people do it while
walking."
— Hanna Kim, junior

The College Board recently announced a major overhaul of
the SAT. This news has prompted a closer look at how stan
dardized testing is used nationally for college admissions pur
poses.
A recent study released by the College Board showed that
students with family incomes of more than $200,000 averaged
a score of 1714 (out of 2400)on the SAT, whereas students with
family incomes of $20,000 and below received an average of
1326. This means that the most economically-advantaged stu
dents average 388 points more on the SAT than the most economically-disadvantaged students. Many of these low income
students do just as well in the classroom as their higher-income counterparts, but still miss the mark on standardized
tests.
Adding to the problem, students with low scores tend to
be the same individuals who cannot afford to take test prep
courses. A 2009 report by the National Association for Col
lege Admission Counseling showed that test prep courses and
coaching increase SAT scores by an average of 30 points, but
these courses can cost thousands of dollars.
Some schools, including Whitworth, attempt to assist low
er-scoring but high-achieving students by offering routes to
admission that do not include standardized testing. At Whit
worth, prospective students can opt to go through an inter
view process instead of submitting SAT or ACT scores.
The issue is, at Whitworth, students without SAT scores be
come ineligible for the university's most valuable academic
scholarship. In other words, Whitworth excludes these oth
erwise intelligent, low-income students from reaping the re
wards of their hard work in the classroom.
Whitworth is not alone in this, however. In fact, Whitworth
treats these students with more regard than is perhaps the
norm in higher education. Many schools will not consider stu
dents without standardized test scores.
Studies have shown that high school GPA, for example, is a
much more accurate predictor of college success than stan
dardized test scores, while not showing as much of an eco
nomic gap.
Higher education consistently promotes and values diver
sity — as should be the case. But in order to achieve the goal
of a d iverse student body, it is critically important to keep in
mind the diverse backgrounds students are coming from and
provide aptitude measurements accordingly.
Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majorityopin
ion of the Editorial Board, comprised of four editors.

What is your opinion on 'selfies'?

"I think it's really annoying when people
post them with a life quote — just post the
'selfie!"
— Olga Shevchenko, freshman

"It depends, if it's a Snapchat 'selfie' then
I just think people look ridiculous. That's
probably because I have a Windows
phone. If it's like a regular 'selfie! — I
don't know, are you going to look at .
that picture in like 10 years? I'mpretty
indifferent about it."
— Mar ia Felice, sophomore

SPORTS

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Freshman Shannon Wessel races to first base to avoid being forced out during the first game of the Saturday doubleheader against Puget Sound at MarksField.

Softball dominates UIPS in doubleheaders at home
A double down the left field line from
plate with a pair of runs apiece and Hae rates a 6-0 lead. Freshman catcher Kayla
Batastini would then single, scoring "Clow would score Martinez setting the
hl was 2-2 withthree runs batted in.
stage for Kasler. Kasler took the 1-1 pitc
h
Staff Writer
Perez improved to 9-3 on the season Kasler. After that, a singlefrom freshman
with a gem, tossing a complete-game shortstop Tessa Matthews, along with and blasted it over the center field fence
The Whitworth softball team scored shutout, giving up only two hits and sophomore designated hitter Megan to extend the Pirates' biggest offensive
John being hit by another pitch, loaded output of the season to 19 runs.
early and often last weekend in a four- striking out five.
"I don't even remember the pitch to
game sweep of Puget Sound with an 8-0
Even though there had not been a the bases again.
Hall would then reach first on an er be honest," Kasler said. "I usually can't
shutout followed by a 19-0 dismantling close game in the series, head coach
of the Loggers in the second half of the Cristal Brown said she wants her players ror, scoring Batastini to take a seven-run remember what happened on most
lead and keeping the bases loaded. Gil home runs I hit."
Sunday doubleheader. Both games on to keep improving.
Fritz retired UPS in the top of the fifth
Saturday ended with convincing wins,
"We talk to the girls every day about bert would then groundout for the first
9-1 and 6-2. The quartet of w ins bring going pitch-by-pitch," Brown said. "Even out of the inning; however, Matthews to close out the season sweep of the Log
would score on the gers.
the Pirates to 18-6 on the season and if we happen to pull
"We had good pitching, good defense
play, extending the
"We had good pitching,
11-3 in conference.
away in a game, they
lead to 9-0. Johnson and good hitting, but the hitting is defi
The first game began with a scoreless know that they still
good defense and good
then hit a sacrifice nitely what made the difference," Brown
first inning for both teams, followed by have to work hard
fly to center scoring said. "Our bats came alive and we put a
freshman pitcher Madi Perez retiring the because what they
hitting, but the hitting is John, but Hall was lot of runs on the board."
Loggers in order in the top of the second. do pitch-by-pitch in
Kasler led the Pirates with a 3-3 per
Then the Pirates opened up the flood this game is going to
definitely what made the doubled up at third
formance
at the plate to go with four
trying
to
tag-up.
make
them
better
in
of scoring.
Despite the late-in runs batted in and three runs scored.
difference."
Junior left fielder Peyton McMahon the next game."
ning mistake, the Batastini went 3-4 with a pair of RBI and
The Pirates were
and sophomore right fielder Brittany
—CRISTAL BROWN
damage had been runs scored while Matthews added three
Connor began the inning with a pair of in fact able to im
done as the Pirate hits and a run.
singles followed by a two-RBItriple from prove on the 8-0
head coach
Gilbert improved to 4-2 with the win
offense had taken a
senior shortstop Caylan Haehl to give shutout as the sec
commanding 10-0 recording three shutout innings while
ond game turned
Whitworth a 2-0 lead.
giving up only two hits and Fritz came in
Another three-up, three-down in into an even more lopsided victory than first-inning lead.
Gilbert gave up the first of three UPS for her second save tossing two shutout
ning from Perez kept the Loggers off the first.
After a quick top of the first inning for hits in the third inning, but once again innings while giving up just the one hit
the board while the Pirate, offense used
back-to-back doubles from Connor and the Pirate defense, their offense explod no damage would be done by the Logger and striking out three.
Even though the scoreboard would
McMahon to add three more runs to ed, putting eight runs on the board be offense.
The second inning would be more of indicate a pair of eas y victories, the Pi
fore UPS could record an out.
their lead.
After a single and two walks to load the same for the Pirate hitters as they rates still believe they can improve.
The Pirates kept their offensive mo
"I think these games make us better,"
mentum going in the fourth with a sacri the bases, Johnson singled to center plated six more runs, including a twofice groundout from senior pitcher Tay field scoring two. McMahon would keep RBI sing le from sophomore first base Kasler said. "It's easy to get complacent
but we have to keep our intensity up."
lor Gilbert followed by a two-run homer the streak going with a single to left field, man Lyss Martinez.
After a scoreless third inning for both
from senior first baseman Julia Johnson, bringing the lead to 3-0. Then, following
her fifth on the season, to finish off the junior right fielder Sacha Clow being teams, and a 1-2-3 top of th e fourth for
hit by a pitch, sophomore third base junior pitcher Riley Fritz, Whitworth hit
8-0 victory.
Sophomore center fielder Alyssa Hall man Bailey Kasler singled up the mid ters showed their power in the bottom of Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my. whitworth.edu
as well as McMahon were both 3-3 at the dle clearing the bases and giving the Pi the fourth.

James Silberman

Baseball drops two in low-scoring series to PLU
Connor Soudani
Sports Editor
The baseball team took home one win in the threegame series with Pacific Lutheran last weekend.
A strong PLU pitching game turned out to be the de
termining factor in the first matchup, as junior Trevor
Lubking pitched a complete game to hold Whitworth
to one run in a 3-1 loss.
The second game of the doubleheader on Saturday
was a different story as junior pitcher Cory Mack threw
his best game of the season thus far, allowing only one
hit and striking out six batters en route to a 4-0 shutout.
Head coach Dan Ramsay attributed the turnaround
to Mack's effort on the mound.
"He was better than them today," Ramsay said. "He
attacked hitters, did a good job of e xecuting pitches,
trusted his defense, I mean really all-around he just
threw a great game."
Mack's pitching approach was no different than that
of his usual approach, but this time around, things
went really well, Mack said.
"I was pitching at contact, which means you just try
and throw a strike and don't try and do too much with
what you do and just the team kind of get themselves
out and that's kind of how it went today and it was awe
some," Mack said.
The final game of the series ended with a heartbreak
ing 1-0 loss for the Pirates, as PLU scored on a Whit
worth error in the top of the ninth for the only run of the
game. Junior pitcher Spencer Ansett finished the game
with three strikeouts and a walk, but left the game with
a no-decision.

Photo courtesy of Tim Scheibe

Junior Cory Mack throws a pitch during the second game of the series against PLU en route to a 4-0 win.
"We ran into a really good arm and pitching gave us
a chance to win and we really just didn't take advan
tage of op portunities," Ansett said. "The biggest thing
for us right now is that we need to just figure out how
to put things together offensively and make in-game
adjustments. Our guys know that and we're excited to
improve on it this week in practice."
The Bucs will take on the NCAA Division III defend
ing national champions in Linfield for another threegame series in McMinnville, Ore., March 22-23.

"They're going to be another team that throws qual
ity arms pretty much every game. We need to be ready
for that. They're going to be able to put runs up a bit
better so it should be a tough series for sure and we're
looking forward to having another really competitive
weekend," Ansett said.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my. whitworth.edu

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING
Meyer Properties

COMPETE
for the
Jobs YOU
WANT!

www.whitworthhousing.com
Now renting for 2014-2015 school year
Very nice, large duplexes in walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of street parking.Washer and dryer provided.

$275-$320/month
per student

AVAILABLE
JUNE 1

CALL BILL for a showing at (509) 991-1212

GONZAGA

••

M A i nM a n a g e m e n t w i t h a n e m p h a s i s
in Social a n d S u s t a i n a b l e M a n a g em e n t
Seattle Pacific University
offers an innovative,
11-month graduate business
degree for any major.

•.

SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

U N I V E R S I T Y

For admissions requirements, visit spu.edu/massm.
Apply by April 15, 2014.

w w w.g on zaga .ed u / su mmer
19 -June 27 | Second Sessions June 30 -August 8

Seattle
Pacific

|

Engaging the culture,
chanqinq the world ~
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

SWIMMING
Wednesday, March 19
NCAA Div. Ill Championships (Away)

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Season over

Season over

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sunday, March 23, Noon
Arizona Christian (Away)

BASEBALL

MEN'S TENNIS

Saturday, March 22, Noon
Linfield (Away)

Sunday, March 23, Noon
Arizona Christian (Away)

MEN'S GOLF

SOFTBALL
Wednesday, March 26,2 p.m.
Eastern Oregon (Home)

Monday, March 24,7:30 a.m.
The West Cup (Away)

WOMEN'S GOLF

TRACK AND FIELD

Tyler Jezierski | h
Potographer

Sophomore Taylor Pena competed on her high school boys' team due to a lack in re
sources for a girls' team.

SPOTTED FROMTHE ClOW'S NEST:
Taylor Pena

able hitting with the guys," Mooney said. "She can cer
tainly keep up with them and can beat them."
Staff Writer
Pena gives her opponents a competitive match, no
matter the gender of die players on the other side of the
It all began with soccer — and a 5-year-old girl who net are.
wore a skirt to her first match because she refused to
"It's still a tennis ball no matter who it comes from,
wear shorts. For that reason, sophomore Taylor Pena's and so it's another way to practice whether or not it's
mom thought it would make more sense to steer her to coming from a boy or a girl," Pena said.
ward the tennis court instead.
Last fall, the Whitworth women's tennis team played
Pena, now Whitworth's No. 2 player on the women's in the Northwest Fall ITA tournament with all the teams
team, has never looked back.
in their conference. Pena made it to the quarterfinals,
• Born in Georgia, she moved to Las Vegas when she assistant coach Colin Storm said. After losing the first
was 5, and started learning how to play tennis. Pena set in the quarterfinals, she rallied the rest of her match
played tennis outside with other kids in group lessons. against her Whitman opponent and pulled out the win.
When Pena's family eventually moved to Medford, Ore.,
With her performance, she not only set an example
she met her high school coach Frank Inn, who would
for her teammates, but also for her
change her life.
13-year-old sister, Sophie.
"I think that playing ten
"Fle's taught me basically all the
"When I was a lot younger, I r e
techniques and strokes that I k now.
member watching her play at ten
nis
with
the
boys
in
high
That's how I really got into tennis,"
nis tournaments. Watching her had
Pena said. "So, I started playing tour school helped her prepare made me a better player because
naments and competitively."
I'm a very visual learner," Sophie
Before coming to play for Whitfor college tennis. It pre Pena said.
worth, Pena attended Cascade Chris
Pena's drive to improve has made
pared her to play against her by far the most competitive
tian High School. Because Cascade
Christian was a small school, it could
player in the team, Storm said. Ad
harder hitting."
not field a girls' tennis team, so she
ditionally, Storm said that Pena is
played on the boys' team instead.
focused, which she translates onto
—Jo WAGSTAFF
Pena's gender-neutral first name
the court.
head coach
would often confuse her high school
"She's adding the element of
power to her game and consisten
opponents on the court, who would
be expecting a male Taylor, but would
cy," Wagstaff sa id. "She had really nice groundstrokes
find a girl across the net instead. Thus, Pena grew accus coming into college, and she's working hard on volleys
tomed to playing with the boys. Though she was the only now, making volleys to be more part of her game."
girl on the team, she did not allow the situation intimi
Though one of the younger players on the team, Pena
has shown leadership qualities while leading by exam
date her.
"It was always funny watching their faces when I ple, Wagstaff said.
walked on the court because Taylor is either a girl or a
Pena plans to seek a career in pharmacy or similar
boy's name, so they wouldn't know if I w as a boy or a field because of her family members in the medical field,
girl," Pena said. "They weren't afraid to hit the ball at me she said.
and I wasn't afraid to beat them. So, just beating the boys
"I love science and I love the idea with pharmacy to
treat people through a non-invasive treatment," Pena
was really fun."
Pena played doubles each year of high school and said. "You don't have to do surgery, but you can provide
went to the boys' state tournament her junior and senior medications in order to help them because surgery is
year, where she and her doubles partner finished third not always an option for people."
Pena wants to stay in the Pacific Northwest to study
and fifth.
"I think that playing tennis with the boys in high for the doctoral degree needed to become a pharmacist.
school helped her prepare for college tennis. It prepared
her to play against harder hitting," head coach lo Wagstaff said.
Junior Saryn Mooney said that practicing with men is
Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
certainly different than practicing with women.
"Taylor is used to aggressive [hits] and feels comfort jrazanadrakotol7@my.whitworth.edu

Jessica Razanadrakoto

Saturday, March 29,1 p.m.
UC Santa Cruz Invitational (Away)

Thursday, March 20,10 a.m.
Buc Scoring Invite (Home)

SPORTS inBRIEF
Senior Casey Monahan takes
sixth in 60m hurdles at indoor
national championships
Senior Casey Monahan snagged the
eighth and final qualifying spot in
the prelims last Friday with a school
record time of 8.13s. He improved on
his record-breaking qualifying mark in
the finals with a time of 8.12s to secure
a sixth-place finish. The rest of the
track and field team competed at the
Dusty Lane Invite on Saturday. Check
thewhitworthian.com for full results.
Source|whitworthpirates.com

Women's tennis knocks off NWC
competition at home
The women's tennis team pushed their
win streak to seven straight last weekend
after defeating Puget Sound, 8-1, and
Pacific Lutheran, 7-2. The Pirates will
travel to California over spring break
to take on a host of non-conference
competition. For the full article on the
women's victories last weekend, check
thewhitworthicm.com
Jessica Razanadrakoto | Staf
f Writer

Men's tennis cleans up against
NWC competition on the road
The Pirates broke a three-match losing
streak last weekend after defeating both
Puget Sound and Pacific Lutheran to
climb back into a .500 record for the
season. The wins mark a 5-2 conference
record for the Pirates as they prepare
for a trip to California over spring break.
For more details on the Pirate wins, visit
tliewhitworthian.com.
Jessica Razanadrakoto | Staff W
riter

WHITPICS

Green with Envy
TOP LEFT: Students dance at the St. Patrick's Day-themed Green with Envy
dance located in the Pirate Room of the Hixson Union Building.
Andrew Rollins | h
Potographer

TOP RIGHT: Senior Caleb Brown dances and mixes music at the Green with
Envy dance.
Andrew Rollins |Photographer

BELOW: Lights on the floor set up the atmosphere for dancing.
Simon Pu/ankov |Photographer

BOTTOM LEFT: Students show off their moves under the green light at the
Green with Envy dance on Saturday, March 15.
Andrew Rollins |Photographer

LEFT: Junior Danny Parker is the disc jockey at the beginning of the Green with
Envy dance.
Joseph Parker |Photographer
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Tips for summer jobs

Boppell will switch to an allfemale dorm next year p. 3

With summer around the corner, read on how to tweak
and polish your resume and cover letter in anticipation
for the job fair on April 10.
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Track and field pulls off big
performances at home p. 13
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 13
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
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OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
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OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
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PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
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States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

13 TRACK & FIELD

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

Eighth animal Sam Adams Classic
competition yields school record

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.

SPRING STAFF 2014
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FEATURED

03 NO MALES IN BOPPELL

11 VALUE OF INTERNSHIPS

Responding to the continued increase in the Unpaid internships are valuable to student
ratio of women to men on campus; Boppell
experience and resume, despite the time
will be an all-female dorm nextyear.
commitment beyond academics.

05 GIANT CHECK

In a surprise appearance, President Beck
Taylor presented a giant check for$50,000 to
ASWU for the Million Meals program.

12 MLB REPLAY

Despite increasing game durations,
expanded use of replayin the MLB is
positive because it ensures accuracy.

07 SENIOR MUSIC RECITALS 14 NWC SPRING CLASSIC

Recitals give senior music majorsa chance
to showcase their talents, as students
prepare and performing their own show.

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
ATAF0RHAN14QMY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

08 GSA WEEK

Gay Straight Alliance Week begins April 14.
Events will include a film screening, coming
out stories and a Q-and-A.

The men's and women's golf teams fight
tough weather to finish first and second
respectively against NWC competition.

15 CROW'S NEST

Senior baseball player Gerhard Muelheims
battled with recovery from a car accident as
a boy to become a successful athlete today.

Cover artists: Carly Colby and Simon Puzankov
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Boppell becomes all-female dorm for upcoming year
Baldwin-Jenkins gender ratio will revert to even numbers of females and males

xyier jezaerMu |riiuiugiapiici

Two students walk into Boppell Hall, which will bec
ome an all-female dorm next year in response to the trend of an inc
reasing ratio ofwomen to men on campus.
the guys' floors, and I feel guilty about that. We were
reaching the point where we needed a whole floor of
Staff Writer
women instead of just overflowing them."
Boppell may return to being a mixed-gender dorm,
Boppell Hall, the only upperclassmen dorm on cam but not for several years at least, since the change is be
pus, will house only upperclassmen women starting ing made in part for incoming freshman who are only
starting to affect the demographic, Ja
fall 2014, i n response to the increas
said.
ingly wide ratio of wo men to men on
"I think it will help cobBoppell's
resident director Karrina
campus. Baldwin-Jenkins will return to
Dehle said she thinks that having an
having an even gender ratio of women
Boppell form an
all-women dorm might allow for great
and men.
er interaction between residents on
identity."
The anticipated class of 2018 con
different floors, although there is also
sists of ab out 59 percent women, As
—KARRINA DEHLE
the possibility that it would have the
sociate Director of Housing Alan Jacob
said.
Boppell's resident director opposite effect. It just depends on next
year's residents, she said.
"The decision was made after look
Since more women will live in Bop
ing at where the current student body
is concerning the male-female breakdown," Jacob said. pell, freshmen womert can be distributed more evenly
The gap has been widening in the past couple of throughout the other dorms, allowing for a-more di
years, Jacob said. A couple of yea rs ago, the ratio of verse community experience for freshmen, said junior
women to men was closer to 55:45, compared with the Seth Flanders, a resident assistant in Boppell.
"While the dorm environment is a positive one, in
current 60:40 ratio.This year, the layout of Baldwin-Jenorder to allow for changes like Baldwin-Jenkins return
kins was altered slightly to accommodate the trend.
At the beginning of the 2013-14academic year, Bald ing to 50/50 [men and women], and have female fresh
win-Jenkins changed from housing approximately half men in the community, this is a change that Whitworth
male and half female to housing only women on both
floors of Baldwin, and separate gendered floors in Jen
kins.
"The guys [in Jenkins] felt isolated," Jacob said. "They
felt a little overpowered, and it didn't work as well as a
community."
• Next year, Boppell will bedesignated as an all-fe
The changes to Baldwin-Jenkins revert to having
male dorm. Baldwin-Jenkins will return to an even
gendered floors on either side once Boppell is made an
gender ratio of women and men.
all-female dorm, since it willwork better for each of the
dorms' communities and numbers, Jacob said.
• This year, Baldwin-Jenkins switched over to a new
"Once we reach above capacity for women, we have
format, with Baldwin as all female, and Jenkins as a
overflow [putting an extra person in a room]," Jac ob
coed dorm.
said. "At a certain point, our need is so great and we
have so many women in overflow and empty spaces on

Katie Shaw

needs," Flanders said.
Switching floors of s ome other dorms would only
make the imbalance greater, so Boppell makes the
most sense, Dehle said. There are no freshmen, and no
Traditiation that Boppell is tied to, so it won't be as dif
ficult a transition as it would be for some other dorms.
"[The change] probably won't have that much ef
fect," jun ior and Boppell resident Cindy Duncan said.
"Even though guys live here, there aren't many inter
actions anyway."
Boppell is often a transition from on-campus to
off-campus, and there tends to be plenty of transiti
on in
that building anyway, Jacob said. Ten people renewed
their rooms last year, and only four of those were men
"It doesn't really affect me," sophomore and Boppell
resident Joe Dill said. "I was planning on moving out
anyway. What they're doing makes sense."
Flanders said he thinks the change will be for the
best, and that it will be an opportunity for student life
faculty to listen to the student body and learn what it
wants.
"I think it will help Boppell form an identity," Dehle
said.
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl7@my.whitworth.edu

NEEDTOKNOW

• The anticipated projection for the class of 2018:59
percent female.
• Several years ago, the ratio of women to men on
campus was 55:45.This year, it's closer to 60:40.
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McGonigal takes newly-created
position for church engagement
<

•
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«fTi l first
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n'll Un moinrlu Hotrplnnmpr
"[The]
will
be majorly development work
and it is possible there will not be as much delivery,^
Staff Writer
McGonigal said. "It is work towards a solid foundation."
One example of future plans within the position is
Terry McGonigal will move to a newly-formed po establishing regional hubs, where Whitworth can send
sition as director of the office for church engagement, groups of students to work with local churches in their
following two decades of experience as Dean for Spir youth ministry programs for the upcoming summer
itual Life. The position was created using a $1 million and summers in the future, McGonigal said.
He is currendy searching for students to fill 10 spots
grant from the Lilly Endowment Fund in order to invest
energy into cultivating a strong connection between in the Tacoma and Everett areas this year.
The goal for the project is to grow consistently, hope
churches and the Whitworth community, McGonigal
fully gaining 15 internship positions every summer,
said.
The main responsibility for the director of the office' McGonigal said.
The connections will benefit both students arid the
for church engagement is to expand a network of Whit
worth advocates through partnerships with churches, church partners, including students gaining ministry
experience and churches getting to know Whitworth
McGonigal said.
McGonigal said he will focus on how Whitworth can through the students, McGonigal said.
A search committee is interviewing candidates to fill
strengthen the church when he moves into his new po
continued on p. 6
sition.

Amanda Larkins

FIND A WELCOME
AT PRINCETON SEMINARY

Joseph Parker | Photographer
Terry McGonigal's new position of director for the
office of church engagement was made possible by a
$1 million grant from the Lilly Endowment Fund.

WE WON'T
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WE'LL DELIVER ONE!
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FREAKY FAST DELIVERY!
©2011 JIMMY JOHN'S FRANCHISE, ItC All RIGHTS RESERVED.
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60:40 $1 MILLION $50,000

Approximate ratio of worn
en to men on campus,
p.3

Number of dollars from the T illy
Endowment used to create a new
position for Terry McGonigal.
p. 4

Amount donated anonymously by
friends of Whitworth to the Million
Meals project, presented by President
Beck Taylor to ASWU last week.
p.5
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Vawter takes new role in Continuing Studies
Shelby Harding

Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer

Cheryl Vawter, vice president of Continuing Studies, is taking on former dean of the
department Terry Ratcliif's responsibilities after his departure last month.

"/ can see myself ministering
to battered and abused women99

SEM NARY
See yourself

in seminary.

Seminary isn't just for pastors—it prepares you for
more career choices than you might imagine.
Wherever you see yourself, a theological education
from Denver Seminary will uniquely prepare you to
live out that calling no matter whereGod leads you.
Learn, Explore, and Get Started at:

DenverSeminary.edu
DENVER SEMINARY

SI

Amount a goodie bag of props
will cost at the screening of "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show" in the
Robinson Teaching Theatre.
p. 6

$9.32

Current minimum wage rate in
Washington state, the highest mini
mum wage rate in the nation.
p. 11

adult learners in Spokane."
Ratcliff declined to comment on his
Staff Writer
pursuits after leaving Whitworth.
The e fforts of th e past years to im
Whitworth Graduate and Continu prove the graduate and Continuing
ing Studies School announced last Studies programs have contributed to
week that the position of dean of Con the ability of the department to make
tinuing Studies, formerly held by Ter the move to minimize the leadership
ry Ratcliif, will be eliminated. Cheryl roles, Vawter said.
Vawter was the director of Continu
Vawter, former director of Continuing*
Studies and long-time member of th e ing Studies for 12 years before Ratcliff
Whitworth Continuing Studies depart was added to the program as dean.
"All that I did then, I would be doing
ment will integrate Ratcliff's respon
sibilities into her new position as vice now," Vawter said.
The restructuring allows the univer
president of Continuing Studies, as
part of the academic restructuring that sity to streamline the system and make
President Beck Taylor announced in it more efficient, said Caroline Simon,
provost and executive vice president.
February.
Ratcliff contributed a lot to the pro This is part of the academic restructur
grams, but a transition was something ing that Taylor announced in February
as a part of the budget cuts brought
he wanted to do, Vawter said.
"I am very thankful for the support about from the budget deficit last fall.
"I think it does lend itself to efficien
of the Whitworth community which
enabled us to make significant im cies," Vawter said. "It allows us to be
provements in the program," Ratcliff flexible and nimble in meeting those
said. "I k now Cheryl will c ontinue to needs that our students have for those
work with the campus community in studies. I think it will be a good change
the delivery of a quality education to
continued on p. 6

Big check for Million Meals
Whitworth. It's something that's been
attempted before, but never achieved.
Staff Writer
I hope we'll continue to dream big,"
Fetzer said.
Printing the oversized check was
At the April 2 ASWU meeting, Pres
ident Beck Taylor presented a giant Taylor's idea, Rhodes said. Rhodes
contacted the on-campus print shop a
check, both literally and financially,
for $50,000 for Million Meals to ASWU month in advance about whether they
could create the check, and found out
President Ian Robins.
The $50,000 has been included in that they could have it done in about
previous reports of the amount fund two days.
"Sometimes we think we aren't ca
raised so far, but the check proves that
Taylor achieved his goal, and officially pable of making a difference. But if
brings the total amount up to $130,000. we continue to work together, we can.
"We h ave been calculating that in, Beck's participation set a good exam
but I didn't know we were officially ple," Rhodes said.
The students have raised $7,000 in a
over halfway," sen ior Veronica Fetzer
month, Fetzer said.
said.
"We're really planning on pushing
When Taylor and ASWU decided to
take on Million Meals last fall, Taylor hard to the end," Fetzer said. "Now that
committed to raising $50,000, and he we're over halfway there, it will goa lot
followed up on his promise, Chief of faster."
Fetzer is an intern at Generation
Staff Rhosetta Rhodes said. The name
on the check was "friends of Whit Alive, a nd is the committee head for
worth," a collection of donors who the campus engagement committee.
Fetzer and her team are in charge of
have chosen to stay anonymous.
"I believe [the donors are] people events promoting Million Meals, such
who want to see the community built as the upcoming Stories of Hunger on
April 16 and involving aspects of cam
up," Robins said.
Robins, assistant dean of students pus life, such as athletics, faculty and
Dayna Jones, and seniors Herman Val- staff and dorm competitions.
dez and Audrey Evans were the only
ones who knew ahead of time that Tay
Contact Katie Shaw at
lor was coming.
"It's a really cool commitment for kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

Katie Shaw

2008

Year that an instant replay system
was first introduced in Major League
Baseball.
p. 12

1779"

Distance thrown by sophomore
Dakota Kliamovich in the hammer
throw, breaking her previous school
record.
p. 15
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Faculty:
continued from p. 5

all around."
Hie departure of Ratcliff allowed for a greater focus
on efficiency of student tuition dollars within the pro
gram, Simon said.
"We have been examining a variety of ways to be good
stewards of the student tuition dollars and finding effi
ciencies suggested by the task force," Simon said.
Simon said the restructuring will save money from
the department, but she declined to disclose the exact
dollar amount of those savings.
Ratcliff's departure was the result of b oth his desire
to pursue other opportunities and the restructuring of
leadership in the Continuing Studies program, Simon
said.
"We are grateful for what he contributed to continu
ing studies during his time here," Simon said.
Ratcliff was the dean of Continuing Studies before
the position was renamed Associate Vice President for
Graduate Admissions and Continuing Studies after his
departure. Ratcliff worked alongside Vawter since 2008,
helping create a system for recruiting new students for
Continuing Studies that was simpler and more efficient,
Vawter said. Vawter then focused on marketing, enroll
ment and recruiting while Ratcliff worked on the aca-

McGonigal:
continued from p. 4

McGonigal's vacated position. Candidates should desire
to serve the Whitworth community with energy, intelli
gence, imagination and love, according to the universi
ty's application for the dean of Spiritual Life.
Professor of Theology Jerry Sittser was part of the
grant writing and proposal process alongside McGoni
gal and President Beck Taylor. McGonigal knows a lot
of people and believes deeply in working in partnership
toward kingdom goals, Sittser said.
There are few people who love the church more, un
derstand how institutions work, and want to see the
work of Christ furthered, he said.
McGonigal said his main goal throughout this pro
cess has been to emphasize the importance of existing
church connections and the future connections that
could be made.

demic programs.
The need for two separate positions has declined, Si
mon said.
"The work that [Vawter] has been doing recently has
always dovetailed with what Continuing Studies has
been doing," Simon said.
Vawter will be overseeing all aspects of admissions
and the academic program for Continuing Studies, as
well as maintaining leadership of the graduate program
admissions and marketing, Simon said.
Vawter's experience and passion for adult learning is
what has kept her in the program and at Whitworth for
so long, said Vawter, who was an adult learner as well.
"I understand the power of getting an education as an
adult student; it's an incredible gift," Vawter said. "It's a
real exciting thing for me — it's my passion."
The department will continue to make improvements
and efficiencies as well as increasing student enroll
ment, Vawter said. The aim is to make the graduate and
continuing studies programs at Whitworth the largest of
its kind in Spokane.
"I'd really like to take it a little further," Vawter said.
"There's always new challenges and new things that you
have to do. Change isn't new to us. We're always flexing,
moving and transitioning. We're just looking to make it
better."

Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu

McGonigal began working as dean for spiritual life in
1994 after he was encouraged to apply by a friend, Pro
fessor of Communications Ron Pyle.
"Terry is skilled at facilitating relational connections
between persons who may differ from each other, be
tween Whitworth and God's church, and between our
university arid the rest of the world, " Pyle said.
In his current position, he strives to be part of a team
that is central to die spiritual life of the Whitworth com
munity, McGonigal said.
"There are more around 2,300 students and 500 em
ployees, and with that every day comes with new joys,
tragedies and challenges," McGonigal said.
McGonigal said his calling is to be in the midst of the
Whitworth community along with his team.

Contact Amanda Larkins at
alarkins!5@my.whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For nori-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

®ALBERS
\8Sfir

School of Business and Economics

NEWSmBRIEF
Washington state prevents $1.5
million cut to disaster relief
Gov. Jay Inslee of Washington state vetoed
a proposed cut of $1.5 million of disaster
relief funding following the mudslide in
Oso, Wash., over three weeks ago. The
budget cut was proposed earlier this year.
Inslee said that cutting disaster relief made
no sense after the mudslide. Relief efforts
for mudslide victims would likely reduce
the amount of money for disaster relief for
the rest of the year. The mudslide killed 30
people and 13 people are still unaccounted
for. It is estimated that the mudslide caused
over $32 million in damage and has been
declared a federal disaster.

U.S. regains jobs lost in recession
Over 8.8 million private sector jobs were
lost in the 2007-09 recession, but six years
later, those jobs have been regained. 8.9
million jobs have been added. The current
unemployment rate still stands at 6.7
percent. Experts are not very positive about
the current employment figures, saying that
even more jobs should have been added in
the past six years. Experts believe that the
monthly job additions should increase in
the coming year with the American public
reducing their debt, rising house prices and
rising stock market values.
Sources | KHQLocal News andThe Associated Press

MSWU UPDATE
• President Beck Taylor made a surprise ap
pearance at last week's ASWU meeting to
present a giant check to the Million Meals
program, on behalf of several anonymous
donors. For more detailed coverage, look for
our story on page five.
• ASWU members continued to discuss
possible actions to take regarding changes
to the non-discrimination clause of Whitworth's handbook. The discussion was
sparked in part due toa letter from an anon
ymous member of the LGBT community.
In the letter, the author expressed feelings
of ostracism on the basis of sexual orienta
tion, and encouraged an amendment to the
clause that regarding sexual-orientation.
Members of ASWU proposed several cours
es of action; include the topic in a constitu
ency report, compose a resolution, host an
open forum or let the issue lie.
• Senior Aaron Kilfoyle updated ASWU
members about the triathlon, scheduled for
April 13. He arranged it so that Hawthorne
Road would be closed to the public to pro
vide a safer route. Kilfoyle explained the
course and prizes for the event as well.
• Maggie Regis, president of the science fic
tion and fantasy club, gave a report of the
events the club has hosted this year, and
upcoming events, which may include a Star
Wars party, stargazing and a finals party.
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Stuart Hopson

StaffWriter
Spring is the time when senior music majors per
form their senior recitals as the capstone of their time
at Whitworth.
Recitals are the challenging culmination of t he per
formance major's college career and provide a chance
to display some of their hard-earned knowledge.
"Senior recitals are the capstone project for music
performance majors. All music majors have to do a re
cital. A junior recital is about 30 minutes worth of mu
sic, but performance majors do a second recital that is
about an hours' worth of music," senior music major
Steven Munson said.
The recitals are held all year long, but as the ac
adem
ic yearhegins to wind down, seniors have their recitals
scheduled and are practicing and waiting for the big
day.
"Most recitals are in the spring, because students
usually spend the fall preparing," Associate Professor of
Music Benjamin Brody said.
Performance track music majors put on a free recit
al in the recital hall in the Music Building to showcase
what they have learned in their years of music training.
"It's a demonstration of their [students'] skills devel
oped over their four years at Whitworth," Brody said.
. Students pick their musical pieces, practice them
and even produce the program notes.
"Right now I'm working on my program notes,
where I describe each piece and the composer, where
the composer is coming from and a little bit about the
piece so people know what to expect," s enior music

major Rachel Means said.
Performances of 45 minutes to an hour allow the stu
dents to show the full scope of their abilities and depth
of learning.
Munson will perform a Sonata, a French show piece,
a lullaby, and the sextet he is doing is by Beethoven. It's
a technical whirlwind to show what the horn can do,
he said.
Some students such as pianists perform solo, and
some have an accompaniment like Munson whose em
phasis is the French horn.
"Three of my pieces were written specifically for
horn and piano, and the fourth was written for two
horns and a string quartet," Munson said.
Munson has also put a large amount of effort into his
preparation.
"Along with the music majors' required classes, pri
vate lessons and music education electives have helped
me prepare. Learning to teach the subject really forces
you to learn the material," Munson said.
Munson's preparation also includes listening to
recordings of his various pieces to perform as well as
class time and practice.
"I listen to professional musicians who have record
ed the pieces to really get a feel of what it sounds like,
and recording myself to really hear what I sound like,"
Munson said.
These performances are sometimes used as a spring
board for other endeavors as well.
"The recordings are used by some students for grad
school applications," Brody said.
Many of the students have aspirations for further

musical educa
tion, and some
have even more in
mind. "I'm a double major, so
I'm a music violin performance and an English major,"
Means said.
She plans to stay involved in both of h er fields of
study.
"I've applied to a couple different grad schools, one
in English and one in Music, and basically I'm going to
see which one will give me a better deal. Either way, I
want to keep playing music. I'm more interested in go
ing into a career in the English field," Means said.
Others want to stay with music exclusively.
"My plan is to go to graduate school to study music,
specifically performance," Munson said.
As the recital approaches there are the obvious
nerves, but most are confident in the preparations they
have made.
"It is good experience. I'm a performance major but
playing in front of people is still terrifying," Means said.
Munson, who has been playing the French horn
since the eighth grade, said,
"I feel I'm pretty well prepared, but there are still
things to work on."
The recitals are free admission, and times and dates
can be found on the Whitworth website's events calen
dar.
Contact Stuart Hopson at
shopsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

Meyer Properties

www.whitworthhousing.com
ONLY ONE UNIT LEFT!
Very nice, large duplexes, walking distance from Whitworth.
Each unit can house 4-5 students in large, private bedrooms.
Lots of parking. Washer and dryer provided.
SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
\v\v\v.i»on7.<i«a.oilu/
summer
O
O
Second Session: June 30 - August 8
|

As low as $275/month

per student

AVAILABLE
LATE MAY

CALL BILL for a showing at (509) 991 -1212

GSA week
Providing opportunities for open
conversation regarding LGBTQ
issues on campus
Bekah Bresee

evening.
On April 14 The RockyHorror Picture
Show will show at 7 p.m. in Robinson
Teaching Theatre.
The Whitworth Gay Straight Association has
"We usually do movies on Monday for
a mission to facilitate open conversations that
GSA week, but we usually do documenta
surround lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and
ries, and we wanted to do something fun
queer issues and provide a fun, safe environ
instead," Bagdon said.
ment for all Whitworth students to ask questions
The Rocky Horror Picture Show is a
and make friendships, according to the club's
rock-musical mixed with themes of old
website.
science-fiction and horror films, accord
One of the events put on by the club is GSA
ing to The Rocky Horror
week, an annual week of events
Picture Show: The Offi
dedicated to conversations
"It's for people to
cial Fan Site.
about LGBTQ issues.
The film grew in pop^
start talking about
"It's for people to start talking
ularity as an audience
about the issues within the
the issues within the
participation movie.
LGBTQ community and start
Audience members
talking about the struggles
LGBTQ community
often yell back lines at
people deal with," said senior
Katherine Bernard, the acting
and start talking about the screen during the ex
tended pauses between
president for GSA this semester.
dialogue, dress up in
the struggles people
GSA week is put on by the
costume, act out the film and
club every year in conjunction
deal with."
throw props at various times
with the Day of Silence, Bernard
during the film.
said. Day of Silence is a national
— KATHERINE BERNARD
"We're definitely going to en
event in which students across
courage people to do the dance
GSA President
the nation take a vow of silence
to The Time Warp," Bagdon said.
in order to call attention to the
"We have the props and we're
silencing effect of anti-LGBTQ
bullying and harassment in schools, according to going to tell people when to use them. We'll also
have cues for the talk backs."
the Day of Silence website.
Goodie bags of props will be available for $1
It is common for participants to wear duct tape
at the door. All the proceeds will be given to the
across their mouths as a signifier for the event.
Million Meals project, Bagdon said.
The national Day ofSilence is Friday, April 11.
"[The movie] works with GSA week, because it
In order to recognize Day of Silence, Whitworth
deals with transgender and transvestite themes,"
GSA will have a table in the HUB where they will
Bagdon said.
pass out cards saying what Day of Silence is and
Coming Out Stories is the event for April 15,at
give out duct tape, said senior Courtney Bagdon,
7 p.m. in the Mind and Hearth.
the GSA secretary and treasurer.
Members of the LGBTQ community who are
Club T-shirts may also be available at this time,
students at Whitworth will share stories of how
she said.
they came out.
The Day of Silence acts as a precursor for the
"It's a really cool mix of funny stories and some
week even though it is not during GSA week,
stories from people that it's been a big struggle,"
which is April14-17. An event will occur every

StaffWriter

EVENTS

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

COMMUNITY: ZUMBA CLASSES
$5 / Class
Audubon Park Masonic Lodge
2821 NW B lvd.
ts»

Bernard said. "It's a very personal night, but it also
allows people to come and embrace it."
Sharing is not exclusive to LGBTQ community mem
bers, the officers said. Anyone who is willing to share
their experiences and opinions with the issues ad
dressed are invited to speak.
"One of the main purposes of [GSA week] is to let
the community know there are people who are part of
the LGBT community on campus," said senior Colten
Larsen, the media manager for GSA.
The event on April 16 will include a Q-and-A with
GSA members during Prime Time in Duvall Hall start
ing at 8 p.m.
In contrast to the coming out stories, this event is
set up for people to ask questions of GSA and LGBTQ
members.
GSA members are hoping to put a box out in the
HUB where people can anonymously submit ques
tions before the Q-and-A, Bernard said.
"We will read through all of them, and any ques-

Have fun while staying active and
participate in a one-hour zumba class.
No reservations necessary.

CO

CAMPUS: JOB & INTERNSHIP FAIR

DANCE: SO YOU THINK YOU CAN DANCE

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
HUB M ultipurpose Room

7:50 p.m.

Students searching for job
opportunities can come and explore
the fair. Be ready to meet employers
looking to hire.

Jubilation Dance ministry presents a
chance for students to attend a dance
competition and vote for the best
routine.

VISUALART: WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP

MUSIC: WARREN PEACE

6 p.m. I $2 0 per session
Jacklin Arts & Cultural Center
405 N. Williams St.

7 p.m.
Warren Hall Main Lounge

Robert Bear will teach painting
techniques with water mediums. Gain
experience working with transparent
watercolors, gouache and acrylic.

Students auditioned for Warren's
annual musical performance and the
chance to perform for their peers.
Fifteen acts will take the stage in a
variety of solo and group numbers.

CM

11 a.m. I $10
URec Indoor Clin

HUB M ultipurpose Room

LITERATURE: POETS UP!
-8 p.m. I $7
Blue Door Theater
815 W. Garland Ave.

Hear local poets compose on the spot
and then watch the poems performed
by the Blue Door Players.

OUTDOOR: SCHEIi
FEST

oo

Come compete i
boulderingcomj
four different dn
Prizes will be aw
of each division.

CULTURE: LU'AU
5:30 - 9 p.m. Ia
HUB & CowlesM

Come enjoy Pol|
dinner and wa
traditional dan
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"A big part of our club mission is facilitating conver
sations on LGBT issues, and this is facilitating those
conversations," Bagdon said.
The discussion will be held in the ASWU chambers,
upstairs in the HUB at 7 p.m.
The goal of GSA week is to create a fun atmosphere
where people do not have to be scared to address issues
and obstacles with the LGBTQ community, Bernard
said.
"My word of advice is to give it a chance," Larsen said.
"Even if you go to an event for five minutes, just check it
out."
Students who want to learn more about the GSA
club and its mission can attend their weekly meetings
at 9 p.m. on Thursdays at the Open
Conversations theme house or look up
"My word of advice
club information at whitworthclubs.
is to give it a chance. com/gsa.

n that is respectful, we will answer,
>ecially if it is a pressing question,"
mard said. "It is great for people who
/e questions they're afraid to ask."
he event for April17 is called Open
Even if you go to an
nversations: Hope. Patricia Bruhks, psychology department chair,
event for five minutes,
ll be leading a discussion on LGBTQ
lies for this event.
just check it out."
[I know she [Bruininks] is going to
;orporate a message of hope and talk
— COLTEN LARSEN
out how times have changed from
GSA Media Manager
r time in college," Larsen said. "She
ty talk about the human behavior of
:epting and how that has changed."
Iruininks' lecture will not take up the entire event.
:er delivering her message, the floor will be open for
[dents to ask questions and discuss the themes she
Contact Bekah Bresee at
;sented. The GSA members intend for this discussion
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
provide official answers to some pressing questions.

EGRIPPEN BOULDER

7:45 a.m. / $15 Individual Registration
Starting at the Aquatic Center

bing Center

l the first annual
•etition featuring
'isions of difficulty.
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eck website for price
iditorium Main Stage

n esian food for
) students perform
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• National Day of Silence
Friday, April 11
• Rocky Horror Picture Show
Monday, April 14
Robinson Teaching Theatre at 7 p.m.
• Coming Out Stories
Tuesday, April 15
Mind and Hearth at 7 p.m.
• Q-and-A Prime Time
Wednesday, April 16
Duvall Hall at 8 p.m.
• Open Conversations: Hope
Psychology department chair,
Patricia Bruininks, leads discussion
Thursday, April 17

CO

|

FILM:MOULIN ROUGE

{I SAW^}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Study Break
I saw you about to nod off in the computer
lab, surrounded by books. It looked like you'd
definitely had a long night. 15 minutes later I
heard you snoring lightly. Naps, man, gotta get
them where and when you can.

Sun Bathing
I saw you tanning on the front lawn of Stewart.
Apparently there's a big difference between 61
degrees and cloudy and 61 degrees and sunny.
I'm glad you were enjoying the sunny, if not
warm, afternoon. Don't forget to turn over.

Brownie Points
I saw you bring a whole plate of brownies over
for your friends at dinner, super sweet.

Hack and Slack
I saw you hacking servers in the computer
lab, while I was doing homework. Try turning
down the volume next time, genius.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

LO

VISUAL ART: CAIRN-SENIOR EXHIBIT
5 p.m.
Lied Center for the Arts Room 201

7 p.m. I $8
Magic Lantern Theatre
25 W. Main Ave.

All senior art majors contribute two or
three pieces to the exhibit. Attend the
opening reception and take a look at
the display.

Compete in a campus triathlon
composed of a 500-yd swim, 10-km
bike and 5-km run. The event will
contribute to fundraising for the
Million Meals campaign.

View a screening of the famous
musical performed by Canada's Royal
Winnipeg Ballet.

LECTURE: TIMOTHY EGAN

River Park Square
808 W. Main Ave.

7 p.m.
Mind and Hearth Coffee Shop

In re cognition of Sexual Assault
Awareness Month, victims work to
convey feelings of hope and healing
through an art display.

As part of GSA week, the community
is invited to come hear stories of
coming out and engage in a Q-&-A
session.

2 p.m.
Weyerhaeuser Hall RTT
Nationally-recognized and awardwinning, Timothy Egan, discusses his
experience.

COMMUNITY: THE CLOTHESLINE PROJECT

GO

COMMUNITY: COMING OUT STORIES

10 A&C
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How to: Obtaining summer employment
Tips for finding a summer job and polishing a resume

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Mikayla Nicholson
Staff Writer
The search for summer jobs is starting up again, and
some students may be scrambling to figure out how to
find e mployment over the summer months and a lit
tle overwhelmed by the whole resume and cover letter
process. Here are some tips for finding employment
and writing a good resume and cover letter, provided
by three employees from the Career Services Center.
The summer joB and internship fair will take place
on April 10from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Approximately 35 employers will attend. Students
can connect with them for summer jobs and intern
ships.
Any job will be helpful on a student's resume, said
Sandy Nowack, assistant director of career services.
However, if a student can find a job that relates to his or
her major, that would be ideal.
"It's nice in your junior ahd senior years to find an
internship, because that will help you transition into
your field," Nowack said. "It gives you great experience
and will help you open other doors,"
Career Services has multiple resources to help stu
dents find jobs.
"We typically direct students to Whitjobs," saidKimberly Connors, program assistant for career services.
"On Whitjobs we have both our on-campus positions
and our Washington state work study positions, and
part-and full-time jobs as well."
Connors also recommended that students ask
departments individually if they are looking for an
on-campus job, or talk to their friends who work on
campus to see if departments aj£ hiring.
"Word of m outh is one of the easiest ways to find a'
job," Connors said.
It is important for students to start thinking about
networking and to show initiative and be proactive,
said Andrew Pyre, assistant director for career services:
job development.
"Contact employers directly and have your resume
ready," Pyre s aid. "Start early; if yo u wait until school
is out you may be too late, and businesses may have
already hired."
As far as resumes go, all three career services em
ployees stressed the importance of qualifying and
quantifying. This means using descriptive statements
to give experiences a bigger impact, and also giving fig
ures and numbers to increase your credibility.
It is extremely important to tailor your resume for
the job you are applying for, Connors said.
"I cannot stress that enough," Connors said. "We get
resumes all the time that come in and are not tailored
specifically to the position. Quantify your experiences
when you put it together. There is a difference in sayi
ng
you handled money versus saying you handled a till
that held $10,000."
It is also important to proofread your resume. Any
errors in a resume will get you disqualified faster
than anything else, Nowack said. Have your resume

THE BEST TRICKS FOR THE SUMMER
JOB MARKET AND RESUMEBUI1DING
• Start searching for job opportunities
early.
• Qualify and quantify experience on a
resume by using precise terms to enhance
descriptions of past work experience.
• Tailor the resume to the job application.
Note experience in such a way that it is
relevant to the job.
• Proofread resumes meticulously. Errors
on a resume are a c ostly mistake.
• Keep resume format consistent. Don't
distract from the content of your resume
by having an inconsistent format.
• Utilize connections through word
of mouth, department of study and
Abigail Nyberg | Graphic Artist

reviewed by at least two people.
Career services also does resume reviews. You can
email your resume to careerservices@whitworth.edu.
Usually every semester there are resume and cover
letter workshops. Students can look for those times on
Whitjobs and Pirate Port.
A g ood resume and cover letter should keep the
reader interested while being easy to read and format
ted consistently, meaning both have the same format
and design.
"You want to make your cover letter memorable so
you will stand out over other candidates," Nowack said.
Your cover letter should explain why you are apply
ing for thejob, why you are the best candidate and how
you found out about the job.
As far as cover letters, keep them to one page and do
not ramble, Connors said.
"In the body of a cover letter you wan
t to givea broad
view of w hat you bring to the table that maybe other
people don't," Pyre said. "You want to talk ab
out what's
unique about you."
Pyre also said it is important to describe how this
career would fit into your career goals and your plans.

Want to work for the whitworthian?

A

NOWISYOUR CHANCE
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BYTHEASWU DESK

WhitJobs.

"Always keep the information relevant, and try to
look through the eyes of t he reader. Ask y ourself, if I
was hiring for this position would I find this informa
tion relevant," Pyre said.
Career Services typically recommends using reverse
chronological order, listing the most recent experienc
es first, Pyre said.
"I generally recommend staying away from Times
New Roman, not that there's anything wrong with that
font, just that that tends to be the default font," Pyre
said. "Probably 90 percent of the resumes I see tend to
use Times New Roman. There's a bunch of other ones
out there, but stay away from the ones that are harder
to read."

Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.
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OPINIONS
Value of student internships reaches far beyond monetary gains
positively viewed as an increase in op
portunity. Common complaints about
unpaid internships center on the idea
COLUMNIST
that they are exploitative in nature, due
to the amount of free labor that compa
nies receive. While the concern is valid,
Paid internships are typically the icing the rewards for students outweigh the
on the cake for c ollege students. While benefits for companies. Although com
gaining invaluable experience, one can panies don't have to pay for work, stu
also benefit monetarily. However, in a dents get professional experience, proj
day and age when getting a foot in the ects to fill their resumes and materials to
professional door is more difficult than add to their portfolios.
Another raised
ever, unpaid intern
concern is that un
ships offer compa
paid
internships
rable, necessary re "While it is oftendifficult
essentially
rule out
sume building.
to devote time to unpaid students who
can
Companies don't
not afford to devote
necessarily benefit
work, it's important to
time to unpaid work.
from paying stu
Self-sustaining stu
dents. There is a like consider how experience
dents are not given
lihood that students
can pay off in the future. the
opportunity to
lack the necessary
training and cre
Young professionals with gain necessary ex
perience. However,
dentials to be fully
competent to do all experience are more likely this can be curbed
through
student
tasks that a regular
to be deemed trustworthy loans or other subsi
employee
would
perform. Therefore, to hold a salaried position dies by state govern
ments.
we should look at
Many
smaller
upon graduation."
companies as bene
firms also don't have
factors and students
the resources nec
as beneficiaries, re
moving emphasis from the job aspect of essary to pay interns, but they still have
experience to offer. Entry-level positions
internships.
The number of unpaid internships often require a few years of exp erience.
has ballooned in recent years, according If firms that offer compensation were
to The New York Ti mes. Some see the the sole providers of internships, de
rise as a cause for concern, but it can be mand would exceed supply. It's neces

REMI
OMODARA

M

WILL work.
—7

Gretchen Van Lith | Gra
phic Artist

sary for all possible firms to make these
opportunities available to build skill. In
exchange for meaningful work, interns
are able to obtain valuable experience
and references to vouch for their skills,
according to U.S. News.
While it is often difficult to devote
time to unpaid work, it's important to
consider how experience can pay off in
the future. Young professionals with ex
perience are more likely to he deemed
trustworthy to hold a salaried position

upon graduation. Instead of ruling out
unpaid work, students should embrace
it as an opportunity to solidify their skill
sets and improve their resumes.

OMODARA is a senior majoring in jour
nalism and marketing. Comments can be
sent to romodaral4@my.whitworth.edu

Potential minimum wage increase holds importance for
students entering job industry and balancing expenses
WHITNEY
CARTER
I wish that I could make more money; making more
money now would give m e more freedom — du ring
my education and also in the future when I am looking
to join the workforce. There is usually talk about rais
ing the federal minimum wage, but recently President
Barack Obama has been pushing the idea hard in light
of u pcoming midterms, according to an article from
The New York Times.
Raising the minimum wage would be incredibly
helpful to college students and would be a boon to so
ciety at large.
Washington state has the highest minimum wage
in the nation at $9.32 per hour. Michigan is seeking to
raise its minimum wage to $10.10 an hour, according to
an article from NBC. At the national level, employees
must receive a minimum wage of $7.25 per hour, ac
cording to the United States Department of Labor. The
Democratic Party has been seeking legislation to raise
the federal minimum wage to $10.10.
It is my opinion that raising minimum wage to a
higher level would help students. I am a student who
works, and could not afford to attend Whitworth if I did
not work during the school year and work more than
one job over the summer.
Most students work for minimum wage. At Whi t
worth, working for minimum wage largely applies to

Gretchen Van Lith | raphic
G
Artist

on- and off-campus positions. For a lot ofstudents, this
would also apply to seasonal work during the summer
and during breaks from school. College students repre
sent 50 percent of the demographic that work for min
imum wage, according to an article from USAToday.
Raising the minimum wage would allow students to
earn more money and graduate with less debt, allow
ing them more economic freedom when they enter the
workplace and formal economy upon graduation.
In Washington, the minimum wage is adjusted for

inflation annually. Adjusting the rate makes Washing
ton ahead of the curve, as it recognizes that the market
does not stay the same continuously. College students,
and Whitworth students in particular, recognize this
when they receive a .letter every year that tuition will
increase. What provided for an education in 2010 may
not provide for an education in 2014.
"Students working many hours don't have enough
time and energy to dedicate to academics at the end of
the day," said Professor Richard Wolff, in an interview
with USA Today.Wolff is an economist and a professor
in economy at University of Massachusetts Amherst.
A b ump in pay would allow students to work fewer
hours and spend more time on their academics and
school-related activities, which is why they attended
college in the first place.
Dissuaders might believe that there is nothing to be
gained by raising the minimum wage. One argument is
that these jobs are meant to be temporary anyway; they
are just supposed to be learning experiences. Howev
er, it is clear the economic freedom will be gained by
students who are earning more. Thus, those students
will be graduating with less debt, which will allow them
to have a greater investment in the economy while still
in college, aiding our overall economy in the long run.

CARTER is a sophomore majoring in
communication. Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@
my.whitworth.edu
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Under review: Expanded MLB replay proves
accuracy reigns supreme over game duration
MAX
CARTER
Major League Baseball took a step into the present
last Monday when the new replay system was used
for the first time. It is still unclear whether the system
will be effective or not, but at the moment, it seems to
be the right move.
The MLB intr oduced an instant replay system in
2008, but only for questionable home run calls. With
the new system, managers have one challenge per
game, and are awarded an extra challenge if their
first is successful. Certainly the change has stirred up
much discussion throughout the league.
Baseball has always been a sport rich with the
human error factor, with umpire errors accepted as
Carly Colby | Graphic Artist
part of the game. Now, wrong calls will be rare, if not
nonexistent. Some think that the new replay system
Yes, this is a big change for a league that until now
undermines the integrity of the game, and they may
has done its best to avoid replay. However, it is the
have a point.
21st century and there is a lot of technology that has
But here's the problem.
In the world we livein, people want everything fast, become available in recent years.
Some worry that eventually down the road, um
whether it be information, food, etc. Yet at the same
time, there is also a contradictory desire for thor pires will become obsolete, replaced by robots or
computer-controlled officiating
oughness. The new replay system
systems. Whether that is true or
will undoubtedly result in longer
"The new replay system not remains to be seen, but one
games, but will ensure that a poor
thing is for sure — the system is
call does not change the outcome
will undoubtedly result
working. After the first week of
of a game.
the MLB regular season, there
Major League Baseball is not
in longer games, but~
have already been numerous
just a sport, as unfortunate as that
calls overturned after being chal
will ensure that a poor
may be. It is also a massive busi
lenged.
ness, with teams now spending
call does not change the
At this point, the question is
upward of $20 million per year
not whether or not the system
on a single player, in the hope of
outcome of a game."
will work. The question is that of
winning a World Series champi
an age-old debate — quality or
onship. With so much money in
quantity, or perhaps more fitting
vested by owners throughout the
league, it is important that each game is officiated as ly, speed or accuracy? Think what you will, but for
now, it seems that in the MLB, a ccuracy reigns su
fairly as possible.
preme.
This is why the replay system is a good idea.
The NFL has had a challenge and replay system for
years, and it has never been a problem. In fact, the
NFL review system has become a regular part of tele
vised games, providing excitement and suspense for
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communicaviewers (and convenient opportunities for commer fion. Comments can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitcial breaks).
worth,edu

WHITWOITHiOU?
"I wish it wasn't necessary. I wish that
Whitworth had a 50-50 male-female
ratio."
— Bethany Mack, sophomore

"I think it points to the fact that
Whitworth has that ratio of more
women to men. So, I think, I guess in
some essence, I guess that's good. We're
experiencing growth. But on the other
hand, I know a lot of male stu
dents
that are disappointed that they're not
able to live in Boppell from now on at
Whitworth."
— Alec Brockman, freshman

EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Awareness of issues via
social media should be
translated into action

In today's culture, many consider awareness to be
an overused buzzword. It isn't that awareness in and of
itself is a bad initiative. Rather, the gap between aware
ness and action sparks negative reaction in situations in
which an awareness initiative is put forth without con
nected action.
This editorial board acknowledges that awareness is
intended to spark action, involvement and change. Yet,
it is frustrating to witness awareness campaigns that
have weak correlation to take the next step and create
change.
Social media and our current technology, a culture
of convenience, is in part to blame for the gap between
awareness and action. For example, the breast cancer
awareness trend of p osting a 'selfie' without make-up
could be approached in a way to directly create change.
Let it be known that this editorial board is not con
demning an effort to raise awareness for breast cancer.
However, this social media campaign represents an easy
way in which social media allows us to raise awareness
without necessarily creating change. Instead of posting
a 'selfie' without makeup, why not skip buying make-up
for a period of tim e and donate the money saved to a
breast cancer research foundation?
Social media and our technologically-convenienced
culture has immense power to aid in the process of
activism and change for important issues. Yet, it also
makes it easy to chip in a small contribution to aware
ness without directly impacting change. Giving a Facebook 'like' to an awareness campaign does not actually
create change.
Even in terms of social connection, individuals turn
to likes, comments and updates to stay connected. In
the same way that the value of face-to-face interactions
far outweigh scrolling a Facebook page for social con
nection, becoming actively engaged to create change
far outweighs aligning your social media profile with an
awareness campaign.
This editorial board encourages individuals to keep
in mind the connection between awareness and action.
Awareness alone is certainly not a negative, but when
campaigns generate widespread awareness, carefully
evaluate the effectiveness of the awareness translating
into action.
Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of four editors.

What is your opinion of Boppell Hall
becoming an all-female dorm for the
2014-2015 academic year?
"I think all-female dorms kind of have a lot
of potential for a great community. I like
the way BMAC has the guys' community
and girls' community together. I think that
would be missing in Boppell. But I hope it
goes well for the people who live there."
— Katie Waltar, sophomore

"I don't think it's very fair because there
are upperclassman guys who might have
been waiting to get a spot in Boppell. And
there might be guys in Boppell now that are
going to lose their room, so I don't think
that's very fair."
— Brid ger Deschamps, freshman

SPORTS
Track shines at home for eighth Sam Adams Classic
Bucs run, jump and throw their way to a strong outing and a school record
James Silberman

tersweet for me."
Shea said his goals include helping
StaffWriter
the team win a fifth consecutive title and
breaking the 60-meter mark to win a na
The Whitworth track and field team tional championship individually.
had another strong showing in the Sam
More runner-ups include Green who
Adams Classic last weekend, taking first cleared 15'9" in the men's pole vault. Se
place in three events over multiple Divi nior Jonathan Hoff le aped 22'3" in the
sion I schools. A school record was also men's long jump, freshman Ryan Otterset by sophomore Dakota Kliamovich in holt cleared 42'9.5" in the men's triple
the hammer throw, Saturday.
jump and junior Matt Landon finished
The relay team of junior Joe Green, the men's 400-meter dash in 51.51 sec
junior Jon Williams, freshman John onds.
Marshall and sophomore anchor Alex
Landon was satisfied with his times
Hardlund took first place in the 4x400 despite having to battle more than just
meter relay as Hardlund finished off the the competition.
race in 3:30.12,
"I feel pretty
beating Great Falls
good about my
by more than five
time in the 400,"
seconds.
Landon said.
Kliamovich
"I've had a cold
blew her com
the last couple
Dakota Kliamovich, '16
petition out of
of days so I'm
the water with a
happy with that
hammer throw of
time
consid
Kliamovich threw
177'9" Kliamov
ering I wasn't
177'9" to improve
feeling great."
ich continued her
upon her school
With
the
rewriting of the
record hammer
Northwest Con
Whitworth record
throw mark for the
ference Cham
books,
improv
third consecutive
pionships just a
ing upon her own
competition week.
few weeks away,
Whitworth school
Landon
has
record for the third
specific goals
week in a row.
for the meet.
"She is going to
"As a team, we want to win conference
keep breaking it hopefully," head coach
Toby Schwarz said. "She's just a sopho and score 300 points," Landon said. "In
more and definitely has a lot more in her dividually, my goal is to run under 11
for the rest of t his season and over the seconds in the 100 [meter], and under
22 seconds in the 200 [meter]."
next couple of years."
Among the Pirates' third-place fin
The Pirates' only two entrants in the
women's pole vault, junior McAlis- ishers were multiple relay teams includ
ter Buchanan and sophomore Kierstie ing the men's 4x100 A te am consisting
Andrew Rollins | hotographer
P
Shellman, tied for first place each clear of freshman Boitu Nkonde, Monahan,
ing ii'1.75" They are now tied for the freshman Ehjah Varner and Hoff, crossed Junior Christina Dobbins flies over the bar while competing in the high jump.
the finish line at the 42.4 second mark.
19th ranking in Division III.
The men's 4x400 B
The Bucs also
team consisting of
came in second in
"It's always a process
sophomore
Westin
a number of com
sophomore
petitions.
Soph though. If we went out the Whey,
Grant McNeil, Varner
omore Liz Scott
first meet and had the best and freshman anchor
finished the wom
McGill crossed
en's steeplechase
performance of our lives, Lucas
the finish line at the
in 13:03.48 and
there would be no point." 3:41.53 mark, also
junior
Christina
good for a third-place
Dobbins cleared
—TOBY SCHWARZ
finish.
the 5'1.75" bar in
Schwarz
was
the women's high
head coach
pleased
with
his
jump. Freshman
team's performance
Lori Sandy cleared
10.98 meters in the women's triple jump and improvements.
"Against some really good com
and sophomore Kerry Wright tossed
a 148'1" in the women's javelin throw. petition our athletes stepped up and
Senior Casey Monahan, crossed the performed well. It's always a process
100-meter finish line in 11.17 seconds, though," Schwarz said. "If we went out
as well as another second place finish the first meet and had the best perfor
and personal best in the 110-meter hur mance of o ur lives, there would be no
dles finishing in 14.93 seconds. Senior point."
Next weekend, the Pirates will look to
Keegan Shea who tossed the hammer
continue their success as they take part
185'9" in the men's hammer throw.
Shea's mark also moved him into third in the "World W ar #7" meet hosted by
place in the nation among Division III Spokane Falls Community College.
schools, but he has aspirations of doing
even better.
"It was a season best and it keeps me
Andrew Rollins [ Photographer
up there in the national rankings," Shea Contact James Silberman at
Senior Keegan Shea prepares to throw the shotput during his flight on Saturday
said. "But I am still a few meters off my jsilbermanl 7@my.whitworth.edu
as part of the eighth annual Sam Adams Classic at Boppell Track.
personal best from last year, so itwas bit-

SPOTLIGHT

Golf teams finish first and second at Spring Classic
Jordanne Perry

strokes ahead after the first day as a team."
Sophomore Oliver Rudnicki finished the tourna
Staff Writer .
ment tied for second with a score of 72-81—153 while
senior Jesse Salzwedel tied for fourth place in the play
The windy weather did not stop the Whitworth er standings with a total of 76-78—154.
men's and women's golf t eams from taking first and
"We give all the credit to God," P lopper said. "We
second place, respectively, for the
get together and huddle before
Northwest Conference Spring Classic
we go out for a tournament and
"I know that we could
in Kennewick, Wash., at Canyon Lakes
pray for mental and physical
Golf Course last weekend.
strength, and at the end of th e
have shot lower, but
The men finished the match 42
day we know that God is always
strokes over par, totaling a team score
honestly, we did great."
with us, which is pretty calming
of 618.
in all honesty when you are out
—NICOLE LOMAX
Senior Stephen Plopper lowered his
there on the course."
score by one stroke on the second day
The women's team, also in
junior
with a 76-75—151total, to finish in first
creasing its score on the second
place for the tournament."
day, were able to maintain sec
"I think [the wind] was a little bit of anadvantage for ond place throughout the match to finish 114 strokes
us, because it takes out half of the competition since a over par, totaling a score of 660, just 30 points behind
lot of the other players aren't used to playing in condi George Fox University.
tions like that," Plopper said. "It required a lot of good
"I'm really proud of the team," junior Nicole Lomax
ball striking so that was frustrating, and that's why I said. "Everyone worked their hardest and performed
think the majority of the scores were so high, but it gave well given the crazy weather conditions. I know that we
us more of an advantage especially since we were 12 could have shot lower, but honestly, we did great."

Lomax was the top finisher for the Pirates with a
score of 82-85—167and took fourth place in the overall
player standings,
"I know that not every shot I take will be perfect,"
Lomax said. "So I try to go out and focus on one shot
at a time and I do feel as though I could've performed
better but I am happy with how I did."
Freshman Michal Schuster tied for seventh place
with an 83-88—171 score, while her sophomore team
mate Yvonne LaCoursiere shot an eagle on hole six on
the final day. LaCoursiere finished the tournament
with matching round scores of 87 to tie for 10th place
with a total of 174.
"I didn't hit a very good drive and I was on the left •
side of t he fairway in some long grass," LaCo ursiere
said. "I had 136 yards left to the flag so I decided to try
and hit the ball a little bit lower out of the rough so the
wind wouldn't affect it as much, let land it short of the
green and roll on. It did exactly what I wanted it to and
just went in the hole, which was exciting."
Both teams will compete at the Whitman Invitation
al on April 19 in WallaWalla.
Contact Jordanne Perryat
jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Wildcats sweep Pirates in last regular season series
Tyler Jezierski
StaffWriter

Karl Johnson |Photographer

Junior Taylor Gilbert swings for an incoming pitch during the first game of the
second doubleheader against Linfield last Sunday at home at MarksField.

dle. Unfortunately, junior pinch runner
Sacha Clow was unable to score when
Paavola collected her third strikeout of
the inning and ending the game 2-0 in
favor of the Wildcats.
In the third game against Linfield on
Sunday, Hope started off the bottom of
the first inning with a single but resulted
in no runs scored. In the topof the third,
Linfield was able to score three runs af:
ter a"pair of hits and two errors by Whit
worth's defense. Linfield then went on
to score three more.runs in the seventh
inning to seal a 6-0 victory. Sophomore
outfielder Alyssa Hall and Hope marked
the only hits of the game for Whitworth.
"The bats weren't as good even
though the defense was solid. We are
going to focus on keeping our defense
strong and next weekend pull through
with those bats and get a win," Hallsaid.
Linfield's Haylie Watson hit a two-run
home run in the top of the second inning
to start the final game of the weekend.
After Johnson doubled to right center
in the bottom of the inning, sophomore
Brittany Connor pinch ran and scored
the Bucs' first run of the game due to a
throwing error by Linfield after a bunt
from freshman second baseman Shan
non Wessel. Wessel was able to score
after junior Peyton McMahon hit an
RBI double. Then, McMahon scored
when Kelsey Stroshine hit a sacrifice fly,
making the score 3-2. Linfield collected
three more runs in the top of the fourth
Qn four hits, sealing the sweep at 5-3.
"We'll receive another opportunity
to play as a team and we will get better
each time. I look forward to playing to
gether and making the most of our sea
son," Wessel said.
Whitworth will wrap up the regular
season on the road, visiting Pacific Lu
theran for a makeup game on Thursday,
April 10, before taking on Lewis & Clark
April 12-13.

Whitworth's softball team was swept
against Linfield in two doubleheaders last weekend at Marks Field. Whit
worth's record fell to 22-12 overall and
14-8 in conference. The Wildcats im
proved their overall record to 28-6 and
in conference 22-2.
Whitworth quickly fell behind in the
first game against Linfield as junior
pitcher Riley Fritz gave up an RBI dou
ble and two-run homer in the first in
ning, allowing Linfield to take a 3-0 lead
.
In the bottom of the second inning, Fritz
was able to convert after senior first
baseman Julia Johnson started the in
ning with a single up the middle. An RBI
by Fritz made the game closer, 3-1.
In the top of the fifth, the Wildcats
were able to score three more runs, ex
tending their lead, 7-2. A s acrifice fly
from Johnson allowed senior outfield
er Mackenzie Hope to score, bringing
Whitworth closer, 7-3. Despite a solid
pitching performance the last couple of
innings, the Bucs were unable to come
back. The final score of the first game
was 7-3, giving Linfield's Karina Paavola
the win (14-3), and Whitworth's Fritz the
loss (3-1).
"We need to keep believing, knowing
we can do this as a team. We also needot
play with confidence and make sure that
every at-bat is a good at-bat and we'll
succeed," freshman Kelsey Stroshine
said.
The second game on Saturday lacked
offense early, as neither team would be
able to get a hit until Linfield struck at
the top of the sixth. An RBI double from
the Wildcat's Katie Brosig, f ollowed by
an RBI double from Erin Kinney allowed
Linfield to take the go-ahead lead, 2-0.
Whitworth had a slim sight of h ope at
the end of the game when senior pitch
er Taylor Gilbert singled up the mid Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil 4@my.whitworth.edu
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SPOTTED FROM
THE CROif S
NESI

Gerhard Muelheims

SPORTS 1 5
SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
MEN'S TENNIS

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Wednesday, April 9,4 p.m.
Whitman (Home)

Saturday, April 12,2 p.m.
Whitman (Away)

SOFTBALL

BASEBALL

Thursday, April 10,4 p.m.
Pacific Lutheran (Away)

WOMEN'S GOLF
Saturday, April 19,1:30 p.m.
Whitman Invitational (Away)

Saturday, April 12, Noon
Pacific (Ore.) (Home)

MEN'S GOLF
Saturday, April 19,1:30 p.m.
Whitman Invitational (Away)

Jordanne Perry
Staff Writer

From baseball to soccer to golf, senior Gerhard Muel
heims may have competition running through his veins,
but there is more to the Whitworth baseball player than
what most see on the field.
At the age of 5, Muelheims was introduced to the
world of athletics and began his baseball career.
"Growing up I played a lot of sports," Muelheims said.
"I grew up in a competitive family with two younger
brothers and I started baseball because it was the sport
of the season and I've been playing ever since."
Muelheims is known by his teammates as a successful
person with many talents, senior Jason Renner said, but
he has overcome tremendous adversity to become the
accomplished athlete that he is today.
Early in the morning of January 2006, 13-year-old
Muelheims was on his way to basketball practice in Spo
kane with his dad, when their 1987 Mustang convertible
lost traction and slid over a 20-foot embankment on Mill
Road and landed upside down, said Karl M uelheims,
Gerhard's younger brother and a sophomore soccer
player at Whitworth.
"Gerhard didn't really play sports for maybe a year
and a half to two years after that," Karl said. "He injured
loseph Parker |Photographer
some tracking part in his eye, so when he tried playing
sports he would have extreme anxiety while playing, and Senior Gerhard Muelheims endured a car crash at 13
years old that significantly affected his sports life.
it no longer became enjoyable for him."
The devastating injury took its toll on the competitive
pitcher," Muelheims said. "I like being the utility guy
athlete both physically and mentally.
"I remember one time he came home from school where you just show up and don't really know what posi
and he broke down because he couldn't focus the same tion you are going to play. It's something new every time
and it makes the game that much more exciting for me."
like what he was used to," Karl said. "Coming back from
Although he is dedicated to sports, Muelheims does
something like that with all the setbacks he had made
not put all ofhis effort andhard work into baseball alone.
him work even harder at everything, and that work ethic
"He is a much betterperson, leader, athlete and Chris
has definitely stuck with him."
tian than lots of ot her people I know and myself," Karl
After fighting through obstacles, Muelheims was able
said. "He is not the most athletic or
to pick up baseball as if he had never
the smartest, but he is the one guy
"I remember one time he that works the hardest and puts his
left, Karl said.
"There are a lot of times you are not
heart into everything he does, and I
came home from school
going to be successful in life," Ger
look up to him for that."
hard said. "But if you are approach
On the field Muelheims is very
and he broke down
ing things the right wayand putting in
serious and competitive, but out
hard work, then more often than not
because he couldn't focus side of competitive sports Muelhe
you are going to be successful."
ims is an entertaining person, se
the same like what he was nior Justin Liu said.
At Whitworth, Muelheims has
had a successful baseball career. He
"He likes to make weird noises
used to."
batted .311 his freshman year and
and talk in funny voices a lot. I have
started all 48 games of the season his
no idea how to imitate them but he
—KARL MUELHEIMS
Sophomore year. As a junior, he led
is just a goofy guy who is good at
sophomore
the Pirates in runs scored in addi
creating a really light atmosphere,"
tion to batting .414 and received the
Liu said. "He also has an array of
Whitworth Pirate Baseball Scholastic
cologne so you can tell where he's
Excellence Award.
been...He's just a funny, good-smelling guy."
One of his favorite memories of his collegiate career
In the future, Muelheims plans to graduate with an
was going to the Division III College World Series in accounting degree and obtain a certified public accoun
2012 as a sophomore, Muelheims said.
tant license, Muelheims said. Asfor baseball, this will be
"We've established that everyone looks up to him as his last year playing competitively.
our leader on the field," Renner said. He s been one o
"Maybe in the future I'll be playing in some old man
our top three players the past three years and he sets the softball league," Muelheims said. "I don't really know
bar high for everybody."
how I'll handle that last game of the season, but I play a
Muelheims has had to adjust to playing different po lot of sports so I know I'll always be involved in athletic
s."
sitions over his college years — starting out as asecon
baseman, to shortstop, to now playing in the outfield s
Contact Jordanne Perry at
senior year.
,
"In my career I've played every position except lor jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

TRACK AND FIELD
Saturday, April 12, TBA
World War #7 (Away)

SPORTS111 BRIEF
Men's tennis falls to two
conference teams on the road
The Whitworth men's tennis team
brought its losing streak to three in a row
after a 7-2 loss to Lewis & Clark and an
8-1 loss to George Fox last weekend.
The Pirates won two out of three
doubles matches against the Pioneers.
Wins from the No. 1 doubles team
of sophomore Drew Brigham and
freshman Shane Sandlin, along with
a win from the No. 2 doubles team of
sophomore Blake Miller and junior Matt
Goebel started the day off in the Bucs'
favor. However, the Pioneers went on to
sweep the singles matches and win the
matchup, 7-2.
The next day, Whitworth endured a
tough round of competition from George
Fox. The only score for the Bucs against
the Bruins came from Miller at No. 4
singles.
Whitworth hosts Whitman this
afternoon in the Scotford Tennis Center.
Jessica Razanadrakoto | Staf
f Writer

Women's tennis continues hot
streak against NWC teams
After winning two pivotal matches in
dominating fashion last weekend, the
Pirates are prepared for a battle for the
conference lead with Whitman. The Bucs
are ranked first in the conference with
nine NWC wins, but Whitman is close
behind with eight NWC wins despite an
8-8 overall record.
The Whitman Missionaries are the
defending NWC champions and finished
last season with a perfect 12-0 record.
They also boasted three first-team AllNWC selections.
The Pirates are still looking for an NWC
championship after losing in the NWC
tournament final in 2011.
Connor Soudani | ports
S Editor

WHITPICS

tys.

Whitworth
Unplugged
ABOVE: Seniors Rebecca Markley and Lauren Roberts perform a duet during
Unplugged on Friday, April 4.
Kari Johnson [ Pho tographer

TOP RIGHT: Senior Erica Ramos-Thompson recites poetry at the final
Unplugged of the academic year.
Andrew Rollins |Photographer

RIGHT: Sophomores Kendra Apland and Helene Welch play selections from
the Lord of the Rings soundtrack.
Kari Johnson |Photographer

BELOW: Students gather on Friday in the Dining Hall of theHixson Union
Building to watch the performances.
Kari Johnson |Photographer
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44th Annual Lu'au
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Roughly 500 people attended the Hawaiian Club's
annual Lu'au April 12. The event featured food, dance
and song from various Polynesian cultures,
p y
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Trustee donates $1.5
for endowed professo
New court in the Fie)
to be completed by J

HIOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 14
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff. PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

14 BASEBALL

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com

•WW* Pirates take two of three games
from NWC foe Pacific.

QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.

m

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.-edu. Limit to200
words.
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07 LU'AU

Jim McPherson

FEATURED
03 COMPOST TEA

Ihe Strategic Initiative Fund provides a
grant to implement composting tea instead
of chemical fertilizers.

YOUR
VOICE

07 POLYNESIAN PRIDE

Hawaiian Club hosted a community
celebration of Polynesian culture presented
through dance, food and music.

08 ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Students discuss starting their own business
while managing academics. They reveal the
challenges and successes of business.

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
ATAF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

10 GAMING CONVENTION
Gaming Club will host its annual convention
WhitCon, which will feature a variety of
gaming competitions and geek culture.

11

RA COMPENSATION

Are Resident Assistants unfairly placed above other on-campus positions in terms
of compensation?

12 TELEVISION MESSAGING

Media literacy needed to analyze the
messages behind televised media and the
influence it has over the modern world.

13 COURT REMODELING

The basketball and volleyball court
is undergoing reconstruction in the
Fieldhouse. The completion is set for June 5.

15 WOMEN'S TENNIS

Whitworth falls to the only other undefeated
NWC team in Whitman in a showdown for
first place in the conference.
Cover photographer: Simon Puzankov
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Sustainable compost tea replaces chemical fertilizer

Aaron Somerville, Mike Hagen and August Weil built a compost tea machine, based off designs for a similar devi
ce in use at Harvard University.
of expensive chemical fertilizers and
pesticides, which need to be used be
Staff Writer
fore the transition can be completed.
"Hopefully when it's all gone, we
The facilities department received don't have to buy more," Weilsaid.
To make a batch of compost tea,
a $10,000 grant from the Strategic Ini
tiative Fund (SIF) t o start a compost Weil mixes humic acid and fish fertiliz
tea program last January. It will be a er with 250 gallons of water in the tank.
cheaper and less harmful way of fertil The "tea bag" is filled with 50 percent
izing campus plant life, Groundskeep- biodynamic compost and 50 percent
vermicompost, along with molasses
er August Weilsaid.
"The idea of that program is to tran and kelp meal. They will experiment
sition the campus from synthetic fer with the ratios of th ese ingredients to
tilizer and chemical-based herbicides develop the best fertilizer, Weil said.
The machine brews and aerates
to using the compost tea to be a robust
the compost in the water mixture for
fertilizer for the soil," Weil said.
Weil sprayed all the grass inside the 24 hours. It is then pumped into the
Loop, from the Hixson Union Building tank on the utility vehicle, ready to be
to McMillan Hall, with the compost tea sprayed.
"One day hopefully
for the first time on April
"It's a cheaper, more we'll make the com
9. The sprayer is attached
post on our own," Weil
to one of the facilities de
long-term method
said.
partment's Gator utility
brewing system
vehicle.
than nitrogen-based is The
based on designs
The compost tea ma
chine makes decom fertilizers, and better found online that
Harvard University
posed material, such as
fungi and bacteria, into for the environment. uses in its system, to
which facilities made
a tea that can be used as
It's a no-brainer."
a few adjustments,
a cleaner, more environ
Sommerville
said.
mentally-friendly fertil
—FRED JOHNSTON
They needed to order
izer, Weil sai d. It creates
the pump for the ma
project and resource
a kind of food web in the
chine, but most of the
soil, and makes it much
conservation manager
other parts could be
healthier.
found at a home im
"Compost tea is not
a fertilizer in the simplest sense," said provement store. The pump cost about
Aaron Sommerville, general trades $5,000, while the sprayer cost roughly
maintenance and repair. "We're grow $3,000, Weil said.
The remainder of t he grant is allo
ing soil rather than growing grass.
cated for plans for education on this
We're creating a healthy ecosystem."
Weil said that over the course of 10 subject. Facilities invited Dr. Elaine
years, he sees the compost program
being complete. Facilities still has a lot
continued on p. 5

Katie Shaw
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Trustee donates $1.5 Million for end@w@@1 professorship
Lucas Thayer
News Editor

Simon Puzankov | Ph
otographer

Carol Myers, '65, reading a page from her grandmother Amy M. Ryan's journal.
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$10,000
Amount of money provided
by the strategic initiative
fund to start a compost tea
«
program.
P. 3

In a surprise announcement last
Thursday, President Beck Taylor de
clared the establishment of a new $1.5
million endowed professorship for the
College of Arts and Sciences at a staged
event in Robinson Science Hall. The
professorship is a gift from alumnus
Dave Myers, '64, and his wife, Carol
Myers, '65. The chair will be named af
ter Carol Myer's grandmother, Amy M.
Ryan, who was one of the first students
to attend Whitworth. Dave Myers also
serves on the board of trustees.
The professorship will be award
ed "to an outstanding faculty mem
ber who embodies Amy Ryan's love
of learning, her skill in writing and
her innovative spirit; who values the
mainline church and the aspirations of
women; and who exhibits dedication
to students and compassion for all,"
according to a press release.
Thanks to the Myers' gift, Whitworth
now has six endowed professorships
on campus. A total of 10 endowed
professorships is one of the goals laid
forth in Whitworth's 2021 plan.
The ceremony was announced the
previous day in a campus-wide email,
although no details were provided as
to what would be announced at the
ceremony.
Taylor made the announcement
from a small stage constructed under
neath the stairs of Robinson.
"This professorship is an endear
ing manifestation of Da ve and Carol's
great enthusiasm and love for Whit
worth, and it captures so well their
passion to equip the institution's mis
sion in preparing students to honor
God, follow Christ and serve human
ity," Taylor said.
Provost Carol Simon took the stage
after the announcement, thanking
the Myers for their contribution, and
explaining the importance of t he en
dowment to the lives of students and
faculty on campus.
"The holder of this endowed pro
fessorship will carry the name of Amy
Ryan and the values that she embod
ied and lived out and passed on to
generations," Simon said.
Taylor and the Myers then unveiled
a mock-up of the plaque that will hang
in McEachran Hall in Ryan's honor.
Carol Myers took the stage after the
announcement, and set about telling
the audience about her grandmother's
life.
Amy M. Ryan (nee Johns) was born
in 1878, in Farmington, Iowa. In 1890,
the family relocated to Sumner, Wash.

$12

Cost for a semester's tuition at
Whitworth College in 1895.
p. 4

When Ryan graduated high school, she
wanted to attend the newly established
Whitworth College, but worried that
she would be unable to do so because
her family was unable to pay for the tu
ition, about $12 for a semester of edu
cation.
A compromise was reached with
the institution; she would be able to
pay for her education in deliveries of
hay, milk and eggs produced on her
family's farm. During her time at Whit
worth, she served as the editor for the
Whitworth College Critic, the campus
newspaper.
For one semester in 1895, Ryan was
unable to pay tuition, and feared she
might not be able to attend Whitworth
anymore, Carol Myers said. Whit
worth's president at that time, Rev. Cal
vin Stewart, walked two miles to Ryan's
farm to tell her that her presence at
Whitworth was worth more than the
cost of tuition.
Ryan received her teacher's certi
fication in 1897, ending her college
career. One of her greatest regrets was
that she was not able to complete her
education at Whitworth, Carol Myers
said.
Ryan went on to become a poet, a
writer, a historian and a Sunday school
superintendent for 25years in Spokane
and Sumner.
She also served on the Presbyterian
Church's Board of National Missions
and Board of Foreign Missions.
Dave Myers said he was thankful
that he and his wife found a way to
contribute to the Whitworth commu
nity. Whitworth enabled both of them
to go places that they could have "nev
er imagined" otherwise, Dave Myers
said.
"The endowment supports a univer
sity that because of its reformed and
ever-reforming heritage, is committed,
as we are, to the open, courageous,
free-spirited pursuit of truth," Dave
Myers said.
Dave Myers then addressed Taylor
directly.
"And one other thing. I got to think
ing about that $12 that has never been
paid. And then I got to thinking about
the magic of compound interest," Dave
Myers said.
At 10 percent interest, compounded
quarterly for 119 years comes out to
about $1.5 million, Dave Myers said.
After 119 years, Taylor officially set
tled debt, with interest.

Contact Lucas Thayer at
lthayer!2@my. whitworth.edu
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Annual ASWU fee for students at
Whitworth University,
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Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist

A Closer Look:

Student ASWU fees
Shelby Harding
Staff Writer
The month of April at Whitworth is
one that is full of preparations for the
next school year — bu dget meetings,
scholarship applications, housing lot
tery and ASWU ele ctions; the list can
become lengthy. And of course, all
those topics are directly involved with
money, particularly ASWU and its
mandatory $226 annual student fee.
Whitworth ASWU h ad a budget of
$454,260 for the 2012-13 school year,
funded by the mandatory student fees,
said Matt Valdez, financial vice pres-

ident of ASWU. The budget provides
funding for a variety ofprograms, clubs
and salaries across campus. Nearly 45
percent of the budget pays for the sala
ries of officers, media and administra
tive positions.
"All ASWU elected officials are paid,"
ASWU President Ian Robins said. "Alot
of people get paid and a large portion
of our budget goes to salaries; it's true
for all organizations."
Twenty-seven coordinators and ex
ecutives are paid and fees also cover
partial funding for salaries of full-time
administrative workers.

Ingham, a nationally known soil micro
biologist-and an expert on soil health,
to Whitworth in the fall to speak about
microbiology and compost tea and to
host an educational workshop, said Fred
Johnston, project manager and resource
conservation manager.
"It's a cheaper, more long-term
method than nitrogen-based fertilizers,
and better for the environment. It's a
no-brainer," Johnston said.
Whitworth currendy pays $12,000
per year on nitrogen-based fertilizers,
Johnston said. At this point, supplies for
compost tea cost an estimated $1,200 to
$1,500 per year, Sommerville said.
"I think the large blocker from our
side is that there are a group of students
that are really jazzed about things like
this but there is always this block of
people that have maybe never heard of
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something like composting, or aren't re
ally well-educated," junior and sustainability coordinator Ashton Lupton said.
Whitworth's Kipos garden club uses
some of th e compost materials Sodexo
makes. Kipos opened their four-bin
composting site by the garden for a ny
one to dump leftover scraps or leaves,
senior and Kipos garden club president
Chris Grochowski said.
Grochowski said that the ideal situ
ation would be to put compost bins in
dorms, which would go to worm com
posting in facilities, which in turn would
be used for compost tea.
"Pretty much anyone can compost
without much thought," Grochowski
said. "If you just pile things together, it's
going to break down. The trick is you
want it to be really high-functioning,
working toward a ratio between [nitro
gen and carbon materials] can be really
helpful."
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my.whitworth.edu

"/ can see myself ministering
to battered and abused women ? f

SEMINARY
See yourself JH in seminary.

continued on p. 6

Seminary isn't just for pastors—it prepares you for
more career choices than you might imagine.
Wherever you see yourself, a theological education
from Denver Seminary will uniquely prepare you to
live out that calling no matter where Godleads you.
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$5

Cost of a two-day pass to
WhitCon 2014.
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$10,000

Approximate amount of compensation given to a Resident Assistant at
Whitworth, according to the Whitworth website.
p. 11

99

Number of seats held by women in
the 113th Congress out of the 535 total seats, according to the Center for
American Women and Politics.
p. 12

4

Number of games Whitworth baseball has won in its last five contests,
p. 14
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ASWU:

the only source of funding for the budget. A portion of
a coordinator's salary is subsidized by Student Life, but
there are no other sources of funding, Robins said. In
dividual clubs and events have the opportunity to in
_ continued from p. 5
crease their funding through fundraising.
The budget for ASWU is decided every year with a
The remaining 55 percent of the budget after salaries
are paid goes directly to the funding of clubs, programs specified budget committee that spends two days look
and events at Whitworth. No club is given a guaranteed ing at incoming student estimates for the next school
amount of money, but each club has the ability to peti year to create a conservative average.
"We do that on purpose in case we get less students
tion for and requisition funding.
"There is no limit as to how much money a club can than we planned," Robins said.
If there are more incoming students than anticipat
receive," Valdez said. "New clubs have a limit on how
much they canreceive, which is around $300. It's asafe ed, excess unallocated money goes direcdy to afund for
ty so you don't spend too much on a new group before clubs to requisition.
While the budget committee consists of students and
they get their wheels going."
faculty, Whitworth administration
Each club has the opportunity to
decides whether ASWU student
meet with a committee and request
"Our funding goes directly fees
increase. The fee for the 2014funding. The committee then looks
at a variety of criteria to influence to campus and a lot of things 15 school year will not be raised.
"When it goes up, it'll be like ev
their decision to approve or reject
that help our campus and
erything else; inflation, minimum
funding, such as attendance of
wage increases," Valdez said. "I
council meetings, how big the club
community. Pretty much
know they're not increasing this
is and what the impact on campus
is, Valdez said.
every student has their hand year."
Junior Mary Lovett said she
"We always ask, are we getting
in it somehow."
wants the information on spending
our bang for our buck?" Valdezsaid.
to be more clear.
Money in club accounts rolls
—IAN ROBINS
"I think the fee seems reason
over every year, but leftover money
able," Lovett said. "I wish it was
that was allocated for coordinators
ASWU president
more clearly spelled out how they
goes back into Whitworth capital
used the funds. I k now some of it
accounts for the following year.
The ASWU budget also funds several campus and goes towards officer's pay and gives us membership,
community programs run by students. Green Dot, but other than that, I'm not sure what it does."
Senior Zack Morgenthaler said he feels that a lot of
Community Building Day, B.E.L.I.E.E and the Chapel
the money may not be taken advantage of.
are all paid for by ASWU funding.
"I feel likeI've gotten use out of the fee like with dor
m
"Our funding goes direcdy to campus and a lot of
things that help our campus and community," Robins events and clubs," Morgenthaler said. "There's a lot of
said. "Pretty much every student has their hand in it things that I don't utilize, but everyone is like that."
A lot of the funding goes to programs behind the
somehow."
The ASWU budget can only be used for student pro scenes, but ASWU i s all about transparency for stu
grams such as events or clubs and can't be reallocated dents, Robins said. All budget information, as well
as other information, can be found on the Whitworth
to university-related funds.
"A c ommon misconception with students is that ASWU website.
"ASWU bring s a lot Of goo d things to campus and
they see ASWU funds and university funds as the same
thing — why spend money on this when they're shut students get to see that it goes directly to them," Robins
ting down the Costa Rica Center or something like that," said.
Robins said. "Tuition dollars are separate from ASWU
Contact Shelby Harding at
fees."
The mandatory student fee for ASWU is essentially sharding!5@my. whitworth.edu
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NEWSIHBRIEF
WSU considers medical school
A projected long term shortage of doctors
in Washington state has led to Washington
State University considering opening its
own medical school. The university will be
holding a study this summer to see whether
a medical school, which would be based in
Spokane, would be successful. Currently,
the University of Washington is the only
Washington state school that has a medical
school.

Federal court rules against
SeaWorld in workplace safety case
A federal appeals court in Washington,
D.C., found that SeaWorld Amusement
Park in Orlando, Fla. violated a workplace
safety law in a 2-1 decision last Friday.
SeaWorld animal trainer Dawn Brancheau
was killed by an orca whale at the park in
2010. The court stated that SeaWorld should
have anticipated danger for the employee
working with the animal. The ruling has
forced SeaWorld to apply new safety
rules and measures, including not having
its trainers in the water during shows.
SeaWorld has faced intense scrutiny since
the release of the documentary "Blackfish,"
which documents the lives of orca whales in
captivity at the amusement park.
Sources| KHQ Local News and The Associated Press

ASWU UPDATE

• Generation Alive announced plans to or
der the food for Million Meals on Monday,
April 14. Senior and Financial Vice Presi
dent Matt Valdez said that Generation Alive
executive director Darrin Duty is confident
that Whitworth will raise $50,000 more for
Million Meals and accounted for that when
ordering the supplies.
• For the past few weeks, ASWU has dis
cussed an anonymous letter concerning the
fact that sexual orientation is not part of the
protective clause when hiring faculty and
staff. A task force comprised of ASWU mem
bers recommended that since it is so late in
the year, ASWU should not take any action
on the subject.
• Alex Johnson requisitioned roughly
$4,735 for cases to protect the mixers, and
a new portable mixer. He said that tech is
often stretched thin when providing sound
for events on weekends, and the new tech
equipment would reduce set-up time.

• HOLA club president Ingrid Sub Cue re
ported about the events the club has hosted
this year. She said she planned on team
ing up with the Step 7 team to look at the
privilege of citizenship, as well as hosting a
workshop for Latino high school students in
Spokane to help them understand how to
fill out a FAFSA.

ARTS & CULTURE

Annual lu'au celebrates Polynesian culture
rated the stage, giving the auditorium a
Hawaiian feel.
StaffWriter
As the house lights dimmed, the
A subtle strum of a ukulele, the savory crowd became quiet, and Manuel's
sweet smell of teriyaki and the taste of voice came through the speaker system.
juicy pineapple awaited students and She welcomed the audience to the lu'au
community members in the Hixson and began telling the story of Polynesian
roots. The stage lights glowing red and
Union Building on April 12.
Those and other aspects of Polynesian fog coming from back stage and seeping
culture were brought to life d uring the into the audience gave a sense of my s
44th annual lu'au organized by the Whit- tery and wonder.
The calmness was
worth Hawaiian Club.
disrupted by the yell
"It's a collaboration
"It's a collaboration
ing of men from the
of the different cultures
back of the auditorium.
(Hawaii, Samoa, Ton
of the different
"I liked the first part
ga and Tahiti) and it's
where the guys started
cultures (Hawaii,
a way for us to perpet
screaming from be
uate in the mainland
Samoa, Tonga and
hind us," sophomore
and Whitworth," said
Katie McKinney said.
senior Amber Manuel,
Tahiti) and it's a way
Male
dancers
the Hawaiian Club's
hooped, and hollered
for us to perpetuate
vice president.
as they walked toward
The lu'au began at
in the mainland and the stage to perform
5:30 p.m. with dinner
the Haka dance, a
served in the HUB.Stu
Whitworth."
Maori war dance. The
dents and community
men chanted, stomped
members were greet
— AMBER MANUEL
and slapped their bare
ed by club members
chests. The crowd was
Hawaiian club vice
wearing leis, playing
silent and tense.
with hula hoops or
president
The two following
playing ukuleles.
dances were influ
"We prepare all the
food in mostly traditional style," said enced from Samoan and Tongan culture.
sophomore Mary Walker, th e president Freshman Nia Fealofani choreographed
of the Hawaiian Club. "This year,Sodexo those dances.
This is the first year authentic Western
is letting us use their dining room facil
Samoan and Tongan dances have been
ities."
In the past, the lu'au was hosted in incorporated into the lu'au event, Feal
the Fieldhouse but, due to construction, ofani said.
"My section of the lu'au is raw materi
other arrangements had to be made this
year. As a result, the HUB was crowded al from the country," Fealofani said. "The
other dances are more modern."
and finding seating was difficult.
One dance represented the Tongan
However, Hawaiian music played
while attendees stood in line, waiting culture while four different styles of Sa
for their chance to try kalua pig, shoyu moan dances were performed.
The segment started with a dance of
chicken or teriyaki beef.Side dishes such
as macaroni salad, white rice, yakisoba, celebration and ended with a slapping
lomi salmon and fresh pineapple were dance that illustrated the movement of
available for self-serve. Pineapple up Polynesian people up through the is
side-down cake and rice pudding were lands toward Hawaii.
"I've put together a little something
served for dessert.
"I wish they served food like this all to show how we've traveled," Fealofani
the time," sophomore Lindsay Ross said. said. "Because that's how the program
The real show began in Cowles Audi is set up, to show how the cultures have
torium at 7:30 p.m. Palm tree leaves bor traveled."
Chanting, a capella and some humor
dered the seating area and flowers deco

Bekah Bresee

AFFORDABLE OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING

Meyer Properties

www.whitworthhousing.com
ONLY ONE UNIT LEFT!

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Junior Brad Beeksma performs at the annual lu'au in Cowles Auditorium.
ous improv caused a positive audience
response. People cheered at impressive
dance movements and shouted encour
agements when the performers got tired.
The Tahitian dance also got a large
crowd response. Female dancers in
colorful wraps and grass skirts repre
sented the seductiveness of Tahiti as
they moved to the rhythm of fast-paced
drums. When the performers finished
their dance, audience members were
brought to the stage to show off their se
ductive dance moves.
"It's nerve racking, but it's also really
fun," said junior Alma Aguilar, one of the
lu'au performers.
Faculty participants also had a.chance
to perform a traditional lu'au dance be
fore the intermission.

The second half of the lu'au perfor
mances were derived from Hawaiian
culture and represented modern tradi
tion. A theme of peace, beauty and love
outlined the dances for this section. The
female dances were graceful and less
dramatic than the Samoan slap-dances.
Roughly 500 students, community
members and faculty attended the lu'au.
At the end of the performance, perform
ers received congratulations from fami
ly, friends and peers. Many of the people
leaving the performance did so with big
smiles on their faces.

Contact Bekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu

THE: WHITWORTH WIND SYMPHONY
RICHARD STRAUCH. CONDUCTOR

with guest artist Douglas Yeo, former bass trombonist of the Boston Symphony
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Students balance class and entrepreneurship
hold different colors of water. A portion of the proceeds
go toward WaterAid, a nonprofit organization that
Staff Writer
works to provide clean water to different parts of th e
world, Schmidt said.
Several students at Whitworth own their own busi
The goal of Vial Styles, besides becoming a success
nesses as well as attend school. Some have their busi ful company, is to give back, Schmidt said.
"We really wanted to make our customers feel like
nesses as side projects, while others plan to advance
their businesses into full careers after college. Fresh they could make a difference with their purchase,
man Cooper Strout, freshman Dylan Schmidt and se Schmidt said.
The hardest part of owning Vial Styles while going to
nior Olivia Strohm manage their own businesses.
school for Schmidt has been prioritizing, he said.
Cooper Strout
"Throughout my life, I'v e always been a very hard
Strout started a tank top business in honor of his fa worker," Schmidt said. "If there are nights that I'm get
ther. The tank tops currently come in two designs, and ting great ideas for necklaces, I don't care about sleep
ing, because it's something that's worth it to me. Some
have the logo "Pursuit" on them.
Strout's father started showing signs of dementia nights I purposefully try not to sleep, because I know
that I'm working harder than everyone else that's get
when Strout was 10 years old.
Strout's father used to be a millionaire, however ting eight hours."
The idea of s tarting a business is
when the disease affected his deci
that it all comes down to what you
sion-making skills, he lost everything
"I came to a point
want in life, Schmidt said.
because of decisions he would not
"One of the things that I want in
normally have made, Strout said.
where I realized I
life is to be very wealthy. The reason I
While his father's dreams were
want to be very wealthy is so that I can
was going to [start
stopped abruptly, it is "the story of his
afford to not worry about the things
pursuit" that inspires Strout, he said.
a business] because
that don't matter in life. I don't want
Strout said he started his entrepre
five paycheck to paycheck for the
neurship because he wanted to grow
it's going to make my to
rest of my life," Schmidt said.
up and "become a man," since his fa
ther had become incapacitated.
family proud."
Olivia Strohm
At first, he was nervous about start
— COOPER STROUT
ing his own company selling tank
Strohm started her own photogra
tops, because he had always had a
phy
business, Olivia Strohm Photog
freshman, business owner
fear of failure, Strout said.
raphy, after several people asked her
"I set a goal, and for some reason I
to take photos for them.
thought so many times, 'I can't do it. No one is going to
"I started my business because I wanted to take pho
buy it,"' Strout said. "I came to a point where I realized I tos for a living,"Strohm said.
was going to do this because it's going to make my fam
She enjoys capturing the candid moments up close,
ily proud. I just did it, and people got along with the Strohm said.
Joseph Parker | hotographer
P
story that I put behind it, and I've actually been turning
"I'd describe my style as very natural. I tell the peo
a profit."
ple I'm taking pictures of to just look around and laugh, Freshman business owner Cooper Strout shows off
Strout's biggest challenge of being a student and an and that's how I get people to loosen up.T pose them, one of the two designs from his line of tank tops.
entrepreneur is that he is always thinking about his but they don't look posed. I feel like I'm good at that,"
"I'm very into trendy designs like botanical and geo
business, he said.
Strohm said.
metric,"
Strohm said. "I'm moving to Portland, so I'm
"It's weird to say, but everything I do represents the
Strohm's biggest challenge owning a business and
company," Strout said. "If I'm going to make a sale, I going to school has been living in the Spokane area, trying to make myself trendy, even though I'm not very
hipster or trendy, and I don't identify with that culture,
have to stop what I'm doing and respond to emails she said.
right then. You have to be really spontaneous."
"Spokane isn't my favorite place to take photos so I but I love the design work that comes out of that move
don't market here," Strohm said. "So I'm in a lull when ment."
Dylan Schmidt
I'm at school, and that's really hard, to not be working
Schmidt started the necklace company, Vial Styles, on my business."
She wants to brand herself to the needs and desires Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
with his friend, freshman Maverick Johnston.
mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
Vial Styles sells necklaces made from glass tubes that of her customers, Strohm said.

Mikayla Nicholson

EVENTS
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ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN
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COMMUNITY: CONNECT WITH ELECT

LECTURE: HOPE

7:45-9:30 a.m. I $20
Greater Spokane Incorporated
801 W. Riverside Ave.
Have fun while staying active and
participate in a one-hour zumba class.
No reservations necessary.

7 p.m.
ASWU Chambers in the HUB
Psychology professor. Dr. Patr icia
Bruininks, will deliver a l ecture as
a part of GSA Week. Stick around
afterward for a discussion Q-Er-A.

2-9 p.m. I $8 student
Spokane Convention Center
334 W. Spokane Falls Blvd.
The Spokannibals roller derby team
competes in a 24-team tournament.
Watch 30-minute preliminary bouts.

OFF-BEAT: CANNABIZ FORUM

MUSIC: PIRATE IDOL & DUB CLUB

7 p.m.
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
The forum examines the effects of
the sale of marijuana on businesses.
Speakers will include Matt Cohen,
Randall Simmons and Hilary Bricken.

COMMUNITY: SPRING CRAFT FAIR

7:30-9 p.m.
HUB Dining Hall and Lied Square
Pirate Idol features past Unplugged
winners as they compete for the
student body's favor. Attend the
Whitworth.fm hosted dance party
directly afterward.

4-6 p.m.
Sinto Activity Center
1124 W. Sinto Ave.
This craft fair will celebrate spring
with locally-made wares including
crafts, food and plants.

CO

OFF-BEAT: SPOKARNAGE

CD

COMMUNITY: Wl

10 a.m. I $3
Weyerhaeuserf
The community
celebrate geek
comicon-like cc

COMMUNITY: W(
PAPER, SCISSOR

5:30 p.m. I $5
Washington Sta
2000 N.E. Stadi
WSU students v
the Guinness W
"rock, paper, sci
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RESTAURANT REVIEW: WINGSTOP
Alanna Carlson

and we're pretty proud of that."
The old-school approach has put Wingstop in a
category all its own, as a fast food restaurant where
quality actually matters. And it is evident in the taste
Walking into Wingstop is similar to walking into of the food.
a mash-up between a sports bar and the typical fast
The french fries are hot and have a great fresh taste.
food joint. Management at the new eatery has used The ranch is high quality, and the chicken tastes
a play on the word "wing" to decorate the small in much better than an average fast food sandwich.
terior.
The old-school approach also shows through their
The walls feature images of vintage aircraft as well prices. As a casual eatery, $8 is a little muchot charge
as sepia photographs of pilots. Metallic light fixtures for six boneless wings. Many people will probably
hang from the ceiling and metal roofing sheets are find it worth the extra few dollars, though.
used as wainscoting around the entire space.
"We're a lot more expensive than McDonald's,
The tabletops feature old advertisements in a col Jack in the Box and Burger King, but more and more
lage format and sports games play on four flat-screen people are seeing the correlation between dollar and
value," Salina said.
televisions mounted at convenient
places on the walls.
Another feature that sets
"It's all 100 percent
Wingstop apart from other casu
Nineties grunge music booms
al dining venues is the fact that it
throughout the restaurant and the
chicken breast in
serves a variety of alcoholic bev
smells of different hot wings sauces
whatever we do, so
erages. From beer on tap to Mike's
mingle to create a mouthwatering
Hard Lemonade, Wingstop has a
smell.
Wingstop offers both delicious regardless of what you lot of options, with the exclusion of
food and a fun, friendly environ order, it's always going hard alcohol.
"We try to appeal to the col
ment.
lege kids. We also wanna be family
The new franchise location in
to be high-quality
friendly, so that's why we don't sell
Spokane on Newport .Highway
product."
the hard alcohol here. But we really
opened March 1. There are options
do try to emphasize this as a place
for people who don't enjoy tradi
— GREG SALINA
where people like to hang out," Sa
tional wings. Wingstop offers bone
less or bone-in wings in a variety Wingstop General Manager lina said.
Wingstop was founded in 1994,
of flavors an d heats, as well as tra
and is currently one of the fastest
ditional chicken strips and gliders,
growing casual dining chains in the country, with
which are just a basic chicken patty sandwich.
With 10 standard flavors and a limited time spe growth of 10 percent for the past five years, Salina
cial, it can be hard to decide on a flavor. However, said.
Salina and his partner are contracted to open up
the customer service is impeccable, and employees
are more than willing to help customers pick a flavor. at least one other Wingstop in the Spokane area, but
They even offer samples of t he sauces. The sauces said he hopes to open as many as five.
"We really like this segment. We really think Spo
tend to be spicier on the wings themselves than in
kane's got a lot of room to grow with this," Salina said.
the taste testers.
Wingstop proudly touts the fact that all of its food "Food has become more and more important to Spo
kane. I think Wingstop and all the other chains that
is made the old-fashioned way.
"It's all 100 percent chicken breast in whatever we are coming up are a part of that."
do, so regardless of what you order, it's always going
to be high-quality product," general manager Greg
Salina said. "All ou r sides are made fresh daily. We
make our firench fries in the back. We cut them by
hand. All the ranch, Bleu cheese, all that stuff is made
daily. Our rolls are baked here fresh every day. We're Contact Alanna Carlson at
really pretty old school when it comes to what we do acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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RELIGION: EASTER SERVICE
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Cowles Auditorium Mainstage
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Celebrate Easter with Whitworth
Presbyterian as they hold a service in
Cowles Auditorium.
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COMMUNITY: HANAMATSURI FLOWER
FESTIVAL SERVICE
10:30 a.m.
Spokane Buddhist Temple
927 S. Perry St
Commemorate the birth of Siddhartha
Gautama at this flower festival.

Q

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes from
student submissions and does not necessarily
reflect the opinion of The Whitworthian.

Lawn Chair Learning
I saw you teaching class from a lawn chair in
the loop while I was being held hostage inside.
Looks like I'm in the wrong class.

Health Hazard
I didn't see you, but I saw the nasty broken
syringe you left lying on the lawn by Arend.
And the upstanding citizen award for the week
goes to Broken Syringe Litterer.

Prefrosh Frisbee
I saw you enthusiastically playing frisbee shirt
less with the prefrosh. Suns out; guns out!

Stop, Drop and Drink
I saw you take a water bottle right off of
somebody's bike outside the HUB. Sketchy
much?

Rocky VI?
I saw you fake boxing with your friend. You
guys look pretty cool. I suppose Stalone IS
getting a little old.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You" (up
to 50 words) online via the Survey Monkey
link on The Whitworthian's Facebook page.

CAMPUS: GRADUATION FAIR

FILM: AUTISM 101
7 p.m.
Critman Medical Center
700 S. Main
Denise Wetzel will present some
fundamental facts about autism in
young children.

COMMUNITY: SPOKANE POETRY SLAM
8 p.m. I $5
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Five randomly chosen audience
members judge competitive
performance poetry.

A&C 0 9

11 a.m.
HUB Multipurpose Room
ca

GO

All seniors are invited to stop by
the Graduation Fair. The fair will be
a convenient place to find need-toknow information before graduation.

MUSIC: CONCERT BAND SPRING CONCERT
8 p.m.
Cowles Auditorium Mainstage
Attend Whitworth Concert Band's
free Spring concert. Hear student
musicians perform pieces in a
professional concert setting.

+
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Gaming club presents annual WfliitCon event
Convention to feature LARPing, card games and other gaming competitions
Movie rooms and television show rooms will be
placed around campus, featuring a variety of mov
ies and shows, said freshman Brian Bentley, who is a
member of the Gaming Club.
There will a lso be a tabletop room with an assort
Each year, Whitworth's Gaming Club hosts WhitCon,
a small-scale convention inspired by national conven ment of card games and board games and staff to teach
inexperienced gamers.
tions such as Comicon.
The highlights of Whit Con in past years have been
"WhitCon is a convention put on by the students of
the LARPing (Live Action Role Play
Whitworth for everyone in the com
munity to come and joir) us to cele "[WhitCon is] a bunch ing) competitions and the League
of Legends tournament, said senior
brate geek and nerd culture," accord
of nerdy people doing James Giltz, president of the Gaming
ing to the Whitworth website.
Club. These are activities that not only
On April 19 and 20 from 10 a.m. to
nerdy things and
draw competitors but also a substan
10 p.m., WhitCon events will be hap
pening all around campus. A $5 fee hitting each other with tial audience.
"Watching LARPing is actually
covers admission for both days.
pretty entertaining," Wiltsey said.
foam weapons."
"[WhitCon is] a bunch of nerdy
For the competitive spirit, there
people doing nerdy things and hitting
— HANNAH WI LTSEY
are plenty of tournaments and other
each other with foam weapons," Han
competition. Gaming rooms, includ
nah Wiltsey, a senior and Secretary
gaming club secretary
ing League of Legends and a new
Whitworth's Gaming Club said-.
game from Blizzard Entertainment
One might assume that WhitCon is
an event only open to people who are already involved called Heathstone, will be conducting tournaments.
LARPing competitions will be held sporadically
in the gaming culture, but that's not entirely accurate.
Although there will be a lot of aspects that could be throughout the tournament.
"[LARPing] is essentially like improv acting with a
overwhelming to the non-gamer, plenty of activities
will be available for those students who are not hard few different game-type rules," Bentley said.
There will also be local artists, food and a costume
core gamers.

Alanna Carlson
StaffWriter

OUTRAGEOUS
GRILL CHEESE

GOURMET MAC & CHEESE

Pulled Pork/Grilled Onion 4.95
Bacon Mac & Cheese 5.95
Green Chili Pepper Jack 4.95
Bacon/Avacado595
DM Grffl 3.95
Grill Cheese 2.75

Mama's Traditional 4.95
Mac Daddy Bacon Crusted 5.95
Blue Cheese Steak 6.95
Chili Verde 5.95
Jalapeno/Pepper Jack 5.95

Inc. Parmesan Crostini

FREAKY FRIES

Tasty Toppings

Steak/Garlic Mayo 5.95
Chili Cheese Fries 4.95
Bacon Mac & Cheese 5.95
Chili Verde/Cheese 5.95
Pastrami Chili Cheese 5.95
Cheese Fries 2.95
French Fries 1.95

HOLE IN THE WALL
WITH BIG CITY TASTE

SEAFOOD
Made From Scratch Daily
Fsn & Chips
includes fries and slaw

1 piece 4.95
2 piece 6.95
3 piece 8.95
Cevicne Tostada

Crab 4.95
Shrimp 4.95
Shrimp & Chips
mcluaes-fries
and slaw

6 piece 6.50
10 piece 9.50
Shnmp/Cran
Cocktail

12 oz. 5.95
160Z.7.95

WOW BURGERS

Reg Burger 195
Cheese Burger 2.50
Bacon Cheese Burger 3.95
Double Cheese Burger 3.95
Triple Cheese Burger 5.95
French Fries Stuffed
Cheeseburger 3.95

KILLER BURGERS
Green Chili Pepper Jack 3.95
Buffalo Blue Cheese 4.95
Mushroom/Grilled Onion/Swiss 425
Turkey/Avocado/Bacon/Ranch 4.95
Spicy Chorizo/Jalapeno/Guacamole 4.50
Pastrami Cheeseburger 450
Chill Cheese Burger 3.95.
Bacon Mac & Cheese 4.50

PANTHER
BUFFALO WINGS
Mild/Medium/Spicy

6 wings 4.25
10 wings 7.25
15 wings 1125

MACHO NACHO'S

Chili Verde 6.50
Steak 650
Chicken 550
Ground Beef 5.50
Pulled Pok 6.50

LOCO BURRITO'S
(All Meats Marinated)
Guacamole Recommended

PACOTACO'S
Guacamole Recommended

Fish (Deep Fried) 2.75
Came Asada (Steak) 2.95
Came Asada (Steak) 435
Chicken 2.75
Chicken 4.95
Camitas 2.75
Camitas (Shredded Pork) 4.95
Chill Verde (Not Spicy) 2.95
Shrimp Fajitas 455
Shrimp Fajitas 3.50
Chill Verde (Not Spicy) 4.95
House Special 2.75
Chill Verde Wet Burrito
Taquito's (2)
(Verde Sauce Smothered
Inc. Guacamole 5.50
on top) 6.50
Tnmalc Plate
8.50
Make Any» Burrito a Grande
z I
w/Guacamole/Sour Cream 2.00 Extra

BIG CITY DOGS
BBQ Cole Slaw 3.95
Bacon/ChHIl Cheese 3.95
Bacon/Grilled Onion 3.95
Bacon Mac & Cheese 4.50
Jalapeno/Guacamole/
Salsa 4.95

Classic Chicago Style 3.95
Pastrami Chill Cheese 450
Nacho 3.95
Chimichanga
(Deep Fried) 3.95
Hot Dog 2.95

contest, Wiltsey said. The Gaming Club has really tried
to have something for anyone and everyone at Whit
Con.
"WhitCon is one of those things where it just de
pends where your interests lie," Bentley said.
WhitCon is meant to be a community event, Giltz
said. Last year,the event drew about 90 participants.
This year, the Gaming Club is looking to increa
se that
number, advertising at local gaming locations and cooperatingwith the Eastern Washington University and
Spokane Community Colleges gaming clubs to bring in
community participants.
"It's really for anyone who wants to come and would
enjoy a convention," Giltz said.
Although WhitCon can seem daunting from the out
side, the gaming community is quite friendly and invit
ing, Bentley said.
"If yo u're not involved in the culture, for the most
part it's very friendly and inviting. If you come in with
an interest, we will take you in, and we will teach you
everything. We love having new people come into the
community. It's a very friendly and supportive com
munity," Giltz said.

Contact Alanna Carlson at
acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

BREAKFAST BURRIT0S BREAKFAST
SANDWICHES

(Includes eggs, nash browns,
cheesei
Gravy Smothered on Jop of Any
Breakfast Burrito L50 Extra

I Includes eggs,
tiash browns, cneese

Country Fried
Steak 4.50 Chorizo 3.99 Steak & Gravy 4.95
-Bacon 3.75
Bacon 3.75
Sausage 3.75
Ham 4.25
Ham 3.75
Steak 4.95
Country Gravy 4.50
Burger/Ham 4.95
Chill Verde 4.50
Polish Sausage 425
Sausage 3.75
The Macho
(Three Meats/ The Works) 5.75 *

BISCUITS & GRAVY

Biscuits & Gravy 3.95
Add 2 fried eggs on top 100

SCREAMIN SANDWICHES
BLT4.95
Chicken Bacon/
Avocado/Ranch 5.95
BBQ Pulled Pork Slaw 5.95
Fish Sandwich 4.95
Shrimp BIT 5.95
Philly Cheese Steak 6.95
Chicken Cheese Steak 5.95
Reuben 5.95

SLAMMIN SUBS
Turkey/Bacon 4.95
Honey Ham/Bacon 4.95

The Food Truck
Revolution is here!
9304 N. Newport Hwy
Only 3 minutes from
Campus, by the "Y*
next to Burger King
At the big red Barn
parking lot.
Visit us at;
HWw.thcwowirticktuokanc.com

All studs come try to
conquer our 51bs Burrito
in 8 minutes and Win
A $10 Gift Certificate!
Drive Thru, Take out,
and Delivery available.
GO PIRATES!!

Funnel Cate
500

B«UWWAV«HlW»

|ONLY 5 MIN FROM CAMPUS! TAKE OUT (509) 768*1349

OPINIONS
RA responsibilities and compensation
inconsistent with other on-campus jobs

PONDERTHIS

with Madison Garner

MAX
CARTER
Resident Assistant: a title that, at Whitworth, is
much larger than just two words. Each year about,
halfway through the spring semester, freshmen,
sophomores and juniors alike turn in applications
and go through a comprehensive hiring process, all
with the same goal — to become a RA.
RAs are vital to the health and success of any dorm.
However, it seems that at Whitworth, the perception
of the term RA is one of both respect and superiority.
If th e previous paragraph seems like inaccurate,
biased ranting, let's take a look at the numbers.
The President of the Associated Students of Whit
worth University is paid at minimum wage for 80
hours per month, eight months out of the year, with
a maximum salary capped at 40 percent of tu ition,
according to the Whitworth University website. That
means that his or her total minimum salary is rough
ly $6,000 and the total maximum salary is roughly
$14,000. The salary for a RA is either payment for
room and board or the equivalent amount of m on
Simon Puzankov | Graphic Artist
ey paid throughout the school year, according to the
Assistants
are
important
members of the Whitworth
Resident Assistant job description on the universi
ty website. With a double room and the Traditional community who have gone through a rigorous appli
A-plan for meals, a RA's salary comes out to roughly cation process and have contributed greatly to their
dorms. This column is meant to bring attention to the
$10,000. Does it still seem like ar nting?
Let's look at some more salaries for student lead perception of Resident Assistants that seems to exist
at Whitworth.
ership positions.
It seems as if RAs are put on a pedestal above the
Small Group Coordinators and Cultural Diversity
other members on their leader
Advocates make roughly $3,000
ship teams, as well as above the
a year. Health Advocates make
"It seems as if RAs are
average Whitworth student. This
roughly $4,000 a year, according
is made clear by the amount of
to the university website. The
put on a pedestal above
money an RA is paid for his or her
Financial Vice President and Ex
position.
ecutive Vice President are paid
the other members on
Whether you agree with that or
the same as the ASWU Presi
not,
the numbers are undeniable.
their
leadership
teams,
as
dent, making between $6,000
Being a RA is a commendable
and $14,000 a year depending on
well as above the average and prestigious position, and
tuition caps. Lastly, Dorm Sena
those holding it deserve credit.
tors make roughly $2,000 a year.
Whitworth student."
But let's not forget the Dorm Sen
These are the numbers, they
ators, Cultural Diversity Advo
.don't lie.
cates, Small Group Coordinators
With the exception of m onth
and
all
of
the
other
student leaders that help make
ly hall activities, RAs have similar responsibilities to
Health Advocates, Cultural Diversity Advocates and Whitworth student life run smoothly. And most im
Dorm Senators. Responsibilities range from running portantly, let's not forget the other 2,300 students
Prime Time, encouraging a strong dorm community that attend this university.
and addressing issues in a dorm or hall. Why, then,
do "RAs rec eive significantly more money than the
other members of their leadership team? This is the CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communica
tion. Comments can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitquestion that should be addressed.
This column is not meant to knock RAs. Resident worth.edu

*

SEE IT.
CLICK IT.
KNOW IT.

You may think you voted in last week's
ASWU elections based upon candidate
qualifications. However, you were likely per
suaded by factors you are unaware of, which Elab
oration Likelihood Model Theory calls peripheral routes
of persuasion.
People can respond to a persuasive message centrally
(carefully making a decision based upon an argument's
merits) and peripherally (making a decision based on
factors other than the argument's merit).
Individuals process peripherally for reasons such as
laziness and prioritizing time for more important deci
sions. They may also recognize a message contains many
arguments but choose not to think about them one by
one. People may feel unable to think about the message,
but that it is OK to agree with the message for other rea
sons than the message's merit, according to Dr. William
Benoit's article in the Communication Institute for On
line Scholarship.
Peripheral cues are often used in temporary decisions,
such as voting. Peripheral cues were present dining the
ASWU election, even if the candidates were unaware they
employed them, and if vote rs were unaware they used
them in making a decision.
One cue is social proof, the idea that everyone else is
doing it. Social proof was achieved with candidates using
Facebook to add peers to a Vote For Candidate X page or
friends of candidates posting comments expressing their
support of th e candidate. The problem here is a candi
date's qualification for a position may not be accurately
reflected in the number of people posting about them on
Facebook.
Another cue is liking the person presenting the argu
ment. For most students, free food and desserts helped
make candidates more likable. However, a candidate's
baking skills are not a strong correlation to their ability to
be competent at a position.
A third cue is authority, such as a candidate saying to
vote for him or her without giving reasons why. Do this
action not because I provided reasons to, but because I
said so. Students should vote for a candidate for reasons
relating to their ability to serve in the position, not be
cause the candidate said to.
By now, students probably forgot candidate stances or
why they voted for certain candidates. Peripheral cues
likely influenced their vote more than, they realized. In
big decisions such as picking student leaders of Whit
worth, students should go above being informed on can
didates. They should be informed of the subtle attempts
candidates make trying to get their vote.
GARNER is a sophomore majoring in communication.
Comments can be sent tomgarnerl6@my.whitworth.edu

No print edition next week?
No problem.
Check thewhitworthian.com
for the latest news.

+
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EDITORIAL:IN THE LOOP

Media literacy needed
to combat warped
perceptions shown by
television messages

Women underrepresented
in positions of political
power locally, nationally

REMI
OMODARA
COLUMNIST

The television industry amasses billions of dollars
in revenue each year, while simultaneously warping
the public's perception of real ity. Television shows,
while captivating in nature, tend to present exagger
ated ideals, leading to drastic discrepancies between
perceived and real.
Television's portrayal of re ality does a significant
Abby Xyberg | Graphic Artist
disservice to us in terms of e xposure. For example,
a lack of exposure to a certain race can make one
vulnerable to believing television's depiction of it. ture progression, depicting women in gender-stereoIn terms of incarceration, this holds true. African typical roles.
Less than 20 percent of TV's married women
Americans are four times as likely to be depicted
as criminals instead of portrayed as police officers with children work outside of th e home, according
to Modern Mythmaker. Howev
on television. The presentation
er, th at number is more than 50
is inconsistent with the U.S. De 
percent in real life. The negative
"It's important to be
partment of L abor and Statistics,
portrayal promotes stereotypes
according to the Journal of Broad
wise in all areas of media as the standard, perpetuating in
casting and Electronic Media.
equalities and leading to a gener
Another aspect of television
consumption, basic
al lack of progression awareness.
that leads to the discrepancy is the
The issue boils down to digest
television included."
portrayal of violence. Crime oc
ing what television is feeding us.
curs on television 10 times more
It's important to be wise in all ar
than in real life and leads to a fear
eas of media consumption, basic
of vict imization, according to pstelevision included.
mag.com.
While important due to entertainment value, tele
While it is beneficial to be cautious, such fear is a
disadvantage because it limits the activities that one vision pushes us over the edge of extreme and leads
us to draw untrue conclusions about the world.
feels safe conducting.
Television seeks to portray reality, yet it recreates
In addition, relationships are misrepresented.
Television leads us to believe that relationships are it. Immersing oneself in the all-encompassing realm
more turbulent than in actuality, featuring high di of television is often soothing; however, it can be det
vorce rates, excessive cheating and multiple partners. rimental. It's important to take television with a grain
While these are valid issues, television takes them of salt and realize that life is not as extreme as televi
to the extreme, according to psmag.com. Doing so sion would lead us to believe.
leads to excessive distrust and fear of rel ationships,
which hinders our actual relationships and our abili
ty to take risks withothers.
OMODARA is a senior majoring in journalism and
Women are typically misrepresented on television marketing. Comments can be sent to romodaral4@
when it comes to roles. Television often fails to cap- my.whitworth.edu

WHITWORTHIWT
'"I don't really know how to answer that
question. It would just be way different.
I need television to function."
— Brandon Loiler, sophomore

"I wouldn't have made it through high
school without TV. Point blank."
— Tyler Keterson, freshman

*

Last week the Whitworth student body elected the
three male executives of Asso ciated Students of Whit
worth University. In the past two a cademic years, the
ASWU executive board has been composed of two male
leaders and one female leader.
Specifically at Whitworth, the correlation between
student body gender ratio and ASWU executive candi
dates does not correlate proportionately year after year.
Next year, the university's ratio will be approximately
60 percent female to 40 percent male. Only two females
participated in the ASWU elections this year, with only
one advancing past primaries.
This board wishes to raise the question: Why aren't
more women in prominent positions in politics?
Although women make up the majority — only
slightly, in the case of the United States, or by a growing
margin, as in the case of Whitworth — those who hold
office are not representative of the electorate.
Research shows that "women get less encourage
ment to run for office, m en are more likely to get in
volved in College Democrats or Republicans or read
political news, and women are less likely than men to
think they'll be qualified to run for office," according to
an article in PolicyMic.com.
Nationally, women hold only 99 of 535 s eats in the
113th Congress, 20 of the 100 seats in Senate and 79 of
435 seats in the House of Representatives, according to
the Center for American Women and Politics. However,
the ratio of females to males in the United States is 50.8
to 49.2, according to the 2010 U.S. Census.
This board does not condemn the ASWU executives
for their gender, as The Whitworthian election board
endorsed three male candidates, and we anticipate
each will d o an admirable job in leading the student
body next year.
However, this board would encourage the women of
Whitworth University to consider positions of lead er
ship; in their dorms, in ASWU, and in all spheres foreign
and domestic in order to accurately represent — and
serve — your fellow students and citizens.

Editorials in the "Inthe Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of four editors.

How would your life be different
without television?

"Well, I watch TV whenI'm bored a lot of
times, so I'd have tofind other things to do."
— Jessica Banzet, junior

"All right, I would have to say my life would
be drastically different without television
because it is something that I go to when I
want to either relax or think academically.
I use it for various reasons, and it's my
second love."
— Nick Avery, sophomore

+

SPORTS

Graphic courtesy of Joe VanHoomissen

Fresh design, features highlight new larger court
in increased wear and tear on the court, Four floors.
"Basketball coaches went up to their
and a decision to leave the court in place
warehouse, bounced balls, jumped
Sports Editor
was agreed upon.
"Taking apart the court now, you can up and down on the different types of
It has held witness to numerous NWC look at the profile of the wood and it's al floors. They talked about what kind of
Championships, NCAA tournament most down to the joints where the pan floor Montana has, what kind of floor
games and even a D3Hoops.com NCAA els of wo od join together," VanHoomis Gonzaga has," Larson said. "We made
Dili National Player of th e Year, bu t af sen said. "They are almost sanded to that sure to get a high-quality court, but it
isn't the Cadillac version. It's not the
ter more than 30 years of use, it was point of breaking."
The refinishing process involves Moped version either."
ready to be replaced. The game court in
The new court will be slightly larger
the Fieldhouse has been the setting for sanding off wh at remains of the finish
men's and women's basketball games, and logo paint. Then, new coats of paint as well, with dimensions of 70 feet by
as well as volleyball games, and is in the are applied and a few coats of sealer are 120 feet, as opposed to the old court di
process of be ing replaced by a new, re added to finish the process. That process mensions of 60 feet by 110 feet, and will
extend to the bleachers. In addition to
takes a toll on the lifespan of the court.
designed court.
all-black' sidelines
"We
weren't
"The people that come in and refinish
"Taking apart the court and red lines on the
the court each year have a feel for the life sure if it was going
court, the flag em
expectancy of it and how it's deteriorat to come apart in a
now, you can look at the
blem on the court
ing over time," head men's basketball fashion that it could
will be about 30 per
be
put
back
togeth
coach Matt Logie said. "I think as time
profile of the wood and it's cent larger.
progressed, they made it known to us er," interim athletic
"The court was
almost down to the joints
Melinda
that we could continue to refinish and director
bought in the ear
it would continue to be workable, but it Larson said. "It had
where the panels of wood ly 1980s from UPS
been sanded and
was kind of on its last legs."
and so it was on its
The remodel project is being fund varnished so many
join together."
last legs but certain
ed from money from the previous fiscal times we thought
ly had a lot of g reat
year and was not affected by the budget maybe the varnish,
—JOE VANHOOMISSEN
memories on it,"
deficit associated with the current fiscal the adhesive, was
Logie said. "I know
athletics facilities manager
in the joints and it
year.
volleyball and men's
"This actually came out of las t year's would break."
and women's bas
The new court will
budget, so it was already in the books
ketball will really benefit from the new
before the major budget cuts came this be permanently fixed, as opposed to the
surface with kind of a fresh start."
fall," athletics facilities manager Joe Van previous portable court.
Head volleyball coach Kati Bodecker
The
main
contractor
assigned
to
the
Hoomissen said. "It was proposed in the
told the project team that she wanted
middle of last year andfinalized over the court construction itself is a local com
pany, Northern Hardwood, based in to ensure that the team would have ac
summer."
cess to two practice courts going at one
The project cost an estimated $90,000 Deer Park. It is most known for con
time. The idea is to have one net span
for the wood flooring, the rest of the struction of the Gonzaga basketball
court. Northern Hardwood is also the ning the length of o ne half of th e court
court and the paint elements.
and another spanning the other half of
The court has been in the same spot representative for Connor Sports Floor
in the Fieldhouse without being moved ing in the greater Northwestern United the court.
Sophomore Nicole Leonard said that
for quite some time. Thecourt used to be States. Connor Sports Flooring provides
the system that prompted Bodecker's
removed periodically for other events in all the NCAA men's and women's Final
the Fieldhouse, but that process resulted

Connor Soudani

suggestion included women practicing
on the court and behind the bleachers,
which created problems.
"Some girls would have to go behind
the bleachers into that other court area
where there is cement and then it was
really difficult for the coaches to coach
both sides," Leonard said. "It was really
confusing and really terrible, but having
two courts side-by-side will be extreme
ly helpful."
In addition, the new court is likely to
provide health benefits for athletes.
"As courts get older they lose some
of their bounce or support, and that
can take a toll on knees and ankles and
things like that. Having a new, fresh sur
face will be a good thing from an injury
prevention standpoint too," Logie said.
Sophomore guard George Valle is ex
cited not only for the increased stability
and lack of wear the new court will have
on his body, but also on the impression
it creates for prospective students.
"Definitely, it's something we'll say
to recruits, like 'Hey we got a brand new
court coming,'" Valle sa id. "It's kind of
just nice to get anything that's going to
be new."
The project is estimated to be com
pleted by J une 5 and will be ready for
play for the basketball and volleyball
seasons next fall.
"Overall, it's going to be a huge up
grade for the basketball and volleyball
teams playing on it, as well as for game
management and recruiting, it's a huge
one, it's a draw. It'll be pretty cool," Van
Hoomissen said.
Contact Connor Soudani at
csoudanil 6@my.whitworth.edu
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Baseball takes two of
three against Pacific
said. "Cory Mack threw extremely well
game one and [Pacific's] starter did a
StaffWriter
really good job of keeping our hitters off
balance throughout [game two]."
With home runs and the first grand
Two home runs from Pacific in the
slam of the season, the Whitworth men's bottom of the first inning set the Pirates
baseball team won two games in a three- back early, as the score quickly turned to
game series at home against Pacific last 3-0 in Pacific's favor.
weekend. With their fourth win in the
Davis quickly answered Pacific by hit
last five games, the Pirates improved ting his second home run of the day and
their record to 10-19 overall and 7-11 in bringing home senior infielder Gerhard
the Northwest Conference.
Muelheims to score two runs for the Pi
"I felt like we really played well as a rates.
team and we were able to have time
"It was a good feeling," Davis said.
ly hitting," junior catcher Joshua Davis "Everybody is going to have a good or
said. "A lot of guys stepped up when we bad day, and I guess that Saturday was a
needed them. We played really loose good one for me."
and just had a great time playing ball."
In the eighth inning with a score of 6-2
Game one of th e series resulted in a Pacific, the Pirates had the bases loaded
6-1 win in which junior starting pitch with one out. But a double play from sec
er Cory Mack commanded the mound ond to first base terminated their chance
through the first eight innings.
to score and Pacific defeated the Pirates
"There were times in the game where to tie the series.
I would get a little off so I would take a
Whitworth took ahold of the series
step back, reset and then go back to work in game three as junior starting pitcher
and it seemed to help whenever I got in Spencer Ansett allowed only five hits
trouble," Mack said. "Just being able to and threw 84 pitches as part of a com
reset and refocus was the best aspect of plete game to shut out Pacific, 8-0.
The scoreboard remained blank until
my game."
lyier jeziersta|rnoiograpner
With his older brother visiting from the fifth inning when Muelheims hit his
Alaska and his family attending the first home run of the season to bring in Junior starting pitcher Cory Mack delivers a pitch during the first game.
two runs.
game for support,
Back-to-back
Mack made sure he
"A lot of guys stepped up doubles were hit in
did not disappoint
C A LI F O R N I A
the seventh inning
the crowd with his
USA
KOLKATA
when
we
needed
them.
by junior outfielder
performance, Mack
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Wakem
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said.
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"The day was a
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and just had a great time two rims extending
little more special
INDIA
KAMPALA
the Pirate's lead to
since I had family
UGANDA
playing
ball."
that came," Mack
4-0.
R I O D E J AN E I R O
NAIROBI
BRAZIL
KENYA
"When our line
said. "I wanted to
—JOSHUA D AVIS
up starts clicking on
make them proud so
they'd say something
junior
all cylinders we're a
very difficult team to
like, 'Hey, that's my
face," Ramsay said.
grandson."
Mack struck out five Pacific batters "Our hitters were consistent with their
and allowed only one unearned run on plan and approach and it paid off in
four hits before senior pitcher Taylor Isa- game three."
dore took over to finish out the game for
Nelson made the biggest play of t he
game for the Pirates in the bottom of the
the Pirates.
A single to right field from senior out eighth inning when he drilled a grand
fielder Tyler Pfeffer brought two Pirates slam way over the right field fence to
home for the first two runs of the game double the score 8-0 and put the game
in the fourth inning. Later in the same away.
inning, Pacific's shortstop made an er
"I w ent up to the plate just wanting
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific offers students two
ror, allowing Davis to score. Pfeffer later to get the job done for Spencer [Ansett]
options: spend a semester in downtown Los Angeles followed by two years living in slum
scored on a single to right field by fresh and give him a couple more runs so he
communities at one of nine overseas partnership sites, or choose to spend the entire
man first baseman Matt Nelson. Senior could go out and feel more comfortable
program in downtown L.A.
Justin Liu brought in the final run of the pitching in the game," Nelson said.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social entrepreneurship,
inning with a sacrifice fly.
The men will play again this week in
students earn their master's degree while living among the world's 1.3 billion urban
"I think it takes hitters a little while a Northwest Conference three-game se
poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts for spiritual, social, and economic change.
to figure out opposing pitchers," head ries against Willamette in Salem, Ore.
coach Dan Ramsay said. "Once our guys
"Our coaches have always said, 'It's
42 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC
saw their guy a couple of times they had just a game and it is the same game
him figured out and we're able to push a you've been playing ever since you were
few runs across the plate in the process." a little kid so just go out there and have
Now enrolling for fall! Apply by May 30.
In the bottom of th e seventh inning, fun with it," Nelson said. "So we're just
Davis sealed the win for the Pirates with going out there and having fun."
(805) 290-0441
a solo home run toright field.
matul@apu.edu
£|||
'
Game two of the series was a struggle
for the Pirates as they lost, 6-2.
apu. edu/matul
God First Since 1899
"I think the biggest difference was the
performance of the winning pitchers on Contact Jordanne Perry at
15744
both ends of the doubleheader," Ramsay jperryl6@my. whitworth.edu

Jordanne Perry

Make a Global Impact

Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
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Whitman sweeps women's tennis
Pirates lose tiebreaker for first place in conference
Jessica Razanadrakoto

"They played better than us, but hey, we have four
freshmen who play significantly on the team, which
Staff Writer
was the first time they got to play in this kind of match,"
Storm said. "Even though we are very disappointed with
Tied for first place, the Whitworth women's tennis our result, we're happy finishing second after a team in
team came into the matchup with Whitman on Satur the top 20 in the nation."
day, undefeated in the conference play. The Pirates fell
Even though the loss moves Whitworth down to the
to the 14th-ranked Missionaries in a 9-0 sweep.
second spot in the conference standings, they are proud
"Whitman is just a really tough team," junior Saryn of what they have achieved so far, as they are doing bet
Mooney said. "They [are so] deep that even their lower ter than they did last year, Mooney said.
players: 5, 6, 7 and 8, can jump in and be successful be
The Pirates had the lead in No. 2,4 and 5 singles; how
cause they are just as good as their top players."
ever, when it started raining, it took away the momen
What partly caused No. 1 doubles' 8-3 loss by Mooney tum they had, Storm said.
and sophomore Taylor Pena, were unforced errors,
In addition, No. 2 singles by Mooney and No. 4singles
Mooney said. Unlike the Missionaries, the Bucs hit more
by Burns went into multiple tie
balls into thenet off of serves and vol
breaker rounds, but both resulted
leys.
in losses, 10-7,10-1.
"We would have had
"They w ere more aggressive than
The Bucs are looking forward to
we were, more consistent and stayed
more chances to win if we playing more aggressively, rallying
in the rally longer than we did,"
longer and working on the return
Mooney said. "They also made their stayed in the rally longer." against a team as good as Whitman,
way to the net quicker than we did."
Lamm said.
—SARYN MOONEY
Though the Pirate pair of fresh
If Whitworth edges Linfield in
man Bella Hoyos and junior Morgan
junior
the last conference match, the Pi
McDivitt in No. 2 doubles lost their
rates would have another face-tomatch 8-6, it was the closest match
face matchup with the Missionar
the Bucs had against the Missionaries.
ies, Storm said.
"Every spot was a challenge," sophomore Caylee
"Hopefully we get another crack with Whitman,"
Lamm said. "We haven't come across a teamthat played Storm said. "We know their level of tennis, it's important
like that. They are hard hitters."
to get started in doubles and have to bring our best team
As a result of the Missionaries' intensity and aggres against Whitman."
siveness in the match, freshmep Hannah Wallin and
The Bucs feel good about being second in the confer
Anabelle Burns lost against the No. 3 Whitman doubles ence, but feel confident going into the rest of the season,
team, 8-1.
Mooney said.
"We need to work on the doubles and on some strate
"Our season basically boiled down in one weekend,"
gies, having a solid plan," Mooney said. "We would have Storm said. "But Whitman played very well and they de
had more chance to win if we stayed in .the rally longer." served the win."
Assistant coach Colin Storm believes that the team
With two more conference matches left, the women
did not play its best tennis. The coaches knew that No. 1 will visit Willamette in Salem, Ore., this week.
doubles was going to be a tough match, as Pena's oppo
nent was the No.1 tennis player in the conference. How
ever, they thought they would have had a chance in No. Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
2 through No. 6 singles.
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SCHEDULE FOR UPCOMING EVENTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS

MEN'S TENNIS
Friday, April 18,4 p.m.
Willamette (Home)

Friday, April 18,2 p.m.
Willamette (Away)

BASEBALL

S0FTBAL1

Friday, April 18, Noon
Willamette (Away)

TBA, April 18.TBA
NWCToumament (Away)

MEN'S GOLF

WOMEN'S GOLF

Saturday, April 19,1:30 p.m.
Whitman Invitational (Away)

Saturday, April 19,1:30 p.m.
Whitman Invitational (Away)

TRACK AND FIELD
Thursday, April 17,2 p.m.
Whitworth Twilight Meet (Home)

CLICK IT
Read Tyler Jezierskis Spotted from the Crows Nest
article on senior softball player Julia Johnson at

thewlutworthiaii.com

SPORTS ihBRIEF '
Track team gains momentum
as they approach NWC
Championships

->

The Whitworth track and field team
competed at the "World War #7" meet
last Saturday against top teams from the
Pacific Northwest.
Highlighting the Bucs' performance
were first place finishes in men's pole
vault, women's javelin and men's
hammer throw. Junior Joe Green
finished with a winning vault of 15'7" "
while sophomore Kerry Wright threw the
javelin 146'10" and senior Keegan Shea
tossed 182'9" in the hammer throw.
The Pirates will compete next in the
Whitworth Twilight Meet at home in the
Pine Bowl this Thursday as they try to
qualify more athletes for the conference
meet the following week.
Read Whitworthian staff writer James
Silberman's article on the meet at
thewhitworthian.com
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Connor Soudani | Sports Editor

Softball heats up as regular
season comes to aclose

APRIL 20 AT 10:00 A.M.
WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY'S
COWLES AUDITORIUM
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Softball swept its final regular season
conference matchup this weekend
after defeating Lewis & Clark in two
doubleheaders. The Bucs came away
with a narrow 10-9 victory in the last
game to increase their conference record
to 18-10.
Whitworth was awaiting to hear their
matchup for the first round of the NWC
tournament, but due to Whitworthian
press time, the results are not available.
Check the Whitworth athletic website for
updates.
v1
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Connor Soudani | Sports Editor
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Opening July 2014

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-busiriess majors
• 12 morrth program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

Spacious and luxurious 1 and 2 bedroom units
Call (509) 623-1000 lor information
11826 N. Mayfair Ed. Spokane, WA 99218

COMPETE for the
Jobs YOU WANT!
M A inManagement wi th an emphasis
in Social and Sustainable Management
S e a t t l e P ac i f i c U ni v e r s i t y o f f e rs
a n i n n o v at i v e , 1 1 - mo n t h g r a du a t e
b u s i n e s s d e g re e f o r a n y m aj o r .
Develop an understanding of ethics and sustainability
from a Christian perspective
Hands-on learning of real-world knowledge and skills
Study abroad in India and China
Internships & networking with some of Seattle's top businesses
Professional development & job placement assistance

spu.edu/massm

APPLY TODAY!

Engaging the culture, changing the world '

Seattle Pacific
U N I V E R S I T Y

®ALBERS
School of Business and Economics
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ProFs Letter gains support
Professor Julia Stronks wrote a letter to World Vision,
protesting its discriminatory policies. The letter has
strong backing and captured national attention.

p. 3

Senior art majors show
artwork at Cairn Exhibition
p. 7
Track and field strong at
NWC Championships
p. 13
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ABOUTUS

VOLUME 104, ISSUE 15
The Whitworthian has served as the main source of news and sports coverage
for the Whitworth community since 1905. The Whitworthian is an organization
composed entirely of students which produces The Whitworthian weekly
newspaper and thewhitworthian.com.
OUR MISSION
The Whitworthian staff is dedicated to presenting accurate and relevant
information in an innovative manner. Our goal is to be accountable while
informing, entertaining and providing a forum for expressing the interests of the
Whitworth community.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The print edition of The Whitworthian is published weekly, except during January
and student vacations. The content is generated entirely by students. The college
administration does not review the newspaper's content. Opinions and ideas
expressed in The Whitworthian are those of the individual artists, writers and
student editors, and do not necessarily reflect the" views of the Associated Students
of Whitworth University (ASWU), the university, its administration, faculty/staff
or advertisers. The Whitworthian is paid for through advertising and subscription
revenue and in part by student activity fees as budgeted by ASWU.
OPINIONS POLICY
Columns, editorial cartoons and reviews are the opinions of their individual
creators and not necessarily the opinion of The Whitworthian, its editors or its
staff.
PUBLIC FORUM
The Whitworthian is a public forum that believes in freedom of speech and
expression as guaranteed in the First Amendment to the Constitution of the United
States.
CONTACT US
The Whitworthian
c/o Whitworth University
300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251
509.777.3248

ONLINE AT
www.thewhitworthian.com
QUESTIONS?
aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

CORRECTIONS
If you have a comment or question about the fairness or accuracy of a story, send
an email to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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03 BOX BACKLASH

FEATURED

The GSA club put out a box to be filled with
questions for a Q-and-A. When they opened
it, it was filled with homophobic slurs.

YOUR

05 BALANCED BUDGET

Trustees signed off on a balanced budget for
the next year, along with a few changes for
projects on campus.

08 DIY DINNERWARE

Create custom-designed dinnerware using
dollar store plates, oil-based paint pens,
brush-on glaze and an oven.

SUBMIT A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
ATAF0RHAN14@MY.WHITW0RTH.EDU

10 "NOAH" REVIEW

Hollywood's take on the traditional story,
"Noah" earns three out of five stars due to its
tonal issues and disjointed plotline.

11

GUEST COLUMN

Student testimony response to drugging
and sexual assault that occurred at an
off-campus party.

12 RA REBUTTAL

A rebuttal to staff columnist Max Carter's
opinion regarding compensation for RAsin
comparison with other on-campus jobs.

14

GOLF ENDS SEASON

Men tie for second and women take third
in the Pirates' last competition of the spring
season at the NWC Championships.

15 BELLA HOYOS

Freshman tennis player Bella Hoyos has
overcome the heart condition called
Kawasaki disease in order to play tennis.
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Professor's letter starts growing movement of acceptance
Letter to defend inclusion of LGBT in World Vision gains following

Washam and Lee wanted to make
the letter public. While Stronks sent it
StaffWriter
to people at Whitworth, Lee worked
social networks. Washam created a
World Vision USA ann ounced that website for people to read the letter
the organization would begin hiring and sign it in support. Without WashChristians in same-sex marriages last am, the story would not have received
month, according to the Center for as much publicity, Lee said.
In less than a week, the letter re
American Progress. However, after two
days of harsh criticism and protest, the ceived more than 350 signatures, ac
World Vision board reversed its deci cording to Center for American Prog
ress.
sion.
"Truthfully, it was fun for me to
In response, Julia Stronks, a Whitworth professor of political science, see how many people were excited
wrote a letter expressing her disap about putting their name on the let
pointment over the matter, as well as ter," Stronks said. "It was fun and it was
the impact the decision has on the touching."
Stronks comes from a conservalesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender
tive-Calvinist family background. Her
community.
"When World Vision made its initial whole life, she was taught that homo
decision to hire married LGBT folks, I sexuality is sinful. After years of re ad
was so happy," Stronks said. "And then, ing, researching and asking, she has
when they reversed their decision be reached her own opinion on this con
cause of the criticism they received, I troversy, she said.
"I believe that we have misunder
was crushed."
World Vision is a Christian orga stood some of the biblical texts on ho
nization dedicated to working with mosexuality and sexuality in general,"
children, families and communities Stronks said. "I believe Christian gay
worldwide to tackle the causes of pov people should be fully embraced by
erty and injustice, according to the or the church."
This view is reflected in her letter
ganization's website.
Stronks wrote down her feelings on which has received around 1,000 sig
the matter and composed a letter, sent natures to date. The names of Whit
it to a handful of friends, who sent it to worth students, faculty and staff canbe
their friends, and so forth. Eventually, found among those signatures.
Junior Alma Aguilar signed after re
the letter caught the attention of B en
jamin Washam, the husband of a Whit- ceiving an email about the letter, she
worth faculty member, and Kathryn said.
"It just seemed like something I had
Lee, professor of political science.
li
"I think it was important for this let to do,"Aguilar said. "I believe in equa
ter to be public to say that there is an ty and I don't think that any type of dis
other viewpoint," Lee said. "I get frus crimination is acceptable."
trated with the media and its portrayal
continued on p. 6
of Christianity."

Rebekah Bresee

FIND A PURPOSE
AT PRINCETON SEMINARY

P R I N C E T O N
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www.ptsem.edu
click on "admissions"
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Whitworth sign replaced
Shelby Harding

In 2012, a Whitworth committee so
licited three sign makers to develop a
new sign and approve the cost. The pro
cess to develop the sign has taken two
The Whitworth University sign was years, and the money for the sign has
replaced on the corner of Waikiki Road been set aside for years, Eichorst said.
and Hawthorne Road in response to fre The cost for the sign did not come out of
quent vandalism.
the 2013-14 budget and had no effect on
Prior to the installation of the new the deficit that was announced in Feb
sign, vandals frequently stole the gold ruary.
letters on the sign and broke the back
Vandals would no longer be able to
lights.
remove the letters on the new sign, as
Whenever the original gold letters they are embossed into the concrete.
'were stolen, temporary placeholders Even if t hey could remove the concrete
would be put in place, instead of co m letters, each section on the sign weighs
pletely replacing them. When the back nearly 200 pounds.
"It's been a long project because it's
lights of the sign got vandalized, they
very tedious," Eichorst said.
were never replaced.
The final cost of the project was
"It was cost prohibitive, so we
couldn't do the backlighting again so we $20,435.
had floodlighting put in," Director of Fa
cilities Services Chris Eichorst said. "The Contact Shelby Harding at
sharding!5@my. whitworth.edu
letters just kept getting stolen as well."

Staff Writer
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CALIFORNIA
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GSA Q-and-A Inbox gets
only Grateful statements
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Whitworth installed a new sign with letters that can't be stolen by vandals.

Leadership is left to ask, "Why?"

NAIROBI
KENYA

Katie Shaw
Staff Writer

Make a Global Impact
Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific offers students two
options: spend a semester in downtown Los Angeles followed by two years living in slum
communities at one of nine overseas partnership sites, or choose to spend the entire
program in downtown L.A.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social entrepreneurship,
students earn their master's degree while living among the world's 1.3 billion urban
poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts for spiritual, social, and economic change.

42 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC

Now enrolling for fall! Apply by May 30.
(805) 290-0441
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When senior and acting club pres
ident for Open .Conversations: GSA
Katherine Bernard set up a question
box about a week before a scheduled
Q-and-A session for GSA Week, the in
tent was to have a safe way to submit
questions, Bernard said. The response
was less than ideal.
The club hosted the Q-and-A during
DuVall Prime Time on Wednesday,
April 16. There were no legitimate
questions in the box. Six of the slips
had the word "fag" in capital letters,
one said "anal?" and one read "why,
just why."
"I wish we could say we'd been
shocked, but none of us were sur
prised," Bernard said.
Bernard said that while the Resident
Assistants at the Prime Time seemed
angry, she was saddened more than
anything. To get such a childish re
sponse to their dedication in helping
people understand these issues was
frustrating, she said.
"I feel like we tried so hard to give
people this opportunity to ask ques
tions that we're not going to get offend

6

Number of slips of paper with the
word fag written on them found in
the Q-and-A box for GSA week.
n 4
P

ed by," Bernard said.
Senior Courtney Bagdon, secretary
and treasurer for the club, said that
they were able to use the incident as a
talking point.
Bernard said she thinks that while
slang words can still be very damaging,
they are so common that it is easier to
shake off.
"These words are losing their pow
er," Bernard said.
Bagdon said she sees the situation
as a need to put on more events next
year to raise greater awareness.
The remainder of the conversation
at the Prime Time was excellent, Ber
nard said. It never reached the point of
awkward silence, and attendees asked
questions such as, "How is it differ
ent to fall in love with someone of the
same sex?"
"We want to hear these types of
questions, especially when they genu
inely want to understand the answer,"
Bernard said.
They also discussed what makes a
good ally, a person who is not part of
the LGBT community, but actively
supports the movement, Bernard said.
"Being an ally doesn't just mean
continued on p. 6

$12 MILLION
New project fundraising estimate
for the new additions to the music
building
_
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Balanced budget finalized for upcoming year
Shelby Harding
StaffWriter
The trustees reviewed and finalized several budget-related items during trustee week, including the
summer improvement project for electrical and steam
systems, the improvements of Graduate and Continu
ing Studies enrollment, as well as a reduction to the
amount of money being fundraised for future renova
tions of the music building.
Long-planned renovations and additions to the mu
sic building met a budget cut of more than 50 percent,
with original estimations of $25 million to be fundraised for the project cut down to $12 million. Diffi
culties with raising such a
large amount of money led
to cutting the plans from
the fundraising budget.
"It became obvious that
we were not able to raise
$25 million, so it was re
duced to $12 million," said
Gerry Gemmill, vice presi
dent offinance and admin
istration. "We could have
waited X amount of ye ars
to reach the $25 million,
but $12 million is a lot of
money and it is going to do
a lot for the music depart
ment, and the students
will get it a lot sooner."
The original $25 million plan included a 700-seat
recital hall. A recital hall of th e size planned had an
expensive per-square-foot cost, and even with some
generous donations already given, the recital hall is no
longer feasible, Gemmill said.
The renovation and expansion of the music build
ing is the biggest capital project in the near future for
Whitworth and is one of th e biggest donation-fund
ed capital projects at the school. Current plans for
the music building include updating acoustic panels,
painting the building, making lighting improvements
and increasing the number of classrooms and practice

rooms.
"They're trying to determine the greatest needs of
the music department and prioritizing them, and then
we'll design it," Gemmill said.
Fundraising for the project is ongoing while a com
mittee decides on improvements and expansion.
"It's such a huge part of the Whitworth experience—
so many, students are a part of the music program and
we want to provide for them," Gemmill said.
In other news, students in the Graduate and Con
tinuing Studies programs have also received a boost.
An increase in enrollment in the program was an
nounced during trustee week.
"We have been very intentional about recruitment
strategies for all our graduate and teaching education
programs this year," said
Barbara Sanders, Dean of
the School of Education.
Forty incoming stu
dents for the fail semes
ter have been confirmed.
About 10 more students
are anticipated to join the
school later this spring,
Sanders said.
Faculty in Graduate
and Continuing Studies
enrollment management
and marketing have been
working closely with the
school to increase enrollHannah Walker | raphic
G
Artist ment, Sanders said.
The Whitworth gradu
ate and master in teaching program was able to take
advantage of the expanding demand for teachers in
the Northwest and Spokane, which helped fuel the
demand for graduate teaching programs in the area,
Sanders said.
"People are hearing that there are great jobs avail
able when they finish any of o ur teacher education
programs," Sanders said. "Many Whitworth students
apply to the program, getting their content prepara
tion as undergraduates and their master's and teach
er certification in the 13-month MIT program."
While other progress has been made with budget-

ing, other pieces of the budget are continuously updat
ed. The Health Center and the Costa Rica Center are still
awaiting confirmation on what cuts and restructuring
will be implemented.
"No new decisions have been made since the forma
tion of the task force for the Costa Rica Center," Executive
Assistant of Aca demic Affairs Gretchen Cleveland said.
"We are waiting for the task force to do their work at this
time and know they are making good progress."

Contact Shelby Harding at
sharding!5@my. whitworth.edu

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For n on-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required

The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

®ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

THE WHITWQRTH WIND SYMPHONY
RiCHARD STRAUCH. CONDUCTOR

.with guest artist Douglas Yea, former bass trombonist of the Boston Symphony
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REGISTRATION
IS GOING
ON NOW!

SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

www.gonzaga.edu/summor
O
O
First Session: May 19 - June 27 | Second Session: June 30 - August 8

Tickets: $7; students/seniors: $5 • 509.777.3280
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Number of senior art
majors participating in
the senior art exhibit.
p. 7

$28

Approximate cost of the
custom dinnerware DIY
project.
p. 8

3

Number of Stars out of five given
to "Noah" by Mikayla Nicholson
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Number of Prime Times that Resident Assistants are required to plan
and attend each month.
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GSA:

ASWU rec eived an anonymous letter encouraging a
change in the hiring policy to include sexual orientation
in the non-discrimination clause. Members of ASWU
discussed possible solutions over several weeks, but in
the end decided to leave the issues for next year, when
there will be more time to resolve them.
"I'm glad that people are taking notice and at least
talking about it," Bagdon said.
In addition, cultural events coordinator and senior
Andriana Siefe and sustainability coordinator and se
nior Ashton Lupton attended a Power of One Confer
ence in Salt Lake City, which focused on gender iden
tities. One specific that Siefe and Lupton mentioned at
the ASWU meeting on April 16 was the possibility of.
having more gender-neutral bathrooms at Whitworth.

continued from p. 4

being there when it's convenient," senior Chasen Shaw
said.
Other events of GSA week included screening Rocky
Horror Picture Show on Monday, sharing coming out
stories on Tuesday and conversing with psychology
professor Patricia Bruininks on Thursday. The Day of Si
lence took place Friday, April 11, in honor of those who
have been bullied or alienated because of sexual orien
tation, for which those who participated did not speak
all day.
In the conversation with Bruininks, Bagdon said that
the small discussion group went over the events of t he
week, as well as the issues surrounding Whitworth's
non-discrimination clause.

Letter:
continued from p. B

The letter addresses the opposing views not only be
tween the LGBT community and Christians, but those
Christians who support same-sex marriage and those
who oppose it. In the letter, Stronks writes, "Clearly
there are disagreements, but disagreement does not
have to compromise our work as Christians. Christians
have worked together across their differences on a wide
variety of issues, and they should continue to do so
.when a mission transcending narrow doctrinal matters
is at stake."
When the board announced that people in same-sex
marriages would be hired, 10,000 people dropped their
sponsorships for children, according to the Center for
American Progress.
"If an organization is not doing what you think it
should be doing, I understand why people pull their
money," Lee said. "I understand that. But it certainly
doesn't help the public image of Christians."
After the decision was reversed, World Vision re
ceived criticism from advocacy groups such as Faithful
America, which organized a petition calling for the res
ignation of two World Vision board of directors.
Not hiring people from same-sex marriages makes

Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7@my. whitworth.edu
the organization vulnerable to discrimination lawsuits
and creates strains with their partners who do support
marriage equality, according to Center for American
Progress.
"I think the conversation is not over," Stronks said.
"How do we love gay Christians? How do we love insti
tutions that might disappoint us?"
Students who read the letter came into Stronks' office
to talk to her about the issues she addressed, she said.
Some students came in to thank her for taking a stand
for the LGBT community.
"I think that it takes a lot of guts to be involved with
something so controversial," Aguilar said. "What a great
way for a professor to demonstrate civil contribution."
The letter received recognition in TheSpokesman-Re
view, Huffington Post and other publications. Plans for
the One Jesus website and letter remain unclear at this
point, as the process moved quicker than expected,
Stronks said.
"I think that this issue of thi s role of t he LGBT com
munity and the church is the Civil Rights movement of
the coming decades," Stronks said.
People who are interested in reading and signing
Stronks' letter can find it at one-jesus.org.
Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
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FDA considers e-cigarette
regulations
The Food and Drug Administration began
looking into the regulation of e-cigarettes
last Thursday in an attempt to ban them
from underage users. Experts have not come
to an agreement on whether the devices
actually help traditional smokers quit or
act as a gateway for traditional cigarettes,
as millions of dollars continue to be poured
into research. The Campaign for TobaccoFree Kids and other groups have demanded
that fruit and candy-flavored e-cigarettes be
restricted, as well as restricted advertising
for the products. The FDA is waiting for
more conclusive evidence before bringing
regulations to the e-cigarette industry, as
well as cigars, hookahs, nicotine gels and
pipe tobacco.

SyFy series will be filmed in
Spokane
A SyFy Network television series titled
"Z Nation" Will be shooting 13 episodes
Spokane. The zombie television series will
bring hundreds of jobs to the area when
shooting begins in May and continues
through October as extras and crew
members are needed. Producer Rich
Cowan of North by Northwest Productions
told The Spokesman-Review that Spokane's
variety of scenery—from neighborhoods
to wheat fields and mountains represents
other parts of the nation well.
Sources | KHQ Lo
cal News and The Associated Press

Need more space? Find it here!

7028 N Division Street
Spokane, WA

NEWSixBRIEF

Call for
Specials!

12420 E Indiana Ave
Spokane Valley, WA

509-928-9000
Ask for Sharon!

www.naiblackstorage.com

ASWU UPDATE
• Financial Vice President and senior Her
man Valdez presented the proposed budget
for next year. The budget committee ac
counted for an expected loss of incoming
students over summer, and an anticipated
three percent increase in minimum wage
when calculating salaries.
• ASWU chartered a pep band club, present
ed by freshman Madison Artis. She knows of
about 20 interested students/who would
have to pay a small fee to join the club, al
though she said she was debating on wheth
er the fee would be needed. To start out, Ar
tis plans on having the band play about one
game a week.

• The Million Meals packing event is this Sat
urday, May 3. There are still packers needed,
as well as other volunteers, such as runners
and greeters.
• Senior Katherine Bernard, acting presi
dent of the Open Conversations: GSA (Gay
Straight Association) club, updated ASWU
on the club's recent activities. This year, the
club had weekly meetings, an event about
distinguishing the letters of the LGBT acro
nym, a Christmas party and GSA week. They
are considering doing something for the
pride parade during the summer.

+

ARTS&CULTURE

Tyler Jezierski|Photographer

Pieces by senior art majors Johanna Buxton, Hannah TeGrotenhuis, Han
nah Hirano and Christa Prentiss hang in the Bryan OliverGaUery as part ofthe senior show.

Art show gives senior majors gallery opportunity
Stuart Hopson
Staff Writer
Walking into the Bryan Oliver Gallery is an expe
rience in and of itself. The space is immense, well-lit
and a perfect setting to show off the hard work of s e
nior art majors. The stark walls are peppered with stun
ning pieces from senior art majors. Two of the three art
tracks are represented: graphic design and two-dimen
sional art.
"It's a chance for the art majors — wh ether they're
2D, 3D, or gra phic designers — to present their work,"
art lecturer Lance Sinnema said.
Sinnema teaches a one-credit senior exhibition class
that all art majors are required to take in the spring of
their senior year.
"For the past four years I think we've had a jurist, so
they will present their work to the jurist — at least one
piece per person depending on numbers — and they'll
pick from that," Sinnema said.
Artists' work is on display in the Lied Center for the
Visual Arts alongside their classmates and peers.
"It helped a lot with how to presen
t yourself and with
how to make yourself a full package, and it teaches you
a lot about displaying your work and how to share the
space with other people," senior Jordan Collins said.
Space is limited, and this year has produced a few
more exhibitors than usual.
"This year we have 21 majors in the show which is a
large group," Sinnema said. "Usually we have 10 or 12,
so it limits what each person can show, just because
we have a limited amount of space, and it goes quickly
with that amount of people."
The exhibit finishes up the year honoring the artists
and their work by allowing artists' families to attend a
closing ceremony.
"The last day of the show is May 17, which is the Sat
urday before graduation. We have a closing reception,
which is mostly for the parents," Sinnema said. "Most
of the. parents won't be in town to see their work so we
have a closing reception right before graduation so the
parents can see their work."
Artists vary in their aspirations for their work as
much as their focus. Paintings fill the walls alongside
photographs and even multimedia.

Tyler Jezierski | Ph
otographer

The Bryan Oliver Gallery in the Lied Ar
t Center features the Cairn exhibition of senior class art.
"I am a graphic design major so the focus of my piece
is graphic design, but I do music outside of school, so I
combined the two into making myself a product." Col
lins said. "It's CDs that I designed. It has my business
card on it and a pair of headphones so you can play on
the iPad and listen to my music on there," Collins said.
Some artists' focus will lead them away from the gal
lery world and the exhibit gives them an experience to
remember.
"When I go out after I graduate I'm going to be free
lancing, working for other companies so I'm probably
never going to have this experience again," senior art
major Amanda Turner said. "It's also nice to be able
to work with my peers and be able to collaborate with
them."
The exhibit allows a certain freedom of skill for the
seniors to showcase what they have learned during
their time at Whitworth.
"It's like the performance in the theater department

or in the music department; it's their chance to show
off a little bit," Sinnema said.
Some students are using the experience as a spring
board into Other realms as they add to their resume.
"I want to use it for music and marketing myself and
then I'm actually going into grad school here at Whit
worth, in the MIT program," Collins said.
Some artists need the exposure to open up opportu
nities in the future.
"For studio majors, painting/drawing major, 3D ma
jor, sculpture class—whatever their emphasis is, exhib
its like this is something that they shoot for, it's their
goal, somewhere to put their work out there so people
can see it," Sinnema said.

Contact Stuart Hopson at
shopsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
++

STEP ONE: GATHER SUPPLIES

DO IT YOURSELF

Look at Dollar Tree and thrift shops to find dishes at
i reduced price.
Plain permanent markers work, but oil-based ones
ire best. Oil-based permanent markers can be found at
Lobby and Michaels.

CUSTOM DINNERWARE
STORY BY ALYSSABROOKS
PHOTOS BY ANDREW ROLLINS
_Enjoy
_ / the
the effect of personalized
personalized dishware while dining on customized
lates. Monogram
a plain
plate, so ...
that no one will
plates.
~
...
....have any doubts about
'hose iit is. Choose a favorite quote to make you smile every time you grab
whose
a snack
Need an easy way to spice up a kitchen or a dorm room? Make necessary
,:~J u
,'"1"
kitchen iti
«"«»«»* "ci""
Sharpies.
scious college student, iney t
while also being an original work of art.

SUPPLIES:

-

4 White Plates | $4
Oil-Based Paint Pen Set | $14
Dinnerware-Safe Clear Brush-On Glaze | $10

SAFETYNOTE:
There is mixed information on the safety of eating
off of plates decorated with oil-based paint pens.
Using dinnerware-safe glaze on top of your
baked-on design decreases the safety risx, bu
there is still a possibility this coi ' *
The risk can be avoided complete!
rating parts of dishes where food i

STEP TWO: PLAN THE DESIGN
Choose a design to embellish the dish. Afavorite say
ing, phrase or quotation work well, but make sure there
is enough surface area on the dish to fitthe design.
For people who arereluctant to freehand, stencilscan
be a helpful tool. Monograms composed of the owner's
initials can add an especially personalized flare.

~ 'y'

Contact Alyssa Brooks at abrooksl 7@my.whitworth.edu

EVENTS

:

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

=j
<•>

7 p.m. .
Robinson Teaching Theatre

gg

CAMPUS: BOPPELL COFFEEHOUSE

S
^

7 p.m.
Boppell Lounge

>j;
a

Hear a Whitworth student give a
lecture on a research topic of his or
her choice.

^
55
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A group of students will put on a
show of artistic talent and warm
beverages will be served at this
annual event.

Various local food vendors will be
parked on Post Street in downtown
Spokane. Cost varies based on food.

COMMUNITY: IMMIGRATION MARCH

CAMPUS: SOCCER TOURNAMENT

CO LECTURE: STUDENT SYMPOSIUM

CO

MUSIC: LOS LONELY BOYS
8 p.m. I $22
Knitting Factory
919 WSprague Ave.
This trio of brothers will perform the
style of music they refer to as TexMex meets Rock n' Roll at the Knitting
Factory. Doors open at 7 p.m.

2 p.m.
Riverfront Park
705 N. Howard St.

This International Workers Day march
put on by the Washington Community
Action Network will advocate
comprehensive Immigration Reform.

FOOD: FOOD TRUCK RALLY

CAMPUS: MILLION

a.m.-8 p.m.
Post Street
Between Riverfront Park and City Ha ll

9 a.m., 12 p.m., 3

10

4 p.m.
Omache Field

Teams of five will compete in this
soccer tournament commemorating
Cinco de Mayo.

Fieldhouse
Students are in
packing meals f
families in Spok
CO

DANCE:.
PERFORMANCE
8 p.m. I $2
Cowles Auditorit
Jubilation Dance
perform student
at this annual re

+
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J THREE: PREP THE PLATE

e tape is useful for creating the lines of geometric
is. For more complicated designs, it works just as
i draw on the dish with pencil.

retimes pencil is difficult to erase and does not
off w hen baked. Lighter strokes are best, but
imes a pink eraser will do the trick.

STEP FOUR: APPLY DESIGN
When applying the design, be careful to avoid smudg
ing. The oil-based markers require a few seconds to dry.
Filling in large spaces can leave apparent pen strokes,
much like painting, so be sure to keep the direction and
length of pen strokes consistent.
Mistakes will happen, so have a few paper towels
nearby in order to fix it quickly.

STEP FIVE: BJKE8SUZE
Let the design dry for 24 to 48 hours. Put the dish in a
cold oven, then start to preheat the oven. Once the oven
has reached 425 degrees, start a 30 minute timer. After
30 minutes, turn the oven off, but leave the dish inside.
The dish needs to cool first before being removed from
the-oven, otherwise the paint will s mudge when it is
moved.
Sometimes the oil-based permanent marker tends to
scratch off even after baking, so it help
s to have a protec
tive finish on top of the design. This step also decreases
the safety risk of eating from these plates. Apply a dinnerware-safe glaze according to package directions.

IEALS

^

MUSIC: W OMEN'S CHOIR CONCERT

•m./$3

S
_
5g

3 p.m.
St. Mark's Lutheran Church
316 E. 24th Ave.

ca
5S

id to assist in
food insecure
e and Guatemala.

SPRING

linistry will
ance choreography
aL

LO

FILM:THE BOOK THIEF

COMMUNITY: H20 BREAKFAST

5 p.m.
South Hill Library
3324 S. Perry St.

S
<

9 a.m. -12 p.m. I $15
Lincoln Center
1316 N. Lincoln St.

Whitworth's Women's Choir will
perform their annual spring concert at
a local church.

The Spokane South Hill Library will
screen this film in honor of Holocaust
Remembrance Week.

55
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This registration-required breakfast
will feature speakers offering
perspectives on clean water.

COMMUNITY: BLOOMSDAY

COMMUNITY: BALANCE AND FITNESS IN
MOTION

9 a.m.
Downtown Spokane
Registration is closed, but spectators
can join the fun of the country s
longest road race by cheering on
runners or attending the fitness trade
show in the Convention Center.

6:15 - 8:15 p.m.
North Spokane Library
44 E. Hawthorn e Rd.
Dr. Pat Dougherty will teach a class
on using balance and movement to
strengthen the body.

FILM: THE HEALTHCARE MOVIE
6:30 p.m. I $10 suggested donation
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
This documentary hosted by
Healthcare for All Spokane features
a comparison between healthcare in
the U.S. and Canada.

+

&
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MOVIE REVIEW: NOAH
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actors like Crowe, Connelly and Hopkins. Some may
remember Lerman from his portrayal of Charlie in yet
Staff Writer
another adaptation, "The Perks of Being a Wallflower"
He brings some of that same charm and naivete,
Despite great acting, "Noah" is unfortunately drown playing Noah's youngest son Ham. The entire principal
cast is giving it their all, and it's fun to watch each of
ing in tone problems.
Directed by Darren Aronofsky, "Noab" stars Rus them dive into their roles.
Visually, a few moments in "Noah" stand out among
sell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Anthony Hopkins and
the rest. The flashback scenes of the Earth being creat
Emma Watson.
"Noah" faced rough seas from the beginning, with ed are particularly cool to look"&t.
There are some beautiful landscape shots as well.
Sony testing three versions of the film to early audienc
es unbeknownst to Aronofsky, according to The Holly However, the CGI ark animals are nothing ground
breaking, the batde scenes have been done better in
wood Reporter.
Since then, "Noah" has faced controversies from other movies and the talking rock monsters border on
extreme cheesiness.
the religiously devout for the movie's
Aronofsky is known for making
interpretation of th e events from the
original, darker films such as "Black
"'Noah' faced rough
Book of Genesis.
Swan" and "Requiem for a Dream," so
Often, the source material and ad
seas from the
it is disappointing to see him play it
aptation of bo oks to movies are two
safe here. His performance as "Noah"
completely different arts. Adapta
beginning, with Sony lacks his usual innovative edge.
tions have the ability to tell the same
With that aside, I can look at
testing three versions
story with a different approach, look
"Noah" strictly as a popcorn action
at characters with a fresh perspective
of the film to early
movie, a movie made to entertain and
and bring new elements of th e story
engage an audience. However, it fails
to light.
audiences."
on this front as well.
This is Aronofsky's adaptation of
"Noah" feels like two separate
the story of Noah and his ark. He cer
tainly took all the creative liberties he wanted to (such movies, each with its own tonal problems. The first half
as talking rock monsters). So if y ou can go into the is an epic battle flick with tensions between.Noah and
movie ready to hang up your suspension of disbe lief, his family, and literally everyone else in the world. The
you'll probably have a good time, or at least, a better second is a batde between Noah and his pseudo-ad
opted daughter and her unborn child(ren).
time.
It isin the latter half Ican see glimpses of the ground
Crowe plays a very compelling portrayal of Noah.
Noah, in this movie, is a complex character and, at breaking version of what this movie could have been,
times, easy to root against. He is strong, soft-spoken, with some seriously tense and disturbing moments.
Meanwhile, in the first half, I can see the potential
broken, disciplined, God-obeying and terrifying.
Supporting players do a fine job as well. Watson mainstream blockbuster "Noah" could have been.
Since the film doesn't fully commit to either side,
gives her all and Connelly plays Noah's wife with gen
both halves are a bit of a disappointment.
tleness and grace.
Another stand out is Logan Lerman, who had the Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
potential to be a sore thumb in the company of g reat mnicholsonl7@my.whitworth.edu.

Mikayla Nicholson

{I SAW 1}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Inappropriate
I saw aused condom in the Back 40
while I was on my run. Gross. Keep it PG,
Whitworth:

Keep Calm
I saw you scream profanities when a
virgin pinecone slipped through your
fingers. Calm down. It will be okay.

Cuddling with Computers
I saw you cuddling in the computer sci
ence lab while I was trying to work on my
project. Please take that elsewhere.

Macking in the Movie Room
I saw you making out in the East movie
room. I didn't mean to walk in on you
guys. Sorry.

You Mean 509?
I saw the number on your website,
Sodexo. Called it, and got a questionable
service on the other line. You might want
to check that number on your contact
page. I think you mean 509, not 508.

Golf Elsewhere, Please
I saw you almost hit me over the head
with your stupid tennis ball because
you and all your stupid friends insist
on golfing around campus. Go to a
flipping golf course. Or an empty park. Or
somewhere where people aren't going to
get nearly hit by your stupidity.

Submissions published as received.

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
(up to 75 words) online via the Survey
Monkey link on The Whitworthian's
Facebook page.

OPINIONS
Sexual assault:1 didn't ask for if
And that's all that I remember.
I w oke up the next day in my bed, wearing the
SHELBY
clothes from the previous night, makeup smeared all
HARDING
over my face. My friends were sleeping on the floor.
GUEST COLUMNIST
They told me they found me passed out in the house
and had to carry me to the car and back home, that
I kept saying that somebody hurt me and to call the
I have written many articles over the past few years police. My jeans were dirty, I had bruises all over my
regarding self-confidence, self-respect and standing body, my shirt dirty and lopsided. That's when the
up for oneself. Most recently, I wrote an article about panic set in.
how harassment and crime is handled at Whitworth
Student Life investigated the case, interviewing
and an explanation of Fe deral Laws for students to everyone involved and trying to fit the pieces of t he
know their rights.
puzzle together; pieces that I couldn't remember. I
When writing any of th ese articles, I never once eventually found out that I was sexually assaulted. I
thought that I would be the victim of anything more was passed around to various faculty and counsel
than a lack of self-confidence. I never had an issue ors and I recounted all that I knew — only what my
with being silent about anything that bothered me or friends told me. I did not, and still do not, remember
affected me direcfiy. My words were my shield and a thing beyond standing on the porch that night.
I had never felt so much guilt in my life. I w as
my sword — with them I was not silent and I was not
ashamed of myself an d I blamed
alone.
myself for all that had happened.
As a journalism major with a
I thought if I didn't drink that
"I have heard all sorts
deep interest in law, I wanted to
night, if I stayed inside with my
talk to someone who has experi
of stories about college
other friends, none of this would
enced or was a victim of harass
have -happened. I didn't ask for
ment or crime at Whitworth, but
parties — that people get it — I wasn't being provocative. I
I could never get a student to talk
felt guilt that my friends were get
to me about it. I had a firm belief
too rowdy, too carried
ting interviewed and interrogat
that there were students who had
away, and sometimes,
ed and that they had to waste any
experienced this and the silence
of their time on this. I spent days
overwhelmed me. And I never
to the extent of crime. I
debating if I should get a rape kit
understood why — that is, until I
at the hospital. If I didn't remem
became a victim of it myself.
never expected that to
ber anything, how could I press
Since I am a junior and of le
charges, I thought.
happen at a party with
gal drinking age, I like to partic
Days became weeks, and I
ipate in the usual traditions for a
Whitworth students."
buried myself in work to forget
20-something — go out to a par
about it. Eventually, Student Life
ty with some friends and have a
closed the case since I did not ask
good time. I have heard all sorts
them to press charges. All I could
of stories about college parties
— that pe ople get too rowdy, too carried away, and bring myself to agree to was a restraining order —
sometimes, to the extent of c rime. I never expected even though I don't even remember his face. I finally
broke, and I had to write about my experience.
that to happen at a party with Whitworth students.
It took me a long time to come to terms with what
There's an image that's portrayed of Whitworth
students — that they're good, high achieving, gener happened. I fight with fear, guilt and shame every
ally Christian students. We can leave our backpacks day. I've let my anger turn into words, and if the re
unattended in the HUB; leave our expensive smart- is one good thing to come out of this , it will be let
phones and keys on tables in the cafeteria. The same ting someone else know that they are not alone. No
philosophy followed me to off-campus parties. We're one asks to be violated; to feel burdened with guilt,
all Whitworth students, we can .trust each other, shame and fear. No one should be labeled a victim.
No matter what you may have experienced, whether
right?
A gro up of f riends and I went to a house party you have words or friends — you are not alone.
thrown by Whitworth students — typical for a Sat
urday night, armed with a few Smirnoff Ices and
Budweisers each, aiming for a low-key night. I went
through my drinks over a few hours, and I was just
slightly tipsy. Not even close to drunk, and that's how
I wanted to be that night.
A few friends and I went outside to talk to incom
ing guests and share a cigarette. We were outside for HARDING is a junior majoring in journalism. Com
ments can be sent to shardingl5@my.whitworth.edu
about a half hour.

PONDER THIS

with Madison Garner

The search for summer employment
has begun. When preparing for an inter
view, you may be forgetting one of the most im
portant parts: the first impression. A first i mpres
sion is powerful because people view future interactions
through the lens of the first impression, according to So
cial Information Processing Theory.
A positive first impression in an interview can help the
rest of the interview be seen positively, while a negative
first i mpression can make it difficult to achieve a good
interview.
Several factors go into a first i mpression. Physical as
pects (such as clothing and attractiveness), communi
cation characteristics (such as rate or tone of voice) and
non-verbal cues (such as how far away a pers
on stands or
a person's use of touch), can influence a first impression.
Research differs on how quickly a first impression is
formed, from 30 seconds to three seconds. Applicants
should be proactive within this narrow window of tim e
to help create a positive lens through which their future
actions can be viewed.
Before the interview, pick an outfit that conveys a pos
itive, professional message. Find out the office dress code
from the front desk before the interview, and wear some
thing nicer, according to a US News and World Report
article.
Smile and make eye contact when meeting the inter
viewer. Facial expressions influence a first impression,
and a friendly smile conveys fun and warmth, according
to a Business Insider article. Avoiding eye contact con
veys passivity and weakness.
"To make a good first impression make sure you lock
eyes with the interviewer as soon as you enter the room
and maintain it whilst you shake hands and introduce
yourself," according to a Business Insider article.
In the first moments of meeting, shake the interview
er's-hand, even if you have to initiate the handshake, ac
cording to a Mashable article. Introduce yourself during
the handshake, prompting them to introduce themselves.
"You can reply 'lovely to meet you' or something sim
ilar. It breaks file tension and gives the first few seconds
a conversation topic," according to a Business Insider ar
ticle.
Applying these techniques can help applicants create
a positive first impression, which sets the foundation for
what employers think of them. Whether the interview is
for a competitive internship for a Fortune 500 company
or for an entry-level job at a local coffee shop, a positive
impression can be the difference between passed over
and employed.
GARNER is a sophomore majoring in communication.
Comments can be sent tomgamerl6@my.whitworth.edu
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Response: RA compensation justified due to
considerable responsibility for residence life
WHITNEY
CARTER
In the previous print edition of The Whitworthian
two weeks ago, there was an article on Resident Assis
tant responsibilities and compensation that deserves
a response from someone in the position, as Iam. The
article did not recognize all of the "extras" that RAs
have to deal with to help residents succeed.
The question should not be if RAs are overpaid, but
rather that specialist positions might be underpaid
for their responsibilities.
"Building community and growing adults" is the
Student Life motto and RAs play a huge role in stu
dent development within the residence halls on cam
pus. That is not to say that other leadership positions,
such as Small Group Coordinators or Cultural Diver
sity Advocates, do not play a significant part in resi
dent life, but their roles differ.
The article from two weeks ago did not note the
24/7 nature of the RA position. RAs are expected to
maintain "a visible presence in the residence hall
through...adherence to an 'open door' policy," ac
cording to the Resident Assistant position description
from Residence Life.
"Dealing with things surrounding conduct, con
frontation and conduct meetings is the most stress
ful," sai d junior Joel Silvius, current RA in Stewart
Hall. "Also, be ing available to residents, even when I
have a lot going on."
RAs have to confront and document policy viola
tions; they also deal with and attend conduct meetings.
Carter's article discussed Prime Times. He men
tioned that CDAs and SGCs have to attend and help
plan Prime Times, much like RAs do, b ut CDAs and
SGCs only have to attend two Prime Times a month.
RAs a re required to plan and attend eight Prime
Times a month.
"I think that it's a lot more time consuming than
most of the specialist positions," said sophomore
Ryan Worthington, SGC to the Stewville community.
RA training is almost a full week longer than the
training for other leadership positions, simply be
cause RAs deal with a bigger range of responsibilities
related to residents.
"We al so handle almost anything that a resident

needs like room
mate mediation
or letting people
into the RA cl os
et," Silvius said.
"The biggest thing
is trying to keep in
touch with everyone in
the hall."
There are also some
basic inaccuracies within
Carter's story. RAs, like
all students that live on
campus, are required
to have a meal plan.
They are compensat
ed at the second-high
est plan, Traditional
B. They can apply this
toward their tuition
Kiersten Sprick | G
raphic Artist
to pay for a meal plan
or they can take this
amount in a paycheck.
The room part of roo m and board comes in a re
bate off of a RA's financial aid. They cannot take that
as a salary.
Carter mentions the monthly hall activities that
RAs h ave to put on. They also have to attend an
on-campus activity with their hall once a month
called a "tap-in" and are required to have a weekly
standing appointment with their hall.
By no means do I want to belittle the other leader
ship positions on campus. Theyare all important, but
the comparisons in Carter's article were superficial
and did not cover the full depth and breadth of is
sues, responsibilities and topics that RAsare required
to deal with.
The pay for RAs is justified based on their position
and duties. It could be said that the other leadership
positions deserve to make more money, but not that
RAs should be paid less.
"It's completely fair that RAs g et an extra incen
tive," Wo rthington said, "While it's not always the
case, it's more expected that RAs are more invested
in building relationships with residents. I don't think
they're overpaid."
CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communica
tion. Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu

WHITW0RTHI6UT
"I think it's been kind of blownnut of
proportion. It's a story at first, that is
obviously kind of a tragedy, but at some
point you kind of have to let it go until,
you have some real information."
— John Crosbie, junior

"I think there are more important things
that could be talked about."
— Ian Whitlock, senior
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EDITORIALIN THE LOOP
Feedback encouraged
to keep student media
accountable to readership
The Whitworthian is the independent, student-run
newspaper of Whitworth University, serving the stu
dent body and Whitworth community. We work to stay
informed of stories and events relating to the Whitw
orth
community, and appreciate any constructive feedback
— positive or negative — that we can receive.
We would like to remind the student body that we are
part of the student body, and that we serve the Whit
worth community. Thus, any form of direct, construc
tive communication is appreciated and helps student
media stay in touch with readership.
At the end of each story, we attach contact informa
tion for the writer. We allot space every week, in every
issue, for a letter to the editor.
We have heard indirect feedback via word of mouth
from students on campus from time to time, yet we have
only received one letter to the editor the entire year. We
have rarely had a direct response to any of our articles,
yet we have heard through the grapevine of complaints
regarding stories.
We would like to amend our wrongs and explain our
choices, but it is tough to do so we
if are not held direcdy
accountable.
We are students and, as student journalists, we make
mistakes. We are taught journalistic integrity; we follow
a code of ethics. We make our choices based on what we
think is best at the time, but we are open and willing to
discuss any opinion otherwise.
We work hard to be informed journalists and serve
our readership. For example, we are working to have
a Whitworthian mobile app available on three app
markets for t he 2014-15 school year. We have also re
designed our website, and have a goal to increase our
web presence. These are attempts to make sure we are
connecting with our readership. Whether it be these
improvements or others, we can be better shaped to
serve the readership if we are given feedback.
That is where you come in.
We believe accountability works both ways. We work
for you, but it's difficult to do so when we don't get di
rect feedback from our readers. Take charge. Write us a
letter. Let us know how to be your Whitworthian.
Editorials in the "In the Loop" section reflect the majority
opinion of the Editorial Board, comprised of four editors.

What do you think of the media coverage
of the lost Malaysian airline plane?

"I think it's weird how they don't have
much information on it, but they covered
enough. I feel likethey covered what they
could."
— Jessica Nguyen, sophomore

"I just think people speculate tilings
because they want to create some buzz
about different things."
— Tyler Peltra m, freshman
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Members of the men's track and field team hold up a hand to signify the achievement of winning its fifth consecutive NWC conference championship.

Men dominate, women second at conference meet

Men win fifth consecutive NWC title, women edge Willamette for second place
The quartet of wins, aided by many
other top finishes, gave the Whitworth
Staff Writer
men a sizable lead with 84 points, and
had the women in second place with
The Pirate men were a step above the 48.5 after the first day of competition.
competition all weekend, winning a fifth
Saturday was similar to Friday for
consecutive track and field conference both squads as the men extended their
championship with 225 points. No oth lead on the rest of th e teams while the
er school finished with even half of th e women, despite a late run, were unable
men's score. The women's team finished to catch George Fox.
with 138 points, edging out Willamette
More women's records fell as sopho
for second place. The two squads com more Kerry Wright won her second jave
bined for a league-best, with 10 individ lin championship to set personal, school
and meet bests with a throw of 156'2"
ual conference champions.
Head coach Toby Schwarz was not
"This s eason has been a lot of hard
surprised by the men's success despite work but I persevered and got a big
the shockingly large margin of victory.
throw at conference," Wright said.
Wright now has the top five throws
"We w on last year by 150," Schw arz
said. "We doubled up second, but no, it in school history, but said she still has
didn't really surprise me"
goals to achieve.
"Winning nationals is always the
On Friday, the field teams won four
events beginning with victories in both goal," Wright said. "And I'm still trying to
the men's and women's hammer throw. throw 160 feet."
Hoff won a championship for the sec
Senior Keegan Shea successfully de
fended his title with a toss of 190' 9" and ond-consecutive day, as he finished the
sophomore Dakota Kliamovich broke men's 110-meter hurdles in 14.90 sec
onds.
personal, school and conference cham
Sophomore Alex
pionship records with
"We battled all the way 'til Hardlund claimed
a 173' 7" mark.
the men's 400-me
Senior Peter Delap,
the end."
ter hurdles cham
also the winner of the
pionship crossing
decathlon, won the
—TOBY SCHWARZ
the finish line in
men's high jump as
56.15
seconds,
well, clearing a per
head coach
while
freshman
sonal best 6' 6.25"
Elijah Varner ran a
Delap would add
more points later in the weekend with 58.41, good enough for third place.
Hardlund won a second champion
a "fourth-place finish in the men's pole
vault and a sixth-place finish in the long ship as part of t he men's 4x400-meter
relay team alongside sophomore Nicho
jump.
At the conclusion of the meet, Delap las Gosselin, junior Matt Landon and se
was named the 2014 NWC Field Athlete nior Will Wren.The group won the event
posting a 3:19.15.
of the Meet.
"Almost eve ryone PR'd [personal re
Senior Jonathan Hoff took first in the
men's long jump with a mark of 22' 5.75" cord] and there were a lot of go od per
Hoff defeated the runner-up by .5"

James Silberman

Photo courtesy of Phillip Terrell

Sophomore Chris MacMurray fights for position during the 1500m race.
formances as well as some unexpected
things that also went well," Hardlund
said. "It was a really great weekend over
all."
Sophomore Courtney Fairhart won
the women's discus championship with
a personal best throw of 133'4"
Whitworth nearly swept the whole
podium for the men's pole vault as
freshman Everett Kleven won the event
clearing 15' .25" junior Joe Green posted
a 14' 6.25" mark, good enough for sec
ond, while Delap came in fourth.
Other top finishers from the weekend
included junior Chase Wright and se
nior Tyler Coopman who took second
and third in the men's javelin. Gosselin
was the runner-up in both the men's
200-meter and 400-meter dash, fresh
man Lucas McGill took second in the
high jump, junior Trent Dudley took
third in the men's 3000-meter steeple
chase, and sophomore Chris MacMur

ray took third in the men's 800-meter.
Sophomore Mary Data finished sec
ond in the women's shot put, sopho
more Katie McKay finished third in the
women's 800-meter, and junior Emily
Moore finished third in the women's
400-meter hurdles.
Schwarz spoke highly of the women's
team's performance.
"George Fox is really good and we
weren't that far away," Schwarz said.
"We battled all the way 'til the end."
To go along with his athletes' suc
cess, Schwarz was given his eighth NWC
Coach of the Year award.
"It's a coaching staff, team and pro
gram award really," Schwarz said. "As a
coach, I just have to put athletes in the
right place to be successful."
Contact James Silberman at
jsilbermanl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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Golf finishes up at NWC Championships
ence Champion and this is what I had
been working for."
Staff Writer
Salzwedel led the men's team by
shooting matching rounds of 73 for a
The men's and women's golf teams two over par total score of 146 , which
traveled to Woodburn, Ore., where they hurdled him from a third place tie in
finished off their season in the Northwest Saturday's round to a first place finish to
Conference Championships at OGA end his collegiate golf career.
Golf C ourse. The
"I went out
men's team tied
this morning and
for second place
said, 'God, your
with Puget Sound
will be done'
and if I play
and the women's
well, I play well,"
team took third
Jesse Salzwedel,'14
Salzwedel said.
with total team
"I just wanted
scores of 612 and
to end my col
675, respectively.
Salzwedel took
lege career on
Though nei
home medalist
a high note and
ther of the teams
honors for his per
God definitely
will be continu
formance and was
answered, which
ing on to nation
named NWC Men's
I am so blessed
als, senior Jesse
Golfer of the Year.
and thankful for."
Salzwedel
and
By lowering
freshman Michal
his score by five
Schuster
took
strokes,
soph
medalist
hon
omore
Oliver
ors in the overall
player standings. Salzwedel was also Rudnicki jumped from 15th place to
named NWC Men's Golfer of the Year.
a three-way tie for eighth place with a
"It's a great way to end my four years score of 79-74—153.
"Playing in the bigger tournaments
at Whitworth," Salzwedel said. "I've won
tournaments in the past years but I've earlier this year really helped us a lot,"
never won the championship. I've never Rudnicki said. "I made sure to play my
been crowned as the Northwest Confer- own game and take each shot one at a

Jordanne Perry

SPOTLIGHT

of 89-83—172.
time."
"I started out really good [on Sun
Senior Stephen Plopper (80-76—156)
and sophomore teammate Austin Bil- day]," Bayley said. "I hit good drives and
leter (86-76—157) also finished the I drained a 20-footer for a birdie and it
6501-yard course in the top 20 where was a great feeling after not playing so
Plopper completed his final collegiate well yesterday. That birdie was definitely

match in a three-way tie for 16th place a momentum-bringer for me in the tour
nament."
while Billeter took 19th place overall.
Sophomore Yvonne LaCoursiere (87The women, only eight strokes behind
88—175) finished the
Whitman, mainchampionship tourna
tained third place
"I just wanted to end my ment in a three-way tie
throughout
the
tournament.
college career on a high for 22nd place, while
teammate junior Ni
Schuster held
cole Lomax finished
note and God definitely
on tight to first
only one stroke be
place in the play
answered, which I am so hind.
er standings both
With
matching
rounds to end
blessed and thankful for." rounds
of 88 fora score
with a final score
of 176, Lomax finished
—JESSE SALZWEDEL
of six ov er par 73in 25th place and
79—152.
senior
earned Second Tearm
"The last five
All-NWC honors for
holes are what
really sealed the win for me," Schuster her second consecutive time.
"We went out there knowing what it
said. "Right off the bat [on Sunday] I
slipped down from my lead. I went into would be like and tried to do our very
the round with a four-stroke lead over best," Schuster said. "I mean that is re
the girl in second place, but in the first ally all you can do and I am proud of the
five holes I gave up five strokes and lost team."
The Whitworth men and women's
the lead, but I was able to com
e back and
golf teams will return to action next fall
it really came down to those last holes."
Sophomore Chelsea Bayley improved
her score by six strokes to finish in a Contact Jordanne Perry at
three-way tie for 16th place with a score jperryl 6@my.whitworth.edu

Sandberg bringing new en@rgy t© football team
Tyler Jezierski
StaffWriter
Whitworth University introduced Rod Sandberg into
the community by hiring him to be the new head coach
for the football team last December.
Before coming to Whitworth, Sandberg was a long
time defensive assistant coach at Wheaton College.
He has coached six players to eight NCAA Division HI
All-American honors and 49 All-Conference players
during his time at Wheaton.
Coach Sandberg has been given an opportunity
to start fresh with Whitworth players and give a new
meaning to their approach to next season.
Freshman running back Duke DeGaetano said that
one of Sandberg's goals is to improve the team's per
ception in the community.
"I think his impact will be having every player on the
team be a man of c haracter, integrity and hard work
once they are done with their four years of football and
school. He will also impact us by bringing in a newen
ergy that our football team needs in order to become
Northwest Conference champions," DeGaetano said.
After a 4-6 season in 2013,Sandberg looks to create a
cohesive team of players who are eager to win through .
trusting their faith, thinking about their future, build
ing a strong family and having fun, Sandberg said.
"We don't focus on winning, we focus on two things:
how we can play to our potential and play the way we
are capable of [byfocusing] on process," Sandberg said.
Sandberg has a passion for his players to grow as a
family through the power of faith and the support of
coaches as they prepare for next season, Sandberg said.
"We w ant this to be a football family and we are
working hard to create that. It's a Whitworth culture
and we do life together. I and the other coaches owe it
to the team to play the best players but treat everyone
the same," Sandberg said.
Players who were on the football team last year have

Tyler Jezierski | hotographer
P

Sandberg hopes to bring energy, focus and a family
atmosphere to the Whitworth football program.

Sandberg highlighted how important his family is to
him, especially his two sons, Derek and Toby who are 7
and 4 years old. Ifhe is not working to build the positive
atmosphere of th e team, he is at home with his wife,
Amy, and sons.
Whether it's riding a bull, dog sledding in-Canada
or running a triathlon, Sandberg pushes his limits and
lives on the edge. The idea of leadership is fascinating
to Sandberg and believes that building leaders from
when the player is a freshman to a senior is highly im
portant, Sandberg said.
"What can our staff do for you to prosper and be
come better as an individual, influence lives and be
sincere in faith. That's what I'm about and what this
school is about," Sandberg said.
Sandberg is adedicated father, husband, mentor and
coach who puts the needs of others before his own. Not
only has Sandberg so far been a public figure for the
Whitworth community, he also has hopes to inspire
each player that he encounters.
"God had called us and it felt like that call was to
come to Whitworth. Once I h ad learned more about
Whitworth, I was able to see that this is a place where
we pursue excellence in everything they do. This is a
people place, and people matter. All of the professors,
other coaches, and president, I want to align myself to
those people," Sandberg said.
Sandberg hopes to lead the football team next sea
son to a winning record as they play against Lewis &
Clark at home for their first game together. Sandberg's
motto is something he stays true to and expects for ev
ery student-athlete who plays for him.
"Playing football in our program will be one of th e
greatest experiences of a young man's fife," Sandberg
said.

seen a new tempo in practices and expect to see im
provements to be made on and off the field.
"Coach Sandberg is extremely discipline oriented,
puts accountability on all of us andallows us to lean on
one another," junior wide receiver Drew Clausen said.
"He is personable, going out of his way to make you feel
comfortable. He provides us with energy, you ca
n feel it
through the off season and spring ball; I'm super excit Contact Tyler Jezierski at
tjezierskil4@my.whitworth,edu
ed to get out there and play ball."
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Hoyos overcomes
heart condition
to play tennis

j
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Friday, May 2,TBA
Ore. State High Performance (Away)

Jessica Razanadrakoto

Season over
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Staff Writer
After e ncountering early struggles in her life, fresh
man Bella Hoyos has not let the odds define her. Grow
ing up in Bellingham, Wash., Hoyos was diagnosed at
age 3 with Kawasaki disease, a childhood heart disease
which involves inflammation of th e blood vessels that
may cause damage to the heart. Though the rare heart
condition may result in limited physical activities, Hoyos
plays tennis for Whitworth, as the top freshman at No. 3
singles.
A lot of p arents do not know about this disease, as it
begins with a flu, Hoyos said.
• "I was showing symptoms very rapidly, so my par
ents brought me to the emergency room to see what was
wrong. And the hospital in Bellingham was not quite
sure what it was, so they sent me to the Children's [hos
pital] in Seatde [where] the Kawasaki expert Dr. Portman
knew right away," Hoyos said.
After spending a few days in the hospital, Hoyos said
that her parents were given a choice with regard to her
future activities. They could keep an eye on her 24/7 and
Tyler Jezierski | Pho
tographer
prevent her from playing sports, or they could sacrifice
Hoyos played at No. 3 singles this year as a freshman.
24-hour care to give her the chance to be a kid.
"[My parents] didn't want to put restrictions on what bachelor's degree in Health Science. However, after
I did actively," Hoyos said. "They allowed me to do what being exposed to different health professions, Hoyos
I wanted to do and supported me in anyway that they is drawn to occupational therapy. She wants to attend
could and still do."
a graduate school outside of Washington, but wants to
While attending Bellingham High School, Hoyos went come back and hopefully work at Seattle Chi
ldren's Hos
to the state tournament for doubles her freshman and pital to primarily help kids.
sophomore years, where she and her
"Not all kids who are born with
partner won the state tide twice. The
this disease are able to do this level
next two years, she went to the state "She is healthy and happy of physical activity, yet Bella became
tournament for singles and placed
with what she is doing." a tennis star," assistant coach Colin
third both times.
Storm said.
After those tremendous accom
Now that Hoyos has seen what she
—CHRISTINE HOYOS
plishments, not to play in college
is capable of, she reaches out to kids
was not an option for Hoyos, she
mother
with this disease and their parents.
said.
She spoke at a symposium spon
"Having her at that No. 3 spot is
sored by the Seattle Children's Hospital last fall. She
huge for us because she is so strong right there," head wanted the families to understand that children should
coach Jo Wagstaff said.
not be held from what they want to do, Christine Hoyos,
Hoyos' only conference loss in her first year of college Bella's mother, said.
tennis was to Whitman. She was recently named Second
"Now we don't think about it anymore when she's
Team All-NWC.
on the court. She is healthy and happy with what she
"Getting to playwith good hitters every day has helpe
d is doing. When she first started at Whitworth, she said
her improve," Wagstaff said.
that being a student-athlete was a lot of work, and she
Though Hoyos is an only child, she hardly considers thought she wasn't going to be able to make it," Chris
herself to be one thanks to her relatives' presence in her tine Hoyos said. "But we told her that it was up to her to
life,'Wagstaff said.
decide and we are happy and so proud of h er and the
"Her parents just come here for about every match choice she made."
and she has a couple of grandparents that come as well,
with her aunts and uncles," Wagstaff said.
Hoyos originally researched potential causes of the Contact Jessica Razanadrakoto at
disease in the hope of pursuing it after receiving her jrazanadrakotol 7@my.whitworth.edu
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SPORTS|N BRIEF
Women's tennis falls in
semifinal to Linfield
The women's tennis team finished
its season at 12-6 after being edged
by Linfield in the NWC tournament
semifinal, 5-3.
The match was highlighted by a win
from sophomore KC McConnell and
sophomore Caylee Lamm at No. 3
doubles, 8-3.
The Pirates found themselves trailing
after an injury forfeit at No. 1 singles and
a loss at No. 6 singles, but Hoyos brought
the Pirates even while dominating her
opponent at No. 3 singles, 6-2 and 6-2.
However, the Wildcats (13-3) finished
the match with a pair of wins to move
on to play Whitman in the conference
championship.
James Silberman | Staff Writer

Baseball drops two toWhitman
in home series finale
The baseball team finished its season
with an 8-6 extra inning loss to Whitman
on Sunday after splitting a pair of games
on the day before, with a 7-4 loss and an
8-6 win.
Read staff writer Jordanne Perry's
complete article at thewhitworthian.com
for more.
lames Silberman | Staff Writer

CINCO DE MAVO SOCCER TOURNAMENT
Friday, May 2,4pm, Omache Field
5x5 teams of students, faculty or staff. Sign up at HUB Info Desk.

(

•Counts for students' 100/200-Ievel Experiencia Cultural assignment.
Hosted by the Spanish Club & World Languages & Cultures. Questions?: klangloisl4@my.whitworth,i

WHITPICS
Shakespeare at tOf)itworth
WORKS FROM T HE ENGLISH RENAISSANCE

ABOVE: The EL-447: Shakespeare Seminar hosted a Shakespeare performance
displaying some of Shakespeare's popular characters.
RIGHT: Shakespeare's finest works were presented in the Hixson Union
Building's Lied Square on Wednesday, April 23.
BELOW: The Shakespeare Seminar students present Shakespeare's works with
makeup, props and name tags.

Andrew Rollins | Photographer

.

Million Meals packing day
Last Saturday, hundreds of volunteers gathered in the
Fieldhouse, all working toward one goal — helping
to prepare pre-packaged meals to feed those in need.

Students express interest in
motorcycle culture

p. 7

The Whitworthian staff names
athletes and coach of the year

p. 13-15
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CORRECTIONS
In issue 15 pnp. 13, The Whitworthian incorrecdy reported that sophomore
Dakota Kliamovich set personal, school and meet records. The winning throw
was only a meet record. Kliamovich set personal and school records with a throw
of 177'9" at the Sam Adams Classic. Junior Courtney Fairhart's winning throw
distance .was 143'4',' but was incorrectly reported as 133'4" in the original article.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Whitworthian welcomes reader responses to articles or issues of interest to the
Whitworth community. Send letters to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu. Limit to 200
words.
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04 PLANS TO DIVERSIFY

Larry Burnley, head of the Intercultural
Diversity Committee, talks about plans to
make campus more inclusive.
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11 UREC CHANGES
Carter advocates for small changes to the
Rec Center's policies, including allowing
"shirts and skins" games and ice for injuries.

05 HEALTH CENTER UPDATE 12 STERLING'S COMMENTS
The Health Center will continue to be
operated by Whitworth employees, but a
mandatory fee will be added for students.

Don Sterling's controversial comments
create conversation regarding altitudes
toward racism in our society.

07 CONSIDERING COHAB

14 COACH OF THE YEAR

Student couples consider factors such as
religion and expert opinions in deciding
whether to cohabitate before marriage.

09 PRE-PACKING RALLY
A hypnotist and a juggler performed in the
HUB Friday night as part of a pre-packing
rally for Million Meals.

Women's basketball coach Helen Higgs wins
The Whitworthian Coach of the Year after
winning NWC tournament championship.

15 KERRY WRIGHT
Sophomore javelin thrower Kerry Wright is
on her way to the national championships
for a second-consecutive season.
Cover Photographer: Andrew Rollins
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Million Meals culminates in frenzied dash against time

Andrews Rollins | PhotograpHer

ABOVE: Volunteers assemble meal shipments for Second Harvest of the Inland Northwest and Nicaragua.
LEFT: Junior Vanessa Curless donates money from her piggy bank to the Million Meals food fun
d.

Shelby Harding
Staff Writer

What are you
doing after
graduation?
Expand your career options
with the Bridge MBA at
Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
The Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
For more information, call (206) 296-5700
or email mbab@seattleu.edu.

|1|ALBERS
School of Business and Economics

The Million Meals campaign ended on Saturday
night with just over $150,000 raised, 600,000 meals
packed and around 1,000 volunteers attending the
meal-packing event in the Fieldhouse. Whitworth
students, faculty and staff worked alongside local
non-profit Generation Alive and the Spokane com
munity to help feed those in need.
The Million Meals campaign began fundraising af
ter gaining ASWU approval. Large events such as the
Whitworth Gala, dorm-wide coin collections, a skat
ing night at Pattison's, selling Christmas donation
cards and other fundraising opportunities contrib
uted to the success of the event, ASWU President Ian
Robins said.
Volunteers packed meals containing rice, vegeta
bles, soy protein and vitamins over three shifts for the
event. Volunteers also set up the gym for packing and
filled t he trucks to distribute the meals.
"To see it all work and come together was amaz
ing," Robins said. "The atmosphere at the event was
nothing short of awe-inspiring. Walking around and
working, I saw hundreds of people giving their time
and energy to serve others and the room was full of
positive energy—that definitely kept me going."
The effort on Saturday did not meet the original
goal for the campaign of fundraising $250,000 to pack
1 million meals. While the goal was not met, and some
questioned the possibility of meeting the goal, the
positivity was not dampened during fundraising and
the packing event itself, Robins said.
"I believe that Whitworth succeeded in this event,
but it was never meant for us, it was for those who are
struggling and how we can collectively lift them up,"
Robins said. "Whitworth responded to the needs of
our neighbors and of the world."

Other students believed that the Million Meals
campaign was a success as well.
"It definitely was a success and a lot of people had
fun — it raised a lot of awareness too," sophomore Ka
tie McKinney said.
The first shift of the day had the most volunteers
that helped set up the gym and began packing. The
morning shift was the most daunting, but the energy
picked up as the day continued, Arend senator Emily
Witthuhn said.
"The morning felt more like a monotonous job and
because completion was so far away, it was less ener
getic," Witthuhn said. "The second shift was the most
energetic of the day for me. It was awesome to see that
with fewer people, we could be almost as productive
as the first shift."
Students hope that the campaign would increase
the desire to serve across the Whitworth campus as
well as raise awareness of issues like hunger.
"I. hope that this can impact Whitworth and Spo
kane to strive to do even greater things," Witthuhn
said. "The attitude of s ervice is one that is easily lost
in our generation, so to have served in the way we did
on May 3 is something that will hopefully prompt an
attitude of service for the future."
There is a possibility that the Million Meals cam
paign will be repeated in the future, Robins said.
"I definitely wouldn't write it off," Ro bins said. "I
saw so many people get excited over the opportuni
ty to come together and do something with meaning
and a broad impact."
The meals will be distributed by Second Harvest of
the Inland Northwest and sent to Nicaragua.

Contact Shelby Harding at
shardingl 5@my.whitworth.edu
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Institutional Diversity Committee
talks plan for reform °m 2114=15
Katie Shaw
Staff Writer
the Halualani Campus Experience Survey that
students, faculty and staff took earlier this year has
prompted discussion and action on the part of the
Institutional Diversity Committee (IDC).
From the results of the survey, Dr. Rona Halua
lani of Halualani & Ass ociates reported that "stu
dents provided the most positive comments on all
of the qualitative items, according to the survey
summary. Student responses highlighted immedi
ate needs such as financial and academic support.
They also identified the need for diversifying the
student body and training faculty to be more inclu
sive of students and their differences." Twenty-one
percent of Whitworth students took the survey.
Halualani also reported that staff respondents

(67 percent of total staff) were more negative and
focused on the work environment, while faculty
(47 percent) members' responses showed their
desire for a vast range of possible improvements to
make concerning diversity.
"It's important, first and foremost, that we un
derstand the gift of diversity, because God created
a very diverse human family," said Larry Burnley,
Assistant Vice President for Diversity and Intercultural Relations and chair of the IDC. "In our
brokenness as humans, we've used diversity as an
opportunity to build walls between us based on
difference."
-The IDC, reporting to the President's Cabinet,
plans to develop a comprehensive report, due in
the fall, that will construct a game plan around the
five priorities that came from the suggestions from

Josepn ranter I jrnuiugrapner

"We need a diversity master plan.
Vision 2021 says the 'what' about diversity.
It doesn't say 'how.'"
—Larry Burnley
Chair of IDC

continued on p. 6
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Spokane Community College Summer Session
Classes start July 1
Earn college credits in:

;

Accelerated Spanish*

Math

(Must have 1 year of high school Spanish)

Political Science

Accelerated American Sign Language*

Psychology

English

Science

History

World Geography

Low tuition | Small classes | Personalized help with admissions
Call 509-533-7008 today!

* home computer required

Community Colleges of Spokane provides equal opportunity in education and employment J

Community Colleges of Spokane

Spokane Community College

$150,000

Amount raised for the Million
Meals campaign.

P- 3

+

1,000

Approximate number of volunteers
who attended the Million Meals
meal-packing event on Saturday.
p. 3

Percent of Whitworth students
who took the Halualani Campus
Experience Survey.
p.4
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Health Center reinvested, student fee to subsidize cost
Providence Hospital were two of the
external sources that were presented.
Staff Writer
"We d iscussed how important it is
for the Health Center to be mission
Last fall, a task force was created to compatible with the university," Man
handle financial concerns and its rela deville said;
The task force wanted the opinions
tion to the Whitworth University mis
sion. The list of programs that needed of th e students, Gemmill said. Health
re-budgeting was extensive, and the Advocate representatives and mem
campus Health Center was one of the bers of student leadership expressed
primary concerns for students. After their opinions, asked questions and
months of evaluating options, it was shared concerns with the task force, he
decided to not outsource health care said.
Mandeville and Holmes also dis
services and to subsidize Health Cen
cussed the options they were consider
ter services with a student fee.
"[The Health Center is] funded sub ing with ASWU.
"The default discus
stantially out of
sion of every decision
tuition," said Ger
"After all we've been we made was what is
ry Gemmill, vice
president of finance through, we're going to best for the students,"
Gemmill said. "The
and administration.
end up with a Health decision that was for
"We had many pos
the best interest for the
sible
cost-saving
Center on campus,
students is to reinvest
ideas."
Faculty, staff and staff we know serve our with our center."
Mandeville, Holmes
students were in
and Gemmill said the
cluded in the de mission and enhanced
support and input
liberation process.
services."
from students on this
The task force con
matter was helpful and
sidered a variety of
—Dick Mandeville
valuable. The amount
options. One idea
Vice President for
of student involvement
that was seriously
was appreciated.
considered was out
Student Life
"Not every student
sourcing the Health
comes [to the Health
Center's services.
"Outsourcing means we partner Center], but those who do, we just de
with a third party, like an outside clin velop relationships with," Holmes said.
ic, to perform services," said Kristia- "It's not just their health, we make a
na Holmes, the director of the Health broader connection."
The task forced decided to keep
Center.
The task force met with organiza the Health Center Whitworth-owned
tions and had them provide proposals and operated by Whitworth staff. The
of the services they could offer the clin trade-off is students will be required to
ic as well as the cost of t hose services, pay a fee in order to subsidize the costs
said Dick Mandeville, vice president
for s tudent life. Rockwood Clinic and continued on p. 6

Rebekah Bresee

Carly Colby and Hayley Niehaus | Graphic Artists
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SEIZE THE SUMMER
AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
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www.gonzaga.etlu/summer

1-irst Session: May 19 - June 27 | Second Session: June 30 - August 8

52

Percent of faculty that think
diversity training should be
required, according to the Halualani
Campus Experience survey.
p. 6

163

Number of game minutes out of
a possible 165 total that senior
Dustin McConnell played over
four postseason games.
p. 13
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Rank of the Whitman women's
basketball team before they were
defeated by Whitworth in the
NWC tournament final.
p. 14

156 2"

Distance thrown by sophomore Kerry
Wright in the javelin this season.
p. 15
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Health Center:

Other considerations are extending the hours of the
Health Center, allowing evening and weekend access,
which could be done by arranging a contract with other
facilities, and talking to a local medical residency pro
continued from p. 4
gram about having physicians on campus, Mandeville
for the Health Center. The amount of this fee and what it said.
Services provided by third-party partners would be
wiil cover isstill being discussed.
"We need to sort out the details like what are we cov covered by the fee as well as services done on campus.
ering here and what are the students getting?" Holmes The student fee will apply to full-time and part-time un
said. "We want to make sure we're providing those ser dergraduate students, Holmes said.
Once the fee amount is decided on, it will be includ
vices."
The goal is to get the service fee as low as possible, ed in student's billing statement for next year. A let ter
will be sent explaining what the service fee is and what
Gemmill said.
Currently, students pay a fee for tests and services services are being provided for t he fee. The hope is to
provided, many of which are covered by insurance or have the service fee amount set before tuition statement
paid out-of-pocket, Holmes said. New services that are letters get sent, Gemmill said.
"After all w e've been through, we're going to end up
being looked into are X-rays andlab work.
Services offered by external sources are being looked with a Health Center on campus, staff we know serve
into as well and the potential for partnering is still an op our mission and enhanced services," Mandeville said.
"It will turn out better for students in the end."
tion, Gemmill said.
"I think one of the thin
gs that is positive that has come
from that is it has given us a push to see what else we can Contact Rebekah Bresee at
rbreseel 6@my.whitworth.edu
be doing," Holmes said.

Diversity:
continued from p. 5

the Halualani survey, Burnley said.
"We need a diversity master plan," Burnley said. "Vi
sion 2021 says the 'what' about diversity. It doesn't say
'how.'"
The second point is professional development and
training. In the survey, about 52 percent of faculty said
they think diversity training should be required.
"That's amazing to me," B urnley said. "That's great.
How often are you going to have faculty saying that
something more should be required of them?"
Curricuiar and co-curricular development is the thud
priority. There are many courses that satisfy the Ameri
can Diversity or Global Perspectives general education
requirements that do not necessarily teach students
about diversity, senior and Cultural Events Coordinator
Andriana Siefe said.
"If a student takes American Sign Language, it counts
as an American Diversity credit," Burnley said. "Not that
this class isn't important, but it doesn't meet have the
qualities that this type of course should have."

The IDC would also like to address concerns with re
cruitment, retention and climate as the fourth goal.
The final objective of the IDC isto implement "appro
priate organizational infrastructure to drive, assess and
sustain high-impact institutional goals." This includes
both the goals listed in the 2021 plan and Whitworth's
mission to honor God, follow Christ and serve humanity.
"I think the biggest thing that the Halualani reports
pointed out, and I think is very true on campus, is the
fact that students understand that diversity is important,
because it's a mantra," Siefe said. "They hear Whitworth
saying that we need to increase diversity, and they un
derstand that it is important, but they don't know why
it's important and they don't understand the scope of
diversity."
Next year's Cultural Events Coordinator, junior Ashton Skinner, said that she wants to spread awareness for
all types of diversity.
"I don't think any one part of a person's identity
should define them," she said. "We all have many differ
ent identifiers."
Contact Katie Shaw at
kshawl 7 @my.whitworth.edu
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HEWS* BRIEF
Unemployment rate drops
Employers in the United States added
288,000 jobs in April, beating estimates by
experts. The unemployment rate dropped
from 6.7 to 6.3 percent, the fastest pace of
recovery since the recession began over five
years ago. Added to the increase of jobs, a
large amount of people ended their searches
for a job, which does not count toward the
unemployment rate or entered retirement.
The new unemployment rate is sending
mixed messages about whether the job
market is really improving, experts said.

Protesters arrested in Seattle
during May Day march
Several hundred protesters took the
streets of Seattle in a May Day march
supporting immigrant rights and an
increase in minimum wage. Some
protesters were arrested during the night
march as police said a small group of
masked protesters were throwing bottles
and bricks at officers. Trash can fires were
started as well. Police said they used pepper
spray to subdue the rowdy protesters.
This is the third year the May Day march
in Seattle has ended in violence between
police and protesters.
Sources|KHQ Local News and The Associated Press

ASWU UPDATE

• In the last ASWU meeting of the semester,
next year's executive leaders, President Ian
Robins, Executive Vice President Eli Casteel
and Financial Vice President Kevin Gleim
led the meeting.
• President Beck Taylor came to ASWU
thanking them for their leadership this year.
He commended the noble goal of the Mil
lion Meals campaign, and expressed his ex
citement about the upcoming event. He also
announced that after much deliberation
about the Health Center, Whitworth will re
invest in the current staff and add a fee. They
are possibly looking at having X-ray and
blood testing availability for students.
• Brad Pointer, assistant director of the UREC
and climbing wall, made two outdoor recre
ation requisitions: 12 super sleeping bags
for snowshoeing that would allow trips to
snow caves, three more snowboards, pairs
of boots and helmets and bike helmets. The
second request was for ice climbing and
mountaineering gear. Both requisitions
passed.
• Step Seven, a student-led initiative to help
address marginalization issues also spoke
to ASWU. They conducted Prime Times on
Tuesday, April 29, which were successful.
On Thursday, from 5:30 to 7 p.m., there was
a discussion with Larry Burnley about expe
rience of marginalization on campus.

+

ARTS&CULTURE
Living together: Considering the "next step 7
Students weigh pros and cons of living together or apart before marriage
Alanna Carlson
Staff Writer
As a religious institution, Whitworth has a culture
that sets expectations for many things in students' lives.
The culture can affect how students made important
life decisions, such as whether to move in with their
significant others before marriage.
The decision to cohabit is a big deal regardless of
one's community and is a decision that ultimately
comes down to what the particular couple deems as
most important to their relationship.
Some students at Whitworth have chosen to move in
" with their significant others, while others have chosen
to wait to live together. Couples cite a variety of influ
ences that helped determine their decisions.
Senior Jessica Dahm and her fiance, for example,
chose not to five together before being married.
Engaged since December, the couple's main reason
for the choice was distance — Da hm's fiance Brock
Rule attends the University of Idaho.
Such distance made the discussion impractical
during the school year, Dahm said.
During the summer, living together was a very real
option for the couple, Dahm said. However, the two de
cided against the idea.
"We talked about it, then I talked to my parents and
got advice from my friends," Dahm said. "It was defi
nitely an option; we just decided it wasn't the best
thing."
For Dahm and Rule, several things played into their
decision to five apart, even during the summer. Among
those were religious reasons.
"I think it definitely it does [play a part], just be
cause of what we were taught," Dahm said. "We made a
choice based on what we believe in."
While Dahm and her fiance decided that living to
gether before marrying was not for them, other Whitworth-connected couples make a different decision.
Freshman Cody Arnold and his fiancee Peyton Puryear are one such couple.
Hannah Walker | Graphic Artist
Arnold and Puryear have lived together since ear
ly February. They made the decision to move into an
apartment together after months of careful discussion,
sion less a matter of science than a matter of individual
vary from couple to couple, Puryear said.
Arnold said.
Cohabitation in the United States has seen a drastic choice.
"When we first started the discussion there was a lot
One thing many researchers have agreed on, how
of talking about pros and cons," Puryear said. "We talk increase, with more than 15 times the number of cou
ever, is the idea of "deciding, not
ples
moving
in
together
before
mar
ed about who else will be affected by that decision. We
sliding." "Sliding" refers to the cou
riage now'than in the 1960s, according
didn't want to be selfish in it."
"We talked about who ple that is "practically living togeth
Moving in together was the most financially practi to the New York Times.
anyway," and so therefore see no
In
addition
to
opinions
from
family
cal option for the couple, Arnold and Puryear said.
else will be affected by er
reason not to make the move-in of
Additionally, both Arnold and Puryear said they and friends, young people considering
wanted the ability to spend more time together. Living cohabiting before marriage also often the decision. We didn't ficial.
However, experts argue that type
in the same home has allowed the couple to achieve contend with widely available expert
opinions. Experts exist on both sides of want to be selfish in it." of tepid decision-making process
that goal.
can lead to a tepid relationship as
Moving in together wasn't a n ecessary step to keep the issue.
— PEYTON PURYEAR
well, and an awkward situation if the
Many experts — ra nging from ontheir relationship moving forward, both Puryear and
relationship ends.
fine advice columns
fiancee of Whitworth
Arnold said.
Like any part of a relationship, it's
authors to writers at
However, living together has al
important that boundaries and ex
student
The New York Times
"I think [religion]
lowed Arnold and Puryear to practice
pectations are as clear as possible.
and Huffington Post
facing more serious trials than they
definitely does [play a to administrators of
Both Dahm and Rule and Arnold
had before cohabiting, Puryear said.
popular dating sites such as eHarmo- and Puryear exemplify making an active decision on
Arnold agreed, stating that he be
part], just because of ny — have a dvice about cohabitation the topic.
lieved most couples would have gone
For Dahm and her fiance, the benefits of living t o
their separate ways within the first
what we were taught. before marriage, with strong opinions
gether — especially for only a small period of time —
on both sides of the fence.
few weeks of what they experienced.
We made a choice
Many experts cite financial prac were not enough to move forward with the moving in
In light of that realization, both
ticality, testing for compatibility and together.
Arnold and Puryear strongly caution
based on what we
For Arnold and Puryear, the advantages of cohabita
being the natural next step in a seri
couples contemplating cohabitation.
tion
outweighed any drawbacks or risks they may have
ous
relationship
as
benefits
of
cohab
"It's not a step that I'd recommend
believe in."
encountered.
itation before marriage.
to any couple," Arnold said, stressing
Those experts who argue against
— JESSICA DAHM
that cohabitation can easily tear apart
the notion cite divorce rates and reli
a relationship if the couple does not
senior
gious doctrine as arguments for living
handle the move correctly.
apart until after tying the knot.
Deciding to move in with a signifi
Studies have linked increased divorce rates with Contact Alanna Carlson at
cant other must be largely based on one's own relation
ship and experiences, and the best course of action will both cohabiting and not cohabiting, making the deci- acarlsonl 7@my. whitworth.edu
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Motorcycle culture picks
speed among students
Stuart Hopson

kind of whatever," Johnson-said.
Now, Johnson owns a street bike and
Staff Writer
said he realizes that those stereotypes
don't always hold true.
Other stereotypes have inspired those
Now that winter has released its icy
grip on Spokane, motorcycle enthusiasts interested to get on a motorcycle.
"My best friend in high school had a
are coming alive. Whether they slowly
rumble past or scream by in a flash of Kawasaki 90 when we were juniors; he
color, motorcyclists are a culture all unto - r ode it all the way back from South Da
themselves and they all ride for a variety kota," said James Uhlenkott, visiting as
sistant professor of education. "This was
of reasons.
"I'd have to say there is a more inti the era of Peter Fonda and Easy Rider,
mate relationship between the man and so we all wanted to be that. This was our
very weak attempt to
the machine — w here
be that."
every hand is doing
"I'd have to say there
Uhlenkott rides a
something,
where
2003 Harley Davidson
is a more intimate
every foot is doing
Soft Tail Standard and
something — you're in
relationship between
has been riding since
control and I like that
1971.
idea," senior Joshua
the man and the
Others have been in
Warren said. "It's also
spired to ride because
fun. You're out there
machine — where
of family's or friends'
with the wind in your
every hand is doing
encouragement.
face out there enjoying
"My dad rode; it's al
the sun."
something, where
ways been something
Warren
rides
a
I wanted to do just be
lOOOcc Honda Super
every foot is doing
cause I knew he had,"
Hawk. Students and
something — you're in Warren said.
faculty
interviewed
The experience of
tend to mirror War
control and I like that
riding is unique for
ren's thoughts on why
each person. For some,
they ride.
idea."
it is the speed that
"I'd say part of it is
draws them.
adrenaline, part of it is
— JOSHUA WARREN
"Whenever I'm on
the freedom of being
senior, motorcyclist
the road, it's different
outside a caged cat
than being in a car,"
Love having the wind
and all that stuff. It's just fun," senior sophomore Avery Smetana said. "It's
open, just turning with the road and go
Ryan Johnson said.
Johnson rides a Yamaha FZ8 and is ing fast. It's hard to put into words."
Smetana has been riding a Honda
well aware of the stereotypes surround
XR650R Enduro for the last year.
ing motorcycle culture.
For some riders, just being outside is
"Growing up I had this kind of ste
reotypical idea where the people who what drives them on two wheels instead
rode cruisers were outlaw badass dudes, of four.
"You pack all your stuff, get on the
the people who rode street bikes were
douchebags, and dirt bikes were just road, go down two lane roads into the

EVENTS

when parents talk about
their kids, you meet someone who
has a motorcycle and they will tell you
the story of their bike."
Motorcycles and the people who ride
them are able to transcend a genera
tional gap that no other sport can.
"My dad had a Harley already and I
wanted to be able to ride that as well,"
Smetana said. "It's something I looked
in on growing up and it was something
cool to be a part of."
The culture of motorcycles is many
things, but it's the attitude people have
that make it a group activity.
"It's people who pursue the sport of
it, doing it together," Johnson said. "It's
people who have motorcycles and love
riding together."

Contact Stuart Hopson at
shopsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu

ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN

COMEDY; "MIGHTY" MIKE MCGEE
8 p.m.
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
GO

middle of nowhere,
come across a
small town, find
a place to camp,"
Uhlenkott said.
"My wife and I
really love that.
So it's that kind
of adventure of
'let's just see
where we end
up.'"
Motorcycle
enthusiasts
vary in style
and method,
but are united
by one com
mon action.
"There's
the motorcy
cle wave that's
unique to mo
torcycle riders," Johnson said.
The wave is a common salutation be
tween all motorcyclists who pass each
other while riding.
"Everyone is very, very accepting,"
Uhlenkott said. "No matter where we go
if th ere's another biker we are a part of
the group instantly. You instantly have
this connection."
Getting into the sport takes training
and commitment just like any other
sport.
"It's something you have to take the
time to get into," Smetana said. "It's
something you have to take the time
and really enjoy what's going on around
you."
Meeting someone who rides is differ
ent from meeting any other sport enthu
siast.
"The culture is pretty inviting com
pared to say other generic groups,"
Johnson said. "You are put into a
group by something you own. It's like

McGee, winner of the Individual
World Poetry Slam Championship in
2006, performs comedicslam poetry.

CULTURE: COURAGE FOR THE JOURNEY
12 p.m.
Eastern Washington University
526 Fifth St.
Grandmother Margaret Behan speaks
about cultural experience from the
point of view of a Cheyenne woman.

CO
>-

MUSIC; JAZZ I AND II CONCERT
5 p.m.
HUB. Multipurpose Room

a

GO

The Whitworth Jazz ensembles
perform in their annual, year-end
concert. Come and celebrate their
hard work and talent at this free
event.

CULTURE: A RABIAN NIGHTS
6:30 p.m.
Spokane Community College
1810 N. GreeneSt.
SCC's Arab Culture Club hosts an
evening of music, dancing and food
from the Middle East.

at

CAMPUS: ENGLISH DEPARTMENT BBQ
ANDBOOKSALE

MUSIC: TOTAL CH
8 p.m. I $8
The Hop!
706 N. MonroeS

11:30 a.m.
Westminster Courtyard

California-baset
Total Chaos perf

Join the English Department in
ushering in summer at this annual
booksale and barbecue.

THEATRE: B ROADWAY UNBOUND
7:30 p.m. I $3
Cowles Auditorium
Students will present original pieces
of theatre and dance they have
been working on in and out of the
classroom.

GO

FILM: L EGENDS 01
RETURN
9:JO a.m. / $2 0

River Park Squar
808 W. Main Ave
Part of the Empc
this family film v
a fundraiser for
Foundation.

+
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Juggler and hypnotist perform for Million Meals rally
the whitworthian

MAY 7,2014

Mikayla Nicholson
Staff Writer
Juggler Lindsay Benner and hypno
tist Matt Grisham brought the circus to
Whitworth last Friday. ASWU Activities
coordinator Kevin Gleim chose the two
acts for a pre-packing rally for the Mil
lion Meals program, which took place
last Saturday.
"In my budget I have a certain amount
of m oney I can use for the end of yea r
entertainment," Gleim said. "Since it's
the day before Million Meals I saw an
opportunity to create awareness for the
program."
Gleim said that he hoped to encour
age students to show up to the Million
Meals packing event.
Because not enough volunteers had
signed up to pack meals at the Million
Meals event, the performances were
meant to encourage students to partic
ipate in the packing, Gleim said.
Earlier in the year, Gleim sent out a
campus-wide survey asking what type

Simon Puzankov | Photographer

Juggler Lindsa y Benner performs her
variety act in the Dining Hall.

g

MUSIC: SPOKANE SYMPHONY CLASSICS

=£

3 p.m. I $1 5-$54
Martin Woldson Theater at the Fox
1001 W. Sprague Ave.
The Spokane Symphony performs
classic orchestral pieces with
Spokane mezzo-soprano Meredith
Arwady.

>-

street-punk band,
>rms downtown.

OZ: DOROTHY'S

wering Youth Project,
'ill be screened as
he Make a Wish

of entertainment students wanted to
see. A h ypnotist was the highest rated
of th e options. The decision to bring in
a juggler was inspired by the success of
the juggler that was brought in during
the beginning of th e year for freshman
orientation.
Gleim saw Benner at an entertain
ment conference he attended earlier in
the year.
"I knew that she was really good, so
that's why I brought her," Gleim said.
"And I just wanted smaller, really enter
taining events."
Dressed in a bright red ruby dress and
a large pearl necklace, Benner demand
ed the audience's attention during din
ner at Sodexo when she pulled out vol
unteers from the crowd.
"[My character is] likeif Charlie Chap
lin and Lucille Ball had a love-child that
juggled," Benner said.
Benner danced, juggled and sang her
way through her variety show. She told
a story using a volunteer from the audi
ence, taking him through the stages of
being in a "relationship" with her, from
the first date to domestic bliss, all the
way to the bitter separation. She paused
the story every now and then to perform
juggling acts with balls and knives.
Simon Puzankov | Photographer
"I love it when I fe el like I've found Magician Matt Grisham hypnotizes audience members during a performance in
some sort of joke that I haven't found the Multipurpose Room Friday night as part ofa Million Meals pre-packing rally.
before," Benner said. "I think it's gener
Grisham, an award-winning traveling
ally when I f eel like there's groove be street performing.
"I wanted to do something where peo magician and hypnotist, performed later
tween me and the audience; those are
ple were sitting and ready and I didn't that night in the MPR.
my favorite moments."
Several students volunteered to be
have to hustle quite so
Much of Benner's
much," Benner said. hypnotized by Grisham, and were made
show depends on the
audience's reactions "When I'm connecting "And I knew exactly to perform skits such as an awkward
what my paycheck was middle school dance, a runway routine
and participation, but
with my audience, the going to be."
and delivering a baby.
Benner said she still
Grisham's show was met with laugh
Benner said she en
must work to involve
show really works."
joys playing at smaller ter and applause. Once it was over, stu
the audience.
venues such as Whit dents posed for pictures with Grisham
— LINDSAY BENNER
"Some
audiences
and he answered questions about hyp
worth.
are harder than others,"
juggler
"You never know notism and his career.
Benner said. "When
what you're going to be
I'm connecting with
walking into," Benner said. "Sometimes
my audience the show really works."
Benner has been performing at small I'm in really cool little theaters, some
er colleges and organizations for the times I'm in classrooms and sometimes Contact Mikayla Nicholson at
past two years .trying to break away from I'm in lobbies."
mnicholsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu
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COMMUNITY: LISTEN TO YOUR MOTHER
7 p.m. I $1 5
Bing Crosby Theater
901 W. Sprague Ave.
Community writers share their
thoughts on motherhood at this
annual Mother's Day event.

COMMUNITY: GAIL CHUMBLEY READING
6:30 p.m.
South Hill Lib rary
3324 S. Perry St.
Author Gail Chumbley presents on
her book. River of January.

COMMUNITY: THINK AND DRINK
7:30 p.m.
Lindaman's
1235 S. Grand Blvd.
Community members discuss the
effects of race and socioeconomics on
education.

MUSIC: DAMIEN JURADO ANDJEROME
HOLLOWAY
8 p.m. I $13-$ 15
The Bartlett
228 W. Sprague Ave.
Folk and Indie singer/songwriters
perform downtown.

COMMUNITY: SPOKANE IN THE GREAT
DEPRESSION
6:30 p.m.
Argonne Library
4322 N. Argonne Rd.
Local historian Jim Kershner presents
on the local effects of the Great
Depression.
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Longboarding resurfaces on
campus with warmer weather
about the tricks that you can do with it as much as the
actual how you ride going from one place to the next,"
Staff Writer
Haney said.
The social aspect of longboarding is also very differ
It is hard to go a day without seeing someone riding ent from traditional skateboarding. Relaxed and invit
or carrying a longboard on campus. Longboarding is a ing, pretty much anyone who wants to learn can join
common way forstudents to get around campus quick the growing numbers of longboarders on campus.
"Literally anyone can pick up a longboard. I don't
ly and efficiently. But there is quite a bit more to the
think there's an exclusive group here at all," Adria n
longboarding subculture than fast travel.
There are multiple types of longboards, each of said.
While there may be a .certain look about some of
which are built with particular activities in mind. These
the more immersed members of th e
activities range from downhill racing
culture, you certainly don't have to
to carving and cruising, according to
Freeride Surf a nd Skate Shop's web "[Longboarding is] the adopt that same look to "fit in" with
others who longboard, Haney said.
site.
most relaxing thing
Picking up longboarding isn't all
Longboards vary in shape of board,
that hard, senior Anne Dhanens said.
the material the board is made of, the
I do all day. This is
It's more about practice and confi
size of the trucks and tightness of the
trucks depending on what the board pretty much my drug." dence than skill level.
"[My first time] I ate it. Really bad
is designed to do.
— SAM HANEY
ly. I hit major speed levels and then I
People who are more serious about
ate it," Dhanens said. "So then I was
longboarding may have more gear
freshman longboarder
scared off of it for a co uple years and
and multiple boards — called a "quiv
didn't start up again until the middle
er" — which they can use for the dif
of high school when I just gritted my teeth, stole my sis
ferent styles of riding.
The longboarding subculture is more prominent in ter's longboard and practiced for hours until I got over
California — longboards originated there when surfers my fear."
Some students around campus picked up riding at
wanted a way to "surf" on pavement when the weath
er was too bad to actually surf. However, longboarding a young age, while others have only been riding for a
still has a decent following here on campus, junior fosh couple of years. Dhanens has been riding for almost six
years, while Adrian — who participated in skateboard
Adrian said.
Longboarding is a style of boarding generally geared ing in middle school and high school — didn't pick up
longboarding until coming to Whitworth.
toward relaxation than traditional skateboarding.
"When I got to college, I borrowed a friend's board
"It's the most relaxing thing I do all day," freshman
and loved it and realized how much I missed skating,"
Sam Haney said. "This is pretty much my drug."
While some longboards made for trick riding, trick Adrian said.
riding is much less prominent in longboarding.
The most common uses of longboards include trans
portation, carving, "hill-bombing" and activities that
generally require longer distances than typical skate
Contact Alanna Carlson at
board tricks.
"It's very much about the ride itself. It's not so much acarlsonl 7@my.whitworth.edu.

Alanna Carlson

{I SAW i}
Content in the "I Saw You" section comes
from student submissions and does not
necessarily reflect the opinion of The
Whitworthian.

Mooning
I saw you pull your pants down in the
library. You have a really nice butt.

Smiles and Rice
I saw you smiling sp big while serving me
rice at Saga. You made my day better.

Octopus Hugs
I see you and your significant other in
Saga every day, walking together with
your arms around each other like octopods. Kick it down a notch, guys.

Trippin' for Days
I saw you tripping while walking up the
stairs in the HUB. I would have felt bad,
but it made me laugh too much.

Rockin' My Socks
I saw you wearing socks and sandals. Are
you from the Inland Northwest?

Stuck in the '80s
I saw you wearing short-shorts while
playing basketball in the Rec Center.
What happened in the '80s stays in the
'80s, man.

Sweaty Spike Balls
I saw you all shirtless, playing spike ball
while I was in Genesis class. Stop being so
tempting while I'm trying to learn.

Slippery Slackline
I sawyou fall off a slackline. I hope you
weren't hurt!

Submissions published as received.

Spacious and luxurious !and 2 bedroom units
Call (509) 623-1000 lor information
11826 N. Mayfair Bd. Spokane, m 99218

Seen someone? Submit your "I Saw You"
(up to 75 words) online via the Survey
Monkey link on The Whitworthian's
Facebook page.

+

OPINIONS
Letter to the editor:
Gay Straight Association
As Open Conversations: Gay Straight Association, we
embrace and relish discussing complicated issues. To
this end, we put a poster and box up in the HUB, asking
for questions submitted anonymously in the box. We
planned to answer them during a Prime Time in Duvall.
I picked up the box and opened it up. It quickly became
clear they were not creative, and were in the same hand
writing. The box contained no real questions, only "FAG"
six times, "ANAL?" once, and "Why, just why?" once.
More upsetting than the cards was our reactions. There
was no moment of disbeli ef for us; we were resigned to
the vitriol. I wish we existed in a world in which a box of
cruelty was shocking, but we don't. For m e, this wasn't
the greatest fear I had. Somehow, finding a box of igno
rance was better than opening an empty box. Iprefer neg
ative attention to no attention.
I understand different beliefs about sexuality and ori
entation, and many of these beliefs are sincere, not a
personal attack. Disagreement does not equal hate, and
I know many people who disagree with us would never
purposefully inflict pain on us.
Now to the note writer: We w on't Tiunt you down or
try to punish you. This box was anonymous and we re
spect that. Also, you don't scare us. I plead with you to
think through why you did it. If you asked us questions,
we would answer honestly. We wouldn't try to convince
you, and we wouldn't scapegoat or attack you. I hope that
someday soon you articulate to us why you filled our box
with hate. I want you to know that you hurt us; I won't
pretend that words don't inflict pain. But I also want you
to understand: this pain won't last. I wish I knew what
your goal was, so I knew if you achieved it.
If you wanted to change our minds or shut us up, you
failed.

Abby Nyberg| Graphic
Artist

No need to have life figured out

ample. Bhatt went to law school and practiced for
awhile, before ultimately leading technology solu
tion start-up companies. Now, h e leads one of th e
biggest technology companies in the country.
COLUMNIST
Another example is Lisa Jamieson, a former phar
macist who became a writer. She realized she had
other interests that were not in line with her current
The question, "What do you want to do with your career so she changed it. Now she owns her own
life" haunts me. Although I am becoming more com consulting firm and is a medical writer.
fortable answering the ques
Both of these people are living
tion, it makes my brain do a
"This stage we are in is proof that it's okay not to know.
It's also OK to change. As undercrazy dance. I consider all of the
possibilities, which I hope will
about figuring out how grads, they probably wouldn't have
guessed that they would doing the
become opportunities some
we fit into the world at
work they are now. Life offers us
day. Slowly, however, I am re
lessons and opportunities and it's
alizing that I don't need to have
large and how we will
OK for us to adjust our goals in the
things all figured out.
process.
As a society, we have placed
offer it the gifts and
Our choice of ma jor today may
significant pressure on individ
talents that comprise us." not be what makes us feel purpose
uals once they hit their 20's. If
ful tomorrow; that's OK. This stage
they haven't figured out what
that we are in is about figuring out
they are doing with their lives
by age 30, w e deem them lost causes, according to how we fit into the world at large and how we will
Elite Daily. But regardless of whether or not we make offer it the gifts and talents that comprise us.
Do what makes your heart sing; there you will find
plans, they are bound to change.
Subconsciously, we see those who have big plans success. If you haven't figured out what that is yet,
for where they are headed as wiser and more ambi don't sweat. Life is a benefactor of endless opportu
tious than those who don't. While setting goals for nities.
your life is a big deal, it doesn't need to be accom
plished as an undergrad. It's also important to real OMODARA is a senior majoring in journalism and
ize what may change.
marketing. Comments can be sent to romodaral4@
Take CEO of Blackboard Inc., Jay B hatt, for ex my.whitworth.edu

REMI
OMODARA

Sincerely and with love,
Katherine Walker Bernard, Acting President, Open
Conversations: GSA

Announcing next year's

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

KATIE SHAW

Changes needed to make UREC more effective for students
MAX
CARTER
COLUMNIST

Whitworth University opened the long-awaited Rec
Center earlier this school year with much excitement
and anticipation. The UREC has been a big hit, with
its full-size climbing wall and plethora of basketball
courts, in addition to a high-quality weight room. How
ever, nothing is perfect.
Junior Kyle McEachran stays active and spends a lot
of hours at the UREC. Over time, he has noticed a few
items that would improve the experience at the facility.
In response, he has created a proposal that includes an
ice cooler for treating injuries, guest passes for family
and friends of s tudents, staff and faculty and the al
lowance of "shirts and skins" games on the basketball
courts. As of press time on Sunday, May 4, McEachran
gathered more than 300 student and staff signatures on
the petition, including that of President Beck Taylor.
These changes would not only be convenient for
those who use the UREC, but are necessary for both
student health and the popularity of the UREC.

As far as the "shirts and skins" issue goes, there a
couple of points to be made. First, when playing a
game of 5-on-5 pick up basketball, "shirts and skins"
is a common way to distinguish who is on which team.
In addition to that, for some males it is more comfort
able to play sports indoors with shirts off. That may
not seem like a valid reason, but in reality, students at
Whitworth are adults and deserve freedom. If someone
can look outside the coffee shop windows and see four
guys outside with their shirts off, why can't the same be
said in the UREC?
It i s understandable that some aren't comfortable
with shirtless people in the UREC. In order to avoid
offending anyone, McEachran has suggested that ath
letes with their shirts off on the basketball courts must
stay there. If basketball players want to walk around to
other parts of the UREC,diey must have their shirts on.
That would be the best compromise between the cur
rent dress code and the allowance of "shirts and skins"
• on the courts.
Regarding ice in the UREC, it se ems to be self-ex
planatory. It is actually quite surprising that the UREC
doesn't have some kind of medical or health center. In
a building with a climbing wall, three full basketball
courts and a full weight room, somebody is bound to

get hurt, right? Absolutely. Admittedly, there have al
ready been budget cuts to the Health Center, but a
small ice cooler would not break the bank, and is nec
essary.
In an email conversation, McEachran noted his
friend, who tore his ACL while in the UREC. He had no
ice available to him without walking on a torn ACL.
McEachran has brought the proposal to the atten
tion of Taylor. Whitworth's president has witnessed the
issue himself, as he was part of the intramural game in
which that student tore his ACL.
"Taylor turned to me looking for ice... and I had to be
the bearer of bad news and say, 'There is no ice here,"'
McEachran said. "President Beck Taylor said that he is
looking at the possibility of providing some form of ice
after he nearly broke his wrist."

CLICK I T
Read the rest of Carter s column online at
thewhitworthlanxom

CARTER is a sophomore majoring in communication.
Comments can be sent to mcarterl6@my.whitworth.
edu
+
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NBA's response to Sterling comments
sparks opportunity for conversation
WHITNEY
CARTER
COLUMNIST

I would like to applaud NBA commissioner Adam
Silver for standing up for what's right and carrying
out a stern punishment to Los Angeles Clippers own
er Donald Sterling.
Fortunately, Sterling's controversial comments,
although ignorant and unfortunate, will bring about
some good conversation. Making an example of Ster
ling by eliminating him from the NBA makes it clear
where the league stands on the issues of racism, and
haS also sparked a much-needed conversation about
racism in America. About 76 percent of players in the
NBA in 2013 were African American, according to a
report from the ESPN site flvethirtyeight.com.
This series of e vents is coming off th e heels of a
leaked tape in which Sterling is heard talking to his
girlfriend, Vivian Stiviano. Stiviano is half Latina and
half African American, according to the leaked re
cording. The recording was shocking to many, that
in this day and age, ignorance and straight up racism
still exists is appalling to most.
"It bothers me a lot that you're associating with
black people. You're supposed to be a delicate white
or a delicate Latina girl," Sterling said on the leaked
tape which lasted around 10 minutes.
Stiviano maintains that she did not leak the tape.
Regardless, the tape was released, and reactions were
immediate. Public figures all over the United States
spoke out against Sterling and called on Silver for
punishment. I found the reactions to be refreshing.
In today's age, people found it shocking that attitudes
such as Sterling's still exist, and found it appropriate
and necessary to speak out against such attitudes.
As a result of the fallout, many sponsors have al
ready chosen to suspend ties with the Clippers orga
nization, including Red Bull, State Farm and Sprint,
according to a report from Yahoo Sports. The orga
nizations did the right things and chose not to taint
their organizations with ties to Sterling. Silver fined
Sterling the maximum under the NBA con stitution,
$2.5 million to be given to chari
ty and banned him for
life. Silver is also fairly confident that he will be able
to get the necessary 75 percent of the owners' support

Gretchen Van Lith | Graphic Artist

to force Sterling to sell the team.
I am glad Sterling's true colors came out; it is time
to encourage dialogue on race relations in America.
It is not enough that we can all drink from the same
water fountains. For racism to be truly eradicated,
ignorant and racist attitudes should have no place in
our society. To do that, we need to talk about them.
While Silver was probably acting in order to best
protect the financial security of the league, protecting
a racist owner would lead to a further backlash. NBA
leadership acted correctly and showed that racism
and ignorant attitudes have no place within the NBA.
These attitudes have no place in American society.
Now is the time to talk about it.

( t <,

A call to balance traditional
and digital news mediums
It's no secret that the emergence of t he digital age
has impacted methods for news distribution, as print
newspaper production declines and news organizations
contemplate how to best connect with target audienc
es. By the same token, media audiences are faced with
a plethora of news medium options — from tr aditional
sources, such as television and radio, to new age sourc
es, such as blogs and Facebook.
Localizing this relationship dynamic to the Whitworth
community, I challenge future Whitworthian editors to
maintain an awareness of the communication trends so
that they can best serve the Whitworth audience.
This academic year, we have begun to take strides to
improve The Whitworthian's digital presence — rede 
signing our website and working with a group of Whit
worth computer science students to develop a Whit
worthian app that will be available for download in the
fall on the Apple, Android and Windows app markets.
But there are still a lot of improvements to be made, as
Whitworthian editors balance the management of an
important weekly print edition with efforts to bolster a
digital presence.
It is also my hope that The Whitworthian's audience
will take advantage of the app as well as an increased
online presence, and provide feedback for Whitworthi
an editors, if d esired. To reiterate the editorial in Issue
15, feedback is encouraged to keep student journalists
accountable.
The challenge of b alancing a print and digital pres
ence is not specific to The Whitworthian. During Jan
Term 2013,1 took part in a class that traveled to the east
coast to study media impact. Among other lessons, we
learned traditional journalism is not dying, but chang
ing. Media organizations are trying to learn how to dig
itally connect with audiences in a productive and effi
cient manner.
My call to future Whitworthian staffs is to uphold the
consistency of a weekly print edition while making it
a priority to continually evaluate how to best connect
with the Whitworth community using digital tools. And
to be a media literate consumer, recognize the plethora
of ne ws mediums available — both at Whitworth and
beyond — to take advantage of medium options and be
an informed consumer of media.
Andrew Forhan, editor-in-chief

CARTER is a sophomoremajoring in communica
tion. Comments can be sent to wcarterl6@my.whitworth.edu
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EDITOR S NOTE:

FORHAN is a senior majoring in journalism. Comments
can be sent to aforhanl4@my.whitworth.edu

What changes would you make to the UREC?

"If they could keep the slack-line up
longer, that would be really awesome.
I know it's like a lot to set up nad take
down."
— Taylor Floyd, sophomore

"I haven't really visited it a tonof times, bu t
the only thing I could think of changing is
the location to be more central."
— Daniel Olleman, junior

"I think I would put more racks like
bench press racks and squat racks. I
think I would put in more of those."
— Dalton Carter, freshman

"Maybe more ellipticals. I'm always
struggling to catch one, but then maybe I
just go at the wrong times. "
— Shelby Leml ey, sophomore
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SPORTS
MALE ATHLETE
OF THE YEAR
Dustin McConnell—
Men's basketball and
men's tennis

James Silberman

to [play him so much] because of his
commitment to conditioning," head
Staff Writer
coach Matt Logie said. "We didn't have
to take him off the court because he
Ever since he became a starter
was in such tremendous shape and we
during his sophomore year, it was clear, will always put the guys out there who
that senior point guard Dustin McCo
give us the best chance to win."
nnell was on track to be a great player.
McConnell said his favorite mo
In his senior year, he was recognized
ment of the season was when the Pi
as such, by more than just Whitworth
rates won their eighth consecutive
and the conference.
NWC tournament championship over
After earning Northwest Confer
Puget Sound, during which McCon
ence First Team honors, as well as
nell scored 15 points, recorded seven
being named conference MVP, McCo
assists and grabbed six boards.
nnell was voted First Team All-West
"It was a lot of fun winning that
Region by both D3hoops.com and
last game at home. It was the confer
the National Association of Basket
ence tournament championship and
ball Coaches (NABC). The NABC also
the conference tournament is a really
named him a Division III Third Team
important thing to set you up for the
All-American. And now, The WhitNCAA tournament," McConnell said.
worthian Male Athlete of the Year.
"It was a tough win against UPS who's
However, none of the accolades
a good team and our guys played hard.
were on the agenda to begin the
It w as a really fun way to end out my
season, McConnell said.
career and get a last win at home."
"Knowing it's your last year
McConnell, along with senior
of c ollege and playing a team
Colton McCargar, will have an oppor
sport, 1 just really wanted
tunity to further his basketball career
to make the most of ev
at a combine for professional overseas
ery opportunity and
teams in Los Angeles at the end of May.
not take it for grant
"[McConnell] definitely has the tal
ed," McConnell said.
ent and drive to play after college," Lo
"I wanted to enjoy the
gie said. "1 am looking forward to him
whole experience."
having an opportunity to showcase
McConnell did it
that ability."
all for the Pirates, av
Despite his Whitworth basketball
eraging 13.4 points
career ending in March, McConnell
while leading the
continued his athletic career for the
NVVG with 3.6 as
school until recently playing for the
sists per game and
tennis team. Due to the overlap with
leading the team
the end of the basketball season, Mc
with 1.5 steals per
Connell missed the first month or so of
game. He did so
the season, but finished with a 3-1 sin
while shooting an
gles record and a 1-0 doubles record.
efficient 47 percent
Sophomore Drew Adams, also a
basketball-tennis dual athlete, who
percent from be
knows McConnell from their time at
yond the arc and
Clarkston High School together, said
84 percent from the
he has gained a respect for McConnell
foul line.
as a teammate over the years.
McConnell said
"I don't think it mattered where he
he sees himself as
was, he always has that will and that
that Swiss-Armyfire to compete," Adams said. "He's al
knife type of player.
ways very positive but he'll get on guys
"My focus was
if he needs to. But he gets on himself
to be the best point
just as much as he gets on a teammate."
guard that our team
Whether he ends up playing bas
•
needs," McConnell
ketball in Europe, or putting his ki
said. "So if it was a
nesiology degree to use in the United
game where I need
States, McConnell said he will always
ed to distribute the
be thankful for the four years he spent
ball more and get
as a Pirate.
guys open, then it
"It was incredible. I c ouldn't ask for
was my goal to do that
a better college experience. The groups
to the best of my abili
of guys I got to play with day in and day
ty. But if it was a game
out are unbelievable players and great
where I needed to get
guys," McConnell said. "Guys that push
some shots up and be
you every day and that's really what
aggressive, then 1 t ried
made it so fun is playing with guys that
to do that."
are at such a high level. It r eally brings
In the postseason,
you up and I'm just so fortunate to be a
McConnell enjoyed even
part of the teams I was with."
greater success, increasing
his averages to 16.8 points
and six assists while playing
163 out of 165 possible min
utes in the four games.
"He was obviously valu
Contact James Silberman at
able, but we were only able
isilbermanl7iamy.whitworth.edu
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COACH OF THE YEAR

Jordanne PernStaff Writer

Helen Higgs—Women's basketball
"We can do great things and we want to
believe that we can do great things but we
also have fun and laugh at the obstacles
while pushing through them."
— H E L E N HI G G S
head coach
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With 20 years of Whitworth coach
ing experience behind her, women's
basketball head coach Helen Higgs
led the Pirates in a season of success,
including winning the NVVC tour na
ment against No. 1-ranked Whitman,
which earned Higgs the title of The
Whineorthian Coach of the Year.
Higgs made her mar k on Whinvorth
as she became the longest-serving
women's basketball coach, amassing
the most wins in Pirate history.
With a career coaching record of
284-199 entering the season, Higgs
and her team began the 2013-2014
season with high s tandards and big
expectations.
"Our goals were to do more than
we did the year before, which was
finish third and make the NCAA
tournament," Higgs said .
In o rder to obtain their goals, the
seniors chose the word "believe" as
the season's theme, Higgs said.
"We can do great things and we
want to believe that We can do great
things, but we also have fun and
laugh at the obstacles while push
ing through them," Higgs said.
The season started rough due
to injuries in which senior guard
Kayia Johnson had to miss the
first game because of a bad ankle
sprain and junior Kendra Knutsen had limited minutes from
previous knee issues, Higgs said.
"Our first game was against
a team that wasn't great and we
barely won," Higgs said. "1 h ad to
start two people out of position
and we didn't have our senior
leader [Johnson] who usually ends
up scoring J 9 points a game."
As the season went on, the Pi
rates picked up momentum with
two separate seven-game win
ning streaks. As part of the sec
ond streak, Higgs became the
first women's basketball coach
to reach her 300th career win at
Whitworth, against Pacific Luther
an University.
"There is no way [Higgs] would
A
say her 300th win was her big gest
•
season highlight b ecause she is
K
very modest and team-orient
ed but it was a big moment for
£
her," a ssistant coach Heather
Bowman said.
One of the biggest high
lights for Higgs was in the

NWC Tournament
championship
game during which the Pirates played
against Whitman, then undefeated
and top-ranked team in the nation, to
consecutively win the conference title
on Whitman's home court. Higgs said.
"We are a pretty self-motivating
team, but before the Whitman game.
[Higgs] rapped for us and her quirkiness got us pumped up," Johnson said.
"During a timeout in around the last
two minutes of the Whitman game the
same song [Timber by Pitbull featur
ing KeShaj came on and she was tell
ing us that it was fate that we would
win the game since it was the song she
rapped to us before."
The Pirates entered the NCAA tour
nament against George Fox University
and came away with a 20-point win in
the first round.
"[Higgs] has confidence in us and
vou can see that in the way she coach
es and directs us," JoJ inson said. "She
has never doubted us."
A six- point l oss to Whitman in the
second round of the NCAA Tourna
ment ended the season for the Pirates.
Higgs brings laughter and fun to the
sport while keeping up the intensity.
She is not o nly a coach on the court,
but outside of the game as well, John
son said.
"[Higgs: does a very good job of
keeping the team balanced by pushing
the girls on an d off the court," Bowman
said. "She makes sure that they are ac
ademically, personally and aestheti
cally improving themselves."
JTiggs d oes not attribute all of the
success from the season to herself, but
rather to her f ellow coaches and the
players on the team, Higgs said.
"I think valuing your coaching staff,
figuring out what they do well and giv
ing them some freedom in that, is what
really helps to make a team stronger
and be more successful," Higgs said.
"We were successful because 1 had a
great coaching staff."
After another successful season,
Higgs assures that with her compet
itive n ature, winning will alw ays be a
part of the program, Higgs said.
"But it is more about striving for ex
cellence and teaching individuals how
to excel not only in sports but in every
place in life," Higgs said. "That's m\
bigger goal, to teach those life lessons,
and if you do that well and have the
talent, then the winning part will tak e
care of itself."

Contact Jordanne Perry at
jperrylGfa my.wliituiorih.edu
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WHITPICS

TOP LEFT: Sophomore Bethany Dugan practices Lunastix, a form of juggling, before Unplugged
begins in the HUB Multipurpose Room on Thursday, Sept. 26 [Issue 3].
Rachel Anderson |Photographer

TOP RIGHT: Freshmen walk to Fancy Feast on Sunday, Sept. 1 [Issue 1].
Linnea Goold j Pho tographer

MIDDLE RIGHT: Freshman Ashley Winslow catches a frisbee duringher intramural ultimate frisbee
game at Omache Field, Thursday, Oct. 10 [Issue 5].
Michelle Molina |Photographer

ABOVE: Games proceed at the roulette table at George Whitworth's Party at the Gala Royale on
Feb. 21 [Issue 10].
Tyler Jezierski |Photographer

MIDDLE LEFT: Junior Zachary Johnson prepares to throw a snowball at a classmate on Tuesday
morning, Nov. 5 [Issue 7].
Catherine Palmer |Photographer

LEFT: Junior Danny Parker is the disc jockey at the beginning of the Green with Envy Dance on
March 15 [Issue 12].
Joseph Parker |Photographer

